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Foreword

Since the education of aeronautical engineers at Delft University of Technology started
in 1940 under t~e inspiring leaders hip of Professor H.J. van der Maas, much emphasis has
been placed on the design of aircraft as part of the student's curriculum. Not only is
aircraft design an optional subject for thesis work, but every aeronautical student has
to carry out a preliminary airplane design in the course of his study. The main purpose
of this preliminary design work is to enable the student to synthesize the knowledge obtained separately in courses on aerodynamics, aircraft performances, stability and control, aircraft structures, etc.

The student's exercises in preliminary design have been directed through the years by a
number of staff members o f the Department of Aerospace Engineering in Delft. The author
of this book, Mr. E. To renbeek, has made a large contribution to this part of the study
programme for many years. Not only has he acquired vast experience in teaching airplane
design at university level, but he has also been deeply involved in design-oriented research, e . g. developing rational design methods and systematizing design information. I
am very pleased that this wealth of experience, methods and data is now presented inthis
book.
In the last twenty years of university education ior engineers much attention has been
devoted to the fundamental sciences such as mathematics and physics. Recent years have
seen a revival of the interest in "design" and a number of genera I textbooks have now
been published on this subject. However, very few modern textbooks on the

scienc~

andthe

art of aircraft design, are available . It is my sincere hope that Mr. Torenbeek's book
will contribute to a renewed interest in airplane design in many parts of the aeronautical wor l d, both inside and outside universities.
In view of the immense increase of knowledge in the aeronautical sciences and engineering
since the Second World War, it seems a formidable task, requiring much courage on the
author's part, to write a textbook on airplane design . It is well-nigh impossible todeal
with all problems of airplane design at the same depth and undoubtedly personal choice
has to prevail in many areas with regard to the material to be presented. In my view , Mr .
TO,renbeek has made an excellent choice of his subjects, preserving a careful balance between the presentation of a design manual and a general textbook on airplane design.
This volume will therefore be a most worthwhile guide to everybody who in the course of
XVI

his professional training or career, is interested in the initial design phase of airplane pro jects, an activity which is very important for shaping the future of aviation.

Delft University of Technology

H. Wittenberg

August 1975

Professor of Aerospace Engineering

XVII

Author's preface

This textbook is intended to of·fer readers with a professional interest in airplane
design a genera I survey of the layout design process. It contains a large amount of
data and numerous methods wpich will be useful for carrying out the initial design calculations associated with the dimensioning of all major airplane parts. To a certain extent it has the character of a design manual, but considerable attention is also devoted
to qualitative background information.
Several of the design methodologies and procedures presented have already appeared in the
literature on the subject, while others have been developed recently by the author. They
have been chosen on the basis of two criteria: they are not overdependent upon the state
of the art and they give reliable results with a minimum of information. Most of the
procedures have been extensively tested and considerably improved during the decade for
which the author was responsible for students' design courses and projects in the Department of

~erospace

on conventional

Engineering of the Delft University of Technology. Emphasis is laid

subsonic airplane designs in the civil category, i.e., broadly speaking

the airplane types to which the American FAR Parts 23 and 25 and equivalent BCAR requirements apply (light and transport-type aircraft). Although many of the aspects to be discussed are equally relevant to V/STOL and military aircraft, other complicati.ng factors
are 1nvolved in the design of these types, resulting in a radically different approach
to the design process. The large variety of design specifications and configurations in
these categories prohibits a general treatment.
The au thor makes no apology for the fact that his approach to airplane design may be
biased by a university environment, probably not the ideal one in which to carry out design studies. The teaching of design in the aeronautical departments of

universiti~s

and

institutes of technology has, unfortunately, not kept pace with developments in industrial design practice. Aircraft design and development have become a matter of large investments, even in the case of relatively small projects. The manhours required have increased considerably in recent years and the time is almost past when a single designer
could consider himself the spiritual father of a new type.
In contrast with the increased sophistication to be observed in industrial design very
few regular design courses at technological universities and institutes have been able to
survive the process of continuous curriculum evaluation and revision.
Although experienced designers in the industry may possibly be the only authors qualified
to write an authoritative textbook on airplane design, they are usually not in a position
to devote enough of their time to a task which is not feIt to be in the direct interest
of the1r employers. The reader may therefore conclude that the present book will be most
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useful for teaching and study purposes and for people who need a general introduction to
the vast field of initial aircraft design and development. Nevertheless, some of the procedures and data presented will certainly be of some assistance to design departments in
industry.
A knowledge of the principles of applied aerodynamics, airplane structures, performance,
stability, control and propulsion is required to derive the utmost from this book. lts
usefulness for degree design courses will therefore be greatest in later stages of the
course. In the presentation of the individual subjects the need to balance design considerations is frequently stressed. This is particularly the case in the second chapter,
where the initial choice of the general arrangement is discussed, the basis adoptedbeing
a synthesis of many considerations of widely differing character. The main body of the
book is devoted to the rationale behind layout

de~ign

and although estimation methods for

lift, drag, geometry, etc. are considered essential parts of the design process, they
have been brought together in a separate set of appendices with a limited amount of text.
Considerable attention is devoted in all the chapters to the impact of airworthiness requirements on design and to subjects that have been covered only very briefly by other
authors. Particular emphasis is laid on the interior layout of }he fuselage (Chapter 3),
a survey of the present and future potentials of aircraft engines (Chapter 4), systemat ic design studies based on performance requirements (Chapter 5), and weight estimation
methods (Chapter 8). The complex interaction of wing location, center of gravity range,
and horizontal tailplane design is treated in Chapters 8 and 9. The consistentcollection
of prediction methods for lift, drag and pitching moment estimation will, it is thought,
be useful as a general survey and as a tool for wing design (Chapter 7) and performance
calculations (Chapter 11). A large collection of statistical data, illustrations and
diagrams is added to this presentation, which aims at providing the individual student/
designer or the small design team with reliable guidelines. For industrial applications
some of the methods may have to be refined and/or extended.
A large and systematic list of references to literature is presented, which will helpthe
reader to find more information on the subjects specifically dealt with and on other related subjects. As he glances through these references the reader's attention may be
drawn to a particular subject th at interests him, possibly stimulating him to add another
innovation to the design synthesis of his project and thereby contribute to the overall
quality of aircraft design technology.
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In accordance with the convent ion used in publications such as Jane's All the World's
Aircraft and Flight International, all data and most of the figures have been given in
the technical unit system, both in British and metric units. Hence, lb and kg refer to
pound and kilogram forces, respectively. An exception is made in Appendix J, where sea
level data of the Standard Atmosphere ~ave been given both in the technical and SI
systems.
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Preface to the student Edition

Textbooks on the rapidly advancing subject of aircraft design tend to become
obsolete within a few years. In spite o f this the first edition has proved its
value up to the present time , as a reference s ou ree t o r design effo rts and

publications in many places all over the world.
It therefore pleases me that the publishers have decided to launch this new editi on ,
aimed at an expansion of the market into the university classroom, thereby making
the book affordable by many more individuals.
This has given me the opportunity to further refine s ome of the methods and
formulati ons , mainly on the basis of suggestions and cornments of attentive stude nt s .
In spite of the reduction in size , the contents are not abbriviated .
Delft , May 1981
E . Torenbeek
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Chapter 1. Genera1 aspects of aircraft 'configuration
development

SUMMARY
It is shown that there is an interaction between the development work for a new design
and the various factors determining the need for a new type of aircraft. Preliminary aircraft design is an essential part of this development phase; its aim is to obtain the information required in order to decide whether the concept will be technically feasible
and possess satisfactory economie possibilities.
Attenti o n is paid to the impact of the design requirements laid down in the initial specification and the airworthiness regulations . General observations aimed at illustrating
the aircraft design and optimization process are presented.

1-1. INTRODUCTION
In the pioneering era of civil aviation the
aircraft designer had only a very limited
choice. There was practically only one cat-

14%, a growth figure which was only exceed-.
ed by the sale of plastics. The increa$e in
transport productivity (payload times speed)
of the large st transport aircraft has been
equally impressive. In addition, modern

egory of powerplant at his disposal, namely
the - nearly always aircooled - piston engine, which gave very limited power. Either
th ere were no aerodynamic aids to augment
the lift of the wing at low speeds, or those
that did exist were, for various reasons,
seldom used, with the result that wing
loadings were kept low and high speeds were
consequently unobtainable. Low wing loading
favored the biplane layout which, with its
high parasitic drag, formed another obstacle to high speeds. Flight was rarely above
10,000 feet (3,000 meters), since therewere
no pressurized cabins. During this epoch

aircraft have to satisfy an ever increasing
number of severe safety regulations, while
economie requirements, resulting from intense competition, have steadily become
more exacting, with the result that the development and construction of new types of
aircraft - even relatively small ones - demand a very high capital outlay and entail
considerable financial risk. An aircraft
industry nowadays is generally unable to
produce an entirely new type of aircraft
oftener than once every 12 years (roughly),
quite apart from the question of whether
there is any need for more rapid replace-

aircraft design was generally the work of
one or a very few designers in each factory
and the scope of development work for each
new aircraft type was limited. In the twenties it was possible to design and produce
a new aircraft for delivery to the customer
within half a year, on~ of the r.easons being that series were relatively small. This
enabled Anthony Fokker and his staff to

ment of existing types . An exception to this

build fourteen entirely different commercial designs during the relatively short
period of eighteen years (1918-1936) .
But the nature of aircraft project design
has undergone a radical c hange since the
Second World War. Development of the jet
engine and subsequently the turbofan, now
supplying a thrust up to about 50,000 lb
(22,500 kg), has greatly widened the choice
of powerplants. Transport aircraft now
cruise at altitudes of 30,000 to 40,000
feet (9,000 to 12,000 rn) at speeds not far
below that of sound. The takeoff and landing speeds of the largest aircraft have, of
course, risen steadily and runways have
consequently become longer and longer, but
means to call a halt to this trend have
meanwhile proved technically feasible .
Air transport has passed through an era of
unprecedented growth. During the period
from 1950 till 1970 the average yearly increase in the passenger-miles flown reached
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"rule" must be made for the giants in the
aircraft industry, e.g. Boeing andMcOonnell
Douglas, who are able to bring out one or
two additional new designs during the same
period. The sheer size and long leadtime of
new projects have led various firms to
share the risks by cooperation, while in
Europe they have resulted in international
joint ventures.
Although new concepts have been and wil 1
continue to be proposed from time to time
by talented designers, the time is past
when a chief designer could be regarded as
the spiritual father of a new type of aircraft. A possible exception to this might
be made in the case of private aircraft and
small transports. Preliminary design departments nowadays have staffs nUmbering
some dozens to several ·hundreds of highly
trained technicians and engineers and computing facilities have increased immensely,
while some preliminary design teams even
have wind tunnels permanently at theirdisposal. More manhours are now being invested
in the project design phase than we re formerly spent on the entire detail design.
Work in the design department has developed
into a professional occupation, carried out
in teams, with regular consultations between specialists in various disciplines.
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transport, according to Morgan
(Ref. 1-26)

tors contributing to the growth of air

charge of preliminary design has himself to

transport. Growth in air traffic sterns from

be a specialist. As will be shown further

reduction of fares, improved quality of the

on, he must be able to take a wide interest

aircraft (speed, comfort), increased busi-

in and have a sound insight into a great

ness activity and growth of private incornes,

many disciplines related to design as a
whole.

aircraft capacity growth, increasingnurnber
of routes, increasing frequency on existing
routes, and greater utilization of aircraft
and ground facilities . The contribution of

1.2. AIRCRAFT DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

research and development to this process,

Although the technical aspects of aircraft

the diagram, is unique because this block

design form the subject of this book, it
will be appreciated that this is not an ac-

shows only output lines. Although the diagram is obviously a simplification of the

tivity carried on in rernote offices by spe-

real situation and, at the same time, must

indicated in the lower left-hand corner of

cialists generating designs of any kind

not be considered as acontrol system*,

that may occur to their imaginations. There

it does indicate that aircraft developrnent

is close interaction between the develop-

is a primary cause of growth. As a corol-

ment work for a new aircraft type and the

lary to this, it is necessary in launching

other factors which together determine the

a new development program to appreciate the

growth of andjor changes in aeronautical

interacting effects of the "aeronautical

activities. These interrelationships being

environment" in advance and thereby ensure

different for the various fields of aero-

that there will be no conflict with the

nautics (passenger and cargo transport,

(future) needs of operators, passengers

business aviation, tourism, flying instruc-

and the general public. Moreover a nurnber

tion, etc.), we will deal with the matter

of industrial constraints set limits to the

by quoting a single example here.
The development of new airliners has always

a. the available project development organ-

been stimulated mainly by the growth of the

ization and production capacity;

feasibility of new projects, namely:

traffic volume and the improvement of technical and operational standards. Fig. 1-1
is a scheme for allocating the various fac-

*For example, the role of the governrnent's
aeronautical activities has been omitted.
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b. the technical and industrial knowhow required for developing a new category of aircraft;
c. the prospects as regards competition;
d. the availability of adequate financial
backing.
The initiative for a design study does not
always stem from any specific person (chief
designer) or department (preliminary design
office) and does not necessarily take the
form of an order issued by the management.

Fig. 1-2. Airplane design and development

The idea is elaborated by the preliminary
design department during an initial specu-

first deliveries to customers will take

lative design phase in a feasibility study.

place. The information gathered during this

The object of this conceptual design phase

period generally leads to engineering modi-

is to investigate the viability of the pro-

fications, which will occupy the design of-

ject and to obtain a first impression of

fice for a long time to camee

its most important characteristics.

Af ter the first product ion series has left

If the results seem encouraging both from a

the factory, the company will continue to

technical point of view and as regards the

develop its product. These developments may

market prospects, a decision may be taken

take the form of an increase in the air-

to develop the design further in order to

plane's transport capacity (stretching),

initiate a new-design aircraft development

installation of an improved type of engine,
improvement of performance by introducing
aerodynamic refinements, such as IIcleaning

program (Fig. 1-2). Comparisons will be
made with some alternatives, preferably on
a systematic basis. The design that has

up" the aircraft, etc. Successful aircraft

scores the highest rating will be elaborated

generally go through a process of growth

in greater detail in the preliminary design

which offers the customer a choice of a

phase. A characteristic of this phase is

number of variants, each suitable for a

that modifications are made continuously

specific transport assignment, and this con-

until a decision ean be taken to "freeze"

siderably strengthens the company's ability

the configuration*, and this marks the end
of the preliminary design phase. If the
market is considered likely to receive the

these activities have been arranged in th ree

design favorably and finance for the project is assured, the management may give
permission for further development (go-

to face up to competition. In Fig. 1-2

group~: the confi~uration development* phase,
the detail design phase and the service engineering phase. The first two of these
have been taken as separate phases, since

ahead approval). The subsequent phases of

the decisions taken during the first stage

detail design, construction and testing

are still partly based on the statistical

will lead to the granting of a Certificate

probabilities that specific technical aims

of Airworthiness and some time later the

will be achieved and the actual construction is only defined in broad general terms,

*The expression "configuration" as used

whereas in the detail design phase the air-

in this chapter refers to the general lay-

craft is designed "down to the last rivet"

out, the external shape, dimensions and

and the detailed product ion schedule is

other relevant characteristics. It is not

laid down. During this period the number

intended to indicate the actual airplane
configuration as characterized by the position of the flaps, landing gear, etc.
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*Frequently referred to as "preliminary
design

e~gineering".
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documents and drawings will increase rapid-

Fig. 1-3. Configuration
design and development
of a high-subsonic transport aircraft.

into all the main groups and airframe sys-

ly and the development costs will show a

tems and equipment to a similar degree of

nearly proportional rise.

detail. The extent of this detailing steadily increases as the design cycles succeed
each other, until finally the entire air-

1.3. CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT
The principal aim in this phase of design

craft is defined in every detail . On the
basis of the terminology given in Figs.
1-2 and 1-3, the subsequent basic design

(Fig. 1-3) is to obtain the information

stages might be designated as follows:

required in order to decide whether the

a. conceptual design;

concept will be technically feasible and
have satisfactory economie possibilities.
In contrast to "the detail design phase,

b. initial baseline design;
c. baseline configuration development;
d. detail design.

neither the actual construct ion process

These design stages might also be referred

nor the detailed production schedule plays

to as the speculative design, the feasible

a dominant part here.

design, the best concei vable design and the

An important aspect of the entire develop-

final hardware design cycles. A nurnber of

ment of a new type of aircraft is that it

aspects of the first three of these design

takes place in a succession of design cy-

cycles will be further elaborated and dis-

cles. In the course of each of these cy-

cussed in the course of this book. The con-

cles the aircraft is designed in its en-

ceptual design will be the subject of the

tirety and investigation is carried out

second chapter. Chapters 3 through 10 dis-
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cuss the procedure followed in evolving an

ments in a separate box whereas in act ua 1

initial baseline configuration and consti-

fact they influence the entire development

tute the main portion of this book. Chap-

of the aircraft and are a dominant factor

ters 11 and 12, finally, present a survey

in every design dec is ion down to the very

of several items which are related to fur-

last detail. Special attention is there-

ther elaboration and presentation of a de-

fore devoted to airworthiness requirements

sign. Since the information on these items

in a separate section at the end of this

available elsewhere is abundant and exceeds

chapter. Prior to and also during the pro-

the scope of our textbook, a representative

ject, the designer will closely study oth-

choice has been made from the multitude of

er types of aircraft or aircraft projects

subjects, while some have been further e-

or certain design aspects which most close-

laborated in the form of appendices. In

ly fit the specification as regards the

view of the fact that the author has been

transport requirements. A summary and crit-

mainly concerned with aspects of aerodynam-

ical assessment are made of the principal

ic design and performance, it was decided

data of competing designs, literature, pre-

to present methods required to estimate
some aerodynamic and flight characteristics.

Brainstorming sessions are arranged in or-

vious experience, etc.
der to generate "new and wonderful ideas",
most of which will generally be discarded

1.3.1. The design concept

again. The reader will find some interest-

In the initial phase the probable demand
for a new type of aircraft is further

conceptions in Ref. 1-13, while Ref. 1-35
presents a most fascinating account of the

specified with the aid of market surveys,

activities which take place in a large air-

ing creative attempts to stimulate new

further inquiries and discussions with

craft industry during the project design

potential customers. Market research forms

phase. Nevertheless it remains most unlike-

a specialized discipline for which the

ly that procedures developed during this

large aircraft companies employ a separate

extremely speculative first design phase

department or office, while in smaller

will offer any ' certainty of leading to a

factories the work is of ten do ne by the
design team. In either case, it is essen-

successful new conception. There is no real
substitute for the originality of the en-

tial that the designer or the design team

gineer who is capable of forcing a break-

is closely involved since there is no

through with a unique brainwave such as

sense in starting a design before the na-

the monocoque construction, the sweptback

ture of the design requirements has been

wing,

studied from all angles and a clear picture

lage (A la CaraveIle), area ruling and

has emerged on which to base the general

other ins pi red innovations, sometimes

j~t

engines at the rear of the fuse-

design philosophy.

generated in an environment where project

The market survey will lead to an initial

design is engaged in only incidentally, if

specification whith will mainly de fine the

at all. Design concepts are thereforebeing

transport performance - payload and maxias weIl as the most relevant field and

developed continuously, while only very few
actually result in a preliminary design and
subsequent development program ' (Fig. 1-2).

climb performance, cabin arrangement, air-

The concept ion phase will result in prelim-

mum range, of ten also the cruising speed -

frame services and equipment, etc. A dec i-

inary layout sketches of the kind shown in

sion will also have Lo be made as to which

Fig. 1-4, including a summary of the prin-

set of airworthiness and operational re-

cipal characteristics and basic design

quirements the design will have to comply

philosophy on which subsequent design

with. Fig. 1-3 oversimplifies the situation

stages will be founded. Although hardly any

by presenting the airworthiness require-

thought has been given at this stage to
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Fig. 1-4. Initial design concept of an ultra-short-haul
airliner (30 passengers)
details, a complete aircraft has already
been put on paper and the designer may nave
a strong feeling that it could be the answer.

1.3.2. Initial configuration design and
configuration variations
Since design is not a deterministicprocess,
particularly in the early stages in which
the conception is realized, various solutions to attain the desired goal will present themselves. If it proves impossibleto

weigh up the pros and cons and arrive a
realistic answer, based on the intuition
and experience of the designer(s), comparative studies will have to be undertaken.
Since it will generally not be found feasible to transform all likely configurations into fully developed projects, a parametric design phase, as shown in Fig.
1-3, is of ten decided upon. This first entails the development of an initial baseline design (or point design), using relatively easily applied siz l ng methods, provided these are available. In this book thè
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reader will find a number of these methods,

ent structural designs, the parametric

based partlyon theoretical interrelation-

study may not lead directly to a definite

ships, partlyon statistical material (see,

conclusion. In such an advent it is advis-

for example, Chapters 5, 6 and 7). A com-

able to consider whether it would not be

plete layout is made of this baseline de-

bet ter to carry out a further detailed in-

sign, showing three views and same princi-

vestigation of, say, two alternative con-

pal cross-sections. The next step is to

figurations before an irrevocable choice

check to what extent the characteristics

is made. This point is treated more fully

and performance of the design will meet

in Ref. 1-38.

the design requirements.

To give some idea of the magnitude of this

Changes are now made in this baseline de-

phase of a preliminary design, the initial

sign, preferably in a systematic manner,

baseline design of a small transport will

following predetermined and clearly de-

require something in the order of several

fined working rules. There will thus e-

thousands of manhours, whereas the subse-

merge a family of designs which are easily

quent design phase of variants and par am-

comparable with each other as weIl as with

etric studies will demand a multiple of

the baseline design. The object of this

this. These figures will naturally show a

exercise is twofold: first to improve t.he

considerable spread and will depend on the

design where it does not meet the require-

type of aircraft and on the extent towhich

ments, and second to investigate the most

the company is prepared to pursue the in-

likely possibilities and see whether other

vestigation. A number of exqmples of param-

variants may prove a better proposal. It

etric studies are given in this book (Sec-

mayalso show that changes in the design

tion 5.5) and also in the references

requirements would yield a bet ter overall
balance. Although the diagram in Fig. 1-3
suggests that the type of engine has already been chosen before the initial base-

appended to Chapter 5. Examples of methods
for estimating weights, aerodynamic characteristics and the sizing of tail surfaces
can be found in Chapters 8 and 9 and in the

line design has been put on paper, the pa-

appendices.

rametric design phase may nevertheless include studies of variants with different

1.3.3. Baseline configuration development

types of engines and even a different number of engines per aircraft. When a number

During this phase the baseline design is

of variants are studied, a systematic ap-

further developed to a depth of detail

proach is essential in order to obtain a

which can be regarded as meaningful. Vari-

sound basis for comparison. Although

t~e

ous sections of the design department will

absolute accuracy of the methods used

be cal led in to contribute to the aerody-

should be as high as possible, the main

namic design, the stressing of the main

objective is to differentiate between the

structure, design of the airframe systems

designs. Final judgement at the end of this

and equipment, etc. At the earliest possi-

phase will result in a baseline configura-

ble stage a start is made with tests in the

tion which, subject to approval by all con-

wind tunnel, while the external lines are

cerned, will be chosen for further develop-

determined and mockups showing the inter-

ment. It can be presumed that this design,

nal layout of the fuselage, cable runs and

af ter detailed engineering, will probably
meet the initial specification while, in

installations, are built and all the remaining tasks involved in arriving at a

addition, it will be the best conceivable

complete definition of the project are

design. On the other hand, in the absence

carried out.

of complete cer~ainty as to specific aerodynamic characteristics of the consequences

During the development of the baseline con-

of variations in weight as between differ-

have been made during the phases already
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figuration, errors will be observed which

described and which are usually caused by
lack of data. Correction of these errors

sign engineers but also experts in other
disciplines, such as:

will entail corrections in the designwhich

- aerodynamicists who are directly con-

will have repercussions for all the disci-

cerned with the design of the external

plines involved.

shape,

Coordination during this phase will be the

- structural engineers, dealing with pre-

responsibility of the preliminary design

liminary research into the overall struc-

department, for this team will be most

tural layout and carrying out the dimen-

familiar with the project and is conse-

sioning and optimisation,

quently best able to visualise the conse-

- product ion experts and experts in the

quences of the corrections. One of the most

materials field who investigate what types

frequent jobs during this phase is the

of product ion methods should be adopted,

sètting-up of a weight control program,
particularly for those weight components

-

service experts, to ensure easy mainte-

which have been esti mated solely on the

nance and overhaul,
- weight engineers, whose job is to deal

basis of statistical material. These rec-

with the prediction and control of the

tifying programs and corrections may in

weight (distribution) and moments of iner-

some cases be covered by feedbacks in Fig.

tia,

1-3, but specific mention of them there

- engineers to design the flight control

has been omitted to pres erve the clarity

system and analyse flying qualities,

of the illustration.

- designers of airframe sys't ems and equip-

As soon as the project can be regarded as

ment, and

sufficiently mature and any doubts regard-

- financial and economic experts who are

ing its essential characteristics have been

not only able to estimate the first and

removed, the project manager may take the

operating costs of the aircraft, but also

dec is ion to freeze the configuration and

keep a close check on the financing of the

this means the end of the preliminary de-

entire design project.

sign phase. The characteristics of the design are summarized in a technical description which serves as a basis f o r discus-

with the organizational aspect of project
development, but rather with the technical

Since this book does not deal primarily

sions with potential customers.

aspects of airplane design, we will specify

Some idea of the scope of a configuration

only the various tasks of the preliminary

development program can be obtained from

design team. Unlike the other departments

Ref. 1-36, which gives the following in-

of the design office, this team is perma-

formation concerning the Lockhced L-1011:

nently engaged in project work and its work

"In the two years of the configuration de-

mainly consists of the following activi-

velopment, over two million man hours we re

ties:

expended to investigate various configura-

- market analysis and the drawing-up of

tions and approaches to determine the op-

initial specifications for new types of

timum design. More than 10,000 hours of

aircraft in close cooperation with the

testing have been completed in seven different wind tunnels to establish the most
efficient overall configuration " .

- devising various solutions to a given

sales department;

design problem;
- evaluation of different design proposals

1.3.4. The preliminary design department

using preliminary design methods in order
that decisions are taken on the basis of a

When the development of a new type of air-

sound assessment

craft is to be undertaken, the general

- setting up and coordinating detail re-

practice nowadays is to form a project

search oriented on aerodynamical, struc-

group , containing not only preliminary de-

tural and other problem areas. These tasks

~f

the pros and cons;
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may be of a general character, such as the
development of design methods for estimating drag, weights, etc., or projectoriented, such as the aerodynamic design
of a flap system;
- discussi~ns with potential customers and
(future) subcontractors for main components such as engines, landing gear, airframe services, avionics, etc.;

- assisting the sales department by supplying technical data;
- making product development studies, aimed
at increasing the utility of existing aircraft .

1.4. THE INITIAL SPECIFICATION
There is certainly no need to prove that
sufficient material on a subject such as
"market analysis aimed at the development
of new aircraft" exists to warrant the
publication of a separate volume. The present paragraph willof necessity have to be
restricted to a few general observations
with civil aviation as their main background. The example used will be an initial design specification for a hypothetical short-haul airliner for 180 passengers
in the all-töurist layout, referred to as
"Project M-184". A design evaluation of
this project can be found in Ref. 1-64; it
was intended as a highly simplified example for the purpose of illustrating the
design process in a series of lectures. An
apology is due for the fact that most of
the considerations which follow in the
present section apply to this particular
design, intended for introduction into
service around 1980.
In civil aviation the specification of a
new aircraft type is generally drawn upby
the manufacturer. Airlines are usually
more content to evaluate projects offered
to them for use on their own route network,
though in a few cases they themselves have
taken the initiative and written the specification which they felt was required.
The designer will, however, realize that
10

a project can only be justified when it is
likely to find a worldwide market. A specification issued by an airline will only
be interesting provided ,it also appeals to
competitors. It should also be realized
that operators do not necessarily possess
the best insight into the technical capabilities and knowhow of the airplane manufacturer. Nevertheless, there are examples
of successful aircraft which have been designed to an operator's specification or a
specification written with the customer's
active cooperation (Viscount, Tristar and
DC-I0). All the same, the responsibility
for the specification and the resulting
project will still rest squarelyon the
shoulders of the aircraft manufacturer.
This procedure is quite different from the
case of military aircraft, where the specification will nearly always be issued by
the customer: the arrned forces.
The term "initial specification", as opposed to
the IOOre detailed type specification of a design,
is used here to emphasize that there is an interaction between the technical design work and the
development of the design requirements as aresuit

of market analysis, engine development and various
assessments during the development phase.

1.4.1. The need for a new type of aircraft
The following are sorne good reasons for
initiating a new aircraft design:
a. Existing aircraft are becoming either
technically or economically obsolescent,
and a new type may do the job better. New
standards for equipment, maintenance, operational use, noise suppression, passenger comfort, etc. may make renovation of
the operator's fleet desirable.
b. Certain developments in trafficpatterns
have created a need for new types of air
transport. For example, the growth of
traffic may, as explained in Section 1.2,
result in a new class of (larger) transport aircraft, or new travel habits (home
to work and back) may open up the possibility of a new class of commuter aircraf~
Air transport may fulfil the needs of developing countries, where the infrastruc-

• NUMBER OF PASSENGERS IN AN ALL-TOURIST LAYOUT
(SEAT PITCH 34 IN., .87 M): 180 OR MORE.
CORRESPOND~NG

TlTUDE: M - .82. DESIGN LIMITS: ~O - .85,
V
- 704 KMH (380 KTS) EAS.
MO

DESIGN PAYLOAD: 20,000 KG

(44,100 LB). AN UNDERFLOOR FREIGHTHOLD VOLUME
OF AT LEAST 50 M3 '( 1,762 CU .FT) WILL BE

• FIELD LENGTH REQUIRED FOR TAKEOFF ANU LANUING,
ACCORDING TO AIRWORTHINESS RULES: 1,800 M '

REQUIRED. STANUARD SIZE BELLY CONTAINERS ARE

(5,900 FT) AT SEA LEVEL, ISA + 20°C (95 oF),

PREFERRED .

AT MAXIMUM (CERTIFICATED) TAKEOFF WEIGHT.
RUNWAY LOADING: LCN - 30, RIGID PAVEMENT, 18

• RANGE, WITH ABOVE MENTIONED PAYLOAD: 2,200

CM (7 IN . ) THICKNESS •

KM (1,200 NM) IN A HIGH-SPEED CRUISE, ATA
OOMESTlC RESERVES. MAXIMUM RANGE (REDUCED

• REGULATlONS: FAR PARTS 25, 36 ANU 121. THE NOISE

PAYLOAD): 3,200 KM (1,726 NM) AT LONG-RANGE

CHARACTERISTlCS MUST SHOW AN IMPROVEMENT RELA-

CRUISE TECHNIQUE.

TlVE TO THE 1969 VERSION OF FAR PART 36 OF 10
EPNdB •

• MAX. CRUISING SPEED AT 9,150 M (30,000 FT) AL-

Fig. 1-5. Initial specification of a hypothetical short-haul airliner for introduction
into service around 1980
ture is inadequate for surface transport.
c. A new type of aircraft is built and
tested in order to give added impetus to
an important new technical development,
such as a V/STOL demonstrator prototype.
Since experimental aircraft nearly always
'lead to a financial loss, at least in the
first stages, there will have to be government funding, e.g. in the form of a development contract.
Manufacturers should be wary of aiming at
filling the "gap in the market". That gap
may weIl have remained unfilled for the
simple reason that the need for an airplane of the kind was insufficient. Another
danger which should be warned against is

ly, resulting in a productivity loss on
investments which the company has put into
the project. A launching delayed too long
may be equally disadvantageous, either because the market has meanwhile been saturated by competi tors' products or because the
production line has to expand too fast and
excessive manpower has to be (temporarily)
hired and additional investments made.

the adoption of a particular technicalnovelty which in itself may be a very clever
achievement but is unlikely to contribute
to profitable operation of the aircraft.
Nevertheless, the design office will be
continually involved in studies aimed at

aircraft designed for medium ranges: the
Hawker Siddeley Trident, Aêrospatiale
Caraveile and Boeing 727. The category considered does not include smaller aircraft
such as the Fokker F-26 or the VFW-614. The
aircraft mentioned above are powered by

determining the potentialities of new
technical developments and innovations.
Any new type designed will have to be
marketed in accordance with a properly
thought-out time schedule. It is important
to remember that if it is offered too early
the production rate will increase too slow-

of 80-120 passengers (short-haul) or 120180 (medium-haul). The need for a new type
stems from the following considerations:
a. The increased traffic volume requires
larger-capacity aircraft.
b. The new standard of passenger comfort

The initial specification shown in Fig. 1-5
was drawn up for an airliner intended to
augment and replace the current class of
high-subsonic short-haul passenger transports: the BAC 1-11, McDonnell Douglas DC-9
and Boeing 737, and to some extent also

low-bypass turbofans and have a capacity
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introduced by the wide-body jets will un~
doubtedly be extended to short-haul traffic.
c. Reduction of noise production will be a
prerequisite in the eighties.
d. Technology improvements in the fields of
high-speed and low-speed wing aerodynamics,
new structural materials (composite structures), lightweight avionics and improved
flight control systems may be considered
for application in this new aircraft category.
In view of the large volume of short-haul
traffic the market seems to offer scope
for a new aircraft with smaller capacity
as compared to the Airbus A-300, for example.
1.4.2. Transport capacity
When a new specification is being drawn up,
the first step will have to be a forecast
of the traffic and the transport demand
over the route sector concerned during the
period under review. A technique commonly
used here is a statistical analysis of the
yearly growth percentage of the total distance covered by passengers in terms of
passenger-miles (passenger-kilometers). On
the basis of.an extrapolation of this
growth percentage, the total transport demand for the period considered may be estimated. Assumptions will next have to be
made regarding the frequency of the flights,
the average load factor and yearly utilization and from these the desired productivity (number of passengers times block
speed) can be deduced. A rule of the thumb
sometimes used states that the most favorable time between successive flights over
a particular route is about equal to the
time taken to fly the route. Hence, if the
block speed increases, the frequency of the
service should also be stepped up. The following are some other aspects to be considered:
a. For a large capacity aircraft the operating costs per aircraft-mile will be high,
but those for a seat-mile will be low,
since certain costs do not rise proportion-
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ally to the si ze of the aircraft, e.g. tatal salaries of the flight crew and the
cost of avionics and certain services, and
will therefore decline with each additional seato
b . A comparatively small aircraft will
show a low cost per aircraft-mile and its
critical load· will be smaller than that
of a large aircraft. This does not necessarily apply to the critical load factor
(critical load/maximum load).
Generally speaking, large aircraft are
best suited to routes with high traffic
density, provided the frequency of operations is compatible with the market requirements.
In drawing up the specification for the M184 project (Fig. 1-5), the following conclusions we re arrived at:
a. During the 1960-1970 petiod short-haul
traffic grew considerably, both in the
United States and in Europe. A yearly
growth of 15 percent, resulting in a
doubling in five years, was no exception
and the growth was even more markedduring
the 1965-1970 period. Charter traffic in
fact underwent an explosive expansion during that same period, with growth percentages as high as 25 to 30. Factors which
contributed to this growth were: regular
tariff decreases, a rising level of prosperity, and the greatly improved comfort
of jet aircraft compared with other means
of transport.
b. A gradual decrease in the yearly growth
can be expected for the period 1975-1985
as a result of a slackening-off or decline
in the economy, a certain measure of saturation of the transport market, and unavoidable increases in tariffs. The latter
are a result of the rapidly increasing
costs of fuel and the measures which have
to be taken to meet the certification requirements regarding noise levels . Assuming
an annual growth of 10 percent for the
years 1973-1980 the total yearly production
*The number of passengers required to pay
the cost of the flight.

on short routes will have to rise to 195
percent of the 1973 value, while during

block speed is a bet ter yardstick than the
cruising speed. Any new type of short- haul

the first three years af ter the airplane's

aircraft will have to possess a consider-

introduction the traffic demand will ri se

ably higher cruising speed than the one it

to about 250 percent.

is intended to replace, in order to save

c. On very busy routes the Airbus A-300

the time needed for an extra flight.

and possibly also the Trijets McDonnell

~n

Douglas DC-10 and Lockheed 1011 will take

aircraft the value of speed mainly depends

over a large share of the short/medium-

on how the aircraft is used. A top execu-

the case of smaller general aviation

haul traffic. On routes where the growth

tive whose working hours are assumed to be

will be less progressive, however, the

extremely valuable will be prepared to pay

jump in capacity from current short-haul

considerably more for speed than the owner

aircraft to the A-300 will probably be too

of a small utility aircraft which is used

great and there will be an opening for

for tourism or in regions with an under-

aircraft with a capacity some 80 to 100

developed infrastructure where reasonable

percent greater than that of the DC-9,

surface transport is lacking.

provided it offers good possibilities for
further growth .

In drawing up the specification for the M-

d . For the M- 184 a capacity of at least

184 project (Fig. 1-5), it has been as-

180 passengers has been chosen for an all-

sumed that the design cruising speed must

tourist layout with a possible later

not be less than that of existing aircraft.

"stretch" to about 250 passengers, while

In the high-subsonic speed bracket, how-

the cargo holds require a total volume of
at least 1800 cu. ft (50 m3 ). Compared to

ever , any increase in speed will considerably influence the external shape (angle

that of current airliners the passenger

of sweep, airfoil shape and thickness),

accommodation must show an improvement in

generally resulting in an empty weight in-

the level of comfort, but this need not

crement, extra development costs and in-

necessarily be achieved by the use of two

creased fuel consumption . The extent to

aisles. A very close watch will have tobe

which the economic advantages of the high-

kept on the economical consequences of an

er block speeds will outweigh these losses

increased level of comfort.

cannot be predicted offhand; this would
have

t~

be ascertained by a tradeoff study,

1.4.3. Design cruising speed and range

which could also take into account the

The speed factor has constituted an out-

high-speed wing aerodynamics.

possibilities of recent developments in
standing contribution to the development

In the case considered here a design Mach

of aviation; the aircraft has proved tobe

number of .82 in high-speed cruise has

the only means of transport in which in-

been chosen on the basis of conventional

creased speed does not necessarily leadto

section shapes, while the possible gain

an increase in fuel consumption. Although

resul t ing from the use of an advancedwing

a fast means of transport will be attrac-

shape may be either the use of a thicker

tive to the passenger, the air transport
companies in particular ra te the speed

airfoil - and hence a lighter structure - ,
a larger wing span, or a higher economical

element highly because , broadly speaking,

cruising speed.

it means that more trips can be made per
day and production is increased. It is not

As regards the choice of the design range

only the cruising speed , however, that is

of the M-184 it was concluded from a sur-

important; equally vital is the time de-

vey of route distributions that a peak

voted to taxying, takeoff, climb, descent,

occurs for traffic on ranges of about 280
nm (500 km) , e.g. Los Angeles - San Fran-

approach and landing, which means th at the
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Fig. 1-6. Trends in the takeoff performance of civil aircraft (only trend-setting types
have been plotted)
cisco. Another peak, although less pro-

1.4.4. Low-speed characteristics and field

nounced, is observed around 500 nm (900

performance

km). An aircraft designed to fly ranges between 110 and 1,200 nm (200 and 2,200 km)

Two starting-points may be used for speci-

will cover 87 percent of the traffic mar-

fying the runway length for takeoff and

ket. Although a decrease to 600 nm (1,100

landing:

km) in the range for maximum payload may

a. The aircraft is optimized for cruising

lead to a slight improvernent in the direct

flight. The shape and dirnensions of the

operating costs at short ranges, 25 percent

wing, as well as the cruising altitude, are

of the short-haul routes are longer and a

so chosen th at the fuel consumption is a

considerable nurnber of operators would not

minimum for the design range flown at the

choose the aircraft. A design range of

design cruising speed. The thrust of the

1,200 nm (2,200 km) at high-speed cruise

engines will be based either on the re-

was decided for the M-184. In view of the

quired clirnb performance or on the design

specified field performance there may be

cruising speed requirement. The takeoff and

an opening for aversion with increased

landing performance will now becorne more or

all-up weight and fuel capacity to suit

less derived values and can be influenced

operators who require a longer range ver-

only to a limited extent by the design of

sion and put less emphasis on low-speed
performance.

the flaps and the wheel brakes. The continuous growth in aircraft weight and conse-
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quent increase in wing loading (Fig. 1-6)
have resulted in increased takeoff distances which have demanded a steady length-

that the majority of potential c ustomers wil1 be

able to operate the aircraft from the runways now

being used, provided that the runway Load Classi-

ening of the runways, in some cases and

fication Number at Maximum Takeoff Weight does not

certainly at the principal international

exceed 30 on a rigid pavement 7 inches (18 cm)
thick*.

airports to as much as about 13,000 feet
(4,000 m). The approach speeds for the
landing have risen to 160 to 170 kts (300
to 315 km/hl, although the landing distance
is not critical for most long-range transports.
Any further continuation of this trend
would only be justified if adaptation of
the aircraft to existing runways led to a
considerable increase in operating costs
and, moreover, the lengthening of the runways was environmentally acceptable. If we
also take into account the 1969 requirements regarding noise product ion (FAR 36)
and a possible tightening up of these in
the future, it would not appear very likely
that fut ure generations of transport aircraft will require any appreciable lengthening of runways which are now being used
by aircraft like the De-8, Boeing 707 and
Boeing 747.
b. The runway performance of the new design will be adapted to the airports from
which the fut ure customer is now operating
the aircraft that tht.: new product will have
to replace. For a new short-haul aircraft
this means that the runway length should
not exceed that used for the category to
which the DC-9, BAC 1-11 and Boeing 737 belong and that the design of the landing
gear should be adapted to the strength of
these runways. Any increase in operating

1.4.5. Other requirements

a. The engine constitutes an important factor in the reduction of the operating costs
and its choice should be carefully matched
to the aircraft. In the case of transport
aircraft the design range is particularly
important, while the noise level has to
satisfy exacting requirements if restrictions are not to be applied to the use of
the aircraft. Fuel consumption has to be
carefully watched.
b. Much attention should be paid to an optimum cabin arrangement to enable the operator to use different layouts. In general
the distance between fixed partitions at
the front and re ar of the cabin should be
as great as possible.
c. Equipment and instruments. The specification will state the amount of NAV/COM equipment to be carried and its degree of
duplication. This will result from discussions with customers and will be based on
the mode of operation of the aircraft (VFR
and/or IFR flights, category of landings),
and a distinction will generally be made
betwean standard and optional equipment.

costs resulting from these requirements

d. Construction, inspection and maintenance.

should be carefully watched and realistic
data should be available when it comes to
discussing the tradeoff between shorter
runways and cost increase. The design study

Apart from the airworthiness requirements
(Section 1.6) the specification will generally also feature special requirements
such as a fail-safe or safe-life design

will therefore have to include an investi-

philosophy and a service life of the struc-

gation into the effect of field requirements on the design characteristics, direct
operating costs and noise characteristics.

ture, expressed in terms of the maximum
nurnber of flight hours or flight cycles or
both. The manufacturing and production
processes, etc., mayalso be subject to
special requirements which can have far-

With a specified runway length for the M-184 project
(Fig. 1-5) of not more than 6,000 ft (1,800 m) at
sea level (standard atmosphere), it is antlcipated

*cf. Chapter 10.2.1.
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reaching effects when certain structural

which shows the principal phases schemati-

parts or even main structures are adopted

cally. This diagram deals with technical

from types already in use. A case in point

and computational elements and could apply

is the Boeing 707, 727 and 737 family of

equally well to the design of other tech-

aircraft all of which have almost identical

nical products, unlike Fig. 1-3 which re-

fuselage cross-sections.

fers specifically to an aircraft development.

e. Airframe services and noise level. The

An essential element of the design process

principal design requirements to be met by

is that it is always made up of iterations.

the air-conditioning and pressurization

Af ter a trial configuration has been sub-

system are related to the air supply, tem-

jected to a first analysis of its charac-

perature and degree of humidity, cabin

teristics (weights, mass distribution, per-

pressure differential, etc. Noise levels,

formance, flying qualities, economy, etc.),

both internal and external, are also de-

it will be seen either that it does not

cided upon. Requirements mayalso be

meet all the requirements, or that it does

written into the specification with respect
to the electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic
systems, anti-icing equipment and possibly

comply with them but improvements in some
respects are possible. Only af ter a number
of configuration changes have been incor-

also the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU).

porated will the designer be able to determine whether the final configuration
satisfies the requirements in every respect

1.5. THE "CONTINUOUS THREAD" RUNNING

and mayalso be regarded as the best con-

THROUGH THE DESIGN PROCESS

ceivable design, bearing in mind the inevitable uncertainties which are peculiar to

1.5.1. The iterative character of design

the preliminary design phase. The convergence test has been incorporated in the

The creation of an airplane configuration
cannot be laid down in a universal, de-

diagram to indicate th at a situation may

tailed procedure. However, some general

ments made in the design, no configuration

arise in which, despite all the improve-

characteristics of the design process may

can be found which entirely meets all re-

be amplified with the help of Fig . 1-7,

quirements simultaneously.
The reason may be that certain requirements
in the specification and other constraints
have proved to be contradictory or too extreme, taking into account the state of the
art, or that the basic concept ion has not
been chosen properly. For example, the designer may be confronted with a situation
which, to ensure that the engines selected
will supply the power required to keep the
aircraft in the air af ter engine failure,
would necessitate leaving a large part of
the payload back at the airport. The con-

I

vergence test in Fig. 1-7 is therefore a

I

I
I
I

I

general indication showing whether the at-

I

r----L ----..,

L---4 CHANGED
I
IL REQUIREMENT
_________ .JI

Fig. 1-7. General design procedure
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tempts to improve the design have brought
it closer to the requirements or not.

1.5.2. Searching for the optimum
The search for the best conceivable design

of constraints in the sense of minima for
flying speeds, maxima for the runway
length, etc. appear as boundaries of the

may be illustrated by a hypothetical case

area within which the design parameters

in which the quality of the design is
judged on th e basis of a single numeri cal

may be chosen.
In the shaded area we find those combjnations of the design variables for which it
will not be possible to satisfy certain
requirements laid down in the form of constraints. In the example it can be seen
that the trial configuration (point A) lies
in the region of unacceptable combinations.
However, all requirements can be met by
changing just one parameter, although at
the cost of a less favorable merit function
(point B). If the second parameter is now
also changed (point C), we find that the
merit function has been improved. Point 0,
where one of the limitations is tangent to
the line of the constant merit function,
indicates the combination with which all
requirements can be met and, at the same
time, the most favorable assessment obtained. Nevertheless, the designer may decide to choose point E for the final configuration since in general the positions
of the design boundaries are still subject
to some doubts and design E offers a certain margin which considerably reduces the

criterium, referred to as the "merit function" or "objective function". In the case

of transport aircraft this rnay be the Direct Operating Costs (DOC, see Section
11-8) at the design range but it mayalso
be the Maximum Takeoff Weight.
In Fig. 1-8 it has been assumed that variN

0::

DESIGN
IMPOSSIBLE

...
W
W

::;;

«
0::
...«

merit

function/

-

PARAMETER 1

Fig. 1-8. Graphical representation of design optimization
ations in the design are limited to two
independently variabie parameters, such as
the wing loading and the thrust loading.
Each point on the diagram represents a
fully defined design, the merit function
of which can in principle be determined.
In the case considered in Fig. 1-7 it is
expressed as a percentage of the minimum
value which can be obtained. The requirements of the specification have been incorporated in this overall picture as follows:
a. Requirements which sharply define the
transport capacity and/or other aspects of
performance should be used as a basis for
the aircraft's general arrangement, layout
and shape, serving as uniquely defined, explicit conditions.
b. Requirements which are put in the form

risk of crossing the borderline.
Although the "absolute optimum" (point 0)
is of no irnmediate irnportance in the case
under review, it may still be useful to explore this design in somewhat greater detail, because the difference between the
merit functions of designs 0 and 0 is an
indication of the price that has to be
paid for a requirement which makes it impossible to achieve the theoretica I absolute optimum. If this disadvantage were to
prove serious, the incorporation of more
advanced techniques might be considered,
enabling the designer to approach the optimum more closely. Although it is true
that these will generally lead to an increase in development costs and influence
the overall evaluation, the result might
weIl be a saving in operating costs and/or
an increase in productivity.
Another approach might be a certain relax-
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ation of the critical requirement in the
specification, assuming this relaxation is
likely to be less harmful than radical adaptation of the aircraft to the extreme
requirement. In such a case a special version of the design, suitable for a particula~ type of operation, may be worth considering.
'ttle examp1e in Fig. 1-7 is essentially a high1y
simplified picture o f the actua1 world of the air-

CHAPTER

,
1

r-------,

2

3
4

5

6
7

ENGINE & PROPELLER CHOICE
LIFT

craft designer . The method outlined is nothi nq more
than a tooI to arrlve at a bet ter justification for

declsions . An aircraft is never evaluated on the

8

basis of a single quantifiable criterion, whi1e the

9

number of variabie parameters will always he much
larger than two. For instanee , increasing the fuse-

10

lage diameter will gene rally lead to greater com-

fort and increase the passenger appeal wi th a possible in ere ase in yield, but it will a150 lncrease

the empty weight and the drag and hence the operating costs. I t wil1 be almost impossib1e to find
a way out of this dilemma wi thout re1ying upon the
sound judgement of the designer.

1.5.3. A suggested scheme for preliminary
design
In the above we have made no reference to
how a designer lays out a trial configuration and how he introduces changes. When
the design problem lends itself to quantification so that the survey given in Fig.
1-8 can be calculated, the problem may be
tackled by means of a computer program.
Routine calculation can be done very quickly, but the designer will have to monitor
the program. This procedure is gaining popularity in most large companies which under take costly projects. In Great Britain
the Royal Aircraft Establishment also has
a facility of this kind at its disposal.
In many other cases, however, it will be
desirable to lay out a trial configuration
using relatively simple procedures and
statisticaljanalytical relationships which
approach the optimum reasonably closely.
Further investigation may then be limited
to the introduction of relatively minor
chaRges which do not affect the design
very drastically, provided the original
18

Fig. 1-9. Survey of the initial baseline
configuration design
concept was right.
This book has been composed in such a way
that the reader will be able to use this
simplified procedure with the help of the
methods presented in the text. Not only
will he find the necessary formulas and relationships, but his attent ion will alsobe
drawn to considerations which precede decisions. No attempt has been made to
streamline the design process as such, although the sequence of the chapters does
show some affinity to the continuous thread
that runs through the design process for a
conventional subsonic transport aircraft.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1, 9, subject to
the following reservations:
a. The diagram, although representative in
character, does not possess universal ·validity. Designers do not always consciously
work according to a set program.

b. During the design process assumptions
will repeatedly be made which will later
have to be verified and, if necessary, corrected until the results agree with the assumptions. To pres erve the clarity of Fig.
1-9 the number of such iterations ("feedbacks") has been drastically limited.
c. Some of the procedures indicated may not
be required for a particular design. It
will, for instance, be up to the designer
to decide whether he will make use of the
systematics to determine the wing loading
and engine thrust (power) discussed in
Chapter 5.
A diagram comparable to Fig. 1-9 but compiled for use in a computer program will
be found in Section 5.5.2. (Fig. 5-18).

ica;

b. BRITISH CIVIL AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS
(BCAR), issued by the Civil Aviation Authority (CM) of G"reat Britain.
Several other countries have drawn up similar rules, but there are always more or
Ie ss troublesome differences, leading to
con fusion and extra costs when an attempt
is made to satisfy different rules simultaneously. In view of the considerable economic impact of these requirements, efforts have been made and will continue to
be made to arrive at greater uniformity.
In the past the Internation.a l eivll Aviation Or-

ganization (leAO) has attempted to promo te international requirements. For example, a well-kno",n

requirement was lCAO Circular SS-AH/S3: "Provisional Acceptable Means of Compliance, Aeroplane Performance", dated 1959. These have not been gener-

1.6. IMPACT OF CIVIL AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATIONAL RULES

ally accepted and only one type of aircraft, the
Fokker F-27 (Fig. 1-IOa), was certificated accord-

1. 6.1. General
Airworthiness Requirements, Operational
Rules and other regulations are framed by
national governments and imposed on airplane manufacturers and operators in order
to guarantee the general public a certain
level of safety. These rules have a farreaching influence on the design of the
structure, systems, installations, performance and flying qualities of aircraft.
To begin with, the designer will have to
make the correct choice of the airworthiness code to which the airplane will be designed, particularly when an international
market is envisaged. He must realize that
rules differ from country to country and
that distinctions between various alrplane
categories and types of operation have to
be observed. The purpose of this section is
to give sorne insight into the most relevant
criteria on which he can base his choice.
Ernphasis will be placed on the following
rules:
a. FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS (FAR) ,
issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) , an office of the Departrnent of
Transportation of the United States of Arner-

A. A "large" alrcraft: the Fokker F-27 Frlendshlp
(Maximum Takeoff Weight 45,000 lb)

b. A "light" aircraft: the Scottish Avlation Jetstream (Maximum Takeoff Weight 12.499 lb - 5.670 kg)

Fig. 1-10. Examples of large and light aircraft
lng to these performance rules, af ter adoptien of
the code by the Dutch Clvil Aviation Authority
(RLD) •

In this section only those items will be
reviewed which may affect the design of the
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categories in the American and British airworthi-

aircraft in the preliminary design stage.
Obviously, this sumrnary is not a substi-

A choice must be made of the group, category or class of aircraft to which the de-

tu te for study and consultation of the relevant airworthiness requirernents . Designers
are also advised to take due notice of the
FAA Advisory Notes, which are intended as
explanatory information to prevent misinterpretation of the regulations.

sign will belong. The upper part of Table
1-1 shows the division of aircraft into
groups while the lower part lists the appropriate American and British requirement~
The most relevant point to note in this
tab Ie is that civil aircraft are classified
as "light" (U.K.) or "small" (U.S.) when
their Maximum (certificated) Takeoff Weight
is less than 12,500 lb (5,700 or 5,760 kg).
An important class of light aircraft is
formed by the feeder liners and twin-engined business (executive) aircraft of
12,499 lb Maximum Takeoff Weight, an exarnple of which is the Scottish Aviation
Jetstream (Fig. I-lOb). "Large aircraft" for the purpose of airworthiness standardshave a Maximum (certificated) Takeoff
Weight of more than 12,500 lb (5,700 or
5,760 kg). The division into categories in
Table 1-1, as used with respect to certification, indicates a grouping of aircraft

Airworthiness requirernents sornetimes do not
cover new developrnents in civil aviation,
while in other cases changes in the regulations are to be expected in the future. All
rules are subject to continuous revision
and the authorities should be consulted in
connection with any particular problem areas that are not covered by current legislation. In many cases the design must incorporate provisions for (retro-)fitting
changes which may be required by the regulations during development and production
and sornetimes even af ter the start of service.
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Table 1-2. Subdivision of FAR requirements
based upon intended use or operating limitations.

Parts in a Volume system, each volume con-

1.6.2. Federal Aviation Regulations

F and G are of particular interest t0 the

practical purposes, the FAA issues these
taining one or more Parts. Subchapters A, C,
designer. It is useful to note the follow-

The FAA Regulations are divided into Sub-

ing distinction:

chapters, each containing one group of sub-

a. Certification Rules and Procedures (Sub-

jects, and these are further subdivided in-

chapter Cl, relating to the airworthiness

to Parts, as exemplified by Table 1-2.• For

aspects of aircraft, irrespective of the
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manner in which they are operated. For ex-

er is an example of an aircraft designed

ample: rules are established for defining

to these particular American regulations.

and measuring the landing distance, but no

4. Aircraft with more than 9 passenger

criteria for deciding whether the aircraft

seats have to be operated with at least

can be used on the particular airfields

two pilots . When category 11 operations

considered are given here.

(cf. FAR Part 97) or operations in IFR con-

b. Operating and Flight Rules (Subchapters

ditions are conducted, a second-in-command

F and G), specifying conditions to comply

pilot is also required. Aircraft with 8

with certain types of operations, re lating

passenger seats or less may be operated

the takeoff and landing distances required

with a pilot's seat occupied by a passenger

to the available runway lengths, etc. Al-

if appropriate measures are taken to ensure

though these rules have no direct conse-

that the passenger cannot interfere with

quence for the airworthiness of a particu-

the pilot's actions. A flight attendant is

lar type of aircraft, the designer must

required when 20 seats or more are in-

appreciate the interaction between the Op-

stalled

erational and Flight Rules in order to design the aircraft so that it fulfils lts

1.6.3. British Civil Airworthiness Require-

task. Some examples are given below.

ments

1. Part 121 contains criteria for minimum
fuel supply (Pars. 121.639 to 121.647),

The British Regulations are published in

particularly the reserve fuel required for

sections which are comparable to the FAR

holding, diversion, etc. of transport air-

Parts or combinations of Parts. Operating

craft. These rules have a considerable im-

Rules are laid down in separate Air Navi-

pact on payload-range characteristics and

gation Regulations, which will not be re-

hence on operating economy (cf. Section

viewed here. The subdivision of require-

11 . IJ) •

ments according to subjects is compared

2. In Paragraphs 121.185 and 121.195 it is

with the American equivalent in Table 1-3.

stated that upon landing at a destination
airport each transport aircraft must come

SECTION

to a full stop within 60% of the effective
length of the runway from a point 50 ft
(15.24 m) above the runway.
3. Part 135, applicable to Air Taxi Operators and Commercial Operators of small air-

,

REQUIREMENT

AllERICAN EQUIVALENT

A

PROCEDURE

SUBCIlAPTER B

C

ENGINE AND PROPELLER

PARTS 33 AND 35

D

AEROPLANE*

PART 25

E

GLIDER

PART 21 + GLIDER

G

ROTORCRAFT

PARTS 27 AND 29

CRITERIA

HANDBOO~

craft, defines a category of "small aircraft" different from the one mentioned

J

ELECTRICAL

PARTS 37 AND 41

K

LleUT AEROPLANE

PAIoT 23, SFAR PART

nautics Board (CAB) or under the exemption

L

LICENCINC

SUBCIlAPTER D

authority of the Economic Regulations of

R

RADIO

PARTS 37 AND 41

previously. This refers to a class of airplanes, operated under an individual exemp-

23 (PART 135, App. A)

tion and authorization of the Civil Aero-

Part 298 (Ref. 1-86). In this particular
context a "small transport aircraft" means
a multi-engined aircraft having a maximum

I

.. LARGE AEROPLANES

Table 1-3. Subdivision of BCAR requirements

passenger capacity of 30 seats or less or
a maximum payload of 7,500 lb (3,400 kg) or

To the preliminary design engineer of Brit-

under. The operational requirements for

ish aircraft the following subdivision in-

this particular category are greatly sim-

to performance groups is the most signifi-

plified in relation to the transport cat-

cant:

egory. The British Short SO 3-30 feeder lin-

Group A - aircraft that, following a power-
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unit failure, are not forced to land.
Group D - aircraft that, following an engine failure, are not forced to land af ter
takeoff, during initial climb or when flying ·on instruments has started.
Group C - air cr aft whose performance is not
specified with re gard to engine failure.
Group E - aircraft for which the extent of
performance scheduling is li~ited (Maximum
Takeoff Weight below 6,000 lb or 2,730 kg).
1.6.4. Airworthiness standards and design
The American airworthiness standards FAR
Parts 23 and 25 and the BCAR Sections D and
K contain several subsections relating to
very similar subjects. The FAR is subdivided into the following Subparts:
A - general (and definitions)
B - flight
C - structures
D - design and construction
E - powerplant (installation)
F - equipment (installation)
G - operating limitations (and information)
SUB-PART B. The level of safety intended by
the airworthiness regulations will only be
achieved by relating the characteristics
of the a i rcraft to those of the airport,
the surroundings (obstacles) and theroute.
The requirements of this sub-part lay down
absolute performance minima, as weIl as the
methodology needed to define and measure
flight characteristics.
SUB-PART C defines the loads on the structure, the safety factors, and the minimum
strength which shall be provided in the
airplane as a whole and in its components.
They are directly related to the primary
structurea

SUB-PARTS E AND F. The powerplant and equipment installations requirement must ensure safe operation within the airplane
structure during all appropriate phases of
the flight.
SUB-PART G. Certain limiting values are to
be established, warning notices (placard
speeds) displayed, and instructions made
available to the flight crew.

The subdivision into "small" or "light"
aircraft on the one hand and "large" aircraft on the other hand is very similar to
the subdivision into the non-transport category and the transport category, except
that the transport category is not restricted in Maximum Takeoff Weight. Some
aircraft lighter than 12,500 lb (5,670 kg)
have been certificated under FAR Part 25.~
The differences in airworthiness standards
for transport and non-transport categories
are significant. The main reason for this
is that transport aircraft are intended to
be operated by airlines, carrying fare"
paying passengers, while the b~her category is primarily intended for private useby
individuals and companies in general aviation. The airworthiness authorities assume
that, unlike the private owner, the average passenger knows little about flying and
relies upon the government to ensure the
highest degree of safety in every phase of
the flight.
However, to reduce the effects on safety
of different cert;ification policies for the
two categories, the private aircraft is
normally restricted in its operations, especially above congested areas. Besides, a
steady improvement in the safety of operation is aimed at for all categories. A
smal 1 category of light aircraft may carry
up to 15-18 passengers and for this category it has been agreed that the airworthiness standards of FAR Part 23 are too low.
The arbitrariness of this subdivision may
be demonstrated by Fig. I-lOb, which shows
a "light" aircraft and Fig. 1-l0a, which
shows a "large" aircraft with comparable
operational characteristics. Consequently,
the FAA has developed a special set of regulations, Special FAR Part 23 (SFAR 23),
with more stringent performance requirements, particularly af ter engine failure
(Ref. 1-78). In order to take advantage of
the future growth capacïties of an airframe
design, a manufacturer may decide to satisfy certain FAR 25 requirements from the
outset, even though the airplane is intended
primarily for FAR 23 certification.
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SFAR

STANDARD

SPECIFIC
REQUIREHENT

GENERAL

,

na

weight limitation

I

two

min. number of engines

na restrietion

seating capacity

"

12,500 lb
two

yes
complete stop

landing

detailed

I
I
I

I
I
I

na
limited
limited

I

PERFORMANCE

yes

wet · nmwjlY
cli..., capability
af ter engine failure

FLIGHT

no
na

I >
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

,

"

6000 lb: limited
6000 lb: no
na

multi-eogine:
limited en-route

included

I

I
I related to stalling speed at KTOW

speed and stall.
speed
spin characteristics

avoid buffet
ODset

I complete

I

I
I

I

yes

I

fail-safe, safe

l~felfor

l~fe

I

fatigue evaluation
of maj or parts

I

specified throughout

I
I

no

yes

limited for

I

single eogine

pressure cabin, wing and

,&ssociated structure

for wing and carry -

through structure

yes

I

limit descent velocity
for landing gear loads

10 fps

I

,

I

I
I
I
I

15,000 ft

na

I
yes

I

ice protection provo

yes

llimited

yes

I
I

of engines

I

yes

I

na

I

na

I

yes

I

na

l

limited

powerplants and
relaled systema

complete
independence

I complete
lindependenee

system redundancy

throughout

lessential func- I

I

Itions duplicated:

EQUIPHENT
equipment for adverse
weather flight

yes

.

no

Idepenuent on landing wing
loading, but , 10 fps .
I
na
na

special emergency
provisions for pax.

restarting capability

na

I

bird-proof wiRdshield

max. eabin pressure alt.
af ter sy.tem failure

na

'lilllited

fatigue evaluation

fail safe I safe

na

I

na

maneuver and gust
load envelope

CoNSTRUCT ION

SYSTEMS,

I
I
I

related to liftoff

STRUCTURAL

,

up to 9
passengers

latera! c.g. shift

maneuver laad factor
margin in cruise

DESIGN,

I
no
I
I
I takeoff,
I landing

12,500 lb

" one

minimum. contral speed

CllARACTERISTICS

throughout flight

I

: more than

I

accelerate-stop

.,

: 10 occupants

,

eogine failure req.'s
in takeoff

PART 23

PART 23

PART 25

I
I

yes

I

I

independence

na
no

Table 1-4. Differences in. FAR airworthiness standards for small and transport category
airplanes
The DOst relevant differences between the
tran.ppr~

and non-transport categories have
been listed in Table 1-4. It should also be

noted that transport category aircraft require an approved Flight Manual (FM), containing all the necessary information on

performance, operating limitations and

shows that in the case of the Beechcraft

procedures, in both normal and emergency

99, certificated for several years under

situations. Similar documentation for the

FAR Part 23, many performance penalties

non-transport category is relatively lim-

were impos·ed when a British certification

ited.

was applied for. Af ter an extensive revi-

Although Table 1-4 applies to the American regula-

sion of the interpretation of the require-

tions, most of the differences are valid tor Brit-

ments, the performance f ,igures were less

ish aircraft as weIl. Some exceQtions are:

divergent~

1. Section K of the BCAR limits the design dive

Skyvan is certificated according to both

On the other hand,

the Short

speed to 300 kts (556 km/hl EAS or M = .6 for take-

regulations and exhibits noticeable differ-

off weights up to 12,500 lb (5,670 kg).

ences in performance, with the British ver-

2. The BCAR Section 0 is limited to aircraft with a

sion on the conservative side.

Maximum Takeoff Weight above 12,500 lb (5,670 kg),

There are many important details of air-

but may apply to non-transport category aircraft as

worthiness which cannot be examined in this

weU.

chapter. A number of them will be discussed

3·. Bri tish light ail'craft are divided into perform-

in the appropriate place where they bear

ance groups and weight groups, American smali. air-

directlyon the design. This introduction

craft into weight groups only, with some exceptions

is merely intended to prove that airworthi-

for single-engine aircraft.

ness rul es and requirements form a most im-

4. Birdproof windshields are required for both cat-

portant source of informatj on for the de-

egories of British aircraft, in contrast to American

signer and as such should be long to his

practice, where only transport-category airplanes

daily inventory and mental toolkit.

must be provided with them.

5. Bri tish rules are more stringent and detailed
wi tb respect to wet runway landing performance cer-

1.7. CONCLUSION

tification.

6. Special requirements tor British agricultural
aircraft are included in Section K,

whil~

American

agricul.tural aircraft are certificated under re-

We end this chapter with a summary of some
of the more characteristic tasks of the
staff of a preliminary design department.

stricted operations of FAR Parts 21 and 22.

a. During the development of a preliminary
In conclusion, the similarities between the

design and the coordination . of the config-

British and American airworthiness stand-

uration development phase, the designer

ards far outweigh the differences, result-

will come into contact with a number of

ing in practically the same overall stand-

disciplines related to aeronautical engi-

ard .of safety, especially for the transport

neering: aerodynamics, flight mechanics,

category. The · American rules are generally

propulsion, the science of materials and

more precise and the designer can apply

structures,

them more easily without having to consult

tics and optimization. The designer should

operation~l

analysis, statis-

the authorities. On the other hand, the

also know how aircraft are certificated,

British rules are more flexible to accommo-

how flights are carried out under widely

date new developments, avoiding special re-

differing conditions, and how aircraft are

gulations. They constitute a basis for the

operated. It follows that he should have a

assessment of the airworthiness of a new

wide and up-to-date knowledge, spread over a

type of aircraft, the overall assessment

large number of disciplines, in a profes-

being made on an engineering basis.

sion which is characterized by its dynamic

It will be clear that several problems have

development. He should also be able to give

to be solved when certification is intended

proper attention to details.

to comply with both the American and British regulations. For example, Ref. 1-80

b. Typical of ·almost every design is the
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use of iterations. It starts with a trial
configuration which will then be analyzed
and altered af ter comparison with the requirements. The entire cycle will then
start afresh, until the result shows either
that the design is not feasible or that it
is reasonably well defined and may in fact
be further developed with some confidence.
The designer should have the courage to put
something on paper to break the chickenand-egg conundrum. He will have to carry
out many calculations and record the results in a clear and well-ordered manner,
so that others may be able to follow the
procedure. In spi te of much apparently
meaningless work, he has to remain motivated in order to do a professional job.
c. Particularly during the initial phase
the designer should be able to anticipate
on the later development and experimental
results. The organisation of the project
should nevertheless leave room to clear up
any vital problem areas as early as possibie, for instance by carrying out wind
tunnel tests. As the designer's experience
grows, this sense of anticipating willcome
to him more easily.
d. The design department must be able to
deal statistically with the ever increasing
flow of information on new developments and
the outcome of research and make it reproducible. A weIl adapted documentation and
library of data will be essential for permanent use, but should also be augmented
for each new design (see Fig. 1-9, first
box). The latest edition of Jane's All the
World's Aircraft is invaluable, though the
same can be said of many aviation journals
and magazines. Even so, it is becoming in-
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creasingly difficult to evaluate the multitude of publications on the quality and
reliability of their contents.
e. There will be permanent discussions wit~
experts in other disciplines as weIl as
with (prospective) customers, subcontractors and suppliers. Designers are generally
very active in attending aviation symposia
and conferences. Teamwork will be the order
of the day, particulary where large projects are concerned.
f. In view of the long development period
required for a modern aircraft, it will be
necessary for the designer to do some crystal-gazing from time to time. A new type
will only be successful if it does the job
better than the obsolescent type it is intended to replace and preferably better
than the designs competing with it for the
same slice of the market. A careful balance
should be struck between the need for technical innovations on the one hand and the
desire to avoid excessive financial risk on
the other. Decision-making has sometimes to
be based on vague and only broadly defined
considerations: for this reason the experience of the design organisation is essential in making proper decisions. The designer will have to possess a faculty for
judgement and a feeling for what can and
what cannot be done.
In spite of the heavy demands on the designer's capacities in a modern preliminary
design department, his work will still be
fascinating, because it brings new challenges and offers opportunities for innovations which may have a great influence
on the success of the final product.

Chapter 2. The genera! arrangement

SUMMARY

A sound choice of the general arrangement of a new aircraft design should be based on a
proper investigation into and interpretatl.on ot the transport function and a trans lat ion
of the most pertinent requirements into a suitable positioning of the major parts in relation to each other. The re sult of this synthetic exercise is of decisive importance to
the success of the aircraft to be built . However, no clear-cut design procedure can be
followed and the task of devising the configuration is therefore a highly challengingone
to the resourceful designer.
Considerations, arguments and some background information are presented here in order to
provide the reader with a reasonably complete picture of the possibilities. The differences between a high wing and a low ving layout, and the location of th. engines either
on the wing or fuselage or elsewhere, are discussed on the basis of various cases from
actual practice. Examples of unconventional layout8 and many references to relevant literature are given to stimulate further study and may possibly generate ideas for new
conceptions.
The study of possible configurations should result in one or more sketches of feasible
layouts. They serve as a basis for more detailed design efforts, to be discussed in later
chapters, and they can therefore be regarded as a first design phase .

.
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diate predecessor, the KC-135 Stratotanker

2.1. INTRODUCTION

- in which certain design features can be

{

Before a general arrangement drawing of a

traced back as far as the 1945 Strato-

new design can be put on paper, a choice

cruiser design, which itself was developed

will have to be made as to the relative

from the B-29 Superfortress (Fig. 2-1). At

location of the main components: wings,

first sight the final vers ion shows prac-

fuselage, engines, tail surfaces and land-

tically no similarity to any aircraft the

ing gear.

Boeing company had previously built. Even

A specific configuration is of ten inspired

so, the 367-60 and 367-64 preliminary de-

by a trend or line of evolution which may

signs have much in common with the Strato-

have its origin somewhere in the past. It

cruiser Model 377, particularly as regards

may be that previous experience with air-

the fuselage, while

craft in a similar category has established

ity also exists with the ,B-47 with respect

an

obvious

similar-

a tradition which cannot be easily dis-

to the location of the engines (Ref. 2-2).

carded. But even when a company tackles an

Although the Model 707 pioneered the new

entirely new type, it is generally found

era of long-range high-subsonic transport

that designers fall back on research wor:<

aircraft with jet propulsion, its general

done years before by the company' s research

shape stîll had its origin in previous de-

department or aeronautical laboratories.

signs. It follóws that a sound evàluation

One example is the Boeing 707 - or its imme-

of practical solutions incorporated in ex-

1

BOE ING

MODEL

377

STAATOCRUISEA 119451

BOEING

MODEl 381- "4

Tu rbote'

'8nk.f-uenspon

• •• ,on-""

)

B.7 STRATOJET

PROTOTYPE

turbojet ,.nker Iren,pon
design -1952

~~.,-~ ~

,
Fig. 2-1. Similarity between various designs by
Boeing (Ref. 2-2)
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FIRST DESIGN SO<ETCH OF THE

Fig. 2-2. Development of the external

IAVRO

VULCAN

9-11

shape during the design 'of the Avro
Vulcan bomber.

(ReL: Flight, 31 Jan.

1950)
isting successful designs should be the

reasons few examples of design evolutions

first step in the conceptual phase.

have been published, and it is therefore

A successful first choice of the configura-

which recommendations can be deduced. The

difficult to draw general conclusions from
tion does not mean that no major changes

list of references includes one publica-

will be required as development proceeds.

tion, Ref. 2-6, which is particularly in-

This is illustrated in Fig. 2-2 in which

teresting in this connection since itpres-

an early design sketch of the AVRO Model

ents some very unusual arrangements dating

698 is compared with the final layout of

from the introduction of jet propulsion.

the B-1 Vulcan bomber (approximately 19451948). Though these versions exhibit cansiderable differences, a gradual evolution

The general arrangement adopted can, in

of the initial baseline configuration taok

design has been finalized. A satisfactory

place in the course of the project devel-

comparison of two different solutions for

fact, only be prQperly justified ance the

opment (Ref. 2-7). If this design is com-

the same specification will not always be

pared with that of the Handley Page Victor

possible, as many design details add up to

and the Vickers Valiant, which we re both

determine the characteristics of an air-

based on the sama specification, it can be

craft and the design considerations pub-

concluded that various solutions, each with

lished by the manufacturers are as a rule

i ts awn par,ticular meri ts, are possible.

insufficiently detailed.

This will be discussed in more detail in

Competition forces manufacturers to explore new solutions, which is one of the

Section 2.3. Unfortunately, for various
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reasons why competition has the long-term
effect of advancing the technology. Excessively large departures from the .xisting
state of the art may, however, lead to the
taking of unwarranted commercial risks. Another restraining factor is the circumstance that all designs have to meet the
existing or anticipated airworthiness requirements. Hawthorne's* definition of design may be aptly quoted in this context:
"Design is the process of sol ving a problem
by bringing together unlikely combinations
of known principles, materials and processes". A typical example resulting from
such a procedure is the Sud-Aviation
Caravelle (Fig. 2-3), which successfully
pioneered the l~cation of the engine pods
at the tail of the fuselage . The spiritual
father of this design was Pierre Satre.
lt

is

scarcely possible to g1 ve hard and fast rules

tor arriving at a sound configuratien. Some relevant
considerations ·will be presented i n the sections
which follow but these should be interpreted with
caution, as lt sometimes happens that even s mall
dimensional differences between the designs may lead

to completely different conc lusions. Sketches that
are reasonably acc urate wlth respect to dimensions

are indispensable in the design stage . Without a
correct representation of the relative size of the
major components , the design drawing might perhaps
result in a good arti st's impressio n of the design-

erts ideas but i t is likely to be useless as abasis

craft and the environment, such as how it
is to be loaded, the airport facilities,
special requirements regarding visibility
from the cockpit, the desirability of the
aircraft carrying a very low price-tag, etc.
Although the general design requirements
will provide important pointers, the designer should develop a "design philisophy" ,
determining priorities, indicating solutions, etc. In some cases the manufacturer's
production facilities and capabilities affect the structural design and may th us influence the general concept. Every aircraft
essentially is a very complicated entity;
all superfluous complication will becostly
both to the manufacturer and to the user
and will lessen the design's chances of
success.

The next few sections will be devoted to
discussion of the general arrangement. This
chapter will not deal with the fuselage
layout, including the use of tailbooms, for
which the reader is referred to Chapter 3,
while the center of gravity limitations of
the design and the~r influence on the general configuration will be discussed in
Chapter 8 . When engine loc at ion is dealt
with (Para. 2.3), it will be assumed that
the number and type of engines have already
been decided. If this is not so, the reader
should turn to Section 6 . 2 for more
information.

tor further e ngineering. Engine dimensions, especially in the c ase of high bypass rat i o enqines,
are of ten of particular importanc e in view of their

2.2. HIGH, LOW OR MlD WING?

relation to duet sizes, landing qear height, etc.
Certain dimensions needed for these drawinqs may be
deduced from data of similar aircraft, preferably
usinq parameters such as wing loading, aspect ratio,
relative airfoil thickness, etc. The statistical
data presented in other chapters of this book may
also he used as a source of information .

During the configuration study the designer
should have a clear picture in his mind of
the operational requirements of the air*Engineering Laboratory, Cambridge University
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The vertical location of the wing relative
to the fuselage must be considered first.
Fig. 2-4 shows three layouts of aircraft
design projects in different categories.
It will be obvious that the wing location
relative to the fuselage is to a very large
extent determined by the operational requirements. Although the aerodynamic and
structural differences are not without importance, they can only be deciding factors
when the choice between high, low and mid
wing is not dictated by considerations of
maximum operational flexibility.

a. SE X200, 200-tons all

a

~..

~
..
~

b

~

wing for transatiantic
ranges
b. SE X202, Feb. 1947

~

c. SE X203, March 1947,

J~ .

40 passengers
d.SE X204, two engines,
30 passengers

e.SE X205, Juiy 1947,
th ree engines
f.SE X206, four engines,
40 passen gers

e

g.SE X206.02.03,different
vers ion from f.
h.SE X206.02.03,two other
versions

9

/1
Cl;.

l

\J

~
I

<iil ... ~ .. O~
~

\\

11

~~

K.SE X206.02.04,September
1947, four engines, two
decKs
1.SE X206.02.09,Jan. 1948,
four engines, 40 passengers

m.SE X206-0~-17,May 1948
four engines (Nene)
n. SE X206-02-21,June 1951,
four engines (ATAR D), 48-60
passen gers
m '

Fig. 2-3. Design projects by Sud-Aviation (Ref. ALATA, Febr. 1959)
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+
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p. SE X210.02.01,four engines Turbomêca ·Tourmalet~
40-58 passengers
q. SE X210.02.09,July 1951,
high wing,four turboprops

r . SE X210.02.10 , July 1951,
three engines derived from
Grognard airplane, 48 pass.
s . SE X210 . 02 . 20,Jan. 1952,
four turboprops

20cZ9

é"rn .. ··c·· ..
y

A'
... _-

----

....."

12' ·

0-~Ç--2 _0._9 0 0 Q .Q W Q

I:

I

1

1-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 2-3.
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t. SE X210.02.10 and 14,
December 1951,two versions
with three engines
u. SE X210.Q2.24,March 1952.
Final version,four engines
later replaced by 2 Avons

(co ntinuedl

' 18' 10 .. _

__

-"'~

_ _ __I

I

!
i ",
~I

I

J

HIGH - WING feederliner designed by the
author

,MlD - WlNG light jet trainer designed by
C.A. v.d. Eyk and J. v. Hattum

....

•

--,

~

.
~

~

Fig. 2-4. Examples of high-wing, mid-wing and low-wing layouts (preliminary designs)
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LOW - WING short-haul passenger transport designed by G.H. Berenschot and the author
Fig. 2-4. (concluded)
2.2.1. High win(l
A design requirement for the military transport Lockheed C-5A was quick loading andunloading of infantry troops. The aircraftal80 had to carry a variety of cargoo , such as
2\ ton trucks, M-60 tanks and artillery vehicles, while space had to be provided for
personnel. Fig. 2-5 gives a number ofcros8sections showing how this load is accommodated in the fU8elage. The floor is stre8sed
to take a load of 740 lb/sq.ft (3600 kg/m2 )
and has an area of 2370 sq.ft (220 m2 ),
while it lies ahout 8\ ft (2 . 5 m) above the
apron. The cockpit and the Beats for transport of per80nnel are arranged in two sections, separated by the wing center-section
Loading and unloading take place through
n08e and tail doors and the sketch clearly
8how8 the importance of a low floor level
for this very large aircraft. In the ca8eof
a low wing aircraft of comparabl~ size, 8uch
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as the Boeing 747, the main deck floor is
about 16 to 17 ft (5 m) ahove the apron.
This makes such an aircraft dependent on
special loading and boarding equipment,
which is unacceptable for a military aircraft such as the C-5A.
Fig. 2-5 shows clearly that retract ion of
the main undercarriage gaar has posed special problema for the designers. In smaller
higho-wing propeller aircraft it may be po.sible to retract the main ge ar into tha engine nacelles (Fokker F-27) or in the tail
booms (Hawker Siddeley Argosy), but in the
case of very large aircraft doing so would
make it too tall and too heavy. Thi8 will
unavoidably lead to mounting the gear to
the fU8elage, but the strengthenlng of the
fuselage 8tructure required for the tran8mis8ion of the landing impact loads will
re8ult in a weight increa8e. This i8 only

nose gear

forward

main gear

aft

main gear

a: upper lobe; b: central lobe; c: lower lobe; d: upper deck; e: main deck; f,g: longitudinal supports; h: main fuselage frames; k: main gear shock strut; 1: external mounting
frame

d

a: fuselage nose; b: radome; c: pressure bulkhead; d: door hinges; e:
guide; f: slide; g: post; h: adjustable floor element; ~: articulation;
~: nose floor element; m: ramp; n:
flap
, front

loading
aft

loading

I

~.....
i

9,
f

, e

.

9

.

f2

I
I

2

,

sections 1-1
( rea r view)

k

I I I

f,

a: load-carrying structure; b: adjustable floor element; c: articulation; d,k: flap; e:
central loading door; f l ,f 2 : lateral doors; gl,g2: screwjacks; h: levers
Fig. 2-5. Loading provisions and undercatriages supports for the Lockheed C-5A (Ref.:
DOC-AIR-ESPACE No 113 - Nov. 1968)
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ij

+,.93m

.",

E

Antonov

An-14

Pchelka
Cessna

172

Fig. 2-6. Examples of airplane types with braced wings
partially offset by the saving in weight in

mum drag in high-speed flight is of para-

comparison with a low-wing design, due to

mount importance. With a fuselage of rough-

the shorter landing gear struts. Moreover,

ly circular cross-section, the surfaces at

with a fuselage-mounted main undercarriage

the wing-fuselage junction meet at practi-

i;

cally right angles so th at interference be-

is difficult to obtain a sufficiently

wide track. These considerations may be re-

tween the boundary layers at small angles

garded as having favored the use of low-

of attack will be minimized. In most cases

wing monoplanes.

the fuselage section at the location where

Braced-wing monoplanes (Fig. 2-6) are nOwa-

drieal . The divergence of the airflow over

days generally high-wing designs. Bracing

the wing root at high angles of attaek is

struts cause little interference when at-

thus minimized. Wing root fairings of only

the wing is mounted to it is roughly cylin-

tached to the lower side of the wing, while

very modest size will therefore be required.

they usually can be lighter than in other

For these reasons many mid-wing layouts are

positions since in this case the critical

found in fighter and trainer aircraft, where

strut loads are like ly to be tension loads.

it is an aeeeptable arrangement, provided

In the case of STOL a ircraft close proximity of the

small in relation to the total internal

the spaee required for the useful load is
winq to the ground in takeoff and landing may cause
pronounced and

gen~rally

undesirable ground effects.

fuselage volume and can be divided into
separate seetions. The wing may be contin-

Moreover , tf a lew wing was adopted, the required

uous' through the fuselage beeause the

ground clearance of the large, fully deflected

transfer of the loads from the wing may

trailing-edge flaps and - i n the case of propeller-

take plaee via almost "solid" bulkheads

dri ven STOL aircraft - of the large propellers,

to which eaeh winghalf is attached. It is

would entail a very tall and heavy landing gear . In

generally not feasible to adopt sueh a

this case a high-wing design generally has more to
recommend it.

seheme for transport aireraft, and very few
mid-wing monoplanes are to be found in this
category. However, it is worth noting that

2.2.2. Mid wing

on large transport aircraft the wing ar-

Thls layout is generally, chosen when mini-

position, the reason being that the cahin

rangement adopted approaches the mid-wing
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floor, which is located just above the wing
center seceion, is positioned relatively

ports and from airfields and airstrips
where special loading equiprnent is not a-

high , in the fuselage cross section.

vailable. In the case of most

Another exception is the HFB 320 Hansa
(Fig. 2-7), which features a negative angle

aircraft, the height ' of the cabin floor
above the ground is of les ser importance
as use can be made of steps of loading
bridges.
Efficient use of the underfloor space in
the fuselage for the stowage of cargo is
possible only if the fuselage is at asuitable height above the apron. Without re-

pa~senger

sorting to a tall undercarriage, this is

Ibusine ..

jet -

7 pa.lengers

I

Fig. 2-7. Fuselage layout of the HFB Hansa
jet

more easily achieved in a, 'low-wing design.
The generally larger fuselage height above
ground level on a low-wing configuration
mayalso offer advantages when, af ter a
fuselage stretch, the tail angle available
is still sufficiently large to allow for
optimum rotation during the takeoff, without creating an unacceptable geometrical
pitch angle limitation (Fig. 2-8).

of sweep, with the engines at the tail balancing the cab in ahead of the wing center
section. However, with this layout it is
difficult to avoid considerabIe shift of
the center of gravity for different loading
conditions unless serious loading restrictions are accepted~ The swept-forward wing
presents certain aeroelastic problerns which
are difficult to solve without the use of
tip tanks. Although the manufacturer claims
that the aircraft possesses low drag characteristics, maximum cabin height for.a
given fuselage diameter, and a good view
for all the occupants, it remains doubtful
whether these outweigh the disadvantages.
2.2.3. Low wing
The low wing position frequently offers many
advantages. It is true that light aircraft
still account for a fair nurnber of highwing rnonoplanes, but th is may be more a
matter of company tradition than an obvious
technical advantage. The low cargo floor
height is of benefit to small freighters
designed for operating into secondary air*See Section 8.5.4

Fig. 2-8. A stretched vers ion of the Lockheed Tristar is envisaged in the design
stage. The fuselage will be stretched by
3.56 m (1) and 4.57 m (2) in front of and
behind the wing resp. The undercarriage is
sufficiently long to allow rotation over
12 0 af ter stretching (Ref.: Aviation Mag.

No. 550, 30 Nov. 1970)
2.2.4. Effect of the wing location on the
general arrangement
a. Interior arrangement.
On a high-wing aircraft the fuselage section below the floor is generally flattened
in order to reduce the undercarriage height
and to keep the floor at the desired level
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above the ground, truckbed height being
generally 4- to 4~ ft (1.20 to 1.40 m). A
flat fuselage belly leaves little or no
room to carry underfloor cargo and this may
necessitate a longer cargo hold in the cabin, as compared to aircraft with a circular
fuselage cross-section. This in turn may
lengthen the fuselage, particularly when,
in addition, most equipment and services
will have to be located above the floor. A
large center of gravity travel may result.
On low-wing aircraft the landing gear may
be retracted into (propeller) engin~ nacelles or into the fuselage just behind the
center-section of a swept-back wing. Retraction of the main undercarriage between
the main wing spars is more easily achieved
with a non-stressed lightly loaded skin
than with a stressed-skin structure.
In small high-wing transports the aisle is
sometimes sunk in relation to the rest of
the cab in floor to provide adequate standing room. The most critical point i" at the
wing-fuselage intersection where a slightly
lowered cabin ceiling may be unavoidable.
It may be worthwile investigating whether
this space can be used for stowage or a
cloakroom, or whether lavatories can be
extended into this area.
Low-wing aircraft sometimes have the wing
protruding slightly below the fuselage,
necessitating extensive fairings (e.g.
Hawker Siddeley 125). In some small touring
aircraft the front seats may be mounted
directlyon the wing box, thus saving spac~
b. Safety.
The low wing and possibly the engines will
form a large energy-absorbing mass during
a forced landing, although they also present
potential fire hazards upon contact with
the ground. The wing generally contains
fuel and the tanks are likely to be damaged,
particularly if they are of the integral
type. If the impact is not too heavy, damage and fire risk in a high-wing aircraft
may be limited. When an aircraft is forced
down on water, the fuselage of a high-wing
monoplane will be submerged; provisions
must therefore be made for escape through
38

the cabin roof. It should be noted, however, that not all aircraft have to be certificated for overwater operation.
c. Performance and flying qualities.
The principal difference between the characteristics of high- and low-wing l~youts
during takeoff and landing is the ground
effect, which decreases with increasing
wing height above the ground. Ground effect
will generally cause a reduction in vortexinduced drag, resulting in a decreased
takeoff distance and an increased landing
distance. Sometimes, however, it leads to
premature breakaway of the airflow andeven
reversed flow below the wing flaps, resulting in an increase in the Minimum Unstick speed* and consequently a longer
takeoff run.
Probably more important is the decrease in
downwash at the horizontal tail, leading
to a nose-down pitching moment. This will
require greater elevator deflection forthe
takeoff rotation and the landing flare-out
and this may be a determining factor for
the elevator power required. The proximity
of the ground may have an opposite effect,
causing the aircraft "to land itself". This
means th at af ter a properly executed final
approach little or no elevator movement is
required for the flare-out. This can be
the case when the wing is placed in such a
low position that ground effect causes a
marked lift increment, while the nose-down
pitching moment mentioned above is approximately compensated by a nose-up pitching
moment due to the wing lift. Though this
characteristic may in itself be advantageous, it is practically impossible to design the aircra.ft from the outset in such a
way ,a s to achieve it.
With respect to maximum lift and minimum
drag, there are admittedly differences between the high and low wing locations, but
these may be minimized by proper use of
fillets and fairings (Fig. 2-9). Even so,
the high wing is superior ir. this respect
to the low wing, particularly where induced
*See Appendix K, Section K-2

drag at high lift is concerned. The potential differences in damping the Dutch roll
may be largely suppressed by good design,
particularly proper choice of the wing dihedral angle and fin area. Negative wing
dihedral, desirable on swept-back wings,
can easily be incorporated in a high-wing
design without resorting to a tall undercarriage. However, both configurations may
possess comparable flying qualities, except
for fast maneuvers in aerobatics, which are
favored by the mid- and low-wing layout.
High-wing aircraft will generally require
roughly 20 percent more vertical tail area
than low wing types.
a. fillets mainly on lower wing surface

LOW WING.

LOW SUBSONIC

8

c.

A

'8

d. Structural aspects.
The Lockheed C-5A has already been cited as
an example of the difficulties encountered
when designing the undercarriage of a highwing aircraft. Although the weight penalty
in the fuselage structure is partly offset
by a lighter wing and a shorter and lighter
nosewheel gear, on balance the high-wing
layout will be at a disadvantage with respect to empty weight and complication of
the structural design.

2.3. LOCATION OF THE ENGINES
b. fillets mainly on upper wing surface
2.3.1. Propeller aircraft
Aircraft powered by piston engines are generally seen in two layouts: the single
tractor engine type with the powerplant in
the fuselage nose and the twin tractor type

c. fillets act to obey the area rule and to
house the main landing gear

with both engines fitted to the wing. New
aircraft types with four piston engines are
not being built any more since any rating
over, say, 500 hp is produced more efficiently by the turboprop engine, and piston
engines in that class are practically obsolete. Configurations are occasionally

Fig. 2-9. Several types of fillets to reduce

observed which differ from the generally
accepted solutions described above, but in
such cases the choice must have been influenced by special considerations, such as
the desirability of creating a high thrust-

unfavorable wing-fuselage interference

line (amphibians) or avoiding asymmetry in
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I
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Fig. 2-10. Three types of turbopropeller engine installation
the event of engine failure by using one

propeller slipstream o·f operating engines

tractor and one pusher engine in the plane

generally has a favorable effect on the
stall and increases the wing lift, in par-

of symmetry (e.g. Cessna Skymaster).

ticular when trailing-edge flaps are exPositioning the propeller engines in front

tended, thus forming a kind of built-in

of the wing generally results in the most

safeguard against stalling. On the other

attractive configuration from the aerodynamic and structural point of view. The

hand, an engine failure may cause considerable windmilling drag before the propellel
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is feathered and while the flow over the
wing is still disturbed. The yawing and

wing is to be favored, both for its light

rolling moments induced by engine failure

discharge of the hot gases, requiring only

present control problems and downgrade the
flight performance, in particular when the
engine fails in the takeoff. Variation of

a short exhaust pipe. On a low-wing aircraft designers are of ten forced to adopt
a relatively high position for the engine

the engine power will change the downwash

nacelles in order to ensure sufficient pro-

behind the wing and this is of particular
influence on the stabilizing contribution

peller to ground clearance. This may lead
to unfavorable interference effects between

supporting structure and for effective

of the tail surfaces (Section . 2.4.2).

the nacelle and the wing, causing premature

The location and installation of the en-

breakaway of the airflow and additional in-

gines in nacelles meunted to the wing

duced drag.

leading edge is illustrated in Fig. 2-10
for several aircraft types. As will be

2.3.2. Jet-propelled transport aircraft

shown in Chapter 6, the engine configuration and the propeller design have considerable influence on this. In the case of a
high-wing layout there is generall~' more

When the jet engine became an acceptable
prime meyer for both transport and large
military aircraft (about 1947-1950), the

freedom with respect to the vertical posi-

traditional piston engine layout was dis-

tion of the engines relative to the air-

carded and.a new configuration was sought

foil as compared to low-wing aircraft, since

which would suit the specific characteris-

propeller clearance over the ground is rel-

tics and demands of the jet engine. Smaller

atively easily provided.

jet aircraft we re gene rally designed for

When turboprop engines are used, an engine
nacelle which is placed low relative tothe

military purposes and had a single engine
in the fuselage; in the case of transport

Boeing 747

Hawker Siddeley Cornet 4

BAC Super VC 10
Fig. 2-11. Examples of powerplant installat i on on subson i c jet transports
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_ing

1-47

$1'Ilojol

Handley 'age Victor 8 ...1

Vicke,.

"rmatrong Vali.nt

Fig. 2-12. Different configurations for aircraft designed to similar specifications
and large military aircraft there appeared
to be two entirely different lines of
thought:
a. Engines buried entirely within the root
of the wing, with the air intake in the
leading edge and the exhaust at the trailing
edge, close to the fuselage. Examples of
such an arrangement may be se en in the De
Havilland Comet (Fig. 2-11), Avro Vulcan,
Vi ekers Valiant, Handley Page Victor and
Tupolev 104.
b. Pod-mounted engines, initially suspended
below the wing, but later also fitted to
the re ar of the fuselage. The first important representatives of this school were
the Boeing models B-47, B-S2 and KC-13S
(Fig. 2-1), while Sud-Aviation originated
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the rear-mounted engines in the Caravelle.
The former of these two concepts was predominantly favored by British designers,
the latter by the Americans. Thé protagonists of both solutions were able to justify their choice with sound technical arguments (Ref. 2-11). In the author's opinion it was not so much the engine installation but rather the aerodynamic concept
of the wing which formed the deciding factor in the difference between the two approaches.
Comparing the Avro Vulcan with the Boeing
B-47 (Fig. 2-12), we find that the total
wetted area is about the same for both aircraft (Fig. 2-13), in spite of the fact
th at the wing area of the Vulcan is nearly
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In a sense this means that the design philosophy with regard to the engine installation was mainly decided by the shape of the
wing. Although this example is predominantly of historical interest, it shows that
there is a close connection with decisions
in other fields.

( .1)

The protagonists of podded enqines attached to the
wings by means of pylons use the following arqumllmts to support their views:

Fig. 2-13. Similarity in max. lift/drag ratios for two widely different configurations

/O

separately spaeed engines are well placed from

the safety point of view. In the event of fire in
one of the pod. the likelihood that fire will
spread to the fuel in the wing is limited. In fact

three times that of the B-47 (wing area*) .
In contrast to this, there is the difference between the aspect ratios**, namelya
figure in excess of 3. However, both air-

this was the main argument for the ehoice of the
8-47 configuration.
f b'J The short intake and exhaust duets enable the
L/ngine to run Wlder optimal eonditions .

craft have nearly the same span loading

~ The mass of the engines and the pylons lead to

(weight/span). The remarkable conclusion

a re duet ion in the bending IOOment of the inner

can be drawn that for a given dynamic pressure both the profile ~nd vortex-induced
drag***.will be roughly equal for these aircraft. Although the comparison shown in
Fig. 2-13 is based on estimated values, it
clearly shows that it is possible to achieve a comparable range performance with
both wing layouts. There are, all the same,
considerable differences between the two
types:
a. The maximum lift/drag ratio occurs at
CL = .235 for the Vulcan and at CL = .68
for the B-47. When cruising at high altitude the Vulcan had more freedom to maneuver without experiencing serious buffeting

wing, thus lightening part of the wing strueture.
When they are located ahead of the flexural axis,
Jey eonstitute a mass balanee against flutter.

(d;.

The engines can be made easily accessible at

the eost of very little increase in structure
weight since the pods do not form part of the
stressed structure . Access to engines buried in the
wing roots has to be provided by detachable skin
panels at alocation where the wing is highly
stressed.
e. The engine pylons appear to have a favorable
effect on the airflow at large angles of attack and
tend to cOWlteract pitch-up of sweptback wings
(Fig. 2-14). The pylons act in a manner sim1lar to

due to compressibility.
b. The structural height at the wing root
of the Vulcan, namely about 6 feet 8 inches
(2 meters), proved ample to house the engines internally; in the case of the B-47
the height available was only about 26
inches (.66 m).

*

The gross wing area used in Fig. 2-13
is as defined in Appendix A Section
A- 3.1.
** Aspect ratio = span 2 /area = spanfiJeometric
mean chord. See Appendix A.
*** Definitions in Section 11.2.

Fig. 2-14. Effect of wing-mounted pods on
longitudinal stability (Ref. 2-11)
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fences, which are of ten used on "clean" wings.

Against this the protagonists of completely buried
engines list the following arquments:
a. The extra draq resulting from the buried engine
installation is only a few percent as against about

15\ of the total drag in the case of a configuration similar to the 8-41. Incidentally, the current
generation of turbofans shoW' a value of about 8 to
10\.

b. As a re sult of the lew wing loading and low
value of CL in cruising flight, maneuvering is
possible without compress1bility problems such

as buffetinq.
c. The pitch-up problem of swept winqs is less
significant for lew aspect ratio vings.
d . As a re sult of the low wing loading, the lowspeed performance will be bet ter •
e. The relati vely low aspect ratio wing box struc-

ture will lead to qreater stiffness and aeroelasticity will be less of aproblem.

Many of these arquments are only valid up to a
point, and in particular the progress in engine

Fokker F-28 and all executive turbojet aircraft. Though this layout has the obvious
advantages of a "clean" wing, low door sill
height and little asymmetric thrust af ter
engine failure, it also has a large center
of gravity variation with variation in
loading condition and it has to be carefully designed to avoid the superstall
problem. Therefore, af ter 1965, a new trend
towards engines on the wings occurred
(Boeing 737, Lockheed L-1011, Douglas DC-1~
Dassault Mercure).
It would serve little purpose to express a
general verdict in favor of either of these
two configurations. Each specification, as
well as every new type of engine, will require renewed study to support a particular
choice and the outcome can only be properly
assessed when various configurations have
been designed according to the same ground
rules. This procedure was followed by the
Boeing Company for the development of their
Model 737 (Fig. 2-15), when two competing

technoleqy towards high bypass ratio engines, tegether with the development of more efficient highlift devices in 1950-1970, has se tt led the case in
favor of high wing loadings and pod-moW\ted engines .
This does not mean that buried engines will not return te favor again in the future . For example, the

r:•••••.•••••••••••
:..J

application of laminar flow control by suction of
the boundary layer te reduce drag might eventually
lead to a totally different design approach, such
as a cembination of low wing Ieading and engines
of relati vely low thrust in c ruising flight, integrated into the wing or fuselage.

An interesting example of configuration
studies is shown in Fig. 2-3 for the Sud
Aviation Caravelle. The maiden flight of
this airplane, with its engines at the rear
of the fuselage, took place in 1955. Thus a
new configuration was added to that introduced by the B-47 with the engines in pods
below the wing, a layout also adopted by
Douglas (DC-8) and Convair (880 and 990).
When this engine location had proved a
success in the Caravelle, various new types
were designed to practically the same formula: the BAC 1-11, Vickers VC.10, Hawker
Siddeley Trident, Douglas DC-9, Boeing 727,
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Fig. 2-15. Two configurations of the Boeing
Model 737, resulting from a competition of
two design teams
design teams were put on the same exercise.

Factors which should be investigated in the
case of a transport aircraft are indicated
in Fig. 2-16. The principal differences between the Caravelle and the Boeing 737 engine location will be briefly discussed
with reference to that list.
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cruise dutch roll
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Inti-icing
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d r 3g
mali.

~ifl

second segment climb

Fig. 2-16 . Engine location factors (Ref.:
ATA Engng and Maint. Conf., Dct. 27, 19,64)

a. Empty weight.
The following factors have to be considere~
- A wing structure weight saving is pc,ssibie with wing-mounted engines due to the
mass relief effect on the bending moment
on the inner wing.
- Engines placed too far outboard increase
the landing impact loads and necessitate a
large verticaI ta~lplane .
- Engines at the rear of the fuselage require local "beef-up" and, lead to loss of
usefu l! space in the tail, resulting in
added structure weight and a larger fuselage for the same paylo'a d.
- Differences in, weïght of the tail surfaces depend on var ious factors which do'
not permit a general conclusion.

Summing up, we may say without too much
emphasis' that the empty weight of a CaraveIle-type layout will typically be 2 to
4% more than th at of a comparable design

c.g. travel must be catered for in the case
of rear-mounted engines. At full payload
the download on the tail, with consequent
1055 in the lift to drag ratio, wil! be
considerable with engines mounted to the
Tear fuselage. Bes'i des, the layout with
wing-mounted engines will have a larger
underfloor cargo-hold behind the wing,
which is generally more easily used.
d. Performance.
Regarding drag in cruising flight there is
little to choose between the two layouts,
assuming that both have been weIl designed
aerodynamtcally. Douglas, however, claims
that in the case of the OC-9 the drag of
the w·ing plus nacelles at high subsonic
speeds is' reduced às a result of fàvorable
aerodynamic interference, (ReL 2-30). Generally speaking, a layout with wing-mounted
eng'ines will lead to an increase in induced
drag and a slight reduction in the dragcritical Mach number. The drag resulting
from the asymmetrica,l flight condition
following engine failure, rapidly increases
with the lateral distance of the failed engine to the aircraft centerline and will,
therefore, be greater wïth engines mounted
on the wing. The protagonJ!s,ts of the CaraveIle layout claim that their clean wîng
gives a gain of 20% in maximum liift. ~he
Boeing Cy. does not agree, bas,ing i ts opinion on test data and arguin~ that in the
case of the clean wing the useful lift is
reduced by gadgetry to ensure a favorable

with the engines on the' wing.

pitching behaviour at the sta11. And in-

b_ Engine

deed" looking, at maximum CL va lues for a
number of aircraft with different layouts,

maintenance ~

Although the size of the aircraft comes int e it, engines below the wings are generally better accessible from the ground than
in any other layout.

it is not possible to discern a clear-cut

tendency ei ther way.
e o> Flying' qualities.,
Eng,ines mounted to the' rear of the fuselage

c. Fl!exibility of load,ing.
This depends primarily on the location of
the load relative 'to the center of gravity
of the e mpty aircraft" a subj€ct th at is
treated more fully in Chapter 9. Both configurations may be designed for good loading characteristics" a,l though a, greater

are' o,ften combined with a tailplane on top
of the' fin (T-ta'il). This particular layout has a potential problem in the high
incidence range, namely the ""deep stall"*'

* Also referred to as "superstall ," or
"locked-in stali"; see Section 2.4.2

(Section 2.4.2). In the case of engines on

2.3 .. 3. Single-engined subsonic jet aircraft

the wings, the yawing moment resulting from
engine failure will be more pronounced .

Aircraft of this type have the engine mounted inside the fuselage and the intake and

f. Mounting of a central engine.

exhaust ducts of ten present a problem. The

Three-engined aircraft generally have one

inlet duct hdS to supply a constant flowof

engine mounted centrally at the rear of the

air at different operational engine set-

fuselage. The problem which will have tobe

tings and in different flight conditions.

faced here is whether to bury this engine

Flow distortion and turbulence at the com-

in the fuselage, which will require a fair-

pressor face must remain within the limits

ly long and curved inlet (Boeing 727,
Hawker Siddeley Trident, Lockheed L-l0ll)
with consequent loss of intake efficiency
and extra weight. Alternatively, the engine
can be installed in a pod on top of the
fuselage, but in that case the vertical
tail surface forms an obstruction. Fig.
2-17 depicts some possible solutions, all

Fig. 2-18. Intake problem on a stubby fuselage with side intakes
laid down by the engine manufacturer. Pronounced curvature in the inlet duct should
therefore be avoided. This is not very easy
BUTTERFLY

TAIL

DC-lO

to comply with in the case of a fuselage
which is relatively wide at the location of
the air inlets unless a long inlet duct is
acceptable (Fig. 2-18). The latter is generally undesirable for reasons of space or
balancing. It also costs weight and resu1ts
in in1et pressure 10ss.
At different ang1es of attack variations in

L-l011

AFT- FAN

the direction of the incoming air should

Fig. 2-17. Installation of the central engine on a three-engined jet aircraft

:::--.

of which present particular design

problem~

The thing to do here is to optimize the

~~----~~'-'~

chosen solution in such a way that the disadvantages will be limited. Ref. 2-23 shows
that a purely objective comparison of two

flow

solutions is very difficult. Manufacturers'
data for structure weight, fuel consumption
and economy for both the L-l0ll and the DC10 are used to show that both solutions are

Fig. 2-19. Asymmetric intake condition in a

best.

sideslip
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Fig. 2-20. Structural arrangement of wing-root air intake (De Havilland Vampire)

pitot-type inlet
scoop -type inlet

Fokker S 14

5ipa 300

--------------------

wing

root inlet

Hawker Hunter

NACA inlet

Miles Student

Fig . . 2-21. Intakes on subsonic aircraft with engine (s) buried in the fuselage
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split scoop-type inlet
North American RockweIl
Buckeye
Fig. 2-21.
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Fig. 2-22. Exhaust locations of single-engined subsonic jet aircraft
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not be excessive. The wake of the partly

ly far ahead of the wing in order to avoid

stall e d wing must not enter the inlet duct,

interference with the wing and excessive

which means that the leading edge of the

variations in the intake conditions.

wing would be an unsuitable loc at ion unless

An air inlet on top of the fuselage has

special me asures were taken . When split in-

sometimes been used in experimental air-

takes are used, a sideslipping condition

craft and was adopted for the Miles Student.

will cause dissimilar flow patterns, which

The opening has to be raised sufficiently

may lead to unstable flow and even to air
oscillating instead of entering the duct as

far above the fuselage to avoid boundary
layer and wake ingestion at large angles

shown in Fig. 2-19.

of incidence.

When the engine is installed in the fuse-

A split inlet at the bot tom of the fuselage

lage, the designer has to decide whether it

may be regarded in some ways as a compro-

is desirable to continue the wing structure

mise between the pitot inlet and side in-

through the fuselage without interruption.

lets. When measures are taken to avoid the

On a highly maneuverable aircraft, designed

ingestion of debris during takeoff and

for high normal load factors, such a con-

taxying, this layout may be particularly

tinuous structure is very attractive. It

attractive for mid-wing and high-wing air-

will then depend upon the relative propor-

craft.

tions of the in let duct and the thickness
of the wing whether it is feasible to lead

The exhaust nozzles should be so positioned

the inlet ducts through the spar webs. Fig.
2-20 shows th at this was possible in the

and directed that the (hot)

case of the De Havilland Vampire, but in

speeds in a parallel flow, the expanding

jet efflux will

not impinge on the structure. At subsonic

other cas e s it may prove desirable to lead

gases of a pure jet may be assumed to ex-

the inlet either over or under the wing.
Fig. 2-21 shows different types of inlet
which will be briefly discussed here .

pand within a co ne with half the top angle
equal to 6 degrees. Exhaust nozzles are

The pitot type (a) provides the engine with

manufactured from stainless steel sheet and
are fairly heavy; on pure jet engines they

undisturbed airflow for all flight condi-

will weigh from 1 to 1.5% of the engine

tions. It requires a long inlet duct, which

weight per foot of length (3 to 5% per me-

gene rally will have to be divided at the

ter). The weight will be even greater in

level of the cockpit, and intake efficiency

the case of bypass engines. Moreover, ex-

is low . This type is now rarely used on

to realize as the intake opening must be

haust nozzles cause a thrust loss of about
.3% per foot (1% per meter) . They should
therefore be kept as short as possible.
Some examples shown in Fig. 2-22 will be

able to supply the required airflow at dif-

discussed.

ferent intake velocities and also cope with
changes in the angle of attack and angle of

When the exhaust nozzle is located in the

subsonic aircraft.
An intake in the wing-root (b) is difficult

sideslip. At the same time the local airfoil

rear end of the fuselage, it is possible to

shape must not be modified more than is

keep the efflux away from the aircraft wit-

strictly necessary.

hout having to take any special precaution&

Side in lets on either side of the fuselage

A single tail boom is sometimes adopted in

form scoops and thus cause additional drag.

order to shorten the exhaust. Another solu-

To keep this drag low, the airscoops must

tion consists of a split exhaust with two

not be kept too short and must be well

openings on either side of the fuselage.

faired. A divertor is needed to preventthe

Unfortunately, both configurations lead to

fuselage boundary layer from entering the

structural problems, while complicated fair-

duct but this also adds to the drag. The

ings must be used around the exhausts.

inlet opening should be located sufficient-

Another way to shorten the length of theex-
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A-1

8-2

Fig. 2-23. Classification of tailplane configurations
haust pipe is to use two ta1l booms. This

Examples are given in Fig. 2-23 of the

has the added advantage that 1t provides

principal configurations seen in practice.

excellent accessibility to the engine.

Although there are many intermediate solutions, these will not be discussèd here.

2.4. ARRANGEMENT OF THE TAILPLANE

Group A: A single fin with the stabilizer
mounted either on the fuselage or on the

The design of the tail surfaces probably

fin represents the most common current lay-

depends more on the general arrangement and

out. It also ensures structural simplicity

the detail layout of the aircraft than any
other major part. Because of their loca-

and stiffness, although in the case of the
T-tail (A-3) attention must be devoted to

tion, their effectiveness is influenced by

preventing tailplane flutter. Aerodynamic

the wing and the operation of the engines,

considerations leading to this choice are

particularly in the case of propeller-

discussed in Section 2.4.2 .

driven aircraft. The way in which the empennage is mounted to the fuselage, or pos-

Group B: The considerable height of a large

sibly to tail booms, affects the structural
layout of the tail surfaces and that of the
fuselage. General instructions applicable

der deflection as a

in the preliminary design stage are there-

the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. If

fore very difficult to lay down.

fin will cause a rolling moment due to rudconsequen~~

of the large

distance of the fin aerodynamic center from
this is considered to be objectionable, a
t"in fin may be weIl worth investigating as

2.4.1. Classification of tail surface configurations

a means of minimizing this effect. When
twin tail booms are used (group B-2), such
a layout is the fairly obvious choice.
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Group C: The V- or butterfly tail is of ten
adopted for sailplanes, with the object of
avoiding damage to the tail when landing on
overgrown terrain. The V-tail is sometimes

slipstream, which causes variations in the
longitudinal stability. These depend partly
on the location of the stabilizer, measured
in the vertical direction. Fig. 2-24 shows

also used on powered aircraft, e.g. the
Fouga Magister where it served to keep the
tail surface clear of the jet efflux of the
engines, without having to resort to a Ttail. Another classical example is the
Beechcraft Bonanza. The V-tail has never
become popular, mainly because the moving
surfaces have to serve both as rudders
(differential deflection) and as elevators
(simultaneous deflection), which leads to
a complication in the control system design.

ó x • forward shift of
I n neutral point due
to slipstream
ë .wing m.a.c.

2.4.2. The location of tail surfaces
a. Jet efflux effects.
The tail surfaces must never be in the jet
efflux. Assuming that the efflux of a pure
jet spreads out conewise with half the top
angle equal to 6 degrees, this defines a
region which may be regarded as "out of
bounds" so far as the tail surfaces are
concerned. If necessary, the centerline of
the jet efflux may be diverted a few degrees in any desired direction. Another
possibility is to apply a moderate dihedral
to the horizontal tailplane. It is advisable to have as great a di stance as possible
between the noise gènerating regions and
the tail surfaces, since otherwise the very
high intensity of the engine noise maycause
acoustic fatigue in the relatively flat skin
panels of the tail. Any special measures to
prevent this will entail a weight penalty.
A jet efflux close to the stabilizer will
affect the direction of the airflow and diminish its stabilizing contribution due to
the jet pumping effect.
b. Slipstream effects.
In symmetrical flight, the lift distribution
of the wing with deflected flaps depends on
the engine speed. The same applies to the
downwash and the local velocitydistribution
at the tail. When the airspeed and theangle
of attack are changed, the stabilizer moves
in a vertical direct ion relative to the

Fig. 2-24. Forward shift of the neutral
point due to slipstream (Ref.: A Re R & M
2701)

th at loss of static stability is small with
the stabilizer placed very high or verylow,
but this cannot always be realised in practice. As the power to weight ratio and the
maximum lift coefficient increase, the slipstream effects will also become more pronounced and generally the tail size will
have to be increased.
In flight with one engine inoperative there
will be a yawing moment which has to be
counteracted mainly by rudder deflection.
There will also be a non-symmetrical lift
distribution over the wing and this will
cause a sidewash at the fin, effectively
resulting in an increase in the yawing moment. This condition of flight provides a
criterion for the size of the fin and ruddel
in the case where the engines are mounted
on the wing.
c. Stability and control in the stall and
post-stall condition.
Although in normal operating conditions a
wing stall is avoided by applying adequate
safety margins relative to the minimum fly-
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able speed, astall may be encountered occasionally. The stall speeds must be demonstrated during certification testing as
they form the baseline for most performance
figures in takeoff and landing. Safe recovery from a stall is therefore a requirement.
The longitudinal flight characteristics are
affected primarily by the "stiffness in
pitch", represented by the slope of the
Cm-a curve (Fig. 2-25c). A negative slope
corresponds to positive static stability,
while the trimmed condition is equivalent
to Cm = 0, to be obtained by elevator and/
or stabilizer deflection. The wing and horizontal tailplane are the main contributing
components, the tailplane location being of
prime importance . Fig . 2-25b shows co~ina
tions of wing sweep angles and aspect ratios which ensure a stable wing pitching
moment slope at the stall. The stable region marked is only approximate and may be
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sweep angle
b. Stability boundary for the wing alone
(+)

c. Post stall stability for the complete
airplane

influenced by airfoil variation, wing
twist, boundary layer fences, engine pylons
and leading edge high-lift devices. The
boundary of the stable region, as derived
from windtunnel tests, indicates a reason
why highly swept wings generally are of lew
aspect ratio. A slightly unstable wing
pitch-up may be acceptable, provided the
horizontal stabilizer is sufficiently effective. The effect of the vertical location of the stabilizer is illustrated in
Fig. 2-25c for several cases, defined in
Fig. 2-25a. In region A, which covers most
T-tails, instability at large angles of incidence is generally preceded by a less
pronounced instability at ~he stall. In
region B the stabilizer only enters the
wake of the wing when the lat ter becomes
unstable. Region C does not show these phenomena at low speeds, but pitch-up may occur on maneuvering flight at high subsonic
speeds. Region 0 is alocation which may
be regarded as satisfactory for all angles
of incidence. This arrangement may sometimes be possible in the case of high-wing
aircraft, but attent ion should be paid to

the location of the wake, particularly when
Fig. 2-25. Static stability at high angles
of attack as affected by wing shape andtail- flaps are deflected.
plane location (Ref.: NASA TM-X-26)
Most tailplanes designed for normal opera52

ting conditions will be sufficiently effective to provide stability at high angles of
attack as weil. However, if the wing wake
is augmented by the wake of a wide fuselage
and pOd-l1)Ounted engines on either .s ide of
the rear fuselage tail, conditions may exist such th at a T-tail aircraft encounters
extended regions of post-stall instability.
At very hiçh angles of attack the tailplane
contribution to longitudinal stabilitywill
be reduced to 10-20% of its normal value.
At angles of attack between 30 and 40 degrees the tailplane itself stalls and the
slope Of the Cm-a curve is once more reversed ·into a stable one. At Cm : 0 the aircraft is trimmed in a "deep stall". In that
condition the pitching moment due to elevator deflection may be insufficient to restore the normal attitude and the airplane
is locked in this condition. A very fast
descent at low forward spe.e d is unavoidable
and recovery from it is very doubtful. There
are various methods of curing such unacceptable behavior, e.g. increasing the tailplane span and modifying the wing shape.
For added safety a stick shaker can be instal led to warn the pilot at a pres et angle
of attack, while a stick pusher is frequently used to force the stee ring column
forward when the stalling angle of attack
is approached.
Adoption of a T-tail does not necessarily
face the designer with disadvantages only.
_----,....-_ _ _ _ _ 1.0

Fig . 2-26 shows that placing one tail surface at the tip of another leads to an increase of about 50 percent in the aerodynamic aspect ratio, so that the stabilizer
may increase the lift curve slope of the
fin by roughly 15 percent. A similar improvement in the effectiveness of the horizontal stabilizer may be obtained by the
use of two fins at the tips. Another point
is that the downwash at moderate angles of
incidence decreases with increased verticality of the stabilizer, which in the case
of a T-tail may sometimes justify reducing
the area. The same effect 1s achieved by
placing the stabilizer on top of a sweptback fin, th us increasing its moment arm.
d. Recovery from spins.
In the case of aircraft designed for aerobatics (e.g. , trainers), recovery from a
spin must be possible. In small aircraft
this involves use of the rudder, which must
therefore be effective even at very large
angles of incidence. It will be seen from
Fig. 2-27 that the indicated location of
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Fig. 2-27. Effectiveness of the rudder
duriJ1g a spin
the stabilizer will cause the greater part
of the rudder to be shielded. Some layouts
for avoiding this are indicated. V-taiis
and fins at the tips of the stabilizer are
favorable in this respect.

Fig. 2-26. Effective aspect ratio of the fin
in combination with a horizontal

tailp~ane

(Ref.: NACA TN 2907)
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2.5. ARRANGEMENT OF THE UNDERCARRIAGE
Various configurations for the undercarriage have been adopted in the past, but
many of them we re designed for special purposes. Only three of these need be discussed in the present context. The discussion is further amplified by Fig. 2-28 and
Refs. 2-35 through 2-38.

2 .~_~__
tailweel undercarriage
Pilatus Porter

needed when the airfield is unsuitable for
full application of brakes (e.g. wet grass).
d. When brakes are applied the vertical
load on the main gear will increase, thereby reducing the risk of skidding.
The reason why the tailwheel undercarriage
has been almost completely superseded by
the nosewheel or tricycle gear is that it
also possesses the following drawbacks:
a. Violent braking tends to tip the aircraft onto its nose.
b. The braking force acts ahead of the center of gravity and thus has a destabilising
effect when the aircraft is moving at an
angle of yaw relative to its track. This
may cause a ground loop.

c. In a two-point landing a tail-down moment will be created by the impact force on
the main landing gear, resulting in an increase in lift which makes the aircraft

tandem undercarrî8ge
Sud Ouest 4050

Vautour

nosewheel undercarrjage
Fokker F 28 Fol (owship

Fig. 2-28. Undercarriage configurations
2.5.1. Tailwheel undercarriage
Although this type of undercarriage was in
general use during the first three decades
of aViation, it must now be regarded as obsolete for most designs. lts advantages
should nevertheless be mentioned:
a. The tailwheel is small, light andsimple
to design.
b. The location of the main gear legs makes
attachment to the wings an easy matter.
c. A three-point landing can be carriedout
by bringing the aircraft to a stalled condition. The aerodynamic drag will provide a
retarding force, which is particular~y
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bounce.
d. The attitude of the wing makes taxying
difficult in a strong wind.
e. In the case of transport aircraft the
inclined cabin floor will be uncomfortable
for the passen gers and inconvenient for
loading and unloading.
f. In the tail-down attitude the inclination of the fuselage will limit the pilot's
view over the nose of the aircraft.
g. During the initial takeoff run drag is
high until the tail can be raised.
In some designs it is possible to circumvent some of these disadvantages at least
partly. Interconnection of the tailwheel
and the rudder con trol provides a simple
means to con trol .the aircraft on the ground.
2.5.2 •. Nosewheel undercarriage
The merits and drawbacks of the nosewheel
gear are roughly the opposite of those of
the tailwheel type. The principal advantages are:
a. The braking forces act behind the c.g.
and have a stabilizing effect, thus e~
abling the pilot to make full use of the
brakes.
b. With the aircraft on the ground, the

fuselage and consequently the cabin floor
are practically level.
c. The pilot's view is good.
d. ~he nosewheel is a safeguard against the
aircraft turning over and so protects the
propeller(s) when used.
e. During the initial part of the takeoff
the drag is low.
f. In a two-point landing the main gear
creates a nosedown pitching moment.
The steady increase in landing speeds of
modern aircraft has accentuated these advantages, so that they carry more weight
than the following disadvantages:
a. The nose unit must take 20 to 30% of the
aircraft's weight in a steady braked condit ion and it is therefore relatively heavy.
b. The landing gear will probably have to
be fitted at alocation where special
structural provisions will be required. In
the case of a retractable nosegear on light
aircraft it mayalso prove difficult to
find stowage space inside the external contours of the aircraft.
Although there is still a measure of choice
during the preliminary design stage, this
constitutes one of the most difficult problerns to be solved.
Surnrning up, we may state that the nosewheel
undercarriage has gained favor because it
greatly facilitates the landing maneuver
and enables the brakes to be used more efficiently.

structure. The increase if any in fuselage
weight will depend on other factors.
Against these we have to set the followlng
dlsadvantages:
a. Outrlgger wheels will be required to
stabl1ize the aircraft on the ground and
these may increase the all-up weight by-approximately 1%. However, by using two
pairs of main legs instead of single ones,
a certain amount of track rnay be obtained,
resultlng in a reductlon of the load onthe
outriggers (Boeing B-52).
b. The pilot must carefully ~aintain'the
proper touchdown attitude in" order to avoid
overstraining the gear. Care has also tobe
taken to limit the angle of bank during the
landing to avoid overstraining the outriggers. It may sometimes be possible to 10cate the rear legs close to the center of
gravi ty of the aircraft, and so re duce this
disadva~tage, but that also means losing
the opportunity to have an unobstructed
space.
c. A larye tail ·download is required to rotate the aircraft. It will therefore be
desirabie to chose the attitude of the aircraft at rest so that it will fly itself
off, but this may lead either to an increase in drag during the takeoff rollor
to a high liftoff speed.
Generally speaking, the argurnents against
the tandem gear are of such a nature th at
i ts adoptlon should only be considered when
no other solution meets the case.

2.5.3. Tandem undercarriage
Here the main wheels are arranged practically in the plane of syrnrnetry of the aircraft and the front and rear wheels absorb
landing impact forces of the same magnitude.
Use of the tandem gear is justified when
much emphasis has to be placed on the following advantages:
a. Both main legs are placed at nearly equal di stances ahead of and behind the center of gravity, thus locally creating space
for payload close to it.
b. The wheels may be retracted inside the
fuselage without interrupting the wing

2.6. SOME UNCONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
The characteristics of different general
arrangements discussed in the preceding
sections mainly apply to the classic airplane layout for which á clear distinction can be made between lifting, nonlifting and stabilizing major components.
It was assumed that the tailplane was rnounted at the rear of the aircraft. The payload
is carried inside the fuselage while the
fuel is mainly stored in the wings and, if

ss

necessary, the fuselage. The fuselage is
basically designed for optimum transport
and rapid load~ng and unloading, and contributes little to the lift.
A radical departure from the classic layoué is the integrated configuration of
which the flying wing is the purest rep resentative . The wing is designed to produce
lift as weIl as to contain the entire payload while it also provides stability an~
control. Less radical is the tailless aircraft which does have a fuselage but no
horizontal tail surfaces. A third unusual
layout is the tail-first or canard.
When the choice of one of these types is
considered, there have to be obvious points
which indicate that materially bet ter performance, .a considerably lighter structure
or improved flying qualities will be achieved. For example, the flying wing layout would most probably be considered only
in the case of a sailplane or a long-range
aircraft, both of which make full use of
the potential improvement in lift drag ratio. Practical experience with this type
indicates th at a new design will require
extensive research before a reliable product can be put on the market. Many examples
illustrating this point are known in the
history of aviation.

2.6.1. The flying wing
During the period around the Second World
War, several designers in various countries
regarded the flying wing as the ideal layout, promising large reductions in dragand
structure weight. They included A. Lippisch
and the Horten brothers in Germany, J.K.
Northrop in the U.S.A. and G.H. Lee in __
Great Britain. Round about 1965 Lee attempted to drawattention to a flying wing
design for a short-haul airliner (Fig.
2-30, Ret. 2-45).
Since a pure flying wing possesses no fuselage and no horizontal tail sllrface, ,it may
be possible to achieve a ve~ low zero~ift
drag coeff1cient. This may be of the order
of .008 to .011 as compared to .015 to .020
for conventional aircraft. The maximum l1ft/
drag ratio being jnversely proportional to
the square root of this figure, a theoretical improvement of about 40\ may be obtained for a given aspect ratio (Fig. 2-29).
Assuming similar fuel weights, takeoff
weights and cruis1ng speeds, the same 1mprovement applies to the range. Alternatively, this gain may be taken in the form
of a reduction in fuel consumption, engine
power and takeoff weight for a specified
payload and range.
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Fig. 2-29. Maximum liftjdrag ratio at subsonic speeds

The empty weight of the flying wing could
be less, mainly as a result of the favorable mass distribution within the wing,
which reduces the bending moment at the
root. Supposing the mass to be distributed
along the span .in a similar manner to the
lift, it would even be theoretically possible to reduce the bending moment to zero
in 1-g flight. Hence the bending moment
will predominate in the landing and the
tors ion moments in flight and a large part
of the wing structure will be designed on
the basis of stiffness requirements. By
and large, a reduction in structure weight
relative to the conventional layout is
likely to be possible. To ensure stability
in a trimmed condition, the following requirements must be fulfilled:
a. The aerodynamic pitching moment at zero
lift and zero control deflection must be
positive (i.e. nose-up). This condition can
be met by using a special wing section with
a bent-up trailing edge or a sweptback wing
with washout at the tip, or aileron defleotion. Both measures tend to increase the
vortex-induced drag.
b. The center of gravity must be ahead of
the aerodynamic center, but th is condition
is difficult to fulfill in the case of a
straight wing, as it implies th at the entire load must be concentrated in the forward part of the wing. With a sweptback
wing there is less troubIe, first because
the aerodynamic center is situated further
back and second because more space is available in the plane of symmetry ahead of
it.

A high aspect ratio sweptback wing is longitudinally unstable at large angles of
incidence (Fig. 2-25b). In the case of a
flying wing this instability cannot be
corrected by means of a horizontal tailplane and a high aspect ratio is therefore
detrimental to stability. Consequently,
part of the aerodynamic gain is lost and
in the case of Lee's flying wing (Fig.
2-30) its aerodynamic superiority over the
conventional layout has largely disappeared.
A low aspect ratio wing enables the design-

Fig. 2-30. Proposal for a short-range allwing aircraft
er to get a sufficiently thick wing to accommodate the load to be carried. In addition to comparing a conventional aircraft
and a flying wing on the basis of equal
aspect ratios, we can also do so on that
of equal volumes. With a given payload
density an optimum design will generally
be one in which the space within the external contours is fully utilized. For equal volumes both configurations have
roughly the same wetted area and the flying wing can only gain through a greater
span and the use of buried engines, creating less drag. Another drawback of the
flying wing is that it is incapable of achieving a high maximum lift coefficient.
Effective flaps at the trailing edge cause
a nose-down pitching momellt which cannot
be trimmed. A low wing loading is not just
a secondary effect here but an absolute
must. However, high load factors in turbulent air will be the inevitable result;
these will be objectionable less from the
structural viewpoint than from that of the
occupant's comfort and the pilot's workload. The flying wing can be made longltudinally stable but its response to control
surfaces deflections and bumps will always
be accompanied by a poorly damped phugoid
and an oscillatory short period motion,
both annoying characteristics to the pilot,
although this might be improved by some
form of artificial stability augmentation.
It should finally be pointed out th at the
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loading flexibility of the flying wing is
not very goed, particularly in the case of
a lew-density payload. Loading restrietions
will be necessary with respect to both the
longitudinal and the lateral position,
which is an undesirable factor in the operation of transport aircraft. Moreover,
the shape of the flying wing is far from
that of an efficient pressure vessel and
incorporation of a pressure cabin might
weIl lead to a considerabIe increase in
structure weight. Further development to
increase the payload is not feasible as
the stretch potentialof the flying wing
is almost nil.
Summing up the case for the flying wing, we
may say that th is configuration is potentially capabIe of reaching a high lift to
drag ratio with a low structure weight but
the flying and operational characteristics
are troublemakers. Since the control function is integrated in the wing, there will
be additional trim drag. As a passenger
transport aircraft the flying wing does not
appear to be a suitable proposition but it
may be considered for special purposes,
such as sailplanes, long-distance reconnaissance or very large, special-purpose
cargo aircraft.
2.6.2. Tailless aircraft
Although the flying wing and the tailless
aircraft share the characteristi~ of not
possessing a horizontal tailplane, the latter type has a conventional fuselage which
carries a large part of the load. The tail
of the fuselage is relatively short and
carries only a vertical tail surface. The
tailless aircraft is generally designedfor
supersonic speeds and utilises a slender
delta wing. The movable parts at the trailing edge act as elevators when deflectedin
the same direction and as ailerons whendeflected in different directions. Like the
flying wing the tailless aircraft is unable to carry effective landing flaps and
sufficient lift for landing is obtained by
choosing a lew aspect ratio wing of large

S8

area, resulting in large approach angles.
Some of the disadvantages mentioned in connection with the flying wing also apply to
this type, although they generally weigh
less heavily on account of the lower aspect
ratio and larger mean chord.
Since the tailless delta is of a much le8s
radical nature than the flying wing, various successful aircraft have been built to
this formula and have reached series production. The best knewn are: Avro Vulcan
(almost a flying wing, Fig. 2-12), Convair
B-58, Convair F-102, Lockheed YF-12A,
Douglas F-4D, Dassault Mirage, SAAS Draken
and the BAC-SUD Concorde. These aircraft
all operate in the transonic or supersonic
speed region, the tail1ess delta being one
of the best config~rations for supersonic
cruise. Ref. 2-44 gives general information
concerning the design of such aircraft.
2.6.3. Tail-first or canard aircraft
Canard aircraft have attracted the interest
of designers from time to time on account
of severa1 particular characteristics. After all, the Wright brothers'aircraft was
a canard and it appears sn attractive idea
to place the longitudinal control surface
in front of the wing and out of the wing
dewnwash to where it can never be in its
wake. The aireraft's equilibrium is preserved by means of an upward force on the
forward plane, which contributes to the
lift in a positive sense. In contrast to
the conventional layout, this will increase
maximum lift and reduce the trim drag, a
characteristic which is of particular advantage in the case of high-speed, highly
maneuverable aircraft.
A distinction can be made between a longcoup led and a close-coupled canard (Fig.
2-31). In the former category emphasis is
laid on the reduction of drag in cruising
flight, which is obtained by placing the
forward plane far ahead of the wing, thereby reducing the mutual interference. Dynamic stability may be assured by keeping
the area of the forward plane below lOt of
th at of the mainplane. Design problems re-

lating to this configuration are:
a. To achieve an acceptable range for the
center of gravity, the forward plane hasto

-

u
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a. Long-coupled canard (North American design for an SST, 1964)
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be capable of producing a higher maximum
lift coefficient than the main wing. Generally speakin~, this·can only be achieved
when the main wing possesses a low aspect
ratio. The forward plane has to be provided
with a sophisticated flap system.
b. The trailing vortices of the forward
plane affect the flow over the wing and
will set up a rolling moment in a sideslip.
The vortices mayalso strike the fin.
In the case of the short-coupled canard the
mutual interference between the twoplanes
is deliberately used to achieve a high maximum lift. This effect is obtained at large
angles of attack on surf aces of low aspect
ratio with sharply sweptback leadingedges.
The large drag which now occurs will only
be acceptable for aircraft with sufficiently powerful engines.
In short, the canard layout appears to be
suitable for transonic or supersonic and
highly maneuverable aircraft, in the latter
case if sufficient thrust reserve is available •

..1....a.....IL.

b. Short-coupled canard
Fig. 2-31 . Tail-first airplane configurations
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Chapter 3. Fuselage design

SUMMARY

This chapter starts with an introductory section dealing with the design requirements,
the possibility of achieving an optimum external shape and suggestions for a design
procedure.
The second section presents detailed instructions for the design of the passenger cabin,
stressing the desirability of achieving efficient arrangement. This is important in order
to ensure that, for a given level of passenger comfort, the fuselage makes the maximum
possible contribution to the operation of the aircraft.
Some attention is given to freight aircraft where the choice of specified density, the
use of containers and pallets, and the loading and unloading provisions are of considerable influence on the design. The final sections contain directives relating to thedesign
of the flight deck and the external shape.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
3.1.1. Function and design requirements
The preliminary general arrangement of the
aircraft is closely tied up with the fuselage, the main dimensions of which should
be laid down in some detail. In fact, the
fuselage represents such an important item
in the total concept that its design might
weIl be started before the overallconfigurat ion is settled.
The main characteristics of the fuselage
are as follows:
a. It constitutes the shell containing the
payload which must be carried a certain distance at a specified speed. It must permit
rapid loading before the flight and rapid

c. The fuselage may be regarded as the central structural member to which the other
main parts are joined (wings, tail unit and
in some cases the engines) on the on~ hand,
and as the link between the payload and the
aircraft on the other. In some aircraft a
number of these duties are assigned to tail
booms.
d. Most of the aircraft systems are generally housed in the fuselage, which sometimes also carries the engines, fuel and/or
the retractable undercarriage.
Although the installation of aircraft systems will not be dealt with in this chapter,
the reader may refer to Fig. 3-1 which shows
how the Auxiliary Power Unit (A.P.U.) and
the air-conditioning equipment can be installed in the fuselage.

unloading af ter it. The fuselage structure

Many of the requirements laid down in relat ion to the fuselage limit the designer's

also offers protection against climatic factors (cold, low· pressure, a very high wind
velocity) and against external noise, provided suitable measures have been taken.
b. The fuselage is the most suitable part
for housing the cockpit, the most functionallocation generally being in the nose.

range of choice. The list below - though
far from complete - enumerates the factors
which should be given serious attention as
they affect most designs.
a. The drag of the fuselage should be low,
since it represents 20 to 40% of the zerolift drag. At a given dynamic pressure the
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Fig. 3-1. The air
conditioning system
of the Hawker Siddeley
Trident
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drag i8 mainly determined by the shape and

the wetted ar·e a. If we choose a fuselage

tail surfaces is mainly dependent
length of the fuselage tail.

on the

diameter 10\ 1arger than strictlynecessary,
the direct result will be a 1.5-3% increase

3.1.2. Drag and optimization of the exter-

in total drag. This will mean a higher fuel

nal shape

consumption or decreased range, increased
i~may

takeoff weight, hence another drag incre-

Surprising though

ment, etc. This "snowball effect" inweight
growth depends on the type of operation for

of transport aircraft - a category which

which the aircraft is to be used, and this,

are seldom ideally streamlined in shape.

in turn, determines how much effort should

Amongst subsonic aircraft, the Lockheed

be made to achieve minimum drag.

Constellation and Airspeed Ambassadorwere

In

the '

be, the fuselage

is particularly suited for optimization -

case of a freight aircraft designed for low

the last to be developed and a more recent

speeds and modest yearly utilization, such

example, although in a different category,

as the Short "Skyvan", a good aerodynamic

is the HFB Hansa. We may ask to what extent

shape has been sacrificed to easy

aerodynamic optimization of the fuselage's

loading

by means of a readily accessible rear

external shape is both desirabie and

loading door .

sible. Apart from the question of optimi-

pos-

b. The structure must be sufficiently strong,

zation in a broader sense, whichconstantly

rigid and light, possess a fixed useful life

occupies the designer - what is the best

and be easy to inspect and maintain. In or-

arrangement for the seats, where is

der to avoid fatigue failure of thepressure

best location for the freight hold, etc . -

cabin, a relatively

l~w

stress level sho uld

the

the dominant questio ns to be answered in
the preliminary design stage are:

be chosen for the skin, e.g. 12,000 p.s.i .
2
(850 kg/cm ) which is about 30\ of the 0. 2 -

a. Should the aim be to achieve the ideal

limit for Al 2024-T3. Pressure cabins have

streamline shape with minimum drag, or is

a circular cross-section, or a

cross~ection

a cylindrical mid-section to be preferred?

built up of segments of a circle.

b. Should a long, slender shape be adopted

c. Operating costs are influenced by the ef-

or would a short, squat fuselage be better?

fect of the fuselage design on fuel consumption and by manufacturing costs. Generally

.10

speaking, we gain by keeping the fuselage as
small and compact as possible within

ac-

ceptable limits. On the other hand, it must

.08

be remembered that the design and dimensions
of the fuselage are decisive factors
regard to the aircraft's earning

with

·capa~ity.

.06

In aiming for a compact design, the designer
should never go so far th at potentia1 customers will reject the aircraft because it
lacks comfort as a result of cramped a c commoda tion .
d. The fuselage does not merely serve

.02

to

carry the empennage, but also affects the
tailplane configuration. It will generally
contribute a destabilizing effect to

.04

the
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aerodynamic moments in pitch and yaw which
is approximately proportional to its volume,
while the stabilizing contribution of

the

Fig. 3-2.Drag coefficient of streamline
bodies of revolution at low speeds
(Curves calculated with Section F-3.4.)
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F19. 3-~ 111uatratea the 1nfluenee of ,t he
fuselage alenderneaa ra~io Àf (length/d1&meter) on draq, by showing the dr~g coeff~c1ent of a fua~lage related to aeveral
refer~nce areaa. These are: the
frontal
ar~a, the wetted area and the (vOlume)2J3.
The figurea refer to a f~lly atreamlined
Qoçly of revolutlon for sl"mderness rat~os
h~qher than 4. The same coefflclents
~re
also glven for a fuselage with a cylindrical section. It is assumed here that for
these values of Àf the drag coeff1cient,
based on the wetted area" is essentially
equal to that of the pure streamline body.
We may now draw the followingconclusions
from the figure.
a. The drag coefficient, based on thewetted
area, approaches the flat plate value for
very slender shapes. Khen Àf is low, there
is a considerable pressure drag.
b. The coefficient based on the frontal ar-

to the 10ad takes up to between 60 and 70t
of the fusela,qe v,o lume. The ahape of the
fuselage nere is derived frolll an efficient
arrangel\l8nt of ,p ajililengers .or freight.
A cylindrical mid-Il,e ction is ~sed for the
following reasons:
a. Structural design and manufacture are
consideraply simplified.
b. It is possible t.o nbtain an efficient
internal iayout w1th little loss of space.
c. Th,e t'l-exibility of thes~ating arrangement is improv,e d.
d. Further development by increasing the
length of the fuselage (stretchingll,s hcilltated.
As the length ,o f the fuselage increases,
the areas of the tail surfaces will be reduced, but this is only true up to a point.
Slender fuselages in large aircraftwith a
fineness ratio of 12 to 15; may weIL involve stiffness problems. The analytical
approach used in Ref. 3-3 indicates that it
is not so much the fuselage draq but more
particularly the weight which is the deciding factor where the optilllum shape is
concerned. This is confirmed by the small
variation in the drag coefflclent based on
(volume) 2/3 w;ith the slenderness rÇltio (Fig.

ea shows a pronounced minimum at Àf = 2.5
to 3. Khen a cy~indrical mid-section i ,s
used, the drag rises consid,e rably, particularly in the case of high values of Àf'
c. On the basis of (volume)2/3 the drag coefficient shows ashallow minimum for Àf = 4
to 6" but rises only 81ightly for higher
values of the slenderness ratio. Slenderness ratios of less than 3 lead to a pronounced increase in drag. The cylindrical
mid-section has practically no effect on
the drag coefficient for all va lues of Àf'
Although the numerical values of Fig. 3-2
are not applicable to all fuselage shapes
and should not be used in drag calculations,
the overall picture may be regarded as valid
for most cases. The slenderness ratios used
on actual fuselages show a wide scatter as
additional factors are also involved.

3-2). For slender fuselages there is also a
favorabie influence of the Reynolds number
on friction drag.
In the case of passenger as weIL as frelght
aircraft, tne possibilities of varying the
shape of the fuselage are limited by practical considerations relating to the load.
The fuselage should be designed "from the
inllide outwards", and the skin should envelop the load in sucn a way that the wetted
area is miniIlIum, thus avoiding breakawayof
the airflow as far as possible.

In aircraft engineering we can seldom work
with standard solutions, but the following
discu,s si,o n of four different fuselage configurations (Fig. 3-3) may provide an indication as to whether the ideal streamline
shape, or rather the minimum of one of the
curves of Fig. 3-2, might have been the
designer' 5 aim. In th,e case of transport
aircraft (Fig. 3-3a), the space allotted

In the case of freight aircraft (Fig. 3-3b),
loading and unloading in the longitudinal
direct ion will be the aim. A door in the
nose is unsuitable for relatively small
freighters as the cockpit would have to be
extended to an unreasonable ext,e nt on top
of the fuselage. Nor is it an easy matter
to design a freight door in the tail where
stresses are introduced by the tail unit
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a.Fuselage with relatively larqe payload volume and efficient internal
arrangement (Dassault Mercure)

b.Freighter aircraft (Nord 2508) with tail
booms and short fuselage afterbody

c.Jet trainer (Fouga Magister) with small
.useful load volume

d.Sailplane (Sigma Glider) with fuselage
forebody and afterbody designed to different aerodynamic · criteria
Fig. 3-3.Categories of fuselage shapes

and by pressurization. In such a case the
use of tail booms may be considered (Section 3.3.3), although other solutions are
also possible. The length of the fuselage
is chosen as short as aerodynamic considerations permit, resulting in a short, squat
body. Although this may not approach the
optimum streamline shape, it may come close
to the minimum drag value for a given
frontal area, as shown in Fig. 3-2 (e.g.
H.S. Argosy Àf = 4.85; lAl Arava: Àf = 3.75)
Fig. 3-4 shows th at the afterbody slenderness ratio may be quite small without giving rise to a large increase in drag. It
should, however, be remembered that the
flow induced by the wing lift will generally alter this picture in an unfavorable
sense. The tail booms, including the engine nacelles of the Arava, have aslenderness ratio of 14, which shows th at these
parts have been designed with the object of
keeping the wetted area to a minimum.
Trainers and small touring aircraft (Fig.
3- 3c) carry a relatively small useful load
i.n relation to the size of ·t he fuselage and
a certain measure of freedom is present i .n
choosing the disposition of the occupants,
the engine or engines, equipment and possibly the fuel. The length of the fuselage
tail will mainly be decided as a function
of the operation of the tail surfaces. When
two occupants are seated side by side a
slenderness ratio of about 6 is a common
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We have indicated the limited scope for optimization in the case of subsonic aircraft
with cruise Mach numbers up to .85. It is
desirable to design close to the ideal
streamline shape, provided the payload does
not dictate otherwise. The most appropriate
fuselage shape will therefore be found by
making different preliminary designs in
which several arrangements of the load are
worked out in detail. The slenderness ratio
and shape of the fuselage are largely derived factors.
At flying speeds above H = .85, fuselages having
conventional slenderness ratios will generally cre-

Fig. 3-4.Afterbody drag of a fuselage tail,
when added to a cylindrical shape

value; in a tandem arrangement th is figure
should be at least 8. An interesting exception is the Sipa Minijet dating from1952
(Fig. 3-5a). This had a fineness ratio of
3.3, which obviously showed that the aim
was to achieve minimum drag for a given
frontal area by using tail booms to carry
the empennage.
In the design of sailplanes (Fig. 3-3d)
great emphasis is laid on minimum drag.
For the forward part of the fuselage, there
is a tendency to choose a shape which results in minimum drag for a given crosssectional area of the cockpit. From Fig.
3-2 it can be seen th at in such a case
Àf - 2.5 to 3 would lead to a lew drag figure. Contrary to the examples already discussed, the assumption that the boundary
layer is fully turbulent does not apply to
gliders. When a favorable shape is chosen,
the body shape may be compared to alaminar
airfoil section revolved about an axis and
the boundary layer will become turbulent
some distance behind the nose. In that case
the optimum slenderness ratio would be 3 to
4. The length of the tail boom should be decided by the moment arm of thetail surfaces
The extremely slender boom will have asmall
wetted area as weIl as a low drag coefficient. Attention should also be paid to the
required stiffness and weight.
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ate wave draq. As this chapter wil1 not deal

w1 th

a . Sipa Minijet (1952); fuselage length/diameter = 3.3

b.Boeing design for a transonic airliner
(M= .95- .98); application of the area rule

c.Aêrospatiale/BAC Concorde supersonic passenger transport; fuselage length/diameter
'" 20
Fig. 3-5.Examples of special fuselage shapes

/the aerodynamic problems occurring at' transonic and

(seat dimensions, seat pitch, safety provi-

supersonic speeds we shall cantine ourselves todis-

sions, etc.). If more than 150 to 200

cussing a few brief examples. Boeing's design

sengers are to be accommodated the use

tor

a transonic transport aircraft (Fig. 3-Sb) shows

pasof

two ais les should be considered; if more

how a satisfactory drag at M = .95 to .98 can be

than 500 passengers are carried, it becomes

obtained by applying Whitcomb's area rule, combined

feasible to think of using two decks. Inside

with supercritical aerofoils. The central portien

contour points are laid down which limit the

of the fuselage has a kind of waist, which is un-

internal dimensions of the cabin and

likely to present many problems with regard to in-

freight hold. Around this a contour is drawn

terior planning in the case of aircraft designed

as tightly as possible. This will generally

the

for a relatively small payload. Detailed studies,

be circular in shape, but may be built upof

however, will be required to show to what extent a

circular segments (double bubble, flattened

gain in cruising speed of 10 to 15\ out.weighs the

belly) .

practical drawbacks of this fuselage shape.

c. The extern al shape may be determined by

Flight at supersonic speeds demands a very slender

assuming the minimum thickness of the fuse-

fuselage in order to keep the wave-drag down to an

lage walls (skin, formers, upholstering,
etc.) .

acceptable value . For the Aérospatiale/BAC

Concord~

the Tupolev 144 and the Boeing 2707 ssr project,

d. It will now be possible to draw in

slenderness ratios of about 20, 18.5 and 18 to 25 ,

planview of the fuselage nose and tail, in-

the

respectively we re chosen. Incidentally, it is inter-

cluding the cockpit. These are parts which

esting to note that bath the Concorde (Fig. 3-Sc)

do not possess a cy lindrical contour. Since

and the Tu-144 have a cylindrical mid-section.

they generally

contai~

fewer passengers per

unit of volume than the cylindrical

part,

3.1.3. A design procedure for fuselages
with cylindrical mid-section

they should be kept as short as possible.
Some guidelines can be found in Section

The following design procedure, derived

e . The capacity of the fuselage nose and

3.5.l.

from Ref. 3-1, is applicable to fuselages

tail portions is subtracted from the total

of transport aircraft with a cylindrical

payload. For the remainder, essehtially the

mid-section. It applies particularly tothe

major part of the payload, a prismatic por-

large wide-body category transports . In the

tion is chosen.

case of smaller transports catering

f. On the basis of the plans of side

for,

and -

say, less than 120 passengers, a somewhat

front views, the following details may be

simplified procedure may be used by

decided:

as-

suming that the passenger cabin is almost

The main dimensions of the cockpit.

entirely cylindrical. Some of the steps to

- The dimensions and location of doors,

be discussed below are also applicable to

windows and emergency exits, spaces required

cargo aircraft, but in many cases the 10cat ion of the freight doors will be thede-

for embarcation and disembarcation or evacuation in case of emergency.

ciding factor in the design (Section 3.3.3).

- The tail of the fuselage. This

must

be

planned in such a way that it will not crea. Choose the number of seats abreast in a

ate an unacceptable geometrical limit to ro-

cross-section and/or the dimensions of the

tation in takeoff and landing.

cargo load, selecting a section which will

- The indication of spaces for the wing cen-

most likely determine the diameter of

the

tre-section, attachment frames of the

en-

central part of the -fuselage. The remaining
principal dimensions of the fuselage will

gines, retraction of the landing gear,
pressurization and air-conditioning, electri-

be largely dependent on this parameter.

cal and electronic systems, etc., insofar as

b . Design the shape of the cross-sectionon

they are present.

the basis of certain predetermined rules

- The presence of adequate space below

the
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cabin floor for cargo and passenger baggage. If this is not available, consider-

bIe for the details of the interior

ation may be given to altering the

but a useful starting point for this should

shape

final design. A separate group is respons idesig~

of the cross-section (e.g. double bubble),
increasing the diameter, raising the cab in
floer, changing the arrangement of the

be established in the preliminary design.

seats, etc.

3.2. THE FUSELAGE OF AIRLINERS AND GENE RAL
AVIATION AIRCRAFT

g. If the first assumption does not lead
to a satisfactory design, or if various
possible solutions are to be evaluated, the
procedure must be started again at a. and
repeated as of ten as necessary. It will
generally be necessary to check whetheralternative planning schemes are possible
within the fuselage as it stands, e.g.
different seating arrangements in various
classes, combiplane*, freighter vers ion ,
etc.
The work scheduled above will lead to a
provisional design when a number of data,
such as those regarding the wing root 10cation, are not yet available. In particuI ar the position of the center ofgravity
may necessitate a fundamental re-arrangement of the payload at a later stage.
The preliminary design of the fuselage is
made almost entirely on the drawing board
since very few analytica I studies are available in the existing literature. Provided the outcome of these investigations
is limited to the influence of the fuselage shape on empty weight and drag, the
results sometimes prove reliable, though
they are rarely accurate. Apart fromthis
it is important to consider such factors as
the comfort of the occupants, easy access
for the passengers, embarcation andservicing and the influence which the shape of
the fuselage has on the general configuration of the aircraft. These aspects all
have an important bearing on operating economy, although their influence cannot be
evaluated quantitatively. Operating economy is of such vital importance that manufacturers generally build one or moremockups of the fuselage before deciding on the
*an airplane with eombined transportation
of passengers andcargo on the main deck.

3.2.1. Importance of comfort and payload
density
Although passengers judge theaccommodation
in an aircraft according tomany yardstick~
there are a number of minimum requirements
which should be met. Comfort is mainly dependent on the following factors:
a. The design and arrangement of the seats.
This applies particularly to the adjustability of the se at and the legroom availabIe.
b. The general aesthetic impressioncreated
by the interior, especially the suggestion
of spaciousness within the limited dimen sions of the cabin.
c. The room available for the passenger to
move about in the cabin.
d. The climate in the cabin: temperature,
moisture, freedom from draughts and the
provision of an adjustable supply of air.
It is important to keep the ra te of pressure variations during climb and descent
within acceptable limits.
e . Noise in the cabin, or more specifically
Speech Interference Level (SIL) and the
presence of resonances.
f. Accelerations, mainly normal to the
flight path but also in the direct ion of
roll during braking. Apart from external
factors such as the weather, comfort is
largely influenced by wing design and the
flexibility of the fuselage structure.
g. The aircraft's attitude during climband
descent.
h. The duration of the trip.
i. The number and accessibility of lavatories, washrooms, lounges (if provided)
an1 suchlike amenities.
j. Stewardess service, in-flight entertainment, meal service, snacks, etc.

The aircraft designer has, at least
some extent, some direct i ,nfluence

to
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should a!liow for tlie we'ight and' locatións
of toilet facili ties, pantries' and olo'akrooms .

cómfortable

WEIGHT

Fïg. 3-7. Equivàlent payioad density
pay dividends. Statistical data (Fig.

3~7)

clearly show that for takeoff weights

in

exéess o'f 25,000 lb (11,000 kg) approximately, the' "density" of tl1è load

varies

iittle with the size of the aircraft. For
most of the c'ur1!'ent fleet of transport aircraft the ave rage densi ty is' 5.0 to 5.5
lb/ cu , ft (SO to 90 kgjm 3 ) while it comes
to about 4.5 lb / cu. ft (70 kg/m 3 ) in the
case' of the new category o'f large w':i!de-'
body jets (Boeing, 747 i Doug'las DC-iO, 1.ocl<heed L-lOll, Airbus A-300 B). in the caS'e'
of small short""haul; aircràft witfi' all' a'rl,up weight of up to 25,000 lb' (0, Il , OO'O kg)

trfp dufatfo",~hf5'

approximately, the design spe'éificat10ns
vary so much that the load densïties

F"1g,. 3-6 , Voiume pet p'as'senger a,n:ci trip' du,ration' (Ref.:, Tlle Archi tectural R'e view J
Fig. 3-6 ïllustrates' the space' available in
an airóraft as compared with a number

of

J!ié

between 5.0 1'.0 lt.~ lb/cu. ft (s6 - 200
kg/ m3 ) even rising to r4 lb/cu. ft (220'
kg/m 3 ), in the Britten No'rman' BN-'iA.
I'n the above an av'e rage has' been takén for
the payload density and no allowanée

has

other vehicles. It shows the relationship

been made fo'r a dis,tinétien between

betweerî the available volume per passenger

weights of passengers , luggage a'nd

and the average trip duration with respect

Thi,; factOr w:Hl be discussed in more detail in Section 3 . 2 . 5, when dealing with
the dfmensions of the cargo holds.

to comfort. In the case of aircraft, a distinctión is made between different classes

the
cargo.

of fares. Àny attempt to increase the level
of comfort by choosing a large' cabin vol!ume.

3'.2.2.'Cabin des 19n

will result in a growth in fus'elage dimens 'ions which wi ll have a co'n siderable ef,fect

a .. èross""section.'

on' operat,:i:ng costs. International agreements

The f1rst step is to decide upon the numbeI

and competition generally make itfmpossible

of seats to be placed abreas't

to offset lihis by increasing fares. On

s'ection . Fig . 3-á shows several cioss-!iec-

in a cross-

profi table' routes where' there is Keen com-

tions investigated by fhe McDonnell Dougla!'

petition " hewever" an increase in space w:r ll

Aircr'aft Corp., in conneétion wïth the de69'

......
o

~

8

w

Some of the basic cross-sectional alternatives that Douglas has considered for the very large aircraft project,
with a present-dav cross section to pro vide scale. Prime requirement is for the 8 ft x 8 ft container to be carried
efficiently. The bottom-row (middle) designs could alternatively be made circular, dispensing with the upper
(dotted) lobe.

Fig. 3-8. Fuselage configuration studies by Douglas (Ref.: The Aeroplane, Aug. 4, 1966)

s1gn of a very large transport which

alBo to be operated as a freighter.

had
When

studying large aircraft of this kind

va-

rious configurations are projected.

FAR 25.817 limits the number of seats

on

each side of the aisle to three, so ifmore
than six passengers are planned in a crosssection the designer will have to allow for
two aisles. The minimum permissible

width

of the aisle in transport aircraftis laid
down in FAR 25.817 (Fig. 3-9) . All passengers must be able to move their heads
freely without touching the cabin walis.
This requires a free space with a radius
of at least 8 to 10 inches (.20 to .25 m),
measured from the eyes. The cabin wall can
then be drawn accordingly. In the case
pressure cabins the cross-section

of

will

generally be a circle, or it may be built
NUMBER OF SEATS

A minimum

-::--------- -------12 in . ,305mm
12 in . ,305mm
15 in . ,381 mm

10 OR LESS
11 THROUGH 19
20 OR MORE.

B minimum
-------15 in . ,381 mm

20in . ,508 mm
20in . ,508 mm

up from segments with different radii (see
examples in Fig. 3-11). If no luggage

can

be carried under the cabin floor, the fuselage belly contour may be flattened. This
is sometimes done in the case of high wing
monoplanes (e.g. the Fokker F-27) and

has

Fig. 3-9.Minimum aisle width forpassenger

the advantage that the undercarriage may

transports (Ref.: FAR 25.815 and BCARD4-3

be shortened. The external fuselage diame-

par. 5.2.6)

ter can be found from the internal dimensions by adding about 4 inches (10 cm) for
the thickness of the cabin wall. Remarkably

.
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enough statistics show that aircraft
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of pressure cabins, though wide variation s
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do, of course, exist.
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size

has hardly any effect on the wall thickness

In aircraft where the pressure cabin is
limited to the cockpit, or in unpressurized
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fuselages, a rounded rectangular, elliptie

cal or oval cross-section is a common
choice. With the internal dimensions specified, this generally leads to a minimum
frontal area. In this category of aircraft
we may assume the wal l thickness to be 2%
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of the fuselage width plus approximately
1 inch (25 mm).
The result of this design proceduremay be
compared with Fig . 3-12 which is based on
existi ng aircraft and shows the fuselage

NUM8ER OF SEATS. TOURIST ClA5S

width as a function of "total seat width"
Fig. 3-10 . Statistical data on dimensions

in the cross-section.

for the ais Ie
b. Location of seats and dimensions of the
Details such as the dimensions of the seats

cabin .

(Section 3 .2.3) and the aisle(s)

In order to increas e the flexibilityof the
cabin interior, the seats are mounted on

(Figs. 3-9

and 3-10) are entered in the cross-section.
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i

Dassault nFalcon" 10
De Havilland Canada
DHC-6 "Twin Otter"

16 FT NOMINAL

I
De Havil1and Canada DHC-7

Boeing 747

BAC-1 11
VFW-Fokker 614

92 Nx64 Nx60.51N .
CONTAN:RIZEO
BAGGAGE

Dassault Brêguet
Mercure

Fig. 3-11. Examples of some typical fuselage cross-sections of transport aircraft
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o transport category
a eKecutives
.6. commuters
one or no

12

wi th a pi. tch down ta 29 or 30 inches. Ta avoid thls

16 FT

somewhat unattractlve term, $Ome companies prefer to

L

use the expression "economy class" in order to Avoid

20

adverse passenger reactions.

As a guideline the following figures may be
16

used for typical seat pitch values:
first class

38 to 40 inches

tourist/coach/economy: 34 to 36 inches

armre~t

high density/economy: 30 to 32 inches.

12

Since comfort is not only a matter of seat
pitch, the choice of pitch mayalso be influenced by the trip duration and the width
of the seato Another important point is the
maximum number of seats abreast: passengers
tend to dislike th ree seats in a row. This

4
10~~~~--L-~--~--~3--~~4~~~

a x

can be improved by choosing a greater,pitch
or by using a wider center seato

NO. OF SEATS A8REAST _ M.

If there is a wallor partition in front of
a row of seats some space should be left to
Fig. 3-12.Fuselage width vs. 'total seat
width"
rails sunk into the floor. Standard

seat

rails allow the seat pitch (i. e. the longitudinal distance between corresponding
points on the two nearest seats in a row)
to be adjusted by increments of one inch.

allow sufficient leg room and permit limited adjustment of the seat back. A distance
of about 40 inches between the seat backrest and the partition should be adequate.
Extra space is also required at the emergencyexits (see Section 3.2.4).
The cabin floor should preferably be kept
level in the normal cruise attitude, although this may not always be possible nor

Seat pitch is generally associated with the class

necessary in a small aircraft. It is par-

of service. At present, however, the

ticularly important to have a level

terminology

floor

in the comfort standards is somewhat confu:-ed due

in large aircraft where food and drinksare

to the historical developments in passenqer s erv-

served from carts. The floor should be sufficiently strong to support the maximum

ice.

Up to about

~9S0

the level of seating comfort

normal journeys could be compared to the

on

current

first class standard whieh offers a se at pitch of
40 inches. As a result of pressure by airlines
which charged lower fares tor special flights (" air

coach"), the tourist class was introduced

around

1952. This differed from first class not only

in

number of passengers in a high density lay' out. The permissible floor loading should
generally be at least 75 to 100 lb/sq. ft
2
(350 - 500 kg/m ), but 200 lb/sq. ft (1000
2
kg/m ) is required when the floor has to
carry freight. The thickness of a cantilever floor will be about 5% of the fuse-

that seats we re more closely spaced (pitch about

lage diameter. The total floor area , can be

38 inches), but in some cases the number of sea ts

found from the fuselage design drawing.

abreast was also increased. Another factor was the

tourist c las s was replac ed by the economy class with

Statistically average values are 6.5 sq. ft
2
(.6 m ) per passenger for normal aircraft
and 7.5 sq.ft (.7 m2 ) for wide-body jets,

a typi c al seat pitch of 34 inche s . Nowadays the ex-

both in an all-tourist configuration.

type of meal served. Around 1959 the official

press i o ns Uto urist", ucoac h" and Ueconomy" are used
without any explanation of the exact distinction between th e m. The r e is also "high density" seating

When the seats have been arranged and lavatories, pantries, wardrobe(s), freightholds
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4

3

5 6

8 10

20

above the floor and space nearthe
doors have been accounted for, the
position of the forward and rearward bulkheads of the cab in may be
fixed. A check on the tota1 cabin
width and 1ength can be made with
the statistica1 data in Fig. 3-12
and 3-13. When the cross-section
of the fuselage has been decided
upon and the remaining dimensions
of the cabin 1aid down, the plan
view and side e1evation of the
passenger section can now be com-

100 M.

2
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t-FT

• Clr

10'

h cargo hold

c

40
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in cabin

8
6
5

.Go
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cargo hold

in c ab in

4

lc
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3

S
fl ight

deck

6
5

4

8 10'

4

2

SEAT

5 6

8 10'

NO. OF ' SEATS

PITCH-X

p1eted on the drawing. An example
of a cabin layout is given in Fig.
3-14. Additional data required for
the layout design are given below.

2

NO. OF SEAT$ ABREAST

- FT

Fig. 3-l3.Statistical correlation at the cabin
length
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3.2.3.Passenger seats

SEAT CLASSIPlCATIOli

.

O
SYMBOL

Although the preliminary design will be
based on a certain type of seat, due allowance should be made for the fact

..

that

b

airlines tend to lay down their own specifications for the cabin furnishings. The
passenger seats on which data are given in
Fig. 3-15 and Table 3-1 are representative

2

bO.

UNIT

DI! LUX!

inch

20(101-21)

. IIO~

17(161- 17

ca

50(47-53)

43,5(42,5-45)

42(40,5~

inch

47(46-481)

40(3!1-41)

39(J8-4O l

cm

120(117-123 )

102( 100-105)

-

60(59-63)

inch

2/

2!

2

ca

7

5.5

5

k

.

.

.

n
h
p/Paax

152( 150-160)

42(41-44 )

i nc h

~

.

a/ a

rux

17

inch

c,
ca

inch I
c. I
inch
ca
inc h

ca

}

57

1

ca

42 (41-44)

de.

107 ( 104-11 2)
i

17/

145

39(36-41 )
99(92-104)
171

43

45

45

71

81

81

22

22

20

I

u.u.Uy

I

28/40

27/371

26/35!

71'102

69/95

66/90

15/45

1S/38

1S/38

i

i

32
81

I

99(47-102)

inch

'07(104-112)

1

16 . 5(16-17 )

3

h

r------\

!COIOIY

r)

(24-34 )
( 61 - 86 )

m

*definitions in Fig. 3-15
Fig. 3-15.Definitions of seat dimensions
of the types in normal use at the time of
writing. They are classified as follows:
de luxe type: seat pitch 37-42 inches
normal type : seat pitch 32-36 inches
economy type: seat pitch 28-31 inches
The de luxe type is used in the first class
section, while economy-type seats are
fitted in the high-density class. Apart
from this there is no clèar-cut relationship between the comfort classes and the
classification given above. Seats mayalso
be listed according to the width between
the armrests (distance "a" in Fig. 3-15),
as follows:
de luxe: a
19 inches
nonnal
a = 17 inches
narrow
a = 16 inches
A seat width of 19 inches (48 cm) corresponds approximately to' first class in most
passenger aircraft, but is also used in the
tourist class of wide-body jets. In the latter type of aircraft it is also possible to
use a layout with normal seat width, thus
enabling one more se at to be added to a
cross-section. Ref. 3-9 employs a somewhat
more detailed distinction according to the
standards used in international and dornestic

**the index denotes the nurnber of seats per
block
NOTES
1 . The data represent norma l values and are not
standard v alues. A statistical range is indicated
in brackets.

2. In wide-body alrcraft, seats are used 1n the
tourist/coach c1ass with a=19" (48 cm), b =66"
3
(168 cm), h=43" (109 cm) . In high-density arrang-

ments the "nonnal" type seat is used.
3. In third-level aircraft it is customary to install seats with only one or no armrest, with
typical dimensions : width 16," (42 cm), h-35"

(89 cm), p=26" (66 cm) .

Table 3-l.Seat dimensions (Ref.: Seat manufacturers brochures, Flight Int., July 8,
1965)

transport. The seats used in long-range aircraft are of ten finished more luxuriously,
with a resultant effect on weight.
The above applies to aircraft used fornormal transport routes. The following data
apply to other types:
a. Small passenger aircraft for lowdensity
traffic: third level, cornrnuters, feederliners. These only make short flights and this
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justifies the use of simply desiqned seats

Seats and seat mounts are deslqned for passenger

without armrests. The se at pitch would be
30 - 36 inches (76 - 81 cm).
b. Business aircraft are generally furnished in lavish style and there is a considerable variation in seat dimensions. One
finds seats with a width of 24 inches (60
cm) across the armrests and a pitch of 3436 inches (86 - 92 cm). When the aircraft
is used for passenger transport the pitch
is reduced to 30 inches (76 cm) and a bench
seat for three passengers may be provided
at the rear of the cabin.

weights of 170 lb (77 kg). Normal loads must be
absorbed during flight and on the qround, but the

c. Private aircraft generally have no aisle
between the seats and it is not so much the

applies to seat fittings.
SOme data on se at weights can be found in Table 3-2.

seat width as the cabin width whichmatter&
Taking the averag~ shoulder width of anoccupant as 20 inches (51 cm) and allowing
for 2 inches (5 cm) clearance on either
side, the minimum internal width will be

loads oC'currlnq during an emergency consti tute

a

more critical case. These are laid down in the airworthiness regulations as follows :

FAR 25.561
BCAR

03-8

for-

rear-

up-

down-

side-

wards

wards

wards

wards

ways

1.5

4.5 9

4.5
4

1.5
2.25

9 9
9 9

9
9

9
9

9
9

According to FAR 25.785 an additional factor of 1.33

3.2.4. Passenger emergency exits, doors and

windows
The following is an extract ,from the air-

21 inches (61 cm) for a single tandem ar-

worthiness requirements which contain the

rangement and 46 inches (11 7 cm) for sideby-side seating. A riarrower cabin will gi ve
most occupants a cramped feeling.

most relevant points for a preliminary design. This extract has no legal validity
and the actual requirements should be consulted for more detailed particulars.

MEDIUM/

SEAT CLASSIFICATION

LONG HAUL
LB

SHORT
HAUL

KG

LB

KG

de luxe -single
-double
nonna 1 -single

47

21.3

40

18.1

70

31.8

60

27.2

30

13.6

22

10.0

-double
-triple
economy -single
-double

56

25.4

42

19.0

78
24

35.4

64

29.0

10.9

20

9.1

47

21.3

39

17.7

-triple

66

29.9

60

27.2

cODIDUter-single

-

17

• 7.7

29

13 . 2

14

6.4

14

6.4

lightweight seats

-

-

attendants' seats

18

8.2

-double

-

executive seats,
single

VIP

- normal

50 lb (22.7 kg)
40 lb (18.1 kg)

- small a/c: 32 lb (14.5 kg)
ejection seats - trainers: 150 lb (installed)
Table 3-2. Typical se at weights for civil
aircraft
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a. Passenger aircraft, to be certificated
according to FAR 25 and BCAR Section D
(see FAR 25.807 through 813 and BCAR Section 0 para. 5 of chapter D4-3).
Emergency exits are generally grouped in
four classes, the particulars of which are
given in Fig. 3-16 and Table 3-3. Types I
and 11 are located at cabin floor level.
unless type 11 is placed above the wing.
Types 111 and IV are located above the wing .
Apart from these, FAR 25.807 also describes
ventral emergency exits and escapes through
the tail cone.
The minimum number of exits required is
shown in Table 3-4. Air,c raft carrying more
passengers than are given in this table
must comply with special conditions. The
FAR requirements demand exits of type A.
no.t less than 42 inches wide and 72 inches
high (107 x 183 cm 2 ). The reader should
refer to FAR 25.807 for details regarding
location, accessibility, escape chutes,etc.
for this class of aircraft.

NUMBER OF EXITS UQUtUD
SEATING CAPACITY

ON EACH SIDE OF TIIE FUSElAGE

(EXCL. CABlN STAFF)
TYPE 1

TYPE I AND II

--f}---

20 through

39

-

40 through

59

1

60 through

79

1

80 through 109

1

I through

10

IJ through

19

I la through 139

2

140 through 179

2

TYPE II

-

-

I

-

I

-

I

-

TYPE III TYPE IV

I

-

1

1+
- -t-

1
I
J

I

2

NOTE

TYPE mAND

1. BCAR requirements are slightly different for

:nz

1-10 passengers; for this case

an~emergency

exit

of type 111 is required on bath sides of the

Fig. 3-16.Classification of emergency exits

fuselage. Two exits of type land 11 are required

for a seating capacity of 180 up to 219.
2. The relevant rules should be qonsulted where
passenger seats exceed this mllnber and for
EHERGENCY EXIT

(Illin)

(ain)

in.idt

CU.SSIPICATION
Atm LOCATION

nOOR U:VEL

1
111

"BOV! WINC

III

A,BOV! WING

IV

ABOYE WINC

FWOR UVEL

MAX. HEICHT
OF STEP

(ux)

inche.

inches

inch ..

(-)

(-)

(-)

24

48

(610)

(1219)

J'

2.
2.

U

(SOl)

(1118)

(SOl)

(915)

"

(661)

(483)

"
"

til
til
tB

special regulations.

ouuide

(h.>

(h2)

inchu

inche.

(-)

(-)

3. Exits need not be at locations diametrically
opposite each other. They should be located in
accordance with the passenger seating distribution.

I.

(254)

17
(432)

type 111 exit.

(S08)

27
(&86)

5. The classification of emergency exits is defined

2.

"

(737)

4. Two exits of type IV may be used instead of each

"

(914)

in Tab1e 3-3 and Fig. 3-16.

NOTE

dimensions defined in Fig. 3-16, according to

Table 3-4. Minimum number of passenger emer-

FAR 25.807.

gency exits according to the FAR Part 25
requirements

Table 3-3.Classification of emergencyexits

When it is impossible to place exits above

the width is laid down in the BCAR require-

the wing, as in the case of high wing air-

ments as 20 inches (51 cm) for types land

craft, an exit having at least the dimen-

II.

sions of type 111 should replace each exit
11-1 and IV as shown in Table 3-4.

Reference 3-4 recommends the following
standards:

When these requirements are difficult to

Type I

36 inches.

fulfil, the exceptions listed in FAR 25

Type II

20 inches.

should be consulted. Additional require-

Type 111 and IV: 18 inches.

ments apply to aircraft which are to be
certificated ·for making emergency des cents

These distances determine the seat pitch

on water (FAR 25.807 para. dl. There should

next to emergency exits and will therefore

be unobstructed access to emergency exits;

affect the total cabin length.
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b. Aircraft to be certificated accordingto
FAR Part·23.
The following is quoted from FAR Part 23.807

Tests: The proper functioning of each emergency exit must be shown by tests."
c. Passenger doors and windows.
If a door is to be certificated as an emer-

"Number and location: Emergency exits must
be located to allow escape in any probable
crash attitude. The airplane must have at
least the following emergency exits:
(1) For all airplanes, except airplanes
with all engines mounted on the approximate
centerline of the fuselage th at have a sea~
ing capacity of five or less, at least one
emergency exit on the opposite side ofthe
cabin from the main door spécified in para.
23.783.
(2) Reserved.
(3) If the pilot compa~tment is separated
from the cabin by a door that is likely to
block the pilot's escape in a minor crash,
there must be an exit in the pilot's compartment. The number of exits required by
subparagraph (1) of this paragraph must
then be separately determined for the passenger compartment, using the seating capacity of that compartment.
Type and operation: Emergency exits mus t
be movable windows, panels, or external
doors, that provide a clear and unobstructed opening large enough to admit a
19-by-26 inch (483 x 660 mm) ellipse. In
addition, each emergency exit must
(1) be readily accessible, requiring no
exceptional agility to be used in emergencies,
(2) have a method of opening that is simple
and obvious,
(3) be arranged and marked for easy location and operation, even in darkness,
(4) have reasonable provisions against
jamming by fuselage deformation, and
(5) in the case of acrobatic category airplanes, alloweach occupant to bail out
~uickly with parachutes at any speed between Vs· and Vo .
o
stalling speed, flaps down;
design diving speed .
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gency exit, it should at least be as wide
as the relevant type of emergency exit. A
door, qualifying for exit type A, should
therefore be at least 42 inches (107 cm)
wide.
For a maximum of up to tO or 80 passengers,
one passenger door is generally sufficient,
while two doors can be used for up to about
200 passengers.
Passenger doors are located to port while
service doors are fitted to starboard. Widebody jets are an exception as these can be
boarded from both sides.
Doors should preferably be 6 ft high and
3 ft wide (1.80 x .90 m2 ) but these dimensions are difficult to achieve in the
case of smaller aircraft.
The window pitch is not always decided by
the seat pitch, but frequently by the optimum distance between the fuselage formers. An average figure is 20 inches (.50 m)
for the former and window , pitch. In pressure cab ins the windows are circular, rectangular with rounded corners, elliptical
or oval in shape. The top of the window is
roughly at the passenger's eye level.
In the case of smaller aircraft the
ma1n frames will have to be instalied at
the wing attachment points and these will
influence the location of doors andwindows
Access to passenger doors, service doors
and panels should be unobstructed from both
the outside and the inside. For example,
the space between the wing and the fuselage-mounted engines should permit sufficient freedom for maneuvring food carts and
cargo loaders.
3.2 . 5.Cargo holds
The design specification does not always
stipulate the amount of cargo to be carried
Airlines may have radically different requirements, depending on the kind of traffic they carry, so the best way is to con-

duet an inquiry among potential customers.
If there is no time for this, the method
given below may provide a quick answer. This

than about 10 ft (3 m), so either a doublebubble fuselage cross-section will have to

is based on the following assumptions:

be adopted or , the freight holds must be 10-

satisfied for fuselage diameters of

less

1. Volume-limi ted and structllre-limi ted pay-

cated above the floor.

load are equal.

To control the center of gravity travel it

2. Weight of a passenger is 170 lb (77 kg),

might be of advantage to keep the underflooI

see BCAR Section 0, eh. 0 3.1 para. 3.4.

holds both ahead and behind the wing. Small

3. Luggage weight is 35 lb (16 kg) per pas-

twin-engined aircraft sometimes have a lug-

senger on short-haul flights and 40 lb (18

gage hold in the (fuselage) nose ahead

of

kg) on long-ha uI flights.

the cockpit or in the engine nacelles.

in

4. Loading efficiency is 85%, i.e. 15%

of

pressurized airliners the freight and bag-

the space is lost.

gage holds are pressurized as weIl, though

5. Average density of cargo is 10 lb/ cu.ft
(160 kg / m3 ) and of luggage 12 . 5 lb/cu.ft
(200 kg / m3 ).

cabin. They must be easily accessible

means of hatches or be located close to a

Ignoring storage losses at the freight

door. When determining the volume required,

the temperature may be lower than in the
by

doors, the following expression can be de-

allowance should be made for possible loss

rived:

of space near the hatches.

Freight hold volume= .118 cu.ft per lb
(.0074 m3 per kg) of
max. payload minus 20.8
cu. ft (.59 m3 ) per pas-

recommended that freight holds be designed

In the case of very large aircraft, it

is

to take the universal containers used in
other wide-body jets; the relevant dimensions are given in Fig. 3-20.

senger.

3.2.6 Services
Alternatively, this expres sion can be used
to obtain the volume-limited payload*:

Although the airliners belonging to the IATA
have come to certain arrangements regarding

Max. payload= 8.5 lb per cu.ft (136 kg per
m3 ) of freight hold volume
plus 177 lb (80 kg) per passenger.
This yardstick may be used in the prelimi-

the service to be offered to the passenger,
individual companies have varying ideas

a-

bout this. Before starting the design of
the cabin, the outcome of a separate study
devoted to this subject should be obtained

nary design stage but it cannot be applied

and be incorporated in the specification.

to all aircraft. There is sometimes a space

An example of one of these studies is pro-

limit to the load, while the structure

vided by Ref. 3-9.

is

strong enough to carry greater loading
weights. In other cases, a limit is set by

a. Pantries, lavatories and wardrobes.

the difference between the Haximum Zero Fuel
Weight and the Operational Empty Weight.

The number and dimensions of the

This is generally an undesirable condition

are derived from standard type specifica-

above fa-

cilities are shown in Table 3-5 . The

data

on civil aircraft. Belly freight holds

tions and do not necessarily apply to in-

should have an effect1ve height of at least

dividual users. Some flexibility in layout

20 inches (50 cm) but a height of more than

design should be incorporated.

35 inches (90 cm) is to be preferred,

par-

ticularly when it is necessary for staff to
work in the hold. This condition cannot

be

*This term is explained in Section 8.2.2.

Location: For aesthetic reasons toilets
should preferably be located so that they
are not directly visible from the pantry.
They should be easily accessible, and when
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Aircraft type:

N
pass

-

Range
N H

.

"e

.0

galleys

wardrobes

toilets

...

"

.0

1 x b (inch)

~
c

~

c

pass

1 x b (inch)

toilet

...

..,"
~

1 x b (inch)

c

Aérospatiale N-262 Frégate

29

400

I

23 x 20

I

41 x 28

29

I

40 x 24

Gruaaan Gulf stream 1

19

2100

1

34 x 25

I

67 x 37

19

I

36 x 32

Ka""er Siddeley 748 srs 200

44

1000

I

37 x 14

I

53 x 35

44

-

Fokker-VFW F. 27 Friendship ors 200

48

1100

1

43 x 35

I

47 x 46

48

I

31 x 16

De Kavilland Canada DKC-7

44

800

I

26 x 24

I

46 x 30

44

I

26 x 24

Lockheed L-188 Electra

95

2300

2

46 x 26

4

46 x 41

24

2

46 x 34

KFB 320 Kansajet

7

1000

I

24 x 24

I

30 x 26

7

I

24 x 15

Hawker Siddeley H5-125 sr s 400

8

1450

-

I

35 x 28

8

I

24 x 12

Dassault Falcon 20 . F

10,

1500

I

I

44 x 30

10

I

51 x 25

Dassault Faleon 30/Myst~re 40

34

750

-

I

41 x 31

34

-

VFW-Fokker 614

40

700

I

35 x 28

I

SS x 32

40

Fokker VFW-F. 28 Hk 1000

60

1025

1

44 x 25

I

58 x 25

60

I

BAC-III srs 200/400

74

900

2

49 x 22

2

65 x 35

37

1

49 x 22

Kc Donnen Doug!.s DC-9 srs 10/20

80

1100

1

48 x 33

2

48 x 48

40

2

48 x 21

27 x 18

65 x 40
25 x 21

Boeing 737 srs 200

115

1800

I

55 x 43

2

43 x 34

58

I

55 x 43

Aérospatiale Caravelle 12

118

1000

I

51 x 43

2

55 x 43

59

2

24 x 17

Dassault Mercure

140

800

-

2

47 x 34

70

2

49 x 16

Boeing 727 series 100

163

1150

2

51 x 32

3

43 x 39

55

-

Europlane

191

1400

3

42 x 42

4

42 x 42

48

A-300 8/4

295

1600

3

-

5

59 x 35

59

Lockheed L-IOII

330

2700

1

He Donnell Douglas oe-IO

3000
4200

I
1

2
20 x 13.5 ft 7
under floor
9
galley
5
49 x 32

45 x 36
40 x 40

47
42

BAC-VC-IO

380
135

47 x 41

27

2

Boeing 707-320 B

189

5000

2

79 x 47

4

40 x 37

48

I

79 x 43

He Donnen Douglas DC-8 srs 63

251

4000

2

48 x 34

5

42 x 42

50

4

34 x 20

Boeing 747

490

5000

4

12

40 x 40

41

2

6.6 x 2 . 1 ft

2

I

2

52 x 26
head rac1c:s
2
6.3 x 1.8 ft

42 x 24

5.9 x 2.3 ft

2

NCIl'ES:
N

pass

z

maximum number of passengers,tourtst class , approx. 34" se at pitch

Range at &bout N
x 205 lb payload and including nonnal fuel reserves
pass
Dimensions are approximate average lenqth x width ; toilets are not always

rectangular.

Table 3-5.: Number and dimensions of galleys, lavatories and wardrobes of some airliners
the cab in arrangement includes a separate
first-class section it is desirable to provide toilet facilities in that part too.
Toilets are generally not movable since they
form an integral part of the aircraft structure and require special provisions. Only
limited flexibility is available with regard
to the location and arrangement of galleys.
It is advisable to lQcate these facilities
at the forward and/or rearward end of the
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cabin, thus allowing for different cabin
layouts. It is permitted to locate them in
the plane of the propellers. In the case of
wide-body jets, space may be saved by
placing the pantry below the floor.
When servicing, loading and unloading the
aircraft between flights, the followingop~
erations are performed:
- replenish potable water,
- remove left-over food, drinks and waste

Fig. 3-17. Ground handling of the Lockheed
L-1011 Tristar

from the pantries and take on fres
plies,
- service tOilets,

sup-

- clean cabin,
- unload and load passengers freight and
luggage.
The trucks, stairs, carts, loaders, etc.
needed for these operations should not obstruct each other, which means that careful planning of door locations and service
points is required, particularly in the case
of large aircraft. An example is given in
Fig. 3-17.
b. Cabin systems.
Among the facilities which should be available in every passenger aircraft are a public address system, lighting, cooling air
(operated by the passenger) , hatracks over
the seats and space for hand luggage. A
supplementary oxygen supply is compulsory
'when cruising height is above 25,000 ft
(7620 meter's), cf. FAR 91. 32.
c. Cabin staff.
The minimum number of flight attendants is
specified by the airworthiness regulations

(e.g. FAR 91.215); the actual number of cabin staff is fixed by the company. The following data from Ref. 3-9 give the average
number of passengers per member of cabin
staff:
first mixed tourist
class
class
International scheduled flights
16
21
31
U.S.A. domestic
20*
flights
29
36
Other domestic
flights
21
39
At least one folding chair is placed at
each exit for members of the cabin staff.
This should permit a good view into the
passenger cabin.
*revised number
3.3.THE FUSELAGE OF CARGO AIRCRAFT
3.3.1. The case for the civil freighter
During the sixties the transport of air
freight has shown a very rapid annual growth
of the order of 19% in terms of ton-miles
carried per year. According to lCAO projec8t

tions this growth will continue during the
seventies at an average rate of 16% per .
year. It is therefore remarkable th at until
recently only very few aircraft were designed specifically for the transport of
air freight. There are several reasons for
this.
a. A considerable amount of cargo is carried
in the bellies of passenger transports, e.g.
approximately 60% in 1970. The transportation costs are quite lOW in that case, for
the extra direct operating expenses emerge
mainly in the form of fuel costs.
b. Extensive use is made of
- special freight versions of passenger
transports (e.g. Douglas DC-8-62F,
Boeing 707/320 Cl,
- Quick Change (QC) or Rapid Change (RC)
versions of passenger aircraft, (e.g.
DC-9-30RC, Boeing 727-200 QC),
- civil freighters as a derivative of
military freighters (e.g. Lockheed C-130
and L100/L200),
- obsolete passenger transports , converted into freighters (Douglas DC-6,
Lockheed L-1049) •

to be increasedand the floor strengthened, although

weight is saved due to the absence of furnishings.

Assuming only minor Operational Empty Weight reduction and equal Maximum Takeoff Weiqht, fue1 weiqht
must be decreased . On short- to medium-range air-

era ft with high bypass ratio engines, relatively
little fuel reduction will be achieved at the expen se of appreciable range and at max. payload the

range may be insufficient. An increase in the take-

off weiqht will generally require a new type of enqine. On the assumption that the qrowth of air
freiqht will beat that of passenqer transport, a new
market will emerqe for specialized civi1 freiqhters,
- for long distance transport, in view of the large
auount of cargo offered;
- for short distances, converted passenger airc raft
being unsuitable tor this purpose .

In choosing the size of a new freighter,
one of the prime factors to consider is
the direct operating cost (d.o.c.) (Fig.
3-18). For a given number of aircraft pro7

%

6

"

.t10NSTA~H
//

Provided the growth of air freight continues on the

Y.ri\

~~

same 11nes in the coming years, an expanding market

NO. OF AIRPlANES

REQUIR~'
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can be expected for new freighter aircraft . The f0110w1n9 arguments favor such a development.
a . Most converted passenger transports haveloading

B 747~

L soa

doors in the side of the fuselage . In view of the
increasing popularity of 8 ft x 8 ft containers,

2

very large doors might be requlred in the future ,

while most passenger cabins, except on the widebody jets, are not suitable for these sizes. It may

PAYLOAD -

1,000 LB

prove prohibitive to desiqn the cabins of short-tomedium haul aircraft especially tor container transport in view of the cost penalty involved.

Fig. 3-18. Effect of freighter size on direct operating costs

b. The ave rage density of freight is considerably

higher than thE" payload density of a pass enger cabin. The difference is likely te increase in the future, as passenger comfort will be improved, while
freight densities are tending to increase. Con sequently. the passenger transport converted inte a

freighter will have a payload that is 1.5 to two
times as large. The Max. Zero Fuel Weight * will have

*This term is explained in Section 8.2.2.
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duced, the d.o.c. will decrease with airplane size. The reasons are mainly the lower fuel cost per lb of air freight, thedecreasing cost of flying staff, systems and
maintenance. On the other hand, it will be
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
sell 100 aircraft of the si ze of the L-SOO*.
*A civil vers ion of the C-SA (project).

surface transport. Less damage is incurred
during loading and unloading, particularly
wh en containers are used. This results in
lower insurance rates.
f. Isolated regions will be difficult to
reach owing to time-consuming surface
transport. In such cases air transport will
be the ·-dnly means of meeting their requirements with re gard to medical supplies and
perishabie foods, etc.

Therefore, assuming a market share in the
form of a constant ton-mi Ie production, the
result will be an optimum size. Incidentally, in the exarnple presented here, the specialized freighter cannot compete with
freighter versions of passenger transports.
3.3.2. Payload density and volume of the
freight hold
The following factors may play a part in
deciding whether to ship goods by air or
by surface transport:
a. Fast transport may prevent decay or depreciation. Exarnples are: foodstuffs, fresh
vegetables, fruit, cut flowers, certain
types of animais. Some highly valuable
goods and expensive instrurnents are ideal
items for air cargo.
b. Rapid distribution of an article may increase its sales potential (e.g. newspapers)
or enhance a service (airmail).
c. Air transport may lead to a reduction i~
storage space and capital investment in
spares. It is more advantageous to ship
certain goods by sea, the ship sometimes
also serving as storage space. These are
generally goods with a high specific density.
d. Transport of spare parts, rnodified products or new rnodels may be important in the
case of a hold-up in a product ion line.
Goods whose value depends on fashion will
generally be sent by air.
e. Packing costs for air freight are some-

From histograms giving dimensions and densities (examples in Refs. 3-11 to 3-14, see
also Fig. 3-19) it can be seen that freight
presents a wide variety of characteristics.
Processing on the airfield as weIl as in
the aircraft demands more equipment and
manpower and is considerably more costly
than the transport of passengers.
It is possible to imagine the optimum case
when the freight hold is completely filled,
while at the same time the payload is maximum. However, when loads of a typically
high density are carried, the hold will be
only partly filled, with the result that
the unused empty space will increase the
drag and weight. With low density loads,
however, there will be less than the permissible weight in freight and theaircraft
will in some way be excessively strong. A
proper mean can only be found on the basis
of detailed data concerning the dimensions
and weights of the goods to be carried and
these should be supplied by potential customers • In some cases a few preliminary layouts are made, using fuselages suited to

.
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Fig. 3-19. Histograms of specific
density of freight
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different load densities in order to see
which choice will maximize the revenue. Although most histograms show a peak at 10 to
12 lb/cu.ft (190 kg/m 3 ), goods of higher
density are offered at widely varying frequency. Ref. 3-12 recornrnends that the volume of the hold should be determined by
means of the following data which apply to
bulk transportation of goods .
Net

1
density reserve
vo ume- avo density of freight offered x

x max. payload x average freight percentage
stowage factor
The ave rage freight percentage, comparable
to the average load factor for passenger
transports, may be put at e65. The reserve

density magnitude 1.20 to 1.30 is required
to allow for freight having a lower density
than the average.
The stowage factor represents the percentage of usable space in relation to the net
volum~. This allows for space losses for
storage nets, clearance between cargo and
structure, room for inspection, etc. Depending on the fuselage shape and the particular nature of the freight, this factor
rnay vary betwee~ .70 and .85. Cornbining
these data, the result will be a spacelimited payload in the case of average and
low densities. For a density of 15 - 25
per cent higher than the ave rage , the maximum payload capacity will be obtained.
3.3.3. Loading systems
The use of pallets and containers has progressively increased in recent years. The
characteristics and dirnensions of some
standard sizes, as presented in Fig. 3-20,
form the starting-point for freight hold
design.
Modern civil airliners have special mechanical loading systems for the rapid loading
and unloading of standard size pallets and
containers. These systerns are resulting in
increased aircraft utilization, especially
on short-haul routes .. The Douglas Corp. developed the 463L system for the USAF, a
complete system for handling freight both
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on the ground and in the aircraft itself.
It is being used in the Lockheed C-130,
C-133, C-135, C-141 and C-5A aircraft . The
system utilizes 88 x 108 inch pallets and
trailers with a platform, 20 ft wide and
48 ft long, provided with rollers and adjustable to heights between 40 inches and
156 inches in order to fit various aircraft
floor levels. Roller conveyor strips are
mounted on the fuselage floor and the rails
used to guide the pallets can be adjustetl
to various standard sizes. Similar to this
is the Rolamat system used in the Hawker
Siddeley Argosy (Fig. 3-21), which is designed to increase the loading capacity to
4,000 lb per minute. Latching points inthe
floor are present to secure the load by
means of nets and ties. When these nets are
designed for normal loads only, a st rong
net is required in front of the freight
hold to catch the load in case of a 9g
deceleration. Frequently, however, containers and pallet nets are designed to cope
with this load and the catching net is not
raquired .
In the case of cornbined transport at ion of
passengers and freight on the same floor,
it is advisable to locate the freighthold
in front of the passenger cabin . Apassageway between the cockpit and the passenger
cabin is then required.
3.3.4. Accessibility of the freight hold
Although many passenger aircraft whichhave
been converted into freighters have side
doors, a pure freighter should have better
accessibility via doors in the front or
rear of the fuselage to allow loading in a
longitudinal direction. The Lockheed C-130
and the Hawker Siddeley Argosy have proved
that a readily accessible floor level of
approxirnately 4 ft is possible, without undue compromises in the general arrangement
of the aircraft. Various possibilities for
the door location are illustrated in Fig.
3-21 and these are discussed below.
a. Door in the fuselage nose, as used on
the Bristol Freighter, the Hawker Siddeley
Argosy, the Lockheed C-5A, the Boeing 747F
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a. Front loading and the use of the Rolamat
system (Hawker Siddeley Argosy)

b. Rear loading door and ramps (Hawker
Siddeley Andover)

c. Swinq-tail (Canadair CL-44D)

d. Rear loadinq door on aircraft with tailbooms
Fiq. 3-21. Accessibility and loadinq of freiqhter aircraft

and the Aviation Traders Carvair. The major
problem is to avoid the considerable drag
caused by the high cockpit, which is difficult to avoid on relatively small aircraft.

- civil

125-300

Ib/sq;~+600-1,500

kg/m2 )
- military: 225-1,200 lb/sq.ft

(1,100~,000

,kg/m 2 )

b. Door in the fuselage tail, as used on
the Short Skyvan, Transall C-160, Hawker
Siddeley Andover, De Havilland Caribou and
Buffa10, Short Belfast, Breguet 941, Lockheed C-130, C-141 and C-5A. For easy access, especially in small freighters, it is
essential to camber the fuselage tail upwards, th us creating an aerodynamic problem
(Section 3.5.1). The fuselage weight penalty is of the order of 6 to 10%, depending
on the structural details. The zero-lift
drag increment is of a similar order of
magnitude, but may equally weIl be roucn
higher. The door si ze is relatively large
and it may become difficult to seal the
pressure cabin.
c. Tail boom layout, in combination with a
door in the rear part of a stubby fuselage.
This configuration, occasionally seen on
freighter aircraft (H.S. Argosy, Noratlas,
lAl Arava, Fairchild C-82 and C-119), offers a readily accessible frelght hold and
permits the use of a beaver tail for dropping purposes, if required. The high aerodynamic drag is a disadvantage .
d. SWing-tail, a layout proposed by Folland
in a freighter project as far back as 1922.
To date, the swing-tail has beenimplemented
Qnly on the Canadair CL-44, at the expense
of a penalty of some 1,000 lb (450 kg)
structure weight relative to a side door,
i.e. about 6~% of the fuselage structure
weight. From an aerodynamic standpoint, however, the swing-tail is ideal and the stz:uctural complexity may be outweighed by a
considerable reduction in fuel comsumption.
e. A swinging fuselage nose (including the
flight deck) creates considerable difficulties in carrying through cables, wires,
plumbing, etc. The weight penalty is of the
order of 12% of the fuselage structure
weight. lts use may be considered in very
special cases (e.g. the Guppy family).
The maximum fl-o or loading of freighters for
an evenly distributed load must be at least:

Design criteria for local loads are:
- civll
3,500-9,000 lb (1,600-4,000 kg)
- military: 3,000-10,000 lb (1,300-4,500 kg)
Door sizes must be adapted to the type of
freight to be loaded and unloaded, and in
the case of loading in the longitudinal
direct ion a clearance of at least one inch
(2.5 cm) must be present on both sides.
The freight hold ceiling must be at least
6 inches (15 cm) above the freight for ease
of loading. The need for a passageway
through the loaded freight hold depends on
the type of freight carried. Inspection
during the flight is not aiways necessary
in the case of containerized freight.
For preference the freight hold should be
prismatic in shape; steps in the floor are
not acceptable, except in very special
cases. A separate door for the cockpit crew
is necessary. Several windows are usua1ly
incorporated in the fuselage walls. For
civil freighters it may be useful to consider a passenger vers ion (convertible
freighters) and in that case more windows
and passenger doors are required.

3.4. FLIGHT DECK DESIGN
3.4.1. Location of the pilot's seat and the
flight controls
On light aircraft the cockpit may, to some
extent, be arranged in line with the particular design requirements. This app1ies
particularly to the location of foot pedals
in the vertical direction, as this factor
affects the cross-sectional height and
hence the fuselage - frontal and wetted area&
The pedals must be placed below the level
of the seat bot tom to avoid tiring the pilot.
Instructions for the location of the seat
and stick controls are presented in Fig.3-22.
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DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (CENTIMETERS)
NOTES:

1. Distance between foot pedal centerlines: 8 inches (20 cm) minimum, 12 inches (30 cm)
maximum.
2. The indicated floor is a reference line; the actual floor need not be horizontal . Only
the local height of the foot pedal relative to the floer is of impertance.
3. For many light aircraft the seatback has a fixed position. The recommended setting relative to the vertical is 13°.
REFERENCES :

1. F. Maccabee: "Light aircraft design handbook". Loughborough University of Technology,
Feb. 1969.
2. Draft ISO recommendation No. 1558, 1973.
3. Mil. Standard MS 33574.
Fig. 3-22. Recommended dimensions for the cockpit of a light aircraft with stick control

For a control-wheel
to use the data for
Generally speaking,
t~e cockpit is only

layout it is advisable
transport alrcraft.
the outside view from
obstructed by the wing

and no special measures are necessary. The
downward view forward is determined by the
instrument panel, the glare shield, the
fuselage nose or the engine cowling. Part
the cockpit roof of light aircraft can
be of a light-alloy construction to improve
stiffness and strength and to provide protection against sunlight.

0'

Particularly on transport aircraft, more is
required than merely the convenient location of the flight controls and instrument~
The position of the pilot relative to the
cockpit windows, and the window shape, are
equally important. Pilots of varying body
dimensions must feel at ease in the cockpit
and be able to take up a position from
which a clear outside view is possible.
A design aid which ;s usually employed here
is the reference eye point. This is a fixed
point chosen by the ,designer in the aircraft, which serves as a reference for defining both the outside view and the se at
position. It is defined as follows:
(1) The reference eye point must be located
not less than five inches aft of the rearmost extremity of the primary longitudinal
control column when the control is ' in its
most rearward position (i.e. against the
elevator up stops).
(2) The reference eye point must be located
between two vertical longitudinal planes
which are one inch to either side of the
seat centerline.
(3) Any person from 5'4" (1.63 m) to 6'3"
(1.91 m) tall, sitting in the seat must be
able to adjust the seat with the seat back
in the upright position, so as to locate
the midpoint between his eyes at the reference eye position. With the seat beIts
fastened, he must also be able to operate
the aircraft controls with lap strap and
shoulder harness fastened.
In the proposed para. FAR 25.777 dated Jan.
12, 1971, a requirement is laid down with
respect to the seat adjustment relative to

a position of the se at bottom located 31,
inches below the reference eye point. The
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and
the International Standardization Organization (ISO) have made recommendations (e.g.
Ref. 3-24) ~or the standardization of other
dimensions of ~he cockpi t. A condens·e d version of the various propos als is presented
in Fig. 3-23, which may serve as a startingpoint for the cockpit design or mock-up design.
On most transport aircraft the crew seat
position can be adjusted horizontally and
vertically, while the se at back is reclinable. In some cases se at rails extend
far back and/or allow sideways displacement
to facilitate easy access/egress or to permit crew members to take up a position
where other controls can be handled or panels read off. The seatback in its upright
position is used for takeoff and landing;
on short trips this position is generally
not changed. The cruise position is used
when the autopilot is operative.
3.4.2. Visibility from the cockpit

During VFR flights the pilot must have a
clear view of such a part of the air space
that he has adequate information to control
the flight pa th and avoid collisions with
other aircraft or obstacles. For design
purposes this general requirement can be
evaluated in the form of minimum angles of
vision during cruising flight, takeoff,
landing and taxying.
a. Horizontal flight (Fig. 3-24).
To define clear areas of vision, binocular
vis ion and azimuthal movement of the he ad
and eyes are assumed to take place about a
radius, the center of which is the central
axis. The areas of vision are measured from
the eye position with the airplane longitudinal axis horizontal. For example, inlevel flight, with the pilot looking straight
ahead from the reference eye position,
clear vision must be possible up to 17 0
downward and 20 0 upward. The complete envelope of the clear areas of vision is given
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instrument
panel

DIMENSIONS

IN INCHES (CENTIMETERS)

NOTES:

1. Distance between the centerlines of both seats: see Table 3-6.
2. Distance between the centerlines of the foot pedais: 14 inches (35 cm).
3. Most dimensions can be chosen within wide ranges, except the framed ones: these are
specified in the rule proposed in FAR 25.772.
4. The indicated floor is a reference line; frequently a footrest is used.
REFERENCES :

1. FAR 25.772 (proposed), dated Jan. 12, 1971.
2. Draft ISO recommendation 1558, 1973.
3. Mil. Standard MS 33576.
Fig. 3-23. Recommended flight deck dimensions for transport aircraft with wheel controls.
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standards must be evolved for this category of aircraft to ensure clear areas of
vision during the approach. The angle of
view forward and downward must be sufficient to allow the pilot to see the approach and/or touchdown zone lights over
a distance equal to the distance covered
in 3 seconds at the landing speed when the
aircraft is
(1) on a 2~0 glide slope,
(2) at a decision height which places the
lowest part of the aircraft at a height of
100 feet above the touchdown zone (see Fig.
a. Definition of the pilot's view

ELEVATlO,;N~-_+_ _---.!l-."!~~~~'-1__ï_..Lt-_--'l
DEGREES

40

3-25) ,
(3) yawing ± 10 0 ,
(4) making an approach with 1,200 feet Runway Visual Range, and
(5) loaded to the most critical weight and
center of gravity location.
In the British requirement BCAR Appendix No. 2 to

UP

Chapter 04-2 some additional stipulations are made:
(I)

When taxyinq, the pilot should be able to see

the ground at a maximum of 130 ft trom the airpl,ane,
but preferably this distance should be 50 ft or less.
DOWN 40

(2) When climbing, the pilot should be able to see

at least 10
180
lEFT....

120

80

40

AZIMUTH - DEGREES

o

40
-

RIGHT

b. Minimum required clear areas of vision

0

below the horizon and preferably 15-2cf

belowit.
( 3)

When landinq, "he pilot should be able to see

below the horizontal when the airplane is in the
tail-down attitude .

Fig. 3-24. Vision from the pilot's (port)
seat in horizontal flight (Ref.: FAR Part
25.777 proposal,·Jan. 1971)
in Fig. 3-24b, where areas are also indicated where no obstructions may impair the
pilot's vision. This determines the location of windshield posts, instruments and
ot her cockpit equipment. Areas are also indicated where windshield posts of limited
width are considered to be acceptable.
b. Visibility during approach (transport
category) •
In the case of modern transport aircraft,
considerable variations can be observed in
the airplane attitude during low-speed
flight. These are caused by great differences in wing aspect ratio, angle of sweep
and type of high-lift devices. Accordingly,

Another deslrable feature is that during taxying
the pilot should be able to see the winqtip on his
side of the airplane.

When all these requirements have to be incorporated in cockpit design, the designer
of high-speed aircra~t with a pressurized
fuselage may run into considerable troubIe.
Unacceptable de format ion of the fuselage
contour, high 'drag penalties and unacceptable noise levels may be the result. Therefore most transport aircraft do not completely meet all requirements, but nevertheless these should be used as a startingpoint for crew compartment design.
3.4.3. Flight deck dimensions and layout
The minimum number of flight crew is based
on the tot~l work load, consisting of the
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Fig. 3-25. Downward view
on approach. (ref.: FAR
25.777 proposal, ' Jan.

(30m)

1971)

following activities:
(1) Flight path control. (2) Collision avoidance.
(3) Navigation.
(4) Maintaining contact with Air Traffic
Control Centers.
(5) Operation and supervision of systems.
(6) Taking decisions concerning the execution of the flight.
The total work load is affected by the ,duration of the flight, the degree of automation and complication of the systems and
the operational limitations. Accordingly,
the data in Fig. 3-26 and Table 3-6 relating
flight deck

TRANSPORT AllCRAPT

LICHT
LOl«:

HAUL

HEDIUH
HAUL

SHORT

AIRCRAFT

HAUL

TO BE DETERHIMED

I
IFJt: 2

VlR:

FROH ntE WORKLOAD1).

"INUtlJH FLICHT CREW

HINIHUH: 2
NIJMIER OF PLICHT

4

DECK SUTS
HINIMUM

) or 4

140(355) 12.5(317)

-- --!i~CH~ ~:CK4) -A-;':;;'C-;- 150( 380) 130(330)
DI STANCE BETWEEN

42(107)

SEAT CENTERLIMIS

HINlKUH
MUM!ER OF CABIN _ _ _
ATTENDANTS

AVERACE

42(107

20r )1

LOW-suaS.
90(22.)
HIGH-SUM.
10& ( 287)

40(102)

-----r,--1 PER 50 PAS5ENC!RS (PAX)

1 PER 30 PAX

1 PER 3.5 PAX

2
63(160)

--70(118)
30(76)5)

I POR
20 PAX

OR HORE

All dimensions are typical values in inches
(centimeters) .

length

NarES
1. Werk lead defined in Appendix 0 of FAR Part 2S.
2. Data exclude a jump seat tor a supernumerary

crew member or observer .
3 . According to an old ru Ie a flight engineer
must be present for a max. takeoff weight above

80,000 lb (36,300 kg).
4. Definition in Fig. 3-26. Space for electronîcs
radc included on transport aircraft, excluded on
light aircraft.
5. This figure varies

wi~ely;

it is affected

primarily by the external fuselage width.

Fig. 3-26. Crew cabin layout for a mediumrange transport

References

FAR Part 23.1523 and 25.1523, Appendix D to Part
25,

to the number of seats are statistical figures and obviously not standard require-

FAR Operating Rules 91.211, 91.213, 91.215 and
121.385 through 121.391.

ments.

Transport aircraft must have duplicated
flight controls and must be operated by at
le'a st two pilots. Short-to medium-range aircraft can be operated by two crew members.
However, long-range and several mediumrange aircraft require a third crew member
because of the generally long duration of
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Table 3-6. Statistical data on number of
crew members and flight, deck dimensions

the flights and the complexity of the systems instalIed. A controi panel and a se at
are then provided for a flight engineer or

third pilot (systems operator). Fig. 3-26
shows that a fairly large flight deck is
required in long-range airplanes. Adequaj:;e
spa ce must be provided so th at crew members
can stow their baggage, coats, etc. in or
adjacent to the flight deck.
The flight deck accommodation in general
aviation aircraft is generally limited, so
that the length of the flight deck is not
more than 5 ft (1.5 m) for smal I touring
aircraft, and up to about 6 ft (1.8 m) for
business aircraft.
3.4.4. Emergency exits for crew members
(Ref. FAR 25.805 and BCAR Section D para.
5.2.1 of chapter D 4-3)

lightens the door and door support structure to such an extent that it outveighs
the extra drag.
b. All passenger transports and many highspeed general aviation aircraft have a radar installation, for which a reflector
must be planned in the nose section.
c. It may be advantageous to locate the
nose gear in front of the forward pressure
bulkhead: in that case the whaelbay has no
pressure walis.
d. On small aircraft the ' fuselage nose can
be used to contain Nav/Com equipment and/oI
luggage. In the case of piston engines thie
may lead to a forward location of the center of gravity and the wing can be so 10cated th at the propellers are in front of
the cockpit. The accessibility ot··such a
nose bay on the ground is generally quite
satisfactory.

The following requirements are quoted from
the FAR-regulations:
"Except for airplanes with a passenger capacity of 20 or less, in which the proximThe following hints are pertinent to the
ity of passenger emergency exits to the
fuselage tail, i.e. the non-cylindrical
flight crew area offers a convenient and
rear part.
readily accessible means of evacuation for
the flight crew, the following apply:
a. To avoid large regions of boundary layer
(a) There must be either one exit on each
separation and the associated drag increside of the airplane or a top hatch, in the
ments, the tail length is usually 2.5 to
flight crew area.
3 times the diameter of the cylindrical
(b) Each exit must be of sufficient size
section. For a tail boom configuration a
and must be located so as to allow rapid
slenderness ratio of 1.2 to 1.5 may be
evacuation of the crew. An exit size and
acceptable, provided that the weight ofthe
shape of other than at least 19 by 20
fuselage and door structure can be reduced.
inches (482 x 508 mm) unobstructed rectanb. For ease of production, part of the
gular opening may be used only if exit ufuselage tail may be conical; half the top
tility is satisfactorily shown, by a typiangle of this cone should be 10 0 to 11 0 , or
cal flight crewmember, to the Administrator". at most 12 0 • The transition between the
cone and the cylinder ought to be smooth
with sufficiently large radii of curvature.
3.5. SOME REMARKS CONCERNING THE EXTERNAL
c. Tail cross-sections may approximate circles or standing ellipses in shape. BeaverSHAPE
tails have unfavorable drag characteristics
and should be avoided on civil aircraft.
3.5.1. Fuselages with a cylindrical midd. During takeoff and landing the fuselage
section
tail must clear the ground under normal
operating conditions.
The following applies to the fuselage nose,
e. There is usually plenty of space in th~
i.e. the non-cylindrical front part of the
fuselage.
a. A frequently used value for the length/
diameter ratio is 1.5 to 2.0. A lower value
may be used on freighters provided that this

fuselage tail to contain the A.P.U. and/or
the air conditioning system, provided that
the position of the center of gravity will
permit this location. If a central engine
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is present, the minimum tail length may be
determined by the 'a llowable curvature of
tbe intake duct. This situation may be improved by loéating the . engine fairly high.
Fillets
Where the wing is connected to the fuselag~
too much divergence in the airflow must be
avoided. Some form of filleting is required
but its exact shape must be determined by
means of windtunnel experiments. Some exa. Schematic drawing of flow separation and
vortex shedding from a rear-loading fuselAqe (Ref.: NCR Aeron. Report LR-395)
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amples of fillets are shown in Fig. 2-9.
Cambered fuselage tail
The rear part of the fuselage is oftèn
slightly upswept in order to obtain the required rotation angle during takeoff or
landing. The drag resulting from this
slight camber is negligible. However, on
freight aircraft with a rear loading door
the fuselage must be swept up over a considerable angle, especially on small
freighters like the De Havilland Caribou
and Buffalo. Adverse interference mayoccur
in the flow fields induced by the wing
(downwash), the wheel fairings and the rear
fuselage. The format ion of vortices below
the rear part of the fuselage is shown in
Fig. 3-27a. These vortices are unstableand
can cause lateral oscillation, especially
at low speeds, high power, and high flap
deflection angles. A considerable dragpenalty in cruising flight is also caused bya
large fuselage camber (Fig. 3-27b). Sharp
corners on the lower part of the fuselage
may relieve the problem by generating stable vortices, inducing upwash below the
fuselage and thereby creating attached flow.
Measurements (Fig. 3-27c) have shown that
the drag penalty can be limited to reasonabie values. References 3-26 and 3-27 give
more detailed descriptions of the aerodynamic phenomena involved.

12

ANGLE OF ATTACK - DEGREES

c. Effect of cross-sectional shape on drag
(Ref. 3-27)
Fig. 3-27. Flow phenomena around càmbered
rear fuselages
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3.5.2. Fuselages for relativeLy small useful loads
Several considerations outlined in the previous section also apply to this category,
together with the following:

a. If an engine is mounted in the fuselage

chord points* is 2.5 to 3 times the wing

nose, the required downward view of thepi-

MAC*.

lot (Fig. 3-22) and the required propell-er-

e. The details of the external lines are

to-ground clearance determine the vertical

affected by the type of structure. A design

level of the engine.

sketch of the structural concept should be

b. Allow sufficient width in the fuselage

made at an early stage. In the case of

around the rudder pedals and for the pilot's

welded frames, the fuselage sides will be

shoulders and elbows.

flat and not curved like the panels used

c. Avoid sharp changes of cross-sectional

on semi-monococque fuselages.

area, as weIl as discontinuities in the

f. For ease of production, a substantial

radius of curvature in the longitudinal

part of the fuselage should have single

direction. The fuselage should not be

curvature.

tape red in the region where the wing is

g. In the case of a jet engine (or engines)

attached, for this will entail the use of

buried in the fuselage, attention must be

large fillets.

paid to the possibility of removing the

d. The fuselage tail length is determined

engine(s} for major overhauls and to en-

by the tailplane moment arm required. A

suring their accessibility for inspection.

reasonable value for the di stance between
the wing and horizontal tailplane quarter-

*Definitions in Appendix A Section A-3.3.
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Chapter 4. An 'appreciation of subsonic engine technology

SUMMARY

This survey presents some background information which is required when an engine has to
be chosen for a new subsonic aircraft design.
The first chapter compares piston and turbo-engines and their principal applications. The
second chapter presents a survey of the characteristics, possible applications and performance of piston engines with a power rating of up to about SOO.h.p. Various engine
configurations are discussed and a generalized method is given for estimating the takeoff power and weight of the piston engine.
Single flow, bypass turbojet engines and turboprop engines are compared, taking a division between the gas generator and the propulsive device as the point of departure. An
explanation of the significance of the thermal efficiency and propulsive efficiency, as
well as specific fuel consumption, specific thrust and power rating, is also given.
The influence of the compressor pressure ratio, turbine inlet temperature and bypass
ratio On engine performance, general configuration, weight, drag and external engine
noise is discussed on the basis of generalized data. Some attent ion is paid to possible
fut ure developments.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ae
BHP
BMEP
BPR
CT

-

D

FPR
G

9
H

h

lMEP
ISA
K

k

Mo
METO

m

-

-

exhaust nozzle area
Brake Horse Power (P br )
Brake Mean Effective Power
By Pass Ratio
specific fuel consumption of turbojet engine
specific fuel consumption of propeller engine
specific heat of engine air at
constant pressure
drag
Fan Pressure Ratio (= Ef)
gas generator function
acceleration due to gravity
heating value of fuel
enthalpy; altitude
Indicated Mean Effective Pressure
ICAO Standard Atmosphere
ratio for estimating engine weight
constant of proportionality
flight Mach number
Maximum Except Take-Off (power)
mass flow per unit time
number of cylinders per engine
engine rotation speed; exponent
of V in polytropic process; exponent of V
cyl
Overall Pressure Ratio (= EC)
power
brake horsepower
convertible energy, generated by
gasifier
statie takeoff power
(statie) pressure

- ambient (statie) pressure
- total (stagnation) pressure
- gas constant; ratio for estimating piston engine takeoff power
rpm
- revolutions per minute
SFC
- Specific Fuel Consumption (CT or
Cp)
shp
- shaft horsepower
T
- (statie) temperature; thrust
To
- ambient temperature
Ts
- standard ambient temperature
Tt
- total (stagnation) temperature
TET,TIT - Turbine Entry (Intake) total
Temperature (Tt )
4
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- spec1fic volume of a charqe (piston
engine)
V
- flight speed
o
V
- total swept cylinder vollme per encyl
gine
v
- velocity of fully expanded exhaust
flow
- dry engine weight
- weight flow per unit time (no index:
engine air)
ratio of specific heats oi air
- relative statie pressure = statie
pressure/ambient pressure
- increment
- compression ratio (piston engine);
pressure ratio (gasturbine engine)
- efficiency
Tl
À
- bypass ratio
- atmospheric density
P
- relative (atmospheric) density
cr
V

~

- non-dimensional TET

INDICES
B
c
cr
cyl
d
e

-

F

-

f

-

9

-

i
id

m
mech n
p
prop r
s
sn
t
tf
to
tot -

combustion chamber
(high pressure) compressor
cruising flight
cylinder(s)
intake duet
engine (installation); exhaust opening
fuel
fan
gas generator; gearing
fuel injection
ideal (thrust definition)
jet
manifold in let
mechanica I transmission (gearbox)
rotational speed
propulsive; pressure
propeller
ram effect
supercharging
standard net (thrust definition)
turbine
combination turbine-fan
takeoff
overall (efficiency definition)

4.1. INTRODUCTORY COMPARISON OF ENGINE
TYPES

~
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~
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Engine types suitable for use on subsonic
aircraft are:
- piston engines
[propeller-driven
- turboprop engines
faircraft
- single-flow jet engines
(straight jet engines)
jet-propelled
- bypass jet engines
aircraft
(turbofans)
As far as subsonic aircraft are concerned,
rocket engines and ramjets can only be regarded as suitable for particular applications, e.g. when additional thrust is required for a short period of time. These
engines will not be discussed in this chapter, but the interested reader can find
relevant information in the various textbooks mentioned in the list of references.
The type of engine suitable for a particular aircraft design is mainly determined
by the following consider~tions:
a. Flight envelope.
The range of normal flying speeds at which
the aircraft will operate (the flight envelope). The propeller operates at a high
propulsive efficiency up to M = .5 to .6,
af ter which compressibility phenomena at
the tips will cause a considerable loss in
efficiency. For higher speeds only the jet
engine may be regarded as a suitable means
of propulsion.
b. Fuel consumption.
Fig. 4-1 shows the quantity of fuel used
per hour by some representative examples
in the categories mentioned above, the figures being for cruising flight at a given
thrust which is equal to the drag. In the
case of jet engines, this specific fuel
consumption is referred to as Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC,C T ). For propeller aircraft, it should be compared with
cpv/nprop' where V is the flying speed, Cp
the specific fuel consumption related to
the shaft horsepower and n
the effiprop
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Fig. 4-1. Engine comparison based on fuel
consumption to overcome drag
ciency of the propeller*. Fig. 4-1 shows
that up to about M = .4 to .5 the piston
engine has the lowest fuel consumption.
Generally speaking, the turboprop engine
has a slightly higher fuel consumption
than the piston engine, but it burns kerosine which is cheaper than gasoline. Over
· the entire speed range the single-flow jet
engine is the thirstiest type, while at
high subsonic speeds the bypass engine is
the most economical with regard to fuel
consumption.
c. Engine weight.
Piston engines generally weigh about 1.1
to 1.75 lb ( .5 to .8 kg) per takeoff
shaft horsepower , while for turboprop engines the equivalent figure is between .35
and .55 lb/hp (.15 to .25 kg/hp). In order
to arrive at a fair comparison with jet
engines, the specific weight may be expressed as the weight of the engine with
instalied propeller per unit of propeller
*The terms used will be explained in Section 4.3.7.
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thrust (statie, sea level eonditions).
Assuming a propeller weight of .22 lb/hp
(.1 kg/hp) and a statie propeller thrust
of 2.5 to 3.5 lb (1.1 to 1.6 kg) thrust
per shaft horsepower at takeoff, the turboprop engine will be in the same bracket
as the bypass jet engine whieh shows a
weight of .17 to ,. 25 lb/lb (kg/kg) thrust.
A single-flow jet engine will weigh about
.25 to .35 lb/lb (kg/kg) at takeoff thrust,
although there are lighter examples, e.g.
the Bristol Orpheus Mk 101 weighing only
.2 lb/lb (kg/kg).
The installed enqine weiqht is larqe1y dependent
on whieh performance requirement is to be deels! ve
in the c holce of the engine. Tc take an example: 1 f
we compare a supercharged piston engine rated at

340 shp at an attitude of 20,000 feet with a turboprop supp1yinq the same power at that heiqht, it
is clear that their specific weiqhts, based on this

ccndi tion, are much closer as compared w1 th the
takeoff condition. This is because the turboprop

has a rating of 550 shp at sea level as compared
with 450 bhp supplied by the piston enqine. Whether
or not the excess takeoff power of the turboprop
can be used efficiently will depend on the type of

alrcraft. In this particular case, however, the
piston engine wi11 still weigh between 2 and 2.5
times more than the turboprop. Broadly speaklng,
this means th at by choosing the turboprop it will
be possible to carry more useful load tor the same
takeoff weiqht.

It is not possible to give a generally valid eonelusion, but Table 4-1 shows that the

piston engine is at a disadvantage inweight
when eompared to the other types. "Aireraft
with turbojet engines differ very little
with regard to the powerplant installation
weight.
d. Dimensions.
When the engines are installed in separate
naeelles, thelr dimensions beeome important
with re gard to parasite drag. Here only a
eomparison between piston engines and turboprop engines will be meaningful. The
following eomparison shows the dimensions
of the naeelles of two propeller-driven
aireraft with engines of eomparable rating.
Cessna 414: two Continental TSIO 520-J engines of 310 takeoff/bhp eaeh, naeelle
width: 3 ft 4 in. (1 m): height 2 ft (.6 mil
length: 13 ft (3.9 mI: frontal area: .016
sq.ft (.0015 m2 ) per hp.
Government Aireraft Factories N-22 two
Allison 250-B17 of 400 takeoff bhp eaeh,
naeelle width and helght: 2 ft 2 in. (.65nt.
length: 8 f (2.4 ml; frontal area: .009
sq.ft (.00083 m2 ) per hp.
Here, too, the piston engine is seen to be
at a disadvantage, although in the case of
the Cessna 414 the naeelle contains a small
luggage/baggage hold.
e. First eost.
At a first eost of same $25 to $50 per hp
the piston engine is the eheapest type of
powerplant. The price of a turboprop amounts to approximately $60 to $100 per
shp (priee levels 1974). Turbojet engines
cost about $20 to $40 per lb takeoffthrust,

Type of aireraft

MTOW
Number and type of engines Powerplant weight , of Baslb
ie EmDtv Weiaht
Convair 340
47,000 2 Pratt and Whitney R-2800
31. 0
of 2400 BHP eaeh
Fokker F-27 Mk.500
45,000 2 Rolls-Royce Dart R.Da7
20.0
of 2100 ESHP eaeh
Sud Aviation Caravelle VIR 110,230 2 ROlls-Royee Avon 533R
14.6
of 12,600 lb eaeh
VFW 614
41,000 2 Bristol Siddeley M45H
14.9
of 7,480 lb eaeh
NOTES

I . Basic Empty Weight is defined in Sec tion 8.2
2 . Thrust and power refer to sea leavel statie (dry) takeoff rating

Table 4-1. Weight of powerplant installation as a fraetion of the Basic Empty Weight
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dependent on size.
f. Engine overhaul.
Time between two major overhauls (Time Between Overhaul, TBO) , will be about 1,500
to 2,000 hours in the case of a normally
aspirated piston engine; for supercharged
types this time amounts to 1,000 to 1,500
hours. In the case of a good turboprop engine the time between two revisions may be
anything up to 3,000 to 4,000 hours.
g. Engine noise and vibration.
Engine noise and vibration, which largely
result from the recoprocating movement of
the pistons, are the principal drawback of
the piston engine, in spite of the attention paid to balancing and noise suppression. The turboprop engine makes less machinery noise, but the propeller noise is
predominant. For the oceupants of the aircraft the jet engine is the most silent,
but the observer on the ground will regard
the jet aircraft as the most annoying of
the three, particularly during the takeoff
and approach phases. As a result of the low
exhaust velocity of the engine gases the
bypass engine is much quieter than the
single-flow jet engine, provided suitable
measures are taken to suppress the noise
of the fan. The external noise of the propeller engine can only be reduced drastically by adopting a slowly rotating propeller (low tip speed).

ple and less expensive single-flow engine
is suitable today for a limited category
of aircraft where price is the dominant
factor and the higher fuel consumption is
regarded as less important.
2. For low-speed aircraft with a power of
more than, say, 500 hp per engine, the propeller turbine will be the best choice.
3. When power ratings of less than about
500 hp are used, the piston engine will be
a competitor of the propeller turbine, due
to the relatively low cost of the power
unit. In the case of aircraft designed for
high utilization (small passenger aircraf~
some business aircraft, commuters), the
cost of the powerplant will be spread out
over a large number of flying hours and
the propeller turbine will be at an advantage because of the low maintenance costs
and cheaper fuel.
4. Small aircraft for private use (sports
and touring aircraft, club trainers), are
nearly always fitted with piston engines.

h. Passenger appeal.
It is generally accepted that jet aircraft

The various engine types will be discussed
more fully in the following sections. Methods for calculating engine performance will
not be presented here since these can be
found in the publications mentioned in the
list of references and in Appendix H, nor
will an attempt be made to explain how engines are designed. The discussion will be
confined to some of the most important
characteristics with which the aircraft
designer should be familiar when he has to
choose an engine for his design. Somebackground information is supplied in eonnec-

possess more passenger appeal than propeller aircraft.

tion with 'the future technologieal development of engines.

A final assessment of the factors enumerated above can only be made by means of
detailed design studies with proper attentien to the installation of the engines in
the aircraft and their influence on the
general layout of the aircraft. It is,
however, possible to draw some general conclusions:
1. For high-speed aircraft only jet propulsion can be considered. The relatively sim-

4.2. CURRENT RECIPROCATING ENGINES
4.2.1. Some characteristics of the four
stroke engine
A short description is given here of the
cycle of the four stroke Otto-type engine,
explaining the p-V diagram presented in
Fig. 4-2a.
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b. Indicator diagram
Fig. 4-2 . Cylinder pressure of a four
stroke engine
a. During the induction stroke the inlet
valve is open and the gas mixture (carburetor) or the air (injection) is drawn
from the inlet manifold into the cylinder.
b. During the compression stroke the gas
mixture is compressed, following the polytropic relationship pvn = constant, in
which n is mainly dependent on the composi tion of the gas mixture (n '" 1.2 to 1.35).
Apart from the inlet pressure, the final
pressure is determined by the compression
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ratio*, that is, the ratio between the
volumes contained in the cylinder above
the piston crown at the beg inning and at
the end of the compresslon stroke.
The compressed gas mixture is ignited 1aqter being compressed and cornbustion takes
place at a practically constant volume.
Cornbustion temperatur.e and gas pressure
are very high since the mixture ratio is
nearly stoichiometric, with the result
that the therrnal efficiency of the cycle
is relatively high. Therrnal efficiency for
a given mixture ratio is a function of the
compression ratio and, contr~ry to the jet
engine, is not affected by the rotation
speed of the engine.
c. During the power stroke the burning and
expanding charge transmits power to the
piston. This power is transferred to the
propeller by means of the connecting rod
and the crankshaft. The process of expansion again follows the polytropic relationship p~ = constant.
d. Af ter the exhaust valve is opened, the
gas is expelled {nto the exhaust manifold
during the exhaust stroke at approximately
constant volume.
The total energy imparted to the pistonmay
be determined by adding the work do ne
during these processes algebraically and
multiplying the sum by the nurnber of power
strokes per unit of time (n/2) and the number of cylinders per engine. The power deterrnined in this way can be derived from
an indicator diagram (Fig. 4-2b) by integrating the pressure versus the volume
swept by the piston, resulting in the
Indicated Mean Effective Power. This power
is of ten associated with the Indicated Mean
Effective Pressure (IMEP**), defined as
follows:
*Note that the compression ratio is a ratio of volumes and not pressures
**In (4-1) and (4-2) the total cylinder
volume in cu . inch must be divided by
396,000 to obtain BMEP in psi, when the
engine speed is in rpm

IALTIT~~~ANCE I
3.400
3.100
2.80011:
2 .600~
;2.400!j!
2.200111

NOTE :

Ta find the actual horsepower trom al-

titude, rpm, manifold pres"ure and air

l

in let temperature :
1. Locate A on full throttle altitude

curve

fo~

given rpm and manifold pres-

sure

ABSOLUTE DRY
2. Locate B on sea level curve for rpm
/ MA/oFOLD PRESS.
and manifold pressure and transfer to C
IN. HG.

3. Connect A and C by a straight line and
read horsepower at given altitude : 0

4. Modify horsepower at D for variation
of air inlet temperature T trom standard
altitude temperature T
Actual hp .... hp at 0 x

by the formula:

S

~

where T and Ts are absolute temperatures

Fig. 4-3. Example of a standard power diagram of a normally aspirated engine

IMEP

Indicated Mean Effective Power (4-1)
Cylinder Volume x (n/2)

mospheric pressure (normally aspirated) or
with air compressed by a blower (blown,
supercharged or turbocharged engines), re-

The Brake Horse pow'er (BHP) is the product

sulting in standard diagrams of different

of the Indicated Mean Effective Power and

shape .

the mechanical efficiency. Allowing for
power losses

du~

to friction and driving

accessories, this efficiency declines with

a. Normally aspirated engines.
The full throttle inlet pressure differs

increasing engine speed.

from atmospheric pressure by only about 2%

The specific engine performance is of ten

to 5% . On the left hand section of the dia-

expressed as Brake Mean Effective Pressure

gram the power at sea level is given as a

(BMEP* ):

function of the (inlet) Manifold Absolute
Pressure, MAP, and the rpm. Power limits

P _
Brake Horse Power
BME - Cylinder Volume x (n/2)

(4-2)

may be dictated by:
- the maximum permissible rpm,

The standard engine diagram, an example of
which is given in Fig. 4-3, shows BHP as a

the manifold pressure corresponding to
the full throttle condition (throttie valve

function of the manifold pressure, rpm and

fully open),

altitude in the standard atmosphere, gen-

- an inlet pressure limit in the case of a

erally with a mixture control which leads

continuously running engine.

to maximum power. Sometimes, however, the

The following engine ratings are distin-

takeoff power of continuous power is given

guished :

for a rich mixture. Corrections are given
for non-standard atmospheric conditions.

a . Takeoff power*, which is the maximumpower permitted for a limited period of time

Engines can be fed with air of roughly at-

during the takeoff of the aircraft, e.g. 1
to 5 minutes .

*In (4-1) and (4-2) the total cylinder volume in cu. inch must be di v ided by 396,000

*Takeoff power is sometimes called "Rated

to obtain BMEP in psi, when the engine

Power" and the maximum continuous rating is

speed is in rpm

known as METO power (Maximum Except Take Off)
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b. Normal Rated Power*, the maximum continuous power which may be used for such parts
of the flight as maximum climb performance
and maximum level speed.
c. Cruising flight, where limits are imposed for fast cruising, e.g. 75% of takeoff power at 90% of maximum rpm (Performance Cruise), and for economical cruising
flight, e.g. 65% of takeoff power (Economy
Cruise). In the standard power diagram the
permissible region is sometimes indicated
in the form of limits for rpm and manifold

is possible to determine the BHP for the
required altitude at a given rpm and inlet
pressure. Fig. 4-3 shows how this is done
graphically by means of linear interpolation; this is justified by the scale of the
diagram, which is linear with the density.
b. Supercharged and turbocharged engines.
When the power is determined according to
(4-3) at an altitude of 20,000 ft, for example, it is seen th at this is only 47% of

pressure.

that at sea level. This will have an adverse effect on the aircraft performance at
th at altitude. By increasing the inlet pres-

The effect of altitude in the full-throttle
condition is shown on the right hand side
of the standard power diagram (Fig. 4-3).
Since the power is directly proportional

sure by compressing the air to the value at
sea level, it is possible to re ga in this
1055 of power. In these "blown" or supercharged engines (Fig. 4-4), one generally

to the mass of the charge per unit of time,
the brake horsepower will diminish for a

.....

ol.

given rpm and fully opened throttle with
increasing altitude as a result of decreasing density of the air. An expres sion
of ten used to calculate this relationship
reads:
BHP at altitude
BHP at sea level

(l+c) a -c

(4-3)
MECHANICAllY

SUPEACHAAGEO

TUR80CHARGED

ENGINE

The factor c is of ten taken as .132, al-

E -

though this number is based on limited experimental evidence with several radial
engines.
When determining the BHP for part throttle
working conditions at increasing altitude,
we can make use of the characteristic that

C - COMPRESSOR

for a given rpm and inlet pressure, power
will increase slightly as a result of:
- a decrease in air temperature, which increases the mass of air aspirated by the

T W -

ENGINE
TURBINE

WQRK OUTPUT

COMPOUND ENGINE

Fig. 4-4. Methods of boosting piston engine
performance

engine,

- a decrease of back pressure in the exhaust manifold, which leads to bet ter filling of the cylinders.
It has been observed th at the relationship

uses a centrifugal compressor which is
driven by either the crankshaft or by aturbine placed in the exhaust gases.
Mechanical superchargers are driven through
gears, sometimes with multiple gear ratios.
between power and density is also linear
in nature. By using this characteristic it
This means, however, th at power is used
from the crankshaft (about 6 to 10%), thus
reducing the output and slightly increasing
"Takeoff power is sometimes called "Rated
Power" and the maximum continuous rating is
the fuel consumption in relation to the work
known as METO power (Maximum Except Take Off) output of the engine.
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Fig. 4-5. Performance diagram of a supercharged engine
The turbo-supercharger not only increases
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has to be done and the cylinders will not
be completely filled. Part of the energy
present in the exhaust gases, which is of
the order of one-third of the energy
supplied by the fuel, is absorbed by the
turbine and the exhaust thrust will diminish. Incidentally, this thrust is small
in any case and is generally disregarded
when considering engine performance, unless
special devices, like nozzles, are incorporated to utilize some of the energy present.
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Compound engines may have different configurations. The one shown in Fig. 4-4 is mechanically supercharged and utilizes the
energy of the exhaust gases to drive a
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turbine, thus contributing directly to the
effective work output. This system may be
considered as intermediate between the
piston engine and the gas turbine. Due to

Fig . 4-6. Takeoff power of reciprocating

its complexity, however, the compound en-

engines vs total piston displacement (Ref.

gine has never been very successful.

Jane's All the World's Aircraft 1972-'73)

Superchargers will heat the air admittedto
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the engine, th us decreasing its mass flow,
and intercoolers are sometimes fitted to
counteract this effect.
It is generally not permitted to use a supercharged engine at full power at low altitudes (Fig. 4-5), since the pressures
would become too high, and the engine would
become too heavy if designed to resist
these high pressures. Limitations are imposed on the inlet pressure and these generally differ according to the conditions
relating to takeoff, maximum continuous
power and cruising power .
With increase in altitude the throttle can
be opened gradually and the power of the
supercharger will increase, until at the
rated altitude, the full-throttle condition
is reached. Below the rated altitude, power
may be set at a nearly constant value.
Above this it decreases almost linearlywith
density, as in the normally aspirated engine.
c. Engine control and fuel consumption in
cruising flight.
A lean mixture will basically re sult in low
fuel consumption. This is seldom used, however, particularly in the case of engines
with high compression ratios, where there
is a risk of detonation. The engine manufacturer will generally supply information
regarding the relationship between the
(specific) fuel consumption, rpm and power,
and sometimes also for various mixture ratios. By means of these data and the relationship between speed and the shaft power
required to propel the aircraft, it will
be possible to determine the most favorable
cruising condition where the fuel consumption per mile is a minimum.

per liter) piston displacement. The various
ways to increase specific power and its influence on aircraft performance are discussed below (Fig. 4-7).
a. We will first consider a normally aspirated direct drive carbureted engine. The
specific power at sea level is .4 to .5 hp
per cu. in. (25 to 30 hp per liter) and is
taken as 100\. Maximum rpm generally varies
1000 FT
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> 60
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40
CONSTANT PISTON
OISPLACEMENT
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3

flight performance
Th.e takeoff power of various engines in the
50 to 450 hp power bracket has been plotted
against piston displacement in Fig. 4-6.
Specific BHP is observed to lie between
about .40 to .80 hp per cu.in. (25 to 50 hp
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Fig. 4-7. Reciprocating engine design improvements (Note: symbols defined in Fig.
4-6. Ref. 4-16)

Continental Tiara engine it is even possi-

FT/S

~2,500n25~_____3;0~____~3;5~____-,~40.

ble to obtain 4,000 - 4,400 rpm. For a given

:::>

BMEP and cylinder volume, the brake horse-

~

power increases with rpm, as demonstrated

I

~ 2,000

by (4-2). Gearing will cost a few per cent

"ffi

of the engine power and raise the weight

~
~

and cost by approximately 12% and 50% re-

1,500

spectively (Ref. 4-13). Specific powers of

~

t;;

.53 to .56 hp /c u. in. (33 to 35 hp/liter) are

CD

",1,000
::;
;::

obtained from geared engines.
The following limiting factors should be
taken into consideration:

500~~8--~~9--~1~0~~1~1~~1~2~
MEAN

- Engine vibration results from the tor-

PISTON SPEED - M/S

Fig, 4-8. The effect of piston speed on TBO

sional fluctuations in the crankshaft.
- High piston speeds have an adverse in-

(Ref. SAE Paper 710381)

fluence on the

t~me

between overhauls (Fig.

4-8) .
between 2500 and 2800. When a higher value
is taken, either the tip speed of the pro-

c. Effect of cylinder geometry.

peller will become too high or the propel-

With a gi\'en piston speed and total swept

ler diameter will be too small, resulting

cylinder volume (piston displacement), the

in a low efficiency.

power developed may be increased by:

b. Higher engine speeds are possible with

with respect to the stroke;

the use of reduction gearing between the

- reducing the piston displacement by increasing the nurnber of cylinders (N cyl )'
which leads to higher rpm. It can be shown

- choosing a relatively large cylinderbore

crankshaft and the propeller, raising the
rpm to 3,200 or 3,400. In the case of the

turbocharger

compressor
turbine

4 dua1 butterfly valve assembly
wastegate valve
6 diverter valve

variabie absolute f- .. ::ssure

contrvller

GAS
-

Fig. 4-9. Turbocharging engine and

ca~in

-

HYDRAULIC .
OR ENGINE DIL

8 fixed absolute pressure

controlli1!!r
9 sonie venturi

system
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Fig. 4-10. Flight performance of normally aspirated and turbocharged versions of the
Piper Navajo
(Ref. 4-13) that power increases according

e. FueJ injection results in more efficient

to (N Cyl )1/3, but it requires adaptation of
the reduction gear driving the propeller.

combustion and increases output by a few
per cent. More important than this, how-

d. An increase in compression ratio results

ever, is the reduction in fuel consumption
at lower rpm, which may amount to as much

in some increase in BMEP and specific out-

as 10%. Fuel injection costs about 6% in

put and reduction of the specific fuel con-

weight and an

sumption as a result of bet ter thermal ef-

price of the engine.

incr~ase

of about 18% in the

ficiency. Low octane fuel (80/87) may still
be used with compression ratios of approxi-

f. Supercharged engines not only offer the

mately 7.5, but when the ratio is raised to

advantages at high altitude enumerated in

8 or 10 it will be necessary to use 100/130

Section 4.2.2., but also the secondary ad-

octane fuel.

vantage that they are able to supply pres-
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sure to the air conditioninÇl system of the
cabin. A diagrarnrnatic layout of a typical

W =const. (K K.K V
N
1/3) .6582
e
s 1 9 cyl cyl

(4-5)

system is shown in Fig . 4-9.
An example of the improvement in aircraft

where for 4-stroke engines the constant is

performance resulting from the use of a

sure at sea level. In order to improve the

equal to 4.4866 when V
is in cu.in. and
cyl
We in lb, or 30.465 when V
is in liters
cyl
and We in kg.
For a given takeoff power, deduced from the
aircraft performance requirement, these da-

takeoff and clirnb performance as well, it

ta may be used to make a choice between the

is possible to use a supercharger which

various engine design characteristics and

supercharger is given in Fig. 4-10. The
supercharger used in this case produces
practically no increase in the inlet pres-

raises the inlet pressure at sea level

t~,

to assess the effect on the engine weight.

say, 1.5 atmospheres. This results in a
marked improvernent in the performance. The

4.2.3. Engine classification by cylinder

example in Fig. 4-7 shows that the specific
power amounts to 110% at 20,000 feet (6,150

arrangement

m) with this engine, which is only able to

All piston engines intended for use in air-

supply 47% output without supercharger. The

craft at present in product ion , are air

specific takeoff power of piston engines

cooled. Some engine configurations are

with propeller reduction gear and super-

shown in Fig. 4-13.

charger may lie between .7 and .8 hp/cu.in.
(45-50 hp /liter) or even htgher. The increase in engine weight may be something
like 18% for a crankshaft-driven supercharger and 30% for a turbo-supercharger,
but will depend on the desired increase in
performance. In order to avoid detonation,

-+a;~ - ~
• . HORIZONTAllY OPPOSEO CYLINDER ENGINE

b. V - ENGINE

the compression ratio should oe low.
f. In the case of large outputs (about 3000
hp) of the type used in the past, a further
increase may be achieved by adopting the
compound principle (Fig . 4-4). Although
this type of engine is fairly complex, it
is not impossible that engines in the lower

c. IN-liNE

d. RADIAL

?ower brackets may be developed in this di~ection

to meet competition from turboprop

Fig. 4-13. Frontal view of reciprocating

engines.

engine configurations

A semi-empirical correlation of takeoff

The most cornrnon configuratiun is the opposed

power and engine design character istics is

cylinder engine as shown in Fig. 4-13a. Ex-

given in Fig. 4-11:

amples are the well known series of Avco
Lycoming and Continental engines, e .g. the
Avco Lycoming IGSO-540 (Fig. 4-14). This
configuration leads to a flat engine with a

where for 4-stroke engines the constant is

relatively small frontal area, having gQod

equal to .41 when V
is in cu.in., or 25
cyl
when Vcyl is in liters.
Engine weight may be estimated as follows

balance characteristics. Cooling is satisfactory with up to four cylinders on either

(Fig. 4-12):

A type which is no longer produced is the
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side.

Fig. 4-14. Avco Lycoming IGSO-540-A series; 380 horsepower:

% left

rear view

"Vee" engine (Fig. 4-13b), which is narrow-

the occupants of the forward seats. When

er than the horizontally opposed cylinder

two seats are arranged in tandem, the

arrangement and has a smaller frontal area.
In-line engines (Fig. 4-13c) have all cyl-

line engine is weIl suited for the narrow

inders placed one behind the other with

in- ~

fuselage.
The radial engine (Fig. 4-13d) possesses a

their axes parallel, resulting in a very

large frontal area, resulting in high drag,

small frontal area. When more than four
cylinders are required, air cooling will

but the excellent cooling makes it very
sui~able ' for aircraft which have to fly at

present a problem, particularly when the

low speeds for long periods (helicopters,

engine is used in a pusher installation.

agricultural aircraft). Radial engines with

The in-line arrangement has frequently been

two rows of 7-9 cylinders have been built

'used in the past for water cooled engines.
When the engine is instalied in nacelles on

the wings, both the drag and the adverse

and used for airplane propulsion in large
numbers, e.g. in the Lockheed Constellation
and Douglas DC-6. They are now only built

influence cn the lift will be minimum when

in the East European countries.

a vertical in-line engine is adopted. With
a tractor engine in

~he

nose of the air-

craft, however, the frontal area is gener-

4.2.4. Two stroke and Rotary Combustion engines

ally dictated by the cross-section of the
passenger cabin. In the case of side-byside seating the only advantage of the in-

a. The two stroke engine is only offered in
low power outputs and is suitable for power-

line engine is that i t

assisted sailplanes and unmanned aircraft.

improves the view of
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It has the advantages of extreme simplicity
and low cost, and low specific weight in
terms of dry weight per shaft horsepower.
The unfavorable reputation of the twostroke engine is largely caused by its inefficient combustion, high fuel consumption, irregular ignition and difficulties
in starting up. These disadvantages may be
cured by using fuel injection, pre-compression of the air admitted to the engine and
the use of high rpm, but these measures
will to some extent eliminate the essential
advantages.
b. The Rotary Combustion (RC) or Wankel engine is still in the experimental stage as
far as its role in aviation is concerned.
Up to 1972 the only operational applications were the Curtiss Wright RC-2, instal led in the Lockheed Q-Star - the quiet
Lockheed observation aircraft - and some
powered sailplanes. Functionally speaking,
the RC engine is in some respects comparabIe with the two stroke engine: it possesses no inlet or exhaust valves and the
engine does not act for half the time as
an air compressor, as in the, case oi the
four stroke engine. It is, therefore, possible to obtain more power per unit of cylinder volume which makes the RC engine
lighter and more compact for a given output. This is confirmed in practice in the
case of the RC-2/60, which has an output
of 200 hp with a cylinder volume of only
some 120 cu.in. (two liters), running at
5,000 rpm. A more recent project is the
German RFB Fantrainer A WI-2, a two-seat
training aircraft powered by a 300 hp
Wankel four-disk RC engine. It features a
ducted propeller of small diameter to cater
for the high rpm.
A second important advantage is that the
rotary disk does not follow a reciprocating
movement. This makes it possible to transmit the disk movement directly to the shaft,
resulting in less noise and vibration. It
also leads to lighter balancing, a lighter
propeller, engine mounting and installation, together with a more compact unit.
Development work still being carried out
112
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is mainly directed at the sealing between
the rotary disk and the cylinder wall and
at obtaining the most favorable combustion
characteristics. In view of the high rpm
it will be necessary to choose a greater
propeller reduction ratio than would be
used 'i n the case of more conventional engines.
Fig. 4-11 shows the performance of some
two-stroke engines and of the Wright RC-2/
60 as a function of the same parameter as
used for four stroke engines. It is striking to note that both types show an output
only 10 to 15% higher than the four stroke
engine. The improvement in the performance
of the Wankel type engine is mainly due to
the considerably higher rpm, which can' be
obtained without an excessive penalty for
proper balancing. The Tiara four- stroke engines made by Continental (Ref. 4-17) are
interesting in this respect since they use
a new method to reduce torsional vibration
during engine starting (Vibratory Torque
Control). This makes it possible to run
these engines at relatively high rpm (up
to 4,400), and these engines also have a
high specific power output, running at low
noise levels.

4.3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINES FOR SUBSONIC SPEEDS
In spite of the fact that at first sight
gas turbine engines show considerable mutual differences in general configuration
(Fig. 4-15), it is possible to compare them
on a common basis with respect to their
thermodynamic properties.
The majority of the gas turbine power
plants designed for use in civil aviation
can be classified accordinq to one of the
following categories:
- straight jet (simple jet) or single-flow
turbojet engines,
- bypass engines (turbofans) or double~low
engines,

- gas turbines driving a propeller or rotor: turboprop and turboshaft engines, re-

DOUaU-(NT"y SINGU-STAGE
CENT"lfUGAL Tu"aO_JET

SINGLI-ENTIII.Y TWO-STAGI CINTIII.IFUGAL TUIII.IO-PRO.I:lLER

i

c:

~

TWIN-S'OOL AXIAL FLOW TU!taO-".,OPILU"

TWIN-S'OOL IY·PASS TU"BO-JET

SINGU'S'OOl AXIAl FLOW TURBO-JET

(Iow b,.pass ratio)

TIII.IPU-S'OOL FRONT FAN TURBO-JET

(hilh b,.pass

ratio)

Fig. 4-15. Aircraft gas turbine engine configurations
spectively. The engine category which only
supplies power from the shaft (turboshaft
engines) will here be regarded as belonging
to the turboprop category. Engines with
afterburning are mainly installed in aircraft designed for supersonic cruising
speeds and military aircraft which must be
capable of short bursts of speed. These
types will not be dealt with here.

sustaining process takes place in the production of hot gases according to the
Brayton cycle (Fig. 4-16). The component
cycles take place in the following main elements:
1. The entry duet in which atmospheric air

...>-

..J
<{

:I:

In comparing gas turbine engines it is useful to split them up as follows:
1. the gas producer or gasifier (gas generator) which is the souree of gases with high

....

Z

W
I

.c

energy ,

2. the propulsive device which is themeans
to transform the energy of the gases into
useful propulsive power (thrust times
speed) •
4.3.1. The gas

RAM EF
2
Vo

I]

d"2""ij

prod~cer

The gas producer is the essential element
of the engine in which a continuous self-

Fig. 4-16. Gas generator thermodynamic
cycle
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is accelerated or decelerated with a minimum of

1055

IGAS GENERATOR

to the required inlet velocity

I

+

I

PROPULSIVE OEVICE

of the compressor.

I

I ruRBO-ENG,NE

I

PUflE JET

2. The compressor (or compressors) in which
the air is usually compressed in a number

BYPASS ENGINE

of stages in a polytropic process.
3. The combustion chamber (or chambers) in
which fuel is injected and ignited at ap-

TURBOPROP

C • compressor

proximately constant pressure.
4. The turbine (or turbines) where the a-

F . fan
T . turbine
N . nou Ie
P . propeller

mount of energy required to drive the compressor(s) is absorbed from the hot gases

Fig. 4-17. Schematic representation of gas

in a nurnber of polytropic processes.

turbine engines for aircraft propulsion

As may be concluded from the difference in
enthalpy between points 0 and 5 in the

Appendix H presents simple analytical ap-

enthalpy-entropy diagram in Fig. 4-16, part

proximations for calculating G and n

of the energy of the generator gases is

as
th
a function of the pressure altitude, ambi-

lost in the atmosphere in the form of heat.

ent temperature and Mo as operational var-

The remainder is available as useful isen-

iables. The compressor pressure ratio and

tropie power (P

turbine in let temperature are considered

' convertible energy),

gis
which can be utilized for propulsion. This

as characteristic parameters of the gas

power is equivalent to the kinetic energy

generator. Reasonable assumptions have to

which the generator gases would obtain when

be made for cycle efficiencies and pressure

expanding isentropically to atmospheric

losses. The thermodynamic calculations

pressure.

which form the basis of these expressions

The thermodynamic performance of the gas

can be found in various publications, e.g.

generator may be characterized by the spe-

Refs. 4-30 and 4-39.

cific convertible energy and the thermal
efficiency. The specific convertible energy,
PgiS/m g

, is written in non-dimensional
100

form:

ar;
n

c:"'

>-

(4-6)

G

~
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60

Thermal efficiency is defined as follows:

nth

=

increase in isentropic energy
4-7
heat supplied in combo charnber(s)(
)

g

/

~

§

~ I
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The parameter G will henceforth be referred
to as the gas generator function.

,. -

w

I

/

I

~
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~

or
P

gis

-

Is mg V0

2
(4-8)

MACH NUMBER

.2
and T
refer to
3
t 4
the entry to the combustion chambers and
that of the turbine (Fig. 4-17).

.4

.6

.8

tO

The total temperatures Tt

Fig. 4-18. Propulsive efficiency of subsonic turbo-engines
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a. Rolls-Royce Avon - straight jet engine

b. Rolls-Royce Spey - lew bypass engine (À

c. Rolls-Royce RB-211 - high bypass engine

1)

(À

5)

Fig. 4-19. Examples of turbojet engine configurations (data can be found in Table 6-1)
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VARIABLE PITCH FAN

fan tip speed 1, 050 fps (320 m/ sec)
exhaust ve10city generator 900 fps (275 m/sec)
exhaust ve locity f a n 600 fps (180 m/ sec)

which the exhaust gases are accelerated and
expelled rearwards (Fig. 4-17). For subsonic aircraft applications a con verging
nozzle is usually adopted. The flow in the
exit opening of the nozzle is sonic in the
design condition (high rpm) of modern turbojets: the nozzle is said to be choked.
The local statie pressure (Pe) will be above the ambient pressure and the engine
thus delivers a pressure thrust in addition
to the impulse thrust. Engine manufacturers
usually define the total th rust as the
standard net thrust:
(4-11)

d. Ro11s-Royce/Bristo1 Sidde1ey M-45S (project)very high bypass ratio (À = 10.5); geared fan; variable incidence rotor blades

In order to obtain a simple expression for
the propulsive efficiency, we may use the
ideal thrust instead:

Fig. 4-19 . (concluded)

(4-12)

4.3.2. The propulsive device
The propulsive device is that part of the
engine in which the convertible energy of
the gas es is transformed into propulsive
power. This part is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 4-17 where it may be regarded as a
separate part of the engine, as is the case
with the aft-fan (Fig. 4-15). In the case
of other engine configurations, however,
this is a more fictitious distinction, as
will be discussed later on .
Gas turbines can be compared on the basis
of their propulsive efficiency n p '
n

= useful propulsive power
pincrease in isentropic energy

The velocity v g is reached some distance
behind the nozzle opening when the gases
have expanded to atmospheric pressure. If,
to simplify the matter, we assume that complete expansion is an isentropic process,
the propulsive efficiency will be:
np =

(4-13)

This expressio~ may be recognized as the
familiar Froude efficiency. At low speeds
(takeoff and climb) , v g » V and np will
o
be low; at high subsonic speeds it will be
of the order of .50 (Fig. 4-18).

(4-9)
4.3.4. The turbofan engine

or:

4.3.3. The pure jet engine

Although the principle of the bypass engine (examples are given in Fig. 4-19b, c
and d) had been patented as early as 1937
and an engine of this type was built and
tested in 1946*, large-scale application
was only possible when designers were able
to build efficient compressors with high
pressure ratios and turbines capable of
withstanding high gas temperatures could

The propulsive device of a straight jet
(example in Fig . 4-19a) is the nozzle in

*The Metropolitan Vickers F 2/3 aft-fan
engine

(4-10)

Fig. 4-18 shows the propulsive efficiency
of various types of engines under rep resentative and comparaple conditions.
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be designed. The pure jet engine was the
only turbojet engine available for transport aircraft up to around 1960, but in
later years it has been entirely replaced

MlDiUM IYMlS IATIO

by the bypass engine as far as civil aviation is concerned.
The propulsive device of the bypass engine
(Fig. 4-17) consists of the following elements:
1. a low pressure turbine which absorbs the
energy from the generator gases and transmits it through a shaft or directly to
2. a low pres su re compressor (fan) which
compresses cold bypass air,
3. jet nozzles, both for the generator exhaust (hot flow) and for the bypass air
(cold flow). A modest gain in th rust can
be obtained for bypass engines by mixing
the hot and cold flows in a special mixing
device.
Since in the turbofan the convertible energy is
spread over a greater quantity of air than in the
case of the pure jet engine, the mean exhaust velocity will be lower and, according to (4-13), the

propulsive efficiency higher (Fig. 4-18). However,
the transmission of energy from the hot to the
cold flow will entail losses, sa that an improve-

Fig. 4-20. Configuration differences of
low/medium and high bypass engines
Obviously, for straight jet engines À = O.
The following distinction is of ten made
(Fig. 4-20)
a. Engines with a low bypass ratio (À <
about 2): low to medium bypass engines. The
bypass air is completely ducted around the
core engine and is sometimes also mixed
with the hot gases.
b. Engines with a high bypass ratio (À >
about 2). Engines of this type are' generally fitted with a relatively short fan cowling, though the desirability of installing
noise suppression material (acoustic lining) favors the use of a longer duet.

ment will only be achieved when the gas generator

specific output is s ufficiently high. It can be
shown that useful application of the bypass principle is dependent on the fundamental condition

that:
(4-14)

Here Dd is the isentropic in1et efficiency of the
fan (cf. Fig. 4-16) and Dtf is the e" ficiency of
the transmission of energy from the

flow

(n tf

=

ntx

nf ).

:~ot

tI,) the cold

this condition is easily met at subsonic speeds,

the case.

The most important parameter of the bypass
engine is the ratio of the mass flows per
unit time through the fan (m ) and through
f
the gas generator (m ); the bypass ratio is
g

mf

il\g

Tsn = 2:
g, f

jm

(ve-Vo)+A e (Pe-po)f

(4-16)

in which the mass flows and exhaust conditions refer to those of the gas generator
(g) and fan air (f).
4.3.5. The turboprop engine

With modern gas generators

but at su ersonic speeds this will not always be

À =

The standard net thrust of a bypass engine
is defined as:

(4-15)

In this type of engine the propulsive device (Fig. 4-17) consists of:
1. the power turbine,
2. the propeller shaft plus reduction gear,
3. the propeller,
4. the exhaust nozzle for the engine gases.
Most of the energy derived from the gases
is used to drive the propeller. The propulsive power from the exhaust gases is about
10 to 20% of that of the shaft, with the
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result that when we deduct the ram drag

devices.

(rog Vo) the net propulsive thrust of the

The distinction between the gas generator

engine gases at high flying speeds will be

and the propulsive device may, however, be

relatively small (order of magnitude: 5 to

fictitious where the actual engine hard-

10%). In the case of turboshaft engines
the power output will practically only be

ware is concerned. The outer part of the
fan - which compresses cold air - forms

that supplied by the shaft. It can be shown

part of the propulsi.ve device, while the

that the propulsive efficiency of the tur-

inner part should be regarded as part of

boprop engine , as defined according to

the gas generator. AIso, the low pressure

(4-10) is approximately equal to the prod-

turbine supplies power to both the fan and

uct of the turbine efficiency, the mechan-

the gas generator. The total pressure ra-

ical efficiency of the reduction gear and

tio of the bypass engine, therefore, is the
product of the pressure ratios across the
fan and across the high-pressure compres-

the propeller efficiency:
(4 -17 )

sor when the fan is mounted ahead of the
At flying speeds up to Mo = .5 to .6 the
propulsive efficiency of the turboprop en-

compressor.

gine will be superior to that of turbojet

In same publications dealing with the bypass en-

engines (Fig. 4-18). With increasing speeds,

gine the propulsive efficiency is put equal to the

however, critica I compressibility phenomena

Fraude efficiency, assuming one (average) exhaust

will occur at the propeller tips and pro-

velocity. In that case, however, the thermal effi-

peller efficiency will deteriorate progressively.

ciency will have to be corrected for losses in the

The total power of the turboprop engine is

The overall or total efficiency is defined

of ten expressed as Equivalent Shaft Horse
Power (ESHP) :

as follows:

fan and the low-pressure turbine.

_ useful propulsive power
ntot - heat content of the fuel

T V
o (4-20)

(4-18)
where H is the heating value of the fuel.
The overall efficiency may be split up inSince in the static condition V = n
=
prop
o
0, the second term is indeterminate, and
the ES HP is sometimes expressed as follows:
T.

Peq=Pbr+ ~ (T j in Ib,P eq in hp)

to combustion efficiency,
n = heat supplied in combustion chamber (s)
B
heat content of the fuel
(4-21)

(4-19)
and the thermal and propulsive efficiencies

Here the thrust of the engine gases is com-

given by (4-7) and (4-9). Hence the follow-

pared to that of a propeller which has a

ing will apply to the product:

static thrust of 2.5 lb per shaft horse-

(4-22)

power.
4.3.6. Overall efficiency, specific fuel
consumption and specific thrust (power)

The specific fuel consumption is of ten
used to represent the efficiency of the engine. For turbojet engines the Thrust Spe'·

The definitions given above of the thermal

cific Fuel Consumption (TSFC) is defined

efficiency and propulsive efficiency are

as follows:

.

logical as they enable us to compare diffe rent types of engine with the same gas
generator on the basis of their propulsive.
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•

fuel consumption per hour
net thrust

(4-23)

while the Power Specific Fuel Consumption

The specific thrust is also equal to the

(PSFC) is used for turboprop engines:

product of the fuel/air ratio divided by
the specific fuel consumption. When the

C = fuel consumption per hour
P
shaft (or e quivalent) power

(4-24)

specific thrust is high, a relatively
small inlet diameter will be needed in or-

Since'fuel consumption is a direct indica-

der to produce the required thrust and the

tion of the quantity of heat supplied to

weight and drag of the powerplant willgen-

, the engine, we may deduce from (4-20) and

erally also be low. This conclusion only

(4-23) :

applies, however, when engines are compared

V
o
CT = constant ------H
lltot

which have a comparable mechanical config(4-25)

uration.
For a single-flow engine it is possible to

where CT is in lb/lb/h (or kg/kg / hl and the
convers ion constant is equal to 7.820 when
V is in kts and H in BTU/ lb or equal to
o
8.435 when V is in mi s and H in kcal / kg.
o
Knowi n g that the speed of sound at sea leve l is equal to 661 kts (340.43 mis) and

derive arelation between the specific
thrust and the propulsive efficiency, by
combining (4-12), (4-13) and (4-27):
2 V

o

g

for À

o

(4-28)

assuming a heating value of 18,550 BTU/ lb

Jet engines with a relatively high propul-

(10,300 kcal / kg), the corrected TSFC (C /
T
/6 ) can be shown to be given by:

sive efficiency will therefore have a low
specific thrust at a given flying speed.
The same conclusion is also valid for tur-

.2788

(4-26)

bofan engines. It follows that when an engine is being designed or selected for a

where 6 = the relative ambient air temper-

specific aircraft, a compromise between

ature. The spe c ific fuel consumption in

contradictory requirements will always be

cruising fligh t is a figure of merit of the

unavoidable. In the case of long-range air-

engine which determines the quantity of

craft a low fuel consumption (i.e. a high

fuel required to overcome the drag . In the
case of the straight turbojet the use of

v alue of np) will be regarded as essential.
When a high momentary performance is de-

CT has the advantage th at it varies but

sired, however, a high th rust for a limited

littl e with speed . As oppos e d t o this, for

engine size must be achieved and it willbe

turbofan e ngines the variatio n with speed

necessary to choose a high value of the

will be greater with increasing bypass ra-

specific thrust.
In the case of turboprop engines, thepower

tio. Turbofan engines may b e regarded as
being situated midway between the straight
jet e ngine and the turboprop engine, as the

may be related to the air mass flow through
the engine . The specific power is maximum

fue l c o nsumptio n o f the latter is related

when G* is maximum, but this conditiondoes

t o t he power output and also varies little

not result in a minimum for the specific
fuel consumption, so here again a compro-

with the speed.

mise will have to be sought.
The specific thrust of a jet engine indic at e s how much thrust the engine develops

4.3.7. Analysis of the engine cycle

for a given quantity of air flowing thro ugh
it pe r unit o f time:

When an off-the-shelf engine is not avail-

T

when parametric studies are being carried

able for a particular aircraft design, or

W

net thrust
we ight of airflow per unit of time

out, it may be desirable to make a cycle
(4-27)
*Section 4.3.1
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analysis of the engine, taking various engine des'i gn parameters as variables • Engine manufacturers have computer programs
for performing these studies, and the same
applies to some aircraft companies. Methods are also presented in the relevant literature (Refs. 4-25, 4-26, 4-29 and 4-50).
In Appendix H a summary is given of analytical expressions which, in spi te of the
simplifications introdoced, are suitable
for making an initial estimate of engine
performance in preliminary aircraft design.
This method has been used for the generalized calcul"ations which follow. When engine performance is calculated a distinction can be made between:
1. performance at the design point,
2. off-design performance.
Design point is intended to indicate the
working condition at high rpm where the

Fig. 4-21. Effect of cycle efficiency var-

efficiencies of the compressor and turbine

iation on turbofan performance

are optimum. The design point may be chosen
for a representative situation, such as the
takeoff, climb or cruise. In this way the
engine can be adapted as far as possible
to its use in the aircraft to match the
most critical performance requirement. In
the case of the straight jet engine, the
design point is generally assumed as the
takeoff, whereas the most critical condition for high bypass engines willoften
be the cruising flight.

4.4. ASSESSMENT OF TURBOJET ENGINES
The most important design parameters determining engine performance are:
1. Cycle efficiencies and pressure losses
2. Overall Pressure Ratio of the gas generator-compressor (OPR, E =Pt /Pt )
c

3

2

3. Turbine Entry (Intake) Temperature
(TET, TIT, Tt )
4

4. Bypass ratio

(À)

5. Fan Pressure Ratio (FPR, Ef)
As shown by Fig. 4-21, an improvement in
the process efficiencies is an effective
method of enhancing engine performance. In
the simplified example given, a 5% improve120
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ment in all efficiencies (e.g. 85% to 90%)
will result in an 11% decrease in fuel consumption and a 16% increase in specific
thrust. A high bypass engine will be more
sensitive to increase in efficiency than a
low bypass engine. It should be noted, however, that this 5% improvement in efficiency is equivalent to a reduction in losses
by one-third. The ways in which the engine
manufacturer can re duce these losses fall
outside the scope of this book.
We shal] now explain the influence of the
other parameters relating to
1. the fuel consumption in cruising flight,
2. the specific thrust under various conditions and the decrease of thrust with
altitude and speed (thrust lapse rates),
3. the weight and drag of the powerplant as
instalied in the aircraft,
4. the noise production of the engine.
The initial cost, maintenance and service
life are very important factors influencing
the choice of an engine, but these will only be dealt with incidentally, as insufficient data are available to enable us to
determine conclusively how far they are affected by the engine design. The only general ru Ie is th at engine price and mainte-
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that the same value of

Fig. 4-22. Effect of OPR and
TET at cruising conditions

nance cost increase with complexity.

either in cruising flight (Fig. 4-22) or
during takeoff (Fig. 4-23), a high value

4.4.1. Overall Pressure Ratio

for the OPR is not required at the given
TET. In the case of the pure jet engine,

When a cycle analysis is carried out on

for example, with TET =1,000 to 1,200K in

turbofan engines with varying workingpres-

cruising flight, the condition for maximum

sures and temperatures at the design con-

specific thrust is

dition, a convenient representation of the

takeoff between 9 and 11. In the case of

EC

= 7 to 9 and in the

results can be given in the form of Figs.

turbofan engines these values will be

4-22 and 4-23. The corrected specific

slightly higher, say 12 to 16 at the gen-

thrust and fuel consumption have been used

erally acceptable turbine temperatures

in order to make the result valid for dif-

(Section 4.4.2). In view of the fact th at

ferent altitudes. This figure shows that

- within certain limits - an increase of

in all configurations an increase in OPR

OPR over these optimum values has little

leads to a reduction in the specific fuel

influence on the specific thrust, the de-

consumption in cruising flight.

signer gene rally aims at higher pressure

In order to obtain a high specific thrust,

ratios which lead to a better fuel con121
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Fig. 4-24. Historie development of the OPR

Fig. 4-25. Specific fuel consumption of

(References: Jane's All the World's Air-

straight jet engines at sea level

craft, various engine manufacturers' data)
sumption in the design point and also at

4-15 and 4-19a). There are some recent ap-

reduced rpm. Up to about 1953 jet engines

plications of combined axial and centrif-

were designed with a single stage centrif-

ugal compressors on relatively small en-

ugal compressor (Fig. 4-15) which gave a

gines, such as the Garret AiResearch ATF-3,

maximum OPR of around four. As these engines had a high fuel consumption and large

which have quite acceptable pressure ratios

frontal area, they have been superseded by

Axial compressors make it possible to ob-

engines with an axial compressor (Figs.

ta in large pressure ratios and a small
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and a small frontal area.

frontal area. A value of C = 8.5 is still
c
possible with a single compressor and single spool. Wh en this value is exceeded, the
design conditions for the foremost and
rearmost compressor stages are so far apart,
that it will be necessary to employ two
compressors, running at different rpm: twin
spool engines.
The highest value for the OPR actuallyused
in straight jet engines is about thirteen.
Fig. 4-24 shows how the pressures have
risen during the fifties. Fig. 4-25 gives
an impression of the influence of OPR on
CT during takeoff. The actual fuel consumption of a nurnber of engines is compared
with calculated values.
The tendency towards high pressure ratios
has been continued in the turbofan engine
up to values of 25 to 30 in the case of the
latest generation for large transport aircraft. Fig. 4-26 gives a schematic repre-

A. '!'win spool; fan com-

B. Twin spool; separate

bined with lew pressure

fan

section of compressor

C. Triple spoel

D. '!'win spoel; geared fan

Fig. 4-26. Principle of various fan-compressor configurations of high bypass engines
sentation of some engine configurations in
which these high pressure levels can be achieved.
Layout A has the disadvantage that the last
stages of the low pressure compressor contribute little to the increase in pressure,
as they operate at relatively low tip
speeds.

Layout B does not have that disadvantage,
but demands a very high pressure ratio
from the high pressure part, which entails
the use of variable incidence guide vanes.
Layout C, employing three shafts, is attractive for various applications, since
a relatively small pressure ratio iS , demanded from each of the compressors (Ref.
4-34). The specific weight is lower than
that of the others.
Layout D, the two-shaft engine with geared
fan (see also Fig. 4-l9d) appears to be
particularly suitable for relatively small
engines where the power to be transmitted
by the reduction gear is limited. The reduction results in a low fan tip speed,
while the turbine is still working at a
relatively high tip speed, resulting in a
compact turbine. For several existing or
projected geared fan engines thp gear ratio amounts to between .25 and .50.
From Fig. 4-22 it is seen that for an engine with À = 8, for example, a pressure
ratio increase of up to 36 will only give
a modest gain in the specific fuel consumption. At these high pressures the temperature at the rearmost compressor blades
becomes so high that the material properties will deteriorate. For a fut ure generation of large engines for long-range
transport aircraft Cc = 36 may possibly
prove to be the limit (Fig. 4-24), but
there is also a notable tendency towards
considerably lower values in order to achieve simplicity coupled with low cost.
In the fut ure we may expect a range of
values between Cc = 12 and 40, depending
upon the use for which the engine is designed. The author's forecast is as follows:
- small executive aircraft, feederliners:
12 to 14
- short-range transport aircraft: 20 to 25
- long-range transport aircraft: 35 to 40
4.4.2. Turbine Entry Temperature
Returning to Fig. 4-22, the following may
be observed:
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a. Eor a given bypass ratio a TET value
which gives a minimum CT can be found for
every OPR. This is henceforth indicated as
the ·optimum" TET.
b. The optimum TET increases with increasing bypass ratio, the reason bein"g that
for high À the propulsive efficiency is
not so sensitive to increasing TET as it
is in the case of low bypass engines (Fig.
4-27) .

timum fdr low fuel consumption and long
operating life.
Maximum values for TET are higher during
takeoff than in cruise (Fig. 4-28) asthey
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Fig. 4-27. Actual and optimum TET in cruising flight (civil engines)
c. At high bypass ratios, TET may be varied
within fairly wide limits above or below
the optimum value without greatly affecting
CT. At À = 8 and Cc = 28, the TET will be
optimum at 1500 K (2/00 R) in the exarnple
presented. However, when the TET is chosen
10% lower (1350 K, 2430 R) it will cost
only about 1% in CT.
d. For all cornbinations considered, a high
TET is favorable for obtaining a high specific thrust.
The maximum TET values used in actual engines for cruising conditions (Fig. 4-27)
are generally higher than the "optimum"
values . On the one hand, a high specific
th rust has the advantage of low engine
weight and installed drag, while, on the
other, it will mean that in normal longrange cruise the engine will not operate
at the maximum permissible cruise TET, but
at a lower value which is closer to the op124
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Fig. 4-28. Historic development of maximum
TET during takeoff (References: engine "m anufacturers' data)
will generally be required only for a lirnited period of time. In the case of low
bypass engines, the difference will be in
the region of 150 to 200 K (270 to 360 R),
but they will be less (50 to 100 K, 90 to
180 R) for high bypass ratios, since the
size of the engine is deterrnined by the
thrust required in cruising flight.
At present, with the use of uncooled turbine blades, temperatures of about 1200 K
(1260 R) may be regarded as perrnissible
for short periods. When they are aircooled temperatures of up to 1600 to 1650
K (2880 to 2970 R) may be possible. Still
higher values may be achieved in fut ure
with the use of transpiration cooling and
improved materials, although there is a
considerable difference of opinion among
experts on the actual gains to be expected.
Looking at the values used in practice over
the past years (Fig. , -28), it may be noted
that the ave rage increase cornes to about
20 K (36 R) per year. If this trend continues in the fut ure we may expect a generation of large, high bypass engines in
the eighties with a TET of 1800 K (3240 R)
during takeoff and 1750 K (3150 R) duriny
cruise. The data in ReL 4-48 indicate that
these temperatures are feasible, with only
moderate quantities of air required for
cooling.

4.4.3. Bypass ratio
The choice of this parameter has such. a far
reaching effect on the design of the engine
and its installatioh, that the optimization
of À cannot be fully dealt with here, in
view of the complicated nature of the prob·lem. Accordingly, we shall confine ourselves to summarizing some of the more important aspects.
a. Desi~n of the fan and low pressure turbine.
The power supplied by the gas generatormay
be divided in various ways over the hot and
cold flows. The division ~f power can be
characterized by the work ratio,
work ratio = power transferred to fan (4-29)
convertible energy
This ratio is controlled by the pressure
ratio of the low pressure turbine and the
Fan Pressure Ratio and determines the exhaust velocities imparted to the hot and
cold gases. It can be shown (Ref. 4-30)
that the propulsive (and overall) efficiency will be maximum when :

that for moderate values of À, the Fan
Pressure Ratio (FPR) has no great influence on the specific fuel consumption, at
any rate within certain limits. If, say,
for À = 5 we take an FPR of 1.55 instead
of the thermodynamic optimum of 1.66, thi.

l'

will result in an increase of only
in
CT' The variation in the power absorbedby
the fan, however, is closely related to
that of the turbine. In view of the limited pressure ratio per stage, the number
of turbine stages will have to be adapted
for certain combinations of À and FPR. If
we now vary the FPR with a given number of
turbine stages, the optimum will be found
to lie at another value than in the previous case.
In Fi~. 4-30 the optimum FPR is given as a
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where nt and n f are the turbine and fan
efficiencies respectively . Fig . 4-29 shows
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Fig. 4-30. Calculated and actual FPR
function of À for some combinations ofOPR
and TET, calculated for M = .80 with the
analytical method given in Appendix H. The
points plotted in this figure represent
values for the takeoff applicable to actual engines; cor,responding va lues for
cruising flight are highe r (Section 4.4.2).
The graph shows that for a given gas generator cycle the optimum value for theFPR
decreases with increasing À. For high bypass engines this effect will be partly
compensated by the higher temperature and
pressure levels which will generally be
cho sen in such cases, resulting in a great-

Fig. 4-29. Effect of fan pressure ratio on
SFC and number of low-pressure turbine stages

er specific convertible power. The maximum
value for the FPR with a single stage fan
will be about 1.60 to 1.70.
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When the bypass ratio is increased at a
9iven rpm, the fan diameter and tip speed
will also increase. In the case of many
modern ~n9ines, part of the fan will work
at transonic speeds which, amongst other
things, will cause an increase in noise
level (sub-para. f). This may be improved
by using three engine shafts, th us reducing the rpm of the fan, or reducing fan
speed by means of areduction gear (geared
fan, see Fig. 4-19d).
The Dowty-Rotol Company has developed a
geared fan with rotor blades which can be
adjusted in flight, so that an optimum adjustment may be obtained for various engine settings. Thrust reversal can be achieved by giving the rotor blades a negative pitch. The extra weight of the blade
adjustment amounts to about 8% of the engine weight, whereas it will be over 15
to 20% in the case of a conventional
thrust reverser for ~n engine with a high
bypass ratio (Refs. 4-47 and 4-52)
b. Performance in high speed, high altitude flight.
The influence of À on the specific thrust
and fuel consumption for a number of combinations of OPR and TET is gi ven in F,igs .
4-31 and 4-32. The following may be noted:

~1~1.3
BYPASS RATIO

M._. 85
TI..- ' 5OO K(2700 R)
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Fig. 4- 31. Turbofan performance in cruising
flight as affected by OPR and bypass ratio
at c ons t ant TET
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efficiency n tf = nt.n f .
2. The specific thrust decreases rapidly
with increasing À, although this effect may
be partly compensated by choosing higher
values for the TET.
3. When intake and exhaust nozzle losses
are accounted for, there will be a bypass
ratio for which CT is minimum. The effect
of these losses is greatest when À is large
and will even be accentuated under operational conditions by the power extraction
required to drive aircraft systems and
bleed air to the de-icing and air conditioning systems. The minimum instalIed CT which
may be achieved, and the corresponding value for À, are largely dependent on the magnitude of these losses ' (Fig. 4-33).
4. Fig . 4-32 shows three combinations
(points A, Band C), which are representative of different generations of engines,
both recent and present, for transport aircraft. A radical improvement in CT has been
achieved in the present generation of large
engines like the Rolls-Royce RB-211, Pratt
and Whitney JT-90 and General ElectricCF-6
high bypass ratio turbofan engines .
The development of future generations may
take different courses.
Point Dl: A bypass ratio of about 9 at a
TETof about 1750 K (3150 R) and an OPR of
about 36. The improvement in fuel consump-

I

.7

1. In the case of engines without intake
and exhaust nozzle losses, CT will continue
to decrease with increasing À, provided the
optimum FPR is chosen for each configuration. A theoretical minimum will be reached
with À + m, corresponding to a propulsive

tion as compared with the current generation is approximately 9% non-installed and
8% instalIed, while the specific thrust in
cruising flight is about 15% less. In view
of the high flying speeds of long-haul
transport aircraft, a much larger value for
À' may lead to excessive engine diameters
and installation drag and will probably not
be favorable.
Poin t O2 : Very large bypass ratios of, say,
20 to 30 at a TET of 1600 K (2880 R) and an
OPR of 25. This configuration will imply a
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Fig. 4-32. Effect of bypass ratio and intake/exhaust losses on performance
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The effect of altitude on engine perform-

2

ance is dependent on many factors. An approximation for the thrust lapse with al-
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BLEED -AIR FLOW. % OF GASGENERATOR FLOW

Fig. 4-33. Effect of bleed air takeoff on

titude is occasionally found in the literature, for example:
thrust at altitude

on

(n < 1 )

(4-30)

SFC

thrus·t

very large fan diameter ("prop-fan") and

where both values of the thrust have been

entails the use of a reduction gear. Fuel

defined at the same Mach nurnber and engine

at sea lev.el

consumption may be about 15 % less at the

rating. Equation 4-30 should.be considered

flying speed chosen for the case in Fig.

as an interpolation method for calculating

4-32, but the gain will be greater as the
cruising speed decreases. The drag of these

engine manufacturer has not specified the

engines increases rapidly with cruising

cngine performance at altitudes where the

speed.

thrust, rather than as aprediction method.
The designer should refer to Appendix H or

The engines in this forecast are suitable

employ any other suitable method available
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when he needs a prediction of the thrust
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BYPASS RATIO

T

Fig. 4-34. Statistical
values of SFC in
cruising flight

(4-31)

lapse with altitude.

T

Although engine performance can easily be
predicted by using the method given in Appendix H, the working pressures and temperatures of the engine should either be
known or chosen. When the designer is
prepared to accept statistical averages for
cruising flight, reasonably accurate figures can be found from Fig. 4-34 for efficient engines with high OPR. As against
this, a comparison with Fig. 4-31 shows
that for low OPR values the SFC will be
considerably higher.

In this expres sion T decreases linearly
with Vo due to the effect of ram drag mVoo
At higher speeds, however, the effects of
dynamic pressure on engine operation must

c. Takeoff performance and other flight
conditions.
The specific fuel consumption is of less
importance for performance in takeoff and
climb, and we shall therefore pay rather
more attention to the thrust lapse with
speed, altituae and engine setting.
If T to represents the static thrust at sea
level, and if at the same time we assume
that the gross thrust and mass flow through
the engine do not change appreciably over a
speed ranqe of up to about H = .15, we may
write:
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to

be taken into account.
Introducing the specific thrust into (4-31)
it follows that:
T

Tto

34.714 Ho
1 -

(4-32)

This equation may be refined by taking account of the fact that the gross thrust increases with speed due to the dynamic pressure and that this is intensified as the
bypass ratio increases. Assuming the mass
flow through the engine to be constant, we
may de duce (Appendix H) :

Here G is the gas generator function, defined in Section 4.3.1, which will typically be of the order of .9 to 1.2 during
takeoff.
From inspection of (4-32), it will be clear
th at since the specific thrust decreases

with the bypass ratio (Fig. 4-23), the

For 91 ven aircraft design requlrements tor cruise

takeoff thrust of a high bypass engine
will decrease more rapidly with speed than
is the case with a low bypass engine. Fig.
4-35, which is based on empirical data,

and takeoff, it is possib1e te find a bypass ratio
where the thrust required in bath eondi tions wil1
be matehed and this might form a basis forehoosing
À. In actual practice there are still other factors

to be considered:
1. Cruislng altitude is of ten a fairly arbitrarily
chosen parameter which may still he varied within
certain limi ts.

2. The engine manufacturer can influence the engine
w

:e«
...

thrust lapse to some extent by adaptation of the

.8

compressor design point. When, for instanee, the

t-

emphasis lies on the takeoff requirement, the de-

IJ)

::J

~ .7

s1gn point of the compressor is chosen accordingly

t-

...

so that the compressor efficiency will be maximum

~

during takeoff, which implies that it will be lower

~ .6

durlng cruising flight. When, however, the cruising

~

flight is taken as the sizing condition, the design

.5L--...I.....-...J....----L.--L:---J........--:!
o
.05
.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
MACH NUMBER

point will be chosen with this requirement in mind.

3. The engine manufaeturer will design the engine
for use in several types of aircraft. Once the en-

Fig. 4-35. Statistical·curves of thrust
lapse during takeoff

ginc configuration has been chosen i t is still
possible to influence performance to a limited extent - for example by increasing the TET I which

may be used for performance calculations
in preliminary design. It shows the variation in thrust, deduced from engines with
À ranging from 0 to 7. Both curves for
À = 9 and 12 apply to a TET of 1800 K (3240
R) and an OPR of 36, and are computed with
4-33.
Some of the consequences of the above are
as follows:
1. If, for a particular aircraft design,
the th rust level is based on a requirement
relating to the runway length or climb
performance at low flying speed, the aircraft which is fitted with low bypass engines will have more thrust in cruising
flight than one with high bypass engines,
since the thrust decreases less rapidly
with speed and altitude.
2. If two aircraft designs, which in other
respects are entirely similar, have the
same maximum cruising speed at a certain
height, while their engines have the same
installed cruise thrust, the high bypass
engine will generally result in bet ter
takeoff and climb performance.

will increase the quantity of air flowing through
the gas generator, thouqh the engine will work

slightly less effieiently with re gard to fuel eonsumption.

d. Engine weight.
From the decrease in the specific thrust
with À (Fig. 4-23) one might tend to conclude th at both weight and drag due to the
powerplant installation will increase. It
will be se en from Fig. 4-36 th at this rea-
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Fig. 4-36. Specific dry weight of turbojet
engines. (References Jane's All the World's
Aircraft, engine manufacturers' data)
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soning is not entirely correct, at any

ity of the engine.

rate where the specific engine weight for

When the specific weight is related to

takeoff conditions is concerned. This may

cruising conditions there is no clear

be explained by assuming that the dry en-

tendency to ri se or drop with À. The wide

gine weight comprises that of the gas gen-

variation observed is mainly caused by

erator and the propulsive device*. Assuming

differences in engine configuration and

Wg

the first component proportional to

and

thrust lapse with altitude.

the second proportional to the fan thrust,
we may write:

A special category of englne where the accent lies

(4-34)

particularly on lew speed flight, is the lift engine, examples of which are shown in Fig . 4-37.

The statie fan thrust as a fraction of the
total takeoff statie thrust can be derived
from the analytical expressions inAppendix
H as follows:

(4-35)

0)

1 -

j

Elaborating (4-34) further and applying it

=

to actual types of engines, we find Cl
1 4
10 Ec /
and C = .12. This results in an
2
approximation for the specific dry engine
weight **:

Subject

Max. T.O. thrust (aveUa6- perf.) '" lb
Airfloll "" lb/sec
Specific: thrult '" lb/lb/sec

1/4

E

Specific: fud consumption '" lb/hr/lb

+.12(1-

c

(T/W)to (IH)

1

)(4-36)

v'l+.75À'

RB 202-)6

LIFT JET

BOOSTER FAH

S992

13700

85

721

Sy-pus ratio

He8n jet velOc.ity '" ft/ sec

10

RB 162-81

Thru8t/Weight ratio

9.5
70 .5
2218

1.152

14.4

19 . 0

.'0
0 .45
11

Dia.ter '" in

29

80 . 5

Height '" in

54

52.8

Noise at 1500 ft di.tanc e '" EPNdB
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89

The second contribution is about 20% higher
for geared turbofans and another 20% should

Fig. 4-37. Principal characteristics of

be added to it for variable pitch fans . Ex-

Rolls Royce lift engines

tra weight for acoustic treatment - if
present - should be added (Table 8-8). In

These engines are intended tor use on V/ STOL air-

general it may be concluded that the spe-

craft and have found commercial application in the

cific weight decreases with increasing À,

Hawker Siddeley Trident 3, where they only operate

in spite of the decrease in specific

as a booster during takeoff. Their main character-

thrust. The variation of engine weightwith

istics are:

high values of

À

cannot be predicted with

1. high thrust at lew installed weight and smalI

certainty. For the sake of comparison Fig.

volume,

4-36 also gives the specific weight of a
metal propeller as weIl as that of a mod-

These features permit a specific weight of only

2. relatively short operational life.

ern efficient turboprop engine. It is

.08 te . 10 te be achieved. In the Rolls-Royce

likely that at very high

RB-202 project the objectives include a low velo-

À

the specific

weight will vary between about .15 and .25,
depending largelyon the size and complex-

ei ty of the exhausted engine gases, a lew noise
level and low specitic tuel consumption. As a result of these requirements the general configura-

*i.e. the combi nat ion of fan, low-pressure

tion and the engine cycle are very different trom

turbine and nozzle(s), see Fig. 4-17

those of normal engines designed primarily for

**A more detailed weight prediction method

high speed prepulsien.

will be found in AlAA Paper No. 70-669
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e. Installation drag.
This is the drag of the engine mounted in
a nacelle on the aircraft. In accordance
with Fig. 4-38 the following contributions
to the total drag must be taken into account:
1. gas generator nacelle drag,
2. drag of the plug in the hot flow,
3. fan nacelle drag,
4. pylon drag, and
5. powerplant/airframe interference drag.
When the jet effluxes are separated, the
gas generator nacelle will be located in
the fan exhaust flow, which has a higher
velocity than the flight speed. The same
applies to the plug in the hot gases, which,
however, have a still higher velocity. The
extra drag is usually termed the scrubbing
drag* and it decreases with À since the
veloeities of the effluxes decrease. Curve
VIII in Fig. 4-38 has been calculated by
assuming optimum values for the FPR and a
gas generator of constant design. With a
given gas generator an increase in

À

will

result in a larger fan diameter, a greater
wetted area of the fan nacelle and the pylon. This increase is approximately proportional to the statie thrust. Because of
various counteracting effects, the total

202~---47---~6~--~8~--~1~O~--7.12~--~1~4----7.16
-

BYPASS RATIO

Statie thrust Ttoi fan diameter; 03+D4
11 Basic dry weight We
111 Specific weight, cruise condition, We/Ter
IV Drag of installed engine in cruise condition

(Dl+D2+D3+D4=De)
V Cruise thrust T

cr

VI Specific drag, De/Ter

VII Specific weight at takeoff We/T

to

VIII Drag Dl +D2
IX Specific thrust in cruise Tcr/W

installation drag - except interference
drag - (D +D +D +D ) does not vary apprel
2 3 4
ciably within a variation of bypass ratios

drag and weight for a given gas generator

between 3 and 10, especially when expressed

(Refs. 4-33, 4-36, 4-38 and 4-53)

Fig. 4-38. Effect of bypass ratio on thrust,

in relation to the thrust (curve VI in Fig.
increase in CT. In general it can be said

4-38) .
Although the data in Fig. 4-38 only apply

that the optimum value of

to a given gas generator, they present a

performance will decrease with the design

good impression of the trends. It should

cruising speed.

À

for cruising

be observed that the frontal area of the
engine is not a sound reference for weight

4.4.4. Engine noise

and drag.
In view of the fact that very few systematInstallation drag increases in proportion
2
to V • This increase may be reduced by

ie design rules have as yet been estab-

lowering À, though the result will be an

have to confine ourselves to a qualitative
surnrnary of the most important factors.

*Due to the interrelationship between

The external noise production of an air-

scrubbing drag and the engine operating
conditions, this drag contribution is fre-

a. the design of the engine and its in-

quently considered as a thrust loss

stallation in a nacelle (noise reduction

0

lished to 'reduce engine noise, we shall

craft will be largely influenced by:
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at the source),
b. the general arrangement of the aircraft,
particularly the location of the engines in
relation to the wings and the fuselage
(shielding effects),
c. flight performance in takeoff and landing, (takeoff and approach flight pa th and
speeds), insofar as this is influenced by
the design of the aircraft,
d. adapted flight procedures, e.g. cutback
of power during climbout, steep gradient
approaches.
These lat ter factors are intended to increase the distance from the noise source
to the observer.
The principal methods of reducing engine
noise production are:
a. Adaptation of the thermodynamic cycle
to re duce the aerodynamic noise, the most
important single factor being the bypass
ratio.
b. Measures to avoid the creation of machinery noise.
c. Measures to suppress noise that has
been generated .
Fig. 4-39 gives a general impression of the
variation in different noise sources with
bypass ratio. In the straight turbojet the
dominant source is the violent jet mixing
process aft of the engine, together with
the exhaust system. Jet noise suppressors
re duce the noise level by some 5 PNdB. The
reduced exhaust velocity of low bypass ratio engines les sens the tailpipe and jet
noise, but at the same time the fan compressor and turbine noise are not far belew this level. Turbomachinery noise frequently becomes dominant at reduced engine
rpm. In the case of high bypass engines the
fan noise is particularly predominant at
all relevant power settings.
Practical measures which will lead to a low
noise level are indicated in Fig. 4-40 and
enumerated below:
1. Use of low efflux velocities will decrease the jet noise, particularly at low
bypass ratios. Since an acceptable specific
th rust is desirable, a fairly high TET will
be chosen on high bypass engines.
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Bypass ratio

a. Variation of critical noise sources
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b. Potential noise reduction trend (Ref.
4-47)
Fig. 4-39. Effect of bypass ratio on noise
production

splitter
rlngs

-"""'l--l"1"-'

Fig. 4-40. Practical measures to reduce the
noise of a turbofan installation
2. Use of jet noise suppressors on low bypass engines.
3. Readjustment of the ratio of the efflux
velocities of the cold and hot gases relative to thé theoretically optimum

value*. For a given À, this will bring the
combined jet and fan noise to a minimum.
4. Adjustable fan rotor blades, which wil 1
have the optimum setting with reyard to
noise during various flight conditions
(variable pitch fans).
5. Low fan tip speed, which is made possible by adopting the three-shaft layout
(Fig. 4-19C) or the twin spool layout w1th
reduction gear (Fig. 4-190).
6. Lew pressure ratios of both the fan and
the low pressure turbine.
7. Elimination af the inlet stator blades
and an increase in the di stance between the
fan rotor blades and the stators.
8. Optimization of the number of rotor and
stator blades of the fan.
9. Use of acoustic lining in the engine
housing and/or sound suppressing rings
(splitter plates) in the inlet and exhaust.
This may reduce the noise by 5 to 10 PNdB.
10. Reduction of machinery noise, particularly turbine and tailpipe noise.

the aircraft, due to the very large engine
diameter .
d. The bypass ratio plays an important role
in matching the takeoff, climb and cruise
performance. When the accent is on low
speed performance a high À will be preferred, but when cruising performance is
regarded as the critical requirement, an
optimum will have to be found with respect
to specific fuel consumption, instalied
weight ä , d drag. The optimum À decreases
as cr~~sing speed goes up.
e. An increase of À results in a reduction
in noise, provided the tip speed of the
fan does not become too high. With bypass
ratios larger than about 9 to 10 it will
be necessary to adopt a fan reduction gear.
f. From extrapolations of TET and OPR we
may expect a generation of engines in the
eighties, with the main characteristics
summarized in Table 4-2.
Lonq-ha '~l

Application

short-haul,

short rW'lways

4.4.5. Summary and prognosis for the turbofan engine
a. For each bypass ratio there is a "thermodynamic" optimum for the fan pressure ratio. As À increases this optimum becomes
more marked and it will be ~re important
to choose the optimum Fan Pressure Ratio.
b. The present bypass engine with À = 5 to
8 shows a considerable improvement in specific fuel consumption as compared with the
pure jet engine and engines with a lew À.
A further improvement of about 15\ will
only be possible if À is chosen equal to
20 to 30, combined with a high Overall
Pressure Ratio and Turbine Entry Temperature.
c. Sensitivity to inlet and exhaust losses
increases with bypass ratio, while for
À > 10 to 12 there will be a great increase
in the total instalied drag. These values
of À require another design concept ion for
both the engine (fan reduction gear) and
*i.e. in accordance with the optimum work
ratio; see· Section 4.4.3 a.

Bypass Ratio

20 to 30

9

OPR

36

FPR

1.6

cruise

Condition

.9

Mach number

25
1.4 to 1. 3*

takeoff cruise
0

takeoff

.7

0

1750K

1800K

1500K

1600K

(3150R)

(3240R)

(2700R)

(288OR)

14

. 27 . 5

8 to 5.5 18 to13.5

.64

.27

TET

Spec. thrust
(sec)

sr

Corrected
cT/1ë (h -1)

. 56 to

.19 to

. 52

.16

*geared fan

Table 4-2 . Forecast of principal characteristics for two new gener~ tions of turbojet engines (all data apply to the uninstalled engine)

4.4.6. Engine performance in non-standard
atmosphere
The thrust is found to be highly dependent·
on the ratio 41,
133

Turbine Entry Temperature
Atmospheric Temperature

(4-37)

as well as on the temperature correct ion

Ië,

a=

ambient temperature
(4 38)
standard ambient temp., sea level
-

When the influence of the atmospheric temperature is determ1ned on the assumption
that the TET remains constant (curve I in
Fig. 4-41), it is seen that at an air temo110~--------------------.
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bient temperature rises.
Known as the method of flat rating, this
ensures th at the engine will deliver a
practically constant thrust within a large
range of ambient conditions encountered in
operational practice.
Another method of reducing thrust losses
at high atmospheric temperatures is to use
water injection. A mixture of water and
methanol is sprayed into the compressor
inlet or injected at the combustion chamber
inlet. As this evaporates it will cool the
air and the mass flow through the engine
will increase. The Turbine Entry Temperature is restored by the burning of methanoL
With the use of water injection the standard thrust may be maintained up to about
95 F (35 C) and, if required, can be increased by about 3 to 7%. A water injection
system is required, but this does not entail any drastic changes in the design of
the engine, so that the engine manufacturer
will offer it as an optional item.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (SEA LEVEL)

Fig. 4-41. Thrust in non-standard conditions
perature of, say, 95 F (35 C) at sea level
the thrust will be 12~% below the value for
standard conditions. If $ is taken constant,
the thrust will be approximately proportional to 1/1li (curve 11). In this case the
loss in thrust will be considerably less,
but at high atmospheric temperatures the
TET will rise too high, with a resultant
detrimental effect on the engine's service
life.
The thrust of most modern engines is controlled according to curve 111, where two
regions can be distinguished:
a. A temperature region where the exit
pressure of the compressor is limited. As
the temperature increases the supply of
fuel will be increased in such a way that
the thrust will remain practically con.tant
and the TET will also increase.
b. A reg ion where t."e '!'E'i' is limi ted so
th at thL hrust will decrease as the am134

4.5. ASSESSMENT OF TURBOPROP ENGINES

Contrary to expectations in the fifties,
the development and use of turboprop engines in civil aviation has not been so
widespread as that of turbojets, This is
mainly due to:
a. the relatively great complexity of the
combination of a gas, turbine engine with
propeller reduction gear and constant speed
propeller, as compared with the straight
jet engine,
b. the higher flying speeds which can be
attained with the jet engine, as compared
with the propeller engine.
In the competition with the piston engine,
the turboproo was only able to take the
lead when technological progress enabled
compressor pressure ratios to be raised to
about 5 or 8 and Turbtne Entry Temperatures
of about 1200 to 1300 K (2160 to 2340 R)
became feasible. This has resulted in the
turboprop unit completely replacing the
piston in the 500 to 3000 hp class of civil

engines. Where

~ngine

first price is an

unit is still very much at a disadvantage.
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optimum gas efflux velocity will' also increase. Consequently, wh en a turboprop en-

Fig. 4-43.

gine is designed for relatively high speed

of turboprop engines (data from Ref. 4-27)

'1

'perature s and pressure ratios

operation, the thrust of the exhaust gases
will be considerable at low speeds. If, on

When (4-39) is applied to a farnily of tur-

the contrary, the main emphasis is on high

boprop engines, the specific fuel consump-

power output at lew speeds, a low efflux

tion and power may be computed with the

velocity will be desirable (turboshaft en-

method explained in Appendix H. This has

gines) .

been carried out for a cruising speed of
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Mo
.4 at 19,680 ft (6000 m), resul ting in
Fig. 4-42, which shows the following:
a. The specific fuel consumption continues
to decrease until a pressure ratio of approxirnately 8 is reached; beyond this
little gain can be expected~
b. The influence of the TET on fuel consumption is not very great. The value Cp =
• 45 lb/hp/h (.20 kg/hp/hl may be regarded
as a practical lower limit for the condi*Greater pressure ratios may still be
chosen for engines which should have a low
fuel consurnption at lower rpm than the design condition •
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NCI1'E: Symbols as in Fig. 4-43

Fig. 4-45. Specific weight of
turboprop engines (data from
ReL 4-27)

tions considered.
c. Fór each OPR the specific power rises
considerably with increasing TET. Moreover,
at low OPR, with a given TET, the specific
power increases with increasing OPR. However, for each TET an optimum OPR is found,
where the specific power will be maximum.
Fig. 4-43 shows the coffibinations of OPR and
TET which have been used in actual engines •
d . Contrary to the situation found for the
jet engine, increasing TET results in ever
decreasing specific fuel consumption, the
reason being th at the propeller efficiency
is independent of the TET, whereas the
thermal efficiency improves with increasing

TET.

Fig. 4-43 shows that for a number of engines the values adopted for the OPR do
not depart to any great extent from the
calculated optimum. This leads us to think
that further development of turboprop engines will not prove spectacular as far as
specific fuel consumption and specific
power are concerned. There are, however,
still possibilities of achieving a low fuel
consumption for engines which have to run
at low power during very long flights, e.g.
regenerative engines, for which the reader
should consult Ref. 4-6.
The effect of the OPR on specific fuel consumption is shown statistically in Fig.
4-44.
4.5.2. Weight and drag
The weight of the turboprop engine is
largely decided by the mass of air flowing
through it and amounts to about 45 lb per
IbIs of airflow. Therefore:
We

45

p-=--.-- (lb/hp or kg/hp)
to

(4-40)

(P/W)to

From this expression, which is compared
with actual examples in Fig. 4-45, it is
concluded that a high specific power is
important for low weight . To th is we may
add th at the frontal area of the engine is
also proportional to W, so for the nacelle
drag per hp it is possible to derive a
similar relationship, as in (4-40).
4.5.3. Turboprop engine configurations
Older types of turboprop engines are fitted
with a single centrifugal compressor. (See
Fig. 4-46). Since OPR values of ",bout 4 have
been achieved, these engines show a specific
fuel consurnption of at least .65 to .75
lb/hp/h (.30 to .35 kg/hp/h). For this
reason the air is of ten pre-compressed by
rneans of an axial compressor and with this
cornbination it will be possible to re ach
pressure ratios of the order of 10. These

pressure ratios rnay also be obtained with
a single axial compressor or with two centrifugal compressors in series. Some engines are fitted with two axial compressors
on separate shafts and this makes a high
pressure ratio possible (e.g. Rolls-Royce
Tyne, OPR = 13.5, see Fig. 4-46b).
Many turboprop engines are fitted with a
free turbine. This is a low pressure turbine which is not coupled mechanically to
the gas generator, but drives the propeller
through a separate shaft. With these engines it is of ten possible for the pilot
to adjust the power in certain phases of
the flight by selecting the propeller pitch
(a-control). This dernands a special device
which governs the quantity of fuel supplied
to the engine and controls the power output
in such a way that the propeller rpm rernains constant (cf. Section 6.3.3.).
The following features are offered by the
free turbine:
a. When output has to be rapidly increased
in a flight phase with low power, it will
only be necessary to increase the rpm of
the gas generator. The high-inertia propeller already revolves at the required
rpm, thus making it possible to obtain a
quick response.
b. In flight conditions which require control of the aircraft relative to a given
glide path the use of a-control will give
improved speed stability, particularly in
the low speed regime.
c. Due to the aerodynamic coupling with
the gas generator, the free turbine runs
close to the optimum rpm under different
working conditions, resulting in a high
efficiency.
d. In the case of engine failure, the freely revolving propeller will only have to
drive the free turbine and propeller drag
inunediately af ter the failure will be small.
There are various possible engine cvnfigurations which can be adapted to feature a
free turbine, without resorting to the coaxial layout. Examples are the Allison 250
(Fig. 4-46c) and the Pratt and Whitney PT6A,
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a. Rolls-Royce DART-MI<. 510

·

,

Fig. 4-46. Examples of
turboprop engine configurations (data can be found in
Table 6-2)

b. Rolls-Royce TYNE 12

c. Allison Model 250
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d. Pratt and Whitney PT-6A

ea

Turbom~ca

Astazou XIV

Fig. 4-46. Examples of turboprop engine
configurations. (data can be found in
Table 6-2)
(Fig. 4-46d), which work on the "reverse
flow" principle with reversal of the flow
within the engine. The gas es are ejected
either in front or in the cent re of the
engine at the sides. The advantage lies in

the very compact layout, demanding little
space to accommodate the engine. Thi~ may
be compared with the Turboméca Astazou
(Fig. 4-46e) with the jet pipe at the re ar
of the engine. However, with the jet pipes
at the sides it is not possible to take
full advantage of the thrust of the engine
gases, unless one or more curved jet pipes
are used. This will lead to an increase in
drag and a loss of thrust.
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Chapter 5. Design for performance

SUMMARY

Af ter laying down the broad outlines of the general arrangement and finalizing the design
of the fuselage, the designer's next step will be to decide on the type of engine to be
installed and the size of the wing. Both have a direct effec r on performance and operating
costs.
Basic relationships are presented for the performance of systematic design studies. Initial weight and drag estimation methods are given and boundary values are derived forairera ft parameters such as wing loading, thrust or power loading and aspect ratio. Some examples of the use of parametrie studies and synthesis diagrarns are discussed. Finallyperformanee aspects related to noise reduction are dealt with on a qualitative basis.
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Symbols

of relative density
- power

A

2
- wing aspect ratio, A = b /S

a

- mean deceleration or acceleration

- total (equivalent) takeoff horsepower of all engines

- speed of sound (at sea level lSA)

- statie atmospheric pressure (at

- Balanced Field Length

sea level lSA)

- span or width; no index: wing span
-

rate of climb

R

- range

Re

- Reynolds number, Re = Vl/v

- coefficient in generalized expres-

r

- correct ion factor or ratio for

sion for L/D at V
2
- airplane drag coeffj.cient, CD =
2
D/'PV S

S

distance; area (no index: wing

- induced or lift-dependent drag

SEP

- Specific Excess

coefficient

SLS

- Sea Level, Statie condition

zero-lift drag coefficient

T

-

-

drag estimation
area)

efficient, based on wetted area
2
lift coefficient, CL
L/'PV S

=

- total statie takeoff thrust, all

- maximum lift coefficient, CL
W/,PVS2s

engines operating, uninstalled
max

engines

- specific fuel consumption, pro-

- mean thrust in takeoff run

peller engines

- time; section thickness

- specific fuel consumption, turbo-

- equivalent inertia time

jet engines

c

D

- speed

- chord length
-

- approach speed

friction coe·f ficient of boundary

- rotation speed

layer

- stalling speed; takeoff config-

- drag

d ,ó ,d 1 2 3

thrust; atmosphe1:1c temperature

(T = T at sea level lSA)
o
- total jet thrust (turboprop engines only)

- mean airplane zero-lift drag co-

~ower

- uration: V ; landing configuras
1
tion: V
s

factors defining the zero-lift

o

drag coefficient
E

- coefficient in generalized ex-

-

- engine failure speed

EPNdB

pression for L/D at V
2
- equivalent, perceived noise, dB

e

- Oswald's induced drag factor,

-

l/e =

touchdown speed

- speed at the decision point

~A(dCD./dCL2)

takeoff safety speed

- lnitial climbout speed, all en-

l.

gines operating

f

- field length factor for takeoff
(f
) or landing (f
)
to
land
- acceleration due to gravity

- operational empty weight; weight

g
h

- altitude; height; screen height

- dry weight of engines

in takeoff (h ) or landing (hSO)
to
- lCAO Standard Atmosphere

-

-

W

empty equipped
(i.e. not deter-

ratio of takeoff weight to actual

-

- variabIe part of We (i.e. deter-

lift

-

length

- number of engines
load factor (n = L/W); exponent

(maximum) takeoff weight
mined by Wto)

y

- angle of climb or descent; ratio

y

- equivalent angle of climb or de-

- Mach number
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fixed part of We
mined by Wto)

weight
-

-

- weight

of specific heats
scent

- second segment climb angle

air

air maneuver in takeoff or landing

-

comp

c ompressibility effects

,cr

cruising flight

increment

- relative static pressure ; ö = p/po
- nacelle frontal area/cylinder
volume per engine

f

fuselage; flap; fuel

9

ground (run)

n

- efficiency

i

start of c ruising flight

e

- relative atmospheric temperature;

land

landing

e

= T/T

A

o
- sweep angle

À

- bypass ratio
- friction coefficient;

~

= retar-

dation force/normal force
~'

- equivalent friction coefficient,
including aerodynamic forces
-

LOF

lift- o ff

MD

minimum drag condition

n

engine nacelle(s)

p

payload

res

reserve fuel

run

takeoff or landing run

stop

deceleration phase during aborted
takeoff or landing

coefficient of kinematic viscosity

tailplane (empennage)

- air density (at sea level ISA)

t

- relative density; cr = p/ po

thr

thrust reverser(s)

- power/engine frontal area

to

takeoff

trip

trip fuel (fuel burned)

- specific thrust (jet thrust/airflow); specific power (bhp/cyl-

uc

undercarriage

inder volume per engine)

w

wing

Sub<;cripts

c/4

quarter- chord line

o

sea level conditions

5.1 . INTRODUCTION

is occasionally chosen on the basis of
limited performance studies. In such a case

Af ter deciding on the general arrangement

the wing design procedure is considerably

(Ch. 2), incorporating this in initial de-

simplified but the result may be unsatis-

sign sketches , and finalizing the layout

factory if the number of suitable engines

drawings of the fuselage (Ch. 3), the de-

is t o o restricted. If several engine types

signer's next

~tep

will be to decide onthe

are a vailable, a systematic study is re -

type of engine to be installed and the size

quired to find optimum combinations of wing

of the wing. At this stage of the design

design and types of engine. In this Chapter

the specified m1ssion and flight perform-

the basic relationships for the performance

ance will playan important part. In Chapter

of such studies will be developed and ele-

4 it was concluded that engine performance

mentary examples will be given. A complete

is affected by many parameters, such as cycle evaluation of the effect of the design
choices on the complete aircraft is virtutemperatures and pressure ratios, bypass
ratio, etc. The most important properties

al l y equivalent to carrying out as many de-

of the wing are wing sections and area, as-

sign studies as there are parametrie varia-

pect ratio and high-lift devices. In a
well-balanced design the various parameters

tions and many details must therefore re-

and shape factors are combined

as to

main undiscussed.

minimize both the initial costs and opera-

Simplified illustrations are presented to
cover the more complex computationalsystem

ting costs, while meeting all performance

and the reader may refine all relationships

50

requirements .

insofar as he thinks fit. The procedure is
divided into three major parts:

In view of the limited availability of engines, the type of engine to be installed

a. In1tial estimation of the empty weight,
fuel weight, all-up weight and drag polars
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(Sections 5.2 and 5.3).

attempt to alter design weights at a later

b. Derivation of boundary values of thede-

stage. The weight data issued by the pre-

sign parameters, based on "reversed" per-

lirninary design department serve as goals

formance calculations (Section 5.4).
c. Some examples of performance optimiz-

for other engineering departments.

ations

The actual choice of the type of engine and

Weight prediction is necessary not only for
stress and performance computations, but

wing shape is based not only on performance

also for design optimization, as reflected

(Section 5.5).

calculations but also on other factors to

in the following categories of estimating

be considered in Chapters 6 and 7.

methodology:

In recent years, low noise production has

1. Pre-configuration selection methods.

become a requirement of major importance in

2. Configuration select ion methods.

aircraft . design. Although the methods for

3. Post-configuration select ion methods.

achieving a low-noise design have not yet

The general requirements to be satisfiedby

been settled, some aspects will be mentioned
in this · chapter.
It is emphasized that most of the methods

estimating methods are given below.

presented here are intended as illustrative

a. Pre-configuration selection methods.
"Weight guesstimates" are used during the

examples, applicable to an early stage of

period in the design where the mission re-

the design; they should be refined and im-

quirements are practically the only objec-

proved as soon as more data become available. tives which are definitely known. The airChapter 8 and the appendices to this book

plane size and structural arrangement can-

contain more detailed data and many refer-

not be finalized until systernatic studies

e nces to the relevant literature.

have been made to determine the optimum design. The prediction methods to be used
should be elementary in nature, and the use

5.2. INITIAL WEIGHT PREDICTION

of statistics is appropriate when it produces rapid answers. Some examples are given

5.2.1. Stages in the estirnation of airplane

in Section 5.2.2. and in References 5-6 to

weight

5-10.

In the early days of aviation, the design

b. Configuration selection methods.

engineer was responsible for the design,

The methods normally employed are semi-em-

stress analysis and weight control for the
components of the aircraft. As design prob-

pirical and seek to account for weight variations due to changes in major design pa-

lems became more complex, specialized fields

rameters. Such methods are valuable in pa-

of engineering we re developed. One of these

rametric studies aimed at finding out which

fields is weight determination, control and

cornbination of parameters yields the best

coordination. Today, weight prediction and

compromise of all the input variables. Not

control are part and parcel of every phase

only must the methods used provide accurate

in the design and development of every type

answers in an absolute sense, but the pre-

of aircraft.
To be effective, weight prediction and con-

dicted effect of the variation of each pa-

trol must be carried out during the early

rameter should be equally correct. The com-

stages of the preliminary design, before a

putation methodology is iterative innature,
i.e. starting values for the design weights

design configuration becomes "frozen". As

must be assumed or based on previous esti-

soon as weight figures are distributed to

mates, and af ter completion of the weight

the various departments of a design office

breakdown the new values must be used to

as a starting point for further design evaluation, they will strongly resist
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a~y

start a further computation cycle, continuing in this way until the process has con-

verged to within the required accuracy. Examples of these types of methods will be
(5-3)

presented in Chapter 8.
c. Post-configuration selection methods.
In this phase a baseline configuration has

This equation will now be evaluated forsev-

been selected and it is necessary to ana-

eral airplane categories .

lyse the loads and weight in greater detail.
Major elements of such a method are a de-

a. Light aircraft with piston engines.

tailed weight breakdown and the use of pre-

One important contribution is the engine

liminary stress analysis to determine the

weight, which is frequently a known factor.

amount of structural material required to

Alternatively, it can be estimated fromFig.

resist the applied loads and provide ade-

4-12. We then write:

quate stiffness. Weights must be added for
joints, cut-outs, splices and other features

(5-4)

which complicate the structural arrangement.
Design specifications of all systems must be
available to estimate their configuration,

The following averages were found from data

power requirements and weight. Due to the

re lating to some 100 light aircraft:

very complex character of the type of work

W

involved, comprehensive methods coveringall
conceivable aircraft types are not readily

var
Wto

I

norfixed gear
1
.47 - retractable
gear
gory

.45

available. However, many examples of ra-

~te-

tional methods applicable to detail weights
can be found in the literature. The Society

.50 - utility

of Allied Weight Engineers (SAWE) has pub-

.55 - acrobatic

(5-5)

category

lished many of these and a select ion of pa-

category

pers appears in the list of references to
Chapter 8.

constant

R
ruc A-· 5 + .035 (5-6)
1000

5.2.2. Examples of waight "guesstimates"

where the constant is .31 when R is in n.m.

The takeoff weight is the sum of operating

The factor ruc accounts for undercarriage

empty weight, payload and fuel weight:

drag (see Section 5.3.2.).

or .17 when R in km.

(5-1)

b. Turbojet and turbopropeller aircraft.
In principle, cruise fuel can be determined

The empty weight can be considered as the

with the well-known Brêguet range equation.

sum of a fixed weight and a yariable weight:

However, this is complicated by the fact
that extra fuel is required for takeoff,

(5-2)

climb, des cent , reserves, etc. To avoid
lengthy computations an estimate can be

The actual subdivision can be adapted to

made as follows:

the case under consideration. By way of ex-

Turboprop aircraft: the total fuel quantity

ample, if the engine to be used is known at

is obtained from Fig. 5-1.

this stage, it w.11l be considered as a fixed

Turbojet aircraft: the fuel is split up in-

weight. Like the fuel load, the variable

to trip fuel and reserve fuel. Trip fuel is

weight can be considered as a fraction of

given by Fig. 5-2, explained in Section
5.4.2., and reserve fuel is given by eq.

the takeoff weight, resulting in:

5-46 or 5-47.
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Fig. 5-1. Estimation of fuel
weight fraction for turboprop
aircraft (small and transport
category)

Explanation:
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CRUISE

I

cruise
condi-

tions

max. width, height and length
resp. of fuselage
range
speed of sound at SL, ISA

LONG-RANGE CRUISE

mean skin friction coefficient,

BUSINESS JETS

based on wetted area
Typical values:

ëF

= .0030 -

large, long-range transports

3

.B..s.1
..;e
8o

4

1 +.068pM
~

5

6

~I
2W
to

.0035 - small, short-range
transports
.0040 - business and executive
jets

Fig. 5-2. Estimation of trip fuel weight fraction for jet airliners and executive aircraft
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Fig . 5- 3. Chart to estimate
the empty weight of transport

2

and executive airplanes
A justification for this approach is given
in Fig. 5-3. The 20% fraction of Wto is

The empty weight of light aircraft (W

'

to
12,500 lb, 5670 kg) is roughly 60% of the

takeoff weight, hence :

derived from data re lating to several
developed aircraft types, leading to takeoff weight growth, without changes in fuselage dimensions. The importance of the fuse-

(5-7)

lage size is obvious not only from the direct contribution of the fuselage structure,

For transport aircraft with Wto > 12,500 lb
(5,670 kg), the accuracy of the empty weight
prediction can be improved by splitting it

but also from the fact that the weight of

up into:

tem, etc. is closely related to the fuse-

such items as sound insulation, wall trim,

floor covering and the airconditioning sys-

- the weight of the dry engines,

lage dimensions as weIl.

- a fixed weight of approximately 1,100 lb

The result of this approach is:

(500 kg),
- a constant fraction of the takeoff weight,

Wto

Wp + Weng + Wfix + à We

mainly associated with wing and undercar-

lage size.

f
w-

to

riage structure,

- a weight group dependent upon the fuse-

W

.8 -

(5-8)

t}J

~
WIL>

where àW

is derived from Fig. 5-3 and W
e
fix
is equal to 1,100 lb (500 kg).
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At this stage, the fuselage dimensions

~ f'

1.5

b f and h

will generally be known from a
f
layout drawing, or may be estimated from

statistical data (e.g. from Figs. 3-12 and
3-13). The fuel weight fraction can be es-

1.0

timated from comparable aircraft types or
from Fig. 5-1 for turbopropeller aircraft
and Fig. 5-2 for turbojet aircraft. The en-

.5

gine weight will be known once the engine
is chosen. Otherwise 5 to 6% of the takeoff
weight may be assumed as a typical value.

5.3. INITIAL ESTlMATION OF AIRPLANE ORAG
5.3.1. Drag breakdown

-'"Ae

In the cruise configuration (flaps and

U~

dercarriage retracted) and for low-subsonic

'.o~-j-----~O

flight speeds, the drag coefficient Co is
usually expressed as a unique function of
the lift coefficient CL' referred to as the
airplane drag polar. Most low-speedpolars

.5

are approximated by a parabola,

C 2
CD = C + C = C + TTALe
Do
Di
Do

(5-9)

The drag coefficient, based on the wing

O~~~L-.~O~5------~
. 1~O---C--~
· 1·5

°

----ICoo

cL

2

area, is frequently expressed in counts;
2
one count = . 0001. The symbol A = b /S de-

b. CD vs.

notes the aspect ratio of a wing with span

Fig . 5-4. Typical low-speed polar curve

band gross planfc.rm area S (definitions in

C 2

Appendix A-2) .

ïfA

L

(5-10)

When the actual drag polar, as determined
from measurements in test flights or a wind

The Oswald efficiency factor e in eq. 5-9

tunnel, is compared with eq. 5-9, it is

accounts for the non-ellipticity of the

found that in a practical region of CL val-

lift distribution, the increase of profile

ues the straight line approximation of CD
2
vs. c
is acceptable (Fig. 5-4).
L
Contrary to the exact polar curve, having a

drag of the wing, fuselage, tailplane, nacelles and various interference effects
with the angle of attack.

minimum at some small positive value of CL'
eq. 5-9 indicates that CD is minimum for
CL = O. The zero-lift drag coefficient CD
is a fictitious quantity for the general 0
case of a non-symmetrical aircraft, the
actual CD for CL = 0 being slightly higher.
The induced

o~

lift-dependent drag coeffi-

A preliminary stage of drag estimation may
be accomplished by adding the individual
drag contributions of the various components of the airplane:
LCD

S.

~

(5-11)

S

cient can be compared to the theoretical
induced drag of a wing with elliptic span-wise lift distribution ;
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The product Co . Sj is the drag area ofeach
J

component. For wings with thickness/chord

bulent flow is assumed to occur at the same

ratios of up to 20% and slender fuselages

distance from the no se or leading edge.

(length/diameter ratio greater than about

A second condition which must be fulfilled

4), skin friction drag is predominant and

for the flat plate analogy to be valid is

it is customary to deduce the drag coeffi-

that there should be no appreciable regions

cient of the components from their wetted

of separation, and the aircraft components

area. Table 5-1 shows typical low-speed drag
figures tor various classes of airplanes in
the cruise configuration.

erately cambered and smooth in shape. With

should therefore be well-streamlined, modre gard to sharp corners, rear fuselage upsweep or short stubby fuselage tails, for

e

CD

example, the flat plate analogy yields no

0

high-subsonic jet
aircraft

realistic answers.

-

.020

.75

-

.85*

should be made to experimental data, a val-

.018

-

.024

. 80

-

.85

Ref. 5-12 .

.022

-

. 028

.75

-

.80

large turbopropelIer aircraft

uable collection of which is to be found in

tWin-engine pis-

ton aircraft

In sueh cases reference

.014

To account for distributed surface irregularities and roughness drag, the boundary

small single en-

layer is sometimes assumed to be fully tur-

gine aircraft

bulent. In this case the friction coeffi-

retractable gear

.020

-

.030

.75

fixed gear

.025

-

.040

.65

-

.80

cient according to Prandtl-Schlichting,

.75

based on the wetted area, is given by:

agricultural airC

craft :
- spray system removed

.060
.070

-

.080

.455
2 58
(log Re) .

(5-12)

.65

-

.75

This equation is depicted in Fig. 5-5 in a

.65

-

.75

normalized form, i. e. the value of CF for
Re ~ 10 8 is taken equal to 1. To account

- spray system installed

F ~

• The higher the sweep angle, the lower the
e-factor

for the thickness of the body, shape factors representing the ratio of actual drag
to flat plate drag are given in literature
tor wing sections and circular streamline

Table 5-1. Drag figures for various air-

bodies (e.g. in Ref. 5-12). For each air-

craft types

craft the exposed (wetted) area must be
calculated, interference effects estimated

5.3.2. Low-speed drag estimation method

and extras added to account for protuber-

The example of a drag pre di ct ion method

ances, flap and control surface slots,
cockpit windows and the like (Appendix F).

presented in this section, is a very ele-

A detailed drag estimation is usually a

mentary approach, which can be refined if

very elaborate exercise, for which most

desired. A more detailed drag prediction

airplane manufacturers have developed their

method is given in Appendix F.

own procedures. For the purpose of sizing

The drag of an aircraft component may be

the airplane and the engine, a somewhat

estimated by comparing it to the friction

simplified approach based on statistical

drag of an equivalent flat plate having the

data is suggested here. In the presentmeth-

same wetted area and length. For this com-

od, the zero-lift drag will be calcu1ated

parison to be valid, the boundary layer

according to the following basic equation:

must develop in a similar manner for both
cases and therefore the Reynolds number,
with respect to the length, must be equal,
while the transition from laminar to ,tur-

The various contributions will be explained
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Fig. 5-5. Correct ion factor
on Co for s ca le effects,

~

o

Vcr

roughness, etc

below. Base* drag is not included but may

b. Fuselage.

be accounted for, if present, by assuming

Uncorrected parasite drag for streamline

6(C S) = .13 times the projection of the
O
base area on a plane normal to the flow.

shapes:
(5-15)

a. Wing.
Uncorrected drag area for smooth wings:

fuselage length, including propeller
spinner or jet engine outlet, if

(5-14)
where rw

tic
A

. 25

S

1.0 for cantilever and 1 . 1 for

present,
bf,h = max. width and height of the major
f
cross section, including canopy,

bra eed wings

shape factor, i.e. the ratio of ac-

mean thickness / chord ratio

tual wetted area to th at of a fuse-

sweep angle at the quarter-chord

lage with elliptical or circular

line

cross-section and cylind ical midsection, for which r = 1.0,
f
1.30 - rectangular cross-section,

gross planform area (Appendix
A-2)

1

Eq. 5-14 is derived from the flat plate

1.15 - one side of cross-section

analogy and a typical thickness correct ion

rectangular, other side rounded off,
diameter
.65 + 1.5 length - fully streamlined fuselages without cylindrical

for t i c up to . 20. The "uncorrected" drag
figure applies to a smooth wing with the
transition region at approximately 10% of

mid-section.

the chord, for a Reynolds number of 12.5

The "uncorrected" drag figure applies to a

million, based on the geometrie mean chord

fuselage with fully turbulent boundary

length.

layer, for a Reynolds number equal to 100
million, based on t f. Calculations have
shown that the thickness correct ion , multiplied by the ratio of gross wetted area to

* Base: a surface, usually at the rear end
of the fuselage, more or less normal to

the cylinder area .5 TI tf (bf+h ), yields
f
an almost constant value of approximately

the flow.

.93 for most practical length/diameter ra-
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tios. Great care should be taken when
applying eq. 5-15 to ai~craft with rear

1.50 - all engines podded
1.65 - two engines podded, one buried

fuselage upsweep, bluff canopies, etc., for

in fuselage tail (this figure includes

which considerably higher drag figures must
be expected (cf. Section 3.5.1. and Fig.

internal drag of the cent ral inlet)
1.25 - engines buried in nacelles,
attached on the side of the fuselage
1.00 - engi~es fully buried, intake
scoops on fuselage
.30 - engines fully buried, wing root

3-27).
c. Tailplane.
By analyzing tailplane drag in the same way
as the wing drag, it was found th at in
amounts to roughly 24% of fuselage plus

intakes
It should be noted that the factor (5+À)/
(l+À) in eq. 5-16 has no physical meaning;

wing drag; hence rt = 1.24 is a good average. On STOL-type aircraft rt may be as
high as 1.30 due to the relatively large
tailplane area.

it has been derived on a statistical basis
from the ratio of wetted area to frontal
area for act ua 1 engines with varying bypass ratios.

d. Engine installation and nacelles.
The parasite areas will be related to the

TURBOPROP ENGINES
The uncorrected nacelle drag is:

practical cases the tailplane contribution

installed thrust or power, in order to account for variations of nacelle or intake
scoop size and shape with engine thrust or
power.

(5-17)
where Pto and $to refer to standard SLS
conditions and
ring-type in lets
rn
1.0
1.6 - scoop-type inlets, increasing

-

TURBOJET ENGINES
The isolated engine pod is taken as the
reference case; its wetted area can be related to the engine mass flow, taking due
account of differences in pod design for
variation in bypass ratio. On the basis of
actual pod shapes and wetted areas, an uncorrected friction coefficient of .003 and
typical scrubbing and supervelocity drag
values for cruising flight, the following
expression was found :

the frontal area
Eq. 5-17 is based on a typical drag coefficient .065 based on the nacelle frontal
area, while for ring-type inlets the engine frontal area is approximately 65% of
the nacelle frontal area.
PISTON ENGINES
Wing-mounted:
(5-18)

(5-16)
where Tto and ~to refer to standard SLS
conditions and
r
= 1.0 - th rust reversers installed,
thr
= .82 - no thrust reversers.
The factor r n is an installation factor to
account for pylon and interference drag in
the case of podded engines. For buried engines r represents drag due to intake
n
scoops, exhaust pipes, etc.
The following figures are suggested as typical:

where Pto and
tions and
,

=

n

~to

refer to SLS-ISA condi-

nacelle frontal area
cylinder volume

Typical va lues for ~to may be obtained from
Section 4.2 or from engine manufacturers'
data. A favorable effect of size is reflected in the factor ' n' which is of the
order of .0 12 to .015 sq . ft per cu.in.
( . 07-.09 m2 /1iter) for engine powers up to
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500 hp, but may go down to .05 to .07 sq.ft
2
(.03 to .04 m /1iter) for the

per cu.in.

The following approximation accounts for

2,000-4,000 hp class.

the effect of the Reynolds number on turbulent skin friction drag and miscellane-

Fuselage-mounted tractor engines:

o.us drag items:
(5-19)

rRe~

actual zero-lift drag coefficient*=
uncorrected drag coefficient

e. Undercarriage.
47 Re -.2

For undercarriages which are fully retracted within the airplane external lines* a
drag penalty is not necessary (r
= 1.0) .
uc
Other values can be derived by retracing

f

where
Vcr lf

differences in measured performance of air-

(5-21)

"cr

craft with fixed and retractable gear versions and from published data on drag:
1.35 - f1xed gear, no streamlined
wheel fairings
1.25 - f1xed gear, streamlined wheel

(5-20)

The subscript "cr" refers to the design
cruising altitude and speed. Figure 5-5
shows that the miscellaneous drag contributions amount to 25-30% for light aircraft

fairings and struts

and 10-15% or less on large transport air-

1.08 - main gear retracted in streamr

craft. The rms error of the method is 4%,

lined fairings on the fuselage (like

but this figure also allows for inaccuracy

C-130 and C-5A)

in the available data on drag polars.

1.03 -.main gear retracted in nacelles of turbopropeller engines

5.3.3. Compressibility drag

f. W1ng tip tanks.
A typical figure, such as 6(C S) = .055
D

Compressibility effects on drag are generally ignored at Mach numbers below . 5 . The

times the tank's frontal area, should be

drag pol ars of a high-subsonic transport

added to eq. 5-13. To compute the effective

aircraft in Fig. 5-6 illustrate th at for

aspect ratio, the effective wing span and
area should be taken as the distance and

.8

area between the tank centerlines (Ref.
5-12) .
g. Corrections for Reynolds number and miscellaneous drag.
It can be argued that interference effects,
surface irregularities, excrescences, air

scoops, aerials, slots, etc . generally affect the boundary layer more on small lowspeed aircraft than they do on large highspeed aircraft, due to differences in relative size and emphasis on pure aerodynamic
design. In evaluating the present method,

Fig. 5-6. Effect of compressibility on the

the ratio of actual measured to basic zero

drag polar

lift drag was therefore plott ed versus the
Reynolds number, based on fuselage length
(Fig. 5-5).
*including excrescences, protuberances,
*i.e. no wheel fairings are required
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roughness, etc.

low CL va lues and Mach numbers up to .70

is estimated by assuming a typical value

the effects of compressibility on drag are

for e

of secondary nature. Between M = .70 and

tion with a fairly low CL' As thrust equals

(cf. Table 5-1) and taking a condi-

.80 a steady increase in the drag is ob-

drag in cruising flight, we may write:

served ("drag creep") and at a critical

~Ch

number of approximately .85 a rapid

(jet airplanes)

(5-24)

(propeller
airplanes)

(5-25)

rise is experienced in both the zero-lift
drag and the induced drag. This drag rise

or

is caused by shock waves and boundary layer
separation induced by these shock waves.
The endeavor to achieve low compressibility

CD

cr

_ Tip P br ]
3
~pV S
cr

drag, or rather a high drag-critical Mach
number, is one of the most comprehensive

For jet-propelled aircraft, T is the in-

tasks in aerodynamic design. This subject

stal led thrust, which is lower than the un-

is dealt with more fully in Section 7.2.

installed thrust due to bleed air, power

For the purpose of initial design calculations, it is fair to assume that the aero-

offtakes and inlet pressure loss. A typical
figure may be 4% reduction, but for high

dynamicists will achieve acceptable drag
figures at the design cruising speed, pro-

bypass engines i t may well be as high as 8%.
For propeller aircraft Tip represents the

vided th at wing sweep and thickness ratio

combined effect of instalIed propeller ef-

are chosen appropriately. We may therefore

ficiency, extra drag o f aircraft components
in the slipstream, intake losses, power and

assume that:

bleed air offtakes and cooling drag. TypilIC
lIC

Dcomp

Dcomp

.0005
.0020

-

long-range cruise condi-

cal figures are:

tions

Ti p = .85 - turbopropeller engines (includ-

high -speed cruise condi-

ing jet thrust)
.80

tions

wing-rnounted piston engines

.78 - tractor piston engine in fuse5.3.4. Retracing a drag polar from perform-

lage nose.
Cruise power or thrust may be obtained from
the engine brochure for the appropriate

ance figures

rating, altitude and flight speed. In the

In order to compare an estimated drag polar
with the drag figures of existing airplanes, drag coefficients may be deduced

case of piston engines, ratings are usual-

from performance data as supplied by the

and economic cruising respective:y. Final-

airplane manufacturer. To do this for a

ly, the zero-lift drag is calculated:

ly 75% or 65% rated power for performance

given type of aircraft, the lift coeffi(5-26)

cient in cruising flight is calculated
first,

A more accurate determination can be made
C

Lcr

_ WIS ]

-

~ pv

2

(5-22)
cr

by analyzing several flight conditions in
a similar way. By plotting the va lues of
2

from the manufacturer's brochure or other

CD vs CL ,CD and e can be found by a
straight-lineOapproximation, in the manner

appropriate publications. The drag due to

indicated in Fig. 5-4 .

Cruising altitude and speed are obtained

lift,
5.3.5. Drag in takeoff and landing
(5 - 23)

Drag in the en route configuration determines the cruise th rust and hourly fuel
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20

consumption. Alternatively, drag in the
low-speed configuration (flaps deflected)
determines the permissible takeoff weight
for a partïcular flight of a passenger airliner and hence the maximum usetuJ load~
On a hot and high airfield, a limitation on
takeoff weight may re sult in a reduced payload or a restricted fuel weight and range.
In such a case à drag deterioration of 10'
may result in 30% less payload to be
carried.
Typical polars for several flap deflections
for takeoff and landing are shown in Fig.
5-7. As the available climb grad~ent,

15

(5-27)

2.5

FLAP

OEFLEC~!ON

60'

0 .5

.50

Fig. 5-7. Low-speed polars for a light
transport

40'-------

5

--tak.off flaps--j
!---Ianding fl.paO+---~--~--~--~--~--

o

0.5

1.0

1.5

Fig. 5-8. Typical locus of lift/drag ratios
for the takeoff safety speed

0--0 DC-W30
BAC-H1
727-100
737-100
747
00---0 F-2B Mk 1000

4.5

4.0

•

F-27

•

L-l049

depends on the lift/drag ratio, the aerodynamic characteristics are sometimes
plotted accordingly (Fig. 5-8)~* For each
flap angle, the LID ratio at the takeoff
safety speed V2 are indicated on the curves.
A line connecting these points forms an
envelope or locus, which is useful in comparing one flap system with another.
Since accurate prediction of the results of
a flap design program is obviously impossible, it is useful to compare the V2 locus
on a basis of generalized parameters, by
writing the drag polar as follows:
C IC
(CD IÄ
L D
0
+
IÄ = ~

(5-28)

The va lues of CD and e refer to the configurations withOflaps deflected. Fig. 5-9
presents a collection of some published V2
loci. The following approximation is sug~
gested for preliminary design purposes:

3.5

3.0

(5-29)
2.5

.3

.4

.5

.018, E = . • 70 slats extended
.005, E = .61 no slats or slats
retracted.

.6

Fig. 5-9. Generalized takeoff lift/drag
ratios

* Defini tion in Section 8.2.1.
** A more complete figure is shown on Fig.
11-4
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Note that this equation does not represent
an actual aircraft polar; it refers to the

not be considered as independent variables
(cf. Chapter 4, Section 4.4.).

initial climb-out af ter takeoff. To include
drag due to engine failure at low thrust/

b. Wing.

weight ratios, E may be reduced by approximately 4% for wing-mounted engines and 2%

1. Gross wing area S, usually combined

for engines mounted on either side of the

with the all-up weight into the wing

fuselage tail.

loading at takeoff Wto/S.

Although the accuracy of eq. 5-29 for the
probably not so good, due to the higher ra-

2. Aspect ratio A = b 2 /S. Instead of A, the
2
span loading W /b is occasionally used~
to
3. High-lift devices, in particular the

tio of flight speed to stalling speed, it

available CL-max and lift/drag ratios in

approach and landing configurations is

still remains. a useful first-order approx-

takeoff and landing configurations.

imation.

The wing section shape, the taper ratio and
the sweep angle are not considered here;
these will be discussed in Chapter 7.

5.4. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE REQUlREMENTS
The various performance equations will be
The objective of performance analysis is to
predict the performance of an airplane type

presented in a way which permits their
ready application. For climb and high-speec

of given design and geometry. The designer,

performance it is generally convenient to

however, is confronted with the reverse

express the engine thrust (power) interms

problem: knowing the performance objec-

of the other parameters, for low-speed

tives, he must find combinations of design

performance the wing loading limitations

characteristics which will result in a de-

are most easily derived explicitly, par-

sign that satisfies or exceeds all require-

ticularly in the case of a fixed engine

ments.

and given aircraft weight.

The intention of this section is to trans-

The performance aims may not always be

late the performance requirements into

realized. For example, with regard to im-

boundary va lues for those major aircraft

aginary solutions for the wing area. Even

parameters and characteristics, which have

in the case of a fixed engine it is therefore useful to consider possible engine

a first-order effect on performance:

growth, or alternatively to use the equaa. Powerplant.

tions to de duce the permissible takeoff
weight from the most critical performance

1. Total SLS takeoff thrust

(power) of all

item.

engines, uninstalled, usually combinedwith
the takeoff weight in the thrust/weight ratio (Tto/W

) or power/weight ratio (P

to
to
W ). Thrust loading or power loading is
to
the reciprocal value of this: Wto/T
or
to
Wto/Pto·
2. The number of engines, Ne.

5.4.1. High-speed performance

/

3. Engine type or configuration. The thrust

a. Jet-propelled aircraft.
The th rust required to fly at a given
speed and predetermined altitude is given
by:

or power lapse ratios with speed, altitude
and ambient temperature (T/T

or P/P ) ,
to
to
and the specific fuel consumption at cruis-

T = D

(5-30)

ing conditions are particularly relevant.
It is not customary to derive boundary val-

*

ues for these characteristics, as they can-

Wto/b

span loading is sometimes defined as
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where T is the installed thrust, as derived
from the engine manufacturers' brochure for
a given engine, or assumed equal to a certain percentage of the uninstalled thrust
when the engine has not yet been sized
(cf. Section 5.3.4.).
The drag coefficient, as given by eq. 5-9,
is dependent on the lift coefficient,
(5-31)
and eq. 5-30 can be rewritten as follows:

T

(5-32)

W

The zero-lift drag coefficient may be elaborated in térms of the wing area and the
installed thrust. Any drag prediction method available to the designer may be used
for this purpose. In this text the semistatistical method of Section 5.3. is used
to derive the following result:

tained from non-dimensional thrust curves
or generalized data in Appendix H.
The minimum thrust at a given airspeed and
altitude is found when the wing loading is
equal tOl
(5-35)
This condition is identical to the condition for minimum drag (or L!O-max) of the
wing plus that part of the tailplane contribution which is proportional to thewing
drag. The factor dl is thus proportional
to the wing profile drag coefficient; the
order of magnitude is .008 - .010, for aircraft with retractable undercarriage.
b. Propeller aircraft.
The equivalent horsepower required to fly
at a given speed and altitude is given by:
(5-36)
The power!weight ratio in the sea level
static (SLS) condition is derived in the
same way as for jet aircraft:

where
W
to

(5-37)

kW

-W

dl

r Re r uc rt

(CoS)w +
lIC o
S
. comp

d2

r Re ruc rt

(COS) f Po
W
to

For wing-mounted engines, the factors dl
and d 2 are defined analogous to eq. 5-34,
while
(5-34)

These terms are explained in Sections 5.3.2.
and 5.3.3.
In equation 5-33 the three terms in the numerator are associated with wing profile
drag, induced drag, fuselage drag and empennage drag. The denominator may be interpreted as an effective lapse ratio of the
engines installed in nacelles, i ~cluding
internal and external nacelle or intake
scoop drag. The value for T!T to can be ob156

(5-38)
This effect of compressibility on the drag
can generally be ignored. For a tractor engine in the fuselage nose, d 3 = 0 and dl
is equal tOl
(5-39)
The power lapse ratio P!P to must be derived
from the engine manufacturer's data. For
the installed efficiency np typical values
may be assumed as presented in Section
5.3.4.
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Fig. 5-10. Range performance of a high-subsonic long-range jet transport
5.4.2. Range performance
(5-41)
A specified range or radius of action must
be achieved with a given payload or maximum
fuel capacity, taking into account fuel
reserves for holding and diversion. An in-

where W is the initial weight and W the
f
i
cruise fuel weight. For a given fuel frac-

dication of the cruise procedure will gen-

tion and engine type, the primary parameter

erally be mentioned:

in this equation is M LID, the range param-

(initial) cruise al-

titude, long-range or high-speed condition.

eter. The operational variables (cruise altitude, Mach number), the wing loading and

a. Jet aircraft.

the drag pol ar are the primary variables.

Although range performance depends upon the
cruise procedure, the Bréguet equation is

For medium- and long-range aircraft, the
amount of fuel consumed is large and it is

useful as a basis for an initial prediction

necessary to aim at optimum flight condi-

of cruise fuel. On the conditions of con-

tions.

stant angle of attack, airspeed and specific fuel consumption (climb cruise), the

For a given drag polar and wing loading, lines of

range is:

constant

M

LID can be plotted on a speed-al titude

diagram: Fig. 5-10 ; the lower part of this figure
R

(5-40)

is an intersection for one altitude. The inclination
of the tangent from th e origin to the CD/CL -curve
represents -the condition for maximum M LID.

or :

Considering flight at a specified sub-critical Mach
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number and variabie altitude first, the maximum

tude is significant (point BI. The maximum cruise

range is obtained at an al ti tude where LID is maxi-

rating of the engines determ!nes the flight speed,

mum, hence

and a typical extra drag of some 20 counts is acceptable, An intermediate condition is the cost-

CL =v'C

D
o

Me I

(5-42)

economical cruise, resulting in a favorabie combination of fuel costs and bloek time effects on op-

erating costs (Sectlon 11-

corresponding to the minimum drag speed MMO'

el.

The locus of this cond! tion for each al ti tude is

indicated in the upper part of Fig. 5-10.

The designer's problem with respect to

For a specified altitude and variabie Mach number,

combination of speed, altitude and airplane

range performance is to choose a favorable
ignoring compressibility effects on the drag, the

geometry, to obtain the best - or at least

condi tion for maximum M LID is:

a satisfactory - range performance and to
estimate the amount of fuel.

~(V!~~').O
S yp
2

dC

L

(5-43)

Flight speed variation has a major effect

CD

on the fuel required, but also on the de-.

resulting in:

sign of the wing (sweep angle, section
(5-44)

•

shape), the structural weight, engine
s.f.c., and problems of stability and con-

corresponding to a Mach number equal to ;; MMO.

trol. Optimization of the design - Mach

The conditions for CL according to (5-421 and (5-441

number is a very complex study and this pa-

are incompatibie and no absolute optimum combinatioo

rameter is usually specified in a rather

of Mand altitude can be obtained. This is confirmed

arbitrary manner in the design requirements.

in Fig. 5-10, indicating that in the absence of com-

pressibility M LID continues

to

increase with alti-

Cruising altitude has a direct effect on

tude.

fuel weight. When the installed engine

For high-subsonic speeds, a rapid rise in drag and

thrust is based on the cruise condition, the

subsequent deterioration of the range is observed

engine size required increases with alti-

beyond the drag-critical Mach number. Although the

tude, as the density decreases, and for a

complex character of the flow does not allowan an-

given specific thrust the inlet diameter

alytical treatment of compressibllity effects, Fig.

must increase as well. The weight of engine

5-10 indicates that a definite condition for maximum

plus fuel is a minimum for some altitude

M LID is now present. The locus of CL for this con-

below the altitude for maximum LID. This

dition is correspondingly IDOdified and intersects

case is elaborated analytically by Küchemann

the locus of (L/Dlmax at the optimum combination of

in Ref. 5-4, resulting in an optimum condi-

Mand altitude.

tion for CL depicted in Fig. 5-11. For longrange aircraft the minimum fuel requirement

distance travelled per pound of fuel consumed) is

dominates while on short hauls the amount
of fuel consumed is less and the engine

slightly different from (M LID) max due to the ef-

weight is the main factor, leading to a rel-

fects of altitude and speed on engine s.f.c. In

atively low optimum for CL in cruising

The condition for maximum specific range (i.e. the

operational practice the flight speed will always

flight.

be same 10-20% above MMO in horizontal flight in

Obviously the matter is more complicated in

order to obtain positive speed stability and to

real life:

avoid buffet during maneuvers. A typical long-range

_ Cruise fuel is only part of the total fuel

cruise condition results in 98\ of the maximum spe-

load.

cific range (point A in Fig. 5-10a I. In operations

_ Fuel weight and engine weight do not have

where fuel consumption is not a dominant factor, the

the same significance from the point of

high-speed cruise at a somewhat lower cruise alti-

view of achieving minimum operating costs.
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1.0

.10
.16

given by eq. 5-35 can be used to find a
first-order approximation for the L/ Dra.tio of the wing .

.8

.10
.12
.14
.16

.6

Weng
CL

JCooTtAe

.4

Wto

l

J

r.. The wetted area of the fuselage is the
primary parameter for the fuselage drag
area; other drag contributions are assumed
proportional to wing plus fuselage drag.
Fig. 5-2 can be used, provided the fuselage
dimensions are known,

CL",O

for exarnple from a

fuselage layou t drawing or the data from
Figures 3-11 and 3-12. Engine s.f.c. is
deduced from the engine manufacturer's

.2

brochure or from the data listed in Chapter
4.

OL..-----'----'-_ _I.....-_---'-_-----!
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.1

.4

.5

Reserve fue! consists of various contributions (cf. Table 11-2). One important item
is holding fuel, which is proportional to
the airplane minimum drag, hence inversely

IA.

Fig. 5-11. Optimum cruise conditions accor-

proportional to

ding to the criterion of Küchemann and

cal correlation has been found to give a

Weber (Ref. 5-4)

good approximation for transport aircraft:

-For short-haul aircraft the engine thrust
.18

is frequently determined by the takeoff

cT/1ë

The following empiri-

(transport a/cl

(5-46)

IA

field length or an engine-out climb requirement.

where cT/1ë is the same quantity as used in

- Oxygen system requirements are dependent

Fig. 5-2. A fuel reserve for 3/4 hour ex-

on cruising altitude (e.g. FAR 121.327-333),
which may be a deciding factor.

tra flying time should be allowed for bus~
ness jets and executive aircraft. This can

-Air Traffic Control considerations affect

simply be translated into an equivalent

the choice of cruising altitude.

range increment:

For an initial estimation of the amount of

ll R

(business and
executive jets)

(5-47)

trip fuel required, the fuel consumed for
cruising is derived from eq.

5-41:

Fig. 5-2 is thus valid, provided an equivalent range is used equal to R + llR.
If the effects of varying parameters like

where the initial weight is assumed to be

wing loading and aspect ratio are to be
assessed, the aircraft weight distribution

approximately equal to Wto. Additional fuel

must be computed in terms of these param-

is also used during takeoff, climb to and

eters. The details of these calculations

descent from cruise altitude, approach and

will not be dealt with here;. a simplified

landing . Fig. 5-2 is based on the following

example in Section 5.5.3 shows the effects

assurnptions:

of wing area variation on the weight dis-

a. The cruise fuel according to eq. 5-45 is

tribution of a long-range aircraft.

the dominant factor in the fuel contribution.

b. Propeller aircraft.

b. For transport aircraft the wing loading

The Bréguet range equation for propeller
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aircraft is:

flaps deflected or retracted, flying at or
above a specified flight speed. This item
(5-47)

R

of performance is of particular interest
for jet-propelled transports and will be

A similar picture to Fig. 5-10 can be
drawn up. If s.f.c. and propeller

efficie~

dealt with in more detail in Chapter 11.6.

cy variations are ignored, the specific

- Rate of climb at a specified altitude, one
engine inoperative . Frequently the rate of

range can be shown to be a maximum

climb is related to the stalling speed

- for minimum airplane drag, if the alti-

(flaps down). This item of performance is

tude is fixed and flight speed variable,

of particular interest to piston-powered

- for minimum power, if the flight speed

transports and all light aircraft.

is fixed and altitude variable.
As in the case of jet aircraft, these conditions are incompatible and no absolute

Climb requirements may be categorized as
follows.

optimum exists on the basis of flight me-

a. Rate of climb at a fixed flight speed

chanics. In general, range performance

b. Rate of climb at optimum flight speed

continues to improve with altitude until
the available engine power becomes the lim-

c. Climb gradient at a fixed flight speed
d. Climb gradient at optimum flight speed

iting factor.

In actual practice cases, b. and c. are by

Fig. 5-1 can be used for an initial esti-

far the most important ones; case a. can

mation of fuel weight. The wing aspect ra-

be found in airworthiness requirements for

tio is the primary factor in obtaining a

transport aircraft with reciprocating en-

high L/D ratio and good range performance.

gines. Case d. may incidentally occur

It is the only parameter used in this fig-

where a takeoff climb gradient cannot be

ure to characterize the aerodynamic performance, as no considerable improvement

fulfilled at V
for transport category
2min
aircraft (tloverspeed 11) •

was found when fuselage dimensions were

A special case of operational climb per-

introduced.

formance - the time to climb to a given
altitude - will not be discussed here as

5.4.3. Climb performance

no analytical procedure is available to
convert such a requirement into combina-

Climb performance may be specified in the

tions of design variables.

form of:

The various cases will first be dealt with
as a general performance problem. Some ex-

a. Operational requirements, derived from

amples and applications will then be

desired performance capabilities in normal

presented in order to illustrate the pro-

operating conditions, e.g.

cedure.

- Rate of climb at sea level, clean configuration, all engines operating.

A useful general term for specifying climb

- Service ceiling altitude for max. rate
of climb = 100 ft/min, .5 m/sec), clean

performance is Specific Excess Power, SEP:
(5-48)

configuration, all engines operating orone
engine inoperative.

Excess 'power is available for climbing,
b. Airworthiness requirements, to ensure

accelerating and making turns. In the case

adequate performance for safety in normal

of a steady climb at n = L/W

and critical conditions, e.g.

identical to the rate of climb C, provided

- Minimum climb gradient in various config-

the angle of climb y is not too large

urations (takeoff, en route, landing), one

(approximation: cosy = 1).

engine inoperative or all engines operating;

For horizontal flight at n
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~

I, SEP is

I, the SEP is

equivalent to the ra te of increase of ki-

where

netic energy and is therefore a measure of
~

the time required to accelerate from one
speed to another. In a horizontal turn at
a specified rate of turn or load factor,

M' = \ n W/ (pS) f
hVCo rrAe'

= In M
(L/O)max

(5-56)

o

the SEP represents the maneuvering and acceleration capability. Note that the di-

If the Mach number is specified, this e-

mens ion of SEP is length per unit time and

quation can be used directly to obtain T/W.

not power.

However, in most cases acondition for M

a. Jet aircraft.

imum. A plot of T/W vs. M, together with a

The thrust required is derived from eq.

typical thrust lapse curve (Fig. 5-12) in-

is sought for which the T/W ratio is a min-

5-48:

.5

T

(5-49)

W

1- In the case of a specified climb gradi-

e nt for n
Y

;

1, steady flight:

dh/dt
--V-

SEP

---v-

(5-50)

and eq. 5-49 yields:
T

W

y +

.4

-< '"

.3

"",

'"

/'

,,"-';'YPICAL
THRUST CURVE

.2

Co

(5-51)

CL

The lift and drag coefficients are given

.1

by eqs. 5-31 and 5-9. Hence:

OL-~~~~==~--~--~

2

~yM CD

T

W

y +

W/(pS)

o

W/ (pS)

o

~yM2 rrAe

+

.6

.8

The minimum value for T/W corresponds to

1.0

M

(5-52)

Fig. 5-12. Required thrust in a climb with
specified SEP

the minimum CD/CL ratio with

atM;l

W/(pS)
~YVCo rrAe'

j

dicates that an acceptabIe approximation

~

for T/W is found at the Mach number for
which eq. 5-55 has a minimum value. This

o

condition is:
(5-53)

= M(L/O)max

SEPia vrrAe '
2nM'
Co
o

and consequently:
(5-54)

y + 2VCo /rrAe

o

The

(5-57)

solution is presented in graphical

form in Fig. 5-13. In general, it is acceptable to calculate Co

2. For a specified rate of climb for dV/dh=
0, n;l and arbitrary V, eq. 5-49 is modified to:

JS
o

!=SEP/a (~) +
~
Wo
M'
M
n rrAe

2

j(t!....)
+(~)
M'
M

2

I

(5-55)

as follows:

o
W

C = 1.1 (dl + d 2 ~)
Do
S Po

(5-58)

where the drag due to powerplant installation is assumed at 10% of Co

o

and dl and d 2
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1.0

DAAG

IGNDAED

.6

Fig. 5-13. Condition
for the minimum thrust
2

8

6

10

12

14

SE p/ay.'1tAe
2n Mi

Mach number in a
climb with specified

COD

SEP (jet aircraft)

are defined by eq. 5-34.

(5-59)

The general result for a specified rate of
climb may be simplified for two special

Substitution into eq. 5-55 yields:

cases.
T

Case A: steady flight at low altitude, all

W

engines operating, in order to achieve a
specified rate of climb C at n

~

1. The

j~a V-O.
,re

contribution of the induced drag (second
term in eq. 5-57) to the optimum T/W can

o

2/3
(5-60)

1.

be neglected. From Fig. 5-13 it is obvious
that for sufficiently large values of C

In most cases this expression is quite accurate,

this approximation is acceptable. The con-

provided C corresponds to lew altitude performance

dition for Mis:

with all engines operating. In the derivation of

T/ W, it was assumed that dV/dt = O. In operational
practice, however, a rate of climb is usually ès-

.5
o

tablis hed in a flight with constant EAS or CAS. It
can be s hown that the acceleration necessary for
flying a t c o nstant EAS at low al ti tude is g1 ven by:

.3

(5-61)
o

PURE JET TRAINERS,FIGHTERS
lOW BPR JET TRANSPORTS

•

HIGH BPR JET TRANSPORTS

thrust required for a given C:

s:.(äe W)1/3
x

IGNORED

o
o
o

This may be translated into an additional engine

6T = .567
W

a

ye

pS

(5-62)

D

o

!

400

Ins tead of a detailed calculationi for which many

c
.fW1S

data must be available, a statistical correlation

of T/W and e/!WïS at sea level may ' be used, as given
in Fig . 5-14.

Case B: flight at high altitude with low
Fig. 5-14. Correlation of thrust/weight

rate of climb, in order to achieve a spec-

ratio and maximum rate of climb

ified service ceiling . The contribution of
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SEP in eq. 5-57 can be neglected and the

balance the drag. The result is:

Mach number for minimum T/W is equal to M'.
At the service ceiling, C = 100 ft/min
(.5 m/sec), hence

(TrAe) 3/4

and the thrust required at the ceiling is:

re;:

!=2nV~+.00123
W

~l

(5-63)

.00147

Ië

TrAe

yC

at

M

1 . 09 4v'0<PS>

~
o

7tAe'

Do
ynw/ (pS)'

where the relative temperature

(5-67)

(5-64)
The engine power* is generally the maximum

e

and the

ambient pressure p refer to the ceiling.

continous (equivalent) power for turboprop
engines or the rated (METO) power for re-

The ratio of thrust at the ceiling tostat-

~iprocating

ic thrust must be used to convert thisT/W

tions for which C is specified.

value into Tto/W to '

In the case of a service ceiling, eq. 5-67
can be used by taking C = 100 ft/min

b. Propeller aircraft.

(0.5 m/s), hence

engines, at the ambient condi-

For n = 1 the available power is equal to
.00147

the power required to climb plus the power

(5.68)

necessary to balance the drag. Assuming
steady flight, SEP = dh/dt = C. and eq.

while in (5-67) the speed of sound and the

5-48 is modified into:

static pressure refer to the service ceiling.
(5-65)
c. Applications.

If C is defined at a given flight speed,

Airworthiness climb requirements are to be

the lift and drag coefficients are known

found in:

and eq. 5-65 can be used directly.

FAR 23.65 and 67

To find the flight speed for which the

SFAR 23. Amendment 1 ch. 6

power required to climb reaches a minimum,

FAR 25.65 and 67, 25. 117-119-121

assuming a parabolic drag polar, the P/W

BCAR Chapter 02-4.

ratio for given ra te of climb is modified
to:

A survey of the most pertinent data for
transport aircraft will be given in Chapter

P _ 1

I
C

w-ï)
p

0

(C 3/2
L

11 Section 11.5. It is not intended todeal

C 1/2

Co

+

+ L

2W
TrAe )JPS

(5-66)

with all possible requirements in this section. Instead, some examples will be presented to illustrate applications of the

For a given altitude and engine rating, p/w

formulas already derived and the importance

is affected by np and CL' For a parabolic

of climb requirements, with part ic uI ar ref-

polar, the value of the term:

erence to civil aircraft engine sizing.

+

C 1/2
L
TrAe

Example 1

The rate of climb specified at sea level for a subsonie jet trainer is 4500 ft/min (23 mIs), corre-

is minimum for CL = y3 CD TrAe. However,
propeller efficiency gene~ally improveswith

sponding to cia

.0672. The weight is 7000 lb
2
(3170 kg), wing area S = 210 sq.ft (19.5 m ) and

increasing airspeed and in practice the most
favorable speed is roughly 20% higher than
the speed for the minimum power required to

* divide (5-67) by 550 i f P is in hp, W in
lb and C in ft/sec
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A = 5.5, hence W/(poS) = .0156 and

=

e

.8. Furthermore CD

=

~Ae

13.8 for

.019.

To use Fig. 5-13, we c~lculate

I"
l"n< ~Ae
j

M' =

wiep S)

takeoff position, landing gear retracted, engines

Ciao
.209 and - -

R!

2M '

=

dient, laid down for example in FAR 25.121 (b). It
states that with one engine inoperative, flaps in

in the takeoff rating and out of ground effect, a

'JTAe
- - = 4.33
Co

o

o

specified minimum climb gradient is to be obtained
at the takeoff safety speed V2' This requirement
must be met for all operational ambient conditions

The figure indicates M'/M = .59; hence M = .35 for

and may, especially on hot and high airfields, limit

minimum T/W. Using eqs. 5-55 and 5-62 , we ca l culate:

the authorized takeoff weight.
In the case of a subsonic passenger transport e-

~

quipped with 3 engines, for example, the required

= .309 for steady flight

climb gradient is 2.7%. The ambient condit.ions are:
I1T
W
=

013 for acceleration ( constant EAS)

sea level, temperature 95

F (i.e. 35 C, ISA + 20 Cl.

Other data:

total T/W -

.322

For a thrust lapse rate of .85 at M = .35, the
takeoff SLS thrust/weight ratio must be at least

W = 210 ,000 lb (95,000 kg), S = 2,060 sq.ft
to
2
(192 m ); V = 1.2 V with CL-max ~ 2 .40 for the
2
s
takeoff. Aspect rat-.io: A = 7.5; Section 5.3.5. is

.38 . The approximate equation 5-60 for steady

used to estimate the lift/drag ratio in symmetrieal

flight yields T/W = .314, as compared with .309

flight with flaps deflected at CL =

cL-max/(1.2) 2

1.67.

for the "exact" solution. ,

We find, CD/CL = .094 for a slatted wing, hence

=

Example 2

CD/CL

For a twin-engined subsonic jet passenger trans-

due to engine failure. The Mach number at V is:
2

.10, assuming an increment of 5% for draq

port, the serv'iee ceiling with o ne engine failed
is specified at 15,000 ft (4570 m). The following

M

2

data are pertinent to the aircraft.
W

2
75,000 lb (34,000 kg); S = 850 sq.ft (79 m );

CD

.018; A = 8.5 and e = .85, hence

~Ae

= 22.7.

=V2 =1.2YW!(PS)'=.2
a
"YC
L
max

From eq . 5-51 we now find, T/W = .027 + .10

.127

for two engines operating at M = . 2 and 95

F (35 Cl.

Fo~ engine failure, an 8% decrease of e is assumed:

For a thrust lapse rate of .75, includinq the effect

~Ae

of non-standard temperature, the total takeoff

= 20.9. At an altitude of 15,000 ft, W/(pS)

.072 and

M'

=

e=

.897. According to eq. S-56,

I. V.~~::20.91"
7

thrust (SLS, ISA) must be at least:
N

Tto/Wto

= .41

We now calculate from eq. 5-55:

=

N

e

~l

T/W
T/T
to

=

.254

For Wto = 210,000 lb (95,000 kg), the thrust per
engine must be at least 17.780 lb (8,054 kg).

SEPIa
2M'

fiïiiè = 0645
v'S;.
Example 4

o
From Fig. 5-13 we find that M' /M '" . 975, and there-

Light aircraft with W < 6,000 lb (2720 kg) must

tore the speed for minimum thrust at this altitude

compiy with the requirement FAR 23.67. With takeoff

is M = .42. Equation 5-56 yields, T/W = . 0624. The

power at sea level, Wldercarriage down and flaps in

engine thrust lapse at an altitude of 15,000 ft

the takeoff position:

and with M = .42 is .47. The thrust/weight ratio

= .265. The effect of
to
flying at constant EAS is neglected in view of the

required at SLS is: Tto/W

low rate of climb at the service

ceil~nq.

Example 3

C

~

300 ft/min, or cia ) .0045

and
C ) 11.5 V ft/min;
s
1
where V = equivalent stalling speed (knots) .
S1

An important airworthiness requirement for civil

The first requirement can he substituted directly

aircraft is the so-called second-seqment climb gra-

into eq. 5-67. The second cao be evaluated as follows:
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The engine thrust or power lapse rate may
(5-69)

be determined from engine manufacturer's
brochures. For jet engines the effect of M
On the thrust is important, while lapse

By way of example, the following data may be applied

=

to a light aircraft: W

2

to

1.8 ; TIAe = 15.3 and Co

vs. M may
to
serve the purpose. An example is shown in

3,300 lb (1,500 kg), s

130 sq . ft (12 m ), hen ce Wto/(poS)

=

.0121, CL

Fig. 6-3. In the case of turboprop engines

= .055 with flaps de- max

flected and undercarrigge down. Effective propeller
efficiency:

np

.65. Substitution of Cia

=

~

rates are very sensitive to the bypass ratio as weIl. Curves of T/6T

the shaft power increases noticeably with
M due to the ram effect, unless there is a

.0045

into eq. 5-67 yields: Pto/aoWto ~ .0305, while eq.

structural or thermal engine limitation up

5-69 yields Pto/aoWto ~ .0408. The latter being the

to some specified altitude. If this is not

most critical requirement, it is concluded that P

to

the case, the following approximation may

must be at least 275 hp.

be used for a given rating and Mach nurnber:

d. Design data.

power at altitude = on
power at sea level

(5-70)

If nO better information is available, the
following data may be useful in working out

where n is generally between .7 and .8.

clirnb performance requirements.

For naturally aspirated piston engines at

Propeller efficiency during clirnb at sea

cOnstant rpm:

level:
tractor propeller in fuselage nOse,
fixed pitch

: np = .61

full throttle power at altitude
full throttle power at sea level

(~.052)

1.132 0 -

.132

(5-71)

constant speed: np
.665 (~ .059)
tractor propellers, wing-mounted,

=

constant speed: np = .73
(~.058)
These data were found by application of the

Supercharged engines maintain cOnstant power

present method to the performance data of a
large nurnber of aircraft. The second nurnber

power decreases linearly with 0 in the same
way as in eq. 5-71. With many supercharged

gives the rms error . All figures include

engines a cruising power of 65% to 75% of

up to the rated altitude. Above this the

slipstream effects, cooling drag, power off-

rated power can be maintained up to the

takes and intake losses.

cruising altitude.

For the effect of engine failure On drag,

5.4.4. Stalling and minimum flight speeds

4% may be added to CD

for the drag of

feathering propellers~while the Oswald fac-

In establishing low speed performance. op-

tor may be reduced by approximately 10% for
wing-mounted engines.

erational flight speeds must have aspecified
safety margin relative to the stalling speed,

The airplane drag polar may be estimated by

in order to provide the pilot· with some

the method explained in Section 5.3. For the

measure of freedom to maneuver and in order

effect of undercarriage extension, it is

to avoid stalling due to vertical gusts.

reasonable to take ÓC

The required field length being roughly

most equations for clirnb performance small

proportional to the kinetic energy at the
screen height, and hence to (velocity)2, a

= .015 to .020 as a
D
typical value. It shouïd be noted that in

variations in CD

are of minor importance,

low stalling speed provides a powerful meth-

unless the flapsoare deflected. Hence, it

od of obtaining good field performance.

may be assumed that the drag due to power-

On the other hand, a dec rea se in stalling

plant installation adds roughly 8% to CDo

speed generally entails a cost penalty as·

On turbine-powered aircraft and 12% with

a more sophisticated flap system must be

piston engines.

developed or the wing loading decreased, or
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Fig _ 5-16 . Phases during the takeoff with engine failure

Fig. 5-15. Time history of the
airspeed during astall maneuver
both.

With regard to the definition of stalling

In view of this reasoning, it must be noted

speeds, reference is made to Fig. 5-15,

that a definition of cL-max according to

which depicts a time history of the airspeed during a stalling maneuver. In prin-

(5-70)

ciple, several flight procedures can be
chosen for this - for example,

flight at

constant longitudinal deceleration, con-

does not result in a "physical" CL-max as
obtained in the wind tunnel, but produces a

stant flight path angle (or horizontal

value which may be some 10 to 20% higher.

flight) or constant normal acceleration.

Alternatively, when calculating the stall-

The FAR certification procedure is astall

ing speed from CL-max obtained by theoret-

maneuver at constant dV/ dt. Several tests

ical methods or wind tunnel experiments, it

are carried out at different va lues of

is generally approprtate to assurne an ap-

dV/ dt and the stalling speed is defined by

parent CL-max increment of, say, 13%. All

interpolation at dV/dt = -1 kt / s.

values of CL-max mentioned in the following

In approaching the stall, the normal load
factor initially remains approximately con-

sections are corrected in this manner.

stant until a break occurs, indicating that

Oc casionally a limit is imposed o n the stalling

wing stalling is progressing rapidly. The

s peed and the c orresponding wing loading is limited

corresponding airspeed is referred to as
the l-g stalling speed or g-break stalling
(5-71 )

speed V _
. Immediately af ter the g-break
S 1g
the airspeed continue Vs to decrease, and th e
sink speed increases rapidly until the pilot

For example, in the BCAR requirement eh. 0 2-11, an

takes corrective act ion by pitching down the

upper limi t applies to the s talling spee d:

nose, resulting in a positive dV/dt. The

70 mph (11 2 .5 kmh) - group C

minimum airspeed measured i n this pro cedure,

60 mph ( 9 6.5 kmh) - group D

s'

V

is noticeably lower than V _
. The FARS 1g
to be used in sched-

The se value s can be s ubstituted 1nto eq. 5-71 to

25 regulations allow V

f ind a limiting wing loading for these classes of

uling various reference speeds for de finition of the performance, whereas the British

a ircraft. The reader should also refer to FAR 23.49

requirements do not allow the stalling spee d

(2720 kg ) o r less _

s

to be less than 94% of V _
.
S 1g
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(b ) for aircraft with a takeo ff we ight of 6,000 lb

section are intended to serve as a first

5.4.5. Takeoff

approximation of field length for the purThe following cases are distinguished:

pose of sizing the engine thrust or power

a. All-engine takeoff distance requirements

and wing design. They can be refined if

b. one-engine-out takeoff distance require-

more detailed information is available to

ments

the designer; an example is given in Appen-

c. Accelerate-stop distance requirements

dix K.

For aircraft to be certificated under the
FAR Part 23 regulations, no explicit re-

a . All-engines takeoff.

quirements need to be met with regard to

Since the takeo ff consists of a takeoff run

the event of engine failure during takeoff.

and an airborne phase, we may write:

The all-engine takeoff di stance applies to
(5-72)

airplanes with a takeoff weight of 6,000 lb
(2720 kg) or more and is generally defined
as the distance required to pass the screen
height of 50 ft

The expression for Srun is

(15.3 m) at a speed of 1.3
V
LOF

VS' For a particular class of aircraft operating under the FAR Part 135 operational

/

1
2g

S run

rules, the FAR Part 23 performance stand-

2
dV

2
(5-73)

aTg

0

ards are considered to be inadequate. The
performance standards laid down in SFAR 23

where the momentary acceleration,

and NRPM 68-37 are intended as intermediate
steps towards improving safety in the op-

(5-74)

al g

eration of small passenger airplanes and
air taxis capable of carrying more than 10

can be approximated by
2

persons (Ref. 5-22). Accelerate-stop dis-

V
1 2g
LOF

tances are introduced in these require-

(5-75)

ments. Under SFAR 23 this is the distance
required to accelerate to the critical en-

T

gine-failure speed VI and then to deceler-

where

ate to 35 knots, while NRPM 68-37 covers

the takeoff run. Assuming the lift-offspeed

is a mean value of the thrust during

the distance needed to come to a full stop.

to be approximately 1.2 V

These regulations contain no specifications
for a one-engine inoperative takeoff dis-

efficient during the takeoff run to beequal
to twice the value for minimum (CD-~CL)' it

tance.

is found that

s

and the lift co-

The takeoff performance of transport catthrust at

egory airplanes is a fairly complicated

v LOF //2

matter, which is dealt with in more detail
in Appendix K. It is generally found that

(5-76)

~

lTAe

~

+ .72 CD

the most critical item of performance is

IC L

determined by the case of a one-engine-out
takeoff. The condition that the airplane

~' . =

must be brought to standstill af ter engine

Assuming an air maneuver af ter lift-off

failure at the critical engine failure
speed leads to the concept of the Balanced

with CL = CL-LOF = constant and T-D = constant, the following result can be derived

Field Length (BFL) , which is usually con-

from the AGARD Flight Test Manual, Vol. 1:

o

sidered as the most important design cri-

V
LOF

transport category aircraft is concerned.
The simplified methods presented in this

2

--- +
g/2

terion as far as field performance of

max

(5-77)

and
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D

2) is the propeller dis c loadingj
/ (N
to
e p
see Fig. 6-9 , f o r example.

where P

(5-78)

ft) .

D

5 . 75 when T is in lb. P
in hp.
in ft
to
P
= . 32 1 when T is in kg. P
in kgm/ s •
in m.
p
p
to
Fo r fixed-pitch prope llers th e mean thrus t is

k

where Y
= (T-D)/W at liftoff and V =
LOF
3
velocity at the takeoff height (30 or 50

p

=

k

D

r o ughly 15-2 0\ below the value given by eq. 5-82.

The liftoff speed corresponding to a given

From eq. 5-77 it follows th at for a speci-

V

fied takeoff distance, the wing loading is

3

is:

limited to:
(5-79)

W

~o ,

s

I

P 9 CL

hI
to

to

-f- -Y- -

to

LOF (V

From eqs. 5-75, 5-76 and 5-79 the takeoff

3

max

(l+Y LOF

/v )21(T/ w -)J')
s
to

12)
-1

+12}
(5-83)

distance is now:

b. Takeoff with engine failure and accelerate-stop distance.
A critical decision speed VI is defined so
that, with a si n gle engine failure, the total accelerate-stop distance required beRegula-

comes identical with the total takeoff dis-

tions

tance to reach screen height safely. A

(S)FAR 23 1.3

simple analytical method for deterrnining
the BFL in the preliminary design stage,

50 ft

( 15 . 3 m)

FAR 25 1. 25 t o 1. 30 1. 15 35 ft

1.0

( 10 . 7 m)

d e vised by the author and presented in Ref.

(no requ ire-

5-27, will be surnrnarized below.

ment)
Table 5- 2 . Chara ct:e ristic v alues for the

As opposed to the usual subdiv ision (take-

a ll-engines takeo ff according t o FAR 23 and

o ff run to liftoff, transition and clirnb

25.

distance), the continued takeoff is split
up into 2 phases (Fig . 5-16):

I n the absence of bett er i nformat i o n, t he fo llowing

- Phase 0-1: acceleration from standstill

assumptions a nd approxl.ma ti o ns may b e made i n appl.y-

to engine failure speed Vx '
- Phase 1-2: the motion af ter engine fail-

i ng eq. 5- 80.
1 . I n calcul ating

~I

accor di ng to eq . 5 - 76 , i t i s

IeL

reasonab l e to ass ume : . 72 Co
o

II = . 02 for concre t e and

1..I =

=

.0 10 CL

max

. 04 -

max

. 05 to r short

ure, up to the moment of attaining the
scree n height at takeoff safety speed V .
2
The distance travelled during phase 0-1 is:
V 2

grass .
2. Y
= .9
L OF

x

T
.3
W - -

(5-84)

to
IÄ
3. The me an thr us t /we ight ra tio at mean ve l ocit y

V
//2, a ll owing f o r sl i pstream effec t s a nd power
LO F
o f f t akes , i s as f o llo ws :

where a _

jet a i rc r a f t:

The energy equation is applied to phase 1-2

O 1

is calculated in the same way as

for the all-engines takeoff.
(Fig. 5-16), resulting in

5 + À
4+T

. 75

T

to

(5- 8 1)

V 2_V

Sl_2 =
a lrc r aft wi th con stan t s p eed prope lle r s :

T=k
p
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(ONe D/ )I/3

p

to

Pt o

2

1
2
x
=
---2--g-- + h
(

y

)

to

(5-85)

where the equivalent clirnb gradient Y is
(5- 82 )

defined as follows:

f

2

1

proximation can be made:

(T-O . -0 )ds
a~r
9
(5-86)

Wto 8 1- 2

(5-90)
where lly 2 is the difference between the second seg-

The distance required to come to a standstill af ter engine failure can be repre-

ment climb gradient y 2 and the minimum value of y 2

sented by:

permitted by the airworthiness regulations.

ästop .379 has been fOWld
from application of the method to 15 jet transports,

2. An average value of

+

V

x

6t

(5-87)

although with optimum brake pressure contrai, 11ft
dumpers and nosewheel braking, decelerations as high

where 6t is referred to as an equivalent

as .45g to .55g can be achieved on dry concrete. For

inertia time, affected in principle bv the

very high decelerations the bal&lClng condition may

thrust/weight.ratio at V (Fig. K-6). The
x
condition for balancing the field length

not be satisfied.

is 8 _ 2 = 8
and Ref. 5-27 gives the
1
stop
following expression for the critical en-

expression :

gine failure speed VI:

BFL =

~1 = ll+~g ~tO/V2 2/ ~_

1+y /(a/ g )stop

2

Y g(6t-l)

Using these simplifications, we find the following

(5-88)

V2

.863
1+2.36Y

ysis of the rota ti on and flare maneuver

i~

necessary (Appendix K). In the case that

(5-91)

where

h

35 ft (10.7 m) and 6S

to

1-1'

.010 CL

C
L2

CL at

Combination of eqs. 5-a4 through 5-88 re-

5-81 and 5-82

T

sults in the expression
V/

!

1

(ä/g)O_l

1

I

(a/g)stop x

to

= 655 ft (200 m)

+ .02 for flaps in takeoff position

v~XnOrmallY v 2 =1.2 vs ' hence C =.694x
L2

CL -max

y

2

+ 6S to

VI = V , the field length is gene rally no
R
longer balanced.

2g\1+ /(a/ g )stopl

wto/ s h )
( ~+ to

ra

The condition that \'1 < V must be s"tü;R
fied. To check this, a more detailed anal-

BFL =

2

mean thrust for the takeoff run, given by eqs.

=

6y 2 = Y 2 - Y 2

min
Y2 is the second segment climb gradient calculated
from eq. 5-51 at airfield altitude, one engine out
(cf. example 3 of Section 5.4.3)

(1+

2:2 ~to)

+

6~o

Y2

(5-89)

=

.024,

min

.027 or .030 for N = 2,3 or 4 respece

tively.
For project design, the case of 6Y2 = 0 presents

In this expression the inertia distance
68

may be assumed equal to 655 ft (200 m)
to
for 6t = 4~ seconds, a value derived for

most interest, as the corresponding weight is limi ted by the second segment climb requirement and the
BFL is a maximum for the particular flap setting,

typical combinations of wing and thrust

disregarding the case of overspeed (Appendix K).

(power)

Obviously, when 6Y

loadings. This result is valid for

both propeller and jet aircraft.

= 0 is substituted into eq.
2
5-91, the thrust/ weight ratio must be chosen accord-

ingly 50 that the thrust is ::iufficient to obtain
Ta make eq. 5- 8 9 readily applicable for preliminary
design, same further s implifications c an be intro-

duced.

Y2 = Y 2 .

ml.n

For a given BFL, eq. 5-91 may be used to find the
f0110wing limitation to the wing loading:

1 . On the bas is of several realistic assumptions

regarding undercarriage drag, grO\md effect, etc.,
it was found (cf. Re f. 5- 2 7 ) that the following ap-
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5.4.6. Landing
The landing is split up into two phases:
the air distance from passing the screen
to touchdown and the landing run from
touchdown to standstill. The air distance

\~ (1 - X:)
alg

I

i..

+ ón

(5-97)

The approach speed has been assumed as 1.3

s '

V

in accordance with most airworthiness

re~ulations.

can be derived from conservation of total
The following factors have an effect upon
landing performance:

energy:
Sair=

.!.

y

(

V 2 _ V 2
)
a
td
2 9
+ h land

(5-93)

where y is the mean value of (O-T)/W. The

a. The mean value of thrust minus drag. The
initial value of y at the threshold is generally .05 for transport category aircraft,

length of the landing run from touchdown

corresponding to an approach angle of 3 0

to standstill is:

The final value is equal to CD/CL in ground
effect, the thrust being approximately zero
at touchdown. It is difficult to ca~·culate
an accurate value of y, but an average of
.10 may be taken as reasonable. The screen
height is h
= 50 ft (15.3 m).
land
b. The load factor increment during the

V
td
2

where

ä

2

(5-94)

ä

is the mean deceleration, taking

into account an equivalent inertia time,
similar to the case of the accelerate-stop

•

distance. Expressing the minimum speed in

flare is normally of the order of ón = .10,

the stal I in terms of the wing loading, the

although large variations can be observed,

density and CL-max, and adding eqs. 5-93
and 5-94, we may find:

due to differences in atmospheric conditions, piloting technique and airplane
response.
c. The average deceleration during the landing run (ä) is affected by the same factors
as discussed with re gard to the emergency

(5-95)

distance in Section K-4 of Appendix K.
For design purposes, the so-called arbitrary landing distance is frequently used.

The landing distance is affected by variations in the touchdown speed which is
largely dependent upon piloting technique.
A reasonable estimate can be obtained by
assuming that the landing flare is approximately a circular arc, flown with a constant incremental load factor ón. In tnat
case it can be shown th at a first-order approximation for the touchdown speed is
given by
2
1 -

h

-(5-96)

This is established on a dry concrete runway from which the required landing field
length is found by multiplying by a factor
f
= 5/ 3, according to FAR Part 91. In
land
Fig. 5-17 the unfactored landing distance
is plotted for actual aircraft and compared
with eq. 5-97, in order to estimate typical values for the mean deceleration. For
pre-design purposes the following values
may be assumed for ä/g:
.30 to .35 light aircraft, simple brakes,
.35 to .45 turboprop aircraft, propeller
reverse thrust inoperative,
.40 to .50 jets with ground spoilers, anti-

Substitution into eq.

(5-95) yields:

SI d 1
Wland / S
~=~+1.69
land y
h land P 9 CL

skid devices, speed brakes,
.50 to .60 as above, with nosewheelbrakinq.
The limiting wing loading for a given (fac-

max

tored) field length can be approximated by
using the mean values for
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y and

ó n stated

investigation is a design study based on
generalized calculation methods and sizing
procedures, making it possible to vary

o JETS WITH GROUND SPOILERS, SPEED
.6. TURBOPROPS

80

configuration parameters and to quantify

• OT HER TYPES
\ STOL TECHNIQUE
, NOSEWHEEl BRAKES

their effect on the design. The most relevant aircraft parameters to be studiedare
mentioned in the introduction to Section
5.4. Engine cycle parameters like design
Turbine Entry Temperature, Overall Pressure Ratio and bypass ratio, may be subjected to parametric investigations in order to gain an insight into the most suitable type of engine to be instalied. As

°0~--~2~--~4~--~6----~8----1~0~~12

there are many types of parametric design

W1and/S

studies, depending on the accuracy required

9 9 Clm." hl• net

and the phase of the design, same simplified examples to demonstrate the principle

Fig. 5-17. Statistical correlation of the
unfactored landing distance

will be given below. The list of references
relating to this chapter contains a number
of more complete studies.

previously:
Wland, ( S land
_ 10)
S
f land h land

h land

pg CL max
1. 52 + 1. 69

ä/g

5.5.1. Purpose of parametric studies
Parametric studies can be useful in many
types of design problems, provided the de-

(5-98)

sign criteria can be quantified in terms
of minimum weight, cast and / or noise fig-

For light aircraft the calculated or meas-

ures. However, in airplane design they re-

ured landing distance is unfactored, i.e.

quire a considerable amount of computation-

f
; 1. o.
land
According to eq. 5-98 the wing loading lim-

al work, as all variations will have far-

it is independent of the engine thrust,

computerized design studies are increasing-

reaching consequences. For th is reason,

provided reverse thrust is not used. How-

ly becoming a prerequisite for advanced and

ever, the usabie value of CL-max can be

complex aircraft. However, the system must
be devised, monitored and utilized by ex-

limited by climb requirements in the approach or landing configuration. Provided

perienced designers in order to de fine the

the airplane pol ar is known, these limita-

design problems and the interfaces between

tions can be worked out in the same way as

various technical disciplines in the design

example 3 of Section 5.4.2.

an essential for avoiding unrealistic results.

5.5. AIRCRAFT SYNTHESIS AND OPTIMIZATION

Although the optimum choice of aircraft de-

From the previous chapters it will have

problem since the early days of aviation,

become clear that the performance aims may
be realized iD various ways, by choosing

the generalized approaches described in

suitable combinations of wing loading, as-

have a very limited validity due to the

pect ratio and thrust loading. A frequently

necessary simplifications and lack of flex-

sign parameters has been a major design

the published literature are scanty and

used systematic approach to this problemis

ibility. The following design goals can be

the parametric investigation. A parametric

achieved with a computerized system:
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p.j

INPUT

INITlAL ESTIMATE OF
EMPTY AND TAKE-OFF WEIGHT

+

MISSION AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
PAYLOAD
RANGE
CRUISE ALTITUDE
CRUISE SPEED
TAKE-OFF FIELD LENGTH
LANDING FIELD LENGTH OR
APPROACH SPEED
CLIMB REQUIREMENTS
CONFIGURATION GEOMETRY AND DATA

WING SIZING
NO. OF ENGINES
ENGINE CONFIGURATION
AND SIZE

t

~
CRITERIA
MET?

+

GROUP WEIGHTS
WING LOGATION
LOADING C.G. LIMITS
HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE
AERODYNAMIC C.G. LIMITS
VERTICAL TAIL SIZE
MISS ION PERFORMANCE
. CRUISE SPEED
. PAYLOAD-RANGE

>-®-

NO

BALA~CED

NO_

Y;S

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

I

SIZEI

t

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
GEOMETRY PARAMETERS
EXCEPT EMPENNAGE

t

CHANGE
WEIGHT

& ENGINE

FIELD PERFORMANCE
UNDERGARRIAGE DESIGN
TAKE-OFF FIELD LENGTH
LANDING FIELD LENGTH
COMMUNITY NOISE

LAYOUT DESIGN

TECHNOLOGY DATA
AERODYNAMICS
PROPULSION
STABILITY AND CONTROL
AIRFRAME AND SYSTEMS
WEIGHT ·DATA

I

CHANGE WEIGHT, WING

EVALUATION AND OUTPUT
THREE-VIEW DRAWINGS
WEIGHT-BALANCE DIAGRAM
DRAG POLARS, LIFT CURVES
OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE
WEIGHT STATEMENT
OPERATING COST

YES _____

Fig. 5-18. Example of a generalized design procedure (Ref. 5-45, modified)
a. Determination of combinations of param-

easily be incorporated in a computerized

eters, characterizing designs that satisfy

system. On the other hand, the design of

specified operational requirements.

the program and evaluation of the output

b. Calculation of values for the configu-

may be time-consuming and costly.

rat ion parameters already mentioned, resulting in the most favorable objective

5.5.2. Basic rules

function, e.g. takeoff weight or operating
costs.

Variation of design parameters in effect

c. Sensitivity studies to assess the ef-

means designing many aircraft layouts. It

fects of minor changes in the shape or ge-

is therefore necessary to lay down basic

ometry, material properties, drag coeffi-

rules governing the design process foreach

cients, etc.

variant. A generalized procedure as de-

d. Mission/performance analysis and trade-

picted in Fig. 5-18 will be explained. In-

off studies to investigate the effect of

put data are performance criteria and tech-

variations in the performance requirements.

nological constraints. Performance data are

e. The effect of certain technological

generally mission data

constraints in terms of weight and cost

and performance constraints (field length,

penalties. It should be realized that the

approach speed). Cruise performance may be

(payloa~

and range)

validity of computerized studies is deter-

considered as a constraint or as a fixed

mined entirely by the accuracy of the in-

mission requirement, depending on the ap-

put data and design methods available. In

plication.

that respect they are no bet ter than man u-

The first design step will be to generate

al computations. However, improved data can

initial configuration characteristics such
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as takeoff weight, wing loading and khrust

required.

loading, on the basis of semi-sta;t istical

2. The evaluation of computer output is a

formulas of the type presented in this

time-consuming problem. The computer

chapter. Configuration and layout design

graphics facility is a useful tooI here

activities generally refer to the work on

(cf. Ref. 5-41).

the drawing board; for computerized design
thls must be translated into a mathematical

5.5.3. Sizing the wing of a long-range

procedure for defining the external geo-

passenger transport

metry of the major aircraft components.
This is a difficult part of the program and

This section is concerned with investiga-

in many cases it will, for example, be ac-

ting the effect of wing area variation on
the takeoff weight (Fig. 5-19) of a large,

ceptable to use the geometry of a fuselage
design generated outside the numerical

long-range passenger transport, equipped

program.

with turbofan engines with a total thrust

The next step is to calculate groupweights

of 176,000 lb (80, 000 kg) at St.S (ISA)\.'

and the empty weight, desirabIe loading
center of gravity limits and empennage

The airplane will be designed to fly a

size*. Sufficient data are then available

range of 4,000 n.m.

to calculate the maximum range for the de-

35,000 ft

payload of 126,000 lb (57,000 kg) over a
(7,400 km); M

.85 at

(10,700 m). Fuel reserves must

sign payload and a conclusion can be drawn

be available for two hours holding at 95%

about whether the fuel weight is suffi-

of (L/D)max' plus 5% toleranee on the total

cient or not. In the first attempt, this
will not be the case and the airplane is
not balanced with respect to the all-up
wei.9li.t. The fuel and takeoff weights must

fuel weight. The field length is limited to

be changed and the procedure repeated, un-

3,000 m (10,000 ft) and 2,000 m (6,500 ft)
for takeoff and landing respectively. For
simplicity, climb performance requirements
are summarized in. the condition that at

til the design characteristics have con-

85% of the ISA-SLS thrus t the second seg-

verged sufficiently. Field performance and

ment climb gradient (FAR 25.121 b) must be

noise characteristics may now be calculated

achieved.
The all-up weight at takeoff is initially

and if there is some deficiency, the wing
of a fixed engine, some sealing of the en-

size must be changed. Except in the case

estimated at 705,000 lb (320,000 kg), with
2
a wing area of 5,900 sq.ft (550 m ). A sub-

gine size may be feasible as weIl. The de-

division is made as follows:

sign procedure is repeated again, untilall

a . A fixed weight of 390,000 lb (177,000

performance requirements are met. The out-

kg) for the payload and payload service

put is presented in the form of drawings,

items, the fuselage group, the propulsion

diagrams and characteristi c data. Excellent

group, the undercarriage, fixed equipment

examples of such a program are describedin

and systems .

Refs. 5-40 , 5-43 and 5-45.

b. A variabIe weight affected by the wing

Two comments must be made on the type of

and tailplane size and fuel quantity re-

studies discussed.

quired.

1 . The prediction methods for weight and

The wing plus tailplane structure weight

aerodynamic charac ter istics must not only

is estimated af ter several iterations by

be accurate in absolute values, but must

a simple formula given in Fig. 5-19. Re-

also predict the effect of design changes

serve fuel for 2 hours holding is estimated

accurately. More accurate data than those

as follows:

presented in this chapter are generally
(5-99)
*These subjects will be dealt with in
Chapter 8

while
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4 ENGINES

80,000 KGF
THRUSTSLS

2

eOUIPPED

FUSELAGE.

LANDING GEAR! SYSTEMS

Fig. 5-19. Effect of wing area on
the weight breakdown of a large

600
WING

AREA -

M

passenger transport (project)

2

.4
TAKEOFF

LANDING

DISTANCE

C

LMAX

=2. 9

ENGINE

.3

CLiMB _

2.0

2.1

2.2

2.3

Fig. 5- 20. Wing loading
v s. thrust loading dia450

500

/

Wto S
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550 KG/ M

2

gram of the three-engine
airliner in Fig. \~\

(5-100)

proportionality. The available tank volume
restricts the fuel load and consequently
the all-Up weight. In the case of tic = 10%

It is noted that Co is a function of the
wing area (cf. Sect~on 5.3.2.). Cruise fuel is derived from the Bréguet equation:
W /W

f

to

= 1-exp

I

(mean value) this requirement appears to
set a lower limit to the wing area. If tic
is increased to 12%, to be achieved for
the same M with advanced wing sections or

M CL/CD)
- ----

R C

T

(5-101)

/19

more sweep, the tank volume is no longer
the limiting factor. Another operational
limit originates from the requirement that

For an initial cruise altitude of 35,000

it must be possible to maneuver the air-

ft (10,700 m) the dynamic pressure at
2
2
(1,300 kg/m ). The

hout entering the buffet condition* at an

M = .85 is 267 Ib/ft

plane at cruise altitude with n = 1.3 wit-

effects of climb and descent, flying hor-

assumed conservative CL = .6 at M = .85.

izontally at constant engine rating, in-

This leads to a maximum cruise lift coef-

take losses, power offtakes and bleed air,

ficient of .462, or a wing loading limit of
600 kg/m 2 (123 lb/sq.ft). As in the previous case this value can be improved by

etc., are summarized in an equivalent
CT = .68, which is 10% above the unin-

stalled CT'

suitable wing design.

The wing leading for minimum thrust in

The resulting diagram indicates a zone of

cruising flight according to eq . 5-35 is
2
2
108 Ib/ft
(525 kg/m ). According to Fig.

acceptable combinations for S and Wto (ABC).

5-19 this value is quite close to thewing

In point A the takeoff weight is a minimum
and for a long-range aircraft this is also

loading for minimum all-up weight.

an approximation for the condition of min-

The limitations to the takeoff weight

imum direct operating costs (d.o.c.). Point

corresponding to each performance requirement can be found from the equations de-

B results in the most favorable field performance, but decreased ride comfort and

rived in the previous sections. For ex-

increased costs . Point C is the maximum

ample, the condition that M = .85 must be

range condition, provided the extra weight

achieved with max. cruise thrust can be
converted into a limitation of the all-up

is converted into fuel.
Additional factors in the final choice of

weight, derived from eq. 5-32:

the wing area will, pe discussed in Sect. 7.2.

W'

~YPM2\1TAe S (~-Co
~ypM

Substitution of Co

~

s))

(5-102)

0

S according to the ex-

pression in Fig. 5 9 19 results in theweight
limit indicated in this figure . Other

5.5.4. Wing loading and thrust (power)
loading diagrams
A convenient way of illustrating how the
powerplant and wing size may be chosen is
J the wing loading vs thrust (power) loading
diagram. An example is shown in Fig.

the second segment climb requirement and

pertaining to the short haul passenger air-

the field length limitation.

craft project (185 pax.), referred to in

In addition, the wing must have sufficient

Fig. 1-5. Instead of the thrust loading we

volume to contain the fue!. It can be shown

have used the T/W-ratio.

(Appendix B, Section B-3) that the maxi-

Each point in the diagram in effect rep re-

mum wing tank volume is proportional to the

sents a different airplane design, with

thickness/chord ratio, the wing area

different weight distribution. In the case

squared and inversely proportional to the

of a constant design payload and range,

span. For a given aspect ratio and section
shape it follows th at s3/2 is the factor of

(

5-n ,20.

boundaries are derived in the same way from

*See Section 7.2.2. of Chapter 7
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the fuel weight and takeoff weight are

i.e. different flap deflections.

different for each combination. Alterna-

c. The takeoff balanced field length of

tively, for a constant all-up weight and

1, 800 m (5,900 ft) is calculated according
to eq. 5-91, to find a wing loading limi-

payload, the fuel weight and range vary
with the empty weight. Lines of constant

tation for each CL-max. The intersections

takeoff weight, constant range or constant

of these lines with those of the climb re-

d.o.c. can be plotted, using the design

quirernent define the limiting combinations

procedure described in Section 5.5.2. The

of wing and thrust loading for variabie

diagram is then suitable for simplifying

(critical) flap settings. Calculation of

the final choice of wing size and engine

the all-engine takeoff with eq. 5-80 in-

thrust (power). In many cases, the trend

dicates that this case is not critical for

is to take the highest practicabie value

the case considered.

of the wing loading and the minimurn-size

d. The WiS limit for land1ng was derived

engine within· the region of ' possible com-

from eq. 5-98, assurning an average decel-

binations.

eration of .38 9 during the landing run.

Inspection of the performance equations
derived in the previous sections reveals

Although for the landing and approach conditions certain climb requirements must be

th at in all formulas except Co

met, it was found that these were not crit-

the wing

area and engine thrust (power)oare com-

ical and they have therefor been omitted

bined with the weight*. The exception is

from the diagram to improve its clarity.

eq. 5-13 for the zero-lift drag coefficient. In a first-order analysis Fig. 5-20

The actual choice of wing area and engine

is therefore valid for different values of

thrust is subject to several considera-

the takeoff weight, except the boundary

tions outside the field of performance (cf.

derived from the high-speed performance

Chapters ? and 7). In the case of Fig. 5-20

requirement.

the available engine type resulted in ·a

The following cornrnents can be made on the

takeoff T/W ratio of .31 for the initially

limitations in the diagram:

estimated takeoff weight of 95,000 kg

a. The max . cruise speed requirement

(209,440 lb). A weight increase of 5% to

(given M, given cruise altitude) limits
the thrust loading to a value which ap-

100,000 kg (220,460 lb) is feasible for a
2
constant wing loading of 490 kg/m
(100 lb/

pears to be relatively insensi tive to W/ S.

sq. ft) without running into a cruise speed

The wing loading for minimum T / W is 670
2
kg / m (137.4 lb/sq.ft) but the gain inT/W
for wing loadings above 500 kg/ m2 (102.5

in the form of fuel or payload, provided
there is no space limitation.

limitation. The extra weight might be used

lb/ sq.ft) is small.
b. The second segment climb requirement is

As already stated, the fuel weight and

derived from FAR Part 25.121, using eqs.

range for the different airplane designs,

5-51 and 5-29. The lift / drag ratio with

represented by Fig . 5-20, will vary as a

flaps in the takeoff position (see Fig.

consequence of fluctuations in empty

5-9) and the thrust lapse rate with speed

weight. This makes an evaluation of the

are assumed to be independent of the wing

design parameters more difficult, in spi te

loading, but for large WIS variations th is

of the simplicity of the representation.

is no longer true. The required T/ W is

The result of a more detailed design pro-

calculated for different values of CL-max,

cedure for a very large passenger transport
is presented in Fig. 5-21. In this exarnple

,. Although in a more detailed analysis this
is na langer true, the conclus!on that one

the design payload and range are constant,
and the weight distribution is calculated

diagram can be used for different takeoff

for each combination of wing loading and

weights remains acceptable.

thrust loading, resulting in the indicated
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102%
Design data: cruise M=.9; payload:
145,000 kg (320,000 lb); range: 7600
km (4100 n.m.); 4 engines of bypass
ratio 12; wing aspect ratio 7
Fig. 5-21. Wing loaàfng vs. thrust/
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Fig. 5-22. Parametric study of engine
cycles for a cargo airplane (Ref. 5-36)
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lines of constant takeoff weight. The. minimum all-up weight i$ achieved at the
clearly impracticable wing loading of 1125
2
kg/a (231 lb/sq.ft). The indicated design

In Sect. 4.4. the importance of Turbine Entry
Temperature, Overall Pressure Ratio and
bypass ratio were discussed in the context
of engine performance (specific fuel con-

point is based on only two performance

sumption; specific thrust), weight and

limitations, again for the sake of sim-

size. Using this type of data and the pro-

plicity. The figure illustrates that de2

creasing the wing loading to 700 kg/m

cedure explained in Section 5.5.2 . as

(144 lb/sq.ft) results in a weight penalty

starting points, the effect of engine cycle variations on airplane drag andweight

of 2%, provided the thrust is chosen near

distribution can be investigated, taking

the value for minimum takeoff weight for

into account installation effects. A num-

specified wing loading.

ber of propulsion system optimization

5.5.5. Optimization for low operating costs

erences. Fig. 5-22 depicts the results of

studies are mentioned in the list of refsuch a study for a jet-propelled cargo
transport. Fig. 5-22a. refers to the case

In the previous examples the takeoffweight
was considered as an important factor in
judging a preliminary design. For the air-

where the engines are sized for the spec-

line and the private user, however, the

gine size is determined by the length of

operating costs form a more relevant cri-

the takeoff field length. Comparing these

ified cruise speed and in Fig. 5-22b. en-

terion.

figures, it is found that for low bypass

For design purposes, the total operating

ratios the field length requirement is

costs of an airplane are split up into direct operating'costs (d.o.c.), which are

dominant, while for relatively high by-

directly related to the operation of the

mines the size of the engines. The combi-

aircraft, and indirect operating costs

nation of a. and b. is depicted in Fig.

(i.o.c.),

~~ich

comprise general adminiS-

trative costs and advertising costs, etc.

pass ratios the cruise requirement deter-

5-22c ., where the critical performance
criterion is given for each type of en-

A useful tooI for categorizing the various

gine. The results of this kind of study

d.o.c. factors is the ATA 1967 method for

are sensitive to the state of the art and

estimating the d.o.c., to which more at-

disregard advances in engine development

tention will be paid in Section 11.8.
The major difficulty in using the d.o.c.

such as the three-shaft systems or geared-

formula for optimization purposes is to

fan technology. Provided conclusions are

generate realistic estimates of such data

drawn carefully, they give the airplane
designer yet another tooI to help him

as aircraft initial costs and the precise

choose the right type of engine. In prac-

effect of parameter variation. For example,

tice , the decision will be biased by fac-

when the effect of aspect ratio variation

tors like the prices of available (off-

on costs is estimated from a typical value

the-shelf) engines and project engine de-

of airplane price per lb of empty weight,

velopment schedules.

the fact is ignored th at systems, equipment and engines have a relati vely higher

5 .5 .6 . Community noise considerations*

price per lb than structural material .
Cost aspects are involved in each design
decision, and if definite answers could be

The FAA noise certification criteria, laid
down in FAR Part 36, are summarized in

given a discussion on economics would ap-

Fig. 5-23. Maximum fly-over noise levels

pear in each section. Since this is obviously impQssible, the results of a typical

are stipulated for takeoff at a point 3.5

d.o.c. optimization study are presented
here instead.
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*oefinitions of noise terminology is
found in Ref. 5-50

a. Reference points for noise measurements
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b. Noise levels: regulations
and measurements (Ref. NASA
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SP-265 , Ref. 5-55, Flight,
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F-28, DC-10/30, B747/20 0B,
A- 300S brochure)
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Fig. 5-23. Noise certificat ion according to the
FAR 36 airworthiness regulations

era 1 arrangement of the airplane, perform-

for landing at a point 1 n.m. from the

ance and special flight procedures. The

threshold. A limit is also imposed on the

performance aspects will be considered from

sideline noise, which is measured on a line

two points of view.

to the side of, and parallel to, the run-

a. Aircraft with Short Take-Off and Landing

way. The noise limits are compared with

(STOL) field lengths making steep gradient

figures for some current airplane types.

approaches may exhibit a considerable com-

The basic methods of obtaining desirabie

munity noise reduction in comparison to

noise levels were dealt with in Section

current conventional subsonic transports.

4.4.3.: engine design, installation and

Howeve r, the effects of reducing the field

noise attenuation

length on airplane configurat1on are far-

(acoustic lining), gen-
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reaching and generally a considerable di-

.38

rect operating cost penalty must be ex-

T,o

p e cted.

w'o
.36

The present line of thought (cf. Ref. 5-55)
tends to fa vo ur increased climb and des cent angles, without necessarily aiming

.34

at very short field lengths. The resultmay
be a relatively conventional airplane with

.32

Reduced Take-Off and Landing field lengths
(RTOL) o f the order of 3,000 to 5,000 ft

.30

(900 to 1500 m).
b. Aircraft performance may b e optimized

_28~8~O~--~9~O----1~O-O----1~10~~1~2~0--~1~30~--1~40

sa as to achieve minimum noise for a fixed

w'o / S - lB / FT 2

field length requirement. As in the case
of performance optimization, the wing

Fig. 5-24. Effect of wing loading and

loading, thrust (power) loading and aspect

thrustjweight ratio on noise production

ratio can be v aried. In general, an incre-

(Ref. 5-43)

ment in the aspect ratio decreases the
drag and thrust level for a given airplane

design example. No standard calculation

lift and therefore leads to a noise reduc-

methods for this type of curve can be given

tion. On the other hand, an aspect ratio

here, but an example is presented in Ref.

increment will lead to an empty weight in-

5-56.

crement and both landing and takeoff weight

Various published studies convey the im-

will be affected. The net result will gen-

pression that, for a given field length,

erally be a thrust and noise increment .

the effect of airframe design variables on
community noise, particularly during the
approach, is not impressive. The following

Similar arguments apply to the wingloading
For a given aircraft weight, a wingloading
reduction results in increased climb angles
af ter takeoff and decreased th rust level

conclusions relating to a medium-haul high-

during approach. As against this, operation-

Ref. 5-51 :

subsonic transport airplane are quoted from

al speeds are lower and noise exposure time

1. An optimum airplane design based purely

increases. The increased all-up weight due

on performance criteria is also optimum for

to the increased wing area also tends to

minimum noise within 1 EPNdB, considering

increase the thrust level.

all three noise sourees.

An example of the effect of wing loading
and thrust loading on noise levels is pres-

accomplished by designing the powerplant so

2. Significant noise reductions can best be

ented in a diagram similar to the one dis-

as to permit adequate sound attenuation
treatment. Regardless of weight and cost,

cussed in Section 5.5.4.: Fig. 5-24. The

the nQise attenuation available by this

relative reduction in EPNdB relative to the

method is limited to approximately 10 to

FAR 36 requirement is shown for a specific

12 EPNdB.
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Chapter 6. Choice of the engine and propeller and
installation of the powerplant

SUMMARY
In this chapter it will be assumed that the total thrust (power)

to be supplied by the

engines is approximately known. The various considerations which govern the choice of
the nurnber and type of engines are discussed. A short survey is given of propeller coefficients, diagrams and methods for controlling the propeller blade angle. Methods are
presented for choosing the diameter, shape and nurnber of blades, and some attention is
paid to the location and installation of propeller and jet engines, thrust reversers and
Auxiliary Power Units.

18 1

rpm
NOMENCLATURE
AF

a

- area
- cross-sectional area of the body
in the slipstream of a propeller
- thrust
- effective propeller thrust
- Total Activity Factor of a pro-

- Activity Factor of a propeller
blade
- speed of sound
- number of propeller blades
- chord of a propeller blade element
- drag coefficient
- integrated design lift coefficient
of a propeller blade
- design lift coefficient of a propeller blade element
- Power coefficient
- Speed/Power coefficient
- Thrust coefficient
- propeller diameter; inlet diameter ; nacelle diameter
- slipstream factor
- drag area L(CoS) of all parts exposed to the slipstream of one
propeller

h

HSC
LRC
L

M

Mtip
n

P

r

- factor allowing for retardation
of the propeller flow
high-speed cruise
long-range cruise
- nacelle length
- Mach number

6.1. INTRODUCTION
In order to be able to choose the appropriate type of engine, the total thrust
(power) required must be known first, the
deciding factor here being the specified
performance. As explained in the previous
chapter, the engine thrust (power) will
also be affected up to a certain extent
by the geometry and aerodynamic character182

v

w
x

z

a

6,6. 70
6. 75
E

À

n

e

- Mach number corresponding to Vtip
- propeller speed (revolutions per
second)
probability of engine failure; engine shaft power transmitted to
the propeller
- takeoff power of one engine
- propeller radius; Reynolds number
- radial distance from the propeller
axis of rotation

- propeller speed (revolutions per
minute)

peller
- flight speed
- cruising speed
- helical tip speed of the propeller
blade
- aircraft weight
- fore-and-aft location of nacelle
leading edge relative to the wing
leading edge
- vertical distance of thrust line
to the chord
- angle of attack of a propeller
blade element
-geometric pitch or blade angle
(at 70 or 75% R)
tilt-down angle of engine thrust
line
- e ngine scaling factor
- propeller efficiency
- relative ambient temperature (temperature/ambient temperature at
sea level ISA)

p

cr

w

- effective pitch angle; toe-in
angle of nacelle
- air density
- relative air density (air density / air density at sea level ISA)
- rotational speed of propeller

is tics of the wing, which may possibly not
yet have been finalized at the stage of
the design when the engine type is chosen.
If the number of engines has in fact been
chosen, the approximate thrust (power) to
be supplied per engine will already be
known. Most designers will prefer to ChOOSE
an engine which has already been developed
and tested, but in some cases the airplane
design will be based on an engine project

for which certain characteristics are

6.2.1. Engine installation factors

still subject to variation. The choice is
generally limited to only a few types and

Several general aspects of engine location

in some cases there may even be only one

in relation to the number of engines were

engine which is regarded as suitable. Air-

mentioned in Section 2.3. We shall now fo-

craft design studies are sometimes intend-

cus our attention on several considera-

ed to investigate t he possibilities of a
new type of engine and that implies that
there is no choice at all*. When two or

number of engines will have to be based.

tions on which the final choice of the
Fig. 6-1 shows the values generally used

more engine types are considered, an as10

sessment may be made on the basis of a
rough comparison of technological and e-

!JET TRANSPORTS & EXECUTIVES

12xlOOO FT

I

o

conomical factors. If this comparison does
not provide a cle.ar basis for choice, var ious designs should be developed to the extent th at all the important consequences
which the choice of engine has on the over-

.2

all design will be clearly shown.
In the case of a propeller aircraft, the
design of the propeller should fit both
the engine characteristics and the per-

OL---~1~OO~O~--~--~2~OOO~--~--~3~OO~O--~--~.O~OOM

formance of the aircraft. The optimum pro-

BALANCEO FIELD .lENGTH

peller must do full justice to the performance of the engine and for this reason
a standard propeller is not used on high-

Fig. 6-1. Thrust loading, number of engines
and takeoff fi e ld leng th required

performance aircraft. The geometry of the
propeller is also important in view of the

f o r the takeoff thrust/weight ratio in the

clearance between the propeller and the

case of civil jet aircraft. The length of

airframe or the ground. Jet aircraft offer

the takeoff runway has proved to be the

a relatively high degree of freedom in the

most useful parameter for comparison pur-

location of the engines. Although the fi-

poses. Takeoff performance will also be

nal answer regarding the details of the

influenced by the wing loading, flap de-

location will have to come from aerodynamic

sign and, to a les ser degree, the bypass

research, even the preliminary design

ratio. The shaded regions show the combi-

should already be aimed at achieving the

nations of thrust loading and the number

right basic configuration. Although the

of engines usually employed for different

thrust reversal system will generally not

design requirements as regards takeoff

be designed by the aircraft manufacturer,

field length. It is also generally found

its presence should be taken into account

that two engines are used for short-haul

at an early stage. This also applies to

aircraft and th ree or four for medium and

the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) , which is

long ranges. However, it should be pointed

generally used in modern transport air-

out that Fig. 6-1 should not be regarded

craft.

as in any way mandatory with re gard to the
choice of the number of engines. For propeller aircraft a simple correlation of the

6.2. CHOICE OF THE NUMBER OF ENGINES AND
THE ENGINE TYPE

type shown in Fig. 6-1 is not readily obtainable.
The limited availability of suitable engine types

*cf. also Section 6.2.3.: rubberizing of
turbo engines

may sometimes be a decisive factor, forcing the de-

signer to choose an aircraft configuration which is
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possibly no t ideal. In such a ca se it will be

decrement in thrust, but also to yawing

worthwhile to oons ide r a varia nt base d on a hypo-

and rolling moments, as well as extra drag.

thetical engine, de l iver i ng a th r us t in the des ire d

of the nacelle of the dead engine and drag

o rder o f magni t ude . A comparat i ve s tudy o f ba th

resulting from the asymmetrical flightcon-

versions prov ides a go ed indic ation of the pri ce

dition. The airworthiness authorities have

tha t will have to be paid f o r the cho i ce o ne i s

therefore laid down a number of airwor-

"force d" t o make .

thiness criteria relating to takeoffspeeds,

Mounting four jet engines on the wing gen-

which must be met when engine failure has

erally presents minor problems. The engines

occurred. In addition, regulations also

takeoff distances, climb performance, etc.,

are relatively small in diameter, so that

require that the aircraft should be capa-

the length of the landing gear will be cor-

ble of being stopped safely if failure oc-

respondingly limited, even in the case of

curs below the decision speed Vl' Although

bypass ratios of about six. There is some

only 50 percent of the thrust will be a-

freedom with regard to the lateral loca-

vailable af ter failure of one engine out

tion of the engines, enabling the designer

of two, the airplane must be designed to
provide an acceptable level of safety. If
the probability of malfunction per flying

to reach a satisfactory compromise wi th re-:

spect to the weight of the wing

struct '~re,

the size of the vertical tail and the 10-

hour is taken as P, then the probability

cation of the centre of gravity. This con-

that no malfunction will occur will be l-P.

figuration makes it possible to achieve a

Sirice P is extremely small in rel at ion to 1
- the order of magnitude comes to .5x10- 3

lew empty weight.
When three engines are used, there is always the problem of installing the third
engine, for this will have to be placed in
the plane of symmetry (cf. Section 2.3.2 .

to 10- 4 - an approximation may be introduced for aircraft with two, three and
four engines, resulting in the figures in
Table 6-1.

and Fig. 2-17). Whichever loc at ion is
chosen, it is almost certain that the

Probability of engine failure

weight penalty caused by installing the

(per flying hour)

central engine will be increased relative
to that of the other two engines.

1
engine

Failure of

2
engines

3
engines

If only two engines are installed the fan
diameter will be relatively large, and i n

twin-engine

order to avoid a high landing gear, loca-

aircraft

tion on the re ar of the fuselage may be

three-engine

worth investigating. If this is not a fa-

aircraft

2P

vorable location, a high wing may solv e the

four-engine

problem of engine-to-ground clearance,

aircraft

p2

3P

3P

4P

6P

-

2

p3

2

4p 3

though this will result in increased structural weight.

Table 6-1. Probability of engine failure
related to the number of engines.

6 . 2 . 2. Engine failure
Table 6-1
a . Probability of engine failure.

shows that during a given peri-

od of time, the probability of malfunction

Although the modern turbine engine is very

in one engine is twice as great in lhe case

reliable, the possibility of an engine mal-

of a four-engined aircraft as in the case

function must never be ignored. In unfavorable circumstances the engine may have to

of a twin-engined aircraft, and the iike-

be stopped o r may be unable to opera te.

six times as great. Although engine mal-

This will not only lead to a
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conside~able

lihood that two engines may fail is even
funétion in itself need not have fatal con-

sequences, failure of both engines in a

c. Engine failure during cruising flight.

twin-engined aircraft will obviously be

This case may lead to a forced des cent to

extremely critical. However, the relia-

a lower altitude, which will depend on the

bility of today's engines is such that a
2
probability of p may be practically ig-

th rust still available. In the case of

nored for a short time period such as the

ice ceiling af ter engine fa.ilure will be

takeoff phase and the safety level of a
twin-engined passenger aircraft is now

adequate, so that mountains can b e crossed
with a wide margin. This is not always the

generally considered to be acceptable for

case with tWin-engined aircraft and the

th ree- and four-engined aircraft the serv-

pass enger transports which are not int end-

route to be flown will be the main factor

ed for extended overwater flights. On the
2
other hand, 6P is not a negligible quan-

in determining whether a service ceiling
of, say , 12 , 000 feet (3600 m) would still

tity and this is why a four-engined air-

be acceptable . During development of the

craft must meet certain requirements re-

Lockheed L-101: and the Douglas DC- 10 Tri-

garding performance and flying character-

jets, this consideration contributed to

is tics with two engines inoperative in the

the choice of the three-engined layout .

en route configuration. The three-engined

Fig. 6-2 shows the influence of the alti-

aircraft is an intermediate case. If two
engines should fail, say during a transatlant ic flight , the DC- 10 will be able to
continue on one engine by flying low and
dumping fuel. Failure of two engines out
of three or four during takeoff is extremely unlikely and need not be considered, provided the failure of any one engine
does not entail a situation in which a

~

~

1.1
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second engine is likely to fail.
b. Engine failure during or shortly af ter
takeoff.

2

3

4

NUMBER OF ENGI NES

Under these circumstances, a transport aircraft should always have a sufficiently
large reserve of thrust to enable it to

Fig . 6-2. Direct operating costs and number of engines (Ref . SAE Paper No. 710423)

continue the takeoff safely, and for this
reason it must be equipped with at least

tude requirement on the direct operating

two engines.

costs of an aircraft project. When a cruis-

The requirements for small aircraft (FAR

ing level of 15,000 ft

Part 23) are less severe. Although the aircraft should remain controllable in case
of failure, no requirements are laid down
for its performance during takeoff. Safety

gine failure is stipulated, the th rust will

(4575 m) af ter en-

have to be adapted accordingly. In that
case the difference in direct operating
casts (d.o.c.) for all versions is very

is ensured by allowing for a gene rous mar-

small . However, when the acceptable limit

gin in the takeoff safety speed. There are

is put at 12,000 ft

requirements with regard to climb perform-

of the engines will be based on other cri -

(3660 m), the choice

ance, but aircraft with a marginal per-

teria and the initial engine costs will be

formance do not have to comply with these,

reduced, resulting in lower depreciation.

provided the stalling speed does not ex-

Twin-engined aircraft may not be operated

ceed 61 knots (113 km/hl; see FAR Part

on routes where more than one hour's fly-

23.67 and Section 5.4.3 . of this textbook.

ing from an airport would be involved at
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any point. This implies that a twin-engined
aircraft cannot be considered for extended

engines which are still in the project
phase. This, in turn, may imply that the

overwater flights.

size has not yet been frozen. In order to

d. Flying qualities af ter engine failure.

specific airplane project application, the

In the case of failure of a wing-mounted

engine geometry may be scaled up or down

engine, a yawing moment of such magnitude

identically, without changing the major

adjust the thrust level desired to the

will be created that the area of the fin

thermodynamic characteristics like design

and rudder will have to be largely de-

Turbine Entry Temperature and Overall Pres-

signed to cope with it. This will be dis-

sure Ratio. This technique is referred to

cussed more fully in Chapter 9.

as

II

rubberizing" the engine for a constant

technology.
6.2.3. Engine performance and weight var-

When the size of engine components is in-

iations

creased, various cycle efficiencies will

a. Engine thrust (power) growth.
Transport aircraft shows a steady rise in

creased Reynolds number. provided the
thrust (power) variation is of the order

capacity, both during the development and
production phase and af ter delivery. Air-

of, say, 10 to 20 percent, the influence
of rubberizing on specific thrust and spe-

craft growth is frequently made possible

cific fuel consumption is hardly noticeable

improve slightly as a result of the in-

by engine growth, for which the thrust or

and is frequently ignored. The growth of

~ower

engine weight with size is much more dif-

rises considerably in the course of

'time. To ci te an example: the Turboméca

ficult to assess. If the well-known square-

Astazou turboprop engine started lifewith

cube law held good for the turbojet, we

a power rating of 562 ES HP in 1963, while
one of the most recent versions, the
Astazou XX, has a takeoff power of as much

would find that an inlet diameter growth
with a factor À would entail growth factors
3
2
À for the airflow and thrust and À for

as 1442 ESHP. In addition, the specific

engine mass. As a consequence, the engine

fuel consumption has gone down slightly.

weight would be proportional to T 1 . S and

Some aspects of boosting the performance

the specific engine weight would vary in

of piston engines have been dealt with in

proportion to T· S . However, a moredetailed

Section 4.2.2. For gas turbines the growth

1.6,-- - - ---r-------...,.-----,
0::

is obtained by raising the Turbine Entry

o

...u

Temperature, improving cycle efficiencies,
increasing the diameter of the air intake

1.4

:t

and sometimes by increasing the Overall
Pressure Ratio. None of these leads to any
appreciable increase in engine weight, if
anything, they result in a considerable
decrease in specific weight. In the case
of propeller aircraft, it is recommended
that this growth element be anticipated
by making allowances for it in propeller
design and lopation so as to ensure effi-

RELATIVE THRUST

cient absorption of the increased power.
.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

b. Rubberizing of turbo engines ,

a. Rubberizing effects for a turbojet aircraft

Engine development is usually a long-term

(example)

process, but as against this the airplane
designer may sometimes have to consider
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Fig. 6-3. Engine scaling effects

1.8

NOTE

1. The fOllowing ratings apply to
Sea LevelISA conditions:
I: Maximum takeoff

11: Maximum continuous

IrI: Maximum recommended climb
IV: Maximum recommended cruise
2. The subscript "to" refers to
Sea Level statie takeoff condi-

tions

b. Non-dimensional presentation of

engine performance of a low-bypass

jet engine

Fig. 6-3.
breakdown of the engine weight into compo-

(continued)

cannot be observed in the specific weight

nent weights shows that in actual practice

for various sizes. It is therefore justifi-

the growth of weight with size is consid-

able to conclude that in practice the num-

erably overestimated by the square-cube

ber of engines to be chosen cannot bebased

law (e.g. Refs. 6-4 and 6-5). A more real-

on simplified theoretical considerations.
There is no clear evidence to show that the eest

istic relationship is therefore:

of engines on a basis o f dollars per pound of

engine weight ~ (thrust)n

(6-1)

thrust is significantly affected by the number of

engines required te develop that thrust. Al though

in which n has a typical value of 1.07 to

for a g1 ven nwnber of engines to be produced the

1.14. The example in Fig. 6-3a shows that

e ngine casts per lb of thrust (or per hp) will de-

one should also be aware of the change in

crease with increasing engine size, this effect is

engine rotational speed. Reasoning .on the

compensated for by the fact that the smaller en-

basis of the theoretical result of square-

gine will probably be produced in larger numbers,

cube law, or the more moderate sensitivity

resul ting in lower development and production costs

given by (6-1), it may be concluded that

per engine.

from the point of view of minimum engine
weight it would be advantageous to genera te

6.2.4. Choice of the engine type

a specified total thrust with a large number of small engines instead of a small

Af ter preliminary performance calculations

number of larger engines, but the advantage

have been carried out and the number of en-

in ins tal led engine weight is then much

gines has been decided upon, the thrust

less or may even disappear. Moreover, if

(power) per engine will be roughly known.

real engines of different thrust level are

The choice between engines satisfying the

compared (Table 6-2), a systematic trend

requirements as regards required thrust
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TURBOJET ENGINES
Ne< Th,u",

kg

Eogine
Hanufac:turer

Engine Type

~
SL/IS'
statie

Turboméca
Turboméca

"rbizon IU
Asrafan 11

Prett & lIhitoey Can.
Putt & Whitney
Ivchenko
Rolls-Royce (BS)
Carret -Ai research
Ceneral Electric
Avco Lycoming
Rolls-Royce (85)
Rolls-Royce
Rolls-Royce
Rolls -Royce
Ro 11s _Royce
Soloviev
Putt .5 Whitney
Putt .5 Whitney
Cenerat Ehctric
Soloviev
Rolls-Royce
Pratt .5 Whitney
Putt .5 Whitney
Pratt & Whitney
Rolls-Royce
S .N . E. C.H.A.
S . N.E . C.H.A.
Kuznetsov
Soloviev
Rolls-Royce
Ceneral Electri.c
Pratt .5 Whitney

JT-ISD-I
JT-1 2A-6
1.1-25

400
110 Dry
1000
1360
1500

Viper 20-f . 20
TFE 731-1
Cf-1 00 2B
502 0
M- 45R-01
Spey KkS55-15
Trent RB 203 . 08
Avon Kk5 248
Spey Hk511-5
D-20P
JT-3C-1
JT-80-7
CJ-805-2 1

-

o-)OP

Con....ay RCo. 12
JT-4A-11
JT-3D-3
JT-JD-5A
Conway RCo . 42H-56-20
H-56-40
NK-8-4
o-30K
RB.211-22
CF-6-6C
JT-g-O-IS

Cruise

11 ,000,
M· .80

~~g.
223
363
44)·

,ol
1545
15.85 ....
408 ...
19 50
428
2800
600
12453520
1680·
4470
1315·
4530
4160
1975*
5110
5400
1100
5440
1540
6350
1540
6800
:::::1300
1300*
6800
1940
2075
1940
2 130
8110
9520
2420
9900
10000
2320
10000
2205
10500
2750
11500
2150
19050
4020
19500
20500
4350

J

C'uioe

spe

1
I

kO/kO/h

! :!j.
I

. 88

Bypa ..

Air

ratio

flow

SL/ISA
SL/ISA aratic
atatie T.O.

6

"35.4

.19*
. 18*
.90
. 81
.76

0
1.1
1.,

.77

I

125

. 84·
1.26
.83.93
. 78
.n*
.19·
. 72*

. 89
.92
.82
.67
.64
.7 8
.67
. 61
.64
.62

ratio
total

kg/sec
0
6. '
3.2
0
2
0
2.1 _
1.9
6.1
2.8

22
42
20
51.3
38
108
104
91
1J6
83
92
11 3
91
141
188

1.06

Turbine lnter- Length D,y
nal
weiaht
intake
fan SL;ISA diall.
T.O.
cm
m
kO
K

Pre •• ure

I

3
0
. 64
I

.3

127

0
1.4

204

0.6
4.0
4.8
I

2 .3
4.8
'.6
4.4

"'

16'
323
334
232
272
602
655
687

Entry
Temp.

,., 9
1.32
10.2
6.'
9
'.6
19 6.8
10.3
18
16
16
8.7
19
14
IJ
15.8
12"
18 .6
15. I
12
IJ
16
15.1
18
25

23.2
20
25

29
22

1.5 2

-

-

IJOO

'6
55.3
45.7
'6
47
.6 •
91.3
102.4
90.9
82.4
98.3
99 .1
82.4
93
98.8
108
81.3
98.5

1J15

95.'

1235

1.7

-

1.39

1135
1285 ...
1285
1330
990
1100
1J50

2.6
1.6

1.55
1.55
2.15
2
1.'

Table 6-2 . Principal characteristics of turbine engines

1480
1520
1145
1420·
1570·
1425

103.5
135
135
114.2
157.5
162.8
144 . 2
145 .5
217.2
219
237

1.51
1.90
1.51
1.60
1.99

2.16

"'

19'
229
203
290
270

.2.6..

-212

1.91
1.62
2.96
2.79
2.09
3 . 20*
2.91
3.30
4.25*
J.75
3.66
3.93
3 . 34
3.66
3.11

334
526
673
990
80'
1516
1050
1470
1585
1431
1680
1520
2060
23 10
1890
2073
2310
1940
2120
2200
2150
3267
3540
3970

3.90
2.90
3.36
5.10
4.61
3.03
4.90
3.26

Engine

!

!

a .. ellbly

Nuaber of .cagu
Pan Compressor

COIIb.

Turbin.

Date

Chambtlr

Cooting

fiut

Remark.

'un

Turbine

i
I
I

2

0
I
I

I

0

2

~

I

0

2
2
2
2
2
3

I
I
I
I
~

I

I

0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2

~

•
2
~

4
0
2
4
I
I

.
2
I
I
I

ILA-IHC
2U-IHC
IHC

IH-2L

4U-4HA
JU-8KA

IH-2L

anno

I

anno
anno

no

anno
anno
can.
anno
8 can.
10 can.
12 can.
8 can.
9 cao.
10 can.
12 can.
10 can.
8 can.
8 can.
8 can .
10 can.
anD.
anno

air

7
4LA-IRC
8.
7U.-IHC
SLA-1HA
4LA-12KA
4MA-5HA
16
5LA-12KA
3LA-8HA
9LA-1KA
4LA-7HA
17
4LA-IOMA
1LA-9HA
8LA-1l1A
6LA-7HA
as above+
7U.-9KA
6LA-6HA
6KA,-8KA
2LA-6HA
3LA-IIKA
7MA-6HA
ILA-16H.A
3U-IIRA

I

3
2

I,t

IR-3L
2
2H-2L
IH-3L
2R-2L
IH-IH-IL
8
2H-2L
IH-2L
IH-2L
IH-3L
3
2H-2L
IH-2L
IH-2L
JH-3L
IH-)L
IH-2L
lH-U

2H- IH-4L
IH- 2L
2H-4L
IH-IH-3L
2H-SL
2H-4L

no

anno
ann.

air

1969

ann.rev
8 cao.

no
no

1967

12 can .
anno
anno
anno

1970

• 6000./600 ka/h,aeared

1958
1966-

air
air
~

air
no

air
air
no
no

1965
1969
1962
1910
1968
1965
1967
1957
1960
1960
1957
1961
1960
1965
1951
f956
1958

seared
dt hn
aeared
* 6,100./H-.65
• 7 ,620./M... 70
• 7, 620./M-. 70
• with ROule
*1,20 ... /H-.10
- 10,000 III/H-.82
• overall
• E:II:cl. aft fan
• H-. 75
KIt 509

~

air
air
air
air

1960
proj .
proj .

imping.
air
air

1968
1968
1966

400al/aec fan tip apeed
3 10a/u.c faD tip apeed

• 1485 K hot day
* 1595 K hot day

TURBOPROP ENGINES
Performan'ce , I S A

Eogine

Eogine cycle

Eogine

Manufacturer

ESFC

Power

Type

Air-

OPR

I TET

Cru ise
crui se flow
20,OOOft
kg/.
SL / s t . t ic
245kts kgf Ipk/h

(K)

Takeoff

Cear

&PH

ratio

RPH

length wi dt hl
diam .
m

-

1
2

6LA-IHC

2H-2LF

anno

1959

1 . 09

.37

82

1

2LA-I HC

3

anno

1964

turboshaft

.46

122

I

ILA- IHC

3

ann o

1960

* i ncl. prop.

2200C 1.58

.48

122

2

3LA-IHC

IH- ILF

1783C 1.43

.68

160

I

2LA- IHC

1.55

.75

222

1

ILA-IHC

1.49

.58

245

2

5LA-IHC

2000C 1.18

.55

129

1

2C

2000C 1. 39

.41

130

2

IDA

250

149

. 29 5

1. 35

6

Turbomêca

Orédon III

E

350

190

. 242

1. 35

7. 5

59. 100 .1024

Turboméca

Astazou 11

E

555

307

.36 1

2.50

5.7

43. 500 .0558

2425C 1.9 1-

PT 6A-6

E

578

332

. 279

2.25

5.7

33. 000 . 0663

As t azou XIV A

E

600

321

.251

2.50

7.5

43. 000 . 0415

Turboméca

Bastan IV

E

935

552

.25 1

4.50

5. 8

AVCO Lycoming

T- 53-L- 7

E 1150

730 ·

. 26 1*

5.00

6.0

AiResearch

TPE 331 - 20

Cene ral Electri c T- 58-GE-8

600

355

. 255

2.50

7.82 1240

1250

780

.247

5 . 62

8.30 11 50 19,500

1, 730 .0479

7.40 12 10 25, 240

AVCO Ly coming

T-53 13A

1400

800

.240

5.50

T- 5313B

1400

800

. 240

5.50

E 1740

930

.308

9 . 30

5 . 50 11 30 14. 500 .086

1800

920

. 229

5.80

1325 21.300

E 2 105

1170

.266

10.70

5.75 1160 15,000 .0929

Rolls-Ro y e e

Dart Mk5 11- 7E

T- 5 32 1A

Rolls-Roy e e

Dart Mk528

30 . 000ft
General Elee tr ie T-64 - GE-6

12 10

-

IC

I

1 cao 1960

NS
turboshaft

a nno

1963

turboshaft

3

anno

1966

R

3

.nn.

1959

anno

1959

3

a nno

1963

B-co nt ra l

2H+ 1LF

can

1959

turboshaft

2H+2LF

*1 5 ,000 ft
a ircool e d

1680C 1.48

.58

274

2

5LA-I HC

2H+ 2LF

anno

1967

R

1680C 1. 48

. 58

312

2

5LA- IHC

2H+2LF

anno

1967

R

2.43

.96

494

I

ILC-I HC

2

7ean

1953

306

2

5LA- IHC

2H+2LF

ann o

1969

. 96

560

I

ILC-IHC

3

7ean

1956

19 59

C
2.50

airc oo led. R

300 kt.

1350

.200

11. 10 12.60 1200 13 . 640

2.80

. 74

490

2

14A

2H+2LF

ann o

1230

.229

14.10

7.00

12,500 . 0 71 4

893A 3 . 10

.92

715

1

I DA

3

6ean

195 2

12.25

6.35 1225 15, 000 . 0775

2 .53

.96

6 25

1

3

7ean

1960

Eland N.EI.

1

3000

Rolls-Roy e e

Dart Mk542 - 10

E 3025

All iso n

501-D- 13

E 3750

1450

.2 13

14 . 75

9 . 25 1249 13,820

All ison

T- 56- A-I OW

4050

1450

.2 15

14.65

9 . 25 1249

Br istol Siddeley Proteus Mk765

E 4400

2 155

.224

20.90

7.10 1150

Rolls-Royee

Tyne R. Ty. 12

E 5505

2400

. 185

Rolls- Royee

Tyne R. Ty. 20

E 6100

2500

. 193

(Continued)

C

2650

Napier

Ta bl e 6- 2.

-

1700

AVCO Ly eoming

AVCO Ly eoming

2538A

3.500
25, 240

z
62

Hodel 250(T-63)

1143

m

.40

All is Dn

-

run

Ö

.95

.85

14 8• 950

Comb o

~ Compressor Turbine Chamb.

91

.609

11 70

Number of stages

0

kg

Remarks

first

.5 2

49

1"7,000 .0540

Da t e

Engine- assembly
0

.90

11 0

Turboméca

00

Max .

Y.odel TP-90

2. 8

Dry
weight

Rover

. Pr att & Whitney

'0

Dimensions

Propeller

I LC- IHC

A 3.69

.69

797

I

14A

4

6ean

1954

102 1C 3.7 1

. 69

838

1

14A

4

6ean

1953

3.1 3

1. 10

1315

2

12LA-IHC

2H- 2L

8ean

1958

2 1.20 13.50 1242 15, 250 .064

976A 2.77

1.03

1000

2

6LA- 9HA

.IH-3L

10ean

1959

21.20 13 . 50 1273 15.250 . 064

976A 2 . 76

1.40

1085

2

6LA-9HA

IH-3L

IOc an

1962

.0863

aireo oled

(power), fuel consumption and noise pro-

lng aviation. The survey of engine technoloqy in

duction, etc., is usually very limited.

Chapter 4 may possib1y help the designer to make

Table 6-2 presents a survey of the most

up his minde

important characteristics of some types of
engines.

Summing up the arguments in the previous

Engines, like aircraft, are subjected to

sections we may conclude that:

extensive airworthiness tests, cf. for in-

a. the number of engines may be decided

stance leAO Circular Sl-AN/4612. The de-

entirely by the limited choice from com-

signer must consider whether the engine

petitive types of power plant;

chosen has been designed for clvil or mil-

b. the minimum number of engines wi th which

itary use, when testing and certification

the specified performance can be obtained

are planned, which regulations will apply,

will, as a rule, also be the most favorable

and so on. To ensure smooth progress of

nurnber;

the aircraft project, it is desirable to

c. three-engined aircraft will be at a

use an engine which is sufficiently far

slight disadvantage technically as compared

developed; there is generally a preference

with four-engined aircraft;

for a type which has already been built and

d. a design study can only be started when

tested (off-the-shelve engines).

sufficiently detailed engine performance

Even a preliminary design requires a complete engine type specification or bro-

and installation data are known.
The best engine for a particular applica-

chure, which should preferably contain at

tion can only be arrived at by long and

least the following data:

close collaboration between aircraft and

-

engine designers.

limits regarding the engine output (rat-

ings) and the operational conditions (temperatures, altitudes, speeds),
- thrust and fuel consumption for various

6.3. CHARACTERISTICS , CHOICE AND INSTALLA-

engine ratings, altitude and airspeed,

TION OF PROPELLERS

- influence of airbleed and power off-take
on engine performance,

6.3.1. General aspects

- installation data: weight, dimensions,
loc at ion of centr0. of gravity,
- noise levels, particularly for civil jet

The design and production of modern pro- '
pellers is so specialized in nature that

aircraft.
Engine performance is sometimes presented

there are only a few rnanufacturers in this

in the form of non-dimensional curves; an
example is given in Fig. 6-3b. - These curves

propeller specification and has a number of

field. The aircraft designer draws up the
possibilities to choose from. He should be

not only represent the thrust lapse wi,th

aware of:

altitude, airspeed and engine rating, but

- the airplane's performance

mayalso be used for the purpose of rubberizing the engine.
The choice of the engine and the design of the air-

the engine characteristics and engine
con trol
propeller noise and vibrations

craft are sa closely interrelated that it is diffi-

- the installed weight of the propellers

cul t to make an appropriate choice. The designer

- the influence of the propellers on fly-

may obtain a fair picture by an overall comparison

ing quali ties

of specific tuel consumption, thrust variation with

- the structural limits imposed by the lay-

altitude, specific welght and dimensions, engine
configuration, initial cast and average time be-

out of the aircraft.
In the preliminary design stage the choice

tween major overhauls, etc. Sometimes an important

of the propeller is rnainly associated with

part is played by contacts with the engine manu-

the following characteristics:

facturer, or economie and political factors affect-

a. The blade angle control system: fixed or

190

constant speed propeller, B- contral, etc.

b. The blade shape: the planform of the
blades, aerofoil shape and, incidentally,
the twist along the blade
c. The number of blades per propeller
d. The propeller diameter and rotational
speed (gearing).

propeller
plane

The losses incurred by transmitting

~rank)

shaft power into useful thrust horsepower,
is expressed in the propeller efficiency ,
n = useful power output
shaft power input

TV

P

(6-2)

Propeller efficiency is zero under static
conditionsi

its maximum value is obtained

in high-speed flight and amounts to between
approximately 85 and 92% depending upon the
blade shape.
Since a high propeller efficiency is de-

Fig. 6-4. Propeller blade element and local

sired in all the important phases of flight,

direction of flow

the efficiency constitutes the most important design criterion for the propeller. It

~ = arctan }L.

(6-3)

wr

is essential to realize that cruising flight
is not the only decisive factor, for the

In terms of the rotational speed and the

takeoff and climb performance may be equal -

prope ller diameter,

ly important, particularly in case of en-

~ = arctan

}L.

This section will not deal with propeller
theory, and the mechanical design of pro-

For r = R,

~

pellers will only be referred to very

the helical pa th described by the propeller

gine failure.

x __1__

nD

lI r/R

(6-4)

represents the pitch angle of

briefly; the list of references may be

tip. The decisive factor here is the ad-

consulted for literature on these subjects.

vance ratio,

The application of propeller theory to
various airplane design aspects is covered

J =

}L.

(6 - 5)

nD

very adequately, for example, in Ref. 6-20.
The angle between the blade chord and the
6 . 3.2. Propeller coefficients and diagrams

propeller plane is the geometric pitch or
blade angle

B.

The angle of incidence of

The characteristic angles relating to the

the blade element relative to the airstream

propeller blade element are shown in Fig.

is

6-4. The propeller rotates with an angular
velocity w, while the airspeed is V. When

'" =

B-

~

(6-6)

the plane of the propeller is normal to

or, in combination with (6-4) and (6-5):

the airspeed, the resulting speed at the
blade element at a distance r from the

'" =

B-

arctan lI;/R

(6-7)

axis of the propeller will have an effective pitch angle
velocity wr

~

with the circumferential

The angle '" is not equal to the local effective angle of attack, since an extra
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speed is induced at the blade element by

B.

7S

:

the trailing vortex system of the propeller, but (6-7) does show that J is the de-

the Power Coefficient: Cp =

ciding factor as far as the working condition of the blade element is concerned.

the Thrust Coefficient:

Assuming the induced velocity to be con-

+s

(6-8)

pn 0

cT =---i--4

(6-9)

pn 0

stant along the blade and noting that each
blade element should operate at approxi-

or in British units:

mately the same optimum effective angle of
attack, it is easily shown that according
to (6-7)

B will

Bhp
a (rpm/ lOOO)3 (D,ft)S

(6-8a)

T,lb
2

(6-9a)

have to decrease with in-

creasing r . For this reason propeller
blades always have a pronounced built-in

CT=l.SlS

a (rpm/ lOOO)

4
(D,ft)

twist angle. It is usual to define the
bla~ e

pitch by the value of

B

at 70 % or

75% of the radial distance: 8 . 70 or B.7S .
If the effects of viscosity and compress-

Provided the tip speed is sufficiently far
below the speed of sound and the blades
are not stalled, the influence of the Mach

ibility are disregarded, it can be shown

and Reynolds number will be negligible.

by dimensional analysis that for a given

From this it follows that the power and

blade geometry the following propeller co-

thrust coefficients of geometrically sim-

efficients are determined only by J and

ilar propellers, within a certain reg ion

. BI I>.oE I>.NGLE

a. Two-blade propeller
(Ref. : NACA WR 286)
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Fig. 6-S. Performance diagrams of
isolated propellers
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b. Three-blade propeller (Ref. Hamilton Standard PDS 6101)
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c. Four-blade propeller (Ref. Hamilton Standard PDS 6101)

Fig. 6-5 (concluded)
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of Mand R (per unit length) can be represented in a single non-dimensional pro-

the efficiency is determined for an effective advance ratio, which is given by:

peller diagram. Examples of such diagrams

J

are depicted in Fig. 6-5. In some diagrams
the thrust coefficient is specified in-

eff

;

(1-h) J

(6-13)

The factor h takes account of the retarda-

stead of n. The propeller efficiency is

tion of the airflow through the propeller

derived from the power and thrust coeffi-

disk, caused by the presence of the fuse-

cients and the advance ratio as follows:

lage or nacelle behind it. lts numerical
value is:

(6-10)
h

2. A slipstream factor F is defined,

rectly from CT:
(6-11)

or from the power input and the propeller
efficiency

T ; nP
V

(6-14)

D

The propeller thrust may be obtained di-

2 4
T ; CT pn D

Sc
.329 -2

F; effective propeller thrust
isolated propeller thrust

(6-15)

The effective propeller thrust is equal to
the thrust of the isolated propeller reduced by the increment in profile drag of

(6-12)

those parts that are exposed to the slip-

The propeller power P is the net power

stream of the propeller. Provided that the
airplane drag is defined for zero thrust,

transmitted by the engine shaft to the

the propeller efficiency is equal to:

propeller. For a given operational condition of the engine, this is found from the
engine performance specification, making

(6-16)
A usual approximation for Fis:

corrections for:

aerodynamic losses in the intake

af
F

- mechanical friction losses in the reduction gear*
- tapping off bleed air from the compressor

1 - 1.558

s

-;;

(6-17)

where fs is the profile drag area L(CDS) of
the aircraft parts immersed in the slip-

for anti-icing, airconditioning, etc.

stream of one propeller. In the absence of

- power extraction to drive engine acces-

better data, CD may be assumed equal to

sories and airplane systems.
The thrust must be clearly defined (by the

.004, based on the wetted area.

propeller manufacturer) and is generally

A propeller coefficient which is sometimes

taken as the tension force in the shaft of

used to choose the propeller diameter is

the isolated propeller (nis) that is the

the Speed/Power Coefficient:

efficiency without an engine nacelle placed
behind it. In the case of performance cal-

(6-18)

culations this efficiency should be corrected to allow for the effects of the in-

or in British units:

stallation in the aircraft. The principle
of the method used in Ref. 6-16 works out

Cs ;

mph 0 1 / 5
.638 Bhpl/5 (rpm)2!5

(6-18a)

as follows.
1. On the condition that , the propeller
chart applies ' to the isolated propeller,

This coefficient is independent of the propeller diameter and is entirely determined
by the operational conditions: the flying

*Frequently included in the specified en~ine
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perfqrmance

speed, altitude, engine power and rpm. In
some outdated propeller diagrams Cs willbe

found as a parameter and these can be used
directly for the choice of
Manipulating (6-5),

~

and hence D.

(6-8) and (6-18), we

=

The way in which the propeller data - and
more particularly the propeller diagrams should be used depends on the particular

find:

CP

mization possible.

application and the blade angle control,

(~)5

(6-19)

Cs

as will be explained in the next section.

and for given flight conditions we may

6.3.3. Blade angle control

draw the corresponding line of Cs = constant in the propeller diagram as in Fig.

The following distinctions are made with

6-5a; in the example this has been do ne

re gard to propeller control:

for Cs = 1. From a comparison of this line

a. Propellers with constant pitch during

with those for constant n it may be con-

flight:

cluded that in this case the maximum ef-

- fixed pitch propellers, with the pitch

ficiency (77.5 percent) is obtained at

built in during manufacture

J

= .51,

B

= 150 and Cp = .033. The diam-

- adjustable propellers, with the blade

eter which will give the maximum efficien-

angle adjustable on the ground but fixed

cy can be deduced from this condition.
The usefulness of the coefficient Cs is

in flight.
b. Propellers with variabie blade angle

limited, since various operational con-

during flight:

ditions have to be considered when choosing a propeller. In such a case it will

blade angle may, within given limits, be

be desirabie to have the propeller work

set at some pre-determined values, e.g.

- adjustable propellers, for which the

under the best possible conditions, both

fine and coarse pitch

in cruising flight and during takeoff and

- controllable pitch propellers, forwhich

climb. A procedure which may be followed

the blade angle, within given limits, may

for choosing the propeller geometry is

be set by the pilot at any desired value

given in Section 6.3.4.
Propeller performance may be determined in

- constant speed propellers, for which the
rate of revolution is kept constant at a

various ways:

value set by the pilot. The blade angle

a. By using propeller diagrams supplied by

is controlled automatically, so that there

the manufacturer, for example, Ref. 6-21.

will be equilibrium between the power sup-

Propeller diagrams mayalso be found in

plied by the engine and the power absorbed

various NACA Reports and handbooks. This

by the propeller

method is generally satisfactory for a

- constant speed propellers with blade

preliminary choice.

angle control (B-control), for which the

b. By calculation, using generalized meth-

blade angle may be set and controlled di-

ods, such as:

rectly by the pilot, while the rate of

- the approximations given in Ref. 6-15

revolution during flight remains constant.

(light aircraft) or Ref. 6-17 (transport

Engine power is governed by an automatic

aircraft)

fuel control system.

- the SBAC standard method (Ref. 6-16),
which also allows for the installation of
the propeller

Adjustable and controllable pitch propellers are hardly ever used nowadays. Fixed
pitch propellers a~e still fitted to small

- the method given in Ref. 6-26, which

aircraft used for flying instruction, tour-

also makes it possible to calculate pro-

ing and business flights. Controllable

peller noise characteristics.

pitch propellers are in use on some powered

An advantage of generalized methods is

sailplanes, the pilot being able to feather

that systematic variations in blade shape

the blades in order to reduce the dragwhen
the engine is switched off. Propeller-

may be ' accounted for, thus making opti-
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a. FIXED PITCH PROPELLER: Choice of propeller diameter and blade
angle ..

= V(~)

1. Speed-power coefficient: Cs

115
e.g . for maximum cruising

speed and appropriate engine rating:"
5
2. Cp = (J/C ) , · to be computed as f(J), as in Fig. 6-6a.
s
). Diameter limit: D = 108.4
. 2_ M2' ,Mtip
.
n 1ë\ 'Mt1p
< .80 to .85; . calculate corresponding Cp and J-limits_.
4. Choose Band 0 in diagram.
5 .. For performance cal culations ooly the line tor

B

constant

i~

used.

b. CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLER - POWER CONTROL:

Calculation of efficiency for specified shaft power, propeller diam-

eter and rpm.
1 . Power coefficient: C

P

2 .. Advance ratio
). Read

n

J

=

_P-

pn)D5

= VinD

from the diagram.

4 .. For variation of flight speed Cp remains approximately constant
(piston engines) or increases slightly with speed (turboprop engines).

c. CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLER -

a CONTROL :

Effect of flight speed and engine con trol on power and propeller ef-

c

ficiency.
1 . For specifled V the power required is determined by using the air-

plane polar (horizontal f11ght).

2 . Assuming n, the engine power for equilibrium is found and

different
power lever
settings

J

and Cp

are calculated.
3. '1 is read trom diagram and if necessary the procedure is repeated.

J

4. For variable speed

a remains

constant. The engine power is con-

trolled automatically to keep n constant until the engine and the propeller power are matched.
UNITS:

V in mis

(1

mis

P in kgm/s (1 kgm/s

1. 942 kts)

D in m (1 m = ).28 ft)

.01316 hp)

2 4
P in kg sec ;m
(1

2 4
kg sec /m = .019 Slug/ft))

Fig. 6-6. Applications of the propeller diagram
powered transport aircraft are always
fitted with constant speed propellers;
these are of ten equipped with blade angle
- con trol. Turbopropeller engines have to be
196

fitted with constant speed propellers.
a. Fixed pitch propellers.
The advantage of fixed pitch propellers is

obviously that they are simple to produce,
hence cheap, while they are also light and

has been c hosen, the o nly remaining important fac-

require no maintenance. For these reasons

lated to th e fixe d propeller pitc h angle

tor in th e pro p e lle r diagram will he the line re-

B.

they are used on small aircraft with engines of up to about 200 hp and even more

b. Constant-speed propellers.

in the case of agricultural aircraft.

As far back as the 19th century the French

Än aircraft with a fixed pitch propeller,

pioneer Alphonse Pénaud proposed a propel-

however, is very much at a disadvantage

ler with adjustable blades, but it was not

where flexibility in performance is con-

until about 1925 that the constant-speed

cerned. During the takeoff and subsequent

propeller proved to be a practical propos i-

clirnb the rpm of the

e~gine

is limited by

tion and it came into service around 1935.

the power which the propeller is able to

The performance of aircraft improved to

absorb, and c?nsequently the power cannot

such an extent that since that time the

be fully utilïzed. Decreasing the blade

c o nstant-speed propeller has come into gen-

angle will improve the situation during

eral use. The pilot sets the rpm of the en-

tak e off and low-speed flight, but in highspeed flight the engine will be overspeeded

gine to the value desired and for each
flight speed the propeller blade angle is

and must be throttled back.

automatically adjusted in such a way that

When a preliminary choice of the blade an-

the propeller is able to absorb the power

gle and diameter has been made, it may b e

o f the engine . The main difference between

assumed that the aircraft will fly at max-

this and the fixed pitch propeller is that

imum cruising speed with the rpm and power

the engine powe r available can be fully

va lues recornrnended by the engine manufac-

utilized at each airspeed. There are var-

turer. The equations required to estimate

ious methods for obtaining an automatic

the cruising spe ed are presented in

Sec~

system of adjustment. For example, oil

tions 5.3.4. and 5.4.1. If at this stage

pressure can be used to twist the blade in

the drag polar is still unknown, the cruising speed may be estimated by comparison

o ne direction , while a counte rweight at the
hub of the blade permits movement in the
opposite direction. Fig. 6-7a shows a sim-

with similar aircraft or it can be deduced
from the design specification. The Speed /

ple system but many variants have been de-

Power Coefficient Cs can then be determined

rived fr o m this. The sketch in Fig. 6-7b

by (6-18) and the efficiency will be depen-

gives an example of the mechanism of a

dent only on the diameter. Whe n this is

pitch-control system. Electrical systems

chosen as large as possible, the propeller
blade angle will be small and at low speeds
it will be possible to obtain a high rpm,
and consequently high engine power. The
propeller diameter is limited by the permissible Mach nurnber at the tip (Mtip < .SO
to .85), or by practical limits, such as
the clearance from the ground. Fig. 6-6a
illustrates the choice by means of a propeller diagram.
Fo r a mo re de fini te prope lle r des ign, the a erody -

namic charac teristi cs of th e airc raft s ho uld he
known, but thes e will onl y be de t e rmine d a t an
advanc ed stage. It wil 1 be necessary to c arry out

a. Non-reve r s ing propeller a nd go ve rnor

perfo rmance calculation s un der varying fli g ht conditi o n s in o rder t o fin d t h e mos t f a vorab i e com-

Fig . 6-7. Mechanical principle of constant-

promis e . Once th e angl e o f in c ide nce of th e b"lade

speed propellers

19.,

When the a - control is in operation during
the flight phase and the pilot wants to increase the engine power, the direct result
of moving the power level will be an increase in the blade pitch. Since the propeller torque will th en increase, the rpm
will tend to drop. A "speed set " will now
transmit a signal to the fuel control system and more fuel will be fed to the engine . Engine power will increase until the
rpm again reaches the pre-set va l ue .
Fig . 6-8 illustrates how this meth od of enPOWER

eI:

REQU I RED

W

~

oQ..
HartzeIl Model HC·82X·l Constant Speed

b. Blade angle control

Fig . 6-7 (concluded)
are used as well. Constant-speed propellers
are of ten provided with:
- a feathering device, which allows the
blade to take up an angle of attack of 80
to 90 degrees when the engine is inopera-

AIRSPEED

tive , thus considerably reducing the drag
of the propeller , while engine damage due
to windmilling is avoided;

A: Powe r con tro 1 mode

- a facility for turning the blade to a

B: Blade angle control mode (6 constant)

negative pitch angle, which is used to obtain reverse thrust and so reduce the land-

Fig. 6-8. Comparison of normal power con-

ing run;

trol and a control (Ref.: SAE Paper No .

- automatic restriction of the blade angle

670244)

which comes into action when the oil pres sure drops, in order to safeguard against

gine control works in practice . It should

high revolutions of the propeller with

be noted that it is only applicable to

small angles of attack.

turboprop engines where the propeller rpm

c. Constant-speed propellers with blade an-

and power can be varied independently.
Curve 1 shows the power required for steady

gle contro!.
Two versions are

k~own:

horizontal flight . Curves f' 3 and 4 re present the total power required during

1. The a-control system, where the pilot is

stationary climb and des cent and in a sta-

able to control the blade pitch angle both

tionary t u rn . The speed in horizontal flig h t

i n f l ight and on the ground

is dete rmined b y the equ ilibrium between the

2 . A system in which control of the propel-

power avai l able and the power required

ler blade is only possible during maneuver-

(point B). The difference between the lines

ing on the ground .

of power available with the conventional
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method of adjustment (line A) and with Scontrol (line B) results from the automatic
adaptation of the power to the flying speed
in the case of B-control. To take an exam-

factors which govern the choice of a propeller, such as the low costs of spare
parts for existing type of propeller, or
the possibility of varying the gear ratio

ple of the B-control systern: when the fly-

between the engine and the propeller, etc.

ing speed in a stationary condition is reduced, the propeller blade angle of attack
will increase for constant blade setting
and so will the propeller-torque (equation
6-7). The engine control system will rea ct
to this change and will cause the power to
increase to the extent that the rpm remains constant. On the other hand, when
the speed is increased, engine power will
automatically drop. Fig. 6-8 shows that
with the use of S-control the loss in speed
resulting from a transition to a climb or
turn is small as compared with that which
occurs with power control by means of a
conventional constant speed propeller. Consequently, with a pre-set flight condition
the margins relative to the stalling speed
will be greater and the pilot will have to
make fewer speed corrections. This will
increase flying comfort and safety. In
descents there will be a lower speed buildup, which reduces the danger of overloading
the structure.
The B-control mode is only operationalwhen
the engine is running within the predetermined limits. When, during some phase of
the flight, the permissible Turbine Entry
Temperature is reached, another control
system is activated and the engine-propel Ier combination will function on the lines
of the conventional control system. The Scontrol facility will therefore not affect
the ultimate performance in conditions
where the engine is operating at its limits, e.g. during takeoff or maximum continuous operation.
The differences which exist between the
conventional con trol and B-control system
are illustrated once more in the propeller
diagrams in Figs. 6-6b and 6-6c.

For a final propeller design specification
it will always be necessary to consult the
propeller· manufacturer.

6.3.4. Propeller geometry
Apart from the considerations which will
follow, there may be certain overriding

a. Propeller diameter and tip speed.
The diameter is undoubtedly the most important design parameter of the propeller
and in a sense comparable to the span of
the wing, albeit with definite limitations .
It can be shown theoretically that propeller efficiency grows with increasing propeller diameter, provided it is possible
to vary propeller rpm and blade shape freely (Ref. 6-14). In actual practice, however, the propeller speed is determined by
the operating regime of the engine and the
propeller reduction which cannot, as a
rule, be chosen arbitrarily. The most important factors governing the choice ofthe
propeller diameter are:
- the propeller performance (efficiency)
under varying conditions ,
- the permissible tip speed in connection
with propeller noise and performance,
- practical limits such as ground clearance and the clearance between the tips
and the aircraft structure (Section 6.4.1.~
and
- the weight of the propeller installation .
The propeller tip speed is the resulting
velocity of the propeller tip relative to
the airflow. If the induced velocity is
ignored, Fig. 6-4 shows that:
Vtip = \ / V2 +

(~nD)

2'

(6-20)

Using (6-5), this expression may be rewritten as:
(6-21)

Although in the case of propellers with
thin blades (thickness j chord ratios about
6 per cent) and small camber, the efficiency on ly shows an appreciable decline at
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Fig. 6- 9. Diagram to facilitate the choice of the disk loading
Mtip > .90 to .92, a practical limit of .85.9.0 must be observed in order to keep the
propeller noise down to an acceptable level.

the diameter is sufficiently lar ge. Accordingly, in the design of propeller aircraft
for short runways, the accent l ies on the
development of slowly revolving prope llers

b. Static tip speeds (V
= nnD) of some
tip
800 to 1000 ft / s (250 to 300 mis) have long

with a large diameter and special s hape o f
blade (cf. References 6- 24 and 6- 25) .

been regarded as normal values. Now that
considerable attention is being paid to re-

c. A preliminary choice of propeller diam-

ducing the airplane noise level, tip speeds

eter may be made on the basis of one or

of 500 to 700 ft / s

(150 to 200 mis) are be-

ing aimed at, while 800 ft / s

(250 mi s) is

regarded as the upper limit. Tip speed is

more of the following methods :
Method A: the propeller disk loading P/D 2
at takeoff is used as a parameter . In Fig.

the most important factor in the suppres -

6-9 this quantity is plotted vs . the param-

sion of noise . A low tip speed, however,

eter

will only give acceptable performance when

200

\ / pto Vcr ' for a large n urnber of ai r craft . This correlation is based on the ob-

11

servation that during cruising flight J/C p

DESIGN

does not vary appreciably, and for given
altitude and engine speed the disk loading
should be proportional to the parameter

...z

92

CRUISING FUGHT
270 KTS; 20,000 FT

w

&.

U

Method B: The diameter is deduced from a
specified Mtip ' which is considered to be
acceptable. For this purpose we can derive
from (6-21):

a: 88
w
<>I

>-

U

zw

\

84

\

U

D

a

TIn \ Mtip

2

M

2'

(6-22)

u.
u.
w

80
Assume M
, .80 for low-speed propellers
tip
with relatively thick aerofoils with thicknessichord ratios of about 10 per cent, and

76

M
, .85 to .90 for high-speed propellers
tip
with relatively thin blades (thicknessl
chord ratios about 6 per cent). The speed
of sound is taken at the appropriate design

...

8

7

6

.5

:I:

(cruising) altitude.
For low-speed aircraft with piston engines
the rpm during takeoff will be considera-

~
w

~

...

"-

bly higher than in cruising flight, so the

<Il

former will be the determining factor. In

a:

the case of high-speed propeller aircraft

.4

::J

...

:I:

.3

the cruising flight will generally be de-

cisive.
Method C: The influence of the diameter on

.2

efficiency under various flight conditions
is calculated on the basis of the propeller diagram for one or more blade shapes
and number of blades per propeller, as ap-

.1
8
7
PROPELLER DIAMETER - FT

6

propria te. It will be necessary to estimate

9

the flight speed of the aircraft in the
flight phases chosen. Although these cal-

Fig. 6-10. Propeller diameter optimization

culations are more involved than those

(3 blades, AF ;

140, CL. ;

.5)

1.

used in the approximate methods mentioned
above, a better picture of the performance

this diameter the tip speed at takeoffwill

trade-off is obtained.
Fig. 6-10 gives an example of a small com-

be 830 ft/s

(254 mis), which is considered

mercial aircraft with two turboprop engines

an acceptable value for this type of aircraft. As indicated in the figure, D was

of 650 shp each. The influence of the pro-

chosen as 8 ft in this case.

peller diameter on efficiency was investi-

It should be noted that the slipstream cor-

gated and it was found that D ;

rection, approximated by (6-13) through

7 ft 7 in.

(2 . 33 m) is ·the optimum value for the

(6-17), is dependent on the diameter. The

cruise and D ;

result of this will be that, from the per-

8 ft 5 in.

(2.57 m) for the

climb. Admittedly, the static thrust im-

formance point of view, the optimum diam-

proves rapidly with increasing diameter,

eter of the propeller as instalied on the

but at 88 knots (45 mi s) there will be
little gain with D > 8 ft (2.44 m). With

aircraft will be greater than for the
isolated propeller.
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d. Blade shape and nurnber of blades
The planform of the blade may be expressed

Type A is used on low-speed aircraft with
engines in the lower power bracket. For an

as a non-dimensional quantity which is a

AF of up to about 90 a tapered blade form

relative yardstick for the power which the

is chosen; a blunt tip is generally adopt-

blade is able to absorb. This is known as

ed for an AF between 90 and 115. The shank
of the blade has a section which is nearly

the Activity Factor:

f1.0

AF= 100,000

16

circular or elliptical, evolving to an
(!?) (E)

D

R

3 d (E)
R

(6-23)

aerofoil with a thickness/chord ratio of 8
to 12 per cent at the tip. The resulting

.15

Mach nurnber at the tip is limited to about
The notation is defined in Fig. 6-4. The

.80 and the flying speed to about M = .4.

propeller Total Activity Factor is:

Type B is a practical shape for speeds be-

TAF = B x AF

(6-24)

tween M = .4 and .6. Examples of aircraft
using this type are the Lockheed Electra

where B den"Otes the nurnber of blades per
propeller. For a propeller blade the AF

and C-130. For an AF of 115 to 140 alrnost
prisrnatic blades with rectangular tips are

will generally lie between 80 and 180. For
example, in the case of the Helio Courier,

used, while for AF va1ues greater than 140,
blades are designed with inverted taper,

the AF is 90, while for the Lockheed C-130

the tip chord being larger than the root

it is 162. From (6-23) it is apparent that

chord. As a result of the relatively large

the AF may be increased by making the blade

local chord the lift coeff1cient at the tip

wide at the tip. In this connection there

will be low and the critical flight Mach

are various shapes of blade (Fig. 6-11) and

number high. This is also achieved by the
use of a thin blade section (about 6 per
cent) and the relatively low rpm. Streamline fairings

(cuffs), which improve the

inlet conditions of the turboprop engine

®

particularly with reverse thrust, rnay be
fitted at the shank of the blades.
Type C is an example of the types of blade
evolved around 1950-1960, intended for
high-subsonic flight speeds of up to M
.95. The tip speeds are transonic and the

LOW SPEED

M- .5-.7

TRANSONIC

LOW NOISE

blades are very thin: about 6 per cent at
the root down to 2 per cent at the tip.
Sec ti ons of this type are now of historical interest only, since the turbofan engine is a more efficient prime mover for
speeds at the high-subsonic level.
Type D is a special design for a quiet,
slowly revolving propeller (Ref. 6-25).
Here the chord is changed in such a way
that in the statie condition the region
of the blade which is stalled is kept as

VARIABlE

CAMBER

Fig. 6-11. Some propeller blade shapes

small as possible.
Type E is a propeller with variabie blade
camber which has been the subject of research by Hamilton Standard* and may be of

their application depends on the operational conditions and the engine power.
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*cf. Av.Week & Space Techn.ll/24/69,pp.56-65
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DESIGN
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I

4

f

(6-25)

.15
For the notations, see Fig. 6-4.
The blade camber CL . is generally chosen
between .4 and .6. 1 For optimum cruise a

84

~ 80
w

U

fairly low value of CL has been found to
be advantageous, but aihigher value of CL
leads to higher thrust at low speeds.
i
Fig. 6-12 shows the effect of blade camber
on etficiency for the airplane design mentioned previously.

a:

w

Although the TAF and the CL

CL

I 68

>-

U
Z

do not entirely de-

fine the shape of the bladeiprofile - thickness,
taper and twist are also important - these param-

w

964

eters will suffice tor analyzinq the airplane per-

UU-

formance at the preliminary design stage. Even when

W

the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft are

60

not yet accurately known, it is still possible to
check the influence of the TAF and C
on the perLi
formanee of the propeller for some of the flight

56

conditions chosen or laid down in the

specificatio~

Such a comparison will only be of any significanee
when data on propellers with geometri cally compara-

52~----~----~----~-----L----~
.3
.4
.5
.6
.1
.2
INTEGRATED DESIGN LIFT CDEFFICIENT

bIe blade s hapes are available. Useful sources in
this respect are mentioned in References 6-21 and
6- 26. The propeller diagrams shown in Fig. 6- Sb and c
have been taken from Ref. 6-21. This publication pre-

Fig. 6-12. Effect of C
on propeller perLi
formance (TAF = 350, B = 3, 0 = 8 ft, 2.44
m)
interest for propeller-powered V/STOL airdesigns. The variable angle of incidence of the pairs of blades relative to
each other is optimum both for the takeoff
and cruising flight. The slot action between the blades may be compared to that
craf~

of wing trailing edge flaps.
e. The camber of a blade element is represented by the design-lift coefficient
Ct . This is the value of Ct for the airi
foil which giyes the lowest profile drag.
The integrated design-lift coefficient is
used for the propeller blade. This is defined as follows:

sents diagrams for three AF and four CL values for
i
both three- and four-bladed propellers.

Fig. 6-13 shows how propeller efficiency
is influenced by the nurnber of blades and
the blade AF in the case of the aircraft
mentioned. As can be seen, the four-bladed
propeller is at a slight advantage under
all conditions so far as performance is
concerned. If the TAF is chosen slight~y
larger in the case of the three-bladed propeller, however, the disadvantage in the
takeoff will be eliminated, while the propeller will be both simpler and lighter.
The four-bladed version shows 1 to l~ percent imprcvement in efficiency in cruising
flight and climb. From Fig. 6-9 it will be
observed that the transition from three to
four blades occurs at about 1500 hp engine
power. A four-bladed propeller will also be
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6.4. INSTALLATION OF PROPELLER ENGINES
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Fig. 6-13. Effects of AF an'd number of
blades on propeller performance (CL .
.4,
1.
o = 8 ft, 2.44 m)
chosen wh en the diameter is restricted for
structural reasons, because in this case
the efficiency of the three-bladed propeller would be too low.
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The following requirements regarding the
mounting of propellers are largely quoted
from Ref. 6-18 (see also FAR 23.925 and
25.925) .
a. There must be a clearance of at least 7
inches (for airplanes with a nosewheel
landing gear) or 9 inches (for airplanes
with a tail wheel landing gear) between
each propeller and the ground with the
landing gear statically deflected and in
the level takeoff, or taxying attitude,
whichever is most critical.
b. In addition, there must be positive
clearance between the propeller and the
ground in the level takeoff attitude
with the critical tire completely deflated
and the corresponding landing gear strut
bottomed.
c. There must be
- at least one inch radial clearance between the blade tips and the airplane
structure, plus any additiona1 clearance
necessary to prevent harmful vibration
- at least , inch longitudinal clearance
between the propeller blades or cuffs and
stationary parts of the airplane
- positive clearance between other rotating
parts of the propeller or spinner and stationary parts of the airplane.
The values stated above are absolute minima; in
order to limit cabin naise level it is advisable to

.2L-----~--~~------~--~
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6.4.1. Location of the propellers

provide a propeller tip / fuselage clearance of at
least 4 inches (10 cm) plus .65 inch (1.65 cm) per
100 hp of one englne. It should also be kept in mind
that in the case of engine power growth the optimum

diameter of the propeller is likely to increase .

d. In the case of seaplanes and flying
boats there must be a clearance of at least
18 inches (46 cm) between each propeller
and the water, but it is recommended that
this clearance should be at least 40 per
cent of the propeller diameter.
e. When two propeller disks are adjacent
to each other, the relative di stance between the two, as seen in front view,
should be at least 9 inches (23 cm). Over-

lapping of propeller disks is discouraged,
although this w~ll probably not apply to
STOL aircraft with deflected slipstream.
f. Another important ruling (FAR 23.771 and
25:771) stipulates that the primary controls, excluding cables and control rods,
must be located with respect to the pro-"
pellers, so that no member of the minimum
flight crew, or part of the"flight deck
controls, lies in the region between the
plane of rotation of any inboard propeller and the area generated by lines passing through the center of the propeller
hub making an angle of 5 degrees forward
and aft of the plane of rota ti on of the
propeller.
This latter requirement is depicted in
Fig. 6-14 and is in practice more decisive

6.4.2. Tractor engines in the nose of th.
fuselage
In the vertical direction the position ~f
the engine will be dictated by the d~n
ward view of the pilot (Section 3.4.1.),
as weIl as by the required clearance between the propeller blade tips and the
ground. It may sometimes be desirable to
adapt the length of the nosewheel strut in
order to give the aircraft a slight taildown attitude.
When piston engines are used there should
\<
be a proper supply and exit Ol cooling air
to and from the engine and oil cooler, as
weIl as an adequate supply of engine air
to the carburetor.
The exhaust gases of turboprop engines
should not be blown against any part" of
the aircraft, nor penetrate into the cockpit or cabin compartments. Tilting down
the engine thrust line may have a favorable effect on the longitudinal stability
(Fig. 6-15), but this should be l1mited to
a few degrees in order to avoid excessive
variation in the angle of attack between
the airflow and the propeller axis.
6.4.3. Wing-mounted tractor engines

Fig. 6-14. Region in which flight crew
members, flying controls and instruments
may not be located
for the propeller location than for the
layout of the flight crew compartment . It
is also advisable to avoid siting passenger
seats in this region, although this will
not always be possible . In addition, it is
preferable to locate the propellers in
such a way that cargo holds, toilets and
suchlike will not be in the plane of the
propellers . It will be obvious th at they
should not be placed too
doors. The fuselage will
inforced locally in view
that lumps of ice may be
propellers .

close to cabin
have to be reof the possibility
thrown from the

Examples of some engine arrangements are
shown in Fig. 2-10.
High-wing monoplanes will allow a certain
measure of freedom with re gard to the vertical location of the engine before a limit
is imposed by the ground clearance of the
propeller. If the landing gear has to be
retracted into the engine nacelle this will
largely determine the position of the en-

Fig . 6-15. Propeller thrust line tilt-down
for improved power-on longitudinal stability
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gine and its jet-exhaust pipe. Where this
is not the case, it is preferable to place
the thrustline at about the level of the

in the wing roots, as in the Hawker
Siddeley Cornet and Tupolev 104. ""!'nesa engines are generally installed in pods,

wing-chord or a little below it. The exhaust gases must be directed in such a way
that they do not impinge on the wing flaps
in the extended position.
Low-wing monoplanes willoften present a
problem when it comes to obtaining sufficient ground clearance for the propeller·.
The engine nacelle, on the other hand,
should not be placed too high on the wing
since that would create excessive drag. An
acceptable compromise may be created by
placing the thrustline in such a position
that its extension wou·ld be at a tangent
to the top of the local aerofoil. In the
case of turboprop engines the exhaust
gas es wil1 be directed over the wing
through extended exhaust pipes.
When the direction of the airflow is not
perpendicular to the propeller disks the
blades will be subject to alternating
loads with a period equal to the r.ime of
revolution of the propellers (lP). This
periodic loading may be reduced by a correct choice of the angle of incidence of
the propeller axis in relation to the wing.
It will be advisable to contact the propeller manufacturer at an early stage.

which are provided with detachable or
hinged panels for ease of maintenance. The
engines and their pods are connected to
the airframe by means of pYlons. The pylons of fuselage-mounted engine pods are
more heavily loaded as a consequence of
bending and - unlike wing-mounted podded
installations - con ta in heavy forgings
(Fig. 6-16).

6.5 . INSTALLATION OF TURBOJET ENGINES

Fig. 6-16. Mounting provisions for the
Rolls-Royce Spey engines in the Hawker
Sidde1ey Trident 3E re ar fuselage (Ref.
Aircraft Eng~neering, April 1969)

6.5.1. General requirements
A number of aspects relating to the location of the engines has already been discussed in Section 2.3.
Engines buried within the fuselage can only be used when the payload has a relative1y small volume and enough space is available for the engine and its inlet and exhaust ducts and for the wing center section. Generally speaking, this will only
be the case with small private aircraft and
trainers, as far as civil aviation is con-

cerned. The relatively large diameter of
modern high bypass engines virtually prohibits the installation of engines buried
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in order to ensure favorable working conditions for the engine the air should reach
·the compressor with a minimum of pressure
losses and fluctuations . The velocity of
the incoming air will be about M = .4 to
.5 in the plane ot the compressor and it
follows th at at high-subsonic speeds the
inlet air shou1d be decelerated in a diffusor. When the shape of the inlet is optimized for this condition, there will be
a possibility that during takeoff the air
may separate inside the inlet duct, resulting in inlet pressure fluctuations and
thrust loss. Possible solutions are a relatively blunt and long inlet lip or the

,

14.50m

I

i

Fig. 6-17 . Installalation of high-bypass-ratio engines
on the winq and the
rear fuselage
provision of auxiliary inl.et doo"Cs which

inlet ducts must be located or protected

admit air only at low speeds.
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as to minimize the inqestion of foreign

matter during takeoff, landing , and taxyThe absence of large propellers, the rela-

ing u

•

tively good accesgibility and the compactne ss of podded jet enqines allow the de-

6 . 5 . 2 . Fuselage-monnted podded engines

signer same mea';ure of freedom in locat.ing
the nacelles in a favorable position, the

The following points will have to be con -

bypass ratio beinq an important pa!,ameter

sidered when choosing the location of the

here. Fig. 6-17 shows two design sketches

engines:

of a short - range airliner powered by two

a. A good transfer of the loads acting on

engines with a bypass ratio of 6.5. The

the engine - approximately 10 times the in-

figure shows that when the engines are

stal led weight, forwards as well as down-

mounted below the winq this will lead to

wards - necessitates the adoption of the

a fairly high undercarriaqe and a large

type of construct ion shown in Fig. 6-1 6.

vertical tailplane. In this case it wonld
be preferable to place the enaines at the

Another solution wonld be to use an almast

tail of the fuselaqe, provided this configuration did not resnlt in an unaccept-

fittings which pick up the outriqgers
carryinq the engine . An opening the size

ably large c.g. travel

of a door might still be acceptable. Such

(cf. Section 8.5.3.) .

solid hulkhead at the location of the

An alternative solution was souqht on the

a frame would gene rally serve as the rear-

Fokker-VFW 614 short - haul aircraft . where

most limit of the passenger cabin, thereby

the engines are located above the winq.

fixing the maximum forward location of the

Same problems associated with this layout

engines .

are discussed in Ref. 6 - 41.

b. When there is only a thi'n-wal l ed cabin

With respect to the location of the engine

structure between the engine and the cabin

inlet we quote the following requirement

interior, it will be undesirable to have

from FAR 25.1091 :

passengers seated in the plane of either

"The airplane must be designed to prevent

the turbines or the compressor, a lthough

water or slush on the runway, taxiway, or

this may be acceptable in "(he case of en -

other airport operating surfaces from be-

gine with a very high bypass ratio , pro-

ing directed into the engine air inlet

vided there are sufficient safeguards a-

ducts in hazardous quantities, and the air

gainst any engine parts penetrating the
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passenger cabin in the case of turbine or
compressor failure.
c. Placing the engines at the sides of the
aft fuselage introduces the possibility of
a drag problem due to boundary layer separation in the divergent portion of the
convergent-divergent channel formed by the
nacelle, the pylon and the adjacent fuselage wall. This will be particularly serious at high speeds because of the generation of shock waves.
d. The nacelle behind and above the wing
may create an effective Whitcomb-body effect. The pressure field of the nacelle

r-

direction
gross thrust

at high Mach numbers will move forward the
local shock wave on the inboard part of
the wing in front of the nacelle. This
will postpone the breakaway of the wing
boundary layer induced by the shock waves.
For an optimized design this effect may

Fig. 6-18. Example of the shape of engine

increase the drag-critical Mach number of

nacelles mounted to the rear sides of the

the aircraft (Ref. 6-32).

fuselage

e. Since the nacelles are located behind
the aerodynamic center of the wing, they
will cause the aerodynamic center to move
backwards. This stabilizing effect is
partly compensated by an increment in the
downwash at the horizontal tailplane due
to the low effective aspect ratio of the
nacelle/pylon combination.
f. At large angles of attack, particularly
when the airflow over the wing has separated, the wake created by the nacelles
and the pylons may greatly reduce the
effectiven.e ss of the horizontal tailplane.
For this reason the location of the engines will be an importan~ factor in connection with the de ep stall problem (cf.
Section 2.4.2.).
The aerodynamic design group's task is to
take maximum advantage nf the favorable
effects and suppress the unfavorable aspects as far as possible. Fig. 6-18 shows
that this may result in a complexly shaped
nacelle. In this example, the nacelle forms
an angle of 3 degrees with the fuselage
datum line, while in plan view the shape
has been adapted to the local contour of
the fuselage. If just any nacell~ is taken
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at random, the interference drag may amount to 40-50 per cent of th at of the
nacelle plus pylon, but this value can be
reduced to 10-20 per cent by appropriate
aerodynamic development. As to the distance between the centerline of the nacelle and the local fuselage contour,
something like 75 to 80 percent of the
maximum diameter of the nacelle will be ' an
adequate value. In the example given the
jet pipe is toed slightly outwards in order to re duce the moment arm of the th rust
about the center of gravity. This reduces
the yawing moment created in the event of
engine failure.
For speeds in excess of M = .90, it will
be necessary to adapt the shape of the
fuselage in accordance with Whitcomb's
"area rule" (example in Ref. 6-39). In the
case of aircraft with a long fuselage and
a relatively small nacelle diameter, the
requirement that the fuselage bc.undary
layer should not enter the duct is decisive in determining the
inlet. At large angles of
the wake of the fuselage,
parts of the aircraft may

loc·a tion of the
attack or yaw
wing or other
enter the inlet

duet. The designer should be aware that
even in this case the fluctuations in inlet pressure must not exceed the limit
laid down by thf' engine manufacturer.
6.5.3. Wing-mounted podded engines
The following considerations will influence the location of the engines :
a. The reduction in the bending moment at
the wing root increases proportionally as
the engines are placed further outwards
until the taxi loads become predominant
and the trend is reversed . In addition,
when the spanwise coordinate exceeds a
certain value, the area of the vertical
tail surfaces must be increased in order
to compensate for the adverse yawing moment i n the case of engine failure.
b. With swept-back wings it is possible
to effect corrections in the location of
the e.g. by changing the position of the
engines in a spanwise direction, since
for given chordwise location that will
also entail a shift i n the longitudinal
direction.
c. The shape of the flow channel between
the nacelle and the wing will be the decisive factor as far as the interference
drag between the two is concerned. Fig.
6-19 shows th at when an unfavorable pos ition is chosen, the drag penalty may be
considerable. As a general rule, the front
and back of the nacelle should not coincide with or lie near the leading and
trailing edge of the wing. Incidentally,
by designing a suitable shape for the nacelle and the pylon the result shown in
Fig. 6- 19 can be considerably improved.
d. The hot jet blast is generally not
allowed to impin.g e on any part of the air~
craft. This necessitates alocal interruption of the flaps . resulting in a typical CL-max penalty of about .07 relative
to the uninterrupted flap. However, the
efflux of high bypass engines is fairly
cool and may not be harmful to the structure .
e. When the horizontal tail surfaces are
mounted to the fuselage, the jet efflux
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Fig , 6-19. Location effects on interference
drag of a wing-mounted nacelle (Ref. 6-28)
will be close to the stabilizer at large
angles of attack. The pumping effect of the
jet will induce a downwash which will decrease the effeetiveness of the stabilizer.
This effect can be reduced by locating the
engine or engines further outboard .
Reference 6-35 contains a survey of the results obtained by Lockheed during investigation of the most favorabie location of
the engine on the wing, using various configurations. Fig. 6-20 shows alocation
which may be regarded as one of the most
suitable solutions, although it should be
noted that this may not apply when a different type of engine is chosen . The structural arrangement of a typical podded installatioQ of a high bypass engine is depicted in Fig. 6-21. A comprehensive discus~ion on engine installation considerations and the aerodynamic development of
configurations with rear fuselage- and
wing-mounted engines can be found in Refs.
6-32 and 6-33.
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6.6. MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF POWERPLANT
INSTALLATION
6.6.1. Thrust reversal
The high landing speeds of modern jet aircraft compel designers to adopt effective
means to decelerate the aircraft rapidly
af ter touchdown. This is also desirable in
the case of aircraft which must be able to
take off and land on very short runways
(STOL), even lf they possess low takeoff
and landing speeds.
Reversal of the available jet or propeller
thrust is an obvious aid to bring the aircraft to a stop. The main advantages are:
a. When the aircraft is landed on wet or
snow-covered runways it is only possible
to obtain a considerably reduced deceleration by the use of wheelbrakes and aerodynamic drag. Fig. 6-22 shows the ratio of
the landing run length with thrust reversers to the distance required in the
case that no reversing is used. As can be
seen, the use of thrust revers ers leads to
a considerable reduction in the landing
run. In ouch cases they contribute to the
safety of operation~
b. Thrust reversers are also used during
day-to-day landings on dry runways although, as shown in Fig. 6-22, the reduction in the landing run is less pronounced.
One advantage is claimed to be that there
will be less wear on the wheelbrakes as
well as on the tires.
c. On some types of aircraft it is possible
to operate the th rust reversers in flight
as well as on the ~round, thus providing
the pilot with an effective means for controlling the glide-path.
Two types of thrust reversers for jet engines are shown in Fig. 6-24. In the case
of engines with a high bypass ratio and
separate hot. and cold nozzles, weight can
be saved by merely reversing the fanstr~am.
*The use of th rust reversers is generally
not allowed in defining the certificated
field performance, cf. Section 11.7.
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The thrust of the hot gases will thus be
eliminated, which makes for a simple system (Fig. 6-25).
Fig. 6-23 shows the maximum percentage of
engine thrust which may be reversed when
using different systems. A typical value
would be 45 per cent. Thrust reversersare
designed by the engine manufacturer or by
specialist firms. The following points are
of importance to the airplane designer:
a. The weight of the reverser system installation is considerable and increases
with the bypass ratio. It is generally of
the order of 15 to 20 per cent of the bare
engine weight.
b. There should be the necessary space to
fit the system and this willoften entail
a lengthening of the nacelle.
c. The 1055 in thrust and increase in fuel
consumption resulting from the use of the
system may amount to 1 or 2 per cent in
cruising flight.
d . Precautions should be taken against
overheating and excitation of parts of the
aircraft by the diverted hot gases.
e. At low speeds the gases which are diverted in a forward direction may enter
the inlet duct, resulting in overheating
of the engine. The likelihood that this
will take place increases with the effectiveness of the reverser system. When four
engines are mounted on the wings there is
also a possibility 'that the gases of one
engine will enter the inlet duct of the
adjacent engine. For this reason, thrust
reversers are only activated above a certain critical speed of about 40 to 70 knots
(cancellation or cut-off speed). The cancellation speed will generally be lower
for engines at the sides of the rear fuselage.
With the very high bypass ratios which may
be used in the future, the conventional
thrust reverser system will be inadequate
and too heavy. Several firms have designed
fans with v~riable blade adjustment (Fig.
6-26). Apart from other advantages (cf.
Section 4.4.3.a.), it is possible to reverse about 60 per cent of the thrust by
turning the rotor blades to a negative
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tions for single-flow jet engines (Ref .
6-43)

Fig. 6-22. Reduction of the landing run due to thrust reverser action
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-Fig. 6-25. Thrust
reverser and spoiler for a high bypass ratio engine
(Roll.s-Royce RB 211)

Alt.U

Fig. 6-26. Proposal for reverse thrust on a
variable - pitch fan by Dowty - Rotol
Fig. 6-27. APU installation in the Boeing
747 rear fuselage
pitch angle. Accora~ng to the manufacturer
it will also be possible to reverse the
thrust at very low speeds. This system accounts for only 8 per cent additional en212

gine weight.
In the case of propeller aircraft it is
possible to obtain negative thrust by

changing the angle of pitch of the propeller blades from positive to negative. This
requires a hydromechanical system which is
operated by means of the throttle and ensures that the fuel supply is adapted to
the blade angle. Negative thrust mayalso
be used for reverse travel on the ground.
The braking thrust of propellers (on piston engines) can be calculated by using
the data given in Ref. 6-47.

the requirements are such that a new unit
will have to be designed by a specialized
(engine) manufacturer to fit the project.
Table 6-3 presents a survey of the main
AIRPLANE TYPE
APU MODEL
MANUFACTURER
WEIGHT - DRY
INSTALLED

BOEING 727
GTCP 85- 98
AiResearch
290 lb
(132 kg)
600 lb
(272 kg)

POWER
AIR FLOW CAPACITY
MTBUR*

450 hp
110 lb/min
(50 kg/min)
1955 h

6.6.2. Auxiliary Power Units (APU)
Almost every new transport aircraft is equipped with a relatively small gas turbine, which supplements the main engines
for the following purposes.
a. Supplying pressurized air and power for
operating the air conditioning system
while the aircraft is on the ground.
b. Supplying power for the electrical system.
c. Starting the main engines.
d. Supplying for maintenance work outside
the hangar .
The APU may, in principle, also be used
for the pressurization and air conditioning systems during the takeoff, or as an
emergency power supply for the electrical
system during flight . This requires separate certification.
The principle advantage of the APU is that
it makes the aircraft" independent of power
suppl i es at airports and so increases its
flexibility. Since no auxiliary ground equipment is required, the aircraft is more
easily accessible for embarking and disembarking passengers, as weIl as for servicing purposes, and comfort during stops is
also improved. The APU will inevitably increase the empty weight, complexity and
initial price, but in spite of this even
small business jets are also optionally equipped with an APU.
Up to a certain point the choice of the
APU is subject to the same factors as those
which apply to the main engines . An assessment can be made from the few standard
types which are offered, but in many cases

BOEING 747
GTCP 660-4
AiResearch
543 lb
(246 kg)
1110 lb
(503 kg)
2500 hp
527 lb/min
(248 kg/min)
1980 h

*Me an Time Between Unscheduled Removals, time

period Jan. - Sept . 19 70

Table 6-3. Main characteristics of two APU
installations (Ref. 6-54)
characteristics of two units. From thiswe
may deduce that the ins tal led weight of
the APU is fairly high . This is mainlydue
to the sound-proofing required and to the
inlet and outlet ducts. Although theweight
only amounts to roughly .5 per cent of the
empty weight, its effect on the location
of the center of gravity should not be underestimated, because the tail of the fuselage is generally the best loc at ion for
the APU for the following reasons:
a. As a rule, there will be sufficient
space in the tai l of the fuselage and a
drastic adaptation of the rear fuselage
can be avoided.
b. The APU should be isolated from the aircraft by means of a firewall; in the tail
of the fuselage this can be done at little
expense in weight.
c. The engine gases can easily be exhausted into the open air .
d. The location o f the installation in the
rear of the aircraft gives the designer
some freedom in the choice on inlet and
exhaust, which leads to a reduction ofthe
noise level of the APU.
e. Accessibility is good, particularlywhen
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the APU is mounted inside the rear extremity of the fuselage.
This location may have certain disadvantages:
a. With the engines mounted on the wing a
separate fuel feed to the rear fuselage
will be required.
b. Noise levels are high near passenger
doors located in the rear fuselage.
Fig. 6-27 shows an example of an APU installation.

Possible alternative locations are as follows:
a. In the cas e of a high-wing aircraft with the

landing gear attached to the fuselage, the streamline fairings housing the retracted gear.

b. Any appropriate space near the centre-section
of the wing and the maln landing gear wheelbay.
In the case of large aircraft it may become feasi-

bIe to install two APUs in order to increase the
regularity of the service. In this case it would

appear suitable to place them in streamline bodies

at the wing trailing edge, since these would act
as "Whitcomb bodies" and

50

increase the drag-rise

Mach number, as on the General Dynamics CV-99D.
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Chapter 7. An introduction to wing design

SUMMARY
The basic requirements for wing design are associated with performance and operational
aspects, flying characteristics and handling, structural design and considerations of
general layout design.
Conditions are derived for optimizing the wing loading of long-range aircraft and compared with constraints on the wing loading imposed by low-speed performance requirements,
available tank

volu~e

and buffet margins for high-speed aircraft.

The information on stall handling requirements, stall characteristics of airfoil sections and stall progression on wings is applicable to all conventional wing designs.
Radical differences are shown between low-speed and high-subsonic aircraft with respect
to planform shape and airfoil section design.
Definitions of critical Mach nurnbers are discussed and an approximate method ispresented
to find cornbinations of wing sweep and thickness ratio to attain a specified high-speed
Mach nurnber. Low-speed problems of swept-wing aircraft are dealt with qualitatively.
An assessment of high-lift technology is followed by recornrnendations regarding the arrangement of ailerons and spoilers and the choice of the dihedral and the wingjfuselage
incidence, together with some considerations relating to structural design.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

b

- aspect ratio of wing
- span (no subscript: wing span);
width
- drag coefficient of aircraft
- profile drag coefficient
- mean value o~ CDp for variabie aircraft components
-

vortex-induced drag coefficient
zero-lift drag coefficient
aircraft lift coefficient
CL in flight condition with horizontal fuselage reference line
dCL/da, lift-curve slope
pressure coefficient
Cp in incompressible flow
thrust specific fuel consumption
chord (no subscript: wing chord)
two-dimensional profile drag coefficient

- two-dimensional lift coefficient
- two-dimensional pitching moment coefficient
- drag
ffix - drag area of fixed aircraft compo-

D

nents

- acceleration due to gravity
- takeoff height

L

L.E .
M
Mcr
MCrD
Mcr
L
MD
~O

-

M*

-
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angle of incidence of wing relative
to the fuselage reference line
gust allevia~ion factor
factor of proportionality for the
takeoff distance
lift
leading edge
Mach number
critical Mach number
drag-divergence Mach number
lift-divergence Mach number
Design Diving Mach number
Maximum Operating Mach number
component of M normal to the leading edge
M referred to undisturbed flow conditions
equivalent Mach number characterizing the extent of supercritical
flow in the design condition
number of engines

n
P to

- load factor - L/W
- total static (equivalent) engine

P
Po
p~

q
~

S

-

power of all engineB a~ Bra level
ambient pressure
p at sea level
p of undisturbed flow
dynamic pressure = ~pv2
q of undisturbed flow
area (no subscript: wing area);
distance

- takeoff distance
- static takeoff thrust of all engines
at sea level
T.E. - trailing edge
t
- (maximum) thickness of an airfoil
section
v
- flight speed
VD
- Design Diving Speed
V
Equivalent Air Speed (EAS)
E
VMQ - Maximum Operating Airspeed
V
NE - Never-Exceed Speed
V
s - minimum speed in astall
V2
- takeoff safety speed
W
- aircraft weight
- des~gn gust speed (EAS)
a
- angle of attack
- zero-lift angle of attack of a secat
o
tion
- change in wing zero-lift angle of
attack per degree of positive
twist
r
- wing dihedral
y
- ratio of specific heats of air
6
- increment
Ó
- relative ambient pressure = p/Po
- wing twist
e
- relative ambient temperature
(static) temperature divided by
temperature at sea level
- angle of sweep
- wing taper ratio
- density of air
- p at sea level
- relative density = p/Po
- vortex-induced drag factor; scaling
factor
Subscripts
BO
- buffet onset
BP
- buffet penetration

cr
f
fix
h
n
r

-

cruising flight; critical
fuselage; flap
fixed aircraft components
horizontal tailplane
nacelle(s); normal to leading edge
wing root

7.1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The following basic requirements form the
point of departure for wing design.
a. The aircraft must satisfy the performance figures laid down in the design specification and within these limits it must
achieve the best economic yield and operational flexibility.
b. Flight characteristics must be satisfactory both at high and low flyingspeeds,
at high and low altitudes and in the various configurations (flap angles, power
settings) .
c. It must be possible to design a structure within the external lines and the general arrangement which satisfies demands
regarding strength, rigidity, weight, service life, accessibility, development and
manufacturing costs.
d. Sufficient space must be provided for
fuel and to permit the attachment and retraction of the main undercarriage.
Whether or not all requirements can be
satisfied also depends on various other
factors, such as the engine thrust (power)
and fuel consumption, the design of the
empennage, the weight distribution, etc.
Each project will differ in the degree of
freedom available to the designer to make
a chuice from the opportunities available
to hirn. It is, for example, common prac-

tice to choose the type of powerplant at
a fairly early stage of the design, but it
may be necessary to compromise on the wing
design as a result. As against this, it is
very likely that the design of the tailplane will not be started until the wing
design has been established.

t
to
v
var
w

-

wing tip
takeoff
vertical tailplane
variable aircraft components
wing

a. Performance requirements.
These may be subdivided as follows.
1. Minimum requirements and rules for establishing the performance relating to the
safe operational use of the aircraft. Most
of these are laid down in the airworthiness
regulations and any concessions in this
field are generally not permitted.
2. Design requirements laid down in the design specification, relating to the transport capacity and such aspects of economic
operation as cruising speeds and a range
of cruising altitudes, maximum range with
Eull payload and airfield performance (runway length and elevation). When it appears
to be impossible to meet all requirements
simultaneously, it may be necessary to reconsider the choice of the powerplant or
revise certain demands.
Chapter 5 presents a methodology for finding combinations of wing loading, aspect
ratio and maximum lift coefficients with
flaps deflected, which permit the performance goals to be achieved. The results
still have to be evaluated and a choice
must be made from a large number of possibilities.
This chapter is intended to form a link
between the initial performance feasibility
study and the final stage where a fairly
complete performance assessment is carried
out fur one or more configurations. The
choice will be narrowed down by considerations of optimization, available high-lift
technology and structural weight, etc. The
use of statistics (see for example the data
in Table 7-1) is probably not essential if
enough time is available to investigate
many possibilities. However, designing under the constraint of insufficient time available for a thorough job may greatly
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simplify the designer's taak in the more
usual case where he is expected to be finished even before ,he has had an opportunity to recognize the important problems.
b. Flying qualities.
The following flight characteristics are
particularly affected by wing design:
1. Stalling speeds and handling of the aircraft prior to and during the stall. The
stalling speed is determined by the wing
loading and the maximum lift coefficient,
the stalling behavior by the planform, airfoil section(s) and twist.
2. The phenomenon of buffet on high-speed
civil aircraft, which should be experienced only occasionally, i.e. during maneuvers or in gusty weather.
3. High-subsonic aircraft may inherently
suffer from several types of longitudinal
instability (tuck under, speed instability), lateral-directional stability problems
(poor Dutch roll damping, wing drop or wing
rocking), and lateral control deficiencies
(aeroelastic deformation at high EAS, aircraft dynamics at high lift).
In the case of low-speed aircraft thepropos als drawn up by the preliminary design
engineer may be quite adequate to obtain
inherently good flight characteristics.
However, opportunities to provide highspeed aircraft with good lew-speed flight
characteristics are of ten conflicting,
while in addition theoretical methods to
ensure accurate prediction of flight characteristics are lacking. In this Cdse the
final wing design willof necessity be
made at a stage where the wind tunnel can
be used, while the completion may even take
place during the period of flight testing.
Artificial devices such as stick pushers,
Mach trimmers and yaw dampers are usually
indispensable on high-speed aircraft.

suitably arranged in relation to the primary structure, so as to avoid complex members for the transmission of these loads.
On high-speed aircraft the structural design may be complicated by aeroelastic effects - for example, various forms of
flutter or aileron reversal may occur,
wing twist induced by bending of the sweptback wing may cause reduced longitudinal
stability. These snags can only be prevented by careful analysis and by such
measures as shifting the aeroelastic axis,
repositionit.g the powerplant and using
high-speed ailerons and spoilers. The objective of preliminary structural wing design is to provide a good point of dep arture for the detailed design.

,

Small variatlons in the wing shape may sometimes
have far-reaching effects in all areas. Design re-

quirements differ from project to project and they
are frequently conflicting. Since most aspects of
wing desiqn are closely related, a good syntnesis
is only arriveè at af ter consultation with various
specialists . No attempt has therefore been made to

present this chapter as a kind of "universal design procedure". Wing design is a highly iterative

process, particularly in the preliminary stage;
the following cOllllllents may help to speeo it up.
1. I t is of ten convenient to make a distinction
between:

- wing slze (area),
- basic wing shape (planform, sections, twist), and
- high-lift devices.
Wing size and high-lift performance are closely
related to performance, while shape parameters
primarily affect the stalling properties . '!'he aspect ratio spoils the simplification, it is a

shape parameter affecting performance.
2. In the case of lew-speed aircraft it is probably
best to determine the aspect ratio first. The wing
loading and type of high-li ft devices are dealt
wi th next, and the basic shape is finally evaluated mainly on the basis of the stalling characteristics. Small variations in the wing size have

c. The wing structure.
The prerequisites for the good structural
design of a wing for low-speed aircraft are
usually present if the main members which
introduce high loads (engine mountings,
undercarriage supports, wing tanks) are
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only a minor effect on the stalling characteristics.
3. In the case of high-speed jet aircraft the span
loading and wing loading may be tackled first,
using Sections 7. 2. and 7.5.4. as background informatloni the aspect ratio will be found from this.
Short-haul transports usually have a wing loading

based on field performance and the type of wing
flaps must be decided at an early stage . '!'he emphasis lies on cruise performance in the case of

long-range aircraft and the criterion in Section
7.2.1. is fairly decisive in this respect.
4.

The wing sweep and mean thickness/chord ratio

of high-subsonic aircraft are based prlmarily on

the Mach number in high-speed flight. Various co....
binations are possible, and the combination of
wing span, root thickness ratio, sweep and taper

should be checked against statistical data on cantilever ratios.
high-subsonic. long-range aircraft the highlift configuration is likely to be decided after a
satisfactory wing shape for high-speed flight hBS
5. On

been obtained.
6. A final check on lew-speed performance, fuel
tank volume and buffet margins may lead to corrections of the wing area which have only minor effects on high-speed performance.

The data in Table 7-1 may be useful at every stage
of the design.

7.2. WING AREA

The choice of the wing area is mainlybased
on performance requirernents, although
structural (weight) aspects are by no
means unimportant. In performance considerations the wing area usually appears in
cornbination with the All-Up Weight (wing
loading. WiS).
The choice of the wing area is important
for laying down the cruise conditions on
which the choice of the wing shape will
primarily be based. The wing loading is
subject to optimization from the point of
view of minimum fuel consumption and to
constraints imposed by other criteria. The
final choice of the wing area will be decided by the aerodynarnic performance of
the high-lift system (Section 7.6.).
7.2.1. Wing loading for optimum cruising
conditions
The primary variables affecting cruise performance for a given aircraft geometry are
the cruising speed and altitude. Conditions

have been deri ved in Section 5.4.2. .for
which the parameter ML/O* is maximum. corresponding to an optimum cruising speed
and altitude (see Fig. 5-10). In the case
of a specified cruising speed, the deSigner will try to find the best cornbination
of wing loading and cruise altitude so
that minimum operating costs can be achieved. A simplified example of a representative wing sizing study has been
discussed in Section 5.5.3., where it was
concluded that for the long-range aircraft
project considered there the condition for
minimum drag is representative of the minimum takeoff weight (see Fig. 5-19). As
the direct operating costs are approximately proportional to the MTOW, it may be argued that the lift/drag ratio at a given
cruising speed is a fair indication of the
optimum design for long-range aircraft.
In order to get sorne insight into the major
factors involved, simple generalized results may be obtai~ed by assuming the aircraft's wetted components to be composed
of two major groups:
a. "Fixed" components, which are assurned
to be unaffected by variations in the wing
size. The fuselage is an exarnple of this
group and, in the case of a fixed ·engine
type, this also applies to the engine installation and the nacelles. The total
profile drag area of these items will .be
denoted as ffix:
ffix = l::(C o

S) fix

(7-1)

P

b. Variabie cornponents, the size of which
is affected directly by variations in wing
size, e.g. the wing itself and the horizontal tailplane. Their profile drag coefficient will be assumed constant:
l::(co

S) var
D

--g-

(7-2)

*This parameter is a fair indication of
the cruise fuel required, provided the
corrected specific fuel consumption cT/1ë
is approximately independent of the altitude and Mach nurnber.
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In what follows we will arbitra rily assume
the fuselag e; vertica l tailplan e and nacelles as fixed items and the wing and horizontal tailplan e as variabl e items. The
horizon tal tailplan e area is assumed proportion al to the wing area, and'allo wance
is made for roughne ss and interfer ence
drag by using suitabl e multipl ication factors. Thus we have:
ffiX = (CO
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(7-3)

ble design, notably camber and twist.
In horizon tal cruisin g flight the dragl
lift ratio may be obtaine d from (7-5):

(7-4)

P h

p w

p

lf

p

where the last term represe nts the vortexinduced drag. In this relatio n CL-vari ations are effecte d by variatio ns in the
wing size and the factor , is not identical to the Oswald factor. It is assumed
th at ' all profile drag contrib utions can be
minimiz ed for the cruisin g conditi on to
an approxi mately constan t value by suita-

while it is assumed that both ffix and
ëop are indepen dent of S. These assumpt ions
can be interpr eted as a lineariz ation of a
curve of wetted area vs. wing area (Fig.
7-1), which is va1id in a limited range of
wing area variatio ns.

(7-6)

Fig. 7-2 gives an example of the effect of
wing loading and cruise altitud e on the
LID ratio. It can readily be shown th at
for a given altitud e the LID ratio is maximum if the wing loading is defined as
follows :

«w
a:
«

(p:s) opt

~YOM2 CL

o

opt
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;roM \ / CD

w

tt-

1TAq>

P

(7-7)

...-

and the minimum. drag is therefo re:

~
FIXEO

_

WING AREA

Fig. 7-1. Lineari zation of the wetted area
with wing area variatio n
It should be noted that the present consider ations
are strictly valid only for the conventio nal gen-

eral arrangem ent of aircraft , where the payload is
contained by the fuselage , the wing contalns (most
of) the fuel, and the engines are insta lIed in
pods. The example in Section 2.3.2. (Fig. 2-13)
shows that aircraft of entirely differen t conceptiens may neverthe less have essentia lly similar

range performa nce, provided their wetted area (or
internal volume) and span loading are equal.

The drag coeffic ient at the design cruisin g
CL may now be written as follows :
f

·

C
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.

and q>= .95 into (7-7) yields a simple
guideli ne for the optimum lift coeffic ient
for long-ran ge flight:
CL

=

1TAt;>

(7-5)

.17 .fÄ

(7-9)

opt

resultin g in an optimum wing loading , which
2
is related to the span loading W/b as follows:

2

f
+ ~
+ -2:.!
S

Equatio ns 7-7 and 7-8 show th at the maximum LID ratio increas es with increas ing
aspect ratio, provide d the wing loading
and cruise altitud e are allowed to increas e
accordi ngly. For a given value of A, flight
at higher altitud e require s the wing loading to be reduced .
Substit ution of typical values ë o P = .0095

(p:S) opt

.014

(7-10)

Fig. 7-2. Exarnple of the
effect of wing loading and
cruise altitude on the
lift/drag ratio for a highsubsonic long-range jet
transport aircraft
W
PoS

Note that this condition applies to a representative mean All-Up Weight.

...!.) -1

(7-14)

óW

The well-known condition for minimum drag (con-

Since we know from gas turbine theory that

stant wing loading) :

in an isothermal atmosphere* T/ó is constant for a given engine rating and Mach

(7-11)

nurnber, we obtain a thrust boundary in the

W/s- ó diagram as indicated in Fig. 7-2. The
following "optimum" wing loading and cruise

resulting in

,"Ç
2\ lIA~ =

I

ëo

2\

aJ.titude are now obtained from (7-7),

+ ffiX/ S
(7-12)
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is obtained at a cruising altitude defined by:

ó
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and (7-14):
(7-15)
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P
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The curves for constant L/o in Fig. 7-2 have not
been drawn tor higher altitudes as in this region
CL is toa high and the same performance can be ob-

and the highest obtainable LID ratio for a

tained tor l-=>wer CL at a lower altitude.

given powerplant is:

An absolute optimum for the wing loading
and altitude cannot be obtained from these

ffix

p~/ f.

T

Tto\f

W / \6T to WÎ
(7-17)

considerations as conditions (7-7) and
(7-11) are incompatible and LID continues

to increase with altitude. However, in the
case of a fixed powerplant, the cruising
altitude is limited by

~he

available thrust:

*This condition simplifies the analysis,
but the results are essentially similar
for other atmospheric models.
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where T/(óT tO ) is defined by the engine
rating and H, as shown in Fig. 6-3b, for
example. A similar thrust boundary can be
derived for propeller-driven aircraft.

istic.

Referring back to the example in Fig. 7-2
and to (7-15) through (7-17), we can make
the following cbservations:
1. High-speed aircraft have a high optimum
wing loading due to the high dynamic pressure. This tendency is counteracted by
flying at high altitudes where the ambient
pressure and density are lew.
2. If the optimum condition is defined for
a given altitude, the L/D ratio is unaffected by relatively large variations in
the wing loading. If a constrained optimum
is defined along the thrust boundary, to
be obtained by optimizing the altitude for
each wing loading, the L/D ratio is much
more sensitive to wing loading variations.
3. For a given cruise altitude the optimum
wing loading increases with the aspect ratio, whereas according to (7-15) the "absolute" optimum is not affected by this.
Both the best cruising altitude and the
maximum L/D ratio increase sensitivelywith
increasing aspect ratio.
4. For a given cruise altitude the size of
the aircraft, represented by W/f fix ' does
not affect the optimum wing loading, contrary to the "absolute" optimum, which is
definitely affected. For exarnple, if the
aircraft is stretched in such a way th at
W/f fix decreases, the optimum wing loading
increases and the altitude decreases. The
opposite is true if the fuselage is
shortened, as demonstrated by the Boeing
747 SP variant.
5. Aircraft with high bypass engines have
relatively low values of T/(óT to ) due to
the thrust decay with speed. Their optimum
cruise altitude is lew and the wing loading high, although this effect is partly
cancel led by the relatively lew thrust
loading required for adequate low-speed
performance.
Obviously, all conclusions stated are valid on the condition th at the simplifying
assumptions mentioned previously are real-

The possibility of choosing a wing loading
resulting in optimum cruise performance is
usually restricted by certain limiting
factors, associated with performance and
operational aspects (see Chapter 5). An
example of the effect of such a limit is
depicted in Fig. 7-3, which shows that an
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7.2.2. Wing loading lirnits and structural
aspects

-

WING LOADING

Fig. 7-3. Effect of a performance constraint . on the takeoff weight
increase in the wing loading results in a
decreasing takeoLf weight up to a point
where t~e takeoff field length requirement
becomes critical. A larger engine must be
chosen or a more complicated flap system
designed if the wing loading continues to
increase, resulting in a progressive takeoff weight incr,ement. In addition, considerations associated with structural weight
reduction may bias the designer's decision.
a. Takeoff field length.
The takeoff distance required is approximately proportional to the sum of the kinetic and the potential energy at the takeoff height and to the thrust loading. For
jet aircraft:
(7-18)

The constant of proportionality kto is
primarily dependent on the type o( operation - reflected in the airworthiness
rules - the number of engines, the bypass
~atio and the size of the aircraft. The

designer may derive kto from statistical
data on existing aircraft or from calculations of the type discussed in Section
5.4.5. A typical result is kto = 2.2, 2.0
and 1.8 for twin-, three- and four-engine
transport aircraft, respectively. For propeller aircraft the power loading must be
used instead of the thrust loading.
The limitation in the takeoff safety speed
V2 can be translated into a wing loading
limit as follows:
(7-19)
where minima for V2/Vs are specified in
the regulations.
It is noted th at the performance of the
high-lift system* has an appreciable effect on the wing loading limit (see Section 7.6.).
b. Landing field length.
A semi-empirical method for estimating the
wing loading limit to cope with a specified landing distance is derived in Section 5.4.6. Suitable design of the highlift system is again a powerful means for
attaining the optimum wing loading. For
long-range air cr aft this requirement is
usually not critical in view of the relatively low landing weight (see Section
8.2.4.) .
c . Fuel tank volume.
The internal volume of a wing of given
shape is proportional to s3/2 and the available fuel tank volume thus decreases
rapidly with increasing wing loading. In
the example in Fig. 5-19 it was shown that
for the long-range aircraft considered this
condition determines the wing area.
An approximate wing area limit for a given fuel
quantity may be obtained with Appendix 8, Section
8-3. Preliminary estimation of the fuel weight has
been discussed 1n Section 5.4.2., while data on the

specific gravity of fuel are given in Table 8-14.
It should he noted that the internal wing volume

*CL
in (7-19) refers to the flap demax
flection angle for takeoff

can be increased by increasing the sweepback an-

gle, resulting in a thicker ving tor a given high-

speed design condition (see Section 7.5.4a.).
d. High-speed buffet boundaries: transport
aircraft.
Limitations to the wing loading can be derived from the requirements in Section
7.5.2b., provided the lift coefficients
for buffet onset CLBO and for maximum buffet penetration CLBP are known. The maneuver requirements will limit the wirig loading or the cruise altitude as follows:
WIS
Po

.

.538 ÓM

.

.438 ÓM

2

{n
C
LBO

1. 3)

(7-20)

2

(n
CL
BP

1. 6)

(7-21)

and:
WIS
Po

Assuming a gust alleviation factor of .8.
and using (7-23), it can readily be shown
that a specified gust speed of 41 ft/s
(12.5 mis) can be coped with if the wing
loading is limited as follows:
(7-22)

For a gi ven wing shape, these buffet boundaries are a function of the Mach number only. The lift-curve slope is a function of
the Mach number, the aspect ratio and the
sweepback angle (see Appendix E, Section
E-4.1.). It is obvious that the various
limits can be determined only af ter design
of the wing shape and prediction of the
buffet boundaries.
e. Same structural aspects.
Variation of the wing area will obviously
entail a variation of its structural
weight. It is obvious th at the wing loading resulting in a minimum All-Up Weight
will therefore be higher than th at for the
best range performance, provided other design considerations do not impose constraints on the optimum. This influence of
the wing structure weight is particularly
pronounced in the case of short-range arr-
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craft, where the emphasis lies on reducing
the empty weight and fuel economy is of
secondary importance.
The size and takeoff weight of the largest
transport aircraft have increased steadily
since the dawn of aviation. Whereas the
aircraft with which the Wright brothers
made their first powered flight had a wing
loading of only 1.S lb/sq.ft (7.3 kg/m 2 ),
the iloading amounts to a hundred times this
figure for modern transports like the
McDonn~ll Douglas DC-10 (see also Fig. 1-6).
The effect of aircraft growth on the empty
weight has been the subject of many theoretical considerations, based on the squarecube law. Applying this law to the aircraft
structure, it is concluded th at when its
linear dimensions are enlarged by a scale
factor" the wing area will be increased
2
proportional to w , but the volume - and
hence the structure weight - will increase
by ,3, provided the specific density and
stress level of the structural material
are constant. If the wing loading is assumed constant, the All-Up Weight will increase proportional to ,2 and consequently
the structure weight grows more rapidly
than the All-Up Weight. A point will be
reached where the aircraft is unable to
10'

300 2,,10'

carry more than the structure and no margin is Ie ft for useful load, engines or equipment. F.W. Lanchester (1868-1946) drew
attention to this difficulty in the early
1900s and several others have made (widely
divergent) predictions of a practical li~
it to the size of aircraft.
The square-cube law is based on many si~
plifying assumptions and has been defeated
by the ingenuity of designers. Aircraft
will not be scaled up according to a geometric similarity and stress levels have
increased considerably. Nevertheless, the
actual wing structural weight fraction
will tend to increase ~ith the size of the
aircraft, unless the wing loading is increased (Section 8.4.1.). A statistical
plot (Fig. 7-4) shows that for propeller
aircraft the wing loading trend increases
in proportion to w1/3 , while for jet aircraft it is approximately proportional to
wIlS. From other statistical material it
can also be observed that the cruising
speed of propeller aircraft increases considerably with size, as opposed to jet
transports which usually operate at highsubsonic speeds where the flight Mach n~
ber is limited by compressibility effects.

kg
10'

10'

.

ai,er.ft

•

plC)J).U"

11

j.t tircr.ft

6 supersonic t,lnsportl

,~.L,~~~~~~~~'0~·~----~----~--~~--~~~-~~------~----~--~~~~~~10~
I
rok..,ff Weight _ Ib

Fig. 7-4. Wing loading trends.
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The wing size not only has a direct influence on the structural weight, it also affects the gust loads. This is observed
from the normal load factor resulting from
a sharp-edged gust velocity:
(7-23)
where Kg is a gust alleviation factor
which is mainly dependent on the altitude
and the wing loadtng. Since the weight of
the wing is approximately proportional to
In, a high w~ng loading is favorable for
achieving a low structural weight, provided the gust load is the deciding factor
for a critical load. Apart from the weight
aspect a reduction of gust loads offers
the occupants a smooth ride when flying
through turbulent air.

7.3. SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON LOW-SPEED
STALLING
Although the stall is outside the normal
pattern of transport flight, stall incidents occur from time to time. It appears
that the probability of the occurrence of
stall is one in 10 5 , but the probability
of reaching the stall warning is between
one in 10 2 to 10 3 (Ref. 7-103). Acceptable
handling characteristics at the stall must
therefore be shown during certification
tests, while the outcome of flight tests
also forms the basis for establishing the
minimum flight speed(s). The regulatory
requirements for stalling behavior are
stated in FAR 23.201 through 23.207 (BCAR
Section K Ch. K 2-11) for light aircraft,
and FAR 25.201 through 25.207 (BCAR Section D Ch. D 2-11) for transport aircraft.
These regulations stipulate that acceptable stalling behavior must be demonstrated
in straight flight and in a coordinated
turn, for the operational flap settings,
center of gravity positions, undercarriage
u~ and down and specified power. In ~ddi
tion, satisfactory stall behavior must be
shown during powered flight with one engine inoperative.

The aim of this section is to provide some
generalized guidelines for achieving a
wing design with inherently acceptable
stalling characteristics. It is emphasized
that in the preliminary design stage the
available methods to achieve this are
rather limited, particularly for sweptwing aircraft. The discussion is confined
to the "conventional" type of stalling at
angles of attack between about 10 and 20
degrees, the wing shape being the major
factor affecting this stall. Some remarks
on post-stall behavior and deep-stall,
relevant to a restricted category of aircraft, are given in Section 2.4.2c. In
that context the shape o~ the wing is of
limited interest only.
7.3.1. Stall handling requirements and
stall warning
The purpose of spècifying certain acceptable stall characteristics is to minimize
the chance of an inadvertent entry into a
stall and to ensure recovery from it if
the pilot stalls the aircraft intentionally. Duri~g flight testing the aircraftwill
also be deliberately stalled with fully
throttled engines in order to establish
the stalling speed, which constitutes the
most important basis for the low-speedperformanee.

a. Stalling behavior.
During the standard stalling maneuver the
engines are fully throttled and the elevator con trol is pul led back so that the
aircraft is decelerating at approximately
2
1 knot/sec (.5 m/sec ). With the usual
three control system it must be possible
to produce and correct angles of roll and
yaw by the normal (unreversed) use of the
controls up to the moment when the stall
becomes apparent. The stall should preferably be characterized by a distinct and
initially uncontrollable nose-down pitching motion, and during recovery to level
flight it must be possible to prevent angles of roll and yaw of more than approximately 15 degrees (light aircraft) or 20
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degrees (transport aircraft). In addition,
dynamic stall tests must be executed at
higher rates of deceleration - up to 4
2
knots/sec, 2 m/sec - with engines operating at specified power levels and with
an inoperative engine.
It is generally conceded that a "90od stall" 1s

non-existent and many attempts have been made to
prevent stalling altogether by limiting the eleva-

tor contral power in such a way that the angle of
attacK for maximum lift can never be attained
("stall proofing

U
).

This approach is usually re-

jecte d as the limited contral power conflicts with

other maneuverability requirements in unstalled
flight, and is difficult to achieve in practice in
view of the differences in aircraft configuration.

In additio n, i t re s ults in degraded performance.
and the conve ntional approach is therefore to minimize the consequences of astall rather than pre-

vent it altogether.

b. Stall warning.
The occurrence of a stall must be preceded
by an appropriate stall warning in a range
of speeds of about 10% EAS above the stalling speed, i.e. in a range of angles of attack between about 80% and 100% of the
stalling angle. Large increases in elevator control forces or con trol stick movements are generall~ unmistakable warnings .
A gradually increasing, small amplitude
oscillation in roll and pitch mayalso be
acceptable, provided it is initially controllable by the pilot. Vibrations or
buffeting of the aircraft and the con trol
stick on approaching the stall are also
considered adequate stall warnings, provided they cause no danger of structural
damage.
Mechanical and electronic devices (stick
shakers, warning lights, audible alarms)
have been developed to provide stallwarning when adequate characteristics cannot
be made inherent to the design. A survey
of the most common devices is presented in
ReL 7-75.
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7.3.2 . Design for adequate stall character is tics
The stalling characteristics of an aircraft may be markedly different in varying
conditions of flap setting and engine
power, depending on the engine location relative to the wing. Small variations in the
external shape may have a great effect on
stalling, as illustrated by Ref. 7-100,
for example. Stalling characteristics cannot be predicted accurately by theoretical
methods, while wind tunnel experiments
have limited value in view of the effects
of differences in the Reynolds number,
surface roughness and structural details.
An additional complication is that a design criterion cannot be easily defined,
as the requirements give a qualitative
description (except for the limits on roll
and yaw angles) and are to sorne extent
open to differences in interpretation.
Nevertheless, a few general principles can
be given which permit the achievement of a
basically good design by suitably shaping
the wing, which is the primary element affecting the stalling characteristics, and
carefully locating the horizontal tailplane. The wing loading sets the stalling
speed, while its planform, section shape
and twist determine the initial occurrence
and progression of the separation and the
violence of the motions associated with
wing stalling. The horizontal tail load
will contribute to the desirable pitchdown behavior in a way which is dete~mined
primarily by its location relative to the
wing (cf. Section 2.4.2.). Finally, the
type of flow around the con trol surfaces
in the condition of a stalled winq de.termines the effectiveness of control deflections while the pilot is trying to keep
the aircraft on course.
The progression of the stall can usually
be predicted for straight wings of moder-

ate to high aspect ratio and the wing
shape can be chosen so that its behavior
will be satisfactory. These aims are much
more difficult to achieve on swept wings,

sections with thickness/chord ratios* of
approximately 15% and above. The flow at
large angles of attack is characterized by
a progressive thickening of the turbulent

not only because of the marked three-di-

boundary layer on the upper surface. As the

mensional character of the flow, which is
difficult to predict, but also because the
shape of swept wings is usually dictated
primarily by considerations of high-speed
flight, with the result th at the stalling
properties of the basic wing may tend to
be compromised. Where inherently acceptabie characteristics cannot be achieved,
some form of stal 1 protection system may
be adopted. These systems limit the maximum usabie angle of incidence by a large
nose-down control input of short duration,
counteracting the act ion taken by the pilot to produce higher angles of incidence
("stick-pusher"). These devices are generally incorporated on the basis of investigations outside the field of preliminary aerodynamic design.

angle of attack is increased to about 10
degrees (B) flow separation starts at the
trailing edge and moves gradually forward.
This is associated with a decreasing lift
curve slope, although initially the increasing lift near the leading edge is
predominant and the lift gradient remains
positive. A maximum lift coefficient of approximately 1.5 is obtained on a symmetrical airfoil of 18% thickness when the separation reg ion reaches the mid-chord point
(C). Beyond maximum lift (0) the forward
progression of separation continues at about the same rate as prior to t~e stall,
and the peak of the lift curve is rounded.
The variation of the pitching moment with
lift is smooth; there is no sudden break
at the stal!.

7.3.3. Stalling properties of airfoil sec-

tions

TYPE 11: LEAOING EDGE STALL. Airfoils with
thickness/chord ratios of about 9 to 12

The airfoil section is fundamental to wing
design and much research has been done and will continue to be done - to correlate the geometric properties of wing sections to the stalling properties and the
shape of the lift and pitching moment
curves. Following the classical exposition of McCullough and Gault (Ref. 7-74),
three representative types of airfoil

percent experience an abrupt separationof
the flow ne ar the leading edge. On these
sections separation of the laminar boundary layer ~ay occur weIl before the attainment of maximum lift and prior to
transition to a turbulent boundary layer.
Transition occurs in the shear layer thus
formed, and the expansion of the turbulent
mot ion spreads at such an angle that reattachment of the flow quickly occurs, en-

stall are considered: trailing edge stall,

closing a ·short bubble" and subsequently

leading edge stall and thin airfoil stall.
The course of events which determines the
type of flow and the resulting lift and
pitching moment curves is illustrated in
Fig. 7-5. Although every airfoil cannot
be classified uniquely in one of these

forming a turbulent boundary layer (B).
The pressure distribution is affected by
the short bubble only locally and the peak
suction is not greatly altered by the
short bubble, which is very small in comparison with the wing chord. An increase

stalling categories, the following des-

of the angle of attack (C) moves the sep-

cription of the aerodynamic phenomena is
generally valid for most commonly used
airfoils.

aration point in a reg ion of sharp airfoil
curvature, so that the turbulent shear
layer fails to reattach. At this critical
incidence a complete disruption of the

TYPE I: TRAILING EDGE STALL. This type of
stal 1 is characteristic of most airfoil

*Oefined in. Appendix A, Section A-2.1.
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NOTES : 1. Drawings are not exactly to seale
2 . S ,... separation, S8 = short bubble, LB • long bubble

Fig . 7-5_ Representative types of low-speed airfoil stall

flow occurs over the ent1re upper surface;
the short bubble 1s sa1d to burst (0). The
lead1ng edg~ pressure peak collapses and
the pressure 1s subsequently red1str1buted
along the chord 1nto a more or Ie ss
flattened form wh1ch 1s character1stic of
complete separat1on.
The 11ft and p1tch1ng moment curves exh1b1t abrupt changes when the angle of attack
for max1mum 11ft 1s exceeded. There 1s
l1ttle or no round1ng of the 11ft curve
and a sudden negative sh1ft of the p1tch1ng moment result1ng from the rearward
sh1ft of the centre of pressure 1s observed.

has been used to characterize the leading
edge shape. The correlation shows that
distinct areas are present where any of
the three types of stalling dOminates, but
in addition certain airfoils show a combination of trailing edge and leadingedge
types of stall. The stalling characteristics are difficult to predict and very
sensitive to minor variations in airfoil
geometry.
The flow field around an airfoil with leading-edge
and/or trailing-edge high-lift devices ("multi-

element" airfoils) is considerably more complex
than that of a basic

TYPE lIl: TH IN AIRFOIL STALL. On very th1n
sect10ns of th1ckness/chord rat10s of Ie ss
than about 6 percent and on round noses a
small separation bubble occurs at very
small angles of attack (S). At a certain
critica 1 angle of attack the shortbubble
breaks down, bu; the flow subsequently reattaches downstream, forming a "long bubble" wh1ch causes a slight reduct10n in
the 11ft-curve slope (B). W1th 1ncreasing
angle of attack the point of flow reattachment progressively moves backward until it coincides with the trailing edge
and maximum lift is reached at this condition (C). The lift curve is characterized
by a rounded peak, while the pitching moment curve shows a pronounced negative
trend near maximum lift.
The pressure distribution associated with
a long bubble has a reduced level ·s uction
peak which extends over the length of the
bubble.
In addition to the three types of stall,
various forms of combinations of trailing
and leading edge stal 1 can be observed.
These are characterized by a semirounded
or relatively sharp peak of the lift curve.
The various types of stall should not be
too closely al lied to the thickness ratio.
It has been shown by Gault (Ref. 7-81)
that there is a relationship between stalling characteristics, airfoil nose geometry
and Reynolds number. In Fig. 7-5b the upper
surface ordinate at 1.25 percent chord

section~

Boundary layer sep-

aration may occur on any of the airfail components,
there is a strong interaction of the flow aroWld

these comp:ments and the resul ting flow fields are
very difficult to ana1yze. A theoretical prediction of the stalling characteristics of wings with
flaps deflected has a very limi ted value in the

preliminary design stage. Same comments on the effect of trailing-edge flap del'lection on the type

of stall are made in Appendix G, Section G-2.3.

7.3.4. Spanwise progression of the stall
If flow separation starts at the wing tip
and progresses inboard, the stall is likely to be characterized by a violent roll
without warning, as the stalled region
exerts a large rolling moment. Adequate
aileron con trol power mayalso be lost because of the separation of the flow on the
aileron. Nevertheless, astall starting at
the tip may be acceptable, provided the
tip sections have a flat-top lift curve
while the inboard sections have a sharp
lift curve. In this case the wing tip
maintains enough lift beyond the stal 1
and large rolling moments are not generated.
An initi.al stalling reg ion near the wing
root may result in a large wake hitting
the horizontal tailplane - depending upon
its location relative to the wing - thus·
producing tailplane buffet. This may be
considered as a desirabie feature - if
limited - on small aircraft, b.ut it will
be unacceptable if excessively violent
231

buffeting is likely to cause s~ructural
damage. Astall confined to a limited inboard area will also be accompanied by
large regions of unstalled flow, and this
will generally result in an appreciable
loss in maximum lift. In view of the extra wing area requlred, the early root
stall may not be an efflclent solutlon for
transport aircraft. In addltion, the wake
of the stal led inner wing may blanket the
vertical tail and as aresult rudder control may be lost, resulting in a directionally uncontrollable aircraft. A point
in favor of root stalling is the resulting
nose-down pitching moment which is caused
by a decrease in downwash at the tail and
the loss in lift over the forward part of
a sweptback wing.
A wing stall starting at about 40 percent
semi-span is probably a desirable feature
for transport aircraft. An increment of
several degrees in the angle of attack
should be required for the stall to progress from the root to the tip in order to
prevent the whole wing from stalling simultaneously and aileron control being abruptly lost.
The effects of wing/fuselage interference,
the presence of outboard nacelles and the
effects of slipstream may have a large,
unpredictable influence on the stalling
properties, as shown by several examples
mentioned in the references.

limits in order to obtain a favorable lnterplay Detween aerodynamic and struc~ural
requirements.
The term "straight ving" may ba interprete4 a. a
ving vi tb zero sweepback of a spanwise ' l1A.e interconnecting corresponding points at tbe tip anc! root
sections, and must not be confuaed with the tem

"untapered ving". The aerodynamicist will faver a
ving vi th zero sweepback of the quarter-chord 11ne 1

as tbis considerably simpl1f1es tbe aerodynaaic
analysis. Bowever, tbe location of tbe wing root
cannot always be freely ebosen in view of consi4erations pertaining to tbe general layout or structural design. In order to get tbe airplane balanced
1 t is necessary to find an optimum location of tbe
center of gravity relativa

t. · ~e

aerodynaadc een:

ter. Ta thls end, tbe aerodynamic center _y be

shifted backwards or forwards by applylnq sveepback or sweep forward, respectively, wh!le tbe cen-

ter of gravity is shifted over a smaller distanee.

7.4.1. Planform
The planform of a wing is defined as the
shape of the wing when vlewed from directly above, as shown in Fig. 7-6. Planform
is directly related to aspect ratio and

priarMtic

7.4. WING DESIGN FOR LOW-SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
The class of aircraft referred to as "lowsubsonic" is interpreted as aircraft with
an operational flight envelope which does
not allow critical compresslbillty effects
to occur up to the Design Diving Speed or
Mach number. These dircraft have maximum
level flight Mach numbers of less than about M = . 6 and dive Mach numbers of up
to about M = . 7, depending primarilyon
the wing thickness ratio . Straight wings
can be used and the airfoil thickness/
chord ratio may be varied within certain
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priam.tic mid.... ction

c
straight·taperad

J

STRAIGHT WINGS

Fig. 7-6. Basic planform shapes for
straight wings

taper * and the main aerodynamic characteristics influenced by planform are the induced drag coefficient and the stalling

of components are important. Untapered
wings are well suited for the application
of efficient full-span flaps, where the

characteristics.

structural complication is outweighed by

Great variations in the planform can some-

the relative simplicity of constant-chord
flap segments. Untapered cantilever wings
are generally of relatively low aspect ratio to save weight, but braced wings may
have a high aspect ratio in spite of the
absence of any taper (e.g. Short Skyvan) .
Wings with a prismatic inboard section
have good aerodynamic characteristics and

times be observed in the final design compromise adopted by different airplane designers, even though the design specifications may be almost the same. The choice
of the basic wing shape, however, to be
made by the individual designer or design
team, does not offer quite so much scope
as might be expected af ter observing all
the shapes which have been actually adopted
on aircraft. Prior to a preliminary design
effort, various design offices have gained
experience with certain shapes, or may
have carried out test programs to investigate aspects of aerodynamic performance,

offer some advantages for the structural
design and manufacturing of the mid-section, particularly in the case of twin-engine aircraft with wing-mounted nacelles.
7.4.2. Aspect ratio

stability and control and structural de-

The aspect ratio denotes the ratio of the

sign. One or more acceptable concepts will
emerge from such a program, to be further
evaluated during preliminary design.

wing span to the mean geometric chord. For
a given wing area, it provides a direct
measure for the wing span:

It is observed th at nowadays there are basically three forms of straight wings: the
tapered wing, the untapered (rectangular)
wing and the wing with a prismatic inner
portion and a tapered outboard portion
(Fig . 7-6). Tapered wings have been adopted
for the majority of aircraft since they
offer an efficient solution on account of
their low induced drag, high maximum lift,
low structural weight and good stowing provisions for the undercarriage. Acceptable
stalling characteristics can be obtained,
provided the wing is not too sharply
tapered.
The untapered wing is attractive from the
point of view of manufacture, since only
one airfoil contour is involved; this sim-

plifies jigging as there are no compound
curvatures . It is aerodynamically inferior
to the tapered wing, but may nevertheless
be the logical choice for inexpensive private aircraft, where the utilization factor is low and initial cost and cheapness
*The terminology used in this section is
explained in Appendix A.

(7-24)
Instead of the aspect ratio, which determines the vortex-induced drag coefficient,
use is sometlmes made of the span loading,
which is related to A and the wing loading:
W

b

2

WIS

p;-

(7-25)

It can readily be shown th at the span loading is a direct measure for the vortexinduced drag as a fraction of the weight,
if the dynamic pressure is fixed. The span
loading will therefore be a good criterion
in design studies where the restricted
field length imposes a limit on t~e stalling speed and the aim is to lift as high a
takeoff weight as possible under the adverse condition of engine failure . This
criterion will be used in Section 7.5 . 4.
to make an initial choice of A and the span
for jet-propelled transports.
The climb requirements for propeller transports work out slightly differently. Using
the flight mechanics of Section 5.4.3 . , it
can be shown that the parameter
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is of primary importance here. The reciprocal value of this factor is shown in
Fig. 7-7 - where variations in CL-max are
ignored - which may be used as an indication for the minimum acceptabie value of
A.
It is recognized that for wing loadings
satisfying (7-7) the maximum L/D ratioand
the range for given cruising speed are
quite sensitive to A. Good range performance may thus be obtained for a highly
loaded, high aspect ratio wing, but an efficient flap system will be required to
ensure acceptable stalling speeds in this
case. The concept of a high aspect ratio
wing is therefore a logical one for transport aircraft where the emphasis lies on
high cruising efficiency; however, sophisticated high-lift devices are inherent to
this design concept.
For light aircraft, the wing loading is
usually fairly low, the complication(,o f a
sophisticated high-lift system generally
being considered as undesirable by most
manufacturers. Consequently, the optimum
cruising speed for long-range flight may
234

Fig. 7-7. Recommended lower
limit for the aspect ratio
of propeller transports.

be too slow to make it an attractive speed,
particularly when the altitude is limited
to sorne 10,000 ft (3,000 m). These aircraft are usually flown at the maximum
cruise rating and it can readily be shown
that a larg. ~ increase in A results in a
relatively modest gain in speed and range.
For example, increasing the aspect ratio
of an aircraft with W = 3,300 lb (1,500
kg), S = 160 sq . ft (15 m2 ), P = 180 hp and
CD = .02S ' from 6 to 10 results in a speed
o
incrernent at sea level from 128 knots (238
km/hl to 134 knots (248 km/h) , a gain of
only 4\.
A high aspect ratio may result in a low
drag in the landing configuration, which
tends to flatten the approach glide, makes
judgment of the landing point more difficult to the pilot and gives the aircraft a
tendency to "float" af ter the landing
flare. In addition, a high aspect ratio
wing does not favor good maneuverability
in roll due to its large damping and the
reduced effectiveness of the small-chord
ailerons (Ref. 7-96).
In conclusion, moderate aspect ratios between 7 and 9 are usually applied for twinengine genera 1 aviation aircraft; for
single-engine aircraft these values are
usually somewhat lower, e.g. between 5.5

/
tors for which their wings must be designed.

and 8.
7.4.3. Thickness ratio

The favorable trend of lew induced drag of
a high aspect ratio wing is partly cancel led out by a profile drag increment if
the thickness ratio is allowed to increase
in proportion to A. Maximum lift is also
affected by the thickness ratio, as shown
by Fig. 7-9. The trend for basic wing sections is readily explained by recalling
that for thin wings the leading edge type
of stall dominates, while for thick sections the trailing edge stall is predominant (see Fig. 7-5). The highest maximum
lift of conventional, standard NACA airfoil sections is achieved for thickness
ratios of 12 to 15 percent chord, where a
combined stall will be observed. Recent
developments in sections for low-speed
aircraft show th at higher maximum lift coefficients can be obtained with special
sections having a thickness ratio of about
17 percent (Ref. 7-55). The maximum lift
coefficient with trailing-edge flaps de-

The desirable high aspect ratio for lowspeed transport aircraft can be achieved
only if sufficient structure height is available at the wing root, where the bending moment during flight is maximum. In
this connection use is of ten made of the
cantilever or overhang ratio, which is
defined as the structural wing semi-span,
divided by the maximum root thickness. The
expression for the wing weight in Section
8.4.1. shows that the structural wing
weight fractïon increases linearly with
increasing canti lever ratio, provided all
other parameters remain constant.
The canti lever ratio is plotted in Fig.
7-8 for aircraft of various weight categories. Transport aircraft usually have
values of between 18 and 22; ratios in
excess of 25 are rare, even in the case of
supersonic transport aircraft. A rather
lower value is found for trainers, probably because of the high maneuver load fac-
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root sections are approximately 15 percent
thick •
Tip sections (without flaps) should be between 10 and 15 percent in order to at ta in
a high maximum lift. This reduction relative to the root is also in favor of low
structural weight. A minimum practicable
thickness should be present on light aircraft in order to provide adequate room
for control system elements.
7.4.4. Wing taper

t/c-'l(,
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Fig. 7-9. Trends of best maximum lift values of NACA sections vs. thickness ratio.
thickness ratios between 15 and 20 percent. The reasons for this are explained
in Appendix G, Section G-2.3.
It is concluded that the root section
thickness of transport aircraft should be
chosen such th at a good canti lever ratio
is obtained. For a given taper ratio this
imp lies that the thickness ratio at the
root will increase proportionally to the
aspect ratio. A thickness ratio of between
15 and 20 percent is in the interest of
good performance when using relatively
simple trailing-edge high-lift devices
and provides adequate room for retracting
the undercarriaqe. Thickness ratios above
20 percent m"y show diminishing returns
due to the increasing profile drag and
the relatively low maximum lift and this,
in turn, limits the aspect ratio to a maximum of approximately 13 for canti lever
wings. For aircraft cruising at Mach numbers above .5 a check should be made to
ensure that up to the dive Mach number,
which is about .1 above the cruising speed,
the flow is essentially subcritical. This
condition imposes a limit on the thickness
ratio, which is affected to some extent by
the airfoil section shape. A method for
estimating the critical Mach number is
given in Section 7.5.1d. Light aircraft
wings have lower aspect ratios and thebest
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The taper ratio À has a great effect on
the spanwise lift distribution. The spanwise position of the center of pressure
of a half wing moves in the direct ion of
the wing root as À decreases and the root
bending moment due to lift decreases accordingly. Since the structural height of
the wing root also increases - for a gi ven
wing area, span and section shape - a
highly tape red wing can be built lighter
and with much more torsional rigidity than
a rectangular wing. In the case of small
aircraft, a practical lower limit to À is
imposed by the structural height required
at the tip to provide room for the ailerons and their control elements.
The taper ratio is a dominant parameter in
controlling the spanwise stall progression,
as it has a large effect on the spanwise
lift coefficient distribution (Fig. 7-10).
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Fig. 7-10. Lift distribution at CL =
for straight wings with various taper ratios

A first-order approximation of the loc ation where the ct-distribution is at its
peak is:
11

=1

-

S

(7-27)
(7-28)

(7-26)

À

and the plan view of the wing may be pro-

for untwisted, straight-tapered wings.
Hence, a wing with constant section properties and a taper ratio of .4 will tend
to stall first at 60 percent semi-span,
fairly close to the inner part of the aileron. If a wing is tapered sharply, there
will also be a notable reduction in the
maximum lift coefficient near the tip due
to the locally reduced Reynolds number,
thus aggravating the tendency towards early tip stall. Although precautions can be
taken to shift the initial separation
point inboard by means of section shape
variation and twist, the amount of taper
has a definite limit. Realizing that the
vortex-induced drag of a tape red wing
is minimum for a taper ratio of about .4
and is insensitive to relatively large
deviations from this value, it is concluded th at for straight wings taper ratios appreciably below .4 are of little
use (Fig. 7-11).
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planform and in the sectional thickness ratio, alrfoil sections between fairinq stations will he

slighly distorted when linear lofting is uaed for
structural simplicity. A tapered ving with respectively 18 percent and 12 percent thickness ratio.
at the root

and

tip does not have a 15 percent

thickness ratio at the sectlon Dddway between,root
1':

and tip, but at a station

clos~r

1:

.

6

30·

40·
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Fig. 7-11. Taper ratics of straight, swept
and delta wings.

Dnce the taper is chosen, the wing geometry is known, provided the area and aspect
ratio have also been selected. For
straight-tapered wings the tip and root
chords are given by:

.

to the tip.

7.4.5. Airfoil selection
In selecting the airfoil sections the designer must give consideration to several
general requirements.
1. The basic airfoil must have a low profile drag coefficient for the range of lift
coefficients used in cruising flight.
2. For the inboard sections with flaps extended, the drag must be low in high lift
conditions, particularly during the takeoff climb.
3. The tip section should have a fair~y
high maximum lift coefficient and gradual
stalling characteristics •
4. The inboard wing section should have
high maximum lift with flaps extended.
5 . The cri tical Mach number should be suf~
ficiently high to ensure that critical
compressibility effects are avoided in the
reac~ing

dive Mach num-

bers of approximately .65.
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6. The pitching moment coefficient should
be of low to moderate magnitude to prevent
a high trim drag and torsional moments at
maximum dynamic pressure.
7. The aerodynamic characteristics should
not be extrernely sensitive to manufacturing variations .in the wing shape, contarninations and dirt, etc.
8. The wing s';c;tions should have the
largest possible thickness ratio in the
interest of low structural weight. Sufficient internal space must be provided for
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fuel, main" gear, mechanical controls and
possibly other components.
All these requirements cannot be satisfied
by one single airfoil. Spanwise variation
of the sectional shape and some measureof
compromise will therefore generally be accepted.
For low-subsonic aircraft the selection is
usually made from NACA standard sections,
to which modifications may be made if necessary, usually during the stage of detailed aerodynamic design. The effect of
systematic variations in the profile shape
has been the subject of thorough investigations by the NACA, resulting in many series of satisfactory airfoil sections. The
relevant findings have been presented in
the form of very complete information.
Refs. 7-5 and 7-51 in particular are very
useful tools for the designer, and the use
of this data has greatly simplified the
choice of a suitable airfoil fQr conventional aircraft. The observations made "i n
Ref. 7-5 (Chapter 7) are fairly complete
as far as wing sections are concerned,
while Ref. 7-96 gives a systematic treatment of the effect of airfoil variationon
stalling characteristics, using the successful method or R.F. Andersen (Ref.
7-70). A survey will follow of the most
cammonly used NACA sections*, examples of

which are shown in Fig •. 7-12.
a. The NACA four-digit wing sections basically constitute a synthesis of early
Göttingen and Clark Y sections, empirically developed on a basis of pre-war experimental data. Both the thickness distributions and the mean lines are defined in
the form of polynomials; the sections have
a near-elliptic shape. The maximum camber
is at approximately the mid-chord position.
Although the sections in the 4-digit series are by no means low-drag profiles,
the drag increase with lift is fairly
gradual. The cambered sections have relatively high maximum lift and the stalling
is fairly docile. These properties have
marked the 2412 and 4412 sections, for example, as being suitable tip sections for
the wings of light aircraft andtailplanes.
In view of the gradual changes in drag and
pi tching moment wi th 11ft, the 4-digi t sections are frequently used for lWht trainers, which of ten fly in different conditions.
Recent experiments with 16 percent thick sections

have shown remarkable c -max figures of up to a1
bout 2.1 for a basic 6116 sect.ion and 4.0 for a
4416 sectlon with single slotted flaps, deflected

30°

(Ref. 7-64).

A: NACA 4412

-c
B: NACA 23015

Co . NACA 642 -415

C

Fig. 7-12. Characteristics of NACA standard series airfoils at R
*Terminology explained in Appendix A, Section A-2.3 .
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6 x 10 6 (Ref. 7-5).

b. The NACA 5-digit wing sections have the
same thickness distribution as the 4-digit

sectional properties have been tested extensively and reported systematically . The

series, but the mean lines are different,

designer is th us provided with a tooI for

having their maximum ordinate further for-

establishing the best sectional shape by

ward. The well-known 230-series airfoils
have the maximum camber at the .15 chord
point. These sections have the highest
maximum lift of the standard NACA sections, but the stalling behavior is not
particularly favorable and rather sens itive to scale effects. For wings where

systematically varying the shape parameters. A modification to the standard series is the A-series (Ref. 7-52) in which
the sharp trailing edge angle is replaced
by a larger one, resulting from straight
con tours which run from 80 percent chord
backwards.

high lift performance is a prerequisite,
the 230-series sections have been frequently used, sometimes combined with a 4-digit
section at the tip.
c. The NACA 6-series ("Iaminar flow") of
wing sections is the outcome of a succession of attempts to design airfoils by
(approximate) theoretical methods, aimed
at achieving low profile drag in a limited
range of lift coefficients: the "sag" or
"bucket" in the low-drag range. The laminar boundary layer over the forward part
of the section is stabilized by avoiding
pressure peaks, keeping the local velocities low and applying a favorable pressure
gradient over the forward part of the upper surface. The extent of laminar layer
is limited by the separation of the turbulent boundary layer over the rear part.
The low supervelocities on these airfoils
also favor the attainment of a high critical Mach number.
Oue to the relatively sharp nose of thin
laminar flow sections, their maximum lift
is notably below that of the 4- and 5digit series, although the difference for
the thicker cambered sections is negligibleI these sections also exhibit a docile
stall. The profile drag, although very low
under ideal conditions, is sensitive to
surface roughness, excrescences and contaminations. Special structures are therefore needed to maintain the laminar flow,
and on practical wing constructions of
transport aircraft the potentially large
extent of laminar layer will not normally
be realized.
A great advantage of the 6-series is that

Having decided on the series of sections
to be used, the designer will have to
choose the various shape parameters.
THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO: see Section 7.4.3.
LOCATION OF MAXIMUM THICKNESS: the further
back this point is chosen, the lower the
minimum profile drag (of smooth profiles)
and the higher the critical Mach number at
the design Ct . This works out at the expense of c t -max and profile drag at high
lift. For these reasons, the 63- and 64sections are the most popular amongst the
6-series airfoils.
(MAXIMUM) CAMBER: determines the angle of
attack for zero lift, the pitching moment
coefficient, the lift coefficient for minimum profile drag and ct-max. A large camber is in the interest of high ct-max, but
the tail load required to trim the aerodynamic pi tching moment may cause too much
extra drag. The camber is usually chosen
so that in normal cruising flight the section operates at its design Ct. Little
camber is used on trainers, where a requirement exists for acceptable characteris tics in inverted flight.
SHAPE OF THE MEAN LINE: a forward location
of the point of maximum camber results in
a high ct-max with a leading-edge type of
stall at normal thickness ratios. A lower
ct-max and a more gratlual stall are obtained when the maximum camber is further
back.
7.4.6. Stalling characteristics and wing
twist
The following observations, originally
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made in Ref. 7-71, are considered as a
good starting point for achieving the desirable stalling characteristics of
straight wings, specified in Section 7.3.:
1. The point of initial stalling should be
sufficiently far inboard, the best location being at about 40 percent semi-span
from the root.
2. Stall progression should be more rapid
to the inboard than to the outboard sections.
3. The margin in Ct at 70 percent of the
semi-span from the root - approximately at
the inboard end of the aileron - shouldbe
at least .1 in the condition where separation occurs first.

wing twist (washout). The type of airfoil
section has little effect in the linear
range of incidences in view of the generally small spanwise variations in the liftcurve slope. The curve of local ct-max is
determined exclusively by the local sectional shape. The effect of variations in
the taper ratio, aspect ratio and washout
on stalling characteristics, CL-max and
induced drag may therefore be investigated
without making any decision on the section
to be used, which saves a lot of work.
The large number of wing shapes to be stud-·
ied may be reduced by making several restrictions, for example:
1. Although the aspect ratio is important

Considering the practical measures availabIe to produce the desirabie characteristics, it is possible on straight wings of

its effect on the stalling characteristics
is generally small.
2. An aerodynamic washout of more than a-

moderate to high aspect ratios to choose

bout five degrees results in unacceptably

a suitable spanwise variation of the local
and maximum lift coefficient. An example
is shown in Fig. 7-13. The designer is also

large induced drag increments of the order
of 5 to 10 counts.
3. Low taper ratios may be used only on
wings with thick root sections of the 4and 5-digit series and tip thickness ratios of about 12 percent.
4. The effect of wing taper on cL-max may
be much larger for 5-digit series airfoils
than for 4- and 6-series, particularly if
the Reynolds number at the tip is below 2
million .

from aircraft performance considerations,

.8
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'l1\ere is no ehain of logic to show how the de$igner

.6
0
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.6
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1.0

will arrive at a (provisional) solution. 'Dle basic

wing shape will finally be developed af ter many

Fig. 7-13. Calculated spanwise lift distribution at high incidence (flaps ups)

hours of wind tunnel work. Modifications to tbe
basic standard section may appear desirable and
during flight tests stall contral devices may prove

concerned with the abruptness of thestall
progression at slightly higher angles of
attack and he may try to gain an impression of the chordwise stal 1 progression by
using Fig. 7-5 and the measured sectional
characteristics.
The spanwise lift distribution* is influenced primarily by the wing planform and

unavoidable, even thouqh theoretical predictions
and wind tunnel tests have not shown any deficiencies.

It should a150 be noted that most theoretlcal Mthods do not take account of any winq/fuselage inter-

ference effects. For high-wing aircraft, where the

flow interaction ls confined mainly tó the "less
cri tic al lower surface, these effects are amall.

The low-winq position introduces the largeatinter-

*A survey of prediction methods is.given

in Appendix E, Section E-4.2.
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ference effects , but these can usually be con-

trolled by 1oca1 fuselage contour modifications

and/or adequate root fairings. Established theoretical methods for predicting the characteristics

For high-subsonic aircraft these aims are
still present but, contrary to the situa-

of faired wing/fuselage combinations are not a-

tion with low-speed aircraft, the region

vailable and the final qeometry of these fairinqs

of compressible flow is penetrated intentionally in order to attain as high a
cruising speed as possible. The problems
of aerodynamic design in these aircraft
mainly re late to attaining a high critical
Mach number, avoiding undesirable flight
characteristics at off-design conditions
(maneuvering, gustiness, speed overshoots)

is determined by wind tunnel or fliqht experiments.
Propeller slipstream effects near maximum lift generally result in unstalling the wing in the areas
directly influenced by the slipstream. In flight
tests aimed at establishing stalling speeds these
effects are small as a power-off condition is then
required. Power-on stalls may, however, cause a

completely different type of behavior, dependinq
on the configuxation.

7.5. WING DESIGN FOR HIGH-SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT
In the aerodynamic design of high-performance aircraft, emphasis is placed on speed
as a major factor contributing to the economy and operational suitability of the
conceptual design. If we assume for the
moment that the type of powerplant to be
instalied and its rating are fixed, the
main factor in determining the speed is
the drag area in the case of relatively
slow transports and light aircraft, as
shown in Fig. 7-14. For a given flying alimproved

ale

and providing good low-speed characteristics of the sweptback wing.
The basic opportunities for attaining a
high cruise Mach number are the adoption
of 3weepback (or sweep forward), reduction
of the thicknessjchord ratio, design of
improved airfoil sections and optimum distribution of spanwise camber and twist.
The use of a moderate wing loading and aspect ratio is of some help, but may conflict with other objectives of performance
optimization. The application of wingj
fuselage blending, fairings and anti-shock
bodies may be considered, provided they do
not conflict with the structural and layout design.
The aerodynamic design problems are by na means
different in the case of a new aircraft which is
not required to fly fas ter than the aircraft to be
replaced. The advanced technology may then be used
to increase the thickness and/or aspect ratio, or
to reduce the angle of sweepback.

-v
a. LQW-SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

-M

This section will be confined to the contribution of the wing only; compressibility effects in other areas, such as the nacelle/airframe junction, may have an appreciable effect (see Section 6.5.).

b. HIGH-SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Fig. 7-14. The basic high-speed design
problems of improving low-subsogic and
high-subsonic aircraft.
titude any improvement in the speed ~v may
be obtained" by a reduction of the drag area
COS - for example by minimizing the wetted
area, streamlining, reducing interference,
optimizingthe wing loading and aspect ratio, etc.

7.5.1. Wing sections at high-subsonic
speeds
a. Subcritical speeds.
In the subcritical region the flow around
an airfoil in two-dimensional flow is subsonic throughout. The effects of compressibility on the pressure distribution are
weIl described by potential flow methods,
known as the Prandtl-Glauert correction,
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(7-29)
\ 1 - MO' 2'

or more accurate approximations, e.g. the
von Karman-Tsien relation. In (7-29) Cp is
the pressure coefficient,
p - PO'

(7-30)

q.,

and the subscript i refers to the incompressible situation (MO' « 1).
Fig. 7-15 shows both the effect of sub-1.0

the value of Cp in Fig. 7-15 refers to
this pressure, the critical Mach nurnber is
defined by the intersection of both curves,
assuming a constant angle of attack. The
critical Mach nurnber is th us easily determined from the low-speed pressure distribution, and for NACA standard airfoils
this method is used to compute Mcr (Ref.
7-51) •
Fig. 7-16 shows that the effects of subcritical compressibility on the profile
drag and pitching moment coefficients at
constant angle of attack are small, while
the lift coefficient - and hence the liftcurve slope - are affected in a similar
fashion to Cp'

jSUBCRITICALI

- .8

b. Supercritical speeds.
In the case of positive a, regions of supersonic flow will appear on the upper

of

- .6

- .4

surf ace when M is exceeded. As soon as
cr
this region terminates in a shock wave of
appreciable strength, which thickens the
boundary layer, the drag increases noticeably. The drag-divergence (or drag-critical) Mach nurnber is defined as MO' for
which:

Cp.
I

-.2

llc
.2

.4

.6

d

(7-32)

.002
P

lO

.8

Fig. 7-15. Variation of the pressure coefficient with Mach nurnber and determination
of the critical Mach nurnber

or alternatively, according to the NACA
/
nornenclature:

Iex _ CONSTANT I

critical cornpressibility on alocal pressure coefficient and the boundary of the
subcritical region, which is defined by
y/(y-l)
C

2

Pcr = yMO' 2

2 + (y-l) . MO' 2

[1

y+l

1

]

-1(7-31)

This equation can be derived by using the
Bernoulli equation for cornpressible flow
and substituting M = 1 for the local velocity (see, for exarnple, Ref. 7-7).
The critical Mach nurnber of an airfoilsection is defined as the free strearn Mach
nurnber for which sonic flow is reached at
the· point of minimum pressure. Provided
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A: cri titel pressure - Mer
B: drag-divergence - Mcro
C : lift-divergence - M CrL

!

•

Fig. 7-16. Section lift and drag coefficients vs. Mach nurnber

dC d

/dM~

= .10

(7-33)

P

An increase in M~ above this speed (point
B in Fig. 7-l6) results in a progressive
rise in drag. The lift continues to increase until - at point C - a shock appears on the lewer surface of the section.
At this point - the lift-critical or liftdivergence Mach number - the lift coefficient diverges from its previous trend. As
from this point onwards, dCi/dM~ is negative, a flight regime of longitudinal instability ("tuck under") becomes manifest.
This must be "neutralized by an artificial
stabilization system ("Mach trimmer") or
by aerodynamic means.
The presence of strong shock waves may
lead to separation of the flow and large
pressure fluctuations, experienced as an
excitation of the wing. This phenomenon,
referred to as buffet, constitutes a limitation to the operational flight regime.
c. Trends in high-speed section design.
Much work is being devoted to the development of airfoil sections, the objective
being to increase the thickness ratio for
given design conditions (drag-divergence
Mach number and lift coefficient) and to
improve the off-design characteristics.
Early attempts in this direction were
based on designing for lew supervelocities
in order to postpone supercritical flowto
high Mach numbers. They were follewed by
designs where regions of local supersonic
flow were admitted on the forward part of
the airfoil, terminating in near-isentropic and shock free compression. These designs allew greater thickness ratios to be
used for the same design Mach number and
ci ·
The aerodynamic analysis of mixed (subsonic and supersonic) flows is only possibie with sophisticated methods, and a certain amount of empiricism is still common
practice here. Several aspects of existing
aerodynamic design concepts will be further explained, using the examples in Fig.
7-17. It is not suggested here that in
modern section design a choice must be

a. Conventional section

b. Peaky upper surface

with roof-top pressure

pressure distributien

distribution
Cp
Cp

(-)

H

t

c. Supercritica1 upper

d. Rear 10ading a1rfoil

surface pressure dis-

compared wi th conventional

tribution

airfoi1 (1ower surface)

Fig. 7-17. Aerodynamic design concepts for
high-subsonic airfoil sec ti ons in the design condition
made from the various concepts; a mixture
of these will be present in a practical
wing.
ROOF-TOP PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS have a
gradually changing or approximately constant upper surface pressure over the forward part of the section, which delays the
critical Mach number by virtue of a uniform velocity at ~he design condition (Fig.
7-17a). Slightly above this speed large
regions of supersonic flow will appear and
the associated suction forces then occur
near the crest* of the airfoil or behind
it. The NACA 6-series have this type of
pressure distribution at subcriticalspeed
for a limited region of c i values. Since
the pressure distribution is designed pri*The highest point of the airfoil relative to the free flow direction.
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marily with the aim of obtaining low supervelocities rather than special highspeed characteristics, a strong shock and
a rapid drag rise occur soon af ter M is
cr
exceeded.
The drag-divergence Mach number of an airfoil section with a roof-top pressure distribution can be increased by extending
the roof-top further back. For example, a
crest at about 60 percent chord results
in a 6M crD value of about .04 relative to
a section with the crest at 30 percent.
This effect cannot be exploited too far
since the boundary layer may not be able
to cope with the adverse pressure gradient
aft of the roof-top without separating.
The wing of the Aerospatiale Caraveile,
originating from about 1950 (see Fig . 2-3)
is based on the 65-series airfoils; the
operational speeds of this aircraft are
relatively low, and allow areasonabie
thickness ratio of 12 percent.
A PEAKY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION (Fig. 7-17b),
pioneered by Piercy at the NPL, and by
others, intentionally creates supersonic
velocities and suction forces close to
the leading edge. The airfoil nose is
carefully designed so th at near-isentropic
compression and ~ weak shock are obtained.
The suction forces have a large forward
component and the drag rise is postponed
to high speeds. As compared with conventional sections of the same thickness ratio, the value of MCrD is approximately
.03 to .05 higher and the off-design behavior is improved. This type of airfoil
has been used on the BAC 1-11, VC-I0 and
DC-9 aircraft. The technique employed in
designing peaky airfoils was highly empirical.
Recent advances in high-speed airfoil development have resulted in SUPERCRITICAL
SECTIONS - first proposed by R.T. Whitcombwhich have a relatively flat upper surface
contour (Fig. 7-17c). With these sections
a much greater extent of shock-free supersonic flow can be created than in the
peaky design. The amount of flattening of
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the upper surface is limited by the pressure rise which the boundary layer can
accept without separation. An extensive
NASA program has been conducted to investigate the potentials of this wing technology (Ref. 7-39). Large gains in dragdivergence Mach number and off-design
performance are claimed if rear loading
is also used in designing supercritical
airfoils.
REAR LOADING (Fig. 7-17d) is a method for
improving high-speed performance by generating lift at the rear part of the airfoil, mainly by pronounced camber of the
lower surface.
The effect of re ar loading may be explained in different ways. For a given
thickness ratio and cl the supervelocities
at the upper surface can be reduced, and
MCrD can be increased, by generating higher pressures at the lower surface. Alternatively, if an airfoil is considered for
which the upper surface has a critical
flow condition, the rear part is contoured
in such a way that a higher lift is generated, maintaining the same thickness ratio and McrD . Finally, for a given MCrD
and cl the front part of the airfoil may
be beefed up until near-sonic flow is
created at the lower surface, while the
associated suction forces are cancel led
out by high pressures near the trailing
edge. Sections of high thickness ratio can
thus be obtained for given design conditions.
The extent to which the rear loading can
be accommodated is limited by the nosedown pitching moment and trim drag associated with the rear location of the
center of pressure. It mayalso provedifficult to install an effective flap system in the sharp, cambered re ar part of
such a section. The European Airbus A-300
wing is an example of a wing design with
a limited amount of rear loading (Ref.
7-28).
d. Criteria for section characteristicE
in design and off-design conditions.

The conditions to be considered in selecting airfoil sections are illustrated in
Fig. 7-18. The sections should be selected

cruise

Fig. 7-18. Criteria for the selection of
high-speed sections
primarily in order to achieve low drag at
the high-speed cruise Mach number and the
highest lift coefficient relevant to this
speed. This point is labeled Design Condition in the figure. The lift coefficient
in this condition corresponds with the
maximum cruise altitude specified for the
aircraft and the highest wing loading anticipated for cruising flight at that altitude.
The drag characteristics of an airfoil
section selected on this basis will generally also be satisfactory at lower lift
=oefficients and reduced Mach numbers
(shaded area in the figure) which correspond to lower cruising altitudes and
speeds, down to the long-range cruise
Mach number. This region of cruising conditions must be specified for any highspeed aircraft design in order to check
the drag of the profile sections. Offdesign conditions outside this reg ion result from aircraft maneuvering and gustiness and may be associated with alleviated
requirements relating to drag. A distinction may be made here between two types of
maneuvers: overshoots in speed to increased

Mach numbers, without significant change
in cR.' and pull-ups or turning flights •
with increased cR. at constant Mach number.
The overshoot in speed has to be demonstrated in certification flight testing to
show compliance with requirements re lating
to stability and maneuvering characteristics up to the Dive Mach number MD. In
this Mach number region the interaction
between shocks of increasing strength and
the boundary layer will result in flow
separations. A rapid ri se in drag beyond
the design Mach number caused by these effects may be conducive to smaller overshoots in speed, but a rapid lift divergence may be unacceptable as it can adversely affect stability. Shock-induced
separations and shock waves hitting the
tailplane cause buffeting vibrations,
which should remain sufficiently mild in
the dive and the ensuing pull-up maneuver
to restore the normal flight condition.
Buffet will also occur if cR. is increased
for constant M during pull-up or turning
maneuvers and in gusty weather. Buffet onset will be experienced as a light vibration when the boundary layer starts to
separate. The violence of the excitation
wil 1 subsequently increase with the angle
of attack through conditions of light and
moderate to heavy buffet - a condition
which defines the upper limit to the range
of useful lift coefficients at high speeds.
It is generally acknowledged, though not
considered as a formal requirement, that
for transport aircraft during cruising
flight a maneuver load factor of at least
1.3 9 must be available without any
buffeting vibrations occurring. It is
sometimes additionally laid down that load
factors of up to 1.6 or normal gust velocities up to 12.5 m/s (41 ft/sj and a wavelength of 33 m (110 ft) must be covered
with only a moderate amount of buffet,
this condition being taken as t"e maximum
penetration of the buffet regime acceptable for civil operations.
An important additional requirement for
the airfoil section is therefore that it
should be capable of producing lift with-
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out flow separation up to 1.3 times the
design Ct. Cruising performance may be seriously impaired if the buffet boundaries
do not permit this reserve in Ct in the
design condition. A reduced cruising altitude is generally unfavorable and since
the optimum cruise wing loading is high
for high-speed transports (Section 7.2.1.),
much attention is devoted in the design
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For conventional sections, this expres sion gi ves a
good result if the constant is taken equal to .24.
More advanced sections may a190 be tackled by in-

stage to the development of section and
wing shapes which are suitable both at design and off-design lift coefficients providing generous buffet margins.

Bernoulli equation and into (7-30), we find for

It should be noted that the criteria presented

synmetrical sections at zero lift:

troducing a Mach number M*, which represent9 the
extent of super90nic flow at the condition of drag
divergence. Substituting M* into the compressible

here are basically applicable to the three-dimensiona1 wlng, or rather the complete aircraft4 It

t/c=.30

Il I
1-

2 /3.5]
~
5+ (M*) 2

will he shown, however, that tor high aspect ratio wings these requirements can be transformed
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M

(7-36)

In this equation M denotes the design (drag-cri t-

into airfail selection criteria.

ieal) Maeh number for whieh the airfoil is to be

e. Thickness ratio and drag-divergence
Mach number.
An objective of high-speed airfoil design
is to obtain a section with the highest
possible thickness for a specified combination of Moo and Ct' In view of the very
' complex character of mixed flow, concise
methods for making predictions of aerodynamic characteristics, such as drag- and
lift-divergence Mach numbers, are not a-

designed.
The factor

M*

in (7-36) has no physical meaning

and is merely afigure defining the aerodynamie
sophistication employed to obtain supercritical
flow at the design condition . Good results are ob-

tained by taking:
M*

=

1.0, conventional airfoils; maximum

M*

at about .30c
= 1.05, high-speed (peaky) airfoils,
tic

(7-37)

1960-1970 technoloqy
M* = 1.12 to 1.15, supercritical airfoils
It is diff1cult to make adequate allowance for

vailable. Faced with this problem, the
preliminary design engineer will have to
consult an aeronautical department or establishment equipped with facilities to
tackle the problems of supercritical flow.

sible te use an approximatien by reducing M* in

An estimation of the permissible thickness ratio

(7-36) by . 25 times the design Ct for Ct up to .7.

the effects of airfoil camber and lift. provided
the airfoil operates at the design cR. ' it is pos-

of a section tor a given value of Mcro may he obtained trom available design charts or trom the

7.5.2. Wing design for high speeds

following sU9gested approach. Sectional data at
low speeds (Mco«

1) indicate that the lowest pres-

sure coefficient of symlDetrical sections at ze ro

lift is approximately:

(c)
Pi min

=

constant .

tc) 1.5
(-

(7-34)

where the constant is determined by the thickness

distribution. Using (7-29) and (7-31) it is easily
found that for a gi ven cri tical Mach number the
permissible thickness is represented by:
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a. Simple wing sweep theory and its limitations.
Sweeping back the wing postpones the effects of critical compressibility to a
certain extent, an effect which can be explained by the "simple sweep concept".
This assumes an infinitely long sheared
wing (Fig. 7-19a), for which the supervelocities and the pressure distribution
are determined solely by the velocity com-

•

.

th'.. -dim....i""'" \
.ffecll dominlnt

..i

Fig. 7-19. The simple wing sweep theory
for infinitaly long and high aspect ratio
wings
ponent normal to the leading edge,
M = M cosA. The section normal to the
n
=
leading edge is thus the relevant shape
to be considered. The simple sweep concept yields the following relationships.
1. The thickness rati:o and effective angle of attack of the normal section are
greater than those of the streamwise sec-

designed to cope with a design value of
Ct which is greater than the wing lift coefficient by a factor {cosA)-2. For example, a wing sweptback by 35 degrees, and
operating at M = .85 and CL = .4, will
have normal sections designed for operation at M = .7 and Ct = .6.
In early applications of sweptback wings
it became apparent that the gain actually
obtained in M was smaller than prediccr
tions based on the simple sweep theoryhad
indicated; in effect a factor {cosA)-l/2
was achieved, rather than {cosA)-l. The
reasons for this observation stem fromthe
finite span and the detrimental effects of
fuselage and nacelles. For an untwisted
sweptback wing with constant section
shapes the lift is concentrated towards
the tip and the outboard sections work at
relatively high Ct values, resulting in a
local reduction in Mcr In addition, root
and tip effects decline the isobars in a
direction normal to the flow, so that the
sweep effect is, in fact, reduced. The
points of lowest pressure will be shifted
backwards near the root and forwards ne ar
the tip. The natural curved path of the
flow over a swept wing is hampered by the
fuselage and nace1les, if any, and this
results in a system of expansion waves,
terminating in a spanwise shock. The various effects combine to form a complex
pattern of shocks and expansion waves,
appearing first on the outboard wing and
next on the rear and front part of the

tion by an amount equal to l/cos A •

inner wing. The complete picture is some-

2. The wing lift coefficient CL is equal
to c t {coSA)2, where Ct is the normal section lift coefficient.
3. The critica1 Mach number of the wing is
Mcr/cosA, where Mcr is the normal section's critical Mach number at the normal
section's Ct.
These relationships show that potentially
the critical compressibility effects may
be postponed to a free stream Mach number
which is increased relative to that for a
straight wing by a factor {cosA)-l. The

times referred to as a À-shock. The techniques deve10ped to restore the fuli effect of wing sweep are therefore based on
e1iminating these detrimental effects by
reshaping the wing and bodies in the areas
affected (Fig. 7-19b). The rnid-section of
a high aspect ratio wing, however, is only slightly affected by three-dirnensional
effects, provided suitable measures have
been taken to counter act the root and tip
effects. Two-dimensional section shapes
and data may therefore be used to de fine
this part of the wing.

normal section shape, however, has to be
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b. Aerodynamic optimization of the wing
and drag-d~vergence Mach number.
The objective of high-speed wing design is
to obtain a pattern of approximately
straight isobars swept back at an angle at
least equal to the wing sweepback angle,
the upper surface generally being critical
for the drag divergence*. If this aim is
achieved, the flow will be approximately
two-dimensional and the drag-divergence
will occur at the same Mach number everywhere along the span. A detailed examination of the very complex optimization procedures of this type is outside the scope
of this book, but it is considered appropriate to mention some of the measures
which may be taken, although not all of
them are required for each design.
1. The sweep angle and thickness ratio between approximately 30 and 80 percent
semi-span from the root are based on a
pressure distribution obtained from the
simple sweep concept.
2. The points of maximum thickness at the
root and tip are shifted forwards and
backwards, respectively. Streamwise tips
are used on the BAC VC-10.
3. The lift on the inboard wing is increased by a negative twist (washout) . The
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twist compared with the more complex twist
distribution required to increase the
critical Mach number.
4. For low-wing designs the pressures tend
to be increased at the lower surface. This
may be turned to advantage by locally
thickening the lower part of the section
and bending the nose of the root section
slightly upwards. This results in a root
section with negative camber which is a
few percent thicker than the outboard wing
(Fig. 7-20).
5. The sweep angle near the root section
may be increased by introducing a kink in
the leading edge (Fig. 7-21). Incidentally, the kink in the trailing edge, observed
SWEPTBACK WINGS
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Fig. 7-20. Typical spanwise thickness and
twist angle distribution before and af ter
aerodynamic optimization (Ref. 7-24).

example in Fig. 7-20 shows a linear lofted

*Wings with rear loading sections may
form an exception in view of the ne arcritical conditions at the lower surface

-

Fig. 7-21. Sweptback wing planforms.

in rnany high-subsonic transport, is used
to provide internal space for retracting

designer is prepared to accept during cruisinq

the undercarriage (see Section 7.8.2.).

flight over relatively short distances a penalty

6. Adequate wingjfuselage fairings must be

of up to some 20 to 30 coun ts will be acceptable.

incorporated as a means of obtaining a
good area distribution (see Fig. 2-9c).
The cylindrical fuselage is generally
maintained in the interest of interior
layout but if the speed is increased above, say, Hm C .90, wingjfuselage blending is generally regarded as unavoidable

flight.

It

is fair to assume that in high-speed

In this case the drag-divergence Mach number may

be taken as being equal to or slightly below the
high-speed Mach number.
For example, if a high-speed cruising flight Mach
number of .8 is specified at CL

= .3, we may as-

swne for a straight wing wi th a peaky-type airfoil

M*= 1.05 - .25(.3) = .975. Substitution of this
value, together with M = . 8 and A = 0 into (7-38)

(Fig. 3-5b).
Some examples of swept wing planforms are
shown in Fig. 7-21. These wings are usually composed of at least two sections,
with linear lofted con tours between the
intermediate profiles. This sophistication in aerodynamic design results in compound curvatures, giving rise to compli-

percent. This would be i ncreased to 15.3 percent

results in a permissible thickness ratio of only
9.7 percent. For a sweep angle of 30
M

*=

0

we obtain

.95, and a permissible thickness ratio of 12

if an advanced airfoil could be de signed with
M*

=

1.20 at zero lift. This may be compared with

the allowable 11 percent thickness for a conven-

cations in the structural design and the

tional airfoil wi th t he maximum thickness at about

manufacturing process. An early example
of an aerodynamically efficient design,
the crescent wing (Handley Page Victor,
see Fig. 2-12 and Ref. 7-137), has never
been widely adopted, probably due to its
structural complexity.

30 percent chord.

yet based on wind tunnel measurements i theoretical

For the purpose of preliminary wing optimizatio n

buffet boundary cannot be presented in this bock.

The permissible thickness of a wing may well be
determined by the requirement of freedom from buffet. As the prediction of buffet boundaries is as

design methods for matching a wing to a specified

it may be desirable to derive the combinations of

The des igne r should pro bably follow an intuitive

tIe and A. 25 required to achieve a specified drag-

approach, based on the available information re-

divergence Mach number. Equatien 7-36 may be

lating to buffet boundaries of

modified by substitution of MeosA 25 and tic
(casA)

-I

•

exis~ing

aircraft

types or (new) wing sections.

x

where Mand tIc are used. For wings wi th

7.5.3. Low-speed problems of high-speed
wings

sYJIlDetrical sections at zero lift we then find :

I

-t = _.30
(McosA
I-I
CM.25
+ (McosA. 25 )

-

1/3

McosA

.25

1

x

2 3 5
2/ 3
.

1 1

(7-38)

5 + (M*) 2

Here M r e f e r s t o the dra g-di verge nce Mach number,

defined by à c

o

= . 002 , and tic i s the thickness

ratio at aboutPSO pe rcent semi-span from the root.
The values for M* are given by (7-37) for zero
-2

lift and should be r educed

by

.25CL (cosA . 25 )

account f o r lift and c ambe r at the design condi-

tion.

The drag-critical Mach number to be selected depends o n t he amount of compressibility drag the

to

In the same way as straight wings, the
flow over swept wings may separate first
at the leading edge or at the trailing
edge. Leading edge separation results in
a leading edge vortex, which cleans up the
flow over the inner wing, but stalls the
outer wing. At the lift coefficient where
this stalling occurs, the forces and
pitching moment on the wing are characterized by a break (Fig. 7-22), indicating
that the tip stall causes an undesirable
pi tch-up, for which the remote posi tion of
the tip is mainly responsible. The primary
causes of this stalling behavior are:
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Fig. 7-22. Aerodynamic characteristics at high lift of a typical sweptback wing configuration (Ref. 7-89)
1. the highly loaded tip of swept wings,
2. changes in the chordw1se pressure d1str1bution due to sweep, and
3. a spanw1se flow of the boundary towards
the tip, cleaning up the flow over the inboard wing and making it difficult to
stall.
Severa1 investigators have made attempts to correlate the type of separation wi th the ang1e of
sweepback, the nose sharpness and the Reynolds

number (Refs. 7-82 and 7-92). Other. have derived
conditlons tor astabie pitching moment curve at

the staU (Ref •. 7-82 and 7-84), a typical outcome
of which is shown in Fig . 2-25b. The highest aspect ratio for a longitudinally stable wing at the
sta1l is found to increase with increasing taper
(i.e. decreasing À) and to decrease with the ang1e
of sweepback. 'lbe locatien of the horlzontal tail-

plane ls another factor, determinlnq whether the

longitudinal stability improves or deteriorates if
the tail contribution is taken into account (see
Section 2.4.2b.) .
The objective of low-speed design for
transport aircraft is to avoid separated
flow and to increase the range of useful
lift coefficients. The obstacles to achieving this goal are the three-dimensional nature of the viscous flow and the
2S0

incompatibiltty of the measures to be
taken with high-speed design requirements.
As theoretical methods are not available,
an experimental program is required, where
a choice will have to be made from various
methods of triggering the flow. For example:
1. Washout and increásing camber towards
the tip.
2. Leading edge modifications, such as
nose droop or an increased nose radius on
the outer wing.
3. Leading edge devices postponing the
stall. The inboard end of a slat almost
invariably fixes the separation.
4. Fences , acting as barriers to the cross
flow.
5. Pylons for wing-mounted engines, shedding a vortex at high incidences. The
"vortilons' on the DC-9 wing have the same
effect (Ref. 7-13).
6. Discontinuities in the leading edge:
saw tooth, chord extensions.
7. Vortex generators on the outboard wing,
in front of the aileron.
It will be clear th at these opportunities
for design render a simple pitch-up criterion almost useless.

In spite of the potentially unfavorable
stalling characteristics of swept wings,
reasonab1y high aspect ratios can be accepted if suitab1e measures are taken. In
view of the sma11 thickness at the root,
the span is in any case 1imited by considerations of structura1 design, and the
swept wings of transport aircraft have a
canti lever ratio of the same order as that
used for propeller aircraft (Fig. 7-8).
The maximum usab1e lift (f1aps retracted)
is reduced re1ative to straight wing designs when trailing edge separation , occurs. A theoretica1 reduction factor of
cos 2A might be expected according to the
simple sweep theory, but in reality the
trend is more nearly approximated by a
cos A effect due to the postponed stalling
of the inner wing.
The stalling behavior of swept wings with high11ft devices depends to agreat extent on the
sophistication of these devices . For simple
trailing-edge devices (plain and split flaps) the

cruising speeds in excess of M = .80 (see
Tab1e 7-1).
It shou1d be noted that different combi nations of A. 25 and tic are possib1e for a
given drag-divergence Mach number. Increasing the ang1e of sweep allows a
thicker wing for the same design condition, permitting more fuel to be carried
if required. In addition, sweepback reduces the lift-curve slope and causes the
wing to be twisted if it is bent upwards
by a lift load. As aresult the gust10ads
are reduced and sweptback wings take the
bumps in gusty weather more smooth1y.
The best choice is the re sult of a tradeoff between structura1 weight, maximum
usable lift and high-speed performance
at design and off-design conditions. It
mayalso be affected by considerations of
1ayout design - for examp1e, if the location of the retractab1e main undercarriage conf1icts with that of the rear
spar (see Section 7.8.2.).

maximum lift increment is greatly reduced, but the
performance of optimized, multi-element alrfoils

on swept wings is quite goed. The stalling behavior is generally not very different from that of
the basic wing, or s11ghtly bet ter . Leading-edge
devices have a powerful effect on the longi tudinaT stability at the stall and can be used to ad-

vantaqe .

7.5.4. P1anform selection
a. Ang1e of sweepback.
The previous section has made it c1ear
that the wing sweepback shou1d not be more
than the minimum required. For cruising
speeds of up to about M = .65 to .70 compressibi1ity effects can be catered for
with a straight wing of acceptable thickness ratio. Increasing the Mach number
makes it desirab1e to use sweepback (or
sweep forward) in order to avoid severe
compressibi1ity prob1ems in a dive. At
cruising speeds of M = .75 to .80 a
straight wing may only be acceptab1e if
it is very thin and this requires a low
aspect ratio (e . g. Learjet 24) . The ang1e
of sweepback increases progressive1y for

b. Taper ratio.
The considerations re lating to straight
wings in Section 7.4.4. are equally valid
for swept wings. In addition we may note
th at for untwisted wings the taper ratio
for minimum induced drag decreases with
the sweepback ang1e (see Fig. 7-11). The
trend shows that actual designs have higher taper ratios, probably to avoid excessive washout and the associated drag penalty.
A highly tapered wing is favorable for
reducing the pitch-up tendency and has a
high torsional rigidity. This is a desirable feature, particularly for high-speed
wings as it minimizes aeroelastic problems.
c. Aspect ratio and span.
As in the case of straight wings, an optimum aspect ratio can be determined which
results in a good balance between fuel
weight (fuel cost) and empty weight (initial cost). The aspect ratio is structurally limited by the range of acceptab1e
cantilever ratios (Fig. 7- 8), while a performance limit stems from the climb gradi-
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ent requirement with one engine inoperative.
Realizing that high-subsonic aircraft are
jet-propelled, an approximate range for
the span loading for this category is derived from statistical data, as follows:
.18 to .20

(7-39)

It can be shown* that this parameter is
proportional to the ratio of induced drag
to weight at the takeoff safety speed V ,
2
which is related to the takeoff field
length by (7-19). Hence, even without considering the flap effectiveness, a reasonable choice of the span loading can be
made with (7-39).
For twin-engine transport aircraft the
thrust available af ter engine failure imposes a rather sharp limit on the span
loading. The following recommended limit
is derived from statistical data:
(7-40)

where Tto refers to standard sea level
conditions. Aircraft with a higher span
loading are likely to be penalized in
takeoffs from hot and high airfields.

7.6. HIGH-LIFT AND FLIGHT CONTROL DEVICES
7.6 . 1. General considerations
In Section 7.2. it was argued th at in most
designs an attempt will be made to achieve
a favorable wing loading, based on considerations of fuel usage, structural weight
and acceptable comfort in turbulent
weather. High-lift devices are required to
prevent the flight speeds from reaching
unacceptable values during takeoff, approach and landing. These devices have
proved to be of vital importance to an
aircraft's operational characteristics
and economic yield and much work has been
*See Chapter 11, equation 11-2.
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done to foster their development.
Although the improvement in CL-max since
the OC-6, for example, may not appear excessive at first sight, the application
of swept wings with thin sections has obscured the actual progress made. The multi-element systems at present in use permit a sectional ct-max of about 5.5 to he
obtain~d during the landing, and this appears to be about the limit of passive
systems*. The designer may choose from a
large collection of feasible high-lift
systems, although in the case of a specific project this freedom will be limited, since incremental drag, mechanical
complexity, development and maintenance
costs and structural weight are all factors to be considered.
The additional wing lift contributed by
high-lift devices is basically obtained
through:
- increased airfoil camber,
- boundary layer control resulting from
improved pressure distributions, reenergizing or removing low energy boundary
layers,
- an increment of the effective wing area
in the case of flaps extending the chord
when deflected.
Not all existing configurations combine
these actions simultaneously. Trailingedge flaps increase the camber and improve
the flow at the trailing edge, but tend to
promote leading edge stalion thin sections and may cause a reduction in the
stalling angle of attack. Leading-edge
high-lift devices postpone or eliminate
leading edge stall, but they have little
effect on the airfoil camber as a whoie,
although locally the camber is increased.
Fig. 7-23 shows that these differences
result in large variations in the range
of operational angles of incidence at low
speeds.
Most flap systems are offered with a
*"passive" means that no boundary layer
control by suction or blowing is used.

(7-41)
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Generally speaking, CL-max is less lor

\

small airplanes than for large ones, as a
result of a less sophisticated wing design and lower Reynolds nurnbers. There
are obviously many other details which
may lead to departures from the quoted
figures, such as differences in the relative flap chord, flap span, airfoil type
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Fig. 7-23. Lift curves with and without
high-lift devices.
choice of several discrete deflection angles. Deflections of up to about 25 degrees are used on takeoff, while higher
values are used during the approach and
landing. For each item of performance
there is an optimum flap angle which constitutes a tradeoff between high lift and
lew drag - see Section 11.7 . 1 . Though the
operational flexibility of the aircraft
is improved by increasing the freedom of
choice, the cost and time involved with.
the certification tests and data handling
rnay become prohibitive.
Typical deflection angles are shown in
Table 7-2 for several cornrnonly used high lift configurations, together with a range
of CL-max values, defined as follows:

and interference with engine nacelles,
etc It should also be noted th at the values stat~d apply to the tr~rnrned aifpraft,
and hence they include the· tailplane load
required for longitudinal equilibrium. A
detailed aerodynarnic prediction rnethod,
taking account of the most relevant geometrie design features, is presented in
Appendix G-2.
7.6.2 . Trailing-edge flaps
Typical lift and profile drag increments
caused by flaps on airfoil sections are
compared in Fig. 7-24.
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Table 7-2. Typical maximum lift coefficients for wings with high lift devices.

Fig. 7-24. Trends in performance of
trailing-edge flaps.
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Fig. 25a. Split flap

®o]o~..... ,
,

~,

',",

Fig. 7-25b. Plain flap

"
Fig. 7-25f. Double slotted flap with fourbar mot ion (Douglas DC-S)

Fig. 7-25c. Single slotted flap with fixed
hinge

Fig. 7-25d. Single slotted flap with optimum flap position for each deflection angle (Caravelle)

Fig. 7-25e. Double slotted flap Wit ~fixed
hinge and fixed vane (Douglas DC-9)
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Fig. 7-25g. Double slotted flaps with individual adjustment of flap segments and
drooped aileron (GAF N-22 Nomad)

Fig. 7-25h. Triple slotted flap (Boeing 727)

DOUBLE SLOTTED FLAPS are markedly superior
to the previous type at large deflections,
because separation of the flow over the
flap is postponed by the more favorable
pressure distribution. Various degrees of
mechanical sophistication are possible:
a. Flaps with a fixed hinge and a fixed
Fig. 7-25j. Single slotted Fowler flap

vane of relatively small dimensions (Fig.
7-25e) are structurally simpIe, but may
have high profile drag during takeoff. If

SPLIT FLAPS consist of a stiffened plate

the va ne is made retractable for small

on the lower surface, hinged just aft of

flap deflections," the flap is effectively

the rear spar, by means of a piano hinge

single-slotted during the takeoff, which

(Fig. 7-25a"). The drag due to flap deflec-

improves the drag and hence the climb per-

tion ls large, particularly in the case of

formance. The extern al flap supports cause

small deflections, thus making the split

a noticeable parasite drag, which may be

flap less suitable for takeoff. Although
its structural simplicity and low weight

acceptable only on short ranges.
b. Double slotted flaps may be supported

are attractive, this type of flap must now

on a four-bar mechanism (Fig. 7-24f).

be considered as obsolete.

Du,ing extension the slot shape closely

PLAIN FLAPS are hardly more than a hinged

but the flap supports cause a disturbance

part of the trailing edge (Fig. 7-25b).

in the flow through the slot. The parasite

approximates to the aerodynamic optimum,

The best performance is obtained with a

drag penalty in the en route configuration

sealed gap. If the deflection exceeds 10

being negligible, this configuration is

to 15 degrees, the flow separates immedi-

probably most suitable for application on

ately af ter the knuckle, the lift effec-

three- or four-engine long-range trans-

tiveness drops progressively and the drag

ports.

increases to values comparable to those

c . . lf the two flap elements are independ-

of the split flap.

ently adjustable, the maximum deflection
may be increased up to 70 degrees. This

SINGLE SLOTTED FLAPS derive their favora-

rather complex system (Fig. 7-25g) is oc-

bIe act ion from a specially contoured slot

casionally used on STOL aircraft, such as

through which air is admitted from below

the DHC-7. The figure shows the system

the wing. The upper surface boundary layer

used on the GAF N-22 Nomad full span flaps
with aileron control at high speeds, aug-

is stabilized by the suction on the flap's
leading

~dge

and diverted at the trailing

edge of the basic wing. A new boundary

mented by spoiler ailerons at large flap
deflections.

layer is formed over the flap which permits an effective deflection of up to 40

TRIPLE SLOTTED FLAPS are used on several

degrees. The performance is sensitive to

transport aircraft with very high wing

the shape of the slot, which is determined

loadings. In combi nat ion with leading-edge

by the kinematics "of deflection. A simple

devices, this system represents almost the

fixed hinge (Fig. 7-25c) is not very ef-

ultimate achievement in passive high-lift

fective, but the achievement of an opti-

technology" but Fig. 7- 25h snows that com-

mum slot shape requires a system whichcan
only be realized by means of a track and

plicated flap supports and controls are
required.

flap carriage assembly (Fig. 7-25d). Single slotted flaps with fixed hinge are

THE FOWLER FLAP is a slotted flap

commonly used on light aircraft.

travelling aft on tracks over almost its
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entire chord and subsequently deflecting
to its maximum angle (Fig. 7-25j). The upper wing skin continues to approximately
90 to 95 percent of the chord. The favorable performance is derived from the effective wing area extension, yielding a
gain in lift for very little extra drag
which makes the Fowler flap particularly
suitable for twin-engine aircraft.
Configurations have been devised with one,
two and even three slots, depending upon
the magnitude of the required lift. These
systems not only have considerable chord
extension due to the basic flap motion,
but the flap sections move relative to
each other and the extended length of the
chord is therefore in excess of the nested
length. The structural complications of
these mul ti-track supports and their
weight penalty are usually the limiting
factor here. The shapè of the slots must
be very carefully optimized to obtaingood
performance.
7.6.3. Leading-edge high-lift devices
The increased circulation associated with
the deflection of an effective trailingedge device induces an upwash at thenose.
The local suction peak increases and on
airfoils which are liable to leading edge
stall the flow will separate at an angle
of attack which is below that of the basic
wing. Leading-edge high-lift devices (Fig.
7-26) are intended primarily to delay the

~
~
KRUEGER FLAP

NOSE

FIXED

Fig. 7-26. Leading-edge

high-lif~

HINGED
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SLOT

devices.

stalling to higher angles of attack.
LEADING-EDGE SLATS are small, highly
cambered airfoils forward of the wing
leading edge, which experience large suction forces per unit of area and reduce
the suction forces on the basic airfoil.
The associated profile drag increment and
pitching moment changes are small and for
optimized configurations a CL-max increment due to a full-span slat between .5
and .9 can be obtained without any appreciable increase in tail load and trimdrag.
In view of the large stalling angle of attack, the angles of pitch during takeoff
and landing are large and proper attention
must therefore be paid to the visibility
from the cockpit, particularly if the angle"of sweep is large and the aspect ratio
low.
Slats ma~ be used to advantage by varying
their effectiveness in spanwise direction
in order to delay the onset of the tip
stall and the associated pitch-up ofsweptback wings. This may be achieved by varying the gap width, the slat deflection angle or the relative slat chord in spanwise
direction.
KRUEGER FLAPS perform in the same way as
slats, but they are thinner and more suitable for installation on th in wings.
Krueger flaps are of ten used on the inboard part of wings, in combination with
outboard slats, to obtain positive longitudinal stability in the stall.
(PLAIN) LEADING-EDGE FLAPS (hinged noses)
are less effective than slats. They are
mechanically simple and rigid and particularly suitable for thin airfoil sections.
FIXED SLOTS are the simplest devices for
postponing leading edge stall, but their
profile drag penalty is generally prohibitive for effective cruising, except on
some low-speed STOL aircraft.
Leading-edge devices are beneficial if
there is any possibility of leading edge
stall occurring, but with the " comparatively thick sections used on light aircraft
and small propeller transports, slats or
leading-edge flaps are not normally con-

sidered necessary. Stall prevention on the
outboard wing should be obtained by aproper choice of the sectional shape, modérate
taper ratio and washout. If necessary, an
increased leading-edge radius, drooped
nose or a part-span slot may be considere~
7.6.4. Flight control devices
A typical arrangement of high lift and
flight control devices on a swept wing is
shown in Fig. 7-27, to which the following
comments can be added.

SPOILERI
AIRBRAKE
ITWO SECTIONS)
AIRBRAKE
ITWO SECTIONS) •
INBQARO
AILERON

OUT BOARD
AILERON

the gÇlin in lift is largely reduced by the
associated trim load.
If the aileron of a thin wing is deflected
at a high EAS, the load on it causes the
wing to twist in the opposite direction.
This could, in some cases, offset the load
produced by the aileron, resulting in a
roll in the wrong direction (aileron reversal). For this reason some high-speed
aircraft employ ailerons located closer to
the wing root, where adequate torsional
rigidity is present. The outboard ailerons
operate only at low speeds, while the
small-span "high-speed" ailerons are operative both at low and high speeds. A suitable location for the high-speed aileron is
behind the (inboard) engines, since the
flap will have to be interrupted there to
keep it free from the jet efflux. In addition, to reduce the size of the <lilerons
on high-speed aircraft, these are frequently assisted by spoiler-ailerons.
The area of conventional ailerons may be estimated
in the preliminary design stage from statistical
data of the parameter Sala/Sb (Fig. 7-28), ..hieh

is a measure of the rolling moment, for a given
aileron deflection.
DOUBLE SLOTTEO FOWLER FLAPS
WITH FIXEO VANESI5 SECTIONS)
KRUEGER
FLAP

Fig. 7-27. Arrangement of high-lift devices
and flight control surfaces in plan view .
a. Ailerons.
The aileron span is chosen as small as possible in order to obtain the largest possible flap span, within the limits imposed
by roll control requirements. Slotted ailerons, which are drooped with the flaps,
are sometimes used on straight wings, where
the object is to attain the highest possible lift with the additional advantage
of reducing the induced drag. Their maximum symmetrical deflection is generally
limited to some 20 degrees, unless roll
control is augmented by means of spoilers.
Drooped ailerons on highly swept wings are
likely to be fairly ineffective, because
they introduce a large pitching moment and

b. Spoilers may be fitted for various reasons: they of ten combine more than one
function and usually occupy a substantial
part of the flap span, just behind the
re ar spar. As shown in Fig. 7-27, the upper skin consists of stiffened panels
which can be deflected in almost upright
position. Immediately af ter landing, or in
the event of an aborted takeoff, they may
be activated either by the pilot or auto-

Fig. 7-28. Dimensions related to the aileron geometry.
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matically (pre-armed). As a result of the
interrupted airflow over the flaps, the
,wing loses a large part of its lift, which
increases the normal force on the tires
and makes braking more effective. In addition, they create considerable drag and
these combined effects increase the deceleration by some 20 percent .
Outboard spoilers may be used in flight
when an appreciable increment in drag is
required to obtain a 'high rate of descent
or improved speed stability with a constant angle of descent. Inboard spoilers
are not defl,ected in this case to avoid
disturbing the flow over the empennage and
prevent buffeting. For this reason the inboard spoilers are only instalIed to decrease the lift on the ground and are referred to as ground spoilers (liftdumpers),
while the others are known as (in-)flight
spoilers. When acting as drag-producing
devices, these spoilers are referred to
as airbrakes (speedbrakes) which may be
instalIed both on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing (Fig. 7-25d).
The effectiveness of roll control may be
increased by operating the outboard
spoilers simultaneously with the upwardmoving aileron. Their motion is proportional to the control wheel movement when
it is turned beyond a predetermined angle
of rotation. These devices, referred to as
lateral spoilers, may be used as airbrakes
by deflecting them on both sides.
A recent development is the use of spoilers
as elements of a system known as Direct
Lift Control (DLC) , which has been adopted
on the Lockheed 1011. During the approach,
in steady flight, all spoilers are deflected several degrees and when thepilot
moves the elevator the spoilers are activated accordingly, resulting in an instantaneous gain or loss in lift. This system
counteracts the slow elevator response
which is common to most large aircraft,
particularly wh en their tail moment arm is
relatively small. The DLC control system
is most effective when the flaps are deflected and it is therefore used only in
the low-speed configuration.
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7.7. DIHEDRAL, ANHEDRAL AND WING SETTING
Once the wing shape and the high-lift system have been selected, the position of
the wing relative to the fuselage can be
laid down. lts vertical position has been
dealt with in Section 2.2., while the longitudinal position will depend on considerations of center of gravity position
(Chapter 8) and horizontal tail si ze
(Chapter 9).
7.7.1 . The angle of dihedral (anhedral)
The proper amount of rolling moment due to
sideslip is provided on practically all
aircraft by means of dihedral, the angle
being denoted as r (Fig. A-4 of Appendix
A). Low-wing aircraft with straight wings
generally have a dihedral of 5 to 7 degrees, but high-wing configurations require a lower value of up to three degrees.
For high-wing types with straight taper
the upper flange of the main spar is of ten
straight, and the upper wing skin panels
may have a single curvature in this case.
More dihedral is require~ on low-wing aircraft, for the flow around the wing/fuselage intersection in a sideslip induces a
non-symmetric wing lift distribution, resulting in a rolling moment which counteracts the effect of the dihedral. Similarly,
the wing/fuselage interaction contributes
to the desired rolling moment on high-wing
configurations. The air forces on a swept
wing are affected by a sideslip to the extent that the same effect is obtained as
that exerted by the dihedral on a straight
wing. This results in an effective dihedral which increases with the lift coefficient and may become too large at high
lift coefficients. The yawing motion, following a side gust, is accompanied by a
rolling motion (Dutch roll) which may be
poorly damped or even unstable and consequently objectionable to pilots. This is
one of the reasons that for most swept
wing aircraft it is necessary to resort to
the use of a device, known as a yaw damper,
which essentially consists of a rate gyro

transmitting a signal to a servornechanism.
The rudder is then operated in a direction
50 as to oppose the yawing motion. The yaw
damper is incorporated in the autopilot,
and on aircraft with wing-mounted engines
it has the additional function of suppressing the yawing motion following engine failure .
An alternative method to combating the
lateral-directional stability problems
with swept wings is to reduce the dihedral,
or even to use anhedral. This can be realized without any layout problem on highwing aircraft (Fig. 2-4), the application
of anhedral on some Russian low-wing designs by Tupolev necessitated a special
undercarriage configuration to ensure ,3minimum wing tip clearance with respect
to the runway in takeoff and during landing
in crosswind conditions (see also Section
10.3.1.).
7.7.2. Wing/body incidence

during takeoff and landing (Section
10.3.1.). Deviations of more than ab out 2
degrees from a level cabin in cruising
flight should, however, be avoided.

7.8. THE WING STRUCTURE
The outline of the wing, both in planform
and in the cross-sectional shape, must be
suitable for housing a structure which is
capable of doing its job. As soon as the
basic wing shape has been decided, a preliminary layout of the wing structuremust
be indicated, which is expected to lead,
af ter further refinement and detail design, to a sufficiently strong, stiff and
light solution, with a minimum of manufacturing problems.
7.8.1. Types of wing structure
Three basic types of primary wing structure can be distinguished (Fig. 7-29):

The wing setting relative to the fuselage
is usually chosen such th at duringcruising
flight with a representative All-Up Weight
at a representative altitude the fuselage
axis or cabin floor will be horizontal. An
expression for the wing incidence is derived in Appendix E (Section E-9.3.),
taking into account the effects of wing/
fuselage interference, body lift and trim
load. If these effects are ignored, the
following expression is found:
(7-42)

where CL* is the lift coefficient for
which the fuselage reference line is horizontal, a 01 the change in zero-lift angle
of the wing per degree of positive twist
at the tip and (al )r the zero-lift angle
o
of the root section. The lift-curve slope
can be obt'a ined from Section E-4. 1. , while
a 01 is approximately -.4 for straighttapered wings with linear twist. The wing/
body incidence may be affected to sorne extent by considerations of tail clearance

MASS BOOM types of wing structure, where
the flanges of one or two spars take the
normal forces resulting from bending,
while the torsional load is carried by
either the spar webs (differential bending)
or the combination of the spars and skin
covers (shear). The single spar wing uses
the spar web and the nose section or the
section aft of the spar to combine into a
box which provides torsional stiffness.
Mass boom structures are mainly used on
slow aircraft with thick wings (t/c above
15 percent) and low wing loadings (up to
30 lb/sq.ft, 150 kg/rn 2 ). Advantages of
this arrangement are as follows.
a. Tapered booms are easy to produce and
may be adapted to the local stress level
desired. If the booms are stabilized against buckling by means of closely spaced
ribs, high stress levels are attainable.
b. The skin is subject only to shear forces
and with the use of closely spaced ribs
stringers may be dispensed with, which
simplifies the manufacturing of the ribs.
c. Attachrnent to the fuselage is a simple
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a. Typical single spar mass boom structure

b. Typical wing section of a box beam structure

c. Example of a multispar structure

Fig. 7-29. Examples of basic types of wing structure
matter: only two main frames are required.
d. Weight penalties for openings and inspection doors will be modest.
The disadvantages, however, may be of decisive importance:
a. Failure of a spar boom is catastrophic.
Due to the absence of fail-safe characteristics, the mass boom wing structure is no
longer used in new transport aircraft designs.
b. Due to the high stresses in the spar
booms the deflections under bending loads
are large.
c. The skin plays no part in absorbing the

BOX BEAM structures incorporate skin panels, which are stressed not only to take
shear forces, but also the end load due
to bending. The example in Fig. 7-29b
shows a three-spar box beam, but various
alternatives are known, such as the twospar box 'beam with or without a stiffened

bending moment so that it is not used very
efficiently.
d. If a two-spar configuration is used,
the spar height is less than the airfoil
thickness. The forces in the spar booms
due to bending are thus increased andmore

nose section.
From the point of view of fail-safe design
the stressed skin structure is much bet ter
than the mass boom type. The skin can be
divided into several planks (multi-Ioad
path) coup led' with spanwise splice members.
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material will be required.
e. Many ribs are required to stabilize the
spar booms.
f. The skin will buckle when loaded if no
stringers are used; this will adversely
affect the aerodynamic cleanness.

Fig. 7-30. OC-8 wing structure in plan (Ref.: The Aeroplane, 15 Aug. 1958, page 230)
The web can be designed to accommodate an
in-service crack, as indicated in the figure.

By and large, the pros and cons of thebox
beam structure contrast with those of the
mass boom type. The advantages of the box
beam will be evident when considerable
skin thickness is required to obtain sufficient torsional rigidity on wings designed for high speeds and/or thin, high
aspect ratio wings. In lightly loaded
wings, however, the stress levels in the
upper skin will be kept fairly low to avoid buckling and the difference in weight
will be small as compared with the mass
boom type. Integral construct ion is of ten
employed on highly loaded wings.
MULTI-SPAR structures are used on very
thin wings, sometimes in conjunction with
closely spaced ribs. This type of structure is most unsuitable for the provision
of cutouts, such as would be required for
stowing the landing gear or for inspection
facilities.
7.8.2. Structural arrangement in plan
Fig. 7-30 shows the plan view of a

t~pical

wing of a high-subsonic transport aircraft
(oC-8: wing loading approximately 100
lb/sq.ft, 500 kg/m 2 ; thickness ratio 12
percenti •
The re ar spar must be located at a suitable chordwise station, leaving sufficient
space for the flaps and for housing the
controls to operate the flaps, ailerons
and spoilers. A rearward shift of this
spar increases the cross-sectional area
of the tors ion box - and incidentally the
fuel storage space - but the reduction in
the sectional height will make it less
efficient in bending. Similar criteria
apply to the front spar when it is moved
forward. It is noted that the best flap
chord for simple plain and split flaps is
about 25 percent wing chord, but highly
efficient slotted and Fowler flap systems
are more effective with flap chords of up
to 35 or even 40 percent of the wing chord.
The front spar is located at about 15 percent chord, the rear spar at 55 to 60 percent. About 5 to 10 percent chord should
be available between the nested flap and
the re ar spar for control system ~lem~nts.
The central part of the wing, bounded by
the front and re ar spars, takes the loads
from the nose and rear sections and carries
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them to the fuselage, together with its
own loads. The primary wing structure of
transport aircraft is in effect a leakproof, integral fuel tank, the arrangement
of which in spanwise direct ion is dictated
by considerations of balancing the aircraft for various fuel loads. Center tanks
should be avoided from the outset, although for long-range aircraft they are
more or less essential . About 3 ft (1 m)
of the wing tip should be free from fuel.
Leading-edge structures may contain an
anti-icing 9r de-icing system, flaps or
slats, bleed air and fuel pipes, and they
are of ten detachable for inspection and
maintenance. The structure behind the raar

spar contains the flaps and flap support
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structure, spoilers, ailerons and control
system elements . In the case of swept
wings the main undercarriage is usually
retracted in"to a wheelbay within this
structure or inside the fuselage. This
layout makes the moderately swept wing an
attractive proposition, as the primary
structure is not interrupted and its
structural design is simplified, while
the loss in space for fuel storage is
minimized. A kink in the trailing edge, a
reduced sweepback angle of the inner wing
flap and trailing edge, and a forward
shift of the rear spar are usually required to create adequate space for the
wheelbay.

Chapter 8. Airplane weight and balance

SUMMARY

The sensitivity of airplane performance and operating economy to the empty weight is discussed and the value of weight-saving is demons'trated.
An accurate weight prediction in , the preliminary design stage is a most effective way to
control the weight; it begins with a consistent scheme for weight subdivision and limitations. Considerations are presented for making a sound choice of the operational weight
limitations.
Some general remarks on weight prediction methods are followed by a comprehensive collection of available and consistent methods, useful for most categories of modern civil aircraft. Attention is paid both to simple approximate methods and to more detailed procedures, for which detailed design information must be available.
The load and balance diagram is introduced to illustrate the flexibility of loading an
airplane. The effect of the general arrangement and layout of the aircraft on the problem
of obtaining adequate balance in all likely flight conditions is discussed and a procedure suggested for establishing a suitable longitudinal wing location and center of gravity range.
Many references to literature are given, as well as a large collection of data on weights
and center of gravity ranges of airplane types in present service.
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NOMENCLATURE
AC
Ai
APS
APU
AUW
a
BOW
Bp
b

b ref
b

ë

s

c.g.
0

oe
0

P

ESHP

h
hh
k
kw
I
lh
lt

takeoff horsepower per engine
(sea level, static)
maximum range with maximum payload (Fig. 8-3)

alternating current
capture area of inlet
Aircraft Prepared for Service

maximum range with maximum fuel
(Fig. 8-3)

Auxiliary Power Unit
All-Up Weight
constant factor in statistical
weight equation
Basic Operating Weight
number of propeller blades per
propeller
span (no index: wing span);
factor of proportionality in
statistical correlation
reference span
structural span (bs=b/cos A~)
length of mean aerodynamic chord
center of gravity
selling price of payload
Direct Current
propeller diameter
Equivalent Shaft Horse Power
(takeoff, standard atmosphere)
height; depth
height of horizontal tailplane
above fin root
factor of proportionality

reference range
(projected) area of a surface
(no index: wing area); standard
error of predi.ction
areas of parallel end facps of
a prismoid
gross shell area of the fuselage
exposed horizontal tailplane
area

SIV
SMC
Swet
Tto

level, static)
(absolute) maximum thickness
U

u.c.

speed; volume

Vb

blockspeed
Design Dive speed
maximum horizontal flight speed

V

o

V

max

factor of proportionality for

W

weight

the weight of a group of items
length; moment arm; distance
between end faces of a prismoid
horizontal tail length (cf.
Chapter 9)
distance between 1/4-chord
points of wing and horizontal

W
ba
Wf

rated bleed airflow of APU
fuel flow per engine, corresponding to P to or Tto
Delivery Empty Weight
Operating Empty Weight
Gross Weight
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight
X-axis; parameter for wing

tailplane root (see Fig. 0-2)
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
MLW (MRLW) Maximum (Regular) Landing Weight
MTOW(MRTOW) Maximum (Regular) TakeoffWeight
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight
ratio of actual to estimated
weight for a sample point
number of an item present in
the airplane
n 1 ,n 2 ,··,n m exponent of a weight parameter
ultimate load factor
nuIt
OEW
Operational Empty Weight
total electrical generator
Pel
power (kVA)
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of root chord
annual airplane utilisation
undercarriage

V

to

weight estimation example
coordinate of MAC leading edge

MAC

N

Standard Item Variations
Standard ~ean Chord
wetted area
takeoff thrust per engine (sea

x

t:.x

coordinate of weight contribution; sample value of X
range of x-coordinates for the
c.g.
airplane c.g. position for the
OEW
weight of an airplane part
actual (measured) value of Y
for a sample
maximum deflection angle;
incidence variation

~1'~2"

"

sweepback angle at 50% chord
(no index: wing)

geo

geometric shape

h

horizontal tailplane

average load factor

hc

horizontal tail controls

~m parameters for general weight

estimation formula

i

inlet; installation; sample

ieg

instruments and electronics
group

Subscripts

ld

lift dumper

LEMAC

Leading Edge of MAC

n

nacelle (group)

APU

Auxiliary Power Unit

p

propeller

APUG

APU Group

pax

passengers

ba

(APU) bleed airflow

pc

passenger cabin

cc

cabin crew

pg

propulsion group

cf

cabin floor

cg

center of gravity

s
sb

structure; slat
speed brake

ch

cargo hold

sc

surf ace controls group

d

intake duct

tail

horizontal plus vertical tail

e

engine(s)

thr

thrust reverser

el
er

electrical system
bending moment relief due to

to

takeoff

uc

undercarriage

engine(s)

v

vertical tallplane

f

fuselage; flaps; fuel

w

wing; weight

fc
fg

flight crew

wc

fuselage group

wg

tOilet/watercloset compartment
wing group

ft

fuel tank

wt

water tank for injection fluid

8.1.INTRODUCTION; THE IMPORTANCE OF LOW

diction is necessary not only to make an

WEIGHT

assessment of the design qualities, but also to set a goal for the structural and

Weight minimization of an airplane design

systems design offices. The initial weight

is a subject of the utmost importance. Al-

prediction must be arealistic challenge to

though reduction of weight is generally

both. This type of work, being the normal

obtained only at some initial cost penalty,

task of the preliminary design office, in-

the effects on total operating costs are

volves virtually no extra costs.

paramount for most high-performance designs,

Weight reductions or increments are gener-

particularly for large and complex air-

ally evaluated for constant design perform-

planes. In many cases the increased weight

ance, unless limited engine performance

of one component means added weight else-

does not permit this. Any component weight

where, leading to the well-known snowball

increase is therefore associated with a

effect of weight growth. The opportunities

takeoff weight increase. If, however, the

to achieve a weight reduction and the as-

component weight growth is caused by a de-

sociated costs depend upon the phase of the
design process.

sign change to improve performance - e.g.

a. During the initial conceptual design the

span - the final result may weIl be a take-

cÏ\oice of the airplane layout, geometry and
detailed configuration affects weight. The
design layout should be carefully optimized

Sensit1vities to structure weight increments
are shown in Table 8-1 for some typical mis-

and high accuracy of the initial weight
prediction is a prerequisite. Weight pre-

improved high-lift devices, increased wing
off weight reduction.

sions. In the case considered, a 10% structu re weight growth was followed by a re-
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AIRPLANE CATEGORY

DESIGN RANGE EFFECT ON HTOW
250 nm

subsonic transport

1000 nm
!

supersonic transport

!

transport VTOL

I

military VTOL

I

!

6.5 %
6.9 %

3000 nm

7.0 %

3000

;Im

9.4 %

250 nm

6.9 %

250 nm

9.5 %

Table 8-1. Effect of a 10\ increase in
structure weight on maximum takeoff weight
for a constant mission (Reference: ICAS
Paper No. 66-1)
sizing process in order to maintain the
specified pay10ad-range and other performance. The data presented are illustrative
only, the sensitivity also depending on
where the weight growth occurs.

An even more sensitive case is that of a
fixed takeoff weight. A typical weight
breakdown* of a conventional design of a
medium subsonic propeller turbine transport
is as follows:
OEW
61% MTOW
Payload: 22% MTOW
Fuel
17% MTOW (5% reserve, 12% trip
fuel)
Increasing the OEW by 5% MTOW to 66% MTOW
initially reduces the payload by 22% for
the same range or the range by 42% for the
same payload. Obviously, the final result
may be quite different if the airplane is
redesigned to accommodate the reduced payload.
b. Ouring detail design it is essential to
save every small item of weight that can
possibly be saved, in order to ensure a
high standard of weight prediction accuracy
and to 'continuously monitor the weight,
us:t'ng an effective weight con trol system.
In most airplane development programsweight
reduction programs must be started occasionally in order to redress unfavorable weight
creep which may have become apparent. Some
cost may be involved in the form of additional manpower, but this is of ten a small
*Oefinitions in Section 8.2.2.
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portion of the penalties incurred by an
overweight design.
In order to save weight, the use of advanced materials and sophisticated manufacturing techniques may be considered, resulting in a reduction of the amount of
material required. The weight saving may
be used to reduce the takeoff weight or to
increase the payload or fuel load. However,
the cost involved may lead to a noticeable
increase in the price of the airplane and
an assessment of the value of the weight
saving should be made.
c. Ouring negotiations with potential CUBtomers the question will arise whether or
not the design is subject to special requirements, resulting in a weight penalty.
For a civil transport aircraft the weight/
cost tradeoff can be based on the value of
payload to the operator, which in turn depends upon the productivity of the aircraft
and the frequency with which the payload
availability can be sold. The revenue on a
pound of capacity payload on a critical

PERCENTAGE OF HTOW
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jets
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0
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9.0

42.0

turboprops 27.0

12.0 12.0

51.0

25.5

17.5 11.0

54.0

short-hau1 turboprops

35.0

13.0

8.0

56.0

1ong-haul turboprops

26.5

10.0

7.0.43.5

EXECUTIVE JETS

27.5

1ong-haul

pistons

8.5

FREIGHTERS

8.0 15.5

51.0

Table 8-2. Typical average empty weight
fractions for several categories of transport aircraft
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AIRPLANE TYPE:
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CROUP WEtCHT BREAKDOWN

CATE:

ENGlN! TYPE:

NNtE:

GROUP INDICATION

WEIGHT (

)

AIRFRAKE STKUC1lJRE

(

)

x(

MCIIENT ARM
)
z(

)

(

WINC GROUP
--- - - --_.
TAIL GROUP

)

(

)

--

BODY GROUP
ALICHTING GUR CROUP

-_.

-

SURF ACE CONTIWLS GROUP

':_-

ENGIN! SECTION OR NACELLE GROOP

PROPULSION CROUP
E~INE

(

)

(

)

)

(

INSTALLATION AND AFTERBURNERS

ACCESSORY GUR BOXES AND DRIVES

SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
AIR INDUCTION SYSTEH
EXHAUST SYSTEK

DIL SYSTEH ANC COOLER
LU8R1CATING SYSTEH

,

FUEL SYSTEM

--

WATER INJECTIDN SYSTEM
ENG INE CONTROLS
STARTING SYSTEK

--

PROPELLER INSTALLATION
-1lIRUST
- --REVERS ERS
)

(

AIRFRAHE SERVICES AND EQUIPHENT

(

)

(

)

AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP
INSTRUHENTS AND NAV. EQPT. GROUP
AND PNEUMATIC
-HYDRAULIC
- -----ELECTRlCAL GROOP

GROUP

--

ELECTRONICS GROUP
FURNISHING AND EQUIPKENT GROUP

- ._ - -

_...

AIRCONDITIONING ANO ANTI-ICING CROUP
..-

---- HISCELLANUOUS

BASIC (EHPTY) WEIGHT

(

)

(

)

(

)

OPERATIDNAL ITEMS

(

)

(

)

(

)

-CREW
_. PROVISIONS
PASSENGER CA BIN SUPPLlES
POTABLE WATER ANO TOILET CHEHICALS
SAFETY EQUIPHENT
DIL. RESIOUAL FOEL. WATER/METHANOL -

-------

- -

CARGO HANDLINC EQUIPKENT. MISC.
OPERATIONAL EKPTY WEICHT

,
per lb. In practice, the money lost by the

revenue = constant V U D $ $/annum
b

(8-1)

For a utilization U = 3000 hours per annum,
a load factor $ =.55

for civil conventional airplanes (AN 9103 D, modified)

sector* is given by:

enue D

Table 8-3_ Weight breakdown

and a passenger rev-

.45$ per sh. ton nm, the revenue is

operator will be a mixture of lost passenger revenue, cargo revenue or extra fuel.
Moreover, not all sectors are critical all
the time and therefore the value of a pound
of empty weight will be a fraction of the

$167 per lb per annum for an average block

stated va·lue, e.g. 10-15%. However, the

speed V = 450 kts (835 krnh) _ During a 12b
year service peri'od this amounts to $200·0

that the empty weight must not increase to

lesson to be learnt from these figures is
such an extent that the capacity payload

*i.e. a sector where the MTOW is restrict-

cannot be achieved.

ed by field leng th or other operational limitations.

Basic Empty Weight is composed of airframe
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structure weight, propulsion group weight
and the weight of airframe equipment and
services (see Table 8-3). Many contributions to these weight groups are affected
to some extent by the airplane layout; this
applies to the structure weight in particular. A survey of empty weight fractions
for several airplane categories is given
in Table 8-2. In comparing the structure
weight fraction of modern airplane types
with oldtimers, it is sometimes noted that
this fraction has not improved, probably
for the following reasons:
a. The relative fuel and propulsion group
weights must be taken into account. Due to
the improved engines of recent years, these
weight fractions have decreased and, for
the same payload, the structure weight
fraction tends to increase.
b. The wings of modern high-subsonic airplanes are swept and relatively thin. More
emphasis has to be laid on stiffness requirements, leading to weight penalties.
c. Improved high-lift devices have resulted
in higher unit structure weights for the
wings.
d. Fatigue life requirements are critical
for modern transport airplanes, leading
to limitations in the stress levels, e.g.
in pressurized cabins. An example of the
empty weight penalty to improve the airframe lifetime is shown in Fig. 8-1.

JtfL4T1VE
FATIGUE
PERFORMANCE

11

,.

Fig. 8-1. Effect of level flight stress
level on OEW and fatigue performance (Reference: AIAA Paper No. 66-882)
e. More stringent airworthiness requirements
concerned with the safety and comfort level
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have resulted in more complex and heavier
structure and air frame systems.
Weight prediction in the preliminary design
is necessary to performance prediction,
center of gravity determination and design
of the undercarriage, and also to provide
the various design departments with realistic design weights and weight limits. The
following sections demonstrate how a weight
prediction may be obtained. The publications mentioned in the list of references
contain a large amount of information, although in many cases the methods presented
are based on a particular category of aircraft and state of the art and do not take
changes in technology into account; for
these reasons their value is very limited.
A good weight estimate starts, however,
with clear definitions and effective subdivision of the items to be considered and
that is the subject dealt with in the
following section.

8.2. WEIGHT SUBDIVISION AND LIMITATIONS
The airplane is composed of a large number
of parts which can be combined into groups
according to several schemes. The weightof
these groups and several combinations of
groups are of importance in the design,
certification and operation of the airplane. Unfortunately, there is little international agreement in the matter of
weight terminology, leading to some confusion with re gard to the actual meaning
of terms. In this section the most commonly used weight terminology is explained and
variouS relationships demonstrated. Not
only the weight subdivision is dealt with,
but also various limitations on several
characteristic weights. The proposed scheme
is representative of a wide range of commercial airplane designs. Some considerations are offered to enabie a reasonable
first choice of the various limits to be
made.
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an integral part of a partieular aireraft eonfiguratian. Removable separating walls, passenger
seats·, floor covering, basic emergency equipment .

and the like are typieal example~:'
Aircraft af a given type are usually ordered by
different operators, each of whom has particular
requirements with re gard to equipment and services.
Various items of equipment are not delivered by the
airplane manufacturer (government- or buyer-furnished equipment). Consequently, a standard or bas-

ic airplane eonfiguration is usually defined with
items of equipment or systems fluid which do not

Fig. 8-2. Weight groups and characteristic
weight terminology (not to scale)

vary for aircraft of the same type: Standard Items.
Those items which .operators choose to add to, omit
from or change in the Removable Equ:t.pment are re-

8.2.1. Weight subdivision

ferred to as Standard Item Varia.tions (SIV). These
items are the Operator's responsibility.

Figure 8-2 gives a subdivision into main
groups and combinations of these in characteristic weight terms.
a. Main groups.
Various terms are defined below and in
Table 8-3. More detailed weight breakdowns will be presented in Section 3.4.
AIRFRAME STRUCTURE: the wing group, the
tail group, the body group, the alighting
gear group and the engine nacelle group.
The surface controls group may be classified as airframe structure or as a part of
the airframe services.
PROPULSION GROUP: the engine(s), items associated with engine installation and operation, the fuel system, and thrust reversing provisions.
AIRFRAME EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES: APU(s)
instruments, the hydraulic, electric and
electronic systems, furnishings and equipment, air-conditioning, anti-icing systems

OPERATIONAL ITEMS are those items of personnel, equipment and supplies that are
neces sary on a particular operation, unless already included in the Basic Empty
Weight**, i.e. crew, manuals, crew bags,
catering supplies, water supplies, oil,
unusable fuel***, additional emergency equipment, tooI kits, etc. These items may
vary for a particular airplane configuration according to the operator's allowances for the service intended. However,
a minimum crew is defined for each airplane by government regulations. Alternative terms: Operators Items, A(ircraft)
P(repared for) S(ervice) Items.
PAYLOAD: all commercial load which is
*Passenger seats are occasionally considered as Operational Items
**See Para. b of this Section and Fig. 8-3
***Unusable fuel is occasionally included
in the Rp.movablp. F.quipment
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The Total Fuel load cannot exceed the
Usabie Fuel Capacity (Section 8.2.2.).
b. Characteristic weight terminology.
The main groups can be combined inseveral
ways; the tollowing terms have specific
meanings in operational use. Several definitions are deduced directly from Fig. 8-2
and are self-explanatory.
MANUFACTURER'S·EMPTY WEIGHT (MEW) is the
weight of the airframe structure, powerplant installation and Fixed Equipment and
Services. It is essentially a "dry" weight,
excluding unusable fuel and oil, anti-icing
fluid, potable water and chemicals in
toilets.
DELIVERY EMPTY WEIGHT (DEW) is the weight
of the airplane as produced and delivered
by the manufacturer. It is equal to the
RANGE -NM

Manufacturer's Empty Weight plus the weight
Fig. 8-3. Derivation of the payload-range

of Standard (Removable) Items. Alternative

diagram

term: Empty Weight Dry.
The condition at the time of determining the MEW

carried: passengers and their baggage ,

must be one that is weIl defined and easily re-

cargo and mail. Alternative terms: traffic
load, transport load. The payload must nev-

peatable . The Empty Weight i s established experimentally by weighing the de live red airplane and

er exceed the maximum volumetrie payload

is laid down in the certification documents.

capacity or the maximum structural payload

The Tare Weight is the nominal (calculated) Empty

(Section 8.2.2.). The Estimated Normal pay-

Weight; i t differs from the experimentally de-

load is a payload selected by an operator

termined Empty Weight due to the Hanufacturing

according to the seating pattern and for

Variation.

the passenger and cargo unit weights allowable, and is used for statistical and
other related purposis.
TOTAL FUEL: all usabie fuel, engine injec-

BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT (BEW) is the Delivery
Empty Weight plus or minus the net weight
of the SIV. It is also equal to the Manufacturer's Empty Weight plus the weight of

tion fluid and other consumabie propulsion

the Removable Items. Alternative term: Basic

agents. A subdivision is made into:

Weight.

- fuel consumed during engine runup and

The Fleet Empty Weight i s an average value of the

taxying prior to takeoff,

Basic Empty Weight o f a fleet or group of airplanes

-

o f the same model and configuration, with similar

trip fuel,

i. e. the fuel consumed during

flight up to the moment of touchdown in
the landing,

- reserve fuel*, determined by the Operator

Services and Equipment, operated by the same airliner.

OPERATIONAL EMPTY WEIGHT (OEW): the weight

in accordance with the relevant Operation-

of the airplane without Payload and Fuel.

al Rules, and

Alternative terms: APS Weight, Basic Oper-

- additional fuel (available for further

ational Weight (BOW) , Weight Empty Equipped.

flights, for example).

ZERO FUEL WEIGHT: the OEW plus payload. It
must not exceed the Maximum Zero Fuel

*Reserve fuel may be burnt during taxying
af ter landing
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Weight (Section 8.2.2.). Alternative term:
Empty Tank Weight. Occasionally the term

Zero Wing Fuel Weight is used to denote

the Permissible Load, i.e. the difference

the airplane weight less fuel in the wing.

between the Maximum Takeoff Weight and the

This concept is important in the case of

Basic Empty Weight.

airplanes with fuel tanks both in the wing
and in the fuselage or elsewhere.

8.2.2. Weight limitations and capacities

TAKEOFF WEIGHT: the total weight of a dispatch-loaded aircraft at the moment of

Restrictions must be imposed on several

brake release or start of the takeoff run.
It depends upon the loading condition and

variable characteristic weights in order
to avoid overloading of the structure or
unacceptable performance or handling qual-

must not exceed the Maximum Takeoff Weight
and the operational weight limitations in

ities during any phase of day-to-day oper-

relation to the available performance (Sec-

ation. Weight limits are therefore estab-

tions 8.2.2. and 8.2.3.).

lished during the process of design and

RAMP WEIGHT: the Takeoff Weight plus the

certification for airworthiness and laid

weight of fuel required for engine run-up

down in the Flight Manual (FM) and other

and taxying prior to takeoff. It must not

documents associated with the Certificate

exceed the Maximum Ramp Weight (Sectien

of Airworthiness (C of A).

8.2.2.). Alternative term: Taxying Weight.

Although definite weight limits are not

LANDING WEIGHT: the airplane weight at the

established until certification tests,

moment of touchdown in the landing. The

reasonable values must be anticipated dur-

Landing Weight must not exceed the Maximum

ing preliminary design in order to ensure

Landing Weight or the operational weight
limitations referred te in Sections 8.2.2.

satisfactory operational flexibility.
a. Maximum and Minimum Weights.

and 8.2.3.
the total airplane weight at

Maximum weights must be established for

any moment during the flight. It decreases

each airplane operating condition (ramp

during the flight due to fuel and oil con-

or taxying, takeoff, en-route flight, ap-

sumption and mayalso vary due to payload

proach and landing) and loading condition

GROSS

\~IGHT:

dropping or refuelling during flight. Al-

{zero fuel condition, center of gravity

ternative term: All-Up Weight (AUW).
At the moment of brake release, the Gross
Weight is equal to the Takeoff Weight;

position, weight distribution).They should
not exceed the least of the following:

during flight it is referred to as En-

with the relevant structural and engineer-

1. The greatest weight for which compliance

Route Weight or In-Flight Weight. It is

ing requirements has been shown. This

limited by several weight restrictions

weight limit is usually designated as a

mentioned in Section 8.2.2.

Design Weight, e.g. the Design Take-Off

OPERATING WEIGHT (the author recommends

Weight.

the term Zero Payload Weight): the weight

2. The greatest weight for which compliance
with the relevant handling requirements in
flight has been demonstrated, a weight restriction which is particularly important

of the laden airplane, but without payload. Consequently, the Operating Weight
is equal to the OEW plus the Total Fuel.
It cannot exceed the Usable Fuel Capacity

for aerobatic airplanes, where certain aero-

(Section 8.2.2.).
DISPOSABLE LOAD AND USEFUL LOAD: the var-

batic maneuvers can only be executed with a
limited Gross weight.

iable load (Payload and Fuel) that can be

3. The greatest weight for which performance

taken on a particular flight operation.
Both items are determining factors for the

data have been established.
4. A weight selected by the Applicant~

payload-range capabilities and the econom-

These maximum weights are determined by the

ic yield of the airplane, as explained in
Section 8.2.3. These loads are limited by

*generally the airplane manufacturer
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design and are invariable during service.
As a rule I

the four criteria mentioned a-

The e mp ty t a nk case c an be a cri t ical l o ading c a se
i n certain crit i ca l a r eas of th e s truc ture a t pos -

bove will not differ greatly I except in the

itive l a ad facto r s , as there is na r e lieving l a ad

case of an airplane type for which certification is requested under several different regulations or airworthiness categories.
The following maximum weights must be established on most commercial airplane types.
MAXIMUM RAMP WEIGHT: the maximum weight
authorized* for ground maneuvering prior
to brake release in the takeoff. Alternative term: Maximum Design Taxying Weight .
MAXIMUM TAKEOFF WEIGHT (MTOW): the max imum
weight authorized* at takeoff brake release.

due t o the fue1 mass . For some aircraft there may
be a limit t o the weigh t for initiating fue1 transfe r between tanks (Maximum Design Fue1 Trans fer
Wei ght. MFTW) .

It is frequently fixed by structural requirements in the takeoff and occasionally
by the Maximum En Route Weight. The Useful
Load corresponding to the MTOW is the
Permissible Load or Maximum Useful Load.
MAXIMUM LANDING WEIGHT (MLW): the maximum
weight authorized* at the landing. It generally depends on the landing gear strength
or the landing impact loads on certain
parts of the wing structure. The MLW must
not exceed the MTOW.
MAXIMUM (IN-) FLIGHT WEIGHT (MFW): the maximum weight at which flight other than
takeoff and landing is permitted. The Maximum Flight Weight and the MTOW are generally equal, except when provisions for
refueling in flight exist. The "flaps-up"
condition is assumed, unless otherwise
stated. Alternative term: Maximum En Route
weight.
MAXIMUM WEIGHT: the greater of the MTOW and
the MFW . The Maximum Design Weight is the
maximum of the corresponding Design Weights.
MAXIMUM ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (MZFW): the maximum weight of an aircraft less the weight
of the Total Fuel Load and other consumabie
propulsive agents in particular sections of
the aircraft that are structurally limited
by this condition. At this weight the subsequent addition of fuel will not result in
the aircraft design strength being exceeded.
The weight difference between the MTOW or
MLW and the MZFW may be utilized only for
the addition of fuel.
*by relevant government regulations
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b. Loading restrictions and minimum weight.
Mass distribution: for each airplane weight
the mass distribution must be such that:
1. the center of ' gravity remains within the
appropriate limits for ensuring satisfactory
handling qualities (Section 8.5.2. andChapter 9);
2. compliance with structural requirements
such as allowable floor loads, external
loads, braking loads, deceleration loads in
emergency landings, etc. can be shown.
Minimum Weight: flight is prohibited if not
clearly impracticable at weights below the
Minimum Weight, which is not less than the
greatest of the following weights:
1. the Design Minimum Weight, i.e. the
10west Gross Weight at which compliance
with the structural loading conditions can
be demonstrated;
2. the lowest Gross Weight for which compliance with the relevant handling requirements can b ·~ demonstrated;
3. a weight selected by the Applicant .
c . Capacities.
SPACE LIMITED PAYLOAD (SLP): the maximum
payload available for passengers, passengers' baggage and/or cargo when restricted
by seating limitations and/or volumetrie
limitations in the cab in , cargo and/or
baggage compartments. It must not exceed
the 'Maximum Payload.
Alternative terms: Volumetric Payload Capacity, Maximum Volumetric Capacity payload.
MAXIMUM ' (STRUCTURAL) PAYLOAD: the maximum
weight of passengers and their baggage,
cargo and/or mail that can be loaded in
the Aircraft Prepared for Service without
exceeding the MFZW.
MAXIMUM SEATING CAPACITY: the maximum number of passengers anticipated for certifi-

cation . This limit may, for example, correspond to the number of available emergency exits.
MAXIMUM CARGO VOLUME: the maximum space

For each regular flight operation, the operator must guarantee that all limitations

available in the cargo compartment(s).
USABLE FUEL CAPACITY: the maximum volume
of fuel that can be carried for a particular operation, less drainable and trapped
unusable fuel remaining af ter a fuel runout test has been effected.
Alternative term: Standard Fuel Capacity.

applying to the weights and capacities
mentioned previously have been respected.
The interaction of the various weight criteria results in limitations to the operational weights determined in accordance
with the Operational Rules (Operational
Weights, Regular Weights) . The actual Take-

The OEW plus the (weight corresponding to
the) Usable Fuel Capacity is the Maximum
Operating W.eight. The au thor recommends
the term: Maximum Zero Payload Weight.

off Weight, Landing Weight and Payload for
a particular flight must never exceed the
limiting weights defined below.
OPERATIONAL LANDING WEIGHT (OLW) is the
maximum weight authorized for landing and
is the lowest of:
1. the Maximum Landing Weight;
2. the permissible Landing Weight based on
available performance;
3. the Maximum Zero Fuel Weight plus the

d. Weight restrictions based on available
performance.
For each flight the highest operational
weights must be determined for which all
performance requirements can be met,
taking off from the field of departure and
landing at the scheduled field of destination or alternate. Appropriate atmospheric
conditions (pressure altitude, temperature,
wind speed and direction) and field characteristics (runway length, inclination,
clearways, stopways) must be accounted
for. The wing flap angle(s) may be chosen
such that the most favorable condition is
obtained.
The weight permitted for takeoff and landing is the lowest of the following:
1. the weight restricted by the available
takeoff and landing field length;
2. the weight restricted by available
climb performance as laid down in the
W(eight) A(ltitude) T(emperature) diagrams*;

3 . the weight limited by obstacle clearance requirements;

4. the weight limited by airport runway or
platform loading restrictions;
5. the weight limited by local noise regulations (if any).
8.2.3. Operational weights and the payload-

·cf. Section 11.6.2.

range diagram

fuel load on landing.
Alternative (British) term: Maximum Regular
Landing Weight (MRLW).
OPERATIONAL TAKEOFF WEIGHT (OTOW) is the
maximum weight authorized for takeoff and
is the lowest of:
1. the Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW);
2. the permissible Takeoff weight based on
available performance;
3. the Operational Landing Weight plus
trip fuel;
4. the MZFW plus the fuel 0n takeoff;
5. the Takeoff Weight restricted by the
Maximum Operating Weight (Useful Fuel
Capacity) •
Alternative (British) term: MaximumRegular
Take-Off Weight (MRTOW) •
WEIGHT-LIMITED PAYLOAD is the weight remaining af ter the Operating Weigh't is deducted from the OTOW.
The payload that can be carried is shown
in Fig. 8-3 in relation to the flight
range and can be computed from the interrelationships between the previous operational weights and other limitations.
For short stages (line AB) the Payload
must not exceed the Space Limited payload
or Maximum Structural Payload or is limited by the allowable floor loading. In the
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example given the Maximum Structural payload is assumed to be the limiting cri terion.
For flight ranges below Ra' additional fuel
can be carried up to the OTOW determined by
the MLW, as indicated. This is possible
only if the MZFW plus fuel reserve is less
than the MLW, as is usually the case.
For intermediate and long stages the payload is weight-limited and th us equal to
the difference between the OTOW and the
Operating Weight. Between points Band e,
the MTOW is. assumed to limit the takeoff
weight in the case considered. Point B
corresponds to the maximum flight range
(~) with maximum payload appropriate to
the relevant cruising conditions and reserve fuel policy. Increasing the range
beyond RB is possible only by an exchange
of payload against fuel.
At point e (range Re) the usable fuel load
is limited by the fuel tank capacity and
the Operating Weight reaches its limit.
Further increase of the range is possible
only by reducing the takeoff weight - and
th us the hourly fuel consumption - resulting in a progressive payload reduction
with increasing range. At point D there is
no payload left and ~ is the maximum
flight range (without payload), usually
specified for a long-range cruise technique.
For normal commercial use the region CD is
of minor importance and RC is frequently
referred to as the maximum range. If
sufficient space is available, both RC and
R may be increased by additional internal
D
fuel tank capacity for relatively low
structural weight and drag penalties. A
range increment mayalso be achieved with
external fuel tanks.
8.2.4. The choice of weight limits
A compromise must be made between various
conflicting requirements in order to design an airplane with adequate operational
flexibility, satisfying the requirements
of several operators on a variety of routes,
under different atmospheric and field con274

ditions. Discussions with operators may
lead to incompatible requirements, in
which case several versions of basically
the same airplane may be considered, with
differences in MZFW and Useful Fuel Capacity, for example. Fig. 8-4 illustrates the
flexibility of a particular airplane design. A discussion on this subject can also
be found in Ref. 8-11.
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Fig. 8-4. Payload-range diagrams for several versions of the same airplane type

The Maximum Take-Off Weight is generally
determined by structural design, and occasionally by handling criteria. In the
pre-design stage the MTOW is calculated
by adding together the OEW, the Estimated
Normal Payload and the Total Fuel Load required at the design range*. Empty weight
predictions (Section 8.4.) and performance
calculations (Section 11.5.) are required
to accomplish this. The airplane layout,
geometry and engine thrust must be balanced
in such a way th at for the airport elevations and atmospheric temperatures most
frequently encountered the takeoff weight
is not unduly limited by restrictions
based on available performance. An increment in MTOW might be envisaged for operators whose low-speed performance requirements are not 80 stringent, in order to
provide greater ranges and/or payload capability. In such a case increments in the
MZFW, the MLW and the DEW will be desirabie
to cater for the increased loads on certain critical regions of the structure.
*The word "design" here refers to the values laid down in the design specification

Certain light airplane categories are defined by limitations on the MTOW, e.g.
airplanes with MTOW up to 6,000 lb or
l2,500lb (2,722 kg or 5,670 kg). The associated differences in airworthiness requirements have far-reaching effects on
the design and operation of such airplanes
(cf. Section 5.4.).

specified IS-minute flight (FAR 25.1001).
Choosing the MLW above this characteristic
weight makes a fuel dump system superfluous. In earl ier regulations this characteristic (landing) weight was equal to
the MTOW divided by 1.05.
The posi ticn may be summarized' by saying that for
commercial use the MLW is usually between the MZFW

plus anormal fuel reserve and approximately 95'

The Maximum Zero Fuel Weight must be sufficiently high to ensure that this structural limit will not create a payload restriction for the usual payload specific
densities and loading conditions. An increment in MZFW increases the loading
flexibility at the cost of a structure
weight penalty, mainly in the wing and
wing-support structure. Usually this also
entails an increase in the MLW. For preliminary design the Space Limited Payload
can be estimated with the data in Sections
3.2.5. and 8.4.4. The MZFW is th us assumed
equal to the OEW plus the payload corresponding to a high-density version of the
passenger seating arrangement.
The Maximum Landing Weight should always
be higher than the MZFW plus the regular
fuel reserve, otherwise the payload will
frequently be limited by the MLW. For certain c'a tegories of light airplanes the MLW
and the MTOW are equal (BCAR group K); for
others the MLW may be slightly lower,
namely down to 95\ MTOW (cf. FAR 23.473).
The difference between the OTOW and the
actual takeoff weight required for a specified flight may be used for additional
fuel (Fig. 8-3). This is of particular
concern to operators flying short route
sectors without refueling. For short-haul
aircraft this type of flight execution is
COmmon practice and a fairly high MLW is
desirable, namely of the order of 90 to
95\ of the MTOW. Sufficient fuel tank capacity should accordingly be provided.
A fuel jettisoning system is required on
most multi-engine aircraft unless theairplane meets certain landing and approach
climb requirements at a weight equal to
the MTOW minus the fuel consumed during a

of the Ml'OW. The following statistical relationship can be used to make areasonabie choice of
the MLW:
MLW MTOW -

MZFW
MZFW

(8-2)

for
where

~

~

> 172

nm

(320 km)

is the design range for max. payload

and
Rref is 1000 nm if
i f ~ is in km.
(cf. Fig. 8-3)

~

is in nm, or 1854

km

8.3 METHODOLOGY OF EMPTY WEIGHT PREDICTION
Most airplane manufacturers develop their
own methods of empty weight prediction,
usually basing them on extensive experien ce with a limited and well-defined category of airplanes. The more generalized
and simpler methods presented in this
textbook have a predictive accuracy of the
order of 5 to 10% standard error for the
major groups. In the terminology of Section 5.2.1., they may be classified as
methods for configuration selection as
far as the structure weight is concerned.
If the method is applied judiciously, the
result will be quite realistic.
Part of the discrepancy between the predicted weight of a particular aircraft
part and the actual weight can be ascribed
to different definitions of such weight
items. Typical sources of accounting differences can be observed in the wingfuselage interconnection and carry-through
structure and fillets, in retractable undercarriage structures such as wheel doors,
and in several items of furnishing and
equipment. If a consistent weight predic275

tion method is used. the final addition of
all items to the empty weight will be not
greatly in error. Although the accuracy of
prediction does not necessarily improve
when more details or parameters are introduced. the designer generally aims at a
fairly detailed knowledge of weight pen alties and contributions for the purpose of
center of gravity determination. optimization and weight control. It is shown in
several reports of the Society of Allied
Weight Engineers (SAWE) that there is at
this stage of the design an optimum number
of parameters which yields a minimum prediction error (cf. Ref. 8-38).
The subdivision of the empty weight as presented in Table 8-3 is based on the AN*
9103-0 Group Weight Statement. slightly
adapted for civil use. For center of gravity determination (Section 8.5.) the moment
arm and statie moment of each item can be
substituted. More detailed weight breakdowns are frequently required; for several
weight groups these will be given in Section 8.4.
Although a wealth of detailed published information on weight engineering can be
found in various Technical Papers of the
SAWE. consistent and up-to-date methods
for calculating the empty weight of the
various categories of modern civil airplanes are very scanty indeed. Several examples in the list of references (Ref.8-47/
8~63) may be used. but in most cases the
designer will have to develop ad hoc
methods. The information contained in
Table 8-5 may be helpful for checking the
accuracy of these methods by comparingthe
results with data on several existingairplanes.
In preliminary aircraft design weight prediction is always a mixture of rational
analysis and statistical methods. the
reason being that many design details are
still not known at that moment. Statistical
weight equations for many components are
usually written in the exponential form.

as follows:
~
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m

(8-3)
The constant of proportionality and the
exponents n 1 .n 2 ••.• n of the design paramm
eters ~1'~2' ... ~m are determined by standard regres sion analysis techniques. using
weight and geometrie data of actual components. and subject to the condition of
minimum standard deviation. The problem
may arise that the magnitude and/or algebraic sign of the exponents is unacceptable
for use in design analysis. the results
being clearly irrational. Staton explains
in Ref. 8-41 how constrained regres sion
analysis can be used to solve this proble~
A much better approach. though not always
feasible owing to lack of verificatory
data. is to break the item considereddown
into the sum of several other contributions.
For each contribution relevant parameters
must be chosen on a rational basis. If a
weight contribution Y is expressed as a
linear function of a parameter X. assumed
to be known without error. linear regression analysis can then be used to obtain
the best curve fit.
For example. on the assumption of a constant average stress level. the material
required to resist the wing bending moment
is proportional to the root bending moment
times the structural span divided by the
root chord thickness. For a large proportion of the wing structural weight the
following parameter is therefore relevant:

x

(8-4)

The parameter X is calculated for N sample
airplanes (values Xi)' for which the wing
weight has known values Yi. The regression
line of Y upon X is fitted by the method
of least squares. according to the equation:
.Y = a + bX

*American Normalisation

n

m

(8-5)

where
a=

(8-6)

they may be adapted to other categories
simply by modifying the factor of proportionality, provided that the basic expression has a rational background and
derivation.

(8-7)

8.4. WEIGHT PREDICTION DATA AND METHODS

and
b=

8.4.1. Airframe structure
For limited ranges of X and Y a linear
function may be satisfactory, but if a
considerable variation in the actual size
of the item exists, a better result is
usually obtained with:
(8··8)

On a log-log scale this relation is linear:
log Y = log k + n log X

(8-9)

and again linear regression analysis can
be used.
The standard error of aprediction method
is:

a. Structure weight prediction based on
the aircraft specific density. An intriguing approach to structure weight estimation, applicable to conventional configurations, is made by Caddell in Ref. 8-39,
who uses the aircraft density, i.e. the
design gross weight divided by the total
airplane volume. If his line of thought
is adopted, the structural weight fraction
of transport-type turbine-powered airplanes can be expressed in terms of the
ultimate load factor, the fuselage dimensions and the MTOW:
(8-ll)

(8-10)
where mi is the ratio of actual to estimated weight of the sample.
References 8-41 and 8-44 give more information on the use of statistics and various types of regression analysis. A certain amount of care should always be taken
when using statistical methods. A check
must be made to see if the airplane being
analyzed falls within the range of data

where

points that were used to develop the method. The choice of parameters to be used is
always somewhat arbitrary and due at tention must be paid to data points that are
far from the regres sion line. They may
indicate that alternative correlations

effects of the airplane layout are not
accounted for. The only alternative is a
detailed assessment of the contributions
of all structural components or groups.
The subdivision in Table 8-4 can be used
to collect structural weight data. A compilation of structure weight data for ex-

should be investigated. Finally, all parameters used in weight prediction must be
well defined and not give rise to misinterpretation or vagueness.
Finally, it should be realized that many
weight prediction methods apply to a
limited category of airplanes. Occasionally

ks
.230 for bf,h f and lfin ft and Ws
and Wto in lb,
ks = .447 for bf,h f and lf in mand Ws
and Wto in kg, and
n ult corresponds to the MTOW.
Although this simple expression yields a
reasonably accurate prediction, it is
useless for design optimization, as the

isting aircraft is presented in Table 8-5.
According to (8-11) the ultimate laad factor af-"

fects structural weight to a considerabie extent.

The rules tor establishing the uI timate laad factor
(1.5 timês the limit laad factor) are laid down in
the various airworthiness regulations. It shouldbe
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WING GROUP
CENTER SECTION-BASIC STRUCTURE
INTERMEDlATE PANEL-BASIC STRUCTURE
OUTER PANEL-BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TiPS .......... )

SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL . WING FOLD HECH.
AILERONS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT

. ......... )

....... )

FLAPS - TRAILING EDGE
- LEADING EDGE
SLATS
SPOILERS, SPEED BRAXES, LIFT DUMPERS

FENCES AND VORTEX GENERATORS
STRUTS

TAIL GROUP
STABILIZER-BASIC STRUCTURE
FINS-BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. DORSAL •••••••• • • )
SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB. AND FINS)
ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEICHT
RunDERS

. .. ....... )

(INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT •••••••••• )

BODY GROUP

,

FUSELAGE OR HULL-BASIC STRUCTURE
BOOHS-BASIC STRUCTURE
SECONDARY STRUCTURE - FUSELAGE OR HULL
- BOOHS

- SPEED BRAKES
- OOORS, PANELS AND KIse.

ALlGHTING GEAR GROUP - LAND (TYPE .......... )
LOCATION

WHEELS, BRAKES.

STRUCTURE

I

CONTROLS

TOTAL

TYRES, TUBES. AIR

KAIN
NOSE

-

-

TAIL (BUMPER)

ALICHTING GEAR GROUP - WATER
LOCATION

FLOATS

I
I

STRurs

I

CONTROLS

I
I

::::::>-<::

.

SURFACE CONTROLS GROUP
COCKPIT CONTROLS
AUTOKATIC PILOT
SYSTEH CONTROLS (INCL. POWER AND PEEL CONTR.)

ENGINE SECTION OR NACELLE GROUF
INBOARD
CENTER
OUTBOARD
OOORS, PANELS AND MIse.

TOTAL. AIRFRAHE STRUCTURE

Table 8-4. Airframe Structure Group weight breakdown according to AN-9103-D (modifledl
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LIGHT AIRCRAFr

AIRPLANE CATEGORY
AND TYPE
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10

3

%

lb

10

3

lb

%

3
10 lb

%

10

3

lb

%

11.1
11.5
10.2
10 . 3
9.06
10.90
6.90
14.5

0 . 106
0 . 122
0.119
0 •. 136
0.132
0 .207
0.205
0.119

7.07
5 . 55
4.49
5.13
4.13
7 . 14
7.07
4.47

0 . 031
0.031
0 . 036
0.036
0.036
0 .04 4
0.056

2.07
1.41
1.36
1.36
I. 13
1.52
1.93

0 .024
0 . 031
0 . 037
0.036
0.041
0.031
0.062

1.60
1.4 1
1.40
1.36
1.28
1.07
2.14

Cessna C-3 10

4 .83
7. 15
7 . 37
4.00
8.75
9.70
8.80

0.454
0.656
0.670
0.458
0 . 858
0.874
0 .930

9.40
9.17
9 . 09
11.5
9.81
9.0 1
10.6

0.118
0.156
0 .153
0.079
0.177
0.180
0.196

2.44
2 .18
2.08
1.98
2.02
1.86
2.23

0.319
0.495
0.601
0.276
0.733
0.768
0.745

6.60
6.92
8.15
6.90
8.38
7.92
8.47

0.263
0.447
0 .444
0.218
0.560
0.585
0.3 9 1

5.45
6.25
6.02
5 .45
6 . 40
6.03
4 . 44

0.066
0. 120
0 . 132
0 . 073.
0 . 115
0.115

1.37
I. 68
1.79
1.83

0.129
0.261
0.285
0.180
• 0.311
0.33 1
0.220·

2.67
3.65
3.87
4.~Q
3. 5
3.41
2.50

6.44
6.28
6.50

0.531
1.089
0.892

8.24
17.3
13.7

0.128
0 . 165
0.201

1.99
2 .63
3.09

0 . 839
0.743
0 . 955

13 .0
11.8
14.7

0.330
0 . 459
0.318

5.12
7 .3 1
4.89

0.154
0.260
0.172

2.39
4. 14
2.65

--

--

0.040

0.62

1.968
1.322
1.753
2.827

9.28
8.26
10 .5
9 .2 1

0.608
0.425
0.297
0 . 879

2. 87
2.66
I. 78
2.87

1.628
1.622
2.014
3.491

7.68
10.1
12.1
11 .4

0.659
0.443
0.728
1.061

3. 11
2.76
4.36

0.217
0.223
0.344
0.768

1.02
1.39
2.06
2.50

0.35
0.315
0.792

H. Siddeley - 125
Jet Commander 1121

N.Am. Sabreliner
Lockheed Jetstar

~

%

0.166
0 . 253
0.270
0.273
0.290
0.316
0 . 200
0.386

"''''
f.'i~
...

3
10 lb

NACELLE
GROUP

0.041 2.73
0.061 2.77
0.059 ' 2 .23
0.061 2.30
0.071 2.22
0.071 2.45
0.058 2.00
0.060 2.26

.:,

",'"

%

SURFACE
CONTROLS

14.2
10.7
9.58
9.58
8.31
9.0
13.1
10.4

Canada ir CL-41

..,=>

3
10 lb

LANDING
GEAR

0.213
0.236
0.254
0.254
0.266
0.26 1
0.379
0.276

Cessna T-37
Fouge Magister

~~

lb

FUSELAGE
GROUP

1.50
2.20
2.65
2.65
3. 20
2.90
2.90
2.66

De Havilland Dove

~

3

TAIL
GROUP

I SOA
1728
1800
1820
185
210
Beechcraft J-35
Saab Saf ir

Beec hcraft G-50
-65
-95
.0-18 S
E-18S

"'~

WING
GROUP

HTOW

*

21.200
16 .000
16.700
30.680

**

eltimated

..

-

.. :-:~~\

~.46

••

-

-

••

2.19
1.89
2.58

included in ot her items

Table 8-5. Weight breakdown of the structure group weight
PROPELLER TRAN SPORTS

AIRPLANE CATEGORY
ANO TYPE
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Ue Havilland OHC-4
Saab Seand ia
H. Page He rald
S.A. Tvin Pioneer
Caoadair CL- 21
Ooug18$ Oe- 6B

OC-7C
Lockheed L-749

L- 1049

~

'"'"z

~

~

N

~
~

~

'"
'"7-

~
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Nord 262
Fokker F-27/100
F-27 /200
F-27/500
Crufllllan Culfstrea m
Short Skyvan
8n!guet 941
H. S . Argosy
Vic kers Viscount 810
Bristol Brit . 300
Brir: . 320
Canada i r CL-44C

CL-44D
Lockheed Electra

C- 130E
C- 133A

WISC
GROUP

HTOW

10 3 Lb
24.000
35.273
3 7.500
14 .600
32.500

8 1.500 :

143 .000
102.072
13 7.500

SURFACE
CONTROLS

NACELLE
GROUP
._
-

%

10 3 Lb

%

10 3 Lb

%

3
10 Lb

Lb

%

12.2
0.790
0.584
11.9
0.987
11.6
14.5 I 0.576
12 . + 1 . 055

3.29
1. 66
2 .63
3.95
3 . 25

2.849
2.773
2 . 986
1.38 1
3.260

11.9
7.86
7.96
9 .46
10 .0

1. 23
1.841
1.625
0.703
1.609

5.13
5.22
4.33
4.82
4.95

0.326
0.369
0.364
0.300
0.37 1

1.36
0.781
1. 05
1.47 9
0.97
0.830
2.05 I 0.230
1. 14
1. 29

3. 25
4.19

7.506
9.21 ! 1. 406
11.100
7 . 76 \ 1.900
11.102-+ffi. 059
11. 542
8.39
2.604

1.73
1.33
2.02
1.89

5.471
8.450
7.407
12.839

6.71
5.91
7.26
9.34

4.165
5 .1 30
4.782
5.422

5.11
3 . 59
4.68
3.94

1.052
1.215
1. 488
1. 685

1.29
0.85
1.46
I. 23

2.871
4.130
3.869
4.420

3.52
2 . 89
3.79
3.21

15.9
10.6
9.89
11.4
I I. I
17.2

1.085
1.940
1. 825
1.865
1.207
0.466

4.71
4.97
4.20
4.14
3.59
3 . 73

0 . 408
0.6 13
0 .620
0.626
0.461
0.265

1.77
I. 57
1.43
1.39
1.37
2.12

0 . 236
0 . 628
Ó.667
0.668
1 . 136
0.254

1.02
I. 61
I. 53
1.48
3.38
2.03

1.200
1.810
4.930
7.350
6 .834
6.043
4.417
2.6 75
3 . 512

1.46
2 . 62
3.18
3.98
3 . 33
2.95
4 . 14
1. 77
I. 28

2 .925
4.195
4.365
2. 121
3.99

23 . 050
39.000
43.500
45.000
33.600
12.500

2.698
4.408
4.505
4.510
3.735
1.220

58.421
82.000
69.000
15 5.000
184.523
205.000
205.000
106.700
15 1. 522
275.000

4.096
10.800
6.25
13.433
14. 199
15.710
15.588
7.670
11 .697
27.403

tail booms (2 ,360 lb) included
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LANDING
GEAR

10 3 Lb

10 3 Lb

I
I

FUSELAGE
GRooP

TAIL
GROUP
%

i,

11.7
0.805 3.49
3.675
4. 122
11 .3
0.977 2.5 1
10.4
1.501 2.42
4.303 .
10.0
1.060 2 . 35 I 5.142
11. 2
0.8~ 3.718
9.76
0.374 2.99
2 . IS;'
--I-'
7.01
1.387 2.37 I 6 . 48 1.
13.2
1. 300 1 . 59 I I I. 100
9.06
1.245 1.80
6.900
8.67
3.202 2.07 11. 100
7. 69
3.221 I. 75 11.750
7 . 66
3.749 1.83 20 . 524
7 .60
3.540 I. 73 16.047
7.19
1.924 1.80
9.954
7 . 72
3:425 2 . 26 14.340
9.96
6.01 1 2.1 9 30.940

I

_._---

11.1

13. 5
10.0
7.16

6.38
10:0
7.83
9.33
9.46
11.3

incLuded in other items

2.626 4.94
3.180 3.88
2.469 3.58
5.785 3.73
6.500 3.52
7.083 3.46
7.300 3 . 56
3.817 3 .58
5.34 1 3.53
10 . 635 3.87

I

..

%

1.056

1.81

0.824

J. 19

-

1.221

0.79

2.048
2.1 46
1.830

1.05
0.89

1. 702
1.804

1.12
0.66

...

1.11

-

10

3

...

2.21

1.58
3.97

-

no data available

(Continued)
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N

1
I

...

..~
...
::l

TAIL
GlOOP

GlIOUP

%

14.1
11.3
11.3
11.6
11.6
11.1
11.1
10.3
10.2
10.6
1J.4
14.5

1.121
1.632
1.632
1.632
1.632
2.369
2.419
2.630
2.700
2.718
1.957
5.941

2.74
2.46
2.46
2.31
2.31
2.72
2.78
2.87
2.76
2.72
1.77
1.95

5.233
7.043
7.649
7.043
7.649
9.713
9.743
11.206
12.380
12.108
11. 570
35.820

12.600
13.462
17.764
17.492

11.0
10.0
11.0
10.9

3.225
3.341
4.1J3
4.142

2.80
2.49
2.57
2.59

25.251
24. 024
29.762
32.255
28.647
22.850
86.402
92.542
26.235
34.759
34.672
17. 669
26.871

8.50
9.76
9.57
9.77
9.52
11.3
12.2
11.9
9.61
10.6
11. I
9.58
10.6

5.074
5.151

1.71
2.09
1.77
1.87
1.99
2.58
1.67
1.53
1.74
1.49

40.981
65.000
65.000
'-28/ZOOO
'-28/5000
70.800
'-28/6000
70.800
IAC 1-11/300
87.000
1-11/400
87.000
!Ic D. Doual•• De-9/10
91.500
Ioel", 737-I()(It
97.800
737-200
100.000
Aero.pat. Ca~.ve1le IIIt 110.230
Ai.bu. AJOO8/2
304.000

5.767
1.330
7.347
8.223
8.244
9.643
9.670
9.470
9.968
10.613
14.735
44.131

B. Siddoloy I2I-IC
121-11
_iaa 727-100
727-IOOC

115.000
134.000
161.000
160.000

looi", lC- r35

297.000
246.000
311.000
330.000
301.000
203.000
710.000
775.000
273.000
328.000
312.000.
184.500
253.000

72o-0ZZ

747-100
747-2008
Kc D • Dougl .. DC-8-10
DC-8-55
&AC VC-IO-II01
G. DyMaica 880
990
• • • tiaated

Table 6-5.

GEAR

3
10 lb

%

707-121
707-320
707-32OC
707:321

l.UDIIIG

GROUP

%

3
10 lb

-- ~ .

10

3

ruS!LoIG!

lb

103 lb

614
'o_'0
............
-vrv '-28/1000

!
I

WlIIG

IITOII

AUPUII CATIOOU
Alm T'fPI

5.511

6.165
6.004
5.230
11.850
11.842
4.740
4:889
6.958
4.247
5.326

•• inc luded in other i telDft

3

SURFACE
COIITROLS

MACELLE
GIlOUP

lb

%

3
10 lb

%

12.8
10.8
11.8
9.95
10.8
11.2
11.3
12.2
12.7
12.1
10.5
11.8

1.620
2.759
2.759
2.759
2.789
2.865
2.899
3.660
3.687
4.354
5.110
13.611

3.45
4.24
4.24
3.90
3.94
3.29
3.33
4.00
3.77
4.35
4.63
4.47

0.745
1.387
1.400
1.665
1.674
1.481
1.207
1.264
1.589
2.348
2.063
5.808

1.82
2.1J
2.15
2.35
2.36
1.76
1.39
1.38
1.62
2.35
1.87
1.94

12.469
13.328
17.681
20.044

10.8
9.95
10.9
12.5

4.413
5.073
7.211
6.860

l.84
3.79
4.48
4.29

1.792
1.689
2.996
2.957

I. 56
i .26
1.86
1.85

18.867
20.061
21.650
26.937
22.129
19.035
71.845
72.053
21.495
22.248
25 113
2.23,1
•
2.30 13.699
2.11 16.673

6.35
8.15
6.96
8.16
7.35
9.38
10.1
9.30
7.87
6.78
8.05
7.42
6.59

10.180
9.763
12.700
12.737
11.122
8.110
31.427
32.693
10.185
11.255
10.489
6.203
8.718

3.43
3.97
4.08
3.86
3.70
4.00
4.43
4.22
3.73
3.43
3.36
3.36
3.44

2.044

0.69

10

.........

2.37
1.28
1.28
1.20
1.20

1.417

...

1.55

1.392
1.581
7.039

1.39
1.43
2.32

••

-

••
••

..

-

-

3.864· 2.40
3.839 2.40
0.87
1.89

0.69

-

3.685
6.772

2.00
2.68

0.92
0.80
1.21
0.98

~:~~ ~:~~
2.253

%

0.971
0.834
0.834
0.849
0.849

2.575
4.639
4.497
4.183
5.119
4.510
10.031
10.136
3.505
4.685

~:~~. g:~~
3.052
2.408
2.430
6.982

3
10 lb

-

••

1.45

1.27
1.70
2.22
1.41
1.31
1.28
1.43

-

• •• no data aveilebIe

(Continued)

undercarriage attachments, etc.
The derivation of a typical wing weightpre-

taken as the larqer of the maximum positive gust

diction method is explained in Ref. 6-101,

or the maneuver load factor for the applicable

the results of which are summarized in Ap-

weight at the most critical flight altitude (ap-

pendix C. If sufficient data are not avail-

proximately 20,000 ft for pressurized transports).

able to apply this method, the following

For further details see Appendix C.

simplified approximation can be used for
civil airplanes with Al-alloy cantilever

b. Wing group.

wings. The following basic expres sion is

~

valid for the case of a wing-mounted re-

reasonably accurate wing weight estimate

c~n

be made in preliminary design as the
loads on the wing are fairly well known at
the design stage. Usually the bending moment

in flight is assumed to be decisive formost
of the primary structure. For a c"r tain cat-

tractable undercarriage, but not for wingmounted engines:

I R-I

W
...é!!=k
b .751+
WG 'w s

b ft
.30 (8-12)
ref n
. 55 (~)
uIt
WGfS
s

b

egory of high-speed aircraft, however, torsional stiffness requirements may become
dominant and the extra structure weight required to safeguard against flutter may a-

where b ref = 6.25 ft or 1.905 m for b in ft
s
or m, respectively, while b = bfcosA~, the
s
structural wing span. The factor of propor-

mount to as much as 20% of the wing weight.

tionality is as follows:

The location of the inertia axis of the

Light aircraft, W ' 12,500 lb (5670 kg):
to
k w= 1.25XIO-~WG : MTOW in lb, b in ft, S in
s
2
ft , Ww, in ~~.
kw= 4.90xlO ;WG =MTOW in kg, b in m, S in
s
m2 , Ww in kg.

wing plus wing-mounted engines is of importance. A fairly large portion is also made
up of secondary structure and non-optimum
penalties, such as joints, non-tapered skin,

280

Transport category aircraft Wto > 12,500 lb
(5670 kg):
-3

_

kw= l 70X10 ;WG=MZFW in lb, b in ft, S
s
i
in ft , Ww in lb.
3
kw= 6 67Xl0- ;W :MZFW in kg, b in m, S
G
s
i
in m, Ww in kg.
The weight given by (8-12) includes highlift devices and ailerons. For spoilers
and speed brakes, if incorporated, 2%
should be added. Reduce Ww by 5% or 10%
for 2 or 4 wing-mounted engines, respectively and by 5% if the main undercarriage
is not mounted to the wing. For braced
wings a reduction of approximately 30% relative to (8-12) can be assumed. This figure
includes the strut, contributing about lC%
óf the total wing group weight.
Wing optimization studies must be sens i tive to variations in the external geometry, configuration and operational characteristics. It is generally recognized
that for modern wing designs the weight
of high-lift devices should be determined
separately. The method in Appendix Cmeets
these requirements and predicts the wing
weights with a standard prediction error
of 9.64%.

For relatively low-speed, light aircraft
(VD up to 250 kts EAS), the maneuvering
loads are most important and the specific
tailplane weight is affected by the load
factor as follows:
(8-13)
2
where kwt =.04 ;W tail in lb and Stail inft
2
kwt = .64 ;W tail in kg and Stail in m
It is interesting to note th at for this
category the specific tailplane weight
obeys the square-cube law, the weight being
proportional to the cube while the area is
proportional to the square of the linear
dimension. If the tailplane area is not
(yet) known, the total tailplane weightmay
be assumed between 3~ and 4% of the empty
weight. For transport category aircraft and
executive jets the Design Dive speed appears to have a dominant effect (Fig. 8-5):
.2

.6 ml"/ s

,

.5,

,

.3

.4

,

30

tb/fl 2

6

kg

;;;,

'!:!JJ.

k h5 h

25

5

.:!:!...

k.,S.,

20

4

On inspectien of (8-12), the observation can be
made that the structural weight fraction, for a
given cantilever ratio bs/t

15

and wing loading WG!S,

r
increases wi th the wing span . This unfavorable seale

effect , associated with the square-cube law (cf.
Section 7.2.2.), can be counteracted by increasing

2LL__~__~__~__~__~__~~ 10
.6

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0 ftAkt

Stj2 Ve!1000. \j2VP/l000.

Vcos Ah

eos".,

the wing loading. This is one of the reasons why

large aircraft usually have high wing loadings.
Decreasing the canti lever ratio is unfavorable as

Fig. 8-5 . Normalized specific horizontal
tailplane weight

it results in a drag incrementi its value is usu-

ally between 35 and 45 (see Fig. 7-8.) .

c. Tail group.
This weight is only a small part - about 2
to 3% - of the MTOW but on account of its
remote location it has an appreciable effect on the position of the airplane's center of gravity. Accurate weight prediction
is difficult due to the wide variety of
tailplane configurat10ns and the limited
knowledge of strength, stiffness and other
conditions which will govern the design.

(8-14)

(8-15)

where VD is expressed in terms of EAS and
k h and kv are correct ion factors for the
tailplane configuration:
k h = 1.0 - fixed stabili zer, 1.1 for variable-incidence tails; for a bullet of ap281

preciable size 8' should be added.
kv= 1.0 - fuselage-mounted horizontal
tailplanes S h
kv= 1 + .15 h h
fin-mounted stabilizers
(e. g. T-tails)v v b defined in Fig. 9-20.
v
Fig. 8-5 demonstrates that the scale effect on specific tailplane weight (S·2)
applies to medium-sized airplanes, but
disappears for very large aircra~t.

s-s- -

d. Body group.
The fuselage makes a large contribution to
the structural weight, but it is much more
difficult to predict by a generalized
method than the wing weight. The reasonis
the large number of local weight penalties
in the form of f100rs, cutouts, attachment
and support structure, bulkheads, doors,
windows and other special structural features.
Fuselage weight is affected primarily by
the gross shell area SG' defined as the
area of the entire outer surf ace of the
fuselage. All holes for doors, windows,
cutouts, etc. are assumed to be faired
over and all 10cal excrescences such as
blisters, wheelwel1 fairings and canopies
to be removed and faired over. The gross
shell area can be calculated with the
methods of Appendix B.
The following simple weight estimation
method for Al-alloy fuselages is based
on the approach of Ref. 8-113, slightly
modified and updated for modern types.
The basic fuselage weight is:
(8-16)

The Design Dive speed V D is expressed in
terms of EAS. For definitions of lt' b f
and h f see Appendix D (Fig. D-2). The
constant of proportiona1ity is:
k wf = .021- Wf in lb, Vo in kts and SG in ft 2
2
kwf = .23 - Wf in kg, VD in mis and SG in m
To the basic weight given by (8-16), 8%
should be added for pressurized cabins, 4'
for rear fuselage-mounted engines, 7% if
the main landing gear is attached to the
fuselage , and an extra 10% for freighter

282

aircraft. If there is no attachment structure for the landing gear nor a wheelbay,
4' may be subtracted from tbe basic weight.
Most of the more detailed prediction metbods are based on the approach ·in Re~8-115
applicable to semi-monocoque structures.
The calculation of the shell weight according to this method, supplemented with
some recent data to estimate various weight
penalties, is given in Appendix O.
For tail booms (8-16) can be used tor each boom
separate1y . In tbis case lt is defined as the d1stance between tbe quarter-chord points

of\~elocal

wing chord and tbe horizontal tailplane . Add 7' tor
a main landing gear wheelbay end undercarriage attachment.

e. Alighting gear group *.
The undercarriage has a well-defined set
of loading conditions and weight prediction can therefore be dealt with on a analytical basis. To this end the weight of
each gear must be subdivided into:
- wheels, brakes, tires, tubes and air
- main structure, i.e. legs and struts
- items such as the retraction mechanism,
bogies, dampers, controls, etc.
The first part of the weight prediction
process is to decide upon tire and wheel
size, inflation pressure, location of the
gears, length of the legs, etc. This subject will be treated in Chapter 10, an example of a weight prediction method is
given in Ref. 8-125.
The weight of conventional undercarriages
may be found by summation of the main gear
and the nose gear, each predicted separately with the following expression:
Wuc =k uclIA+B . Wto 3/ 4 +c . Wto +D.W to 3 /

2/

(8-17)

where kuc= 1.0 for low-wing airplanes and
kuc = 1.08 for high-wing airplanes
Table 8-6 gives suggested values of the
factors A, B, C and D, based on a statistical evaluation of data on undercar*Only conventional undercarriages will be
dealt with

for the weight of retrac table undercarriages is
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JU PIOnLUD

'TUIlCf.lS AllO

MA"

)) (lS.O)

IIOS!

MA"

,."

IIOSE

25(11.)

.0.

IETMCTAILt

EUCUTlvt$

raED
ALL O11tU

TUL

,

(5 . • ) . 06 (.0409)

-

-

(9 . 1) . 10 (.012) .019
. 002.

(4 . 11

-

.0024

CIY IL TYPES

MAl'
U TRACTA8LE

NOS'
TAI L

40 (18.1) .16(,111) . 019

,.

,

4.7' of the MLW.

-

(. Oll) .O ZI

(9.1) .10(.082)
(2.1)

-

1.5(2.21). 10

,

-

(2.97) . 10- 6

. 001 1

f. Surface controls group.
The weight of surface controls is generally
of the order of .8 to 2% of the takeoff
weight. An approximation is:
W = k
W 2/3
sc
sc to

COp.nlC IEIfTS COlRESPOND TO WEICKTS UI LI(KC)

(8-18)

Table 8-6. Coefficients for the calculation
of the landing gear .weight

The factor ksc can be determined from
known weights of airplanes in the same
category with a similar flight control

riage weights of existing airplanes.
Fig. 8-6 compares the result of (8-17) with
data for existing airplanes. Up to 100,000
lb (45,000 kg) takeoff weight the weigh~
fraction decreases with increasing airplane size. The main reasons are that for
large airplanes a larger part of the gear
structure can be highly stressed, while
the use of higher inflation pressures on
large aircraft saves some weight as weIl.
For main landing gears the weight fraction
does not appreciably decrease at takeoff

system. Alternatively, for Wsc and Wto in
lb, we have:
ksc = .23 - light airplanes without duplicated system controls,
ksc = . 44 - transport airplanes and
trainers, manually controlled, and
ksc = .64 - transport airplanes, with
powered controls and trailing-edge highlift devices only.
Multiply these values by .768 wh en Wsc and
Wto are in kg. Add 20% for leading-edge
flap or slat controls and 15% for lift
dumper controls, if used.
If sufficient data are available, a more
detailed analysis can be made. To this end
the surface controls group weight is subdivided into:
1. cockpit controls:
056 W 3/4 lb ( . 046 W 3/4 kg)
•
to
to
for Wt~25,OOO lb (11,340 kg)
(8-19)
110 lb (50 kg)
for W >25,OOO lb (11,340 kg)
to
2. automatic pilot:
17 W 1/5 lb
(9 W 1/ 5 k9 )
(8-20)
to
to
for transport and executive aircraft
3. system controls :

above 100,000 lb (45,000 kg), but
for nose gears there is still areduction
~f the weight fraction up to very large
~irplane sizes like the B-747' and C-5A.

~eights

I

FIXfD GE ..... •
JET TIIIAINHIS , EXECUTIVE JETS 0
OlMEIII CIVIL lYI'fS , R.G. O
k. V. ,0 LOW WING
101 HIGH WING

n

m "'LL

~ 2
Ö

;

.008 Wto for light airplanes with
single flight con trol systems

1

uI

10'

M"'X i T"'KEOfF WflGHT - LI

10'

10'

10'

KG

Fig. 8-6. Landing gear weight fraction

(8-21)

For transport aircraft a prediction of the
system controls weight can be made with
the aid of Table 8-7. In the absence of
bet ter data these formulas may be also
used for trainers and executive airplanes.

It can he argued that in many aircraft the cr iti cal

load is formed by the landing impact load and that
the MLW should the refo re he used to predict the
undercarriage weight. A reasonable approximation

g. Engine section or nacelle group.
The following statistical data may be used
if no details of the engine installation
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SYSTEM COMPONENT

HETHOD

NQllENCU,TURE

W - Kn. rakealf
to
Weiaht '" lb (k,)

~~~~_ _ _ _ _ _-+.\2..,~!L_ _ _ _~;-_--1

Sf - tata! projected
flap area '" ft 2 (.2)

6 f - aaxilNll flap
defle c tion anale
LEADINC EOGE FLAP OR

3.53
x Ss . 82
(11.23)

SLAT CONTROL SYSTEH

VARIABLE INCIDENCE

k

hc

(She Vaax· 5 s in 6 ) ·88
h

STABILIZER CONTROLS

S

• tata! projected
•
2
2
slat area '" ft (lil)

single powered: ~c - .31 (1.52) Sh'- expo ud h~r. ~aU
dual

powered:

~c

• • 44 (2 . 16)

area .... ft
V.

ax

(IQ)

• _x. hor . flisht
speed '" kta (./ a_)~

la

SPEED BRAKE CONTROLS

LIFT DUHPER CONTROLS

.92

( 40.4) x Sab

S ab· speed brake
2
2
wetted area '" ft (a)

5
. 92
(20 . 2) x (St d sin 6 U )

Su- total area

0;

dumpen '" ft
DIRECT LIFT CONTROL SYSTEH: na data avaUabie

U;t
(111)

61d - u d _ lift du.per

.

deflection angle

ALL COKPONENT WEIGHTS IN La (KC)

1. Most formulas are approximations of the curves in SAWE Technical Paper No 812
2. Coefficients in brackets refer to the metric system

Table 8-7. Weight of system controls (transport aircraft) .
are available.

""nooD

WEICHT CONTRIBlT!ION

Light aircraft, single tractor propelENeUfE It)UMTS

ANI)

VIBIlATlON AlSOU!RS

5% of ensin. plu. propeUer inatalhtion

ier in the fuselage nose:

",daht

HACELL! STRUCTUR.!,

.03.;v; S_t I . 3 (lb) ; Vo-kta US; S_t- aq . ft

PYLONS AHD STRUTS,

.405.JV; S",e! ' ) (kl) ; Vo-.t a EAS; S",et-.

ENCINE COWLINCS,

S",et -

,UPS AMO BAFFLES

th. cold airflow, both i nternaU,. and

2

total ar .. per nac.Ue wtted by

utarnaU)' ..

~ (lb)
Wn =1.134 ~ (kg)
W =2.5
n

1P to

in hp

(8-22)

This weight refers to the complete en·
gine section in front of the firewall.
Multi-engine aircraft, reciprocating
engines:
horizontally opposed cylinders -

CAS CENERAToa CCM.INC

W

n

AND PLUC
NOISE SUPPRESSION

.35 lbtaq . ft (1 . 71 k, t . 2)_naCdle valh

MAnUAL (EXTIlA WEICHT)

1. 7S lbtaq . ft (8.53 k' I .2) _ .pUtter platu

FIREWALLS AHD SHROUDS
FOR FIRE PROTECTtON

""ror urai ght j e t ensines the exte rnal naee ll e a r ea plus th. inlet duc t area

Table 8-8. Data tor estimating the nacelle group
weight
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.32

P

W = .145 P

to

(lb)
(kg)

n
to
Other engine types 045 p 5/4(lb)
W
•
to
n
5 / 4 (kg)
.0204 p
Wn
to
All weights per nacelle

(8-23)

P to : takeoff bhp per engine
Aircraft with turboprop engines:
Wn = .14 lb (.0635 kg) per
takeoff ES HP

(8-24)

Add .04 lb (.018 kg) per ES HP if the main

Fig. 4-12,

landing gear is retractable into the na-

- turbojet and turbofan engines: Section

celle and .11 lb (.05 kg) per ESHP for

4.4.3. and equation 4-36,

overwing exhausts (cf. Fig. 2-10, Lockheed

- turboprop engines: Section 4.5.2. and

Electra). Aircraft with pod-mounted turbo-

equation 4-40.

jet or turbofan engines:

Detailed methods for the computation of

W = .055 T
n
to
high bypass turbofans with

turbojet engine weights will be found in
(8-25)

short fan duct W = .065 T

References 8-129 through 8-136.
If sufficient details of the powerplant
installation are not available, a first

n
to
This value includes the pylon weight and

approximation for the propulsion group

extended nacelle structure f0r a thrust

weight is obtained by assuming that part

reverser installation. In the absence of

of this weight contribution is proportion-

thrust reversing a reduction of 10% may

al to the engine weight, while propeller

be assumed.

weight is proportional to the power to be

If a more detailed weight analysis taking

absorbed:

into account the configuration and geome-

propeller aircraft -

f

try of the nacelle and engine mounting is

Wpg=kpgNe(We+·24Pto)

desirable, some degree of structural de-

Wpg=kpgNe(We+.l09Pto) (kg)
P : takeoff hp per engine
to
jet aircraft -

sign must be attempted first. The subdivision and weight data in Table 8-8 may then
be used to calculate the weight. Theweight
penalty due to noise suppression material
obviously depends upon the amount of suppres sion desired; the engine manufacturer

(lb)

(8-26)

(8-27)
Wpg=kpgkthrNeWe
where
k
1.16 for single tractor propeller in
pg
fuselage

should be consulted for detailed data. For

1.35 for multi-engine propeller air-

a typical "quietO turbofan pod, acoustic
lining may be required over 50% of the na-

planes
1.15 for jet transports, podded en-

celle area. A typical weight penalty is

gines

20% of the nacelle weight, apart from the

1.40 for light jet airplanes, buried

extra weight of the engine itself.

engines

8.4.2. The propulsion group

k

= 1 .00 with no thrust reversers
1.18 with thrust reversers installed
Add 1.5% for jets and 3% for propeller air-

Project designs are normally based on ex-

craft with a water injection system. The

isting engine types or paper studies of
engines in an advanced state of develop-

term .24 (.109) P
in (8-26) for propeller
to
aircraft represents the propeller ins tal-

ment. Thus a specification of the defini-

lation weight in lb (kg).

thr

tive engine weight We is usually available
comprising:

Instead of the simple approximation given

1. engine weight, bare and dry,

above, Table 8-9 càn be used to analyze

2. standard engine accessories and

the powerplant weight in more detail. Weight

3. additional weight contributions such as

data for some present-day aircraft are

gas generator cowling and/or noise sup-

presented in Table 8-10.

pression material.

A large contribution to the powerplant group included

During parametric investigations it may be

in Table 8-9 is made by the fuel system, comprlsing :

convenient to employ more general informa-

1. fuel tanks and sealing,

tion and the engine weight data in Chapter

2. pumps, collector tanks ar,d plumbing,

4 may be used:
- reciprocating engines: Section 4.2.2. and

4. fuel dump syste m (if used).

3. distribution and filling sy s tem, and
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ol

WEIGHT CONTRIBUTION

REMARKS AND

METHOD

I

T\1RBOJET IT\1RBOFAII
ENCINE INSTALLATION

T\1RBOPROP

RECIPROCATINC

consult engine manufactuur',

N W

••

ACCESSORY GEil BOXES

(

W
f

36 Ne

AND DRIVES,

.4

to

x Ne Pto

.
.

brochure

.1;

.8

STARTINC AND IGNITION pneuaatic or cartridae
8

tarting

W

• 'definitive veiaht'\otb(ka>

N

- vUlllber of eugines

(.181)

POWER PLANT CONTROLS •

SYSTEH

NOIIENCLATUn

Wf • tuel flow/engine

add 30% for

'Y' t ••

per etlglne

to

beta control

dur iDa

takeoff "'tb/lee (ka/sec)

Pto • takeoft BBP per enaioe

podded enline.: included

in naeeUe group

1.03

included in

buried engin.. :

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEH

(.467)

x Ne Pto

.7

t
d
N.

• duet 1ength '" ft (a)

A.

• captu.r e area per iulet

1

nacaUe group
11.45 x(t N.A . • 5 k

(29.62)

d

1.

1.

leo

"'.q.ft( ..2)

)"731'

k

geo

T

2

to

tailpipee: 31b/oq . ft (14.63 kg/ .. )

EXHAUST SYSTEH

• nUilber of inlets

1

·

·

1.0: round or one nat aide

1.33: two or .are nat aid••

• takeoft SLS thrultl engine

••• \.IMd iulet Mach nWlber: .4

sileneera : .01 Ne T
to

-

SUPERCHARGERS
OIL SYSTEH

.

(.01 to .03) N. W"

AIID COOLER

.455 x (N W ).943
(.435)
••

-

hor. oppol.d:

.'

sinlle engine:
.667

(.3735)x Vft

bladder tanks:

multi enline:

x V
ft
(.551 )
WATER INJECTIO"

.727

4.5
(.9184)

8.586

SYSTEH

x V

PROPELLER

k

-

INSTALLATION •

..

.687

)

aupplied by enline aanufacturer

]( Vft

k

p

N
(Op P to
P

V
- total water tank
wt
capacity "" U.S. gal. (liters)

Vip)

• • 108 (.124)lk • .144 (.165)
p

. 18 N W

-

("ft ~ Ne for airvorthineu)

.60

• 78174

P

"ft • total number of fud tanks
V
• total fue! tank V01UM,
ft
U. S. lal. (liten)

(optional)

wt

(1.561 )

TIlRUST REVERSERS

2

80 x(N +N -1)+
15 xN .5 V . 333
06.3)
• ft
(4.366) ft
ft

3.2

additional ayat_i badc ay8te1D

.03 N W
• e

integral tanks:

FllEL SYSTEH

..

radial : .08 N W

.07 NeWe

for separate supercharlera

..

Np • nUlllber of propellers
Dp - propeller diameter"" ft (.)
Rp - nUilber of blades I propeller
optional

ALL WEIGHTS IN LB (KG)

_From SAWE Technical Paper No . 790
Note: coefficients in brack.ets refer to the metric system

Table 8-9. Weight analysis of the propulsion group
It will be observed that, for a given integral fuel
tank. capacity, the number of fuel tanks and the
number of engines are primary parameters for determining the fuel

syste~

weight.

8.4 . 3. Airframe services and equipment
In the pre-design phase, with few details
of the design of the airframe services and
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equipment~ their weight is very difficult
to predict. The initial prediction error
may be very large, as demonstrated by the
examples quoted in Ref. 8-151. As soon as
preliminary discussions with system (component) manufacturers have been held, the
initia 1 weight prediction must be revised.

·A subdivision is shown in Table 8-3.

I

~

~

II

10

3

Atla s Airbus A-)OO 82

16 . 825

1.257

7.47

4.00 1

2] . 8

.81 4

4 .84 122.897 136

Boeing 107/320 C

17.368

2.4 18

13.9

3.492

20. I

.198

9 .325

1.1 43

12 .2

1.7 44

18 .1

.250

4 . 59 r 4.247 140
2.68 12.759 137

LB

737/200

6.217

.575

747/100

34. 120

2.322

Fokker vrw F-26 Mk 1000

4 . 495

l ockheed JetSCa r

1. 750

HcOonnell Ooug las

oe-a/ss
OC-9/ I QRC

Caravell e VI R

EX.... UST +
THRUST REV .

z*

z*

10) LB

PROPln.SION
eROUP

OTIIE"
ITEMS

i 10

3

LB

t-

9.21 1.007

16. 2

. )78

6.08

6.452

18.9

.80 2

'2.35 4).696 128

.545

12.1

,127

.360

20.6

16 . 856

J.IOl

18 .4

""

6.160

.5 10

.959

J.OSS

VfW Fokker 614

3.41]

Cess na

.751
1.038

T- 37

North rop T-38A Talon

I

I

i
I

. 190

8. 28

19.8

-

. 365

4.964

29.4

1.580

.658

10 . 7

.409

-

. 152

13.8

. 179

""

.518

7.34

. 915

. 16 2

4.75

.1 19

.224

29.8

.285

27 . 4

2.82 ; . 2 15

. 690

3.49

-

""
""

I

-

Bri stol Britannia 300A

11.192

1.329

11.9

3 . 557

31.8

Canadai r CL- 44C

12 . 800

1.755

13.7

5.00fi

39.1

16. 1

.9i8

37.8

4.95 1.002

37.3

Fokker VFW F- 27 Hk 100

2.427

.390

i;l

Crulmlan Culfstrellm I

2.688

. 133

~

Lockheed C- 130 [

7.076

1.695

"j

~

L-1 04 9 E

14. 256

Bee ch cra ft 9 5 Travel Air

i

.893

8 .1 77 132

4.781 5 . 227
20. 9

116

2.475 141

9.37 26 . 507 157
7 . 737 126

6.f't4

15.8

1.301 136
8 . 727 124

2.54

20.2

3.763 11 0

.22\

29 . 4

1. 196 1S9

.307

29 . 6

1.630 157

3 . 820

34.1

19.898 178

3.134

24.5

22.695 177
4.454 184

I

PROPELL[R(S)

§

."

rol LB

6.81

No rth A.m. T- )9" Sabreli ner

I Ae ros patiale

I

I

PUEt
SYSTEH

10) LB

727/100

~I

I

ENGINE
INSTA.lL

AIRPLAN2 TYPE

1

.61 2

25.2

.698

26.0

4.521 168

4 . 573

64.6 1 1.874

26.5

15.268 2 16

6.26 2.980

20.9 !2.147

17.9

20 . 682 145

24.0

t

.083

16.0

. 162

31.2

.1 09

2\.0

.873 168

C-50 Tv i n 80nanu

1.008

I

. 137

13.6

.258

25.6

.207

20.5

1.610 160

[-185

1.352

I

.274

20.3

.076

.519

I
I

Ceuna 31o-C

.852

Bee ch c raft Bonanu J-35

.432

.030

Cess na I SOA

.194

. 020

175B

. 312

18 ~

.428

I
I

• percent of e n gine installation weight

.334

24.7

.32 1

23.7

2.2 81 169

8 . 92

.162

19. 0

.160

18.8

1. 250 147

6.94

.073

16.9

.045

10.4

. 580 1J4

.025

12.9

. 034

17 .5

.271 141

10.3

.030

9 . 61

.038

12.2

.047

15. I

.427 137

. 024

5 . 61

. 072

16 . 8

.056

13.1

.580 135

Table 8-10. Propulsion
group weight breakdown for
existing aircraft types

•• not specified; included in othe r iteN

The data and methods in this section are

by differences in de definitions of these items.

based primarily On statistical correla-

However, the total estimated systems and equipment

tions. There is, however, not always a
functional relationship between the param-

weight will be reasonably representative of the
actual weight of the operational airplane. In some

eter on which the correlation is based and

cases, particularly for wide-body aircraft, the

the actual weight contribution. Consequent-

weight estimate may be somewhat conservative due

ly, if some weight item is related to the

to recent improvements in systems design technoloqy.

takeoff weight or the empty weight and the

Typical averages for the total air frame

first and second estimation of these char-

services and equipment weight are:

acteristic weights are different , it may
be unnecessary to reiterate the complete

light single-engine private airpláne: 8% Wto

weight estimation, provided the estimates

light twin-engined ai·rplanes

: 11% Wto

do not differ greatly .

jet trainers

:13% Wto
:14% Wto

It should be noted that for several individual

short-range transports

weight contributions a marked discrepancy between

medium-range transports

the c al c ulated value according to the present meth-

long-range transports

ods and the actual value for existing aircraft may
be obse rved . This will be caused to a large extent

A collection of weight data is presented in
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AIRPLAIIE TYPE

KI'OW

Atlas AirbuS' A-lOC 82

..'"t
0

...~
...
~

.......,::!..'"
::!

~

...

'"
Ol

3,701

4,923

1,726

13,161

3,642

997

2,317

1,005

4,933

1,579"

Soeina 707/320 C

330,000

151

SIS

1,086

4,179

2,338

9,SZ7

3,608

561

498

3,959

1,716

14,854

3,290

555

SOS

4,070

1,200

13,055

2,890

-389
-

,,~

"'Ol

732

tOTAL

29,245
11,465
21,015

707/321

301,000

720/022

203,000

-

727/100

160,000

60

756

1,418

2,142

1,591

10,257

1,976

85

18,285

727/IOOC

160,000

52

802

843

3,617

1,559

6,729

2,401

is

16,078

24,878
22,275

737/200

100,400

836

625

873

1,066

956

6,643

1,416

124

13,539

747/100

110,000

1,130

1,909

4,471

3,348

4,429

37,245

3,969

-421

54,380

rokker VPW r-28 HIt 1000

65,000

346

302

164

1,023

869

4,030

1,074

-

8,008

HIt 2000

65,000

353

309

366

1,045

869

4,614

1,111

-

8,667

30,680

-

153

262

973

318

1,521

510

560

4,297

1,271

2,196

2,398

1,551

14,335

3,144

57

24,952

719

714

1,663

914

7,408

1,476

122

116

720

407

857

333

236

1,376

2,846

1,187

6,481

215

403

1,054

436

2,655

505

650

1,800

1,040

6,866

3,000

858

630

3,040

1,229

12,349

2,536

783

640

2,875

1,046

3,155

4,090

81

242

835

386

2,291

1,225

126

256

840

329

3,035

1,257

Lockheed Jetttar

114,640

818
-

40,981

305

328,000
91,500
16,700

24

13,736

1,752

-

13,878

719

49

5,836

-

20,662

2,555

Pokker VPW '-27 MIl 100

39,000

HIt 500

45,000

-

33,600

355

97

235

966

99

415

755

6

2,929

151,522

466

665

671

2,300

2,432

4,765

2,126

62

13,487

503

654

1 ,SOS

1,37)

7,405

3,298

-

14,736

238

1,324

527

2,048

447

2,519

I,SI6

Brhtol Brit.Mb JOOA

155,000

Canadai r CL-44C

205,000

CL-44D

205,000

CrUllDln Gulfstre•• I
Lockheed C-130 E

2 ,900

-

Ceasna 150A

1,500

-

I72B

2,200

~

L-1049 E

133,000

Nord 262

23,050

Viekera Viscount 702

50,044

Beechcraft MS 760

7,650

Cellna t-37

6,436

Northrop T-)8A Talon

11,651

Beechcraft 95 Travel Air

2,900
7,150
9,700
4,830

'-' Beechcraft Bon8nz . J-JS

;!j!ll

MISC.

182

-'

.

AIRCORD.
AIITI-ICE

377

<:-50
E
...
g Cenna 310 CE-'8 S

'::l!ll

rIlRllISH.
EqPT.

983

VFW Pokker - 614

~

ELECTRONICS

457

Aerospatiale Caravelle VI I

..

ELECTRICAL

87,000

DC-9/10 RC

-'
Ol

tNEUM.

302,000

North Am. T- 39A Sabrel iner

...~
'"'"-'

INSTR.
NAV.EqPT.

HYDR.

GROUP

BAC 1-11 Sn 300

HcOonnell Dou,l •• oe-8/SS

'"ti0

A.P.U.-

1800
210A

,

2,650
2,900

133
154
70

765
331

-

-

Il,861

12,589
5,060
5,843

33

3,020

-

7,015

284

158

169

48

30

759

132

56

194

86

256

69

3

796

211

154

296

246

460

142

24

1,539
438

-

46

-

16

-

49
80
100

96

26

194

48

25

184

.9

333

81

27

834

295

63

524

144

58

I ~ 184

154

46

65

498

174

12

42

4

99

4

121
72

7

2

41

7

3

41

8

3

59

16

4

60

-

7

281
154
228

105

6

-

116

12

20

96
181

ALL WEIGHTS IN LB

Table 8-11. Airframe services and equipment group weight breakdown
Table 8-11. Several items wi 11 be discussed

tives. The installed weight may be based

in greater detail in the paragraphs below.

on the dry weight of the APU:

a. APU group.

Weight = kAPU WAPU

An APU is installed in most modern trans-

The installation factor accounts for the

port aircraft and also in some jet execu-

inlet and exhaust ducting mounting frames,
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(8-28)

sileneers, fire protection and accessories,

kg) per pilot, for instruments and 20-30

and is generally of the order of 2.0 to 2.5.

lb (9-13.6 kg) for radio, which is option-

The APU engine weight is mainly a function

al on private aircraft but compulsory on

of the airflow capacity and power delivery.

trainers, commuters and taxi aircraft.

The bleed airflow requirement is approxi-

Propeller-powered utility airplanes up to

mately .025 lb/min per cu. ft (.4 kg/min
per m3 ) of passenger cabin volume or 1.1

operations:

lb/min (.5 kg/min) per passenger in the
high-density layout.
The APU engine weight can be obtained from

12,500 lb (5,670 kg) takeoff weight, VFR

+ .008 Wto

(lb)

18.1 + .008 Wto

(kg)

40

1

(8-30)

the APU specification once the engine has
been chosen. The following relationship

Low-subsonic transports with manual flight

may be used instead:

con trol system, intended for IFR opera-

WAPU =

16

W
=ll0 7
APU

Wba

3/5 (W

Wba 3/5

tions and equipped with single NAV/COM

APU in lb,
lb/min)

W
ba

in

(W

W
ba

in

in kg,

APU
kg/min)

equipment:
(8-29)

120

+ 20

54.4 +

N + .006 Wto
e

(lb)

9.1 N + .006 Wto
e

(kg)

1

(8-31)

where Ne is the number of engines per airRecent APU engines used on wide-body trans-

craft. This equation also gives reasonable

ports have a specific weight of only 65% of

results for low-subsonic jet trainers.

this value, due to improved materials and

For high-subsonic jet transports with pre-

cycle efficiencies and increased cycle

dominantly duplicated NAV/COM equipment,

pressures and turbine temperatures.

jet executives and high-subsonic trainers,
the weight of the instruments and elec-

b. Instruments, navigational equipment and

tronics group is:

electronics groups.
Requirements for the instruments and NAV/
CO~

equipment (avionics) are usually listed

in the design specification. The minimum
equipment required for safe operation is
supplemented by a choice of optionalequipment to improve the operational

flexibilit~

(8-32)
where W
is the Oelivery Empty Weight and
OE
RO the maximum range (Fig. 8-3)
k ieg =.575 for WOE and Wieg in lb, RO in nm
k ieg =.347 for WOE and Wieg in kg, RO in km
These data do not include the autopilot

The effects of airplane size are found main-

weight, which is considered part of the

ly in the weight of wiring and the flight

surface control system weight in thepresent

con trol system, which increases in size and

subdivision.

complexity wh en the aircraft is scaled up.
NAV/COM equipment is partly or fully du-

c. Hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical

plicated on modern transports and even

groups.
On light aircraft (MTOW up to 12,500 lb or

·::riplicated on recent large transports . A
weight estimate may be based on the unit
weight of each item of equipment, as ob-

5,670 kg) the

~ydraulic

system is general-

ly restricted to a brake system and flap

tained from manufacturers, as weIl as on

and undercarriage operation. For some cat-

data for airplanes designed for similar

egories a good correlation was found for

operational capabilitie~. If these data
are not available, the following statisti-

trical systems:

cal correlations may be used for the combined weight of instruments andavionics.

weight = .00780

Single-engine propeller aircraft: 8 lb (3.6

weight

the combined weight of hydraulic and elecutility aircraft -

wE 6 / S

lb (WE in

lb)

I

(8-33)

kg)
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jet trainers weight = . 064 WE
propeller transports -

(8-34 )

.325 W 4/5 lb (WE in lb)
e
.277 W 4/5 kg (WE in kg)
e

weight
weight

I

(8-35)

A subdivision for jet transports and jet
executives appears desirable. The hydraulic and pneumatic power system weight is
mainly affec t ed by:
1. the nurnber of functions to be powered,
i.e. powered or non-powered controls, operation of spoilers, etc.,
2. the extent of duplication or even triplication,
3. the operating hydraulic or pneumatic
pressure, as well as other details of th~
system design,

4. the airplane size and geometry as related to the length of the plurnbing,
5. the relative quantity of pneurnatic
functions, if any, and
6. the state of the art.
The cornbined weight of the hydraulic plus
pneumatic system may be assurned to be 1;%
of the OEW or, alternatively:
no powered controls weight = .004 W + 100
(lb)
OE
(8-36)
weight = .004 W + 45
(kg)
OE
boosted controls, only sorne essential
functions duplicated weight
. 007 W + 200
(lb) 1
OE
(8-37)
weight = .007 WOE + 91
(kg)
powered controls, fully duplicated systemweight = . 011 W + 400
(lb)
(8-38)
OE
weight = . 011 W + 181
(kg) f
OE
powered controls, triplex system weight = .015 W + 600
(lb) 1
OE
(8-39)
weight = .015 W + 272
(kg)
OE
For jet freighters these figures are roughly 30% higher, due partly to the somewhat
lower empty weight and partly to the extra
services required for loading and unloading. Some welght reduction is possible
for an increasing nurnber of pneurnatic
system functions.

I

E

t

The electrical system weight is affected
mainly by:
290

1. the total electrical power required,
which is primaliry deterrnined by the galley power, electronic equiprnent and fuel
system power,
2. whether or not the primary system is an
A.C. or O.C. system*,
3 . the size of the airplane, in view of
the length of wiring,
4. the amount of system duplication and
the standby systems,
5. whether or not electrical power is
generated by the A.P . U., and
6. the state of the art.
the following statistical relationships
are suggested:
primary system O.C. -

I

Wel = .02· Wto + 400
(lb)
(8-40)
Wel = .02 Wto + 181
(kg)
primary system A. C., total electrical power
generated up to 400 kVA Wel = 36
Pel (1-:.033~) (lb)1
(8-41)
Wel = 16.3 Pel (1- . 033~) (kg)
In the absence of better information the
electrical power generation rnay be obtained
from statistical data in publications like
Jane's All the World's Aircraft or from
correlations with the passenger cabin volume Vpc :
if no electrical power is generated by the
APU, V
up to 8,000 cU.ft (227 m3 ) pc
Pel = .016 Vpc (V pc in c~.ft)1
(8-42)
Pell = .565 V
(V
in m )
pc
pc
if electrical power generation by the APU
is included Pel =.3
V
(V
in cu. ft)! (8-43)
Pc'• 77
pc
3
Pel = 3.64 Vpc
(Vpc in m )
These figures on electrical systerns are
based on 1950-1965 technology. Recent developments have indicated that considerable improvements in system weights are
possible by applying advanced techniques like multiplexing** and high-speed generators.

*Most present-day transport aircraft feature A.C. prirnary systerns
**Aviation Week of October 28, 1968, pp.
157-161: a weight reduction of 400 lb (181
kg) was achieved on the Boeing 747

CROUP

DESCRIPTION

HETHOD

flight crew seats, instrument panels.
FLIGHT DECK

control stands, sound proofing, insu-

29
jet ale

and widng, miseellaneous equipment

. 285

(16 . 5)

lation, trim. floor eovering, lighting
ACCOHMODATIONS

REKARKS

x W

16
propeller ale:

passenger and attendants I seats

W - Oelivery
Ot
Emp'Y W.igh,~tb(kg)

OE

.285

( 9.1)

x W

OE

Table 3-2

galley (pantry) strueture

main \beal galley : 2501b(lI3 . 4k.) eaeh

and provisions

snack pantry
coffee bar

100tb( 4>. Jkg) each
651b ( 29. 5kg) eaeh

galley inserts,
potabh: water
and toilet

PASS ENGER

lavatory and toilet provisions ,

medium/long-haul : lOOtb( 116. 0kg) /toilet

.... ter system (dry)

short-h.ul

CABIN

cOllllluters

ACCDHMODATIONS

165tb( 75.0k.)/toilet
85tb ( 38. 5kg) /

'0 Uet

chemie.ls not
includeó

jet aircraft:
propeller aircraft: Scf - eabin
.18
1.15.135
1.15
floorarea.
(1.25) x Scf
(.94) x Scf
--jgdleya and tQ.ilets
included'\.sq . ft (.2)

floor covering

I-______________--+_______+ _______
soundproofing and insulation. wall
covering, curtains, s c reens I

...

indov

~----" --l shades, ce.iling, lightina panels.
hatracks. partition. and doors; ward-

.10
1.07
(6 . 17) x(V pc +Veh)

V - paasenger cabin
pc
1. 14 volume,

.14
(3. 69)(VpC+VCh )

,alleys and toileu

(lIh

included'\.cu. ft

robe and sto...age provisions , freight

Vch - total c.rgo

hold linings aod partitions

hold volulDe

~

cu. ft (.3)

CARGO

cargo restraints and handling
provisions

3
. 08 tb/cu.ft (1.28kg!m ) of V
ch

container or pallet cargo

2.8 lb/sq.ft(13.61kg/. 2 ) of freight floor area for

ACCOHHODATIONS

handling provisions

convertible paasenger/cargo versions
short or na overvater flights, cruise altitude

!ixed oxygen system,

up to 25,OOOft(162Om) : 2U+ . 5N

portable oxygen sets

above 25,OOOft(162Om): 30+1.2N
extended oveNater
flighU: 40+2 . 4N

(STANDARD)

!ire detection and extinguishing
EHERGEHCY

EQUIPHENT

system, portable extinguishers

pax
pax
pax

jet ale

.0012 W
to
turboprop ale: .OOJO W
to
reciproc. ale: . 0060 W

"" lb( 9.1+ .221N
"" lb(13.6+ .544N

pax
pax

"" kg)
"" kg)

"" lb(18.1+I.09 N
"" kg)
pax
N
-max. no. of passengers
pax
for certification
(preasure cabins)

'0

escape provisions

I lb(.453 kg) per occupant

(evacuation slides and ropes)

Other provisions in
Operational Iteu

ALL WEIGHTS IN LB (KG)

NOTE: ceefficlents in brackets refer te the metric system

Table 8-12. Furnishing and equiprnent group weight for transport and executive aircraft
d. Furnishing and equipment group.

an additional 5 lb (2.3 kg).

Light single-engine aircraft: this weight
group consists mainly of the weight of
seats, wall and floor covering, and some
miscellaneous contributions. The weight is
approximately. 13 lb (5.9 kg) per seat, plus
25 lb (11.3 kg) per row of two seats, plus

Light twin-engine aircraft: 15 lb (6.3 kg)
per seat, plus 1 lb per cu.ft (16 kg per
m3 ) of cabin plus cargo compartrnent volume.
Jet trainers, equipped with two ejection
seats: 6.5% of the Delivery Ernpty Weight.
eivil freighters: 3 lb per sq.ft (14.7 kg!
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ITEM

HETHOn

SUBDIVISION

CREW

ft i ght and cabin ere.., ..,ith

PROVISIONS

baggage • f 1 ight equipment

PASSENCER

ment. meal servi ce , conl1,'Jm-

CASIN

able food. drinks. bev e rages snacks only

SUPPLlES

pi 110\015. papers and maga-

removable galley bar equip-

________ L-.__________________

fe

: 5lb (2.27k g ).N

main meal, short-range: 14tb (6. 35kg). N

• number of passengers ,
pax
a11-tourist.

~

N

pax
pax

, long -range: 19i.b (8. 62kg). N
pax
__________ .___________

short range
POTABLE WATER AND TOILET CHEMICALS

N , Nee· number of flightl
fe
eabin ere.., meDlbers respeetively

150 x N
cc
(68)

eommuters: I t b {.453 kg} x N
pax
transport air c raft.

zi nes. entertainment
~

+

205 x N
(9)

REHARKS. SYMBOLS

80N

Fint ciass: all data
Slb (2.27kg) per passenger
higher

"-lb (36.3N
or .68N pax:- kg )
pax
wc
or 1. 36N pax'\.kg)
"-lb (54.4 N
wc
pax
200N
.....k g )
or 6. SN
"-l b (90.7 N..,c or 2.95N
wc
pax
pax

short /med ium-range: 120N
long-range

wc
wc

or 1. 5N

or 3.0N

• number of

life jackets.

short or na overwater sectors:

N

SAFETY

fire axe",

2N

toilets / water closets;

EQUIPHENT

emergency navigati onal

data baud on a11- tourist

equipment

7.SN

iayout

"'tb O.4N
.....kg)
pax
pax

gas turbine engines: l .>eiprocating:

OIL

RESIDUAL FUEL

wc

"'tb (.907N
.....kg)
pax
pAx
extended oveNater fli ghts:

V ft • total fuel tank

capacity '\, U.S. gal.

residual fuei
.81

x V

(.151)

WATER!

HETHANOL

(liters)

2/3

ft

.008 W
to

W

to

• Max. Takeoff

Weight '" lb (kg)

tut'boprop engines:
residual oil
.81

2!3

x V

(.151)

W
f

ft

• fuel weight
"- tb (kg)

engine ai i consumed
..,ater/methanol

optional

CARGO HANDLINC pallets, containers,

EQUIPHENT

ALL WEIGHTS IN LR (KG)

Fig. )-20

cargo tiedown eqpt.

NOTE: coefficients in brackets refer to the metric system

Table 8-13. Data for estimating the weight of Operational Items (transport aircraft)
2
m ) of main freightfloor area.

estimation by breaking down the weight into

Passenger transports and jet executives:

several individual contributions. A pro-

a rough approximation is obtained with the

posed subdivision and calculation methods

statistical expression:

are presented in Tables 8-12 and 3-2. It

weight

.211 WZF .91

(lb)

weight

.196 W

.91

(kg)

ZF

(8-44)

where W
is the Maximum Zero Fuel Weight.
ZF
The furnishing and equipment weight forms

should be noted that several items such as
the weight of seats depend on the required
standard of comfort and the type of interior; these may be subject to customer requirements (Standard Items Variation).

a very substantial contribution, of the

e. Air-conditioning and anti-icing group.

order of half the fuselage structure

The weight of the air-conditioning and

weight. Instead of using (8-44) the de-

pressurization system depends on many fac-

signer may prefer to use a more detailed

tors:
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1. the type of system used: air cycle or

presentative of but by na means rnandatory

vapor cycle, use of ram air or engine bleed

for the transport aircraft category. For

air, etc.,

private aircraft and jet trainers the only

2. design requirements, in terms of air-

item of interest is the residual fuel and

conditioning airflow per unit of time, air

oil.

temperature, humidity and cabin pressure

It should be noted that the data of Table

differential, cargo compartrnent air-condi-

8-13 are generally applicable to modern,

tioning,

gas turbine powered aircraft. Considerably

3. the amount of system duplication,

higher weight values are applicable to

4. the airplane size, or more specifically

older piston-engine powered transport air-

the cabin volume and length, and the sub-

craft.

division into zones,

5. the state of the art.

b. Payload and fuel.

Factors affecting the anti-icing and de-

Same data on specific gravity of fuels and

icing system weight are:

civil payload will be found in Table 8-14.

1. type of system (electrical, hot-air,
rubber boots) ,
2. dimensions, rnainly the length or span
of the airplane parts concerned, and

3. the type of operation, viz. IFR or VFR
flights.
~or

PASSENGERS

SPECIFIC

aircraft and jet trainers -

craft -

weight

6.75 lpc 1.28 (lb}-lpc
14. 0

18

- TOURIST CLASS

27

- FIRST CLASS

HEAT

5PECIFIC WEICHT·

KCAL/KG

LB/U.S. GAL

KG/LITER

18,700

10,389

5.85

.701

JP - 3

18,000

10,000

6.32

.767

JP -

"

18,550

10,305

6.50

.779

JP- S

18,400

10,222

6.84

. 820

1.8% of the

Delivery Empty Weight
pressurized transports and executive air-

weight

BTU/tB

GASOLINE:

kg) per seat o Multi-engine unpressurized

15

40

60
BAGGAGE SPEC. DENSITY

'VEL

Light single-engine aircraft - 2.5 lb (1.1

KG

PASS. BAGGAGE :

the cornbined system, the following data

can be used:

LB

165

in
.

f1

1 pc 1. 28 (k 9 ) - 1 pc 1n m

LU8RICATING OlL SFEClFIC IiElGHT: 7 . 5 Lil/U.S. CAL

( . 9 KC / LU)

Table 8-14. Standard weights of payload,
(8-45)

fuel and oil
The data presented in this Section 8.4 and

f. Miscellaneaus.

Appendices C and 0 are sufficiently com-

This item refers to auxiliary gears, photo-

plete to enable the designer to make a

graphic equipment, external paint, manu-

fairly accurate prediction of the OEW of

facturing variation, unaccounted items,

a civil airplane. Of necessity, the proce-

unexpected weight growth, etc. No system-

dure is based on an initial estimate of

atic data are available, but in general a

the various characteristic weights, as ob-

figure of up to 1% of the Delivery Empty

tained, for example, with Sections 5.2 and

Weight is typical for existing aircraft.

8.2.
The more detailed weight prediction will

8.4.4. Useful Load and the All-Up Weight

result in a value for the OEW that is es-

a. Operational Items.

timate". The designer must therefore decide

Due to the large variation in operational

whether he should modify the Useful Laad

sentially different from the first "guess-

conditions and requirements applying to

(i . e. fuel and/or payload) or the MTOW .

passenger service, considerable variations

Fresh calculations of the weight distribu-

in the weight of operational items can be

tion will then be necessary until the de-

observed. The data in Table 8-13 are re-

signer is satisfied with the convergence.
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COMPONENT

C.C. LOCATlON

Ituight wina: 38-42% chord (rom LE at 40% ulni-span eroln eenterline

WINC (HALF)

swept win,: 70% loeal dinsnee between front and rear spar, lIIulured
(roa (ront apar, at H% semi-apan froat centerline
distance erom f\lub'ge no •• , in Z of fuselage length lexeL s pinner)

FUSELAGE

::!

t

single tra ctor e nsine

32 - 35

wina-IDCHmted propeller enlinea

38 - 40

wing-.,unted jet ingines

42 - 45

rear fuutage lIIOunted pada

47

jet ensine buried in tualllage

45

~------------~-----------------------------------------------~

~

TAtLPLANE

11)

(HALF)

42% chord froal LE at 38% Iemi-span from root chord.
Fin. T-tail confi,uration:
42% chord froat LE at SSZ of height fra. root chord

NACELLES

40% of naceUe lenlth froll! nose, spinner exc l uded

SURFACE CONTROL

100% KAC froa LEKAC, autopi lot ucluded

SYSTEM

ALICHTING GEAR

at airplane c.g .• or detenained fr::>at l ocation and weight of lIIain and
nose undercarriage

,
tra. engine aanufacturer'a data

ENCINES AND
ACCESSORtES

AtRPRAME SERVICES

trea educated guess, taldna into account location of main elements

ANO EQUIPHENT

and functions to be powered

FURNISHING

fraa subdivision of Table 8-11 and eabin layout

PILLED pmL TANK

for pris.,id with hli&ht tand parallel end faces with area S) and S2

NOTE: more accurate estimates
can be made by further breakdown of each i tem into several
contributions

(aee Pi,. B-4),at distanee

1 5,

'4

+

3 S2. 2

Table 8-15. Approximate
~

SI.S2.~

If the designer decides to alter the Use-

["",

location of the center of

plane S,

gravity for several groups

8.5. CENTER OF GRAVITY

ful Load, the specified transport performance (payload-range) may no longer be

Each airplane must be designed in such a

achieved, while in the second eventuality

way that good stability and control prop-

the

t~keoff

weight may become too high for

acceptabie takeoff, landing and/or climb

erties and adequate flexibility in loading
conditions are obtained. By suitable ar-

performance. Sufficient aerodynamic data

rangement of the design layout and accept-

must be available to evaluate the design

able tailplane size, acceptable fore-and-

performance (Chapter 11).

aft limits of the center of gravity must

In this textbook we will proceed with the

be established, taking into account the

layout design, assuming that the previous

following aspects:

weight prediction has not entailed major

1. fore-and-aft position of the wing rela-

difficulties and that only minor changes

tive to the fuselage,

in the weight distribution are required.

2. provision of suitable locations for

However, there may be occasions when weight

payload and fuel,

evaluation and changes result in a consid-

3 .. design of the horizontal tailplane, the

erabie increase of the takeoff weight.

elevator and the longitudinal flight con-
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PAYLOAD

C.C. LIHITS, PER CENT H. A. C.
FORWARD

AIRPLANE TYPE

takeoff
landing

Lear Jet 25
H. Siddeley HS-125 IA.! IB

t.keoff
landing

flight

tak«oft flight
landing

% DEY

hor.
Shth

taU

si:

type

16.0

28.3

. 64

2.40

20.0

36.0

36.0

16.0

16.0

20 . 6

.6 4

1.66

9.0

9.0

30.0

30.0

21.0

21.0

3S.6

.64

1.39

31.5.

19 . 5.

19 .5. 14 .0

.69

2.44

36 : 0

20.0

18.0..

18.0.

37.5

*

OaSlault Hystère 20F

14 . 0

16 . 0

28.S

28.S

14.S

12.S

23.1

.66

2.30

H. F. B. Hansa

13.0

11.7

23.0

21.7

10 .0

10.0

30 .9

. 71

2.00

Fokker VFW F-28 Kk 1000

18.0

17.0

35.0

37.0

17.0

20.0

42.0

.97

2.53

BAC 1-11 Sn. 400

15 .0·

14.0.

39.0.

41.0.

24.0.

27.0.35.3

. 8S

2.38

Sud. Av. Cauvelle lOR

2S.0

2S.0

41.S

41.S

16.S

16.S

32.3

.S6

2.10

Hco. Doughs oc-9/10

16.3

IS.O

39.0

40.0

22.7

2S.0

42.4

LIS

2.40

S.9

3. I

34.7

34.7

28.8

31.6

70 . 8

1.18

2.98

Boeing 737/100

IS.O

IS . O

3S.0

3S.0

20.0

20.0

49.4

1. 14

3. 10

Airbus A-300 B2

11.0

11.0

31.0

31.0

20.0

20.0

37.4

1.07

2.6S

20.0

36. I

.93

2.S7

DC-9/33'

32.0

12.0

Lockheed 1011 Tristar
Boeing 707/120

16 . 0

16.0

34.0

34.0

18 .0

18.0

38.2

.61

1.86

720/022

15 .0

IS.O

31.0

31.0

16.0

16 .0

31.9

.S9

2.26

19.5

4S.8

1.00

2.S5

HcD . Oouglas OC-8/21

16.S

16.S

32.0

32.0

IS .S

IS.S

27 . 0

.S8

2.10

Lockheed C-141A

19 . 0

19.0

32.d

32.0

13.0

13.0

50.3

.SI

2.32

Lockh,ed C-5A

19.0

19 . 0

41.0

41.0

22.0

22.0

67.9

.64

2.60

Fokker S-11 Instructor

21.S

21.S

27.0

27.0

S.S

Ceuna 172, Noraal Cat.

IS.6

IS.6

36.S

36.S

20.9

20 . 9

64.3

.S9

177. Noraal Cat.

S.O

S.O

28 .0

28.0

23 .0

23.0

S8.6

.60

A

177, Utility Cat.

S.O

S.O

18.S

18.S

13. S

13 .S

S8.6

.60

A

12.2

12.2

39.4

39.4

27.2

27.2

67 . 3

.77

2. 16
2.01

32.0

12.S

747/2008
~

fliaht

RANGE

20.0

Aerospatiale. Corvette SN601
A. C. Jet Commander 1121

REAR

206 Skyvagon

I

- - - - +---1--+--+-+--+--1
1.25
S.S
22.2
.43

Beechcraft B-45 Hentor

20.1

19.0

28.0

28.0

7.9

9.0

17 .4

.S4

Piaggio P-148 (3 seater)

22.3

22 . 3

30.7

30.7

8.4

8.4

26.3

.43

Pilatus PC-6-H2 Porter

ILO

11.0

34.0

34.0

23.0

23.0

79 .9

.67

Sub 91-B Safir

17.9

17 .9

27.1

27.1

9.2

9.2

23.9

.64

De Havilland DHC-2 Beaver

17.4

17.4

40 .3

40.3

22.9

22.9

49.3

.76

Cessna Hodel 337

17 .3

17.3

30.9

30.9

13 . 6

13.6

37.1

.S I

Piper PA 30C Tvin Comanche

12 .0

12.0

27.8

27 .8

15.8

IS.8

40.7

.44

Beechcraft Queen Air H. 80

16 .0

16.0

29.9

29.9

13. 9

13.9

44.9

.73

2.14

1.86
1. 86

1.90
2 . 28

A

+---+--t
I. 78

1.66

A

1.88
2.36

Dornier Do 28-0-1

10.7

10 . 7

30.8

30.8

20.1

20.1

34.7

.67

OHC-6 Twin Otter

20.0

20.0

36.0

36.0

16.0

16 . 0

74.0

.93

2.37

Nord 262

16. 0

16.0

30.0

30.0

14 .0

14.0

48.0

.96

2 . 23

Fokker VFW F-27 KIl 200

20.0

18.7

38.0

40.7

18.0

22.0

SS . 8

.96

2.94

Hurel Dubois HO 32

23.5

23.S

46.S

46.S

23.0

23.0

36.S

1.32

2.70

Convair 240

15.0

8.S

31.0

33.0

16.0

24.S

33.9

1.07

2.lJ

140

13.0

8 .S

34.0

3S.0

21.0

26.S

S6.0

1.03

2 . 61

36.0.

36.0.

22.7 ·

22.7. S3.6

1.09

2.88

H. Siddeley Andover C.Kk I

- ---

13.3.

13.3.

- -1--- --1--

Bréguet 941

2).0

Douglas DC-6
Lockheed 188C Electra

-

-

23.0

32.0

16.0

12.0

15.0

13.0

Bristol 175 Britannia

13.0.

Lockheed L-1049 H

18.0

L-1649 A
C-130
Canada i r CL-44

A

- 1---+-+ I.OS
- +-+--1
7.19
9.0
70.0

32 .0

9.0

33.0

35.0

17.0

23.0

29.4

1.04

2. 77

32.0

33.0

17 . 0

20.0

S3.6

.80

2.54

12.0.

34 .5.

35.5.

21.5.

23.5. 37.3

.97

2 . 56

15.0

32.0

34.0

14.0

19.0

44.9

1.15

15.0

12.0

32.0

34.0

17 .0

22 .0

17.5

1.12

E

IS .O

IS . O

30.0

30.0

IS .O

15.0

51.4

1.00

2.28

C

12.2

12.2

30.S

31.4

18.3

19.2

22 . 8

1.14

I 2.56

2.60
F

I

2 ~ 53

per cent SHC
F -

tixed stabilizer. V· variabIe incidence stabilizer. A· all-movable tail

••• flap angie tor landing

Table 8-16. Center of gravity limits for several types of aircraft
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trol system, and
4. location of the undercarriage legs.
The designer's freedom of choice is greatly limited by the conditions imposed upon
the c.g. location. This applies in particular to the location of fixed items like
engines and cargo holds, both having a
considerable bearing on the balance of
the airplane.

likely loading conditions the actual c.g.
will remain inside the fore-and-aft limitations, without undue penalties in the

The c . g . must be established in both the
longitudinal and the vertical direction.
Havi ng obtained the weight distribution,
the designer can produce a s i deview with
a suitable system of coordinate axes and
the centers of gravity plotted on it for
each individual item tTable 8-15). Tables
similar to Table 8-3 are filled out and
the final result of this tabulation yields
the horizontal and vertical location of
the c.g. for the Operating Empty Weight
condition:

It is not sufficient to determine the c.g.
for only one condition, ~.g. the ~ully
loaded condition. What is impórtant for an
analysis of the stability and control properties are the most critical fore-and-aft
locations.
Assuming that the general (airplane) arrangement and layout design have been decided upon, the loading flexibility can be
illustrated in a weight and balance diagram (Fig. 8-7). Both the likely operational c.g. shift and the "aerodynamic" limits
are indicatèd in th i s diagram as a function
of the weight . The Mean Aerodynamic Chord

x cg
z cg

IX i

Wi

(8-46)

~

form of loading restrictions. Some procedures used to obtain a good wing location
and c.g. range will be discussed in the
following sections.
8 . 5.1. The load and balance diagram

or the Standard Mean Chord (SMC)*

(MAC)*

I Zi Wi
I Wi

(8-47)

Fore- and -aft shift of limi ts for the c . g.
due to different loading conditions must
be estimated and indicated in the drawing.
Th e designer must demonstrate that in all

,

. MT

are used to define the c.g. position.
The Aircraft Prepared for Service, but
without fuel and payload (OEW), is represented by point A in Fig. 8-7. A margin
of a few per cent MAC is usually assumed
*Oefinitions are given in Appendix A.

9.YL._ ._ ._ ._._._ ._ ._ .
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Fig. 8-7 . Load and balance
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diagra m for a short-haul
wide-body airliner

on both sides of the standard location to

only on stability and control characteris-

allow for variation in the weights and 10-

tics, but also on the tail maneuver loads

cations of the airframe services, equipment

and the ground loads acting on the nose

and Operational Items (cf. Section 8.2.1.),

undercarriage. A loading envelope must

undercarriage retraction, etc. The loading

therefore be established, defining possible

of passengers in the cabin and baggage or

combinations of c.g. and Gross Weight, for

cargo in the compartments increases the

which certification is requested. The

weight and causes a shift of the c.g. which

principal aim during preliminary design is

will depend upon the location of ·the var-

to ensure that the most likely operational

iable load relative to point A.

loadings are not unduly penalized by com-

For passenger transports it is not usual

plicated and/or stringent loading restric-

to assurne that the passenger seating is

tions.

completely arbitrary. The procedure to be
described in Section 8.5.2 . is a statisti-

8.5.2. Loading flexibility and restrictions

cal prediction of the most practicabie
envelope of passenger loading distributions,
assurning a free choice of the seats. In

The type of operation envisaged for the
airplane determines to what extent special

view of its shape the passenger loading

loading restrictions are acceptable. Though

envelope is sometimes referred to as

a generous allowable c.g. travel improves

"loading potato" or "passengers loop".

the operational flexibility, there are some

The effects of loading the cargo compart-

pitfalls as weIl:

ments is indicated by shifting the most

1. A large c.g. shift entails large variations in the stability and maneuver margins and generally makes the design of the

extreme points of the loading envelope,
points BI and B2 . In the example B is
2
located outside the allowable c.g. limits
and hence for low payloads there must al-

tailplane and control system more difficult. Added complexity, weight and skin

ways be some load in the forward cargo

friction drag will be the inevitable re-

hold. At a later stage of the design

sult.

loading restrictions of this type are

2. A large stability margin entails appre-

translated into load sheets used by the

ciabie trim drag.

operator's personnel to control the c .g.
Assuming that points Cl and C represent
2
the most extreme locations, the fuel load

the airplane's neutral point must be
balanced by a download on the tail. The

can be inserted by further e n velopes,

maximum lift coefficient (flaps down) may

originating at Cl and C . In the example
2
shown it is assurned that a fuel management

A collection of data on e.g. locations is

procedure has been developed to minimize

presented in Table 8-16. The following

3. A c.g. location that is weIl forward of

be considerably reduced by this.

the c.g. shift, resulting in approximately

cornrnents will make them easier to interpret.

straight lines in the diagram. On a swept

For passenger transports a generous c.g.

wing this is not alway s entirely feasible;

travel of the order of 20-25% MAC is

the use of reserve tanks to minimize the

desirabie. Different seating arrangements

c.g. shift can then be considered. As op-

and cabin layouts, payload growth, alter-

posed to this, the BAC-Sud Concorde fea-

nate conversions into Quick Change (QC) or

tures a system for transferring fuel from

cornbined passenger/freight transport, and

the wing tanks to a re ar fuselage tank, in

increased fuel tank capacity on later ver-

order to cope with the a.c. shift of the

sions are all aspects to be considered.

airplane caused by the transition from

Airlines object strenuously to assigning

subs o nic t o superson ic flight.

passengers definite seats, but balancing
with freight is accept abie up to a certain

Variati o ns in the c.g. have an effect no t

p oint. Fuel manageme n t procedures are ac-
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ceptable, but fixed ballast should be
avoided altogetber.
For light aircraft it is des1rable to analyze all likely loading condit1ons. For
passenger transports the following "window
seating rule" is observed (example in Fig.
8-8) .

A

Fig. 8-8. The window seating procedure
In the empty aircraft the passen gers are
assumed to occupy the seats nearest to the
window first. When these are filled (A" C),
the rows next to the window seats are occupied (C" 0), followed finally by those
nearest to the aisle (0" E). The window
seats are occupied in two different ways:
- starting from the front (A" BI .. C)
- starting from the rear (A .. B .. C)
2
In this way a loop is formed. Here the most
forward and rearward points (BI and B2 )
correspond to the situation where all window seats in front of or behind A respectively,are occupied. The loops C .. 0 and
o .. E are computed in a similar manner.
The example applies to a cabin layout with
5-abreast seating, resulting in a small
upper loop for a single third row of seats.
Other aircraft arrangements may give quite
different results (Section 8.5.3.).

empty aircraft. Only simple loading procedures will be acceptable. Light aircraft
for 2 persons need a c.g. travel of only
5 to 10% MAC. Statistical variat10n of the
occupant weights and var1ations in equipment and furnishing should be accounted
for.
In the case of fre1ghter a1rcraft the large
variety in payload characteristics means
that there are too many conceivable loading
conditions for all of them to be considered
in the preliminary design stage. It is
suggested that reasonable fore-and-aft c.g.
limits be chosen on the basis of statistical evidence or stability and acceptable
control characteristics, assuming the horizontal tailplane design to be fixed. A
balance diagram can be drawn to limit the
cargo c.g. as a function of its weight
(Fig. 8-9). The relevant equation is:
CD

....

OL----1~O-----'-----1~2----~--~,4~~~----',8xl00·
CARGO C.G. - FUSELAGE STATION

Fig. 8-9. Typical loading limits for a
large freighter

x
General aviation aircraft (commuters, utility aircraft, air taxis) usually need a
fairly large c.g. travel for versatility
in operation. For example, the Pilatus
Porter has a travel of 23% MAC, theScottish
Aviation Jetstream as much as 30% SMC. A
large travel is not required on light private aircraft as the payload is relatively
low and located close to the c.g. of the
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aHT

cargo

WOE
(x
------x ) +x
(8-48)
Wcargo
cglimit OE
cglimit

where WOE and x OE are the OEW and the associated c.g. position, while Xcglimit represents the fore-and-aft c.g. limits,
corresponding to the weight WOE + Wcargo
The cargo loading flexibility,
WOE )
6xcargo=6xcg ( 1+ -W----cargo

(8-49)

is therefore proportional to the allowable
c.g. travel. The asymmetric shape of the
diagram is caused by the c.g. location of
the empty airplane, which is very near the
aft limit in this particular example. On a
fully loaded airplane the freight must always be unloaded from the aft section of
the freighthold. Whether or not this is ac-

CONFIGURATION 1

ceptable depends upon the loc at ion of the
loading doors and the type of operation.
A noticeable e.g. shift will also occur during
....cargo

ground loading and unloading of transport aircraft.

.2!.rL

Tc avoid an une xpected turnover, the e.g. must al-

ways be inside the triangle interconnecting the

CONFIGURATION 2

wheel contact points. Passenger access and freight-

hold doors must he located not toe far to the rear
end of the fuselage if a nosewheel undercarriage is

envisaged.

8.5.3. Effects of the general arrangement
and layout
The effect of engine location on the bal-

CONFIGURATION 3

ance is illustrated in Fig. 8-10 for three
typical general arrangements. To give the
comparison point, the designs have approximately equal weights, wing area, payload

Fig. 8-10. Effect of the general arrange-

and fuel. The differences in engine loca-

ment on load and balance

tion for Configurations 2 and 3 have resulted in a shift of the wing backwards or
forwards relative to Configuration 1.

The c. g. of the empty aircraft is very near
the rear limit (approximately 35-40% MAC)* •
Most of the payload is ahead of the c.g.

Configuration 1 is generally the easiest

and the most forward location corresponds

to balance as the cabin volumetric center

to the MZFW.

is close to the c.g. of the empty aircraft.

The c.g. shift of Configuration 2 is 3 to

The c.g. travel is large for a mixed class

5% MAC larger than for an otherwise compa-

layout if one of the cabin compartments is

rable Configuration 1, but an acceptable

empty. Cargo can be used to balance the

loading flexibility is nevertheless feasible

aircraft by suitable distribution between

in most cases, in particular when a T-tail

the forward and rear cargo holds, which

is adopted, being very effective under nor-

are of roughly ' equal volume. The c.g.

mal flight conditions. For cornbined pas-

corresponding to the OEW is usually located

senger/cargo transport, however, this con-

at 25-30% MAC.

figuration is generally considered unde' sirable, because the cargo, when located

Configuration 2 is generally the most

in front of the passenger cabin, will bring

difficult layout for which to obtain a
satisfactory balance, particularly on

*rt is known that the Tupolev 154 has its

short-haul aircraft, as both the engines

c.g. at 50% MAC in the empty condition (cf.

and the payload masses are relatively large.

The Aeroplane, Oct. 1966, page 18)
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the c.g. too far forward when there are not
many passengers in the cabin. The most relevant differences between configurations
and 2 are summarized in Table 8-17.
....r-Enained
La,out

UMervina Poddtd

t.o.dina c •••

LaJout
No probi ... "pprox.

!leer li.it baud

center of ran,.

on thi. ca ••

Ver, hiah-4eaaity

No ,robl ... ApproK .

Porward ti_ft

fuH drentt

c;,enter of raftl_

ba..d on thit

FuU one-eh ..

No probln .

Ilo probi ..

t.pty drudt

aitenft

c.,.

'1,1.11 touri.t. Vaf}

Rul'

li,ht fiut el ...

••quirea .pecial

baoa,.

critica!

dhpoaition

Pull fint cia ..

Forward c.,. critical

Vn.,. licht toud.t

Requirea .pecial

No ,robt . .

baoa,e dispoaition

PutieU, full one _

Forward li.it bud

du. aircraft;

on thi. ca ..

No proble-

termined. Wing location may be ti '<ed in scme cases

... tinl Gftl,.
OM-

rorward ti.i t baaRd

No ,robl"

on thh cau

cl ... aircraft;

L-__
... tine onl1 __

~

by consideratien of wing attachment provisions.

For example, in the case of the HFB Hansa business

•• n inl

jet, a mid-wing layout, the condition was imposed

fr,* front. window
~~

degree to which the design has been frozen:
1. The c.g. of the empty aircraft can be
optimized by locating the wing appropriately in the longitudinal direction.
2. The c.g. range can be reduced by a favorable cabin layout and suitable location
of the engines, cargo compartments, fuel
tanks and certain items of airframe services and equipment •
3. Suitable tailplane and control system
design and undercarriage location should
provide acceptable fore-and-aft c.g. limits.
in the stage when the wing location has to be de-

fr .. rear. Windov

p.... n'.u

There may be various ways in which the airplane can be balanced, depending upon the

The first step in c.g_ calculation is usually made

,"UD,ers anti",

fardeU}' full

8.5.4. Design procedure to obtain a
balanced aircraft

____________

~

________ .__

that the wlng box had to be located aft of the passenger cabin. This could be sol ved only by using a

Table 8-17. Summary of critical loading
conditions for two airplane configurations
(Reference: Aerospace Engineering, October
1960, page 74)
Configuration 3. Although the example
assumes jet engines, this layout is chosen
more frequently in propeller aircraft, particularly if the propellers are in front of
the flight deck. The situation is to some
extent the reverse of Configuration 2, but
the balancing problems are generally less
difficult. The empty aircraft has its c.g.
at about 20-25\ MAC, the critical loa~ing
cas,e being the high-density layout, resulting in the rear c.g . position. The
relatively large tail arm aids in solving
stability and control problems and the
horizontal tailplane can be kept relatiyely small, particularly for T-tail designs.
The provision of a cargo compartment in
the fuselage nose in front of the cockpit
wi1l improve the balance.
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swept-forward winq. For low-subsonic alrcraft, however, wlng sweep should be limited te some 5 or 10

degrees to avoid undesirable aerodynamic effects .

A proposed design procedure to balance the
wing location, tail size and c.g. travel
will be discussed in Section 9.5.2. In a
first approach it is generally sufficient
to aim at a reasonable c.g. travel and to
choose the wing location accordingly. This
simple procedure is illustrated by Fig.
8-11.
Step 1The airplane is subdivided into at least
the following groups:
1. The fuselage group" - containing parts
whose location is fixed relative to the
fuselage, e.g. the fully furnished and
"Note that the terms "fuselage group" and
"wing group" as used here have different
meanings from those in Section 8.4.2.

z
-- -- - - - - - - ~--..-..Xlll

------------~-I

FUSELAGE
GROUP

I

I
I
I

I

I

_______ JI

~_...&...---+-+---~

I

G\

WING

I
I

GROUP

I
I

I

max. tue I

~
I
------------------------~
L-____._________________
.___________________
X

X I+x

Fig. 8-11 . Determinatien 'Of

~.

the wing lecatfen
equipped fuselage, several airframe services, fuselage-mounted engines, the herizontal and vertical tail~lane, the nesewheel u.c., but not the payload ner the
main u.c., as the latter is mere or less
fixed relative te the MAC' (assume 10-15%
behind the aft c .er. limit er 45-50% MAC
appreximately for a nosewheel u . c.).
t. The wtng greup* - parts whose locatien
is fixed relative te' the wing: the wing
structure, fuel system, ma in, u.C. legs
(even if attached te the fuselage) and
wing-mounted jet engines. Occasfenally,
wing-mounted engines should be censidered
as part 'Of the fuselage group if, fer example, the propeller plane has a fixed
locatien next te ij carge c'Ompartme'nt (cf.
S'ection 6.4.5'.).
3. The (varia151e)' p'aylead.
4. Tne (variableJ tuel lead.
Step 2
T'he fuselage greup is drawn and the X-axis
u&ua,11y assumed parallel to tlle' cabiI'l flaar
ar the prapeller axis'. Us ing the data af
Sec'tian 8.4'. and 'r'a ble 8-15, the c. g. 'Of
the c'o mplete greup is cemputed in bath the
X- and' the Z-directian ..
Step 3
T'he empty winer greup is drawn en a separate
"'Nete that the terms "'fus e lage graup" and
"wlng greup" as t);sed he're have different
Jlleanirigs tram thase in Sectian 8.4.2,.

(transparent) sheet and the reot cherd, the
tip chard ' and the MAC* er SMC* are indicated. The c. g. is camputed and expressed
as a fractien 'Of the MAC relative ta the
MAC Leading Edge (LEMAC) .
Step 4
Assume areasanable lecatien fer the c .g.
'Of the empty aircraft (xOEl' relative te
the MAC, using statistica1 data and the
censideratians presented in Sectien 8.5.3.
Step 5
Calculate the ceerdinate af the winer leading edge (X
) relative te tlre fuselage
LEMAC
ceerdinate system:
W,
X

LEMAC

=x

fg

+...è1S (xwg-x OE )
OE, W
fg

-)(

(8-50)

where *fg" and "wg" respec'tive'l y denate
the fuselage and wirtg greups.
Step 6
Cempute a lead and balance' diagram 'Of the
type illtls'trated in Fig'. 8-7 by cansidering
variaus passfbIe' cembinatians af paylead
and fuel lead,i ng. The windew se'ating rule
(Section 8'.5 . 2'.) is applied tel passenger
transperts.
Step 7
Allewing fer weight grewth, varieus cabin
layeo:ts, fuel capacity g'r'ewth, Standard
Items Varia tiens' and design to'lerances',
*Defined Jln Appe'ndix A.

jOl

estimate the fore-and-aft limits that are
likely to yield acceptable loading restrictions and a horizontal tailplane of limited
Bize. The data in Table 8-16 may b~ used
for compariBon.
Step 8
In the case of an unacceptable c.g. shift,
a revised choice of x OE or several other
design revisions discussed previously may
improve the situation.
Step 9
Repeat the procedure until the re sult is
considered satisfactory. It must be

realized th at satisfactory balance is not
always possible on each design. Radical
design changes such as a complete redesign
of the general arrangement are sometimes
neeessary..
If a more complete balancing process in combi na tien
with a tailplane sizing procedure is desired, the

e.g. travel is calculated as a function of X
LEMAC
and the horizontal tAilplane area. 'lbe result is
combined with

all

"X-plot", re lating the c.g. limits

to the horizontal tail size (Chapter 9). The inter-

relationship between underc arriage design and c. g.
location will b e dealt with in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 9. Preliminary tailplane design

SUMMARY

The aerodynamic design of the tailplane is based on many specific requirements regarding
its functions, which are to provide equilibrium in steady flight (trim), to ensure that
this condition is stable and that disturbances are well damped, and to generate aerodynamic forces for maneuvering the aircraft. The control forces involved must be acceptable
to pilots, with the airplane both in trimmed and out-of-trim conditions.
Design requirements for longitudinal stability and control characteristics - basically
those specified in the airworthiness regulations - form the starting point for the derivation of limits to the location of the center of gravity in connection with the size of
the horizontal tailplane. Attention is paid to the reduction of control forces by aerodynamic balancing and to some aspects of dynamic behavior, the latter affecting the tailplane design of large aircraft with irreversible con trol systems. A detailed procedure is
presented, together with design data, for obtaining a balance between the required and available c.g. range, and the wing location.
Design criteria, considerations and methods are presented for estimating the minimumsize
of the vertical tailplane and the rudder control capacity. Control af ter failure of an
engine on multi-engine transports, directional stability and landings in crosswind are
considered as the most pertinent aspects. Design recommendations relevant to light aircraft are made in order to ensure recovery from spins.
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NOMENCLATURE

I -

A

a.c.

-

aspect rati? (no subscript> wing
aspect ratio)
aerodynamic center
number of blades per propeller
span (no index: wing span): width
hinge moment coefficient of a
con trol surface = hinge moment/
(local dynamic pressure x control
surface area x mean control surface· chord)

Cha;Ch - aCh/aa and ach/aó, respectively
ó
Cr.
- lift coefficient:, based on local
dynamic pressure and gross area
Of airfoil
CLa
- lift-curve slopè = dCr./da
CLha;CLhó- aCr,,/aa h and aCLh/aÓ e , respectively
Cm
~ pitching moment coefficient,
2 -

:ma :C lIlá
~mac

Cm = M/ (\pV Sc)

._

f

tl

MAC
m

-

tailplane = aCYv/aav
cyclic damping of an oscillation
= TI:i/ P
length of the MAC
center of gravity
propeller diameter
elevator control force, positive
forwards (push)'
irequency (sec-I)
elevatór con trol gear ratio
acceleration due to gravity
height o'i fuselage; fin span
polar moment of inertia about
tJle lateral axis

-

n

- pitching moment coefficient about th~ aerodynaml~ center

-

q

-

- acm/aa and aCm/a (rv)

- acm/a (~)
- normal force coefficient = normal
force/(local dynamic pressure x
referenG:è area,)
- yawing, moment coefficient =
2
N/ (\pV S'b)
- coefficient of directional stability = aCn/aa
- side force coefficient
L
2
2
Y/(~pV S) and Yv/(\PV
v Sv)' respectively
- lift-curve slope of vertical

G

-

-

r

-

S

-

SMC

-

T

T,

~

-

-

horizontal tailplane incidence
non~dimens!onal radius of inet'tia
in pitch, Ky2 = I g/(wê 2 )
y
correction factor
lift
fa~tor characterizing the longitudinal maneuverability
length (of a moment arm); distance
pitching moment; Mach number
pitching moment about thè mean
quarter-chord point of the wing
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
non-dimensional factor defining
the vertical position of the
horizontal tailplane
yawing' momént
aN/aa
yawing moment caused by asymmetrical engine thrust
normal load factor
L/W
limit load factor
normal load factor gradient=an/aa
engine power; period of an osciliation
brake horsepower
angular pitching velocity; dy~
namic pressure
factor defining the 10Ngitudinal
position of the horizorttal tailplane = 2.!.h/b
area (no subscript: gross wing
area)
Standard Mean Chord
thrust
time to half amplitude of an oscillation
asymmetry in the thrust caused
by engine failure
(true) airspeed
approach speed
cru1sing speed
design speed wi th flaps extended'
(EÀS)
maximum level flig'ht speed
minimum con trol speed in the air
(EAS)
rotation speed
minimum speed in astall
trim speed

-

(airplane) weight
Operational Weight Empty
Maximum Landing Weight
Maximum Payload Weight (structural limit)

- Maximum Takeoff Weight
longitudinal coordinate in airplane axis system
xcg; à Xcg - longitudinal coordinate and
travel of airplane c.g.,
respectively
y
side force (normal to the aircraft's plane of symmetry)

- ay/a e
- yawing moment arm of critica 1
engine
- di stance of thrust vector below
c.g.
- angle of attack; da/dt
C1i ci
- angle of sideslip
- shift; additional contribution
(e.g. à •.. = increment due to
T
thrust)
- control surface deflection angle
- downwash angle
- damping ratio of an oscillation
- tailplane effectiveness (reduction) factor
8;à
- angle of pitch; d8/dt
- sweepback angle (no subscript:
A
wing sweepback angle)
taper ratio (no subscript: wing
taper)
- tire-to-runway friction coefficient
- airplane mass ratio s w/(pgSë)
- air density and p at sea level,
respectively
- sidewash angle
cr
- change in zero-lift angle per
T
degree control deflection
A prime denotes the stick-free condition or a

9.1. INTRODUCTION TO TAILPLANE DESIGN, CONTROL SYSTEMS AND STABILIZATION
The functions allotted to the fixed and
movable tail surfaces are as follows:
a. To ensure equilibrium of mornents in

- angle defining the location of
the horizontal tailplane relative to the wing root chord
- angle of bank

w

- angular frequency of an oscillation
- undamped natural frequency of an
oscillation

Subscripts
A-h

o

- aircraft without horizontal tailplane
- aircraft without vertical tailplane
- aerodynamic center
- center of gravity
- elevator; (critical) engine
- fuselage; flap at the trailing
edge
- nose section of fuselage
- side view of fuselage
- (main) landing gear
- horizontal tailplane
- interference
- maneuver point
- neutral point; nacelle(s)
- propeller (s)
- takeoff rotat1on
- rudder
- slipstream of propeller(s)/
leading-edge high-lift device
(slat)
- thrust
- ~akeoff
- trimmed condition
- vert1cal tailplane
- sea level; landing conf1gurat1on

.25

- takeoff conf1guration
- quarter-chord line or point

A-v
ac
cg
e
f

fn
fs
9
h
i
n

p
R

r

s

T

to
tr
v

special definition of the verticaltailplane

steady f11ght by exercis1ng a force at a
g1ven distance from the center of grav1ty.
b. To ensure that this equilibr1um is
stable, which implies that arter a disturbance the equilibrium is restored and
that there 1s adequate damping for the
30S

rapid suppression of oscillations .

tion, may play a much more important role

c. To generate forces for maneuvering the

than may be evident from the present text .

aircraft: rotation during takeoff, control

Apart from some rather detailed procedures

of the flight path, flareout during landing and taxying.

fast, simple methods are also given for a
first estimation of the size and shape of

These useful attributes are counteracted

the tailplane.

to some extent by a large item on the debit
side. Although the total tail surface area

Ouring the preliminary design stage the tal! sur-

of small aircraft will not exceed some 25

faces may present one of the most difficult prob-

to 30 percent of the wing area, ratios of

lems in the dimensioning of the main parts of the

40 to 50 percent are no exception in the

aircraft, and this, in turn , may lead to many iter-

case of some high-speed and STOL aircraft .

ations.

In cases like these the structural weight

a . The aerodynamic characteristics are very sensi-

and drag reach such high values that it

tive to design details and can only be calculated

/

will unquestionably prove worthwile to

very approximately during the stage when

investigate how the tail surf aces can be
reduced to a minimum during the prelimi-

designs" are being made. For example, the asymmet-

nary design stage.

It

paper

rical flow pattern during flight with one engine

inoperative and the aircraft in a s ideslip, does

not l end itself to calculations. In addition, non-

The tailless aircraft shows that the func-

linear behavior is a frequent occurrence and com-

tions of the horizontal tail may be taken

pressibility effects may have a much more radical

over by other elements, nor will it always

and Wlpredictable influence on the flying qualities

be necessary to locate the tail surfaces

than on performance.

behind the wing. The canard type of con-

b.

figuration is sometimes adopted to obtain

wide range of operational conditions. Not only is

~ost

requirements have to pe satisfied for a

particular characteristics. Section 2 .6 . 3 .

it difficult to anticipate which conditions will

shows why this rather 'unconventional con-

be critical , but in addition there may be conflict-

figuration may sometimes have certain ad-

ing solutions , resulting in an unsatisfactory com-

vantages. It will henceforth be assumed

promise.

that the arrangement pf the empennage has

c . Contrary 'to the dimensioning of the wing of con-

(provisionally) been decided upon, for

ventional aircraft, where reliable calculations may

example on the basis of the considerations

be carried out on the basis of relatively simple

dealt with in Section 2.4. Using the meth-

relationships from flight mechanics, the analysis

ods given it will nevertheless be possible
to obtain a general idea of the influence

of the flying characteristics calls for determina-

which the location of the horizontal tail

high-speed aircraft attention should also be given

surface will have on its dimensions . A
final decision cannot be taken

un~il

the

structure has been fully developed.

tion of the dynamic behavior. In the case of large,

to aeroelastici ty.
d. The design criteria re lating to the flying qual ities of civil aircraft are mostly outlined in

A survey of some methods which enable the

fairly general terms and may be subject to differ-

' designer to si ze the tail surfaces and de-

ent interpretations. The pilot I s verdict plays an

termine their principal characteri sti cs

important part and for this reason a flight simu-

will be presented here, taking a number

lator is sometimes introduced dy.ring the design

of important design criteria as point of

stage .

departure. The survey makes no claim to

e. The design of the empennage is closely tied up

completeness, and the approach recommended

with that of the surface control system . The dis-

is not necessarily representative of that

tribution of masses and i ts variations - e . g . cen-

chosen in most design departments. In many

ter of gravity locations, moments of inertia - for

cases the knowledge gained through experi-

various loading conditions will also have te be

ence, as weIl as the designer's own intui-

known. Proposals for further modifications may
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nevertheJ.ess follow from the dimensioning of the
tail surface .

without excessive contral farces.
c. Power (- operated) controls are used on
many large and high-speed transports and

Several attempts have been made to combine existing

even on relatively small high-subsonic ex-

knawledge on aerodynamic characteristics relating

ecutive aircraft. In these systems the

te tailplane design into a consistent set of hand-

control surfaces are moved by electrical,

book.-type methods . The most important of these are

hydraulic or pneumatic means without di-

the USAF Stability and Control Datcom (Ref. 9-3 9)

rect physical effort by the pilot. Control

and the sheets prepared by the Engineering Sciences

feel is obtained by artificial rneans.

Data Unit (ESOU) , formerly by the Royal Aeronauti-

A survey of the advantages and disadvan-

cal Society (Ref . 9-41). The Royal Aircraft Estab-

tages of the various systems can be found

lishment (ME) has rece ntly drawn up a computer

in Ref. 9-6.

program based on these procedures (Ref. 9-46). A
more concise co llection o f prediction methods can
he f aund in Appendices E and G of the presen t text-

The majority of present-day high-speed aircraft are controlled by power-assisted or

book.

power-operated control systems, because

The detailed design of the surf ace control

faces demands considerable time in devel-

system is generally not regarded as part

opment, while the result is of ten sensitive

aerodynamic balancing of the control sur-

of the work of the preliminary design en-

to manufacturing tolerances, and modifica-

gineer, with the usual exception of light

tions are sometimes required during flight

aircraft which have relatively simple me-

evaluation. In the case of very large,

chanical systems. Nevertheless, it is es-

fast aircraft with highly sweptback wings

sential to decide how the aerodynamic loads

and effective flaps, it will not always be

exerted on the movable portion of the tail-

possible to achieve satisfactory charac-

plane will be felt by the pilot.

teristics for all operational conditions

a . When rnanual control is adopted there

and aircraft configurations. Electronic

will be a direct mechanical transmission

systems have been developed - and are in

of forces from the control surfaces to the

operationa~

flight deck controls and back by means of

bility (Stability Augmentation Systems ,

rods and/or cables (reversible system) .
The aerodynamic forces acting on the control surface will be felt by the pilot di-

SAS) and provide more effective response
to con trol wheel movements as compared
with the natural behavior of the aircraft .

rectly or indirectly (via tabs), although

Development work is also being carried out

use - which improve the sta-

friction in the system will obscure his

to find out whether a worthwile gain can

perception.

be obtained from a fully automatic stabi-

For a given type of control, the stick

lization system. An appreciable reduction

forces increase with the size, equivalent

in tail area may be feasible if the natu-

airspeed and load factor. Methods are re-

ral "aerodynamic" stability is dispensed

quired to reduce these forces, e.g. over-

with ahd if the whole aircraft is designed

hanging balance, balancing tabs and spring

from the outset with this approach in mind

tabs.

(Control Configured Vehicle) . The actual

b . Power-assisted controls may be used when

gain from such a system wil·l be determined

the desired control forces and system lin-

by the tail design r equirernents which stern

earity cannot be satisfactorily obtained

from conditions other than stabilization

by aerodynamic means . The rudder or eleva-

(rnaneuvering , takeoff rotation and landing

tor is operated by means of a pneumatic or

flareout) and may thus vary widely for dif-

hydraulic ram which exerts a multiple of

ferent types of aircraft.

the force applied by the pilot (boost ra-

Although these aspects are closely tied up

tio). Control feel will still be provided

with the design of the tail surfaces, they
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will only be referred to as occasion demands. Ref. 9-11 investigates this subject
more fully on the basis of a practical approach.

9.2. STATIC LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND
ELEVATOR CONTROL FORCES
A condensed account will be given of the
major requirements relating to statie
longitudinal stability and control and to
the influence of tail surface design on
these aspects. For more detailed information the reader should consult the relevant literature. For the sake of clarity
the derivation of most of the formulas
has been omitted since they can be found
in practically every textbook on the present subject.

Fig. 9-1. Geometrie definitions, forces
and moments
(9-1)
and the moment about an axis through the
aerodynamic center, normal to the X-Z
plane:

9.2.1. Stick-fixed statie stability and
neutra 1 points

(9-2)
or, in nondimensional form:

In flight conditions which may persist for
any length of time, as weIl as during the
takeoff, approach and landing phases, the
air era ft will have to be statically stable
with fixed as weIl as free elevator controls. Under these circumstances a state
of equilibrium is achieved by adjusting
the elevator or the stabilizer, if the
latter is adjustable. The aircraft will
possess statie longitudinal stability if,
from this trirnrned state, a disturbance in
the angle of attack results in a pitching
moment which tends to restore the aircraft
to the state of equilibrium. In Fig. 9-1
the trirnmed condition is defined by the
equilibrium of forces*. Ignoring the contribution of drag forces, we have for the
total lift:
*Oeparting from convention, we have taken
lift forces instead of normal forces, since
this is acceptabie for small angles of attack. The reference line is taken through
the leading edge of the MAC (LEMAC), parallel to the fuselage reference line (e.g.
the càbin floor)
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(9-3)

Cm
.

t

CONTRIBUTION

Fig. 9-2. Pitching moment curve and trirnrned
condition
Fig. 9-2 shows the pitching moment coefficient of the aircraft without the horizontal tail, the tailplane contribution and
the aircraft pitching moment coefficient.
The trirnmed condition is represented by
point A, where Cm = O. A disturbance by an

inl3t;,.ntaneous ch,a nge in the angle of at~
tack 6a caus~s incremental lift forces on
the aircraft ~ess the horizontal tail, and
the horizontal tailplane, whose resultant
acts through the neutral point. By definition the stick-fi~ed neutral point is the
position of the center of gravity tor
which dCm/da = 0, tOr constant elevator
angle. The degree of statie stability is
normally defined as the distance of the
center of gravity ahead of th~ neutral
point, expressed as a fraction of the Mean
Aerodynamic Chord (MAC) er the Standard
Mean Chord (SMC), referred to as the statie margin:

~
S

t

°o~----~~----------~----~-xc---t

~

ë

LEMAC

Fig, 9-3. Stiek-fixed and stiek-free neutral points and aft e.g, limits vs. tail
volume

19-4}
size.

The condition for statie stability is
dCm/da < 0 and the center of gravity must
therefore be in front of the neutral point
to achieve this.
It can be shown that the neutral point is
related to the aerodynamic center of the
aircraft, less tail, as follows:

The aerodynamic center (aircraft less ta.il) is

mainly determined by the winq shape, but important
contributions due to the fuse.1age and nacelles

must be taken into account, Appendix E Provide.
methods and data tor estimating lts locatien. The

term xn-x

in (9-7) is obtained from (9-5) and
ac
(9-6), tor whlch the required coefficients can be

obtained from Appendix E.
A minimum required value of 5 percent of c is fre-

(9-5)

quently used tor xn-x

' but it should be reallzed
cg
that tor most aircraft the effects of compressi-

bl1ity and power result in large variations. In

where

addi ticn, an analysis of statie margins at the aft

(9-6)

e.g. of exlsting aircraft shows a considerable
spread, which must be attributed to the followinq

points.

This expression is valid only in the absence of compressibility effects and effe cts due to powerplant operation. Some
additional details will be given in Seetion 9.2.5.
A simple criterion for the size of the horizontal tail may be obtained by assuming
th at the stiek-fixed statie margin should
at least have a eertain speeified minimum
value, from whieh aeondition for the aft
e.g. loc at ion is found:

x

--§'l =
c

x

~e

c

x -x
x -x
+ n _ ae _ ~
c
c

a. The stick-fixed statie margin is not really a
significant criterion, but rather an outcome of the

tail si zing process according to other criteria
(stick forces, dynamic stability, etc.).
b. The use of the MAe in statie stability considerations is arbitrary . It has been found that aircraft with a relatively small MAC - or a lar.q e
value of th/ë - have large statie marqins. A better

resul t would be obtained by relatinq the statie
margin te the tail moment arm .t , which is more
h
significant for c.q. shifts due to different loading condi tiens. A statie margin of L 5 to 2 per-

(9-7)

The af,t e.g. loeation is depieted in Fig.
9-3 as a funetion of the horizontal tail

cent of t

at the aft c.q. appears to be a goed
h
assumption, if, in spite of the previous objections,
the tail size is based on statie stabili ty..
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The stick-fixed neutral point mayalso be
defined as the position of the center of

Hence the stick-free stability is identical to the stick-fixed stability, except •

gravity for which the displacement of the

that the tailplane lift gradient is ef-

control column (i.e. the elevator deflection) required to maintain a steady speed,

fectively reduced by the factor CLhöCha/Ch6.
Since for a normally balanced elevator

above or below the trimmed speed, is zero.

Ch

It can be shown that the elevator deflection required to bring about a change in
speed is given by:
dó

e
""""d.\T

2C

trol is left free. If Ch > 0 the control
a
will trail against the wind, stability

(x -x ) S
L n cg

C
Lh

< 0 and CLhó is always positive, the
ó
sign of C
will decide whether or not the
ha
stability will be increased when the con-

(9-8)

Vtr Shi- h

will be increased and the stick-free neutral point will be further back than it

ó

< 0
a
the control trails with the wind and the

would be with the stick fixed. If Ch
where Vtr is the speed in trimmed flight.
The elevator and stick movements required

stick-free stability is less than in the

to change the trimmed speed by a small amount are th us proportional to the stickfixed statie margin. Since the pilot re-

stick-fixed situation.

gards the stick forces as more important

bility is related to the stick force gra-

It can be shown ' that the stick-free sta-

than the control displacements, no limits

dient, i.e. the change in stick force re-

are imposed on d oe/dV.

quired for a small change in forward speed
is given by the following relationship:

9.2.2. Stick-free statie stability and
neutral point; the stick force gradient

dF
S c
W
e e
d:: =-2 V
tr Shi- h

In the case of a manual (reversible) control system the free elevator will assume

ë GC h

ó

s:hó

x '-x

~

(9-12)

c

where the stick gearing G is defined as

a position where the aerodynamic hinge mo-

the ratio of the elevator rotation to the

ment will be zero, provided any friction

control column displacement. Normal values

in the system is neglected. This will re-

of G will be .6 to .9 rads/ft (2 to 3

sult in a different position for each an-

rads/m) .

gle of attack, and consequently the sta-

It can be seen th at the stick force gra-

bilizing action of the tail surf ace will

dient is positive if the pilot has to push

be changed. There is an analogy with the

the control dolumn forward (dF > 0) to
e
increase the flight speed from a trimmed
condition (dV> 0).

case where the controls are fixed,

50

for

the stick-free neut ral point we have:

C

'

x '-x
Lh
~= _ _
a
ë
CL'
a

(1- dE:)
da

For transport aircraft the FAR 25.173 reg(9-9)

ulation stipulates that for all weights
between the MLW and the MTOW the stick
force gradient must amount to at least one

where

lb per six knots (.15 kg per mis) of speed
(9-10)

increment from the trimmed speed. Assuming
th at the elevator span is equal to that of
the horizontal stabilizer, we may assume:

and

CL
hó

(9-11)

çh
a
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:::

\

'Se
Sh

(9-13)

Substituting this in (9-12), we obtain the
following condition for the stick-free
static margin:

the pilot must pull the control co~umn
towards him. The maneuver stability is
made up of two cornponents, one resulting
from the change in incidence involved anO

X

One from the angular rotation in pitch as

I_X

~) c
2 Wland ~

(9-14)
where the maximum level flight speed and
the MLW are assurned to form the most demanding situation. The aft c.g. limit corresponding to (9-14) has been plotted in
Fig. 9-4.

the aircraft follows a curved flight path.
The stick-fixed maneuver point is defined
as the position of the center of gravity
when the stick displacement per g is zero.
This point is related to the stick-fixed
neutral point by the following relationship:

xm-x n

Another requirement is formulated as a
limitation of the control force (FAR 25.175)
within a limited region of approach speeds

where the stability derivative CInq'

~

(1.1 VSo < V < 1.8 VSo)' This should not
exceed 80 lb (36 kg) at a trirnrned speed of
Then, by approximation, we have:

d(V/V

,

200 lb

(91

kg)

(9-15)

S
o

This requirernent is equivalent to a forward limit of the c.g. position:

~

c

This requirement is generally less critical than the limits imposed by the maximum
permissible stick force per g, which will
be dealt with in the following section.
9.2.3. Stick-fixed and stick-free maneuver
points and maneuver control f o rces

(9-19)

represents the aerodynarnic darnping in
pitch, primarily due to the change in horizontal tailplane angle of attack. The
following equation can be used to estimate
the stick-fixed maneuver point:
Sh i h

x -x

(9-16)

(9-18)

4W

c

.55 pg

2

wë

CL
ha

(9-20)

This equation shows that the stick-fixed
maneuver point lies behind the stick-fixed
neutral point (Fig. 9-4) and that the dis-

.3

.2

.1

The maneuver stability of a conventional
°OL-------~------~.2~------~
. 3------~.•~------J.5

aircraft must satisfy the condition:
(9-17)
which implies that, in order to pull the
aircraft out of a dive at 'a steady speed,

Fig. 9-4 . Limitations for the horizontal
tail area and c.g. position for aircraft
with manual control, based on stick force
requirements
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tance between the two points decreases
with altit\lde.

U.it
Haxi_ dF .'dn

There are no civil requirernents which stipulate limits regarding d6 e /dn. However, as
will be se en from Section 9.3.2., the maneuver stability is important in relation
to the longitudinal short period oscillatory response of an aircraft to control
movements .
The stick-free maneuver point is defined
as the position of the center of gravity with free elevator control - for which the
stick force per 9 is zero in the case of a
steady pull-out of an airplane, trimmed
for level flight at the same speed. Again
using (9-13), the location of this point
can be related to the stick-free neutral
point:
X

I_X

m

n

I

• SS Pg

c

wë

(9-21)

where
(9-22)
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ë GC h x I_X
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Sh ~ h ~
c
h6

Seëe
e
diï = - W

(9-23)

This expression is valid for a linear control system, i.e. the control force is
proportional to the elevator angle.

ÎII

Table 9-1. Longitudinal stick force limits
according to MIL-F-8785 B(ASG), Ref. 9-18
transport aircraft; see\Table 9-L The factor n in this table is the limit load
L
factor, specified in the airworthines8 regulations for maneuver loads. For transport
aircraft weighing more than 50,000 lb
(22,680 kg) this load factor is equal to
2.5, while for lighter aircraft it is a
function of the weight.
The control force limits may be used to
supply corresponding limits to the stickfree maneuver margin. Substituting (9-13)
into (9-22), and rearranging, we obtain:
x

I_X

C

The maneuver margin is the distance by

...

,...--- - - --- - ---------9.5

~

which the e . g. lies ahead of the maneuver
point, and it represents a direct measure
of the stick force per g:

2.

---------2S.'

W ,!S,h (S

e

Is ) 3/2 ë GC h
h

(9-24)
6

Flight at sea level will be the deciding
case for the forward limit, while the aft
limit will be determined by flight at high
altitude. An example of the permissible
range of c.g. positions is shown in Fig.
9-4 as a function of the relative tailplane area.
'!'he range of allowable c . g. locations for transport
aircraft with manual contral systems should not be

The permissible con trol forces per 9 will
depend on the type of aircraft. There will
have to be an upper limit to avoid pilot's
fatigue durinq prolonged periods of maneuvering, while a lower limit will have to
be set in order to prevent excessive
stresses in the structure and over-sensitivity in rough air. The limits taken from
the military requirement MIL-F-8785 (Ref.
9-18) mayalso be usefully applied t o
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unduly limited by the permissible stick forces per
g. In particular, the forward limit is determined
by considerations of controllability in the lowspeed configuration (Section 9.4.). If, therefore,
we assume that tor this e.g. limit the stick force
per 9 reache s its maximum value, we may derive a
condi ti on for the aft c. g. limit from the value of
minimum s tick force per 9 by s ubtracting the maximum and minimum values obtained for (9-23) within
the f l ight e nvelope, with the following result for

In addition, certain tab systems exhibit a
slow response to the pilot's commands.

the aft c.g. limit,

c

c

c

The hinge moment coefficient Ch

- the conö
trol "heaviness" parameter - is of primary

wc
(9-25)

tain acceptabie maneuvering stick forces, the aft

importance in reducing the control forces.
In order to get some idea of the reduction
in Chó required to meet the stick force requirements for various airplane sizes, it
may be useful to impose the condition that.
the maximum and minimum permitted values

c.g. limit should be forward of the stick-free

of the stick force per 9 should be ob-

maneuver point by an amount which is directly re-

tained at the forward and aft c.g. limit,
respectively. The corresponding value of
Ch is obtained from (9-23) by ignor~ng
th~ effect of altitude variation on the
stick-free maneuver point:

where x

I

is the stick.-free maneuver point at sea

m
level. The forward limit is located at a distance

àx

ahead of the aft limit.
cg
Equation 9- 25 shows clearly that, in order to ob-

lated te the e.g. travel. For aircraft with a large
e.g. travel we conclude that the maneuver margln at
the aft c. g. wiil also be relati vely large, and

this is one of the reasons why a generalized minimum tor the statie margin is not relevant, as al-

ready stated in Section 9.2.1.

9.2.4. Reduction of control forces
(9-26)
The con trol forces for a manual control system are dependent on the hinge moment coefficients Ch and Ch and the aó
a
mount of stick-free stability provided by
the aircraft. For given values of C
and
ha
Ch ó the stick force per 9 increases proportionally to the All-Up Weight of the
aircraft and the linear dimensions, as
shown by (9-23), although even in the case
of light aircraft it will be necessary to
reduce the con trol forces. Incidentally,
aerodynamic balancing is applied not only
to manually controlled surfaces, but also
to power-assisted or power-operated surfaces, in order to reduce the power requirements.
Various methods of balancing are available,
but the reduction of Ch ó ' for example, must
not be carried too far, because if Chó becomes positive the control surface is overbalanced. The degree of con trol force reduction is limited by non-linearities in
the control force/deflection relationship,
by the variation in characteristics between aircraft of the same production
batch due to production imperfections, and
by small changes in the shape of the control surface due to the formation of ice.
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Fig. 9-5. Typical hinge moment coefficient
required to obtain maximum and minimum
stick· force per 9 at forward and aft c.g.
limit for transport aircraft with control
wheels
This result has been plotted in Fig. 9-5
for a typical combination of parameters vs.
the All-Up Weight of transport aircraft,
for various wing loadings. The figure suggests that for weights in excess of about
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Various methods for obtaining satisfactory

50,000 lb (23,000 kg) the reduction of Ch
ö
becomes problematic in view of the minimum
value recommended in Ref. 9-28. However,
various servo-tab and spring-tab systems
are available, which may extend the range
of airplane sizes for which manual control
can be applied up to the Douglas oe-8 class
of high-speed transports, though this will
entail an increasing number of con trol design problems.

values of Ch ö and Ch a will now be reviewed
briefly (see Figs. 9-6 and 9-7). Methods
for estimating these coefficients can be
found in Refs. 9-24 and 9-41, but high
pre di ct ion accuracies must not be expected.
THE PLAIN (UNBALANCED) CONTROL SURFACE has
an increase in linear lift with deflections of up to 10 to 15 degrees. It has
values of Ch ö and Ch a that are too large
to give acceptable forces on most aircraft.
OVERHANGING (OR SET-BACK HINGE) BALANCE
- A blunt-nose balance has a greater effect on hinge moments than a sharp-nose
balance, but it may produce non-linear
characteristics at relatively small deflections. Unsealing the gap between the
control and the airfoil tends to increase
the balance.
- Small values of Cha cannot always be obtained without overbalancing.

The hinge coefficient C
- the control
ha
"floating" parameter - is decisive for the
change in stick force resulting from the
response of the air cr aft to the control
movement. When the aircraft responds to
the elevator deflection, its angle of attack is changed and the control force required to maintain a steady maneuver is
either greater or less than the control
force required to initiate the maneuver,
depending on the sign and magnitude of Cha'
Control surf ace designers usually aim at
small positive or negative values for Ch
a
to avoid large differences in control
forces during a maneuver, large differences
in stick-fixed and stick-free stability,
and large variations in con trol forces due
to changes in airplane configuration and
power setting. Ref . 9-28 recommends a limit

- Set-back hinge balance is commonly used
on aircraft with manual controls, sometimes in combination with other methods.
SEALED INTERNAL BALANCE
- It is structurally complicated to install a flexible, airtight se al and to
provide enough deflection without the balance interfering with the inside part of
the fixed structure.
- Balancing effectiveness is comparable to

1

of Ch a < - 3 Ch ö'

.2

-.2
SEALED

BALANCING TAB

- .6
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- .8

-~
-1 .0

--.

-1 .2

-.3

6,
1.4

6,16.

Fig. 9-6. Effect of aerodynamic balance on hinge moment coefficient (example)

~
lob

BALo\NCING TAB

ló"".

SERVO TAB

SPRING TABS

Fig. 9-7. Mechanical principle of tab control systerns
the overhang balance, except that nonlinearities do not occur.
HORN BALANCE
- Balance weight and aerodynamic loads are
not evenly distributed in spanwise direction, and this may give rise to tors ion
loads in the control surface.
- For an unshielded horn balance the effect
of balancing on Ch o is large. This may give
rise to an unfavorable relation betweenCh ö
and Cho' This effect is less for a shielded
horn balance .
- The formation of ice on an unshielded
horn may give rise to control problerns.
BEVELED TRAILING EDGE BALANCE
- The characteristics are nonlinear, unless the control gap is sealed.
- It may be difficult to reproduce the
specified trailing-edge angle in the production stage.
BALANCING (OR GEARED) TAB (Fig. 9-7a)
- On deflection of the control surface the
tab is geared to move in the opposite direction, th us producing an aerodynamic moment about the hinge line, which assists
the pilot in moving the control.
- A balancing tab has the effect of reducing the value of Ch without appreciaó
bly changi~g Ch o ' since the airfoil Shape
is not varied, except when the control surface is deflected. This type of balance
rnay ' thus be used in conjunction with other
methods to adjust Ch ó while leaving Cho
unchanged.
- A tab chord of 20 percent of the con trol

chord gives the least reduction in control
effectiveness due to the action of the tab.
- The control forces may, if so desired,
be increased by using an anti-balance tab,
i.e. a tab which is geared to move in the
same direction as the control surface.
- For a given tab chord/control chord ratio the amount of Chó reduction is determined by the fixed ratio of the tab and
control deflection angles . This is usually
made adjustable in the design stage .
- The balancing tab is frequently used as
a trim tab .
THE SERVO TAB (Fig. 9-7b)
- The pilot's control is connected directly to the tab, while there is no rigid
connection with the control surface. The
control force depends on the hinge moments
of both the control surf ace and the tab to
an extent determined by the ratio a l /a 2 •
For small a l /a very low stick forces are
2
obtained.
- For low a l /a 2 ratios the control is easily overbalanced as the tab is in the
boundary layer of the stabilizer and the
control.
- Control effectiveness at low speeds may
be inadequate and the serve tab is easily
overbalanced at the stall. It is mainly
for these reasons that the serve tab is
not used on many modern aircraft.
THE SPRING TAB (Fig. 9-7c and d)
- The principle is basically the same as
that of the servo tab, but in addition
there is a spring connecting the tab with
the fixed airfoil or the main control surface.
- At high speeds the tab carries a large
control force in relation to the spring
force. ,The action of the spring tab is
then comparable to that of the serve tab.
- At low speeds the spring force is large
in relation to the lift on the tab and
system c. behaves like a plain control,
while system d. acts ' more or less like a
geared tab.
- The effective Chö decreases with EAS in
a way which is mainly determined by a /a 2
l
and the spring stiffness. This causes the
control forces to vary only rnoderately wi th
315

speed.
- The control forces are relatively independent of the C
and C
values of both
ha
hö
surfaces.
- The spring tab system cannot be overbalanced even at the stall, since the tab
deflects only when there is a load on the
control surface.
- Spring tabs may be pre-loaded to prevent
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them from coming into operation for small

::J

stick forces, in order to keep the spring
tab out of action at low speeds.
- Practical spring tab systems are structurally much more complicated than Fig.
9-7 might suggest.
- The response to control commands is slow
in view of the floating action of the
main control surface.
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9.2.5. Effects of compressibility and
powerplant operation
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Fig. 9-8. Effects of compressibility and
airplane flexibility on static stability
At Mach numbers above the lift-divergence
condition, C
decreases with Mand acL/ aM
La
becomes negative. A shock wave which first
appears on the inboard wing causes a rear-

When a condition of equilibrium is disturbed, resulting in variations in the airspeed, attention must be paid to the fact
that compressibility and engine operation
will make the aerodynamic coefficients
dependent on the flying speed. Both effe cts are of a highly complex nature and
will be discussed only very briefly. The
effects of aeroelasticity on stability
will not be dealt with here, but these are
quite important in the case of large, highspeed aircraft.
a . Compressibility.
In making an assessment of the influence
of the Mach number on the various factors
contributing to stability, it will be noted
that at subcritical speeds - i.e. where
there are no shock waves - the neutral
point will generally move forward with increasing M. Fig. 9-8 shows that Cma = Cm/ aa
becomes less negative, which implies that
the subcritical compressibility has a destabilizing effect. The available methods
of analysis give only a generalized influence of Mach effects on Cm and, in adCl
dition, a term acm/a M must be added to the
stability equation .
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ward shift of the neutral point and the
lift loss causes a reduction in the downwash at the tailplane. The result of these
phenomena may be a large nose-down pitching moment which will force the aircraft
into a high-speed dive from which recovery
is very difficult ("tuck under"). Most
high-subsonic aircraft have a Mach trimmer
incorporated in the autopilot to cure this
misbehavior.
b . Engine operation: propeller aircraft.
The direct effects are:
1. A force normal to the flow, a component
of which is acting in the plane of the propeller if it is at an angle of attack to
the flow. For a propeller ahead of the c.g.
the effect will be destabilizing. In Appendix E, Section E-8 this contribution is
referred to as ~p xac
2. If the c.g. is above the thrustline of
the propellers, the thrust will supply a
moment which will vary with the airspeed,
resulting in a destabilizing effect which
will become greater with increasing CL. A
stabilizing effect will be obtained when
the c.g. lies below the thrust-line; an
example is shown in Fig. 6-15.

Indirect ·effects are:
1. A shift in the a.c. of the wing.
2. An increase in downwash resulting from
an increase in the circulation over the
winq , which has a destabilizinq effect.
3. Increased dynamic pressure behind the
propeller. lts influence on stability wil 1
depend on the tail load and the location
of the tailplane in relation to the propeller slipstream, and may have either a
stabilizinq or a destabilizinq influence.
On the whoie, enqine operation will qenerally have a destabilizinq effect and will
be qreatest for relatively high power outputs and lew flyinq speeds during takeoff
and aborted landings.
Ref. 9-34 gives a relatively simple method
for taking account of slipstream effects
on the location of the neutra 1 point. This
rnethod may be approximated by increasing
the downwash term in (9-5) and (9-6) relative to the power-off condition by an arnount:
I(
2.5
p P br 2
CL

l

s3 31

(9-27)

where Pbr is the shaft horsepower of one
engine and ~ defines the position of the
horizontal tailplane relative to the wing
(see Fig . E-13 and Fig. 2-24):
~ = sin-1 m
r

(9-28)

Equation 9-27 is valid for 00 < ~ < 30 0 ,
while Ós d E/ da may be assurned zero outside
this range.

point in the case of variations in the
airspeed with constant thrust:
ÓT

xac

(9-29)

c

where the surnrnation is made for all operating engines.
An indirect effect of engine operation on
jet aircraft is an increase in downwash
when the exhaust efflux passes a relatively short di stance below the tail.
Enqine operation will have a destabilizing
effect on aircraft with engines mounted
below the wing.

9.3. SOME ASPECTS OF DYNAMlC BEHAVlOR
When dealing with large high-speed aircraft, cruising at high altitudes and equipped with effective flaps for takeoff
and landing, it will be desirable to know
some of the dynamic characteristics at an
early design stage, since these will generally be the deciding factors for the
size of the tailplane. Only a condensed
account of the dynamic stabiliey with
fixed controls will be given here.
The overall dynamic longitudinal motion
of an aircraft can generally be broken
down into the short period (SP) oscillation and the phugoid.
9 . 3.1. Characteristics of the SP oscillation
The SP oscillation is a periodic mot ion

c. Engine operation: jet aircraft.
Direct effects:
1. Normal force on the engine inlet which
will have a destabilizing ef fect when it

which takes place at nearly constant speed '
and is subject to both angular and normal
accelerations. This motion is generally
highly damped and stabie when the c.g.
lies ahead of the stick-fixed neutral
point. It is not so much the stability

is ahead of the c . g . and a stabilizing ef -

which matters, but rather the character of

fect when it is aft of the c.g.
2 . As in the case of prope ller aircraft
there will be a destabilizing factor when
the c.g. lies at a di stance zT above the
line of thrust. This effect may be regarded as a forward shift of the neutral

the oscillation which is defined by the
following parameters.
The PERIOD P is generally of the order of
a few seconds, but for large aircraft it
may amount to some ten seeonds. The period
increas es with a rearward shift of the e.g.
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Fig . 9-9. Relationships between the parameters characterizing the short period longitudinal oscillation
and with CRITICAL DAMPING the motion be-

(9-30)

comes aperiodic ("dead-beat motion") .
The TIME TO HALF AMPLITUDE T; is the time

RELATIVE DAMPING is the actual damping as

which has elapsed when the amplitude of

a fraction of the critical damping.

the oscillation has decreased to one half

The FREQUENCY w is the angular speed in

its initial value.

radians per second: w = 211/P. Another de-

CYCLIC DAMPING is defined as:

finition takes the frequency as being
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f

= l / P.

The UNDAMPED

quency and the damping ratio in early MIL-

FREQUENCY w is the
n
frequ ency of a short period oscillation in

F-8785B requirements (Fig. 9-9). Their

the absence of aerodynamic damping.

9-10, may be used for civil aircraft as
well.

NATUP~L

Fig. 9 -9 shows a pictorial representation
of the relationships between the par a meters defined above, including data on same

present r e quirements, summarized in Fig.
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CL

Fig. 9-10. Longitudinal short period requirements. adapted from MIL-F-8785B (Ref.
9-18)
Alternatively, the criteria proposed by

These parameters appear to have same sig-

Shomber and Gertsen (Ref. 9-15), which are

nificance in considerations of the pilot-

shown in Fig. 9-11, must be considered as

ing techniques involved in precise flight

an even bet ter starting point for the pre-

pa th control.

liminary design of civil aircraft. These
are based on the opinions of pilots who

9.3.2. Criteria for acceptable SP charac-

had to perfarm specific tasks in flight

acteristics *

simulators and expressed their views in

Several attempts have been made in the past

acteristics are regarded as satisfactory

to derive criteria which may be useful to

within a limited region of combinations of

the farm of Cooper Ratings (CR). The char-

designers for ensuring good SP oscillation

La/Wn and ç identified by CR < 3.5.

characteristics. Civil requirements are

The linearized equations of motion for the

qualitative in character, but the military

longitudinal short period oscillation may

authorities have been more specific in

be used to find an approximate expres sion

setting limits to the undamped natural fre-

for La/wn in terms of the damping ratio:
La

*Very recently, at the moment of final
production of this chapter, a similar approach has been published for military air-

W
n

Cm +C m.

(9-33)

2-~
C
K 2

La

y

craft in J. of Aircraft, June 1975, entitled: ·Use of short period frequency re-

The coefficients CIDq and Cm. represent the

quirements in horizontal tail sizing", by

aerodynamic damping in pitcg due to the

D.J. Moorhouse and W.M. Jenkins

ra te of pitch and change of incidence, and
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Ky is the inertia radius about the lateral
axis as a fraetion of the MAC. For a given
type of aireraft ç is a funetion of the
stiek-fixed maneuver margin, while Ky is
dependent upon the mass distribution. Lines
have been drawn in Fig. 9-11 aeeording to
(9-33), whieh show that aireraf t with a
given mass distribution at a given altitude
approximately follow this relationship when
their e.g. loeation is varied. The figure
thus defines aeeeptable fore-and-aft e.g.
limits, whieh may be expressed as limits
to the sti~k-fixed maneuver margin:
x -x

~=i
e

2

Kv (W)2
Ln
-'e
"
lJ

(9-34)
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=

W

pgSë

(1 + ~~)

(9-36)

Fig. 9-11 may be used to find maximum and
minimum va1ues of L,, / wn , eorresponding to
the forward and aft e.g. limit for satisfaetory dynamie eharaeteristies. Generally
speaking, flight at high altitude and high
wing loading will determine the forward
e.g. limit, sinee in this eondition damping is poor, while low-speed flight at low
weight will determine the aft e.g. limit.
An example of aeeeptable eombinations of
Sh/S and xeg/ë is shown in Fig. 9-12.

The time to half amplitude of the SP oseillation ean be approximated by:

and
IJ

Using the approximation

9.3.3. A simple eriterion for the tailplane si ze

where
K 2

Fig. 9-11. Longitudinal
short period oseillation
criteria for transport
aireraft as proposed by
Shomber and Gertsen (Ref.
9-15)

(9-35)

that

T~

may be a useful criterion for siz-

ing the horizontal tailplane. Inspection
T~

is

(1+

~~)

of (9-36) and (9-37) reveals th at
primarily determined by the term
Cm +C m.

L()

~

K 2

CL
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h
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Lh
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(9-38)

which, in fact, represents the aerodynamic
damping moment in relation to the polar
moment of inertia in pitch. Fig. 9-14 is
Fig. 9-12. Example of acceptable combina-

based on this relation and supplies a sim-

tions satisfying SP requirements

ple method for estimating the horizontal
tailplane size.* This approach also shows
the importance of the tail moment arm.

4 R.n 2

(9-37)
Analysis of the SP oscillation shows that an important part is played by the parameter I.)< R. W) •
h
From Fig. 9-15 it can be seen that the length of

This relationship has been plotted in Fig.
9-13, together with values of T~ for some
airplanes of different classes in the
landing configuration . The trend which
these points seem to indicate suggests

the fuselage and the engine location are deter-

*Some data for estimating the horizontal
tailplane lift gradient can be obtained
from Section E-I0.l. of Appendix E
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Fig. 9-13. Time required to damp the short period motion
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ertia about the lateral axis
as affected by airplane size
for various categories

mining factors here and problems may therefore be

pilot can still correct any instability by

encountered wi th the SP oscillation in a particu-

elevator deflections, a stabie phugoid is

lar class of high-subsonic jet transports. It is

regarded as desirable under normal condi-

not always possible to solve such problems in the

tions and particularly during IFR flights.

entire range of speeds, weights, and altitudes by

In a preliminary design this may basically
be achieved by:

good aerodynamic design. It may then become desir-

abie or even necessary to use equipment which sup-

- taking account of power effects as far

pl1es artificial stabilization (SAS, Stability

as possible (see Section 9.2.5.) and en-

Augmentation System).

suring that the statie stability remains

9.3.4. The phugoid

- paying due regard to the influence of

The phugoid is a mot ion during which speed

sonic aircraft.

positive,
compressibility in the case of high-subvariations occur which generate tangential
and norrnal forces at an almost constant
angle of attack. The aircraft has a con-

9.4. LONGITUDINAL CONTROL AT LOW SPEEDS

stant energy level and oscillates in such
a way that an interchange takes place be-

For some aircraft the aft e.g. limit may

tween potential and kinetic energy.

be imposed by the condition that recovery

Although the period of the phugoid will

must be possible from a deep stall (see

generally be of such magnitude that the

Section 2.4.2c.). From the available lit-
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erature it can be concluded that for aircraft with T-tails and jet engines mounted
on the re ar fuselage, the tailplane size
may be about 15% larger than the size dictated by stability considerations at a
given aft c.g. location .The criteria given below relate to the forward c.g. location. It will be noted that
on aircraft with CCV, similar limits based on control requirements - apply to
the aft c.g. location, which may well form
the critical design condition if "aerodynamic· stability is dispensed with.
9.4.1. Control capacity required to stall

the aircraft
The maximum lift coefficient must be -:>btained with flaps fully deflected and the
c.g. in its most forward position, while
some reserve will have te be available for
maneuvering. The condition of equilibrium
in Fig. 9-16 results in:
(9-39)

(9-42)

where a and E refer to the stalling condition.
For aircraft with a fixed stabilizer the
angle i usually has a small negative valh
ue relative to the zero-lift line in cruising flight, in order to obtain the trimmed
cruise CL with zero elevator deflection.
As far as the tailplane design is concerned, the valua of CLh is then affected
only by the lift gradients and the elevator deflection.
With an adjustable or controllable stabilizer the downloads on the tail can be increased considerably since values of about
_10 0 are possible for i •
h
Practical applicatJnn of (9-40) requires many detailed studies. For example, the effect of
flection on cm.

f~ap

de-

and E must be known and this is

25
difficul t to estimate in the preliminary design

stage. Some data are presented in Appenaix G. Alternatively, the fo 1 10w1n9 very rough approxima-

The horizontal tail volume required follows
from:

tions may be used :

1.5 cosA.

+ 6

CL

)

25
5
___-=-____
ma=x

x

...9
c

(9-40)
where 6

where

(9-43)

CL
max
f

and 6

5

denote the effects of flap and

slat deflection on the coefficients to whieh they

are attached. Typical values for cm.25/6f
(9-41)

C~

are :

- .18

split flap, plain flap

- .26

single slotted flap

The tailplane lift coefficient, which is

- .385, double slotted flap, fixed hinge

positive in the upward direction, amounts
to:

- . 445, double slotted Fowler flap

- .415-. single slotted Fowler flap
- .475. triple slotted Fowler flap

w
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Fig. 9-16. Longitudinal
equilibrium at the stall:
landing configuration

The following figures are proposed for
- .35 .

~

1/3

- .8

- 1.0

For Tl

h

C~

As a mi'nimum for the rotation speed we may

adjustable stabilizer

take: VR = 1.05 VS1 for transport aircraft;
for light aircraft an explicit requirement

contro11ab1e stabi1izer.

will be found in FAR 23.51 regarding the

, fixed stabilizer

we may assume:

.95
. 85

minimum speed at which rotation can take

fin-rnounted stabilizer
fuselage-rnounted stabilizer .

The Gondition of adequate control power required to reach CLmax in the landing configuration may be depicted in an Sh/S vs .
XCg/2 diagram; see Fig. 9-18.
9.4.2. Control capacity required for takeoff. rolation and landing flateout

It must be possible to genera te a sufficiently large tail load to ensure that at
the rotation speed the aircraft will have
<in arigular velocity of é within a limited
R
period of time, e.g. one second. From Fig.

place.
The value for Ct follows from (9~42),
h
where (l and E relate to the initiation of
the rotation and Ure' airctaft is trirnrned
for I,) VS ' When the stabilizer is ad1
justable it may be possible to obtain a
reasonably high value, such as CL = -1.0.
h
In the case of propeller aircraft, CL and
h
1')h are more difficult t~' determine because
of powerplant operation, gtound effect,etc.
Various data needed for further evaluation
of (9-44) of ten onIy :Jecome available after wind tunnel tests. An example of the
resulting Sh/S-limit is shown in Fig. 9-18.

9-11 we máy derive tHe condition:
Sh~h = _

S~

1')h

Lmax
C
1') . CL
q
h

I

r

m. 25 _
(::)2 x
CL
.
ma·x

x9: ~z'f tT/W-x
CLR. (X
c9: + ___
-2

c

CLh
C

-

.25)

(9-44)

whete v'S l' CLmax and Cm..
refe'r to tne
25
tàkeoft flap settin~ and

and

.

f +

eR (Xh V
R

Fig., 9-18. Tailplane size and c.' g. limitations based on coritrollabi1j>ty at lów'
»9:)'

speeds
(9-46)

H

~~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~-+~~

w

Fig. 9-11. Takeoft rotát1on
j2'5

to (9-49) is plotted in Fig. 9-18.

9.4 . 3. Out-of-trim conditions

~imilar

limitations mayalso be derived for other
Wh en excursions are made from the trimmed
conditions, variations in the local flow
conditions at the tailplane will occur,
but these must not lead to tailplane stal!.

out-of-trim maneuvers. It will be obvious
that a detailed studyOof flow conditions
will be required at a later stage of the
design.

The critical condition here will generally
be experienced in the landing configuration with the most forward c.g. location .

9.5. PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE HORIZONTAL

Typical maneuvers to be considered are a

TAILPLANE

level speed increase from a trimmed condition at 1.2 V or a push-over maneuver at

s

n = .5g from a trimmed condition at 1.3 VS '
up to the flap-extended design speed V
FE
(Ref. 9-32).
Taking, for example, an aircraft with a
variable-incidence tailplane, trimmed at
1.2, 0VS ' which is accelerated at n = 1 to
VFE ' the tailplane angle of attack is obtained from:
(C)
(ah) tr -

(1 - ddaE)

(9-47)

where
m. 25

+ (CL)

tr

(~-

.25)

c

engineer. Once these decisions have been
taken, it may weIl be th at previous assumptions regarding the tailplane shape or
even the wing location will have to be revised .

a

C

such as aspect ratio and thickness ratio,
etc. The choice of the type of aerodynamic
balance, whether the stabilizer will be
fixed or adjustable, and the type of control system is much more difElcult, and
more data will generally be required than
are available to the preliminary design

- CL

L ctLr

The design of the tailplane is alw~ys an
iterative process. It is n~ual to make an
initial choice of certain shape parameters

(9-48)
9.5 . 1. Tailplane shape and configuration

For a typical out-of-trim maneuver from

s to VFE = 1.8 Vs we find the
following condition for the tailplane vol-

Vtr

1.2 V

ume (variabie incidence tail):
Sh9. h
së

Cm. 25 / C
+ .7 (xcg/ ë - .25)
Lmax
11

C
hL h

1(ah) min + .39
a

CL

max

l-dE/da l
CL
a
(9-49)

a. Aspect ratio Ah.
This factor is of direct influence because
of its effect on the lift-curve slope. For
manual control systems the c.g. range satisfying the stick-force requirements will
be widened, or the required tailplane size
may be reduced. For aircraft with a fixed
stabilizer the forward c.g. limitation required to cope with the stall is favorably
affected with increasing Ah. Equation 9-49

where Cm.
is the aerodynamic pitching
25
moment, tail-off, at (CLJ tr The minimum value of a h to be accepted depends upon the
detail design of the stabilizer. A margin
should be available to allow for the reduction in the tailplane stalling angle

for variable incidence tailplanes con ta ins
not only the lift 3radient, but also
(a h)min' which decreases with an increa s ing value of Ah. If out-of-trim conditions
are the predominant factor, a high Ah is
not always desirable.

due to ice formation . A typical value may
be (a h)m on = -.25 rad., but this can be increased 6y negative camber or inverseslats
on the leading edge of the stabilizer.

b. Taper ratio Àh.
Tailplane tapeor has a slightly favorabie
influence °on the aerodynamic characterO
is-

An example of limitation of Sh / S according

tics. A moderate taper is usually chosen
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to save structural weight.
c. Angle of sweep Ah'
In the case of high-speed aircraft the
tailplane angle of sweep, in combination
with its thickness ratio, is chosen 50
that at the design diving Mach number
strong shocks are not jet formed. The same
procedure as applied to the wing (Section
7.5.2b) will th en result in a thinner section and/or larger Ah as compared with the
wing.
Positive sweepback is occasionally used on
low-speed aircraft to increase the tailplane moment arm and the stalling angle of
attack, although the result is a decrease
in the lift-curve slope. Up to about 25
degrees of sweepback there is still an advantage. The sweepback angle may be deterrnined by the condition of a straight
elevator hingeline, which is sometimes imposed in the interest of structural simplicity.
d. Airfoil shape.
The basic requirements are that the airfoil section should have a high c~a and a
large range of usable angles of attack.
Frequent use is made of approximately symmetrical airfoils with a thickness ratio
of 9 to 12 percent and a large nose radius,
e.g. NACA 0012. Tailplane stalling - at
the lower surface - can be postponed by
adopting negative camber (e.g. NACA 23012
upside down), upward nose droop, an increase in the nose radius or by means of a

of the elevator - which may cause shock
waves - and that the c.g. travel can be
extended forward. An all-flying (controllable) tail has the additional advantage
that it improves both maneuverability and
control in out-of-trim conditions. Ageared
elevator, deflecting in the same direction,
will extend the c.g. range in the forward
direction through an increased download.
All-flying tails on transport aircraft are
usually power-operated. A controllable
tailplane is sometimes used on small aircraft and frequentlyon gliders. An antibalance tab is recornrnended in order to obtain acceptable control forces and con trol
force stabili ty.
Trim tabs, balance tabs or variable-i ncidence stabilizers can be used to reduce
the control forces to zero. Large trim
changes may be induced by the deflection
of effective flaps, and in some aircraft
there is a coupling between the flap controls and the (trim) tab controls or the
stabilizer incidence controls.
g. Elevator area and deflections.
A large elevator area - as a fraction of
the tailplane area - promotes good controllability at forward c.g. locations,
but for rnanual control systerns the stick
forces will increase. Similar argurnents
apply to the maximum elevator deflection.
The danger of tailplane stall and elevator
lock-over grows greater with increasing
elevator chord and deflection.

fixed slot.

9.5.2. Design procedures

e. Dihedral.
The position of the tailplane relative to
the propeller slipstream or jet efflux may
make it desirable to shift it slightly in
an upward direction. This may be achieved
by using a certain degree of dihedral.

The objective of preliminary tailplane design is not only to arrive at an acceptable

f. Control and trim system •
A variable-incidence (adjustable) tailplane has the advantages that at high-subsonic. speeds adjustment of the tailplane
is more effective than trirnrning by means

guess with regarJ to shape and size but,
in addition, to ensure a good balance between the wing location in longitudinal
direction, the c.g. range required, the
c.g. range available and the tailplane design. In view of the many parameters involved, various solutions may be proposed
and the design finally selected will be the
one which gives a small tailplane and adequate flexibility to suit a variety of cus-
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Balancing

Fig. 9-19. Balancing the airplane
tomer requirements and future aircraft
growth.
A design procedure will be suggested helow.
The basic relationships required can be'
found in this chapter, while methods for
predicting aerodynarnic characteristics are
presented in Appendices E and G, and in the
references. As a considerable arnount of
work is involved in the detailed procedure,
a simple approach wil! be presented first.
a. (luick method.
It can be arg.ued that longitudinal stability is affected primarily by Sh/S, whereas
the volume Shth/(së) is more relevant 'to
controllabiIity. By ins'pecting the data for
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comparable aircraft (Table 9-2) the area
and aspect ratio may he chosen sa that
~1/3Sh/S and ~1/3Shlh/së both have acceptable values.
A che"ck may be made with Fig_ 9-14, whicn
relates particularly to large transport
aircraft. The tailplane lift-curve' "lope
for low aspect ratios is approximately<
21T

(.9-50)

and the moment of inert:l!a can be obtained
from Fig. 9-15.

I

Design Div.

Average Tai1

Speed
Aircraft type

Scott~8h

Sh

V
D
kt.
EAS

'\

-

Wright Flyer (1903)

-

-

""-

~h

Ah
deg.

%
curved "plat el"

5.72

I

.229

4.40

I

0

.202

4.00

I

0

-

.285

3.84

.568

8.2 23015 modo inv.

NACA 0012/0009

Aérospatiale N-262

260

Fokker-VFW F-27 11k200

288

.51

.229

6.00

.400

0

Lockh. Hercules C-130B

325

.64

.313

5.20

.358

7.5 NACA 23012 inv.

.711

Bristol Britannia 310

301 r I

Cessna Citation 500

.246

5.25

.335

8.6

.282

5.14

.500

6

NACA 63A-014 modo

RAF 30 mod.
NACA 0010/0008

.260

5.20

.500

.283

4.00

.580

19.6

Aérospat. SN-600 Corvette

.237

4.79

.523

28.6 neg . cambered

Yakovlev YAK40

.207

4.33

.430

11.5

Hawker Sidd. HS-125/400B

370

.825

VFI<-Fokker 614

330

. 74

.281

4.50

.400

20

Fokker-VFW F-28 11k I 000

390

.83

.255

3.83

.480

27.5 NACA modo

Aêrospat. Caraveile Io-R

375

.87

.204

4.03

.326

30

BAC-I I 1/200-400

410

.86

.256

3.38

.600

25

HcDonnell Douglas DC-9 projee

.89

.242

4.21

.3 10

32

KcOonnell Douglas DC-9/10

.89

.295

4.93

.352

31.6

.89

.319

4.16

.380

30

Boeing 737/100

398

tIc

root/tip

.163

Aviation Pup

Lockh. Electra 188A

NACA 65-011
DSKA;9.5%/8%

12%/9%

•

few

K

12

F

10.5

K

15

F

14

F

12

F

-

+

deg. deg.

F

-

13

F

-

.198

78

0

.332

65

-

.800

8.5

.247

65

-.

1.040

0

.300

66

.755

9

.310

67

.677

0

.408

58.7

-

-

9

V

2.5

7.5

.640

0

.320

64

10

V

3.0

6.0

.621

0

.377

70

12.0

.834 10.5

.273

67

.972

0

.197

78

45

.995

0

.235

75

-

.908

0

.274

65

41

1.5

V

2.67 8.33

11

F

10

V

-

-

S
Tls

22

25

T

15

40

T/s

15

30

T

15

35

T/s

25

-

9

24

15

25

S

25

25

-

20

25

T

15

25

T

12

30
25

S

V

2

JO

.941

0

.280

70

35

15

25

S

8.7

V

r

9

1.147

0

.280

70

35

15

25

S

10.5

V

1.140

7

.224

75

-

20

20

S

16

26

S

16

26

S

V

4

12.5

0

12

81

K

3

12

V

-

.902 -3

.230

75

1.062 -3

.230

75

1.050

0

.251

75

-

1.068

6

.295

70

-

-

.275

3.79

.360

32.5

.90

.267

4.13

.500

32.5

.95

.216

3.37

.421

35

BAC-317

V

0.5

14

.630

7

.251

15

25

.95

.215

4.04

.329

35

DSKA-89/-90

8.75

V

10

.626 10

.225

75

35

10

25

S

.95

. 203

4.04

.329

35

DSKA-89/-90

8.75

V

2
2

.590 10

.225

75

35.2

S

.371

4.00

.333

35

8

V

0

3

.215

71

-

16.5 27

.95

10
14

.95

.346

3.78

.375

35

9

V

5

15

.855 10

.235

75

30

9

V

3

12

10

V

4

12

Boeing 747/100-200

445

.97

.267

3.60

.264

37

Lockheed C- 5A

410

.875

.156

4.89

.364

24.5

all-flying; V = variable incidence

= trim tab
Table 9-2. Horizontal tailplane design data
tab; T

T

8.75

V

= fixed; M :

30

F

8.5

*F

42.7

F

8.5

** S ~ servo

31.1/36:2

9

35

435

75

10

35

KcDonnell Dougla. DC-IO/IO

-

6

.400

Lockheed L- JO 11 Tr is tar

-

.962

.400

De-8/ I0

27

25

••

- -

25

1.000

V

-

+
deg. deg .

-

-

10.45

Tabs

max

-

.242

0

e

-

0

0
.377

e

6

60

1.015

3.40

Mc.Donnell Dougla.

b

-

3.40

proj

%c

0

.221

oe-a

%c

.600

.22 1

Boeing 707/320

-

Balance
Ratio

0

.95

McDonnell Do,uglas

deg.

Ringe
Poa.

.730

-

.95

420

-

rh

e
Sh

0

Boeing 727/200
Dassault Mercure

S~

-.357

-

-

S

Shlh

--

iux

Type

Boeing 727/100

Airbus A-300B

~

S

0

Cessna 171

w

Airfoil Section

11.6

.928

0

25

8.5 11

T/S

-

8.5

.185

71

31

17

23

T

.700 -4.5

.268

65

30

10

20

-

1.000

I

I

b. Detailed procedure.

1. and 2. These steps in the procedure are the
same as these above, but all coefficients are cal-

The results of stability and control con-

culated for high-speed, high-altitude cruising as

siderations are collected in Sh/S vs.

weIl as for lew speeds. Typical angles of attack

xcg/ë plots (Fig. 9-19a), indicating a re-

are about 10 degrees without slats and 15 degrees

gion where Sh/S may be chosen freely.

with slats extended.

It

is advisable to choose the most critical

3. In the case of jet aircraft determine thc shift

mass (distribution) for each limit.

of the neutral point resulting from engine action,

For aircraft with REVERSIBLE CONTROLS the flying

propeller aircraft a similar forward shift is ob-

using (9-29) for engines placed below the c.g. For

speeds are generally not very high and compressi-

tained from (9-27) and (9-5).

bili ty effects need not always be taken into ac-

4. Locate the aft c . g. limit about .015

count.

of the stick-fixed neutral point with engines op-

~h

ahead

1. Calculate the lift gradient (CLn) A-h and the

erating at low speeds and high power.

aerodynamic center x

5. Calculate the stick-fixed maneuver points at

ac
horizontal tailplane.

for the alrcraft without

the maximum cruising altitude and at sea level.

2. Determine d E/da and the tailplane lift-curve

slope and calculate CLa, and

X

n

as a functien of

Sh/S' using (9-5) and (9-6).
3 . Choose a val ue for Ch

ó

- using, for example,

6. Determine Iy at the maximum takeoff weight,
using Fig. 9-15. provided the angle of sweep is
not excessive, the influence of the tuel can be
ignored.

4. Calculate the stick-free lift-curve slopes of

2
Ky ) with (9-36) and
Ln
enter this value in Fig. 9-11 (in the example 3.0).

the tailplane and the aircraft, and the stick-free

The maximum and minimum values of La/Wn for sat-

Figs. 9-5 and 9-5 - and a (low) value for Cha.

7. Calculate

(~

+

Cm,}) I

(C

neutral point with (9-9) through (9-11).

isfactory SP characteristics are then re ad off.

5. Choose a value tor G and calculate the forward

8. The minimum and maximum stick-fixed maneuver

and aft c.g. limits determined by contra] force

margins are calculated with (9-34) and subtracted
the ~ Xm

stability requirements, using (9-14) through (9-16).

from

6. Determine the stick.-free maneuver points at the

limi ts tor each condi tion.

maximum cruising altitude and at sea level with

9. and 10. These steps are identical to steps 8

(9-21) and (9-22).

and 9 for aireraft with reversible eontrols.

values to obtain aft and forward c.g.

7. Calculate the forward and aft c. 9. limi ts im-

In the case of aircraft with a T-tail and engines

posed by the maximum and minimum stick force per 9

pod-mounted on the rear fuselage, the tailplane

requirements, respectively, using (9-24) and

area for the aft e.g. limit is increased by, say,

Table 9-1.

15 percent to allow for the deep stall case.

8. Use (9-40) through (9-43) to estimate Sh/S vs.
the c.g. position which permits CL-max to be ob-

The most cri tical requirements tor Sh/S are now

tained with flaps in the landing position.

selected and plotted in a diagram (Fig. 9-19a)

9. Limits for Sh/S vs. x /-;; mayalso be derived
c
from (9-44) through (9-46) and from (9-49), pro-

which defines the "aerodynamic" limits to the e.g.

vided sufficient data are available.

range required to obtain good loading flexibility

range. This diagram must be balanced with the c.g.

10. I f it is found that any of the conditions in

(Section 8.5.2.). The following graphical solu-

relation to the control forces unduly restricts

tion is suggested.

the forward c.g. limit, the value of C
should be
hö

1. In a diagram (Fig . 9-19b) on transparent paper

revised.

the e.g. range of the aircraft without horizontal

Aircraft flying at high-subsonic speeds or large,

sition of the wing in the longitudinal direction.

high-speed propeller aircraft of ten have IRREVERS-

2 . The magnitude of the c.g. shift as a result of

tailplane is represented as a funetion of the po-

lBLE CONTROLS. Sub-critical compressibility ef-

the tailplane weight variation with Sh/S is in-

fects on the aerodynamic properties should be

dicated in the Sh/S vs. x /.-;; diagram (Fig. 9-19b):
c

taken into account as far as possible.

330

~ Xcg ~ Sh 1h specific tailplane weight
c

Sc

wing loading

The following broad design criteria are
(9-51)

relevant in this respect:
a. The vertical tailplane must not stall

3 . Fig. 9-19b is now placed over Fig. 9-19a in

as a result of an oscillation af ter de-

such a way th at the X axes are parallel. The air-

flection of the rudder or a sudden engine

craft will be balanced (Fig. 9-19c) when the fol-

failure.

lowing points of intersection occur at an identical

b. Af ter failure of the critical engine,

value of Sh/S:

multi-engined aircraft must remain control-

- the point of intersection between the acceptabie

lable to ensure steady flight.

and desired aft positions of the c.g.,

c. It should be possible to land transport

- the point of intersection between the acceptabie

aircraft in crosswinds of up to 30 knots

and desired forward positlons of the c.g . , and

(55 km/h).

- the point of intersectien of the vertical axis

d. The aircraft must possess positive di-

in Fig. 9-19b and the line given by (9-51) in Fig.

rectional and lateral static stability and

9-19a.

the short-period lateral/directional os-

4 . The optimum values for Sh/S and the balanced

ciUation (Dutch roll) must be weU damped.

locatien of the wing may now be read off (Fig.

Some degree of spi ral instability will be

9-19c).

acceptable for aircraft fitted with an
automatic pilot.

If it proves difficult or impossible to obtain a
satisfactory balanee, the following modifications

The effectiveness of the vertical tailplane

may be considered:

is difficult to calculate as a result of

1. altering the design of the tailplane;

the large variety in shapes . The NACA has

2. changing the position of the tailplane, for ex-

recornrnended certain definitions which lead

ample by increasing R. , if necessary by extending
h
the length of the fuselage;

to reasonable solutions (Fig. 9-20). For

3~

changing the mass distribution, particularly

that of the fixed equipment-fixed ballast is to
be avoided - or a l tering the arrangement of the
fuselage interior (see also Section B. 5 . 2.) ;
4. limi ting the c. g. range by imposing loading restrictions .
If none of these measures yields a satisfactory
solution, a complete revision of the general arrangement may be required. In this case i t may be
found that an alternative disposition of the power-

plant is unavoidable.

9.6 . DESIGN OF THE VERTICAL TAILPLANE
The design of the vertical tailplane is
more complicated than that of the horizontal tailplane. It is generally quite difficult to calculate the lateral-directional aerodynamic characteristics, since they

~v

~_
..
Ii.

S..,:: shaded area

Ay.~
~

Sy
:Iocation of horizontal stabilizer

are closely connected with a complicated
asyrnrnetrical flow field behind the wing/
fuselage cornbination, which meets the on-

Fig . 9- 20. Aerodynamic definitions of ver-

coming air at an angle of sideslip.

tical tailplane area and aspect ratio
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comparison purposes it should be pointed

"overshoot" may be restricted by such

out th at the R.Ae.S. Data Sheets use an-

measures as:

other definition, while some manufacturers

- The use of a yaw damper (see Section

base the area on structural considerations.

7.7.1.) which superimposes rudder deflec-

Attention is drawn to the special case of

tions on those initiated by the pilot.

a T-tail (Fig.

- The use of a pneumatic system which de-

2-26), where the aerodynam-

ie aspect ratio is considerably larger

rives acontrol signal from the pressure

than the geometrie.

differential in the compressors of corre-

9 . 6 .1.. Control af ter engine failure: multi-

The following measures will reduce the

engine aircraft

likelihood of vertical tailplane stall:

Official requirements can be found in FAR

such as Av < 1.8 - and a fairly large fin.

sponding engines (Hawker Siddeley 125).

1. The choice of a moderate aspect ratio 23.149 and 25 . 149, BCAR Sections K and 0,

2. The use of a swept-back leading edge .

Ch. 02-8 Paragraph 4.

3 . The addition of a dorsal fin

Engine failure must be investigated for
multi-engine aircraft in all configura-

9 - 20), which does not contribute material-

tions in a specified range of speeds ,

ang l es of sideslip, but will postpone the

while , in addition, failure of two engines

stall on the lower part of the fin at

in the en route configuration must be

large angles .

(Fig.

ly to the directional stability at small

catered for in the case of a four-engine
aircraft .

b . Steady flight af ter engine failure.

Since engine failure generally causes a

A good starting point for sizing the ver-

disturbing yawing moment and - although

tical tailplane and rudder for aircraft

to a les ser degree - also a rolling moment,

with an outboard engine is formed by the

deflections of both the rudder and the

condition of equilibrium which must be es-

ailerons will be required. When the dead

tablished some time from the engine loss.

engine is fitted to the wing, this case

We have · to consider the following forces

will largely determine the size of the

and moments in sideslipping flight with

vertical tailplane and the rudder capacity.

one engine inoperative (Fig. 9-21):

It may sometimes also affect the design of

1. Contribution of the asymmetry in the

the ailerons.

thrust (6T e ) at a distance Ye from the
plane of symmetry. Provided the aircraft
is fitted with an automatic feathering

a. Transient behavior .
T~e

pilot will experience a yawing oscil-

system , the drag of the dead engine (and

lation which will be more violent at lew

propeller) can be ignored and the disturb-

flying speeds (Refs. 9-49 and 9-50). The

ing yawing moment will be:

minimum control speed V
is the lowest
MC
speed at which control can be established

(9-52)

during the takeoff run - by aerodynamic

2. S.i de force and yawing moment on the

means - VMCG ' or in flight VMC ' with an
angle of bank of not more thanAfive de-

aircraft without the vertical tailplane
(subscript A-v) :

grees. The angle of sideslip involved immediately af ter the failure must not stall

ay _

A v
---arr- e

YA- v

the fin, since that would prevent equilibrium from being re-established . Transient
sideslip angles may peak to a value of 1.6
times the angle in steady flight, and angles of up to 20 to 25 degrees are no except ion with wing-mounted engines. This
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(9-53)

aN _

N

A-v

;

A V
---arr- e

(9 -54 )

3. Contribution of the aircraft weight:
W Sin41; L tan41 '" L41 for

4l' 5

0

(9-55)

Fig. 9-21. Flight on aSYI1\-'
metric power
where the difference between the angles of
bank and roll has been ignored.

b

iv

4. Side force and yawing moment due to the

(9-59)

vertical tailplane:
(9-56)
-y

v

i

v

where
(9-60)

(9-57)

where:

The numerator represents - in nondimension(9-58)

al form - the yawing moments due to engine
failure and sideslip on the aircraft, less

The yawing moment due to aileron deflec-

vertical tailplane. The first term of the

tion has been neglected. Since the posi-

denominator is the change in zero-lift an-

tion of the airplane e.g. has little in-

gle of the tailplane caused by rudder de-

fluence during flight with engine failure,

flection, and the bracketed term defines
the direction of the local airflow, which

iv is taken relative to the mean quarter
chord point. In the case of a propeller

is dependent on the direction of rotation

aircraft, as depicted in Fig. 9-21, the

of the revolving propeller(s). If the op-

sidewash angle Uv will have a negative

erating propeller(s) revolve(s) clockwise

sign, with the result th at the effect of

- viewed from behind the aircraft - the

the yawing moment due to engine failure

critical engine will be the outboard port

will in fact be increased, particularly

engine. This asymmetry is not present on

in the case of a high-wing aircraft (Ref.
9-54) .

Fig. 9-22 shows that a negative sideslip

The simplest expression for the equilibrium condition is obtained by eliminating 'P.

angle makes it possible to use a smaller
tailplane as compared with a ; O. However,

jet aircraft.

Af ter introduction of the usual nondimen-

the condition imposed by the angle of bank

sional coefficients (see the Nomenclature )

of five degrees limits the usable sideslip

and some algebraic manipulations, we find
the following condition for the vertical

angle, and for 6 T e Ye CL/(Wi v ) > .15 (approximately) this limit will considerably

tailplane area required:

increase the control capacity required. If
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-

EAS
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~up
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Aérospatiale N262

260

2 .91

0
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.89
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20
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35
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r
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t
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+23.5
-30
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T/S
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.88

50.3

9

.0720

. 250
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25

30

T

.191
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33.0
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.0806

.220

75

.161

I. 19

52

11.5

.0548

.197

72

25

28.5

T

Approx. T-tail

.162

.81

47.5

10

.0442

.222

78

30

T

T-tai 1

.174

1.28

32.4

.0682

.321

35

T/S

.203

1.00

40

NACA modo

10.15

.0910

.187

.106

I. 24

37.9

NACA 65-011

11

.0379

.258 76/40

12.5

.0482

.254

70

30

11
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.270

68

35

35

12

.1117

.250

75

NACA 00 I 2/0008

78

TIC

T

6 r -+ 16° for CL-44

T

30

J3

T-tai 1

24

.132

.91

41.0

.89

.192

.95

43.5

.89

.268

1.88

.232

I. 96

35

9

.1025

.221

71.5

Split rudder

.95

.238

.78

55

9

.0905

.168

80

T-tail

.204

I. 62

40

12.5

.1020

.248

70

.143

1.49

31

10

.0628

.250

65

20

107 .5

.148

I. 62

31

10

.0656

.2B2

65

25

S

.95

122

. 144

I. 81

31

10

.0626

.242

65

25

S

HcOonnell Oouglas OC-8/10,50 405

.95

<V

.0494

.269

65

32.5

C

BAC VC-IO/IIOI

3BO

.94

.0453

. 25 1

Lockh. Tristar L-IOII/I

435

.95

10

.0830

.16 1

70

11

HcDonnell Douglas De-9/10

Boeing 737/100

400

30

Average

deg.

.212

288

h

root

30

325

Bristol Britannia 310

A
v

90

Fokker-VFW F 27 Hk 200

.71 1

Airfoil Section
v

.045

85

Lockheed Hercules C-130E

Lockheed Electra 188A

S

S

Dassault Hercure

Boeing 727/100
420

Airbus A-300B

.90

103

Boeing KC-13S

Boeing 707/120
Boeing 707/320B

HcDonnell Oouglas OC-I 011 0

.95

Boeing 747/100,200

445

Lockheed C-5A

410 .875

*C

control tab; S

LOF

.97

servo tab; T

103/138

34

OSHA

.122

1.91

35

.142

I. 10

38.5

30

. 231

1.83

35

30

.221

1.92

40

.0811

.145

62

30

.196

I. 38

44

.0990

.173

77

43

.191

.B4

34.9

.0951

. 191

trim tab

Table 9-3. Vertical tailplane design data

OSHA-II 1/-112

"'12%1"' 10%

9.85

T-tai 1

30

TIC

T-tai 1

T

37.2

S

T-tai 1

23/ 46 • 5
42

25

Tandem rudder
T

Sp ti t rudde r
T-tai 1

oe-10) or a rudder provided with guide vanes

1.0

(Fokker P 301 STOL project).

C
Sv
'Iv VVaS

4. Choosing an aspect ratio which is not too lew .

.8

A T-tail will increase the effective aspect ratio,
but for struetural reasons the geometrie aspect
ratio will generally not exceed 1 .2 .

.6

5. Increas ing the tail moment arm (longer fuselage,
swept-back fin) .

.4

An approximate limit would be a rudder ehord of 30
to 35 percent of the tailplane eherd wi th a maximum
rudder deflection of 25 te 30 degrees. In the case

.2
Ale Ve CL

of manual con trol the rudder deflection may be lim-

---wç.05

.10

.15

ited by the requirement that the pressure on the

.20

rudder peda1s shou1d not exceed 180 lb (81.6 kg) .
In connection with Fig. 9-23 it should be noted that

Fig. 9-22. Effect of sideslip on vertical

the choice of Sv may have been decided by other cri-

tailplane area required to cope with en-

teria in the case of several aircraft. In the ab-

gine failure

sence of relevant data, the rudder deflection of
some aircraft has been assumed at 25 degrees. These

this criterion is exceeded to any great

factors may explain the fairly wide dispari ties in

extent, a method of reducing the yawing
moment will have to be found. The possi-

the lower limit values for a number of types.

bility of interconnecting the propeller

c. Orag caused by an inoperative engine.

shafts (Bréguet 941) and/or adopting an
unconventional method of directional con-

A detailed account of this drag increment

trol - such as cyclic pitch of the propel-

is given in Appendix G, Section G-8. Only

lers, con trol by means of air jets or a

one contribution will be mentioned here:

prope ller at the tail (as in helicopters)

the vortex-induced drag resulting from
the side force on the vertical tailplane,

wil l have to be investigated in this case.

which may be expressed as a fraction of the
Practical application of (9-59) is hampered by the

total vortex- induced drag:

difficulty that 0v cannot be predicted with any accuracy

tor propelle r aircraft. In addition, a com-

(9-61)

bination of Wand CL has to be substituted , which

means, in effect, that a choice of V
must be made.
MC
The statistics in Fig. 9-23 and Table 9-3 are in-

This expression shows that ÖC

tended to replace a detailed study by a rapid esti-

tional to (y /i

ma tien of the vertical tail area required, or ra th-

the recornrnendations set out above deserve

er the tailplane area on which the rudder is fitted.

special attention.

e

v

is proporo
b )2, which proves that

v

Large tailplanes can be avoided in the following
ways:

9.6.2. Lateral stability

1. Ensuring that the critical engine is not located
further outboard than is strictly necessary. Anoth-

a. Oirectional stability.

er way of reducing Y is to adjust the angle of the
e

Every aircraft must possess positive stick-

jet eff1ux (see Fig. 6-18) .

fixed and stick-free directional stability

2. Choosing a favorabie location for the vertical

in normal operational conditions, for all

tailplane, or possibly by using twin tails.

aircraft configurations. The following ap-

3. Employing a special rudder design, e.g. one con sisting of twe segments (deuble-hinged or varicam

plies to the stick-fixed directional stability, which may be used as a preliminary

rudder, see the De Havilland Canada DHC- 7 and the

design tooI:
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Fig . 9-23. Rapid estirnation of vertical tailplane size for rnulti-engined aircraft with wing-rnounted engines

.20
hp

kg

.22

IJET TAANSPQATS I
.08

(9-62)
.06

where Dv is defined by (9-60). The con tribut ion of engine nacelles to the direc-

.04

tional stability is generally small and

0- -- 00() OEVELOPMENT

may be ignored . The same applies to the

.020!-L~::---_.~04:---.o::6:----:.0:;;8----::.10;----.7;'2:----:."

wing contribution, provided the sweep an-

en +C n
~f
~;

gle is not too large. Wing/fuselage inter-

o

ference is manifest both in (Cna)A-h and

S..,ly.10

Qv' these effe cts will be combined in a

'Sb

single coefficient

~iCna'

which is mainly

o

JET TRAINERS AND FIGHTEAS

•

SINGLE ENGINE PROPELLER
AIRCAAFT

.08

dependent on the location of the wing in
relation to the fuselage in Z-direction.

.06

The vertical tail volume required to obtain a specified e

~

S

C
na

-

..2....:!. =
Sb

(C nef

na

+ C

is obtained from:

+ ~.C

na

1

E

na

)
(9-63)

.0'

.o2'oL----.o~2----'.0-.---..1.06----.0L8----'.1 0o----..L,2,---"".1.
c.: n • en + en
~f
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Yv

~;

~p

v
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Fig . 9-24. Rapid estimation of vertical

The degree of directional stability cannot

tail volume for aircraft with fuselage-

be deduced in a straight forward manner

mounted engines

from existing requirements. A minimum value of C
= .03 is sometimes recommended,
ne
but this is generally inadequate for en -

(9-64)

suring a well-damped Dutch roll. In the
case of single-engine subsonic aircraft
C

is of ten found to lie between .04 and
na
.10, while for transport aircraft values

~

generally range from .10 to . 25. For air-

.3 ...El. + .75
~f

craft with swept wings C

is a function
na
of CL' while a part is also played by de-

hf

,max - . 105
~f

(9-65)

The various dimensions are defined in Fig. 9-25

flection of the flaps.
An estimate of the tail volume required
may be made with the help of Fig. 9-24,
which applies to aircraft with engines either mounted close to or buried in the
fuselage. Aircraft with wing-mounted engines are not mentioned here, since flight
with engine failure will mostly be the deciding case .
The following aerodynamic data* have been used to
derive the contributions to C

ns

·derived from Ref. 9-1.

in Fig. 9-24:

t
Fig. 9-25. Fuselage geometry in relation to
the yawing moment due to sideslip.
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R,

0 2

-.053 B L~
P

Sb

(9-66)

(9-68)

where lp is the distance from the (tractor) propel-

where TV takes account of the nonlinearity

ler plane t e the e.g., while Sp and Op denote the
number of blades per propeller and the propeller

in the Cyv vs. 6 curve when the rudder
r
deflection is large . Although this cri ter-

diameter, respectively. The summation is carried

ion looks quite simpie, a detailed know-

out for all operating propellers.

ledge of the various factors is required
to make it usabie, since small variations

Finally we have approximately:

-. 0 17,

high wing

+.012,

mid wing

+.024,

lew wing

in the terrns in the denominator have a
(9 -67)

tunnel data are therefore required.
Ensuring control over the airplane on a

If th e design provides for twin vertical tailplanes
mounted

~n

great effect on the result. Accurate wind-

wet runway in a crosswind is another important design problem. It should benoted
th at the operation of thrust reversers rnay

the horizontal stabilizer, use 6 C
i

ns

have an adverse effect .

b. Lateral dynamic stability.
This subject is generally not included in
the preliminary design process because of

9.6.4. The spin

a lack of data and the absence of quantitative design criteria. Some design objec-

Aircraft to be certified in the Aerobatic

tives are laid down in Ref. 9-13 with re-

Category and some types in the Utility

spect to the damping of the Dutch roll

Category must have safe spinning charac-

05-

cillation and the amount of spiral stability required. It should be noted that the
dihedral of the wing has a great influence
on lateral stability, and since this pa-

teristics.
The loading of the airplane, which determines the inertial moments about the three
axes, dictates what controls have to be

rameter can be varied without greatly af-

used for recovery from a spin. Particular-

fecting the general arrangement, somemeas-

ly in the case of light aircraft, the rud-

ure of freedom is available to the design-

der is usually the most effective control

er, even at a later stage of the project.

since it provides the yawing moment re-

As explained in Section 7.7.1. most high-

quired to oppose the spin rotation . Addi-

speed aircraft with swept wings are e -

tional elevator deflection may be required

quipped with a yaw damper to obtain an ad-

to apply an antispin yawing moment on air-

equately darnped Dutch roll mode.

craft where the mass is heavily concentrated in the wing (engines , f uel, tip

9.6 . 3. Crosswind landings

tanks) .
The shielding effect of the horizontal tail

In order to ensure regularity in air trans-

is responsible for a dead air region over

port operations , landings may have to be

much of the vertical tail (see Fig. 2-27) .

carried out at crosswind velocities of up

As a rule, it can be said that at least
one-third of the rudder area should remain

t~,

say, 30 knots (15.5 mis). The associ-

ated angle of sideslip to be dealt with

outside this wake, assuming that for an

will be of the order of 12 to 15 degrees

angle of attack of 45 degrees the forward

for conventional transport, but may ri se

and aft boundaries of the wake form an an-

to 20 degrees for STOL aircraft. Equation

gle of 60 and 30 degrees respectively with

(9-59) may be used to find a lower limit

the horizontal tail. In addition, there

to the vertical tail si ze by taking lIT

should be a substantial arnount of fixed
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area beneath the horizontal tail to provide damping of the spinning motion.

d. Airfoil section.

More accurate design criteria have been

The usual sections for a vertical tailplane

developed by the NACA; these involve the

are symrnetrical, have thickness ratios of

polar moments of inertia about the longi-

about 12 percent and a relatively large

tudinal and lateral axes. A detailed ac-

nose radius to permit a large range of angles of attack.

count of this is given in the references
on airplane spinning. Spin recovery characteristics can also be affected to a large
extent by antispin fillets and dorsal fins
(Ref. 9- 56) .

e. Design procedures.
A simple approach is to choose the tailplane volume

Sv ~v/ (Sb)

by comparing design

data of aircraft with a similar general
9.6.5. Preliminary design of the vertical

layout in the same airworthiness category

tailplane

(Table 9-3). The location of the engines

a. Aspect ratio Av'
The aspect ratio , which is defined in Fig.

high or mid-wing), and the vertical posi-

9-20, has a direct effect on the tailplane

cisive factors. The process is iterative,

contribution to Cna , which is approximatel 3
ly proportional to Av / . A high aspect

cannot be determined accurately before the

(wing- or fuselage-mounted), the wing (low,
tion of the horizontal stabilizer are dein view of the fact that the moment arm

~v

ratio tailplane is effective at small an-

layout of the tailplane has been chosen. A

gles of sideslip, but it has a small stall-

more detailed procedure may be started if

ing angle of attack. A low Av is required

the designer is prepared to make assumptions regarding the (relative) rudder area

with a high-mounted horizontal tailplane
to provide adequate rigidity of the fin

and maximum deflection.

without an excessive weight penalty.

For multi-engine aircraft with wing-mounted
engines a lower limit for Sv' can be de-

b. Taper ratio Àv'

rived from Fig. 9-23. A subsequent check

The tailplane contribution to lateral sta-

should be made to ascertain that the vol-

bility is only slightly affected by taper,

ume is not less than the value dictated by

which is applied mainly to re duce weight

Fig. 9 - 24~

and/or increase the rigidity of the fin.

able, the crosswind criterion given by

Little taper is possible on T-tails.

If sufficient data are avail-

(9-68) should also be checked.
For aircraft with engines mounted on or

c. Angle of sweep Av'
Design considerations are similar to those

buried inside the fuselage Fig. 9-24* can
be used . to estimate the volume parameter,

for the horizontal tailplane (Section

and the crosswind criterion given by (9-68)

9.5.1c) but in addition it should be noted

may be checked as soon as the required

that in the case of a fin-mounted horizon-

aerodynamic data are available.

tal tailplane the moment arm of both tail-

Light aircraft, which must demonstrate good

planes is increased. Most designers of private aircraft seem to prefer using a swept

spinning characteristics, should satisfy
the criteria laid down in Section 9.6.4.

vertical tailplane in order to please

It is advisable to apply the NACA criteria

their customers.

surnrnarized in Refs. 9-57 and 9-58.
*The various contributions to C

na

are

given by (9-64) through (9-67).
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Chapter 10. The undercarriage layout

SUMMARY
The basic requirements for the design of an undercarriage are that it must be capable of
absorbing a certain amount of energy, both vertically and horizontally, and that during
taxying, liftoff and touchdown no other part of the aircraft will touch the ground. No
instabilities must occur, particularly during maximum braking effort, crosswind landings
and high-speed taxying. In addition, the undercarriage characteristics must be adapted
to the load-carrying capacity of the airfields from which the aircraft is intended to
operate. This chapter indicates how these requirements can be translated into an acceptabie initial choice of the undercarriage layout, without going into the details of its
structural design.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

UCI -

- Unit Construct ion Index

u.c.

- undercarriage (assembly)

v

velocity

- deceleration during braking

W

- wing span

w

weight
velocity of descent

- California Bearing Ratio

x,y,z - dimensions of an u.c. leg

aspect ratio of wing

lift coefficient

coordinate of c.g., measured in percent of

- lift-curve gradient (CLo=dCL/dOf)
c.g.

- center of gravity

D

- diameter; distance between tire

lage reference line

e

- angle defining main wheel location

imprints; drag
E

of a tail wheel u.c.

r

kinetic energy

ESWL

- Equivalent Single Wheel Load

e

- deflection
- acceleration due to gravity
- height above ground plane

9
h

angle defining position of wing
tip in front view
- thickness of runway construction
- deflection angle of wing flap
efficiency of energy absorption

- gear stiffness ratio
- radius of relative stiffness; lift
LCN

ë

- angle of attack relative to fuse-

- rnean aerodynamic chord

angle of pitch
angle of sweep

A

- Load Classification Number

- reaction factor

- static load on a wheel

- overturning angle

- length

- angle of roll
- friction coefficient

- number of shock struts per main
u.c.
nx,ny - load factors in longitudinal and
lateral direction, respectively
P
p

- load on an undercarriage leg
- inflation pressure; fraction of CL

r

from C
Lmax
- radius of loci of force intersection with ground plane

Ss
SD

wheel base of a

(dual) tandem u.C.

- center distance between two most
widely spaced contact areas

Subscripts

crit-ical (stalling)

cr

-

9
LOF
m

-

liftoff
rnain u.c.

n

-

nose u.c.

-

shock absorberi statie
touchdown

-

tire

-

undercarriage

cg
crit

ST

- spacing of two dual wheels

s
TD

s

- stroke of shock absorber

t

St

- maximum lire deflection

to

T

- thrust

uc

t

track of main u.c.; time

10.1. INTRODUCTION

cruising
(landing) ge ar

takeoff

w
.25

center of gravity

wheel

-

quarter-chord line

weight constitutes some 3 to 5% of the
Maximum Takeoff Weight, which is equivalent

Although the dimensions of the undercar-

to about one-third to half the structural

riage are modest as compared to those of

weight of the wing.

the wing or fuselage, it must not be re-

The maintenance costs associated with the

garded merely as an accessory, particular-

undercarriage, such as the inspection and

ly since its function is much more that of

replacernent of tires and brakes, represent

an integral part of the structure. lts

a considerable item in the total mainte-
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nance bill. This is particularly hard to
accept because the undercarriage contributes virtually nothing to the flying and
econ~mic

capabilities of the aircraft, so

it is not surprising that many - unsuccessful - attempts have been made to eliminate
it, such as takeoff carts, skid landing
gear, aircushions and the lik.e. At present
it is unlikely that there will be a breakthrough in this direction. In the basic
design costs may be reduced by aiming at
simplicity and compactness, such as a
simple retraction system I devoid of complicated kinematics and duplication of retracting jacks. It is not the job of the
preliminary aircraft design engineer to
investigate the details of the undercarriage, nor will he design the details of
the hydraulic equipment and air conditioning system. Unlike this equipment, which
can be stowed in irregularly shaped and
widely dispersed volumes, the relationship
between the wheels, the points of attachment of the gear to the airframe and the
principle of the kinematics of retract ion
must be carefully tailored to the general
arrangement and layouc of the aircraft.
The following functional requirements have
a bearing on undercarriage layout in the
preliminary design phase:
1. During the phases of takeoff rotation
and liftoff and landing flare-out and touchdown, only the wheels should be in contact
with the ground. There should be adequate
clearance between the runway and all other
parts of the aircraft, such as the rear
fuselage, the wingtips and the tips of propellers or engine pods.
2. The inflation pressure of the tires and
the configuration of the landing gear
should be chosen ir. accordance with the
bearing capacity of the airfields from
which the aircraft is designed to operate.
3. The landing gear should be able to absorb the normal landing impact loads and
possess good damping characteristics. When
taxying over rough ground no excessive
shocks should be transmitted by the landing
gear.
4. Braking should be efficient, the maximum

braking force allowed by the condition dt
the runway being the limiting factor.
During crosswind landings and high-speed
taxying there should be nq tendency to
instabilities such as canting of the aircraft or groundlooping.
5. Suitable structural elements should be
provided in the aircraft to serve as attachment points for the landing gear, and
there should be sufficient internal space
for retraction.
In Section 2.5., which deals with the general arrangement of the undercarriage, the
choice between nosewheel (tricycle), tailwheel or tandem (bicycle) landing gear has
been discussed. The general conclusion is
th at the tricycle gear has superseded the
tailwheel type almost completely, mainly
for reasons of improved stability on the
ground, braking and steering. On specialized
designs, however, there may be indications
that a tailwheel or a bicycle undercarriage
will be the best ohoice.
The information presented in this chapter
is mainly a summary of data from References
10-1 through 10-4. For more detailed considerations with regard to the structural
design of landing gear, the reader should
consult Ref. 10-1, which is a standard
textbook on landing gear.

10.2. TAILORING THE UNDERCARRIAGE TO THE
BEARING CAPACITY OF AIRFIELDS
10.2.1. Runway classification
For light aircraft operating from grass or
unsurfaced runways, the tire inflation
pressure is generally limited to some 60
lb/sq.in. (4 kg/cm 2 ) for grass, as indicated in Table 10-1. When the load per tire
exceeds approximately 10,'000 lb (4,500 kg),
and the tire pressure is more than about 60
lb/sq.in., consideration must be given to
the limited bearing capacity of runways.
The stresses in the runway or the possibility of damage caused by the undercarriage,
are dependent upon the undercarriage con-
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TYPI

or

Maximum tire pressure
LAllDIIIG SURFACE
kg/eli

2

Lar.e. properly . . intained
airport. (concrete runway)

8.5 - 14

SUIl U .... e runway, good
foundation

5

of the runway, expressed as a percentage
of the bearing capacity of a surface con-

lb/sq.in.

sistipg of a hard type of stone. This

120 - 200

dex, which is fully explained in Ref. 10-2,

i~

is used to characterize €he substructure of

-

6.3

70 -

90

runways with a flexible pavement. Airfields

SUIl Urmae runway, poor
found.tion

3.5 -

5

50 -

70

without a hard upper layer are also classi-

a.rd Ir •••• depending on
.oit

3.2 -

4.2

45 -

60

The UCI is an index used in the United

fied according to the CBR index.

Wet. bOllY gra ••

2.1

-

3.2

30 -

45

States and shows affinity to the LCN, which

Hard de.ert sand

2.8 -

4.2

40 -

60

will be discussed later. A method of de-

Soft, loose desert sand

1.8 -

2.5

25 -

35

termining the UCI graphically is given in
Ref. 10-2. The RL! also shows some affinity

Table 10-1. Tire pressure recornmendations

to the LCN, but will not be discussed here.

(Ref. 10-1)

The LCN rating method has been introduced
by the ICAO on the basis of much theoreti-

figuration and the type of runway struc-

cal and experimental work, and is now wide-

ture. Two classes of runway are generally

ly accepted in many countries. Permissible
values of the LCN have been assigned to

distinguished:
a. Runways with rigid pavement, consisting

all major runways, and aircraft have to be

of discrete slabs of concrete, laid on a

designed in such a way th at the undercar-

relatively soft subsoil. Failure occurs by
fracture across the corner, especially

of the airfields from which the aircraft is

riage will not exceed the lowest LCN value

when the subsoil is b",d, e. g. clay. A sandy

likely to operate. Typical values of LCN

subsoil provides a good foundation.

for various aircraft categories are given

b. Runways with a flexible pavement, con-

in Table 10-2.

sisting of a relatively thick layer of
TI RE

asphalt or tarmacadam on a base of gravel
or sand, of ten with an intermediate layer

AIRCRAFT TYPE

MTOW
(LB)

of crushed stone. The total thickness is

PRESS.

LCN

(PSI)

about twice that of a rigid pavement. Fail-

Fokker F-27 Hk 500

45,000

80

19

ure occurs because of local indentation.

Fokker F-28 MI< 2000

65,000

100

27

Apart from these airfields , which are most commonly

MeDonne11 D. De-9/10

39

used in civil aviation, airfields with a simply
prepared surface of, for example, fine gravel are

90,700

129

Boeing 707/320

300,000

135

58

McDonne11 D. DC-IO/IO

410,000

175

88

becoming increasingly important for aircraft designed for operation in less accessible regions
(Ref.

10-2).

Table 10-2. Load Classification Number of
several airliners - main landing gear

In order to avoid damage to runways airfields have been classified according to

A large number of tests on both rigid and

various characteristic parameters:

flexible pavements have shown that the

CBR: California Bearing Ratio

bearing capacity of a runway is dependent

UCI: Unit Construction Index

upon the wheel load and the inflation

RLI: Runway Loading Index

pressure of the tire(s). The relationship

LCN: Load Classification Number

is reproduced in Fig. 10-1, which can be

On some airfields the bearing capacity of

used directly for single wheels to find the

the runways is simply given as the maximum

limiting values of the wheel load forgiven

allowable gross weight of the aircraft .

values of the inflation pressure and LCN.

The CBR index gives us the bearing capacity

For multiwheel undercarriages the concept
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NOTE

The da ta given in the leAO Aero-

drome Manual (Ref. 10- 3) are
slightly different

Fig. 10-1. Load Classification Number for various
combinations of tire pres40

50

150

200

250

Inflation pressure ' - Ib/sq.in.

sure and wheel load (Ref.
10-6)

of the ESWL, as explained in the following

tandem (bogie) layouts (Ref. 10-4).

section, can be employed in using this diagram.

Various methods have been developed for

10.2.2. The Equivalent Single Wheel Load

calculating the ESWL, depending on the mechanical characteristics of the runway and
the undercarriage layout. The methods des-

(ESWL)

cribed below for rigid and flexible pave-

The ESWL of a group of two or more wheels

ments and a method for graval runways can be
found in Refs. 10-3 and 10-4 .

which are lelatively close together, is equal to the load on an isolated wheel,
having the same inflation pressure, and
causing the

sa~e

stresses in the runway

a. Rigid pavements.
Runway characteristics are generally represented by the radius of relative stiff-

material as those due to the group of

ness L of the concrete. In the absence of

wheels. This equivalent wheel load accounts

more adequate information the following

for the fact that a given loading, spread

approximation may be used:

over a number of contact areas, causes low-

L = constant x ó 3 / 4

er stresses in the runway material than

(10-1)

would be the c ase when the same load is

where ó denotes the thickness of the run-

concentrated on a single wheel. Typical

way construction. The constant takes ac-

reduction factors - i.e. the actual statie

count of the stiffness of th ; substructure;

load on the leg divided by the ESWL - are

typical v alues are:

4/ 3 for dual wheel layouts and 2 for twin

constant

=

8.0 when Land ó are in inches,
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13

REOUCTION FACTOR
14
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~,I

.6
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:::::
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z

.8

ü
:. 1.0

CONTACT AREA = TOTAL CONTACT AREA OF ALL WHEELS
OF ONE UNDERCARRlAGE ASSEMBLY

(I)

-'

~ 1.2

x

~
EQUIVALENT SIN-

TOTAL LOAD ON ONE U.C. ASSEMBLY

GLE WHEEL LOAD

REDUCTION FACTOR

14

1.6

Fig. 10-2. Equivalent Single Wheel Load
assessment curves - rigid pavements - dual
wheel undercarriages (Ref. 10-3)

1.8
2.0

Reduction

CONTACT AREA

= TOTAL

factor

CONTACT AREA OF ALL WHEELS OF ONE UNDERCAR-

RlAGE ASSEMBLY
L = RADIUS OF RELATtVE STIFFNESS

(SEE TEXT)

Fig. 10-3. Equivalent Single Wheel Load assessment curves - rigid pavements - dual and
tandem undercarriages (Ref. 10-3)
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19

or 1Q.1 when Land ó are in cm, for a bad,

b. Flexible pavements.

softj~ubstructure;

The graphical method of ESWL determination

constant = 6.1 when Land ó are in inches,

for flexible pavements is shown in Fig.

or 7.7 when Land ó are in cm, for a good,

10-4.

hard substructure.

The ESWL is considered to be equal to the

When the thickness of the rigid pavement is

wheel load from one tire when the pavement
thickness is equal to or less than halfthe

not specified, L is usually assumed equal
to 45 in. (115 cm), which is equivalent to
ó = 10 in. (25 cm) on a bad substructure.
These assumptions will keep the designer

distance between the closest contact area

on the conservative side. In the case of

tire inflation pressure. Assuming the tire

edges, D/2. The contact area for each tire
is equal to the wheel load divided by the

lar e aircraft the method may lead to ex-

imprint to be an ellipse with the major

cessive requirements where the undercar-

axis equal to 1.4 times the minor axis, we

riage assembly is concerned, and more pre-

can derive:

cise data should be collected in this case.

ST~

D

2" - \ 1.4

'2

TIp

(10-2)

Using the calculated or chosen value for L
and the geometrical data of the landing

where ST is the distance between the im-

gear, the ESWL may now be calculated on the

print centers, Lw the load per tire and p

basis of Fig. 10-2 or 10-3. Strictly speak-

the inflation pressure. When the pavement

ing the ESWL of the nosewheel leg should

thickness equals o r exceeds twice the cen-

also be determined, but this is seldom a

ter di stance of the two most widely spaced

critical case. For dual tandem assemblies

contact areas (i.e. ST for dual wheel as-

with a pair of wheels at each end of the
axle, each pair of wheels is replaced by

semblies), the ESWL is considered to be e-

one equivalent wheel with the same ESWL as

qual to the load from one undercarriage

semblies or SD for twin tandem wheel as-

the pair of wheels, using Fig. 10-2. The

assembly.

ESWL of the four replacing wheels is then

Between the two limits for ó it is assumed

computed on the basis of Fig. 10-3.

that log ESWL varies linearly with log ó .
-cm
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Instead of the graphical construction, one
of the following expressions may be used:

for a load per tire of 44,625 lb (20,25.0 kg). Using
the logarithmic relationship of ESWL vs. Ö, we find

with Fig. 10-4: ESWL z 74,800 lb (33,930 kg) and
using Fig. 10-1, we find LCN = 100.

dual wheel assemblies:
log ESWL = log L +.3 log 6 -log 0>2 (10-3)
w
log 2S T -log 0 2
twin tandem wheel assemblies:
log ESWL = log L + 6 log 6 -log 0>2 (10-4 )
w' log 2S -log 0 2
o

These results are in fair agreement with the data
quoted by the airplane manufacturer.

10.2.3. Multiple wheel undercarriage configurations
The ability to utilize runways of moderate

An example of the determination of LCN values will

be given for the McDonnell Douglas oe-IO / IO. For an
all-up weight of 388,000 lb (176 , 000 kg) it is assumed that the laad on one main ge ar is equal to

46% of the weight, or 178,500' lb (81 , 000 kg). Tire
pressure is 170 lb/sg.in. (12 kg/cm 2).
For a rigid pavement of 12 in.

(30.4 cm) thickness,

the radius of relative stiffness for a good sub-

soil is L = 6.1 (12) 3/4 = 39.6 in . (100 cm). For
SB = 64 in. (163 cm) and ST = 54 in. (137 cm) we
find SB /L = 1.63 and ST /L = 1.37. The total contact area per undercarriage assembly is 178,500/
170 = 1050 sq.in. (6774 cm2 ), hence (contact area)/
L

2

=

.677. Using Fig. 10-3, we obtain areduction

factor of 3.40, resulting in an ESWL of 178,500/
3.4 = 52,500 lb (23,800 kg). Fig. 10-1 is then used
to read LCN = 76.
For a flexib1e pavement of 6 = 43.3 in. (110 cm)
2

thickness, the distance So
(64 + 54 2) ~ = 83.74
(213
in.
cm) - see Fig. 10-4. Hence, we find 0/2 =
~

3or-----------------------------------------,
oe "'IlO

Vl

~

oe-I/ IJ

z

"i

....

f

0.--<>---....,i;1....------,.,....-----....,
oe lQ/l0

1 701/32°0

u

"4 1/ 100

OlIO"

20
OC-SA
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z
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f

10
10 TO 16 TlRES
MORE THAN 2 lEGS

°O~---L--~----L----L--~----~6----L---~8~.~170·~
MAX . TAKEOFF WEIGHT - LB

Fig. 10-5. Thickness of a flexible pavement
required for several transport aircraft
types - CBR of sublayer = 15 (Ref. 10-23)
54/2 - {178,500/ (4x1.41TX170»~
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=

19.3 in. (49 cm ),

quality and the ever-increasing all-up
weight of transport aircraft have resulted
in the use of twin, tandem, dual tandem and
dual twin tandem wheel patterns. The application of multiple wheel undercarriages
also results in a ga in in safety, a flat
tire being of little or no consequence. In
addition, tandem or twin tandem gears are
superior in taxying over obstacles in that
the fore and aft wheels meet these obstacles at different times, thus only raising
the airplane about half the total obstacle
height.
Fig. 10-5 shows that for takeoff weights of
up to ab out 450,000 lb (200,000 kg) the use
of two main undercarriage legs appears to
be adequate; for higher weights radical
changes in the undercarriage configuration
are unavoidable . For example, the McOonnel1
Oouglas OC-10/10 with a ramp weight of
443,000 lb (200,940 kg) has two main legs,
but the introduction of the long-range versions oe-10/30 and OC-10/40, with a ramp
weight of 558,000 lb (253,105 kg), made it
necessary to add a third main leg in order
to spread the load over a larger contact
area. The Boeing 747 and Lockheed C-5A even
have four main legs and Fig. 10-5 shows
that in spite of the large weight growth
from the DC-8 to the OC-10 and the Boeing
747, these aircraft can use the same type
of runways.
The use of multiple struts for the main
landing gear has highlighted the fact that
on uneven pavements, or with certain angles
of pitch and roll, the load must be spread
evenly over these legs in order to avoid
overloading of any one assembly. Fig. 10-6
explains the main functions of the oleo-

most cases it is fair to approximate the
resulting ground contact points by the
wheel axis or the pivot point of a bogie
assembly.
LATaAL 011 LONGtlIIOINAl. CONTOUI

10.3.1. Angles of pitch and roll during
takeoff and landing

GIÓUND TUIN 'ON
ADVfl$1 CONTOUI

ft
TAiL DOWN LANDING

Fig. 10-6. Load equalizing system of the
Boeing 747 main undercarriage system

The landing gear legs should be

sufficien~

ly long to allow for any combination of the
pitch angle (6) and roll angle

(~)

whiÓh

may occur in normal operational use, without the risk that parts of the air era ft
will come into contact with the ground. It
is generally acknowledged that the

av~il

able angle of pitch on liftoff and touchpneumatic load equalizing system of the

down should at least be equal to, or pref-

Boeing 747 . An oil pipe conneets the shock

erably exceed, the limits imposed by per-

struts of the pair on each side, so that
The Lockheed C-5A, having four main gear

formance or flight characteristics. A geometrie limitation to the pitch angle will
be detrimental to the liftoff speed and

units (Ref. 10-29), each comprising a six-

hence to the takeoff distance. A geometri-

wheel bogie, illustrates an extreme in

cal roll angle limitation may result in an

uneven loads are balanced out.

flotation capability. At reduc e d takeoff

undesirable operational limit in the case

weights this aircraft may even be operable

of crosswind landings.

from unprepared runways .

The geometrie limits may'be reproduced in

The multiple gear develops higher ground

a

turning torques, particularly if the air-

employed to improve the turn radius, to a-

diagram (Fig . 10-7). The various

20·

craft is pivoted about one main gear.
Steerable main landing gear systems may be

~- 6

increased under-

.r;

u

"5.

15°

~~~~~~~==

void excessiv e side loads and to reduce

fusel age ta il

tire wear from scrubbing. Detailed design
considerations of these specialized designs, however, are considered to be outside the scope of t his book.

outboard

5·

0·0~·~----~----~5~·----~------~IO~·~~LL-----C315·

10.3. DISPOSITION OF THE WHEELS

Angle of rol 1

~

The following sec tions will deal with the
choice of the wheel locati o n. Boundaries

Fig. 10-7. Limitations on the angles of

will be derived for t he i nt ers e ction of the

geometry

pitch and bank determined by the airplane

wheel load with the ground, based on conditions of stability during taxying, liftoff

boundaries define the point where the rear

and touchdown. Assuming that for a given

fuselage tail (bumper, if present), the

undercarriage ass e mbly the center of are a

wingtip, e ngines suspended below the wing,

of the tire imprints coincides with th e s e

t railing - edge flaps, or any other part of

intersections, conditions will thus be o b-

th e aircraft, just touches the ground

tained f o r the location of the tires. In

plane. Fo r a given aircraft geometry and
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lenqth of the main undercarriage, the limit

estinate may follow the lines given below.

for 6 will follow directly from the side
elevation. The condition that the tip of

a. Pitch angle required for liftoff.

the winq just touches the ground (Fig.

In the case of light aircraft, the required

10- 8 *) will be:

pitch angle of 12 to 14 degrees will gen-

tan~=tanr+

~
b-t

erally be fairly e-asy to obtain. For trans-tan9 tanA

(10-5)

port aircraft, however, there is a wide
variety of aircraft geometry and charac-

Similar conditions may be deduced for other

teristics, and a more detailed calculation

parts of the aircraft. Fig. 10-7 shows a

is advisable. The following expression is
based on a simplification of the results
derived in Ref. 10-25:

(10-6)

where tI and t 2 are dimensions defined in
Fig. 10-8, and SLOF refers to the condition where the undercarriage is fully extended.
In (10-6) the value to be used for <lLOF is
the highest angle of attack to be anticipated for normal operational use. The second term is a correct ion to allow for the
climb angle of the center of gravity associated with the extending undercarriage.
downward movemen1
of wing tip

The last term represents an increment to
the pitch angle which will be needed,
since immediately af ter rotation the rear

~

'statie groundillie

extended majn undercarriage

of the fuselage will still be moving in
the direction of the runway (Ref. 10-25),

Fig. 10-8. Geometric definitions in rela-

an effect which is particularly noticeable

tion to the angles of bank and pitch re-

on large aircraft. Typical values to be

quired for takeoff and landing

used for the rate of rotation are:
d 9/dt=3 to 4 degrees/sec

for large trans-

limitation associated with the outer en-

ports (DC-8, B 707, 747 class)

gine pod, which in this case limits the

d 9/ dt=4 to 5 degrees/sec

maximum angle of rollover a large region.

ports (F-28, BAC 1-11 class).

for small trans-

The diagram also shows that the limits may
be modified by lengthening the main gear

Prediction methods tor the aerodynamic data re-

leg.

quired to use (10-6) can be faund in Appendices E,

Accurate determination of the desired val-

G and K. The amount of work involved in applying

ues for $ and 9 can only be carried out

these methods is not always justified at the under-

when the performance calculations of the

c arriage design stage and the simplified approxi-

design have been completed. A provisional

mation given below may be acceptable instead.
In the case of propeller aircraft, the effect of

*The difference between the angle of roll

the propeller s lipstream on lift will be quite

and angle of bank has been ignored here-

appreciable. Assuming that slats are not present,

which is acceptable for small angles of

a reasonable guess i s obtained trom:

pitch.
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8

LOF

=

7 (1 +

~)

(10-7)

(deg. )

1.50 - no leading-edge devices

For jet transports the liftoff condition can be

(10-11)

derived from the stalling angle of attack (see

Fig. 10- 9). Ignoring tailplane trim and ground

2.10 - with leading-edge devices

b. Pitch and roll angles during lanàing.
In the case of jet aircraft , the largest
angle during landing is generally less than
that during takeoff, because for fully deflected flaps the critica 1 angle of attack
of the wing will be smaller by some degrees than in takeoff. For propeller aircraft, we may take almost the same values
in landing and takeoff .
-

-

For the desirabie angle of roll we may as-

<X. f

sume:

Fig. 10-9. Determination of the liftoff
angle of attack from the lift-curves for

SO - tr ansport aircraft
150 -

light aircraft

cruising flight and takeoff
10.3.2. Stability at touchdown and during
taxying: tricycle undercarriages
00-8)

Although attent ion should be given to various types of statie and dynamic instabilwhere it has been assumed that in the takeoff con-

ity during the design stage, only the meas-

figuration flap deflection has no appreciable ef-

ures which have to be taken to prevent the

fect on the critical angle of attack, and that the

aircraft from canting over will be men-

fuselage is horizontal during cruising flight. 1n-

tioned here. We shall use the plan view of

troducing an approximatien for the lift-curve slope

the aircraft and assume a statically com-

of high aspect ratio wings,

pressed landing gear (Fig. 10-11). The air craft will cant over about any of the lines

2n cos 1\25

00-9)

1 + 2/A

connecting the tire contact areas, if the
resultant of air and mass forces intersects

and allowing for ground effect, we find:

the ground at a point which lies outside

"w,"++!('~:)::~ -,(~:::~:"

the triangle formed by these connecting

C

Lcr

cosA.

25

] -A
1

I

(deg.)

lines (Fig. 10-10). In that case the ground
is unable to exert a reacti"on force which
opposes the tendency to cant over.
(10-10)

The factor p allows tor the margin relative to C L

a. Condition at touchdown.
The most unfavorable condition will be a

max which should be adhered to in any case during

landing with the cent re of gravity in its

lifteff . It is dependent on the aerodynamic char-

most rearward and highest location. When

acteristics, and may be assumed equal to .15 to

there are no retarding forces

.20. In the absence of better information, the de-

load) , only a vertical force will be pre-

s igner may use:

sent which intersects the ground plane at

(spin-up
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craft.
Forces acting sideways on the airplane may
be the result of a crosswind, an angle of
yaw relative to the runway or a high-speed
turn during taxying. In addition, taxying
over uneven surfaces creates the danger of
turnover. A simple rule of thurnb statesthat
the angle

~

(Fig. 10-10), determining the

tendency to overturn sideways, must never
0

exceed 60°, 55 to 57° probably being a
maximum safe limit. This condition fixes
Fig. 10-10. Condition for stability at

a lower limit for the track. This statis-

tC''..lchdown and during taxying

tical working rule cannot always be used,
however, and a somewhat more detailed in-

m

vestigation may be desirable, particularly
in the case of aircraft with fuselage-

direction

' --1

mounted main gear.
Fig.

10-11 shows a case with ao unfavorable e.g.

location, that is, the extreme forward and lateral

position with asymmetrical loading (point 0). As a

result of the force nyw, directed sideways, the

aircraft will assume an angle of roll which is
M

"""'----!,...----p

mainly dependent on the stiffness of the landing

I

gear and the track. The angle of roll may be de-

Ioad per leg

duced from the balance of forces, with the followM

chosen position of maln u.c. leg

N

chosen position of nase u.c. leg

ing result:

e

limit of main leg position determined by

tanq,

4 k

sg

t

h

s ~
t

(10-13)

ny

touchdown angle of pitch
Ir

limit for the main leg position tor given Nt

where ksg is an undercarriage stiffness parameter

to attain stability against turnover

defined in Fig. 10-11, while

111: limit for the nosegear location for given M,
to attain stability against turnover

e

s

statie deflection (tire plus shock strut)

s

track

heg

height of c.g. above the ground during taxylng

Fig. 10-11. Limits for the undercarriage

and

disposition based on stability considera-

n

tions

As a result of the angle of bank the c.g. will be

a certain distance behind the projectionof

Q) . ·If the weight is represented by a vector having

the center of gravity on the ground. The

a length hcg from the c.g : , then with a sideways

y

lateral load/weight

displaced sideways over a di stance hcg

tan~

(point

main gear must be placed at least this dis-

loading nyw the intersection of the resultant force

tance behind the aft c.g. position, nence:

with the ground will lie at a distance nyhcg to-

(10-12)

wards the side from point Q. When there is only an
inertia force in the longitudinal direction nxW

where es is the static deflection of the

during braking, the point of intersection will lie

tire plus shock absorber and hcg the c.g.
height during taxying.

at a di stance n h

b. Avoiding sideways turnover of the air-

the adhesion forces between the tire and the ground

x cg

ahead of

o.

In view of the danger of turning over the most unfavorable case will be on a dry hard surface wherl
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will be maximum. In such a case, values of .5 to
.6 may be found for nx' while ny = .5. For a dry
grass surface we may take nx

=

ny = .35 as the

limit. Since the loads in all directions will be
of the same order of magnitude, a circle may be
taken as the extreme limit of the points of intersection mentioned above. This circle will have 0
as its

~entre,

while the radius is given by:

(10-14)
When the line interconnecting the mainwheel with
the nosewheel contact areas touches this circle,
a condition is found that defines the lower limit
of the track of the landing gear, provided the
nosewheel location is fixed.

Equation 10-13 demonstrates that under a
given later al force the angular roll is inversely proportional to the square of the
track. In a condition where a narrow track
is dictated by the general arrangement, the
aircraft becomes liable to lateral "wallowing" and a landing gear with high stiffne ss (i.e. small value of ksg) and a short
stroke (i.e. small value of es) is desirabie.
When using (10-13) and (10-14) it may be assumed
that the statie defleetion of the tire is about 1/3
of the maximum, while that of a conventional shock
absorber will be about 3/4. The factor k

sg

will be

1 for a landing gear where the compression has a
linear relationship wi th the wheel load (spring
wi thout pre-tensioning, pneumatic tire), a typical
range of values for astrut with hydraulic shock

absorber will be ksg

=

1/3 to 1/2.

10.3.3. Gear length, wheelbase and track:
tricycle undercarriages

the aircraft are known from p&rformance
and aerodynamic data or may be estimated
with the approximations given in Section
10.3.1. In this case the landing ge ar is
completely extended.
2. During taxying (landing ge ar statically
compressed) there should be a propeller
clearance of at least 7 in. (18 cm). In the
case of an inflated tire and a fully deflected shock absorber, the propeller(s) or
any other part of the aircraft must remain
clear of the ground*.
3. To avoid a tail slam on touchdown, the
center of the tire contact areas must be
located just behind the intersection of the
normal from the rear center of gravity to
the ground. In the absence of adequate information, the pitch angle on touchdown
eTD may be assumed equal to eLOF '
b. Disposition in plan.
1. When the load on the nosewheel is less
than about 8% of the MTOW, controllability
on the ground and stability during taxying
will suffer, particularly in crosswindconditions. When the static load on the nosewheel exceeds about 15% of the MTOW, the
load during heavy braking may become excessive, braking may be less efficient, and
too much effort may be required for steering. Although the margin between theselimits seems to be generous, it should be remernbered that variations in the location
of the center of gravity have a great effect on the nosewheel load. Fig. 10-12
relates the limits for the nosewheel disposition to the airplane load and balance
diagram.
The figures stated above should be considered as

The most favorable location of the wheels
can be determined by indicating limits in
the three-view drawing of the aircraft
(Fig. 10-12).

recomtDendations and not as requirements. Structural
considerations may be conclusive in deciding where
to place the nose gear.

2. Once the location of the nosewheel has
been chosen, the maximum overturning angle

a. Disposition in elevation.

of 57 0

1. During takeoff and landing the rear
of the fuselage should remain clear of the
ground by an amount equal to at least the
maximum tire deflection, or about 2% of
tI + t 2 (see Fig. 10-8). The attitudes of

method given in Section 10.3.2. - will
provide a lower limit for the track of the
main gear. If the location of the rnain

-

or alternatively the graphical

*see also Section 6.4.1.
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LIMITS IN FRONT VIEW:

sideways turnover

11

nacelle-to-ground clearance

111: wingtip-tn-ground clear-

ance
IV

fuse l age tall clearance
at liftoff

LIMITS IN PLAN VIEW:

w
o

chosen wheel location

nosewheel laad 8\ of MTOW
II

nosewheel laad 15% of MTOW

111: sideways turnover-fixed
nosewheel locatien
IV
V

touchdown
sideways turnover-fixed

main wheel location

LIMITS IN SIDE VIEW:

touchdown
II

fuselage tail clearance
at liftoff

Fig. 10-12. Disposition of the wheels in the three-view drawing
gear, and thus the track, have been fixed,

- aircraft with engines at the rear which

a lower limit for the wheelbase will follow,

have a backward e.g. when empty.

although this is less sharply defined.

The object in these two cases is to ensure

3. Occasionally there may be arguments in

safe loading without having to place bal-

favor of shifting the main wheels further

last in the nose or fit a support at the

back than required for stability during

tail of the fuselage. However, there are

landing. Examples are:

serious oojections to such a backward

- freighters with the loading door in the

shift:

re ar of the fuselage,

- Rotation in the takeoff will be maredif-
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ficult, wi t h the re sult that the aircraft

aircraft (see Section 6.4 .1. ). In other

will unsti c k later, while accurate longi-

cases the length is generally based on the

t udinal c o ntro l will be more difficult for

requirement that the fuselage should be

the pilot , unless the elev ator power is

horizontal or slightly tilted nosedown

considerably increased (Ref. 10-14).

when the aircraft is on the ground.

- The l oad on the nosewheel will be increased and it may not be possible to stop

10.3.4. Disposition of a tailwheel under-

efficiently unl e ss b r akes are also fitt e d

carriage

to the nosewheel.
c. Disposition in front view .
The main factors to be considered in de -

The governing factor here will be the landing, since the aircraft touches down near
the condition of stalling. Assuming the

termining the landing gear height follow

fuselage reference line to be horizontal

from the considerations in Section 10.3.1.

during cruising, an approximation for the

with re gard to the available angles of

critical angle of attack is :

roll and pitch . The minimum track of the

(deg. )

main wheels follows from the required sta-

(10-15)

bility against overturn i ng sideways.
With the landing gear fully extended , at
Once all limits have been established, the
designer may choose the shortest landing

least this angle should be available with
"he aircraft tail down.

gear which satisfies every req uirement.

The

There may, however, be good reasons for

main wheels will be the stability attaina-

departing from this rule:

ble when rull braking is applied during

dec~ding

factor for the location of the

- With the track chosen a main leg of min-

landing . The resultant force of the load

imum length may be too short to ensure that

acting on the wheels perpendicular tv the

the wheels will lie in the desired location

ground and the friction with the ground

when retracted.

must therefore create a tail-down moment.
The condition for the angle B in Fig. 10 -1 3

- The leg will be too short to accommodate
the shock absorber (see Section 10.5.2.).
- There may be reason to anticipate fuselage stretch, requiring a higher landing
gear for the same rotation angle (see Fig.
2-8) .
If the main gear is unacceptably high,

possibilities of modifying the design of
the aircraft must be investigated. Depending on the critical limitations, this may
involve:
- changing the contour of the rear fuse\ lage,
- increasing the angle of incidence of the
wing relative to the fuselage,

Fig. 10-13. Main wheel disposition for
tailwheel undercarriages
wi ll then be:
tanB >

(10-16)

IJ

- increasing the dihedral of the wings and/
or

Assuming

- re- Iocating an engine.

result of the runway condition (e.g. grass)

IJ

to be limited to . 25 to .35 as a

or the limited braking torque,
The length of the nosewheel leg will some-

at least 14 0 to 17 0

,

B

should be

the latter value gen-

times follow directly from the required

erally being taken as the lower limit.

c learan ce of a propeller in the nose of the

When the ma in gear is placed too far for-
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ward, the aircraft cannot be brought into

water on a wet runway sideways.

a favorable attitude for taking off. The

Treads with two contact areas are intended

clearance of the propeller to the ground

to counteract the tendency to shimmy; they

in the takeoff attitude must be at least

are mainly used on light aircraft with a

9 in.

single, castoring nosewheel.

(23 cm.) - see also Section 6.4.1.

Shimmy is a violent , self-excited oscillationabout
the swivel axis, caused bloC positive trail in the

10.4. TYPE, SIZE AND INFLATION PRESSUREOF
THE TIRES

case of a castoring wheel. The problem cao be over-

come by incorporating friction or hydraulicdamping,

or heavy self-centering. Alternatively, twinwheels

Fig. 10-.14 shows some examples of tire

may be employed te achieve the same effect as a
single wheel with two contact areas .

Manufacturers of tires issue catalogs in
American, British and French standard
sizes. Definitions of tire sizes and. a
Normal, grooved tire, wear-

resistant and having good cr_ar-

survey of applications in aircraft can be
found in Ref. 10-30.
The choice of the size of tire is simplified by using Fig. 10-15 which gives re-

acteristics on wet runways

presentative va lues for the statie loading.
Since the characteristics of tires are continually being improved, the data in Fig.
10-15 should be checked against the latest
tire manufacturer's data to make sure that
a certain type is still in product ion and
Chined tires, used on aircraft

its characteristics have not been changed.

with rear-mounted engines

10.4 .1 . Main wheel tires
The choice of the main wheel tires is generally made on the basis of the statie
loading case. The load is determined by
Anti-shimmy tire, used

O~

cas-

the weight of the aircraft, the number of

toring nosewheels of light air-

main wheel legs, the number of wheels per

craft

leg and the location of the leg in relation to the center of gravity. The aircraft is considered to be taxying without

Fig. 10-14. Tire tread patterns

braking, at low speed, and hen ce the wheel

treads, the choice of which will depend on

From Fig. 10-15 we may derive the following

the application envisaged. The grooved

expression for the total main ge ar load:

load follows from the statie equilibrium.

pattern normally used is provided with
ribs. This has been found necessary in

P

m

( 10-17)

order to obtain good adhesion on wet runways and to minimise the effects of the

The critical condition is the aft location

cutting action of stones or flints in the

of the center of gravity at the Maximum

runway surface. Aircraft with engines

Takeoff Weight*. If the data required to

located in the wing roots or at the sides

carry out a calculation are not available,

of the rear fuselage use tires provided
with a chine, which serves to direct the
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*More precisely: the Maximum Ramp Weight

it may be assumed that when two main legs

tire is able to absorb at maximum deflec-

are used, each of them will have to carry

tion. In that case the choice of the tire
may be based on the statie load it can

46% of the MTOW.

carry.

When the characteristics of the shock ab sorber in the landing gear leg are known,

For undercarriage legs with a single axis

it will be possible to determine the energy

the total load on the leg is divided e -

absorption required for the impact during

qually over the tires. In bogie assemblies

landing. The maximum dynamic load can then

the load per wheel depends on the position

be calculated. Alternatively, for a pre-

of the bogie pivot point. If the pivot

liminary design it is justifiable to as-

point is midway between the front and rear

sume that the design of the shock absorber

wheel axles the wheel loads are equal in
the statie case, but the front wheels will

will be adapted to the energy which the
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Fig. 10-15. Tire data
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- a rearward shift of the
pivot point, and/or
- the use of compensat.i.ng
linkages.
The bogie pivot is usually
placed so that the distance
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between it and the front and
re ar wheel axles is about 55
and 45% of the bogie arm,
respectively. The static and
dynamic overload on any of
the wheels will then be limited to approximately 10%,
and the load to be carried
by the tires may be adapted
accordingly (Ref. 10-1).
10.4 .2 . Nosewheel tires

3

9
8
7

duced by
- a lew pivot point position

2

0>
.:.t.

be overloaded during braking.
This overloading can be re-

The choice of the tire size
is generally based on the
nosewheel load during braking
at maximum effort - the
steady braked load. Using
the syrnbols shown in Fig.
10-16, we may calculate the
nosewheel load for constant
deceleration from the equations of motion. Ignoring
the aerodynamic moment and
assuming th at the nosewheel
has no brakes, we have during
the braked roll:

7 8 91b

Inflatien

I

b. BRITISH SIZES

D, •

D@}

British
sizes

36 •

American
sizes

27

a
x
g W

- d

- '8

10.00
6 .00 -

4

type I
- 20 type
typeW
32 x 11.50 - '5 type:llIII

26 )ot

b,

b,

15.50
6 .6

m

Pm + 0 - T

(10-18)

0

W - L - Pm - Pn

(10-19)

0

Pmim + IJ Pm hcg - Pn i n

(l0-20)

IJ

The nosewheel load can be derived from
this:

c. EXPLANATION OF THE TlRE CODE

(10-21)

Fig. 10-15 (continued)
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note:

a. With increasing inflation pressure the
contact area with the runway will decrease.
As explained in Section 10.2. the bearing
capacity of the runway will therefore im-

Fig. 10-16. Forces acting on the aircraft
during a braked roll
As both D and L are positive, the maximum
nosewheel load occurs at low speed. Reverse
thrust decreases the nosewheel load and
hence the condition T = 0 results in the
maximum load:

(10-22)

or:
(10-23)

Provided the necessary data are available
to calculate the friction coefficient (see
Appendix K), equation 10-23 can be used,
whereas (10-22) is more suitable when these
data are not available. Typical values are
ax/g
.35 - dry concrete, simple brake
system
ax/g = .45 - dry concrete, automatic brake
pressure control.
The design condition is the forward e.g.
limit at a high takeoff weight.

pose a limit on the inflation pressure.
b. There must be sufficient space for
fitting internal brakes inside the wheel
rims and this will set a lower limit to
the diameter of the hub as well as the
wheel flange width. The total brake energy
to be absorbed must therefore be de termined, and for transport aircraft, this m~
be assumed at approximately 600'ib.ft per
lb (183 kgm per kg) of Maximum Landing
Weight for jet aircraft and 450 lb.ft
per lb (137 kgm per kg) for propeller aircraft*. A brake manufacturer should be consulted to ins ure that this amount can be
accornrncdated within the tire and wheel
size. The choice of a lower inflation
pressure will result in a larger tire
size and hence more space will be available for the brakes. If an acceptable size
for the tires and wheels still cannot be
arrived at af ter this, a non-syrnrnetrical
wheel hub arrangement may be required.
c. The contact area of the tires with the
ground is inversely proportional to the
inflation pressure, and braking will be
less effective with high inflation pressures. For example, Ref. 10-27 quotes for
the tire/runway friction coefficient at
zero rolling velocity, on dry concrete:
~static =

.93 - constant. p

(10-24)

10.4.3. Inflation pressure
When the size of the tire is to be determined there will be a limited choice regarding the inflation pressure. Assuming
that the wheel load and configuration of
the landing gear are constant, the weight
and volume of the tires will decreasewith
an increase in pressure. The wheels will
take up less space when retracted while
the drag of the extended undercarriage
will be reduced as a result of the smaller
frontal area. There will, however, be secondary factors which the designer should

where the constant is equal to .0011 sq. in.
per lb or .0155 cm 2 per kg.
d. The aircraft will frequently have to be
operated from wet runways. Assuming a tire
with a suitable tread patterr" the aquaplaning velocity is found to depend almost
entirely on the inflation pressure alone
(Ref. 10-27):
*These data are reasonably accurate, provided the landing speed of the design has
a normal value as compared with existing
aircraft in the category considered.
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Vaqua - constant

vp

(10-25)

where the constant is equal to 9 if P is
in lb/sq.in. and V in knots, or 17 . 5 if P
2
is in kg/cm and V in mis.
The tire pressure also has an influence on
the drag caused by water or slush on the
runway. Although the performance of jet
transport aircraft with their relatively
high power loadings and rolling speeds i s
sensitive to this effect, it is no design
practice to adapt the tire pressure accordingly.

10 . 5. GEAR GEOMETRY ANO RETRACTION
Having chosen the disposition of the undercarriage and the tire dimensions, the airplane. project design engineer must pay attention to the shock strut configuration
and dimensions and,. in the case of retractable gear, to the basic solution for
the kinematics of the retract ion and the
space require d !or wheelbay s.
10.5.1. Energy absorptio n o n touchdown

The maximum kine tic energy o f the air c raft
normal to the runway t o be abso rbed when
touching down is:
(10- 26)
where w is the ultimat e ve loci ty o f des ce nt.
Assuming cons e rva ti ve l y t hat t his ene rgy
will have t o be a bsorbe d complete l y by the
main underc arr i age , t h us ignoring the e nergy tra nsmi tted t o th e at mosphere, the
required st roke of eac h shock abs o rbe r i s
derived from:

S is the stroke of the shock absorber
n is an efficiency factor, equal to the
energy absorbed by the tire or the absorber
divided by the product of Pand the maximum
deflection or st~oke, respectively.
Assuming the statie load on the main under··
carriage equal to 92% of W, we find for the
required shock absorber stroke*:
(l0-28)

S

It is recommended to add one inch to this
value to allow for inaccuracies in the
method and miscellaneous factors. The ultimate descent velocity w is specified in
the airworthiness regulations: FAR 23.473
and 25.473, BCAR Section 0 Chapter 03-5
Par. 4 and Section K Chapter K3-5 Par. 2.
For light aircraft:
w = constant x (W/S) .25

where the constant is 4.4 if the wing loading is in lb/sq.ft and w in ft/s, or . 9 if
the wing loading is in kg/ m2 and w in mis.
For transport aircraft w is generally 12
ft j s (3.66 m/s), although i n the BCAR requirements it is dependent on the s t alling
speed .
The reaction factor À may be assumed equal
to 2 to 2.5 for transport aircraft and 3.0
for light a ircraft .
The efficie ncy data to be used in (10-28)
ma y be as s umed as foll ows:
tires: nt = . 47
air springs : ns = .60 t o .65
metal springs with oil damping: ns = .70
liquid s prings: ns = . 75 - .85
o l eo-pn e umatic abso rbers: ns = .PO.
The ma x i mum tire defl e ction can be ob tained fr om
the ti, r e handbook , o r al te r nativ e l y from th e app r o ximation :

( 10 - 27)
where
Ns is the number of main gear shoc k a bsorbers
Ps is the stat ie l oad per leg
À

(10-29)

À L

w

constant - - p/Otbt

(10-30)

whe r e Lw is the statie l ead per whee l and Dt a nd

b

t

are the ti re diameter a nd maximum width. The

is a reac tion factor , or ratio o f ma x imum

load to s tatie load per leg
St is t he maximum t i re deflection
360

*more prec i se l y : t he projection of t he
stroke norma l to the ground .

constant of proportionality in (10-30) is equal to

1.8 0;-_.....:,.__.::;.2=--_...:.;.3__...,.4_-"7-r_~·T6_m-::l

.5. A simpler assumption is to take St
equal to three times the static deflection of the

c:

1.6-

tire.

E

o" 1.4

o

c:
co

10.5.2. Dimensions of the gear

~

1.2

-0

Useful statistical data can be found in
Refs. 10-4 and 10-30, which are summarized
as follows.

El.O
:0

.~

.~ .8

::E
a. The diameter of the cylinder of a telescopic main gear unit may be taken as
D = .5 + .03

~

in.

D = 1. 3+ .11

~

cm , for Ps in kg

I

for Ps in lb
\(10-31)

.2 __L-L-~-L~~__~O
12
16
20
24 in .
Width of grown tire

oL-~~-L-L~

o

where Ps is the maximum unfactored vertical

4

8

load per leg .
Fig. 10-17. Minimum clearance between tires
b. Clearance allowances between the ti re

and parts of the aircraft

and the adjacent parts of the aircraft are
based on

d. The wheel spacing on a landing gear u-

- the maximum dimensions of the inflated

nit, with the wheels located on each side

tire

of the shock absorber strut, may be derived

a growth allowance due to service
- the effect of centrifugal forces at high-

from (10-31) and Fig. 10-17 by adding twice
the lateral clearance to the cylinder diam-

speed rolling, which increase the diameter.

eter. This dimension determines the total

Although the growth of tires depends to

width of a dual wheel assembly.

some extent on the type used, a 4% growth
in maximum width and 10% in diameter during

e. In the case of a dual tandem bogie as-

use will be good average values. The clear-

sembly, there should be a lateral spacing

ance around the tire required in connection

between the wheel center lines ST of 1.8

with centrifugal forces may be taken from

times the maximum tire width.

Fig. 10-17.
f. The l ength of the leg is determined
c. The distance between the tire center

mainly by the shock absorber stroke (see

lines of twin tires ST shall be at least

Section 10.5.1.) and the amount of over-

1.18 times the maximum grown width of the

lap of the sliding assembly. Minimum val -

tire. The minimum di stance between the ax-

ues for this leng th are indicated in Fig.

le centers of tires in tandem shall be e-

10-18 for two types of simple telescopic

qual to the maximum grown tire diameter

gears.

plus twice the radial clearance allowance

Ref. 10-4 presents statistical data for

according to Fig. 10-17. As the wheelbase

determining the dimensions

of the bogie should be as short as possible

is generally found that the undercarriage

x,

Y and Z. It

in order to minimize tire scrubbing and

leg length required is about 3 times the

bending moments, a value of 1.2 times the

shock absorber stroke for dual and multi-

tire grown diameter can be taken as a

wheel assemblies, plus a tire radius for

workable ratio.

the single whe el layout.
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SINGLE

though the two versions of the Cessna

TWIN & MUL TI-WHEEL

WHEEL

I

Cardinal shown are also slightly different
in other respects, the gain in cruising
speed is caused primarily by gear retraction. Incidentally, the manufacturer appears to stress the improved appeal of the
RG vers ion more than the act ua I gain in
performance.
There are almost as many gear retraction

t > 2.S(S+x+V )

\ > 26Is+x)+z

schemes as there are different aircraft deFig. 10-18. Dimensions of undercarriage

signs. A review of known retract ion solu-

legs (Ref. 10-4l

ti ons should be made before the actual geometric design is started; Refs. 10-1 and
10-13 are valuable contributions in this
field.

10.5.3. Gear retraction
Nowadays fixed landing gear is almost exclusively used on many small private aircraft at the lower end of the speed scale,

Most retraction mechanisms are derived

from the four-bar linkage and the designer
must have very good reasons to deviate

i.e. cruising speeds of less than 135 to

from this. A suitable pivot point must be

160 knots (250 to 300 km/hl. It is rela-

chosen for the leg which, at the same

tively easy to design a robust fixed landing gear and this may be the right choice
for aircraft which have to use rough airfields. It may sometimes be attractive to
fit a semi-retractable landing gear.
Table 10-3 shows that even at speeds around

time, gives the required wheel positions

C... rdinat RC

f.ardinal 177

(Kdrac tilblc

( t'ixcu Gt'ar)

2,800 Ib

2 , 500 tb

Empty IJeight

l,b)O lb

1, 480 Ib

Ball.ge

120 tb

120 tb

Futl cap.city

SI 8011

50 gill

Top Ipeed at .ea levlt!

176.ph

15 )mph

166 mph

14 2 111ph

no reserve)

16511111

690 !illl

K.ne of cl i.b at sea Je:vd

860

Service ceiling

16,900 ft

14,&00 ft

I , S85 ft

1,400 ft

Cruilt! Ipet'd (75% po1oIt'r

óIIl

7 , 000 ft · )

Range at 75% power at 1,000 ft* .

t.keof( ove r SO-ft

obstac:le

Laodi n, over SO-ft

obstacle

rPfi

840 fpm

1,150 ft

l,l20 ft

St.ll . pud, flaps up , pove r oH

66 mph

61.ph

SulJ I peed, flap' dOloln, po1o'er off

51IDph

nlllph

P01Jer.

0- Cardina l RC ' 200 hp

I. YCOlD ing IO-)60AI86

O Ca rdina l 177 : 180 hp

Lycoming

indicating the retract ion load on the jack
and a number of checks will have to be

C.·... r)
Gro .. weight

and allows adequate leng th of the leg. A
retraction mechanism, generally consisting
of a folding stay member and a retract ion
jack, is then required. Provided a reasonable looking mechanism has been found, a
retraction curve should be constructed,

O-J60A2F

• Cardinal 111 c rui se 5peed and range a r e calcu l att'd at an altitude
of 8, 000 h.

made. For example:
a. Make sure that the jack has adequate
dead length.
b. The efficiency of the retraction geometry - i.e. the work do ne by the jack divided by the maximum jack force times the
total jack travel - should be at least about 50%. Excessive variations in the jack
force during retract ion must be avoided.
c. The points where the undercarriage is
to be suspended must be arranged as close
as possible to the wing spars, major frames
or ribs or any other strong major structural member.

Table lÓ-3. Performance comparison of
Cessna Cardinals
160 knots (300 km/hl there is a considerabIe improvement in cruising performance with
the use of a retractable landing gear. Al362

d. There must be adequate clearancebetween
the members of the retraction mechanism.
e. The leg must be adequately supported against forces in a plane normal to the
plane of retraction.
A solution for various retraction problems

may s o metimes be found by arranging the

swivel axis so that the wheel goes up a
spi ral path, with the result th at it is
rotated during retraction . Shock absorber
contraction during retraction can be used
to facilitate stowage, particularly when
an articulated landing gear is used . The
bogie undercarriage may have an extra de gree of freedom available in that the bogie unit can swivel with respect to the
main member, th us requiring a minimum of

Fig . 10-20. The jockey undercarriage of
the Brêguet 941
space when retracted (Fig. 10-19) .
LOWERED

Jockey undercarriages (Fig . 10-20) are
somet i mes used on rough-fiela land1ng gear;
they require only a small streamline fair ing when retracted and may therefore be
particularly suitable for fuselage-mounted
gears.
Omission of a main wheel door may be con-

PARTIALLY

sidered on aircraft where the drag penalty

RETRACTED

RETRACTED

Fig. 10-19. Retrac-

thus incurred is of less importance than

tion sequence of a

the gain in weight and retraction space

typical bogie under-

(e.g . the Boeing 737, Yak 40).

carriage
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Chapter 11. Ana1ysis of aerodynamic and operationa1
characteristics

SUMMARY
The object of the design synthesis process dealt with in the previous chapters is to achieve the goals laid down in the design specification. The first cycle of the iterative
design process will be concluded with an analysis of the operational characteristics for
the purpose of investigating to what extent the design requirements have been met.
Some general cornrnents on the prediction of aerodynamic characteristics are made in this
chapter. Definitions and subdivisions of the drag according to several schemes are discussed. The choice of operational limit speeds and the determination of n-V diagrams are
th en briefly reviewed. A procedure to analyze the flight profile, reserve fuel quantity
and payload-range characteristics is given, followed by some genera 1 aspects of clirnb and
field performance.
The chapter concludes with certain aspects of operating economy and some critical notes
on the use of standard formulas for estimating direct operating costs.
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NOMENCLATURE

T

- thrust; temperature

TAS

- True Air Speed
time

- wing aspect ratio

- air speed

- fact o r in drag coefficient contri-

- equivalent airspeed

bution

a

- weight

- speed of sound
- factor in drag coefficient contri-

w

- gust velocity (EAS)

()

- angle of attack

b

bution
- wing span

C

- ra te of climb

CAS

- Calibrated Air Speed

factor of proportionality in the

B

drag coefficient
y

- ratio of specific heats; climb

- drag coefficient
~DO

angle

- zero-lift drag coefficient

- relative atmosphe ric pressure

CF

- mean skin friction draq coefficient

CL
Cm
CT

- lift coefficient
- pitc hing moment coefficient
- Thrust Specific Fuel Consurnption
(TSFC)

- elevator deflection
increment
- relative atmospheric temperature
- atmospheric density

D

- drag; distance

Dj

-

DOC

- Direct Operating Costs

EAS
e
F

- Equivalent Air Speed
- Oswald factor
- (hourly) fuel consumption

b

9

- acceleration due to gravity

C

h

-

cr

- cruising flight

IOC

- Indirect Operating Costs

cl

- climb

Kg

- gust alleviation factor

D

- design diving condition

des

- descent

(pressure) altitude

lift
M
- Mach number
MCrD - drag-critical Mach number
MTOW - Maximum Take-Off Weight
N

n

- coefficient of frictional retardation

factor in drag coefficient con tribut ion

L

-

-

Subscripts
am

- air maneuver
beginning of cruising flight;
block-to-block (time)

e
gm

- design cruising condition

end of cruising flight
ground maneuver

drag contribution

- engine rpm

MO

- number of engines per aircraft

R

Maximum Operating (limit speed)
- rota ti on

- load factor; coefficient in mathe-

S

- stalling

matical representation of the corn-

to

- takeoff

pressibility drag

uc

- undercarriage

P

- power

uu

- moment of retraction of uc

p

- static pressure

v

- vortex-induced

R
ROl

- range; Reynolds number
- Return On Investment

wet

- wetted (area)

o

- sea level

S

- wing area; field length; distance

2

- takeoff safety (speed)

traveled during takeoff

11.1. INTRODUCTION

formation and basic (semi-)statistical
rnethods and procedures for sizing the ma-

The previous chapters were intended to

jor parts of the airplane and allocating

provide the designer with background in-

and disposing them in relation to each
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other. These considerations are intended
to be of some help in obtaining a reason-

vering and gust loads for several repre-

able insight into the design process and

e. Computations of the maximum rate of

sentative operational conditions .

in finalizing the first design iteration

climb and ceilings with all engines oper-

in a reasonable space of time.

ating and with a failed engine (as appro-

Referring back to Section 1.5 of the first

priate) .

chapter and in particular to Figs. 1-7 and
1-9, we find that the designer 's next step

f. A prediction of the CL - a curves and the
airplane drag polar for several positions

is to analyze the design by estimating

of the high-lift devices, with undercar-

some of the aerodynamic characteristics

riage up and down.

and determining major performances and

g. Limits for the takeoff and landing

certain flying qualities . The primary aim

weight, based on the airworthiness re-

of this step is to verify whether the de-

quirements in relation to climb perform-

sign meets the initial specification. Gen-

ance, i.e. WAT curves.

eral ly speaking, this comparison will re-

h. Calculations of the takeoff and landing
field length required in accordance with

veal that design improvements are required
but experience gained during the design

the airworthiness rules appropriate to the

stage may weIl lead to the conclusion that

particular airplane category.

the design specification should be changed

j. Payload-range diagrams for several

instead of or in combination with the air-

cruising conditions, due allowances being

craft. In any case, the design analysis

made for reserve fuel.

and evaluation will finally result in an

k. An estimate of the operating costs as

initial baseline design which takes into

a function of the stage length, using a

account the most recent views on the de-

suitable standard method.

sign requirements.
Many other questions can be raised and the
Although many aspects can only be consid-

designer must make a decision on the basis

ered af ter detailed study and testing,
estimates are usually mane of several per-

of what he considers necessary and appro-

formance aspects, such as cruising perfor-

For example, a detailed study of some

mance, airfield performance, design speeds

principal stability and con trol character-

and Direct Operating Costs (DOC). A report

istics can be carried out, particularly if

on the background information for a design
study might contain the following elements.

adequacy bf the empennage and con trol sur-

priate in the preliminary design stage.

there are sound reasons for doubting the

a. A prediction of the lift curve, the drag

face design. However, the designer should

polar, and the pitching moment curve for

also r ealize that many assumptions have to

representative cruising conditions.

be made which must be verified later on

b. Calculations of the cruising speed and/

and decide whether much time should be
spent in studies the conclusions of which

or maximum flight speed and the specific
range (i.e. distance traveled per unit

are subject to considerable inaccuracy .

weight of fuel)

Several topics in this chapter wil 1 be

for several flight speeds

and/or cruising altitudes.

touched upon in a rather superficial man-

c. Considerations for choosing the most

ner since a thorough treatment might ne-

relevant structural design speeds (V

cessitate as many chapters as there are

and
C
V ) and determining the limitations of opD
erational speeds vs. pressure altitude,

sections in this chapter. More detailed

i.e. the flight envelope.

information can be obtained from the publications listed in the references and

d. Calculations of V-n diagrams for maneu-

also in Appendices E, F, G and K.
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11.2. TERMINOLOGY RELATING TO THE DETERMINATION OF DAAG

the pressure forces can be obtained directly by measuring the distribution of
the pressure at several small holes, sit-

One difficulty th at arises when drag pre-

uated at the surface of the body, while

diction methods are compared or drag meas-

friction drag is obtained by subtracting

urements interpreted is that the terminol-

the pressure drag from the total drag.

ogy of ten creates confusion. Several

Assuming the mean friction drag coeffi-

schemes (Fig.

11-1) are possible for sub-

cient based on the wetted areas of the
various aircraft parts to be denoted

ëF ,

the skin friction drag can be written:
(11-1)

ë F is typically of the order of .003
to .005 for most subsonic aircraft. The

where

wetted area of a body or wing is therefore the main geometrie parameter de termining the skin friction drag.
11.2.2 . Wake drag, vortex-induced drag,
and wave drag
According to the law of conservation of
energy, the work produced in overcoming
Fig. 11-1. Drag breakdown of a body without internal flow

the aerodynamic drag of a body moving at
constant speed is equal to the energy in-

dividing the drag of an airplane , as ex-

of energy transmitted to the fluid are

plained in Refs. 11-1 and 11-2 and the

vortex-induced energy, wake energy, and

crease in the surrounding fluid. The forms

following sections.

shock wave energy. The aerodynamic drag
can be subdivided accordingly (Fig. 11-1).

11.2.1. Pressure drag and skin friction
drag

VORTEX-INDUCED DAAG is part of the pressure drag, corresponding to the kinetic
energy - distributed throughout the fluid-

Th e total a·ction that a fluid exerts on a

associated with the trailing vortices shed

body can be considered as the resultant of

by a lifting wing of finite aspect ratio.

the elementary forces exerted on all points

For high aspect ratio wings with relative-

of the surface, both normally and tangen-

l y thick airfoil sections, the vortex-in-

tially. Considering the drag on a closed

duced drag can be computed accurately with

body (i.e. one with no internal flow due

lifting-line or lifting-surface theories.

to powerplant installation or internal

However, when section leading edges are

systerns), the SKIN FRICTION or SURFACE DAAG

sharp, angles of sweepback large and/or

is generated by tangential forces, while

aspect ratios low, the leading-edge suc-

PRESSURE DAAG is caused by the normal

tion force begins to break down at some

forces. The lift · can be subdivided in a

critical lift coefficient and the vortex-

similar rnanner, but it is usually consid-

induced drag increases considerably lsee

ered a component of only pressure forces.

Fig. 7-22 and Ref. 11-12).

The pressure distribution is also affected

For elliptical wings of high aspect ratio,

by the boundary layer and regions of sep-

the vortex-induced drag is given by:

arated flow.
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In wind tunnel experiments

( 11-2)
This equation illustrates that, for given
flight conditions, the span loading W/b 2
determine s the induced drag.
WAKE DRAG is caused by the boundary layer
and reg ion:; c f separated flow. The main
source cf. drag generated by the boundary
layer is shear action, resulting in skin
friction drag; the pressure drag is generally an order of magnitude less. Separation drag, however, is predominantly
caused by forces normal to the surface.
Tor a well-streamlined body at small angles
of attack, the skin friction drag is the
dominant part of the wake drag.
SEPARATION DRAG increases sharply when the
stall is approached and is also manifest
in areas ne ar ill-shaped wing body junctions, blunt bases, sharp corners, etc.
Flow separation can be predicted and analyzed theoretically in only a few simple
cases and drag prediction is therefore of
an empirical nature. It cannot be estimated with good accuracy for project design.
WAVE DRAG is another part of the pressure
drag, associated with the work produced by
compression of the fluid at high (local)
flow velocities, which manifests itself
in the form of shock waves. A complicating
factor is that strong shock waves may induce flow separation, resulting in an increase in both the wake drag and the vortex-induced drag. At supersonic speeds,
assuming linear theory, wave drag can be
subdivided into wave drag due to the body
volume and wave drag due to lift, but at
transonic speeds, wh en mixed flow is present, this subdivision is less evident.
It will be clear from the foregoing that
the subdivision of drag into vortex-induced, wake and wave drag components is
not very weIl defined in cases where appreciabie interactions between the various
flow fields occur. These interference effects result in drag increments, frequently referred to as INTERFERENCE DRAG.

11.2.3 . Form drag, profile drag and induced drag
The pressure drag component of the wake
drag and the wave drag due to volume (if
present) may be combined into the FORM
DRAG. For a specified angle of attack this
contribution depends upon the shape or
form of the body. For a nonlifting body,
shedding no v0rtices, the form drag is
equal to the pressure drag on the body.
When a two-dimensional wing is placed in
a wind tunnel, it experiences skin friction plus form drag, a combination called
the PROFILE DRAG or section drag. This
term is also used to define the skin friction plus form drag of three-dimensional
bodies , wjth or without lift.
INDUCED DRAG is the resultant of vortexinduced drag and wave drag due to lift.
In the absence of shock waves, profile
drag is equal to wake drag and for a wind
tunnel model it can be derived from stat ic
and total pressure distribution measur~
ments in the wake of the body. The induced
drag is found by subtracting the wake drag
from the total drag.
11.2.4. Zero-lift drag and lift-dependent
drag
The subdivision shown in Fig. 11-1 is useful for the purpose of theoretical and
semi-empirical drag computation and for
the interpretation of wind tunnel measurements. When it comes to the analysis of
flight test results, only the total lift
and drag are available, as these are derived directly from measurements of the
aircraft motion (cf. Ref. 11-13). In view
of the fact that the vortex-induced drag
coefficient is essentially proportional to
2
CL ' it is usual to plot measured CD values
versus c L2 (Fig . 5-4b). In the range of
normal operational values of CL a straightline approximation is found to be acceptable. The subdivision of drag into zerolift drag and lift-dependent drag,
C 2
L

CD = CDo + lIAe

(5-9)
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originates from this concept. The meaning
of the Oswald facto r e is explai ned in Sec-

1. Calculate the drag of each major part
separately, assuming that they are iso-

tion 5.3. l.

l a t e d from each other.

It is r egret table that t he term

c L 2 / nAe

is

frequentl y r e ferred to as "induced drag

2. Add all contributions.
3. Make corrections for the interaction of

coefficient ", which mak e s confusion with

the flow fields.

the previous scheme unavoidable. Lift-

The last term is sometimes cal led "inter-

dependent drag comprises not only vortex-

fe rence drag", but the term "interference

induced drag and lift-induced wa ve drag

corrections" is more justifiable. A clas-

but also the variation of the profile drag

sical subdivision of the total drag is as

with the angle of attack .

follows:

According to (5-9) the condition of mini-

-

mum drag is CL = 0, while this should in
fact be some positive value of CL ' referred to as C
in Fig. 11-2. The folLref
__ ~ VQATEX

DAAG _

__ .. .....,j

no~oad_____
el.!P!i~ wir:'.9_ ~

..

~6

(minimum) wing profile drag,
(minimum) parasite drag*, i.e. the drag

of all other airplane items plus corrections for inter fer ence ,

- lift-dependent drag.
Most individual drag contributions can be
approximated as follows:
(11-4)

-

iJ

[t
w
o
u

Fig. 11-2 shows the variation of several

t:.4

contributions with CL' The minimum value
of the wing profile drag - the basic profile drag - corresponds to the design lif t

:;

.2

coe fficient. Similarly, a flow conditi on
can be d e fined for minimum profile drag

OL-~~~~~~-~--~--·L--fl~-L--~

o

.01

.02

.03

.04

.05

DRAG COEFFICIENT

for other airplane parts; this is usually
at a positive value of CL which is rep resentative of cruising conditions.

Fig . 11-2. Drag buildup by analysis

TRIM ORAG is defin e d as the drag due to

(w =wing; f = fuselage; e = engine instal-

t he horizontal tailplane load required to

latton; v = ve rtical tai1plane ; h
zontal tailplane)

ensure longitudinal equilibrium at a spec-

= hori-

lowing representation of the d rag polar

ified center of gravity position. This
drag component is composed of vortex-induced drag due to tail load and a profile

yields a more accurate approximation,

drag increment due to elevator deflection.

particularly for low values of CL:

It takes into account the wing lif t increment or reduction needed to obtain a

2

Co = CD

r ef

+

S (CL - CL

ref

)

(11-3)

given CL' resulting from the horizontal
tail download or upload.

The drag for CL = CL
is referred to as
the reference drag 0~e6asic drag.

Compress ibility correct ion is not a pure

11.2.5. Breakdown for drag analys is

drag. Most drag predictions are based on

drag contribution, as compressibility affects both the vortex-induced and profile
a low speed drag polar (M ,

.5) and a sep-

In the preliminary design stage, when no
wind tunnel data are available, tradition-

*The term "parasite dragIl is not uniquely

al drag prediction methods are used, based

defined in the literature and is too arbi-

on the f o llowing procedure:

trary to serve any useful purpose nowadays
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arate correction is made for compressibil-

the calculation of the stick-free long i-

ity effects at M > .5.
A detailed subdivision, useful for the es -

tudinal stability the elevator hinge moments must be known and additional sta-

timation of a drag polar, is presented in

bility derivates are required for an as-

Appendix F, Table F-l.

sessment of dynamic longitudinal stabil-

11.2.6. Bodies with internal flow

erties . In view of the limited space a-

ity, lateral stability, and control propvailable in this book no attempt has been
All subdivisions treated previously are

made to present calculation methods for

strictly applicable only to closed bodies
without internal flow. The effects of en-

these properties. Valuable standard methods are available in the form of Data

gine power on the aerodynamic properties

Sheets issued by the Engineering Sciences

can be fairly complicated, as explained

Data Unit (ESDU) and the USAF Stability

in some detail in Appendix F, Section

and Control DATCOM (Ref. 11-4).

F-S.6. If the effects of powerplant oper-

The designer may be faced with a nurnber of

ation on lift and drag are appreciable,

difficulties when he tries · to predict the

lift curves and drag polars must be es-

aerodynamic properties of his project:
a. The external shape is not yet fully de-

tablished for various engine ope rational
conditions. In view of the limited scope

fined in the preliminary design stage;

of this chapter no details will be given

hence pressure distributions cannot be

here. The interested reader is referred to

calculated and semi-empirical prediction

Ref. 11-6 and the references mentioned in

methods must be developed. The effects of

Appendix F.

surface imperfections, excrescences, etc.,

must be estimated on a statistical basis.
b. Wind tunnel measurements are sometimes
11.3. DETERMINATION OF AERODYNAMIC CHARAC -

available, but their interpretation may

TERISTICS

be difficult and their applicability lim-

In order to analyze the performance and
flight characteristics of an aircraft in

ited due to the appreciable differences
in Reynolds nurnber compared with free
flight conditions.

the preliminary design stage, several

c. Theoretical prediction methods general-

aerodynamic characteristics must be de-

ly yield good results for conventional

termined:

shapes, but drag due to flow separations
and 3hock waves is very difficult to pre-

the
CL vs . a
the
CD vs. CL
vs.
or
C
CL
Cm
m
pitching moment

lift curve

dict and much remains to be done in this

drag polar
vs. a

(for Ó
e
curves.

field for aerodynamicists.
constant) :
11.3.1. Reynolds nurnber effects

These relationships must be determined for

For each airplane configuration the opera-

the cruise configuration (en route) and
for various flap deflection angles. In the

tional variation in airspeed and altitude
results in Reynolds nurnber variations. In

case of high-subsonic speeds the Mach num-

the preliminary design stage only one po-

ber must also be treated as a separate
variable.

ration. A representative value for Ris'

l ar is usually generated for each configu-

The abovementioned relationships are ade-

therefore chosen for each polar curve, but

quate for performance calculation and de-

a simple refinement on this particular

termination of ·the neutral point, with the

point is also possible, as discussed in

stick fixed. Prediction methods and data

Appendix F, Section F-3.2.

can be found in Appendices E, F and G. For
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of Mcr given in Section 7.5
cal.
D

11.3.2. Mach number effects

are identi-

A more fundamental difficulty is how compressibility effects on drag have to be

11.3.3. Low speed polars

taken into account. The critica 1 Mach number McrD ' at which a sharp increase in the
drag occurs (drag rise) , as defined in

The aerodynamic characteristics for the

Section 7.5.1b may be used to characterize

various positions and undercarriage up or

the drag due to compressibility. For Mach

down must be available before we can ana-

configuration with high-lift devices in

numbers up to this value the drag incre-

lyze the low-speed performance. Estimation

ment is referred to as the drag creep. An

of these characteristics on a basis of

arbitrary mathematical representation may

theoretical analysis is usually not pos-

take the following form:
M
_M
CrD

sible in the concept ua 1 design stage and

n~

I

for M ,; M
cr

1

the designer must rely on semi-empirical
procedures. A fairly complete survey of
this subject is presented in Ref. 11-15,
(1l-5)

D

while some prediction methods have been
summarized in Appendix G. The designer

while the drag rise can be represented as
follows:

must be prepared to accept considerable
inaccuracy in the results of these handbook-type methods and it is very desirabIe
th at wind tunnel experiments are made available as early as possible in the de-

for M

~

M
cr

(1l-6)

D

velopment stage.
Calculations of low-speed polars (under-

These expressions, like the symbols n and

carriage up)

6M , have no physical significance, but

presented in Fig. 12-1 have resulted in

for a hypothetical design

they can be used to approximate the actual

Fig. 11-4. Drag due to engine failure is

shape of the drag curve (Fig. 11-3). A

not included in this figure but it is im-

suitable combination of 6M and n can be

portant for takeoff and approach climb

derived from experimental data, if avail-

performance in the case of an inoperative
outboard engine. Some information on this

able. Assuming, for example, 6M = .05 and
n = 2.5, it is found that dCD/dM = .10 for

subject is presented in Section G-8 of

M = M
. In this case the two definitions
crD

Appendix G. It has been found convenient

Fig. 11-3. Drag rise of
a long-range aircraft
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20

ities is preceded by a proper choice of
the opcrational variation of flight speeds

~e/CL

SLATS & FLAPS

I

I
\

and altitude - an example is given in Fig.
\

\

UNOERCARRIAGE UP,

\

11-5 - referred to as th ' flight envelope.

NO GROUNO EFFECT,

\

NO

\

The foll owing definiti ó ns refer to jet

ASYMM . THRUST

transports.

\

15

\

\

\

a. Maximum Operating Limit Spee d (V ) or
MO
Mach Number (MMO) is the EAS, CAS or Mach

\
\
\

"

""
""-", ,

10

OUT

number (whichever is applicable to the al titude) which should not be exceeded in
any flight regime. It is so selected that
'-

'-',

the aircraft remains free from buffeting

.....

FLAP ANGLE - OEG .

5

or unde sirable flying qualities associated
with compressibility up to this speed. V
MO
must not exceed V '
C
b. The Design Cruising Speed (V

c)

is the

maximum EAS in level flight at which the
st ructure is designed to withstand particOL-____L-____L-____L-____L -____L-__

o

ular loads specified in the airworthiness
~

r egulati o ns, e .g . a gust load at 50 ft / s

2

(15.3 mi s) vertical gust velocity.
Fig. 11-4. Lift-to-drag'ratio tor the design in Fig.

12-1.

V must be high enough to permit economic
c
c limb and cruise performance, but low e nough to avoid exce ssive structure weight
pe nalties in order to cater for gust loads.

to consider the induced drag of the verti-

At high a ltitude V

c

b e comes related to the

cal tail due to the associated side force
to be equivalent to a loss of thrust, by
multiplying the thrust available by a factor:
thrust - lI drag
thrust

1 - constant. ~ CL

(11-7)
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For the project shown in Fig. 12-1 a typical value is .92 at V . Hence, the asym2
m"etric drag is equal to 8% of the total

30.000

~

rrr-"ifi

.v'

~S'
~

thrust in this condition.
20,000

?..~
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,~/I
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11 . 4. THE FLIGHT ENVELOPE
The main background to this subject is
found in:
FAR 23.335, 23.1505, BCAR Section K Ch.

11

L'\

/\ '\

VVVV

1\
I / ,"'/
y y y M'X ;\
',~,

X'X

V!~

J

t\~

V V U' '"

v. "

y / ';->IÎ

1\ I \ / "! V X. ~ I"~

X J\ 1 \ / \; X /\ 1\/ Y
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FI / V I /'
'I
I VA /
1-fI--f+1-'f--+l-+I-ttI'-+--fI, J\ / }' ~ I V X /
10,000 j /
I
jI ::"~ l;' j\L X
,I
I\TV7::"Q IÎ / V
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I
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r

ru

1/

I V'

A ;""I

X /uV

IV I. IV " /V/,IXlt
IV II.IY I iI X /V IV 1\

K3-2 and K7-2 for light aircraft;
FAR 25.335, 25.1505, BCAR Section D Ch.
D3-2 and D7-2 for transport aircraft.
The determination of performance capabil-

Fig. 11-5. Example of a flight envelope.
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design cruising Mach number for optimum
long-range cruise capability . A calcula-

5.4.4. (flaps up or down). It is acceptable to assume V to be about 94% of the

tion should be made of the maximum speed

l-g stalling speed, if a significant re-

s

in cruising flight, using a performance

duction in the stalling speed relative to

diagram (Fig. 11-6), for various atmos-

Vs -lg is- anticipated.
It should be noted th at V

.10

D/ W

T/ W

s

Mach number at the stall, compressibility

o/ w

O/ W
I

.09

I
/

.08

I/
(

with comRressibility

--

s

T/ W

e. For pressurized aircraft a limit is im-

/

posed on the cruising altitude by the maximum pressure differential for which the

,,'\ i ncomRressible

.5

~

~

__

~~

.7

____

is not a constant

EAS for mest high-speed aircraft.

I
I
.06L---__

effects will reduce CL-max at high altitudes and therefore V

/

/

.07

increases with

pressure altitude. Oue to the increasing

altitude : 9, 150 m
weight
90,000 kg
max. cruise thrust

cabin structure and the pressurization

I M HS

system are designed:

~_L~~

_ _ _ _~

~

•

1.0

M

ó Pc = ambient statie pressure cabin pressure

(11-8)

Fig. 11-6. Oetermination of the cruis e

This quantity is normally chosen such that

speed

at normal cruising altitude the cabin
pressure is equivalent to a pressure alti-

pheric temperatures and altitudes - see

tude of approximately 6,000 ft (1,830 m),

also Fig. 5-10. The choice of VMo / ~o at
cruising altitude must be such that high-

i.e. ó = .80 in the ISA. Hence,
(11-9)

speed cruise conditions are not unduly
limited by this placard speed. For high-

The maximum allowable cabin pressure alti-

subsonic jet aircraft V
usually becomes
MO
limiting at altitudes below 20,000 to

tude is 8,000 ft (2,440 m) ,i.e. ó = .67 in
the ISA. Thus the maximum altitude limited

25,000 ft (6,000 to 7,500 m).

by the cabin design is defined by
(11-10)

c. The Design Oiving Speed (V ) or Mach
O
number (MD) is the maximum speed (EAS, CAS)
in level flight at which the structure is
designed to withstand particular loads

f. Oiagrams for maneuver and gust loads vs.

specified in the airworthiness regulations,

EAS, referred to as q-V or n-V diagrams,

e.g. a gust load at 25 ft / s

(7.55 mis)

can be drawn once the design airspeeds

vertical gust velocity. It must be suffi-

have been determined. The conditions for

ciently greater than V to provide for safe
c
recovery from inadvertent upsets at V '
C
The margin MD - ~O is generally of the
order of .05 to .08 for aircraft cruising

defining the gust speeds, design speeds,

at high-subsonic speeds. It has to beshown
by analysis that the aircraft is free from
undamped flutter vibrations up to 1.2 V '
O

and normal load factors are defined in the
airworthiness regulations, FAR 23.321-341,
25.321-341, BCAR Ch. D3-2 and Ch. K3-2.
The maneuver load factor is a simple
straightforward function of the aircraft
All-Up Weight for the appropriate airworthiness category. The gust load is de-

d. The stalling speed V is the minimum
s
speed with power off, encountered in the
stalling maneuver referred to in Section
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termined by:
(7-23)

The lift-curve slope dCL/da can be obtained
from Appendix E, Section E-4.1. It is aftected by the compressibility of the air.
The gust alleviation factor Kg can be taken
trom the rules if bet ter methods are not
available
tions for
met at an
(6,000 m)
fuel load

to the designer. Critical condithe gust loads are frequently
altitude of about 20,000 ft
with approximately 50% of the
burnt off.

In the next part of this sectlon it is assumed that the principles of flight mechanics and performance calculation are
known or at least available to the reader.
A selected list of publications on this
subject can be found in the references.
11.5.1. Operational climb
In view of the limited equivalent cabin
rate of climb and the general desirability
of obtaining a high block speed, the oper-

11.5. FLIGHT PROFILE ANALYSIS AND PAYLOADRANGE DIAGRAMS
Range performance has a direct effect on
the transportation costs through the aerodynamic quality of the aircraft and its
engine characteristics. The payload-range
diagram - explained in Section 8 .2 .3. must be drawn to check whether the specified performance aims can be achieved
with the MTOW assumed previously.
Fig. 11-7 shows a typical breakdown of the

atio~al climb speed is' usually taken
greater than the speed for maximum rate of
climb. A climb at constant EAS results in
a steadily increasing TAS and M with increasing altitude. Above a certain altitude it will be necessary to continue the
climb with constant M in order to avoid
undesirable compressibility effects.
For small climb angles the rate of climb

is given by:
C =

(T -

D)

V

(11-11)

W(l + y dV)
9 dh

The correct ion term for accelerated flight
depends on the flight procedure . For
flight in the ISA, it can be shown that:
V dV
dh

g

2
.5668 M - EAS constant)
2
-.1332 M - M constant
2
.7
M - EAS constant
0
- M constant

I

Fu.1 weight
Tak.olf

I+-....J----......I+r-::c===--~

Fig. 11-7. Typical fuel breakdown for an
executi ve aircraft (Ref. SAWE Paper No.
996)
total fuel load for an executive aircraft.
For civil operations the basic mission
profile analysis for a specified stage
leng th can be carried out with the data
of Table 11-1. Minimum fuel reserve loads
are specified in FAR 91.2 3 (IFR operations)
and 91.207 (VFR operations), but in airline practice the quantity of reserve fuel
is usually larger. Typical policies are
given in Table 11-2.

troposphere
stratosphere

Similar corrections for flight at constant
CAS can be obtained from Ref. 11-23. The
operational climb is computed by means of
a step-by-step calculation procedure, for
an appropriate engine rating which is usually specified by the engine manufacturer.
11.5.2. Cruise performance
In view of the large number of variables
associated with cruising in various operational conditions (weight, altitude,
speed, engine rating) it is desirabie to
carry out the analysis using nondimensional parameters. This will be shown here for
jet aircraft, but the reader may work it
out for propeller aircraft , if desired.
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~ERFOIU'fANCE
IICONFIGURATION
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o ft
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, all
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2
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all engines
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climb
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ACCELERATE (el)
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appro. flap
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AIR
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(am)

en route

.

I

4)

~~~~~~a~g~;; I
max . of two
step cl inbs

flight idle

cruise alt.
to 15,000 ft

as required

15,000 ft to
3,500 ft
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(des)

for 3

0

glide slope

as
required

Fuel: F

3,500 ft to
ft
0

I
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V
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Time: T
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Time: Tel

Time: T
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I)

gm
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2) 3)
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V
cr

2,000 ft

ALTITUDE,

Tiae: T

aceelerate to
1.2V (flaps up)
S

f----.EN ROUTE

DATA

~

1400-2,000 ft
max.

REQUIRED

- - -----

I

t.o. flaps,
u.c. up

CLIMB AND

ALTITUDE

7J
am

8)
am

+

20 n

BI

6) max. tabin rate of
descent 300 fpll

8 -8

, 40

cr des
(e-fuselage inclination
angle)

7) Tam - 6 min
8) Fam - (T . .tTer ) Fcr

Distance: 0

Table 11-1. Typical basic flight profile analysis, transport aircraft (Refs.: ATA '67
method, SAWE Technical Report 619)

OOMESTIC

~PERATIONS

(up to 3,000 n m )

rNTFRNATIO~lAL

OPErJ.1IONS (above 3,000 n m )

ATA '67:

wrTH ALTERNATE (ATA '67):

I. Fly f or 1 hour at normal cruise altitude
at fuel flow for end of cruise weight,
speed for 99% of maximum range speed .
2. Exercise a missed approach and climbout
at destination.
3. Fly to and land at alternate airport
200 n m distant.

I . Continue flight for time equal to 10% of basic
flight time at normal cruise altitude and speed
for 99% maximum range.
2. Execute missed approach and climbout at
destinate airport.
3. Fly to alternate airport 200 n m distant.
4. Hold at alternate airport for 30 minutes at
1,500 ft above the ground.
5. Descend and land at alternate airport.

OTHER PROCEDURE
1. Execute missed approach at destination
airport.
2. Cruise to al ternate airport 200 n m
distant at cruise speed used in basic
miss ion (altitude optional).
3. Hold at alternate airport for 45
minutes, altitude 1,500 ft.
4. Deseend and land at al ternate airport.
5. Contingency fuel equal to 50% of holding

fuel.

Table 11-2. Typical reserve fuel policies
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WITHOUT ALTERNATE:
Continue basic flight profile for two hours.
Conditions for flight to alternate airport and
holding:
I. Cruise thrust or power setting may be equal to
99% of max. subsonic range; cruise speed used
in basic mission (Table 11-1).

2. Holding thrust or power setting shall be for
maximum endurance or 110% of min. drag or power
speed, whichever is greater.
3. Cruise altitude shall be op timum for best range,
except that it shall not exceed the altitude
where cruise ditanee equals the climb plus
deseent distance.

Assuming steady horizontal flight, the lift
WFV -1.000NM

coefficient is

13

1

~_ W ...!... Wto/S = Wto/S f
W
2 -~ 2
l(~,M)
CL=
hpM
to M ~ypo
HPo
to

--==- --==-

12

(11-12)
A general expression for the drag polar
(Fig. 5-6) is:
(11-13)

11

10

The thrust required is obtained from the
9

condition T = 0, hence

% .85

(11-14)
For a given engine the nondimensional per-

Fig. 11-8. Generalized range performance
of a long-range jet transport

formance can be specified as follows:
where WV/F is given by (11-18). Different
T

6T to

= f

(...!!.,M)

T

(11-15)

16

cruise procedures can be assumed, e.g.
flight at constant Mach nurnber, constant

(11-16)

engine rating, or constant lift coefficient, resulting in slightly different
ranges for a given fuel weight. With the

and the specific fuel consumption is ob-

initial conditions known, the range can

tained from these equations by eliminating

be computed numerically for several va1ues

N/I6:

of We/Wto or, alternatively, the cruise
fuel required for various distances can
(11-17)

The effects of intake losses, bleed air

be determined.
11.5.3. Descent

takeoff, and power extraction are ignored
in this elementary analysis, which is

The procedure for analyzing the descent

probably not acceptab1e in practice. Fi-

(Tabie 11-1) is based on several assump-

nally, the range parameter V/F is found by

tions regarding the descent speed, the

cornbining (11-12) through (11-17):

use of airbrakes, and engine ratings. It
may be argued that in the pre-design stage

W

~ =~ = a
F

CTT

0

_M
__ CL = a f5
C /16 CD
0
T

(~WW ,M)

(11-18)

o Wto

several assumptions cannot be substantiated and a simpier approach may be acceptable. A good approximation is usua11y

It is thus possib1e to represent the spe-

found by assuming th at the amount of fuel

cific range for all cruise conditions in

used in a descent over a given distance

the form of a set of curves, as exempli-

is .equal to the fue1 used during an ex-

fied by Fig. 11-8.

tended cruising flight over the same dis-

The distance flown in cruising flight is:

tance. The time to descend is derived di-

Wb
R

/
We

rectly from the assumed cabin ra te of

We/Wto
y dW=

/
Wb/Wto

descent, taking into account the permitted
Wyd(-in W/W to )

slope of the cabin floor.

(11-19)
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11.5.4. Payload-range diagram and block

that climb performance is defined for con-

time

stant CAS; for low-subsonic speeds this is

If the cruise distance is varied, theblock

The maximum rate of climb must be deter-

time and total trip fuel are obtained as a

mined by a numerical process as the sim-

function of the trip distance by adding of

plifying analytical process, assuming

approximately equivalent to constant EAS.

the contributing items in Table 11-1. The

thrust or power available to be invariable

weight of reserve fuel may now be computed

with speed, usually leads to considerable

on the basis of assumptions concerning the

errors.

reserve fuel policy (TabIe 11-2).
The total fuel weight is subtracted from

The minimum time to climb to a specified
altitude can be approximated by

the Useful Load· to obtain the payloadvs.

h

range diagram, which is frequently presented both for long-range and for high-

o

f

dh
Cmax

(11-20)

speed cruise conditions (Fig. 11-9). paywhere Cmax is the maximum rate of climb
for the particular altitude. However, C
max
is frequently defined for a constant CAS

80000
,!!

I
1

60000

...i

40000

.2

(or EAS) and this does not necessarily
result in the optimum climb procedure.

~

:~

The energy method in Ref. 11-23 is the
most practical procedure for obtaining

20000

I

IE

00

3500

accurate results.
Absolute and service ceilings are defined

Fig. 11-9. Payload-range diagram for the
Airbus A-300B
load-range diagrams (example in Fig. 11-9)
must be compared with the design requirements and a decision made whether to alter
the MTOW or not. Any such corrective ac-

as those altitude where Cmax = 0 and 100
ft / min (.5 mis), respectively. The ceiling
is found by computing C
for several almax
titudes and plotting this result vs. the
altitude. For multi-engine aircraft the
ceilings are determined with all engines
operating and with one engine inoperative.

tion will have farreaching consequences

The results must be compared with air-

on all calculations carried out previously,

worthiness and operational requirements.

particularly the structural weight prediction and the loading and balance of the

11.6.2. Takeoff and landing climb

complete airplane.
As stated in Section 5.4.3., airworthiness
requirements for each airplane category
11.6 . CLIMB PERFORMANCE

specify the minimum permissible climb per-

11.6.1. Maximum ra te of climb, time to

A summary for turbine-powered transport

climb, and ceilings

aircraft is presented in Table 11-3. AI-

For most conventional subsonic aircraft

regulations, the equivalent BCAR Section D

the angle of climb is limited to roughly
0
0
10 _15 and (11-11) can be used to compute

requirements are very similar.
The takeoff climb is divided into a number

the rate of climb as a function of the

of nominally distinct segments, all with

formance, with and without engine failure.

though these data pertain to the FAR 25

flight speed. The usual assumption is made

engine failed (Fig. K-1 of Appendix K):
a. A first segment, virtually defining a

·See Section 8.2.
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-

climb potential immediately af ter liftoff,

MINIMUM CLIHB GRADIENT

AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION
PHASE OF FLIGHT
flap

u. c.

setting
TAKEOFF

CLIMB POTENTIAL

(~'first

segment")
"second segment"

TAKEOFF

t.o.

•

t . o.

t

.."

en

fioal takeoff
("third segment")

~

.~

t

co

route

N ·3
e

N =4
e

.3

.5

2.4

2.7

3.0

40D-+I,500ft 1,2

1.5

1.7

altitude

t.O.

V
LOF

D-+h

t. o.

V 2)
2

h

0

FLIGHT PATH

%

I

speed
engine
thrus t (power)

max •

cont o

V~1.25VS

I)
uu

"400 ft
uu

N -2
e

0

"
~
~

APPROACH CLIMB POTENTIAL

3
approach )

t

"

LANDING CLIMB POTENTlAL

landing

•

all engines

0

t.o.

4
takeoff )

V'1.5V

V'1.3V

Ol)

2; I

2.4

2.7

Ol)

3.2

3.2

3.2

S

S

Nomenclature:
V
LOF
V
2
V
R
V

s

-

liftoff speed

- takeoff safety speed
- rotatian speed
- stalling speed

I)

out of ground effect

2)

defined in Section 2 of Appendix K

3)

flap setting such that V ' 1 .10 Vs for landing
s
more precisely: the engine power (thrust) available

4)

8 seconds af ter throttle opening to takeoff rating

u.c. - undercarriage position
h

uu

- height at which u. c.

5)

retract ion is completed
N

e

takeoff requirements are at actual weight, other
requirements at landing (touchdown) weight

- number of engines per ale

Table 11-3. Summary of climb requirements for

turbine-powe~ed

transport category air-

craft (FAR 25)
while the undercarriage is still extended

to the approach configuration with one en-

and high-lift devices are in the takeoff

gine inoperative. For a specified landing

position. The generally favorable effects

weight th is requirement may limit the flap

of ground proximity on climb performance

deflection angle in the approach.. and as a

are disregarded .
b. A second segment, extending from the

result of this the landing performance

up to 400 ft (120 m). During this phase

will be affected since there is a rel at ion
between the stalling speeds in the approach
and landing configurations.

the high-lift devices are in the takeoff

b. The landing climb potential is intended

point where the undercarriage is retracted

position, the engine(s) operate(s) at

to ensure safe wave-off and climbout af ter

takeoff rating.

a baulked landing. In view of the rapid

c. A third segment, extending from 400 ft

response of modern turbo engines, this re-

(120 m) to a height of at least 1500 ft
(450 m), during which the airplane is accelerated, flaps retracted and engine

quirement is usually not critical.

power (thrust) reduced to the maximum con-

from the relationship:

The available üngle of climb is determined

tinuous rating.
tany

T
W

( 11-21)

Minimum permissible climb performance is
also specified for the approach and land-

assuming that the effect of acceleration

ing configuration (Table 11-3):

due to flight with constant CAS is negli-

a. The approach climb potential, applying

gible. For a specified position of the
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high-lift devices and ambient conditions,
the available y may be computed for various values of the takeoff weight, taking
into account the variation of stalling
speed with weight. For each gradient requirement a weight limit is thus obtained,
defining the condition in which the available climb gradient equals the minimum
required value. The results are usually
presented in the form of Weight limits for
variable Altitude and Temperature, usually
referred to as WAT curves (Fig. 11-10).
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11.7.1. Takeoff field length
Analysis of the takeoff characteristics is
the most complicated item of performance;
this applies particularly to transport
aircraft, where the possibility of engine
failure must be considered. Detailed consideration is given to this subject in Appendix K. For small aircraft the matter is
much simpler and it is left to the reader
to trans late the requirements into a practical process for computating the field
length required. The main differences in
relation to transport category airplanes
are as follows:
- the takeoff height is 50 ft (15,24 m),
- the takeoff safety speed is 1.3 V (FAR
s
23) ,
- emergency braking is not considered (FAR
23) or only to a limited extent (SFAR 23).
In order to examine the operational flexibility and to optimize the performance,
the effect of several variables must be
considered.

... 20
+30
"""0
... 50
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE - ·c

Fig. 11-10. I~AT curves for the aircraft
shown in Fig. 12-1
'!'he following additional points may be mentioned.

a. Appropriate drag penalties must be accounted
tor in the engine-failure case (Appendix G, Sec-

tion G-B).
b. In the case of a takeoff climb gradient limit
the flight speed may be increased above V -min
2
(Appendix Kl: this will usually improve the climb

gradient, particularly for jet alrcraft. However,
owing to the connection between V2 and the takeoff

performance, the required field length will pro-

a. Position of high-lift devices.
Increasing the flap deflection angle results in increased values of CL for stalling and liftoff; V and V2 will consequents
ly decrease and the takeoff run will be
shortened. However, the L/D ratio and the
climb gradient deteriorate, and the airborne distance increases. For a given T/W
ratio, an optimum flap angle can be defined, resulting in a minimum field length.
The flap deflection is limited by the climb
requirements with one engine failed (Section 11.6.2.) and for low T/W the optimum
flap angle is not feasible (Fig. 11-11a).

gressively increase.
c. In cases where the takeoff weight is unduely
liml ted by the WAT requirements - on high and hot

airfields - it will be appropriate to investigate
the possibility of several intermediate positions
of the high-lift devices.

11.7. AIRFIELD PERFORMANCE -
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b. Takeoff weight .
The takeoff reference speed variation in
relation to the stall~g speed for varying
T/W-ratio is discussed in Section K-2 of
Appendix K. For .a specified flap angle
...
three regimes can be distinguished in the
takeoff distance vs. weight relationship
(Fig. U-Ub):

imum required values, e.g. for V equal to
2
the speed for maximum climb gradient •

i
0.

.c.

~

In the case of a variable flap setting,

.."

low T/W values are possible by gradually

;; 5,000

decreasing the flap angle.

j
!!

4,000

O·

10·

c. Temperature and altitude variation.

20·

Increasing ambient temperatures reduce the

Flap deflection
I

air density and thrust (power)*; the field

.c.

0. 5000

ISA + 15°C, Sl
constant flap detlection

~

length is thus increased. For similar reasons, the field length increases with al-

:!" 4,000

titude.

'ö

The complete picture of field length vs.

!

{!

weight is shown in Fig. ll-llc, illus-
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trating the flexibility of the design to
variations in operational conditions.
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Some basic principles of landing perform-
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11.7.2. Landing field length

Airf ield temperature

I

8,000

ance estimation have been explained in
Section 5.4.6. The designer should consult

6,000

the airworthiness

~
{!

req~irements

to define

the operational conditions for which the
analysis must be made. For transport air-

4,000
85

90

95

'00

'05

Takeoff weight .... 1000 Ib

craft the "arbitrary" landing di stance is
generally used, i.e. the shortest possible

Fig. 11-11. Effect of operational varia-

landing distance, to be demonstrated in

tions on takeoff performance (a, band c

ideal conditions on a dry runway, multiplied by a factor 5/3. British require-

apply to different aircraft)

ments additionally specify a "referellce"
- For moderate P/W or T/W ratios V = 1.2
2
Vs and the field length is proportional
to Vs

2

-

and hence to WIS - and to the

thrust or power loading. Hence St is
2 0
approximately proportional to W .

landing distance, both for dry and forwet
runways, in conditions that are representative of day-to-day operation . The following refinements on the simple analysis in
Section 5.4 . 6. may be introduced.

- For high T/W (low takeoff weight) the

a. The landing weight limitation must be

margin relative to ' V
form s a lower limit
MC
to VR and V2 . In this reg ion it is mainly

established , using WAT curves, or the max-

the P / W or T/W ratio that governs the

given landing weight.

field length and Sto is approximately a

b. The flare-out may be analyzed by a

linear function of the weight.

step-by-step type of analysis (cf. Ref.

- For low P/w or T/W ratios the secondsegment climb gradient requirement cannot
be satisfied; V and V must be increased
R
2
relative to Vs and the field length in-

imum flap deflection determined for a

11-60), assuming any

suitabl~

control law,

e.g . a linear increase of the pitch angle
with time from the steady approach condition to the touchdown. Analytical solu-

creases rapidly with W. For a given flap
angle the takeoff weight cannot be in-

*depending upon the possibility of flat

creased beyond a value where the maximum

rating or water injection (cf. Section

c limb gradients only just satisfy the min-

4.4.6 ).
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tions may be acceptable if the accuracy
required is not very high (Refs. 11-58,
11-59) •

c. The flight path angle at touchdown is
of the order of , degree, correspondingto
a rate of descent of 1 to 2 ft/s (.3 to
.6 mIs).
d. The braked run af ter touchdown can be
analyzed in much the same way as in the
case of the aborted takeoff (Section 4 of
Appendix K). According to Ref. 11-52,
typical time delays are·:
2 seconds from touchdown to brake operation,
3; seconds from touchdown to spoilers effective,
7 seconds from touchdown to reverse thrust
effective, with a cancellation speed of
45 - 50 kts.
The use of reverse thrust is not permitted
in the case of FAR 25 requirements. The
BCAR allow the use of reverse thrust, but
the reference factor is higher . in this
case.

11.8. SOME ASPECTS OF OPERATING ECONOMY
11.8.1. Economy criteria
The operating costs of airlines are generally divided into Direct Operating Costs
(DOC) and Indirect Operating Costs (IOC).
The DOC are broadly defined as the costs
that are associated with flying operations,
and the maintenance and depreciation of the
flying material while the IOC include the
operator's other costs associated with
maintenance and depreciation of ground
properties and equipment, servicing, administration, and sales .

The revenues are usually referred to the
passenger-mile or ton-mile production. For
a given type of operation the ratio of the
revenues to the operating costs is affected primarily by the load factor, the
actual number of seats sold as a percentage of the seats available. For most
scheduled airlines the average load factor
is of the order of 50-60%. The question
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arises as to what criterion should be used
in the preliminary design stage to compare
different designs on an economic basis.
a. We can use the DOC per aircraft mile,
which is of p~ticular importance when
traffic is scarce. This criterion is important for a private aircraft.
b. The DOC per seat-mile and per ton-mile,
on the other hand, are of particular interest when traffic is dense.
c. Alternatively, we may look at the number of passen gers needed to break even
(i . e. DOC + IOC = Revenue) ,as the ratio of
this factor to the maximum number of passengers should be as low as possible.
d. Taking the comparison between aircraft
still further, the total costs and the
revenues per annum de fine the annual prof-

itability and re lating this to the investment associated with the purchase of the
aircraft yields the Return on Investment
(ROl). This type of cost analysis is typical for an operator's evaluation of a
particular type of aircraft on his network,
but it is seldom used in preliminary design .
e. Sometimes the profitability is approximated by the "profit-potential" , defined
as the area in the payload range diagram
in which the operation yields a profit
(Fig. 11-12).
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Fig. 11-12 . Definition of profit potential
Although the DOC constitute only one aspect of the economic profitability of an
airliner or private aircraft, most attention will have to be paid to this aspect,
for the reason th at several factors con-

tributinq to the Doe are directly related
to the technical concept ion and operational characteristics of the airplane and as
such are under the direct control of the
design team. Nevertheless the economic aspects of aircraft operation will not be
dealt with fully here. We will confine
ourselves to the methods available to the
designer to determine the position of his
design relative to other designs or types
of aircraft.
A breakdown of DOe into several cost ite ms
can be found on Table 11-4, while Fig.
11-13 shows the relative magnitude of the
DOe contributions.
It is surprising that very little general-

Fig. 11-13. Typical DOC breakdown (1967

ized information has been published on the

ATA method, at design range

subject of Indirect Operating Costs. There

from Ref.

=

2880 nm,

11-92)

may be various reasons for this situation:
a . The IOC are not under the control of

ger servicing can also be observed between

the airplane designer, although he may in-

operators.

cidentally wish to estimate IOC in order

c. Published data are very scarce and a-

to assess the profitability of an airplane

vailable essentially only for aviation in

design.

the United States.

b. IOC will be affected by the operator's

A subdivision of IOC is presented in Table

type of organisation and managerial policy,

11-4; a statistical estimation method is

while considerable differences in passen-

published in Ref. 11-82.

DIRECT OPERATING COSTS 1)

INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS 2)

FLYING OPERATlONS

MAINTENANCE - GROUND PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

flight crew costs

direct maintenance

fuel and oi1

maintenance burden

huIl insurance costs

SERVICING - FLIGHT OPERATIONS

DIRECT MAINTENANCE - FLIGHT EQUIPMENT

passenger se r vice

aircraft se rvi cing 3)

labor - airplane
material - airplane

labor - engine

traffic servicing
ADMINISTRATION AND SALES

material - eogine

servicing administration

DEPRECIATION - FLIGHT EQUIPMENT

reservation and sa l es

advertising and publicity
general administration
DEPRECIATION - GROUND PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
NOTES
I ) Subdivision according to ATA-method

2) Subdivision ar.cording to the Aeroplane, Dec. 22, 1966, page 14
3) Including landing tees; in other subdivisions this item is considered as part of the DOC

Table 11-4. Subdivision of operating costs
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Estimat ion of DOC for prelimi nary

The objecti ves of a standar dized method
for the estimat ion of aircraf t operati ng
costs are:
a. t o provide a ready means for compari ng
the operati ng economi cs of compet itive
aircraf t and/or aircraf t designs under a
standar d set of conditi ons, and
b. to assist airline s and the aircraf t
manufac turer in assessin g the economi e
suitabi lity of an airplan e for operati on
on a given route.

Standar dized methods have been deve loped
by the Society of British Aircraf t Con-
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ful princip ally for establis hing firstorder trends and will be of little help in
designi ng the aircraf t. An example of an
economi e compari son between two version s
of the Fokker F-28 Fellows hip, based on the
ATA formula , is present ed in Fig. 11-14.
The DOC is usually express ed as a functio n
of the stage length, primari ly because the
block speed is a functio n of range. For
short ranges the block speed and the productivi ty decreas e, while the increas ed
ground maneuve r time has an unfavor able
effect on utiliza tion. The cost per aircraft mile and the number of passeng ers
ri se sharply at stage distanc es below approxima tely 200 nm.
CREW COSTS form a substan tial part of the
DOC ,. but are essenti ally outside the control of the designe r.
FUEL AND OIL are directl y affecte d by the
aircraf t and engine perform ance, but also
by the fuel price, which varies signifi cantly geograp hically and with time. It is
not necessa ry to dweIl here on the recent
(1974) fuel cost explosi on, which has entailed conside rable difficu lties for many
operato rs .

MAINTENANCE COSTS have been based trad i-

measures to improve the utilization, e.g.

tionally on such parameters as airplane

by reducing the air maneuver time, transi-

empty weight, engine thrust and airframe

tion time between two flights, etc., are

or engine initial cost. It should be noted

not reflected in the statistical correla-

that the correlations used in the ATA

tion. To appreciate potential improvements

method are purely statistical. There is no

in utilization, a detailed assessment must

direct relationship, for example, between

be made of the effects involved.

the aircraft weight and ease and cost of
maintenance . On the contrary, provisions

AIRPLANE COSTS (engines included) are the

intended to simplify maintenance by means

other primary factor governing the depre-

of improved accessibility will tend to in-

ciation costs, which must be estimated in

crease the empty weight, but this will re-

the preliminary design stage. As in the

sult, wrongly, in increased maintenance

case of weight estimation, various degrees

costs if the ATA method is used incorrect-

of detail may be aimed at, varying from a

ly .

first-order statistical relationship of
the type given in Fig. 11-15, to a detailed initial cost breakdown drawn up by

Ideally, the maintenance cost item should
be braken down into various components, as
systems vary widely in their maintenance
costs, partly due to their difference in

the factory's cost accounting department.
A decision must be made on the number of

complexity and sensitivity to hourly and
cyclical effects. A typical example is engine maintenance, which appears to be very
sensitive to the complexity of the engine
and the TET (Ref. 11-95), while the introduction of a new category of engine
will also entail higher maintenance.

~300r-~~~~'-~~'-~-r~~~
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o single engina
A twin angine
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DEPRECIATION, like insurance, is in real-

100

ity an annual cost. In the ATA-67 method

90
80

the appreciation period is taken as 12
years. The lifetime of the aircraft, in
terms of both flying hours and flight cycles, must obviously exceed this period.
UTILIZATION is principally affected by the
elapsed time during which the airplane is
on the ground due to traffic requirements,
loading, unloading and refueling, and regular maintenance, and due to delays caused
by the weather and unscheduled maintenance.

RETAIL PRICES
CESSNA 1975
MODELS

Utilization is also affected by the airline's network and flight planning. The
general trend given in the ATA method is
a curve of annual utilization vs. block
time, showing a variation between 3,000 hr/

2

3

4

5

6

BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT -1000 LB

year for a block time of one hour, to
4,500 hr/year for a block time of 8 hours.
If the number of flights per day is fixed,
however, the utilization is proportional
to the bloek time. It should be noted that

a. Retail prices of light aircraft with
reciprocatlng engines

Fig. 11-15. Aircraft prices
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aircraft to be produced. Attempts to gen-

Fig. 11-15.

(continued)

types to $100 per lb ($220 per kg) for

eralize on (military) aircraft and engine

large transports. This level is fairly

first cost have been reported in Refs.

constant due to the comparable degree of

11-71, 11-76 and 11-79.

complication and sophistication of these

The data in Fig. 11-15* give ri se to the

aircraft, irrespective of their size.

following observations.
a. The cost of light piston-powered air-

c. Jet-propelled business aircraft form

craft increases approximately with the

pends particularly on the type of interior

square of the empty weight from $10 per

and completeness of the equipment and may

the costliest category; their price de-

lb ($22 per kg) at 1000 lb (450 kg) empty

go as high as $160 per lb ($350 per kg).

weight to $50 per lb ($110 per kg) at 4,500

d. Turboprop transport aircraft cost ap-

lb (2,000 kg) empty weight, approximately.

proximately $80 per lb ($176 per kg) of

The main reason for this trend is the in-

empty weight.

creasing complexity of structural design,
powerplant, equipment and accommodation.

A word of warning is appropriate when Fig.

The fully equipped price is approximately

11-15 is used. There is no explicit func-

20% above the basic price.

tional relationship between aircraftweight

b. Jet-propelled transport aircraft cost

and first cost. Structure weight, for ex-

between approximately $120 per lb ($265

ample, may be reduced by the use of spe-

per kg) of empty weight for the smaller

cial rnanufacturing methods or materials,
but this will generally raise the costs in-

*Price levels are for the 1973-1975 period.
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stead of reducing them, contrary to what

might be concluded from the figure. On the

a. If absolute levels of DOe are required for cow '

other hand, putting more sophisticated e-

paring study airplanes with ope rational airplanes,

quipment into an aircraft will raise both

or for distinguishing between airplanes with dif-

its empty weight and its cost, but the

ferent numbers of engines, generalized methods are

cost will increase more rapidly than the

generally inadequate.

weight.

b. Misleading information may be produced as tothe

For transport-type aircraft profitability

relative value of improvements in specific fuel

is a major economie factor and it can be

consumption and engine specific weight when the

argued that the price level will be related not only to the costs of the tech-

ATA-67 method is used.

nical development, but also to the pro-

Where incremental DOC are of main impor-

ductivity. Hence, instead of plotting the

tance, standard methods may have some u-

aircraft first costs vs. the empty weight,

tility by providing a simplified tool to

attempts can be made to co rrelate first

evaluate the relative impo rtance of air-

costs with the product of payload and

craft and engine first costs, fuel costs

cruising speed, as this factor affects

and maintenance costs. Thus the Doe anal-

revenue to a considerable extent. Other

ysis yields weighting factors for several

refinements mayalso be justified, such

types of studies:

as breaking down the aircraft first cost

a. Certain categories of parametric in-

into airframe costs and engine costs. In

vestigations where a decision is sought

any case the cost level expressed in $ per

concerning the relative desirability of

unit of empty weight must be used with

airplane design and sizing options - an

great care.

example is given in Section 5.5.5. These
cases are restricted to airplane compar-

The designer should be reluctant to compare the re-

isons made on a consistent basis of tech-

sults of the ATA formula with actual airline casts

nology level and airframe and engine price

as reported to the CAB . Standardized methods do not
take account of factors such as fleet size, fleet

level .
b. Optimization studies of the cruising

mix, route structure , actual winds encountered ,

speed. Cruise fuel costs are minimum for

variations in labor ra te and fuel costs with time*,

the airspeed for maximum distance trav-

etc., all of which can have a significant effect

eled per lb of fuel (Fig. 11-8); increas-

on casts and will vary from one airline to another.

ing the airspeed results in increased

In view of the limited applicability of standard

cruise fuel cost. However, due to a re-

methods in general a number of restrietions must

duced block time, the depreciation per
flight can be reduced, provided the yearly

be placed on their use:

utilization remains at least constant. At
*At the time of writing this chapter (1975)

some cruise speed intermediate between the

the general situation is that the ATA-67

long-range and high-speed cruise condi-

formula underestimates crew costs by about

tions a minimum DOC is reached. For long-

40%, and fuel prices have more than doubled

range aircraft the cost-economical cruise

since 1967, while maintenance casts are

speed is close to the long-range cruise

overestimated by 30%, depreciation by 25%

condition, for short-haul aircraft it is

and insurance by 100% (approximate figures).

close to the high-speed cruise condition.
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330,000

151
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1,086
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2,338
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707/321

301,000
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3,959
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203,000

-
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720/022
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1,066
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Northrop T- 38A Talon

Beechcraft 95 Travel Air

...

...~

FURNISH.
EQPT.
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ELECTRONICS

457

VFW Fokker - 6.14

'"~

ELEeTRleAL

983

Aerospatiale Caravelle VI R

~...

HYDR.
PNEUH.

87,000

DC-9/10 Re

..'"
'"

INSTR .
NAV.EQPT.

302,000

North Am. T-39A Sabreliner

0

A. P.U . GROUP

8AC 1-11 Srs 300

Atlas Airbus A-300 82

:i!

MTOW

13,861

505

650

1,800

1,040

6,866

3,000

858

630

3,040

1,229

12,349

2,536

783

640

2,875

1,046

3,155

4,090

81

242

835

386

2,291

1,225

-

-

133
154

765
331

-

-

20,662
12,589
5,060
5,843

33

3,020

-

7,015
759

284

158

169

48

30

132

56

194

86

256

69

3

796

11,651

-

211

154

296

246

460

142

24

1,539

2,900

-

49

438

G-50

7, 150

E-18 S

9,700

Cessna 310 C

4,830

Beechc.raft Bonanza J- 35

2,900

Cellna 150A

1,500

1728

2,200

1800

2,650

210A

2,900

70

-

100
46

-

-

16

-

80

-

-

96

26

194

48

25

184

9

333

81

27

834

295

63

524

144

58

1,184

65

498

7

28 1

121

-

154

46

72

174

12

42

4

99

4

7

2

41

-

7

3

41

-

8

3

59

16

4

60

-

105

6

116

12

-

154

20

228

96

181

ALL WEICHTS IN LB

Table 8-11 . Airframe services and equipment group weight breakdown
Table 8-11. Several items wil! be discussed

tives. The installed weight may be based

in greater detail in the paragraphs below.

on the dry weight of the APU:

a. APU group.

Weight = kAPU WAPU

An APU is installed in most modern trans-

The installation factor accounts for the

port ail'craft and also in some jet execu-

inlet and exhaust ducting mounting frames,

288
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Chapter 12. Evaluation and presentation of a preliminary

design

SUMMARY

The presentation of a preliminary design comprises l ayout drawings, a summary of the
principal characteristics and geometry, and the resu l ts of a preliminary estimate of
performan ce, flight characteristics and operating costs .
This concluding chapter gives a framework for an initial qualitative assessment of the
structural integrity and a design ph i losophy in the interest of low structural weight .
A checklist is presented for completing the layout drawings and mention is made of
points to be cons i dered when initial conclusions have to be drawn regarding the feasibility and further deve l opment of a project .
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12.1. PRESENTATION OF THE DESIGN'

For this reason and in order to compare a
transport aircraft design with existing

The initial b a seline design was character-

and competitive new designs, the designer

ized in Section 1.2. as a feasible config-

may add to the presentation a survey of

uration which the designer anticipates

the major characteristics of comparable

will satisfy the design requirements . The

designs . Finally, he will arrive at COn-

major part of this textbook is de v oted to

clusions as regards the suitability and

providing the design engineer with direc-

feasibility of the design and state his

tives f o r obtaining such a feasible preliminary design. As already indicated in

view on how to proceed with the project.
The presentation of a project is a stage

Fig. 1-3, the subsequent elaboration of

in the project when the designer is in-

the design may require parametric design

clined to reflect On the suitability of

studies and the investigation of alterna-

the general arrangement and the overall

tive design solutions. The design activ i-

integrity of the aircraft. The final sec-

ties will subsequently be intensified in
the configuration development phase, when
a large engineering effort is required to
arr1 v e at a final detailed project def1nition.

tions of this b o ok are therefore intended
to give a framework for an overall structural assessment.

The initia I baseline design thus being the

12 . 2. EXTERNAL GEOMETRY AND STRUCTURAL

starting point for further studies, it is

ARRANGEMENT

essential that all results of the design
activities, together with the relevant

The preliminary design engineer or design

background inforrnation, are summarized and
incorporated in a status report. The fol-

team is not directly responsible for the
detailed structural features of the project. However, there is a definite inter-

lowing documents are usually produced by a
pre l iminary design department and incorpo-

face between the external geometry, i . e.

rated in the report in which a new design

the outline or outside COn tours of the air-

is presented:

plane, and the structural arrangement. Both

a. Layout drawings (example in Fig . 12-1)

have a

intended to give an impression of the de-

weight distribution. In the early stage of

tailed arrangement of both the interior

preliminary design the basic principles of

and the external shape, as weIl as some
of the major elements of systems and in-

the structural 1ayout must be laid down in
order to ensure that a light structure can

stallations. The location of major struc -

be fitted inside the externallines. Only

significant effect On weight and

tural elements will have to be indicated

the major structural elements need be con-

to make it unlikely that major problems

sidered; Fig. 12-2 gives an example of the

will arise during the subsequent stage of

type of drawing defining an initial struc-

structural design.

tural arrangement. The design is still

b . A summary of the principal characteris-

sufficiently flexible to allow certain

tics and geometry, including a three-view

modifications in the interest of a good

drawing. This summary is comparable to the

general design philosophy, to be formulated

short descriptions given in, for example,
Jane's All the World's Aircraft.

as follows.
a . Structural integrity of the airframe

c . Results of a preliminary estimate of

must be insured in the event of fail u re of

performance, flight characteristics and

a single pr1mary structural element or the

operating costs.

occurrence of partial damage in extensive

The initial baseline design is frequently
used during a period of discussions with

structures, such as skin panels . Adequate
residual stre~gth and stiffness and a slow

interested potential users of the aircraft.

rate of crack propagation must be ensured.
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c. Minimum structural weight, involving
an accurate assessment of loading and
strength requirements, a functional and
simple structural arrangement and appropriate choice of materials.
d. Design for a specified life of the
structure, in terms of operational hours,
(e.g. 30,000 - 60,000), numbers of flight
cycles or takeoffs and landings (e.g.
30,000) .

Fig. 12-2. Structural arrangement of an
initial baseline design and indication of
the basic principles (the example is a
Hawker Siddelev HS 125 Dominie)

Most of the considerations mentioned below
will be general statements, which may in
some cases be incompatible wi~h other.~on
siderations . In every design'a number"of
special structural problems will arise,
but it is not an intention to deal with
detailed problems here. Basic material
properties will likewise not be treated
in any detail, although the choice of the
type of material and production methods
becomes increasingly important.

b. Ease of maintenance and inspection, not
only of the powerplant and other ins tal lations, but also of the structure itself
(Fig. 12-3).

REDUCE LOADS ON THE STRUCTURE
a. Place fixed ~tems outboard on the wing
to reduce the wing load in flight.
b. If the landing gear is mounted to the

0I-1C1 _ _ "OUII
P'ILlIIIIIIICCUI

Fig. 12-3. Design
for rnaintenance: ac-

"'-"" T~ TUNI utO
I'OIITIOM .,..,... ..... "IUII ofII:caM
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cessibility for inspection, maintenance, and repair
on the Hawker
Siddeley HS 748
(Aircraft Eng.,
Sept. 1961, page
249)

wing, keep it in. a position such that
landing-impact bending and shear loads are
not more critical than flight loads for
most of the wing structure.

gear and engine nacelles close to the primary structure.
c. Provide a continuous wing structure
through the fuselage and avoid ring bulk-

c. Avoid mounting heavy masses to the wing

heads if other solutions are possible.

behind the elastic axis as these may lead
to aeroelastic problems.
d. Place wing tanks outboard to reduce the
bending load in level flight, but keep about 3 ft (.9 m) of wing tip structure
free from fuel, in view of the fire risk
caused by electrostatic loads.

d. To maintain structural continuity where
the (low) wing is connected to the fuselage, a central keel member, extending
over the length of the center section, may
be used.
e. Locate the wing root so that the loads
from the wing shear webs can be easily
distributed over the fuselage shell. Make
sure that major frames do not interfere
with openings such as emergency exits,

e. Locate heavy masses in the fuselage
near the c . g . to reduce the inertia loads.
f. Tailplane loads can be reduced by keeping the tail arm sufficiently long.
g. Use undercarriage legs of minimum
length.
h. Avoid large nosewheel loads by properly
locating the nosewheel leg.
KEEP LOAD PA'l'HS AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE
a. Limit the sweep angle of the wing to
the minimum value required. Use straight
wing center sections and avoid any reduction in wing thickness in the plane of
symmetry, unless simplification ~nd weight
reduction can be achieved elsewhere (Fig.
12-4) .
b. Keep the support structure for landing

windows, etc.

f. Heavy masses or gear attachment structures should not be cantilevered from bulkheads.
CUTOUTS AND DISCONTINUITIES
a. Large cutouts should be kept out of
highly stressed regions, e.g. the wing
root or the fuselage structure immediately
behind the wing fuselage connection.
b. Sharp corners in cutouts must be avoided altogether, especially in pressurized fuselages.
c. The height of windows in pressure cabins should preferably be larger than the
width.
d. Locate par~s of the flight control system (cables, push rods) , fuel lines, air
ducts, etc. outside the primary wing
structure to simplify the provision of inspection facilities.
e. Avoid cutouts in the primary wing structure for engine intake ducts and exhaust
pipes.
f. Special attent ion must be paid to buried
engines in view of the need to inspect and

Fig. 12-4. Reduction in wing thickness in
the plane of symmetry makes it possible to
avoid interrupt ion of the fuselage structure of the HS 125 (see also Fig. 12-2)

remove them.
g. Avoid abrupt changes in the load path
of wing, tail ana landing gear attachment
to the fuselage.
h. Try to locate wheelbays outside the
primary wing box, particularly in the case
of a stressed wing skin.
j. Reduce the number of joints to a bare
minimum, compatible with manufacturing re395

quirements and maintenance considerations.
MAKE THE STRUCTURE FUNCTIONAL AND AVOID
COMPLEXITY
a. Avoid complicated mechanisms employing
tracks, rollers, etc. This applies particularly to flap operating and undercarriage
retraction mechanisms. Fig. 7-25e is a
good example of simplicity in design of a
highly effective flap system. An example
in which structural complexity cannot be
avoided is shown in Fig. 12-5.
b. Reduce regions of compound curvature
to a minimum and avoid doors with appreciable double curvature.
c. Use configurations with low noise exposure to primary structural members. High
acoustical loads on skin panels will result from noise levels above 145 dB.
Bonded honeycomb structure is suitable in
regions of high acoustic loads due to the
absence of rivet holes and favorable damping properties.
MAKE MEMBERS PERFORM MULTIPLE 7UNCTIONS
a. Combine wing ribs supporting the englne(s), landing gear, and flaps.
b. Ensure th at bending material also provides torsional stiffness.
c. Use common fuselage bulkheads to support the horizontal and vertical tailplane
carry-through.

I,... .....r ... !

d. Use existing bulkheads to divide fuel
tank bays and for attachment of items of
equipment, undercarriage legs, etc.
e. Avoid an extreme number of keels,
Zloors, frames, etc.
SAFETY
a. Multipath and safe-life structure must
be provided throughout in the primary
structure of transport category aircraft.
b. Provide adequate safeguard against
shedding propeller or turbine blades or
fragments of blades. Avoid primary structural elements in regions that are likely
to be struck in the event of engine or
propeller disintegration.
c. Main gear or support structure must not
aamage fuel tanks in the event of a crash
landing.
d. Sufficient clearance must be provided
between the loaded and deformed fixed
structure and moving parts of, for exampl~
surface controls.
e. Flaps and elevators on both sides of
the plane of symmetry must be interconnected.
f. The engine suspension system must be
capable of absorbing a certain percentage
of the limit loads even af ter failure of
any one link.

. .: ,"'
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Fig . 12-5. Complexity in
structural design canJlot always be avoided altogether
rear fuselage and empennage
structure of the BAC 1-11
(Aircraft Eng. May 1962)

12.3. LAYOUT DRAWINGS

keels.

Detailed drawings have to be produced on a

POWERPLANT AND NACELLES

sufficiently large scale and to embody

Engines and nacelles: external lines of

both the internal arrangement and the most

the nacelles, propeller(s), intake and

relevant contour lines (Fig. 12-1). Sev-

exhaust ducts, engine mounting frames,

eral cross-sections are usually also drawn

pylons, panels and hinged doors for en-

(Fig. 12-6). Attention must be paid to the
following items.

gine maintenance, firewalls, thrust reversers, cooling system. Fuel tanks: location, dimensions, volume, accessibility.
WING
Root and tip section, leading and trailing
edges, mean aerodynamic chord, high-lift
devices in retracted and extended positions, ailerons, spoilers, speedbrakes.
Structural layout: provisions for engine
and undercarriage mounting, flap and aileron controls, wing spars and heavily
loaded ribs, bracing elements (if used) ,
flap tracks, hinges and supports.
TAILPLANE AND FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
Root and tip section, leading and trailing
edges, mean chord, elevator and rudder deflection angles, hinge location, incidence
(range for adjustable tails). Major ele-

All dimensions in centimeters, except where 1n-

ments of the structure and the flight con-

dicated.

trol system.

Fig. 12-6. Fuselage cross-section for
tourist (left) and economy (right) layout

Location of the gear, wheel positions fully

for the design shown in Fig. 12-1

extended, fully deflected and statically

UNDERCARRIAGE

loaded by the MTOW. Principle of the retraction system; retracted position, wheelFUSELAGE

bays.

Passenger cabi,,: arrangement of seats,
layout of cross-section, windows, ent rance
doors, emergency exits, lavatories, pan-

SYSTEMS
Although systems design takes place in a

tries, cloakrooms, baggage holds, over-

fairly advanced stage of the design, space

head racks, cabin separations, and pres-

must be provided for some primary elements

sure bulkheads.

of these systems, notably those of the en-

Freight and cargo holds: dimensions,

vironmental control system and the APU,

hatches and freight doors.

while bays must be provided for the hy-

Flight deck: location of the pilot's seat

draulic and/or pneumatic system and NAV/

and instrument panel, location and ar-

COM equipment.

rangement of the windscreen, primary flight
controls (schematic) , accessibility.

Layout drawings for a hypothetical short-

Structural layout: location of major

haul airliner are presented in Fig. 12-1

frames, longerons, major bulkheads, and

to illustrate the result of a preliminary
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Wing span
Wing area
Wing aspect ratio
Length overall
He ight overall

Length fuselage
Outside fuselage width
Approx. height of c abin floor
above apron
Cab i n length
Cabin heigth
Floor area
Passenger
{ all-tourist
accommodation
high dens i ty
Total cargo hold vo lume

dimension

Airbus
A-300B2

Boeing
Advanced
727-200

Me Donnell Dassault
Douglas
Mercure
project
DC-9/30

Project
Fig.12-1

ft
ft 2
ft
ft

147 . 02
2,795
7.71
167.08
54.30

107.93
1,697
7.67
153.08
33.47

93 . 34
1,000
8.73
114.25
27.48

100 . 16
1,247
8.00
111. 48
37.25

132 . 13
2,064
8 . 46
159.18
45.41

ft
ft

161.90
18 . 49

136.90
12.33

106.89
10.95

110.16
12.79

139.89
17.21

ft
ft
ft
ft 2

15.4
119.67
8 . 33
259
286
4,229

8.9
92 . 59
7 . 15
979
163
189
1,503

7.2
70.98
6.75
645
105
120
892

9.8
81.47
7.20
863
134
155
1,181

12.8
104.92
8.52
1.548
185
235
2,467

-

2
GE-CF-6-50A

3
JT-8D-15

2
JT-8D-7

2
JT-8D-15

3
1\-56-40

14,000

15,500

22 ,050

-

-

-3
ft

Powerplant: number of engines
type
SL/ISA statie
t akeoff thrust

lb

48,953

15,500

Operational Empty Weight
Maximum Weight Limited
payload
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight
Total Fuel Capacity
Maximum Takeoff Weight
Maximum Landing Weight
Maximum Wing Loading
Maximum '1'hrust Loading

lb

176,406

101,000

55,788

63,727

123,484

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
Ib/ft 2

-

69,900
240,353
75,854
291,070
264·,609
104.0
2.97

39,030
140,000
65,270
190,518
159,868
112.4
4.10

26,240
82,030
24,476
98,126
93,495
98.0
3.51

35,500
99,226
22,933
144,664
108,049
91.9
3.70

52,922
176,406
52,922
211,687
20 1,764
102.6
3.20

kts
lb
ft

506
291,070
25,000

521

491
98,126
25,000

500
110,254
25,000

486
198,456
30,000

-

.84
. 86

.84
.90

.816
.89

.83
.85

.825
.85

kts

360

390

340

380

380

kts
kts

141
132

159
137

147
129

124

132
132

ft

6,030

8,740

6,810

6,510

5,250

ft

5,840

5,330

4,920

4,740

5,110

nm

865

1,365

910

180

738

nm

2,240

2,415

1,465

825

1,920

nm

1,185

1.,510

1,105

657

1,205

Maximum cruis ing speed
at weight of
and at cruise altitude of
Cruise Mach number at these
conditions
Maximum Operating Mach number (~O)
Maximum Operating Limit Speed
(VHO ' EAS)

TakeoH safety speed at HTOW
Approach speed at MLW
FAR Takeoff Field Length
at SL/ISA , MTOW
FAR Landing Field Length
at SL, MLW
Maximum Payload Range
(high-speed cruise)
Maximum Fuel Range
(long-range cruise)
Range with maximum number of
passengers in al 1-tourist
class

30,000

including no rmal reserves

Table 12-1. Principal characteristics of the design in Fig. 12-1 campared with presentday aircraft types
design exercise . The design specificatian
of this aircraft is summarized in Fig . 1-5,
while a three-view drawing can be faund in
Fig. 2-4.
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12.4. CONCLUSION
Any assessment of the qualit .i es and characteristics of a preliminary design shauld

be accompanied by an appreciation of other

- Is the choice of the high-lift system

design projects and/or design specifica-

satisfactory? Only af ter performance anal-

tions of aircraft types, considered as

ysis it is possible to be conclude whether

competitors or types to be replaced by the

the flap system shoqld be more sophisti-

new design. These comparisons must be made

cated or whether alternatively, a simpli-

on the basis of a well-defined set of

fication may be acceptable.

ground rules and similar methods of anal-

- Do opportunities exist to reduce the drag

ysis. The results of such an assessment

by improving the aerodynamic design or the

constitute an essential part of the basis

wetted area?

on which further decisions have to be made.
Table 12-1 summarizes the major items to

-How satisfactory is the weight breakdown?
A final weight analysis, drawn up af ter

be considered.
In reporting his activities, the designer

may indicate significant differences com-

will not only describe the most relevant

pared with other aircraft. If so, an ex-

characteristics of the design, but he will

planation must be sought.

also pay attention to those aspects which

- Can any measures be indicated to re duce

the performance estimation has been made,

he thinks are of vital importance to the

the noise product ion? This point will be

successful further development of the proj-

of particular concern to the designer of

ect, particularly if there are reasons for

an airplane type, the airworthiness stand-

doubts about the major predictions and as-

ards for which can be expected to be re-

sumptions on which tne design characteris-

vised in the near future (cf. Section

tics are based. The designer mayalso an-

5.5.6.) .

ticipate certain design modifications,
worth considering in the subsequent "pa-

Practically all decisions to be made in

rametric design phase"

the preliminary design stage have implica-

(cf. Fig. 1-3), for

example:

tions with respect to the operating costs

- Is the general arrangement suitable, so

and benefits and although a quantitative

that no unsatisfactory characteristics

evaluation is not always possible, the de-

have to be anticipated? The various aspects

signer should be attentive to improving

pointed out in Chapter 2 may be considered

the economie potentialof the design. It

here once more.

is only fairly recently that much emphasis

- Is the engine type to be instalied

has been placed on the environmental as-

matched to the airplane? In the case of

pects . Every new civil airplane type must

performanc e deficiencies in certain areas,

now satisfy the broad requirement that it

investigate whether the engine manufacturer

will be acceptable not only to the passen-

is prepared to accept modifications.

ger or the owner , but to society as a

- Is it necessary to modify the main wing

whoie . A creative approach to any aspect

proportions, such as area, aspect ratio or

tending to reduce noise, pollution and en-

taper ratio? Critical performan ce items may

ergy, space and land requirements will be

be improved in this way, without unduly

most welcome.

penalizing other characteristics.
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Appendix A. Definitions relating to the geometry and
aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils

SUMMARY

This appendix deals with the most common definitions of some major geometrie and aerodynamic characteristics of wings with rounded noses and sharp trailing edges. Formulas
and graphs are presented for calculating the Mean Aerodynamic Chord and the mean quarterchord point for straight-tapered wings, with or without prismoidal center section.
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a wing section, rneasured from X-

Nomenclature

axis
A

- a spect ratio

y

- y-coordinate of mean quarter-chord
point of a half wing

a.c. - aerodynamic center

- mean-line ordinate of a section

b

- span

c
c

- chord

- leading edge sharpness parameter

- chord length of the MAC

- axis perpendicular to XOY-plane

Cg

- chord length of the SMC

c.p. - center of pressure
e

-

z

- coordinate in Z-direction

z

-

z-coordinate of mean quarter-chord
point

fraction of the chord

angle of attack

i

- wing angle of incidence

MAC

- Mean Aerodynamic Chord

- wing zero-lift angle

o

- origin of system ofaxis (wing apex)

- section zero-lift angle

S

- gross wing area

- dihedral angle

(l

Snet - net wing area

twist angle
aerodynamic twist angle
- geometrie twist angle

Swet
wetted (exposed) wing area
SMC - Standard Mean Chord
t
- maximum airfoil section thickness

- non-dimensional lateral coordinate

X

- wing axis, coinciding with root chord

- angle of wing sweep

x

- coordinate in X-direction

- taper ratio

x
Y
y

x-coordinate of mean quarter-chord

semi-span (non-dimensionall of pris-

point

moidal center section; tail angle

lateral axis
- ordinate of section, measured from

Subscripts

chord line; lateral coordinate of
r

-

root

t

-

tip

contour of a wing cross section with a

A- 1. GENERAL

plane parallel to the plane of symmetry of
This appendix deals with definitions of the

the wing, or a plane perpendicular to the

geometry and some aerodynamic properties of

quarter-chord line. The cambered wing sec-

symmetrical wings. Only wing sections with

tions of most conventional families of air-

rounded noses and sharp trailing edges are

foils are obtained by the combination of a

considered. Slender wings such as low as-

MEAN LINE and a THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION (Fig.

pect ratio ~ wings are ~ t~d.
Most definitions are also applicable to

A-I) •

--

horizontal tailplanes and subscripts w or
h have therefore been omitted.
Various formulas will be presented without
proof. More details and background can be
found in the publications mentioned in the
list of references.
Fig. A-l. Geometrie definitions of a wing
A-2. WING SECTIONS

section

A-2.l. Geometrie definitions

The LEADING and TRAILING EDGE are defined,

A WING SECTION is formed by the external

extremities of the mean line.

respectively, as the forward and rearward
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The CHORD LINE is defined as the straight
line connecting the leading and trailing
edges.. Its leng th is defined as the CHORD
LENGTH or simply THE CHORD (c).
SECTION THICKNESS (t) is the maximum distance between corresponding points on the
upper and lower section surface (Fig. A-i).
It is usually expressed as a thicknessl
chord ratio (tic).
The NOSE RADIUS defines the sharpness of
the section at the leading edge. lts center is located on the tangent to the mean
line, drawn at .5% of the chord.
CAMBER is the distance between correspond-

I!.Y

'jbChord

ing points on the mean line and the chord
linei mean line ordinate: Yc. The maximum

camber is frequently referred to as "the
camber

ll
•

The following geometric parameters have al50

proved to be useful in the predictionof
4

certain aerodynamic characteristics ofw ing

12

8

18

20

tic -

%

sections:
Fig. A-2. Leading edge sharpness parameter

LEADING EDGE SHARPNESS PARAMETER:

of NACA sections

(Ref. A-6)

(A-l)

c.p. varies with a for cambered sections.
AERODYNAMIC CENTER: a point about which the
Values for t::.y for several NACA sections are

pitching moment for given dynamic pressure

presented in Fig. A-2.

is essentially independent of the angle of
attack up to maximum lift in subcritical

TAIL ANGLE ($) is the angle between the
tangents to the upper and lower surfaces

flow. For design purposes it is generally

at the trailing edge (Figs. A-i and A-3).

acceptable to assume the a.c. as .25 c

A-2.2. Aerodynamic definitions
ANGLE OF ATTACK (a): angle between the
chord line and the direction of the undisturbed flow. (Positive a: nose-up, see
Fig. A-i).
THE ZERO LIFT ANGLE

(a~

): angle of attack

for zero lift. Positiveoa~ : nose up; for
sections with positive canili'er ai is negative, as in Fig. A-i.
0
ZERO-LIPT LINE: line through the trailing
edge parallel to the direction of the undisturbed airflow at ai .

o

4

CENTER OF PRESSURE (c.p~): the intersection

8

12

16

20

t ic -

24

28

%

of the vector, representing the resulting

Fig. A-3. Tail angle of NACA sections

aerodynamic force, with the chord line. The

(Ref. A-6)
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(low-subsonic speeds).

following the comma or written as a subscript gives the range of lift coefficient

A-2 . 3. Nomenclature for some NACA sections

in tenths above and below the design lift
coefficient in which pressure gradients

NACA FOUR-DIGIT SERIES (example: NACA 2415) .

favorable for obtaining low drag exist on

The numbering system is based on the sec-

both surfaces . The dj git following the das h

ti on geometry. The first integer indicates

gives the design lift coefficient in tenths •

the maximum value of the mean-line ordi-

The last two digits represent the thickness

nate Yc as a percentage of the chord. The

of the wing section as a percentage of the

second integer indicates the distance from

chord.

the leading edge to the location of the

Hence, NACA 65 -218 is a 6-series section.
3
The point of minimum pressure at zero lift

maximum camber in tenths of the chord. The
last two integers indicate the section

for the 65-018 section is at . 50 of the

thickness as a percentage of the chord.

chord . The favorable range of lift coeffi -

Hence, the NACA 2415 section has 2% camber

cients is between -.1 and .5, the design

at .4 of the chord from the leading edge
and is 15% thick.

lift coefficient is .2 and the maximum
thickness 18% of the chord.

NACA FIVE-DIGIT SERIES (example: NACA 23012)

are designated by replacing the dash by a

The numbering system is based on a combina-

capital A. These sections are s ub stantia l-

Same modificat i ons of the 6 - series sections

tion of theoretical aerodynamic character-

ly straight on both s ur faces from abo ut .8

istics and geometric characteristics. The

of the chord to the trailing edge. The 6-

first integer indicates the amount of cam-

series airfoils without this designation

ber in terms of the relative magnitude of

have cusped trailing edges .

the design lift coefficient*; the design
lift coefficient is th ree halves of the
first integer. The second and third inte-

A- 3 . WINGS

gers together indicate the distance from
the leading edge to t he location of the

A-3.1. Wihg planform

maximum camber; this distance as a

percen~

age of the chord is one-half the number represented by these integers . The last two

A system ofaxes is generally used as indicated in Fig. A-4. The origin is located

integers indicate the section thickness as

a percentage of the chord.
Hence, the NACA 23012 wing section has a
design lift coefficient of .3, has its maximum camber at . 15 of the chord , and has a
thickness ratio of 12%.
"

NACA 6-SERIES OR LAMINAR-FLOW WING SECTIONS

WING

TIP

(example: NACA 65 -218)
3
The first digit is the series designation

x
b

of a family of low-drag airfoi ls, designed
on the basis of theoretical methods. The
second digit is the chordwise position of
minimum pressure in tenths of the chord
metrical section at zero lift. The digit

~

"-/~-~.

behind the leading edge for the basic sym-

- " .-

Fig . A-4. System ofaxis in relation to
*Definit i on in Ref. A-I .
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the wing planform

at the WING APEX 0, which is the intersection of the leading edges of both wing

EXPOSED or WETTED WING AREA * (Swet): the
net external wing surface area, which is

halves. The X axis coincides with the chord

exposed to the airflow.

of the root section, positive backwards.

SPAN (b): the distance between the wing

The Y axis is perpendicular to the plane

tips, measured perpendicular to the XOZ

of symmetry, positive to port side. The Z

plane, navigation lights excluded.

axis is positive upwards.

GEOMETRIC or STANDARD MEAN CHORD (SMC):

LEADING and TRAILING EDGE: the lines through

the length of this chord (Cg) is equal to

the leading and trailing edges of the wing

the gross area, divided by the span:

chords.

(A-4)

ROOT CHORD and TIP CHORD (Cr' Ct): the
chord length of the wing sections in the

For straight-tapered wings:

plane of symmetry and at the outer extrem-

1 + À

(A-5)

cr --2-

ity of the wing, respectively. For rounded
tips the definition of the tip chord is
given in Fig. A-4.

ASPECT RATIO (A): the span divided by the

TAPER RATIO (À)

geometric mean chord:

is the ratio of the tip

chord to the root chord:
(A-6)

(A-2)
Straight-tapered wings have straight lead-

For a straight tape red wing the root chord

ing and trailing edges.

can be calculated for given gross area,

GROSS or DESIGN WING AREA (S): the area

aspect ratio and taper ratio from:

enclosed by the wing outline, including

(A-7)

wing flaps in the retracted position and
ailerons, but excluding fillets or fairings, projected on the XOY plane. The lead-

QUARTER-CHORD LINE: the line through all

ing and trailing edge are assumed to be ex-

points at .25 c of the sections.

tended through the nacelles and fuselage to

(ANGLE OF) DIHEDRAL (f.
): the angle be25
tween the projection of the quarter-chord

the XOZ plane in any reasonable manner (ex-

line on the YOZ plane and the Y axis (pos-

ample in Fig. A-5)

itive upwards, Fig. A-4). Negative angle:
ANHEDRAL.
SWEEP ANGLE of the quarter-chord line

(A. 25 ): the angle between the projection
of the quarter-chord line on the XOY plane
and the Y axis. Positive angle backwards
(sweepback), negative forwards

(sweep for-

ward) .
Sweep angles of other characteristic lines
(trailing edge, leading edge, mid-chord
line) have a similar defL1ition and can be
Fig. A-5. Definition of gross wing area

S

I

2

calculated for a straight-tapered wing from
the following relationship:

b/2

c dy

(A-3)

o

*In some publications the term "exposed
NET WING AREA (Snet) : the gross wing area

wing area" has the same meaning as the net

minus the projection of the central wing

wing area defined above, i.e. a projected

part, irrside the fuselage.

area.
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O'.~~~~~
. FUSELAGE

REFERE.NCE lIN_E_ _ . _ __

Fig. A-G. Definition of wing twist

(A-IO)

where el and e 2 denote the fraetion of the
ehord aeeording to the definition of the

dynamie twist angle inereases in propor-

sweep angles Al and A2' respeetively. For

tion to the lateral eoordinate:

example, the trailing edge sweep angle
ean be ealeulated from A.
of el = .25 and e

by substi tution
25
= l.O. For a wing (or

2
tailplane) with straight trailing edge
(A 2

0) we have:

=

For a wing with LINEAR TWIST, the aero-

(A-ll)

Ea
where

n =

m

(A-12)

A LINEAR LOFTED (GEOMETRIC) TWIST is ob(A-S)

tained on a wing where the intermediate
seetions are formed by linear lofting be-

A-3.2.
(WING)

tween the root and tip seetions:

(Wing) twist and ineidenee
TW~ST

( E) is the angle of ineidenee

(A-l3)

l - ( l - À)n

of a wing seetion relative to that of the
root seetion, measured in a plane parallel
to the XOZ plane (Fig. A-G). Positive

WING ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (angle of wing
setting) i: the angle between the root

twist: nose rotated upwards, WASH-IN. Neg-

ehord line and the airplane referenee axis,

ative twist: nose rotated downwards, WASH-

e.g. the fuselage center line.

OUT.
Geometrie twist (Eg) is the twist of the

A-3.3. Aerodynamie definitions

ehord line of a seetion relative to the
ehord line of the root seetion.

MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD (MAC, ë): the ehord

Aerodynamie twist (E ) is the twist of the
a
zero-lift line of a seetion relative to the

non-tapered wing, for whieh the total lift

zero-lift line of the root seetion. For an

and pitehing moment are essentially equal

of an equivalent untwisted, unswept and

arbitrary seetion the geometrie and aero-

to the lift and pitehing moment on the ae-

dynamie twist are interrelated as follows:

tual wing. The derivation of

Eg +

(a~

)

(A-9)

o r

twist angle at the tip ehord:
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ean 0e found

b/2

ë
The WING TWIST ANGLE usually refers to the

ë

in Ref. A-9:

J

~
o

e

2

dy

(A-!4)

Alternatively, the simple graphic construction depicted in Fig. A-7 can be used
to find the length and location of the MAC
of a wing half. For wings with prismoidal
inboard sections and tape red outboard sections, Fig. A-a may be used.

Cr

AERODYNAMIC CENTER (a.c.): a point in the
XOZ plane about which the aerodynamic
pitching moment coefficient of the wing is
essentially constant up to maximum lift in

Ct '

subcritical flow.
For moderate sweep angle a reasonable approximation for the a.c. is the MEAN QUAR-

Cr

TER-CHORD POINT. For a half wing, this
point is located at .25

ë,

with coordi-

nates:

S

Fig. A-7. Graphical construction of the MAC

o

y

+ À + À
1 + À

J

cy dy (A-l6)

b/2

For straight-tapered wings
c =

b/2

2 tan 1\.25

x =

2
(A-IS)

2

S
0

I

cy dy

(half wing)

(A-I7)

Y

1.301--+--4-+---1--+--+-"'.......-++~\t-+--l

c

MAC
SMC

;

.70 i8~

:90

Fig. A-8. Diagram for the Mean Aerodynamic Chord of st~aight-tapered wings with or without prismoidal inboard section
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Fig. A-9. Diagram for the mean quarter-chord point for straight-tapered wings with or
without prismoidal center section

---- -

'- . -

_...!-- .~ • • ...;-

. _; • •

L'.1,~. ~ O·.!.,~ I-I
.t!

.!)· .. ....
: -:L: . . ~

TT"

J..'._L.· . _;.:1 . . '
. . .. ". ::: · :,'I'~' :..i

Fig. A-IO. Diagram for the mean quarter-chord point of straight-tapered wings with or
without prismoidal center section
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z =

b/2

2tanA. 25
S

o

J

more complex wings shapes.
cy dy

(A-IS)

WING ANGLE OF ATTACK (a): the angle between the root chord and the direction of
the undisturbed airflow (Fig. A-6/.

For straight-tape red wings the MAC is 10-

THE ZERO-LIFT LINE is drawn throu~th~

cated at the lateral coordinate:

trailing edge of the MAC, parallel to the

b

I + 2À

Y=23(l+À)

(half wing)

(A-19)

undisturbed airflow, in a position at
which the wing lift is zero (Fig. A-6).

while the quarter-chord point of this choJ;d

ZERO-LIFT ANGLE (aL ) is the angle between
the root chord and °the zero-lift line; aL

is identical to the mean quarter-chord

is positive when the root chord nose is

point. Figs. A-9 and A-IO can be used for

directed upwards relative to the airflow
(Fig. A-6).
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Appendix B. The computation of circumferences, areas
and volumes of curves, sections and bodies

SUMMARY
Methods are presented for the calculation of circumferences, projected areas, wetted
are as and volumes of sections, fuselages, wings and tailplanes, fuel tanks a nd engine
nacelles.
The methods presented are simplified results derived from Ref. B-l; they can be readily
applied in the preliminary stage of an aircraft design in cases where the shape and dimensions are not known in great detail.
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NOMENCLATURE

- shape parameter

cross-sectional area; area of a wing

Subscripts

section
b

- span (no index: wing span); width

A

- area enclosed by a curve

C

C

- circumference

c

- circumferential length
- chord length of an airfoil section

c

- cross section; cylindrical mid-

D

- diameter

h

- height

ef

- fan exhaust opening

k

- factor for calculating areas, vol-

eg

- gas generator exhaust opening

f

- fuselage

g

- gas generator

section

umes, etc.
I

- leng th
area (no index: gross wing

S

a~a)

Snet - net wing area
t
- maximum thickness of an airfoil
-

section
(fan) nacelle forebody length/total
length

À

- wing taper ratio; fineness ratio

T

- ratio of tic ratios at tip and root

B-1. FUSELAGE

highlight of an intake

h

V

-

W

- external area

wet

- wetted area

n

P
t

nacelle; nose section of fuselage
plug
tail section of fuselage; fuel tank
volume

Cross-sectional area* (frontal area):
(B-l)

The present methods refer to the gross
wetted area and volume of streamline bodies
by which most fuselages can be approxi-

Circumferential length of the cross sec-

mated. Cockpit hoods, air scoops, fillets

tion:

and the like, as weIl as non-exposed parts

(B-2)

at the junction of wing and empennage, must
be calculated separately, e.g. with the
data on wing sections (Section B-2), and
subtracted.

where kc is obtained from Fig. B-l. If necessary, the cross section is subdivided

B-l.l. General method

into several parts.
Fuselage volume:
(B-3)

The generalized curves in Fig. B-l are
derived from approximations of the external lines by polynornials with fractional
exponents (Ref. B-l). In most caseS the

where kv is found by rneasuring $ in the
plan view for the nose section (n) and the

fuselage can be divided into a nose ,.ec-

tail section (t) and using Fig. B-l.

tion, a cylindrical mid-section and a tail

Fuselage wetted area:

section. The shape parameter $ is measured

(B-4)

from the plan view and the factors kA' kC'
kv and kw are then determined in order to
calculate the characteristic areas and
volume as follows (syrnbol in Fig. B-2):
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*at the fuselage station where the width
and height are maximum

k••
.7

j

~

0:

:IC110" OISA

'SA

kç= CU,çU~f!":NCI

C7

kA-j--l-+-J--..-.-I-+-+---l

.6 ~-l#+-+I7.-J.k-+--+-f-+-+-+--I
j,
v

II

"'''EA

kv.

kW- WETTfD
41>=

/

VOlUME

Of

~., REVOLUIION

AI'IEA

i:::V

~=

.5 J:--I-~.f--l--+-+--+-f--+---+-----1

FRONT

Of REy.

Fig. B-l. Factors for
cal cu lating the area,
circumference, volume and
wetted area of sections
and bodies

VIEW

'lANVIEW

Fig. B-2. Definition of streamline body
geometry
where Cf is given by (B-2) and the factor

where Àf is the fuselage fineness ratio:

kW is obtained from Fig. B-l.
Projected areas of plan view and side view
can be calculated in the same way as crosssectional areas by subdividing them into
several parts and using the appropriate kA
factors given in Fig. B-l.
For a cross section built up from two circular segments, the frontal area, volume
and wetted area are first calculated from
the plan view, assuming the fuselage to be
a body of revolution. Correction factors
given in Fig. B-3 are then applied.

Àf = lf/Df·
For fully streamlined shapes without cylindrical mid-section the following expressions apply:
1

vOlume=f D/ lf(·50+.135

l~)

(B-7)

ln 2/3
wetted area=TTDl (.50+.135 )
x
f
1
f

(B-8)

(1.015+ _._3_)
À 1.5
f

B-l.2. Quick method for bodies of revolution

where ln is the leng th of the nose section
in front of the maximum cross section.

The following approximations apply to fuselages with cylindrical mid-sections:

B-2. WINGS AND TAILPLANES

(B-5)

wetted
=TTDl f
area

2 2/3

(l-- )
À

f

1

(1+ --2)
À

f

For most subsonic airfoil sections the
following simple expressions are reasonably
accurate:

(B-6)

C = 2c ( 1 + .25 tic)

(B-9)
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1.0

I

Fig. B-3. Area and circumference of doublebubble and flattened fuselage cross sec-

tions

A

.68 tc

(B-lO)

A more accurate result can be obtained with
Fig. B-1.
The wetted area of a linear lofted wing

~
~

without nacelles is derived by integration

~

of the circumferential length in a span-

VOI.UME. !(S,+Sz+v'S;Si)

~

l. di.carte.

wise direction. A simple approximation for

!!IWB.
\/OLUME .,(s,+Sz+~)
bM. . . " ..,ellel IIIMI fee ..

the result of this procedure is:
Fig. B-4. Volume of bodies with parallel
(B-11)

where

À =

Ct/cr and T = (t/c)t/(t/c)r. In

this case the r00t section is not taken at

end faces
Their volume is obtained from the appropriate formula given in Fig. B-4.

the wing centerline, as usual, but at the
wing-fuselage intersection. For a wing with

b. For integral tanks the external shape

nacelles the wetted area should be reduced

of the structure enclosing the tank may be

by an amount equal to the total area of the

used to apply Fig. B-4 . In this case the

wing inside the nacelle structure.

volume of the structure, which is equivalent to about 4% of the tank volume, should
be subtracted to obtain the net tank vol-

B-3. FUEL TANK VOLUME

urne.

c. External streamlined fuel tanks can be
a. Most bladder tanks can be compared with

treated in the same way as the fuselage.

a geometric body having parallel end faces.

The net tank volume is 4% less than the
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volume e ne l o s e d by the skin.

expansion of the fuel.

In pro j e c t design a check on the available
tank c apacity is usually made in order to

B-4. ENGINE NACELLES AND AIR DUCTS

check t he wing si z e or thickness/chord ratio . A first gue ss for the total tank vol-

In the most general case, the engine na-

ume a v ail a bl e in a wing with linear lofted

celle group may consist of a fan cowling,
a gas generator cowling and a plug in the

inte rme di ate a irfoils is :

hot flow (Fig. B-5). The wetted areas of
(B-12)

these components may be computed as
follows:
External wetted area of fan cowling:

where
S

gross wing area

b

wing span

(B-13)

'.

(t / c)r= thickness / chord ratio at the wing
root
taper ratio
(tic) t i

I
I:

(tic) r

Statistical data we re used to calculate the
constant .54 in (B-12) but the accuracy is
not very high. Thus, if the available tank
volume appears to be critical, a more preei se ealeulation is neeessary to account
for the actual section shape and the wing

_

~:WLING

I
._ .-t-.loc.tiotl ot

_

.-

I

lftIIa.cli·"'·'l

,

_GASGENlfIlATOI'
._ _ .
COWUNG

L--==:::::::===:J

Fig. B-5. Geometry of a turbofan engine
pod

structural layout.
Equation B-12 mayalso be used for calculating the tank capacity of a part of the

Wetted area of gas generator cowling:

wing. In that case the geometric definitions of S, b, etc. apply only to the wing
(B-14)

part containing fuel.
No te that the Usable Fuel Capacity* is some
5% less than the tank volume to allow for

Wetted area of plug:
(B-15)
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*defined in Section 8.2.2.
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Appendix C. Prediction of wing structural weight

SUMMARY
The derivation of the present method (Ref. C-l) is basp.d on a generalized expression for
the material required to resist the root bending moment due to wing lift in a specific
operational condition. The average stress is related to the loading index of the compression structure. A correction is made for the extra weight to provide the torsional
stiffness required to withstand wing flutter. Separate contributions for high-lift devices, spoilers and speed brakes are given. Statistical analysis of the wing weight of
rnany aircraft types actually built has yielded the necessary factors of proportionality.
The method is applicable to light and transport category aircraft with wing-mounted engines in front of the elastic axis or engines not rnounted to the wing.
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NOMENCLATURE
- wing span
- structural flap span (see Fig. C-l)
structural wing span
-1

(b s = b cos
A1 / 2 )
- lift-curve slope of the wing
(C La = dCL/da)
- chord length
- gust alleviation factor
- cor~ection factors for taper ratio,
non-optimum weight, etc.
Mc
- design cruising Mach number
Ne
- number of wing-mounted engines
n ult - ultimate load factor (1.5 times
limit load factor)
s·
- gross projected wing area
Sf
- projected area of flaps
t
- maximum thickness of wing section

Wdes - design All-Up Weight of aircraft
Ww
- wing group weight as defined in
AN 9103-D
A1 / 2 - sweep angle of mid-chord line (Fig.
C-1)
Af

- average sweep angle of flap structu re (Fig. C-1)

Ö

- maximum flap deflection angle at
V , measured streamwise
lf
- di stance of the strut mounting on a
braced wing from the wing root,

f

c

- thickness/chord ratio

Vc

-

VD
Vlf
W

divided by the wing semi-span (n
defined by equation A-12)
À

b
e
hld

Design Cruising speed (EAS)
- Design Diving speed (EAS)
design speed for flaps in landing
configuration (EAS)
- weight

-

taper ratio

(À

= Ct/cr)

SUBSCRIPTS

f

or flap section
tic

ns

lef
r
sp
t
tef
w

-

basic
engines

flap
high-lift devices

leading-edge devices
wing root
spoilers; speed brakes
- wing tip
trailing-edge devices
- wing

-

C-1 INTRODUCTION

cat ion of the original formula. Otherminor

The method presented in this Appendix is

engine relief factor and in the weight of
the high-lift devices. A weight penalty
for spoilers and speed brakes has been
introduced.

modifications have been introduced in the
based on Re=. C-1, where the primary win~
structure weight is derived from the requirement that in a specified critical
flight condition the bending moment due to
wing lift must be resisted. The weight of
high-lift devices is based on a critical
loading condition at the flap design

C-2. BASIC WING STRUCTURE WEIGHT

spe~d.

Application of the method to several highsubsonic short-haul airliners led to the
conclusion that for this category the 0riginal method in Ref. C-1 results in an
underestimation of the wing weight. It was
assumed that the main reasons for this are

The weight of the basic wing structure
(i.e. the wing group weight less the weight
of high-lift devices, spoilers and speed
brakes) is given by the equation:

the extra weight required to provide adequate stiffness against wing flutter and
the weight penalty due to the long service
life required, resulting in a rather low
level flight stress level. Only the first
of these aspects has resulted in a modifi452

(C-1)

where the constant is:

8.94xI0- 4 , Wand W
in lb, b in ft, or
d es
-3
w
4.58xl0 ,Ww and Wdes in kg, b in m.
For geometrical definitions see Fig. C-l.

kst =l+constant x
(C-4)
where the constant is 1 . 50x10- 5 when b is
~n ft, W
in lb and V in kts, or 9.06x
D
d es
-4
10
wh en b is ~n m, Wdes in kg and VD in
mis. For low-subsonic aircraft and highsubsonic aircraft with four wing-mounted
jet engines kst = l.O.
The correct ion factor for strut location
on braced wings (kb = 1.0 for cantilever
wings) is:
(C-5)

Fig. C-l. Geometric definitions

The maximum weight with wing tanks empty
should be used for the design weight Wdes

The correction factors are defined as
follows:
k

no

1 +

Jb~ef'

in eq. C-l, al though the Maximum Zero Fuel
(C-2)

s

designs.

where bref = 6.25 ft (1.905 m). The factor
kno represents the weight penalties due to
skin joints, non-tapered skin, minimum

gauge, etc.
k

À

=(1+ À)·4

Weight is acceptable for most preliminary

(C-3)

where À is the wing taper ratio, À = ct/cr.
The bending moment relief factor due to
the engine and nacelle installation is:
1.0 engines not wing-mounted
.95 two wing-mounted engines in front
of the elastic axis

The ultimate load factor nUlt' equal to
1.5 times the limit load factor, is the
higher of the gust and the maneuver load
factor. The gust load is based on the design cruising speed V at an altitude of
c
20,000 ft for pressurized cabins and sea
level for non-pressurized cabins.
The load factors are determined in accordance with the airworthiness regulations
FAR 23.341, FAR 25.341 or BCAR Section D
ch. 3.1.4., as appropriate. The original
formula in Ref. C-l is based on the simplified gust alleviation factor found in
earl ier regulations:

.90 four wing-mounted engines in front
of the elastic axis
The correct ion factor for undercarriage

Kg=.8- (W

1~:)3/4

for Wdes/S >16 lb/sq.ft

des

suspension is:

(C-6)

1.0 wing-mounted undercarriage
.95 undercarriage not mounted to wing

In this equation Wdes/S is in lb/sq.ft.
For the extra weight required to provide
stiffness against flutter the following
correction is proposed for high-subsonic
jet aircraft with engines not mounted to
the wing or two engines wing-mounted in

The gust load is determined from the
following expression for the wing liftcurve slope:

front of the elastic axis of the wing:
453

where Mc corresponds to V in the operac
tional condition mentioned previously.

first guess.
In the absence of the various data required to compute the flap weight according to (C-9), the data of Fiq. C-2 may be

C-3. HIGH-LIFT DEVICES, SPOILERS AND SPEED
BRAKES

20

r

19

4

10 '

KG

100

FlAPS

....

The weight of high-lift de v ices can be
broken down as follows:
(C-8)

:z:

0-

"~

IS z

~

10

.

",."-

J

~

80

80

'0

U

u::

The trailing-edge flap weight is calculated

.

8

20

IJ)

from:

0

0

10'
MAXIMUM

10'

Wstef = constant x k
f
f

Vlf )2

[( 100

(5 b ) 3 / 16
f fs
x

lO'l8

TAKEOFF WEIGHT

Fig. C-2. Specific weight of trailing-edge
high-lift devices

sinóf COS Af]3 / 4

(Ref. C-2)

(C-9)

(tIc) f

used. The specific weight of leading edge
where the constant is equal to .105 when

high lift devices can be re ad from Fig.

W
is in lb, Sf in sq.ft, b
in ft and
tef
fs
Vlf in ~ts, or 2.706 when Wtef is in kg,
Sf in m , bfs in mand Vlf in mIs . The
flap deflection angle ó and the flap
f
thickness/chord ratio (t/c)f are méRsured

C-3 .

strearnwise. Other geometric definitions
are given in Fig. C-l.
The factor k

represents the effect of the
f
flap configuration:

u

~ 2

~

...

IJ)

(C-I0)

10
•

FlE XIBlE KRUEGER FLAP

B
7

•
"~~~--~--~~~~~~,if~--~--~~~~~,~~:e
MAXIMUM

TAKEOFF WEIGHT

where
k

f1

= 1.0

: single slotted; double slotted,
fixed hinge

1.15: double slotted, 4-bar movement;

NarE

The specifi c wei ght o f Krueger flaps is approxi-

mately equal to that of slats

single slotted Fowler
1 . 30: double slotteá Fowler

Fig. C-3. Specific weight of leading-edge

1.45: triple slotted Fowler

high-lift devices

(Ref. C-2)

1 . 0 : slotted flaps with fixed vane
1.25: double slotted flaps with
"variable geometry", i.e. extending flaps with separately

The weight of spoilers and speed brakesw sp
rnay be taken either as 2.5 lb (sq.ft (12.2
2
kg/m ) or 1.5% of the wing weight.

rnoving vanes or auxiliary flaps
For variable geometry flaps the (t/c)f
ratio in (C-9) refers to the retracted
position. If the flap speed V
is not
lf
known, 1.8 times the stalling speed in the
landing configuration rnay be assurned as a
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C-4. WING GROUP WEIGHT
The structural weight of the wing group,
as defined in accordance with AN-9103D, is

given by:

sufficiently accurate to make a second
(C-ll)

iteration superfluous.

The standard error of prediction of the
present Thdthod is 9.64%, but this figure
where the basic wing weignt is defined by

can be considerably improved by aàapta-

(C-1), W
by (C-8) and the spoiler and
hld
speed brake weight by the data ~iV~n in

of (C-1) and (C- 9) to accurately known

tion of the constants of proportionality

Section C- 3.
A first estimate of the wing weight must

weights of similar airplane wings. In

be available for substitution in (C-1).

to a very restricted category of aircraft

Equation 9-12 in Section 8.4.1

only.

is

this case the formula obviously applies
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Appendix Do' The weight penalty method for fuselage
structural weight prediction

SUMMARY

The basic weight penalty method for fuselage structural weight prediction was introduced
for the

fi~st

time by Burt (Ref. 0-1) and a nurnber of other publications based on the

same approach have been published since (Refs. 0-2 through 0-5). The present method represents a synthesis of these publications, updated for modern pressurized fuselages
with or without engines rnounted to the side of the rear fuselage section.
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tail root (Fig. D-2)

NOMENCLATURE

MTOW - Maximum Takeoff Weight
maximum width of fuselage

Of
f

n

ult

- ultimate load factor corresponding
to W
(1.5 times ljmit load facto
tor)

- theoretical wing root chord (see
Fig. C-l)
diameter of main fuselage lobe
- design hoop stress in fuselage skin

- maximum floor loading
- maximum operational differential
pressure in cabin or pressurized

in level flight
h

f
Kf

- maximum depth of fuselage

fuselage section

- ratio of fuselage structure weight

gross shell area (all openings
faired over, no excrescences, fair-

to gross shell weight
kÀ

-

ings or blisters)

correction factor on shell weight

- bulkhead area

for fuselage slenderness
k bh

- Design Diving speed (EAS)

- proportionality factor for bulkhead
weight

k f1
ie

- proportionality factor for floor
weight
- distance from engine support to the
rear wing center section spar
- distance between quarter-chord
points of wing root and horizontal

- fuselage structure weight
-

floor
gross
gross
gross

weight
frame weight
shell weight
skin weight

Wsk
Wstr - gross stringer and longeron weight
W
to

- Maximum Takeoff Weight

D-l. SURVEY OF THE METHODOLOGY

D-2. GROSS SHELL WEIGHT

A detailed subdivisior. of all weight con-

The weight of the fuselage shell structure

tributions is given in Table D-l. Not all
items mentioned are applicable to each con-

is divided into the amounts contributed by
the skin, stringers and frames:

figuration. For example: main landing ge ar

(D-l)

doors may be counted as part of the wing
group if the main landing gear is retracted

D-2.1. Gross skin weight

into the wing.
Computation takes place in four stages.
STAGE 1: Calculation of the weight of the
fuselage shell, which carries the primary
loads and contributes approximately a third

The gross skin weight W
is the greatest
sk
of the values given by (D-2) , (D-4) and
(D-5) .
(D-2)

to one half of the fuselage weight (gross
shell weight).
STAGE 2: The weight of material removed for

where the constant is equal to .00575 when

cutouts and openings is <;ubtracted from the

used to fill the holes and for the surround

Wsk is in lb, SG in sq.ft and V in knots,
D
2
or .05428 when W
is in kg, SG is in m
sk
and V in mis. Allowing for' the influence
D
of the fuselage slenderness ratio, the fac-

structure required to recover strength (mod-

tor k À is approximated as follows:

gross shell weight (net shell weight) •
STAGE 3: Weight is added for the materials

ified shell weight) .
STAGE 4: Weight contributions and penalties
are added for floors, bulkheads, support

1

k À = .56

(bf+~f)

3/4
(D-3)

structure and various additional items, resulting in the total fuselage group weight.
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for lt l (bf+h f ) up to 2.61, while for higher

tial 6p, based on a mean hoop stress level
of f ref = 12,000 lb/sq.in. (843.7 kg/cm 2 ).
The act ua I value for f to be anticipated

CIOSS SHILL
SKIM

.um

STUr.::IlS

L.ONCIlO1CS

r .....s
CIOSS SMELL MODlPICATIOIIS

may be substituted in (0-4), but in the

KATE.lAL Ull)V1D

absence of this information assume

PASS1MCIl iJfD CUW DOOlS
CARCO HOW DQORS

f
/ , f=1.
ref
The minimum value for Wsk' based on a minimum gauge of .8 mm (.315 in.), is equal

(LAIIICE) ruICHT HOLD DOOIS • lAKPS
ESCAP! MATCHES
IItCLOSUUS AJID WIIID$HIILDS
WINDOWS • PORTS

to:

LAICOIMC CIAa DOOlS
EQUII"NUT ACCESS DOOI.S
SPllDlLUIS

~I

MOD Ir IlD SHILL
rLOOIIMC
PAS5!MCn CAIl"

rLOOl..

where Wsk/S

PLICHT DEer: PWOI

Alf[)

G

(0-5)
2
= .445 lb/sq.ft (2.173 kg/m ).

HOU! PLOOI.

In all equations the gross shell area SG

!QUIPtI!NT IAY PLOOI!.
Ili'UlIEADS

wsk
= -- 5
SG
G

IUHS iJfD RAILS

PUICHT CClCPAl.TMDT PLOOI • LOADIMC SYST.

Cuco/JAQCAC!

sk

is defined as the area of the entire outer

PUSSUR! PLOOlS

PlONT PlISSUI.! Ili'LKHEAD

surface of the fuselage, assuming that all

REAII. PUSSUU: Ili'UHtAD

holes for doors, windows, cutouts, etc.

UNDINe CUli. WKl!LBAYS

are faired over, and all local excrescences
such as blisters, wheel fairings and cano-

SUPPORT STII.UCTlJtl!
WIt«;-ruS1LACI INnIlCOffM!CTION

pies are removed and faired over. The gross

TAILPLAHE SUPPOIt.T
EMCIN!(S) SUPPORT

shell area can be estimated with the meth-

l.A)I[)INC C!AI. SUPPOIt.T

ods given in Appendix B.

PUSELAGE TAnS SUPPORT
AOOlTIONAL WEICHT InHS
FAIIINCS • fILLETS

0-2.2. Gross stringer and longe ron weight

AItlSCOOPS
STAIlS
PAlMT. S!.A.LUIC, I.EDUX_ _ _-''-_

-+_ _ _-l

The graphs presented in Ref. 0-1 can be

FAST!NERS, JOINTS

approximated as follows:

HISCELLAI«lOUS
TOTAL BODY CI.OUP wtlCHT

J.

Wstr=cons t an t x k À SG 1.45 Vo·39 nUlt·316 (D-6)
Table 0-1: Weight breakdown of the fuselage
group (applicable to tail booms as weIl)
va lues k À = 1.15. The definition of lt is
slightly modified as compared with that
gi ven in Ref. 0-1, in order to account for
the effect of wing sweep on the fuselage

where the constant of proportionality is
.000635 when W
is in lb, SG in sq.ft
str
and V in knots, or .0117 when W
is in
o
str
2
kg, SG in m and V in mIs.
o
0-2.3. Gross standard frame weight

bending moment (Fig. 0-2).
The gross skin weight based on cabin pressure I

for constant skin thickness over the

complete fuselage shell, is:

The curves in Ref. 0-1 are approximated as
follows:
Freighters:
(0-7)

(0-4)
All other types:
where the constant of proportionality is
.007 when Wsk is in lb, 6p in lb/sq.in.
and SG in sq.ft., or 1.595 w~en Wsk is in
2
kg, 6p in kg/cm and SG in m . Equation
0-4 represents the skin weight required to
resist the design cabin pressure differen-

Wsk+Wstr>630 lb (286 kg): Wfr =·19 (Wsk+Wstr)
(0-8)
Wsk+Wstr~630

lb (286 kg):

const, x (W

sk

+W

str

) 1.13

(0-9)
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where the constant is .0822 when Wfr' Wsk
and Wstr are in lb, or .0911 when all
weights are in kg.

0-3. GROSS SHELL MOOIFlCATIONS
Computation of the total ne~ weight penalty relative to the gross shell weight is a
lengthy task. In the conceptual design
phase the required information is not always present and available data ~y be inaccurate and/or ill defined. The alternative way of allowing for the departure of
the fuselage design from the ideal is to
use a simple overall correction factorfor
the gross shell weight, as suggested in
Ref. 0-1. This can be done with reasonable
accuracy where the design is conventional.
Defining a correction factor Kf as the ratio of the total fuselage group weight to
the gross shell weight, we find:
(0-10)
Values of Kf have been calculated for se veral aircraft types, ~ith the following
result:
Hawker Siddeley 8S-125
Kf = 2.40
K · a 1.82
Fokker F-27/100
f
Fokker F-28/1000
Kf = 1.83
McOonnell Douglas oe-9/10: Kf Z 2.20
McDonnell Douglas oe-8/55: Kf Z 1.88
Lockheed C-5A (freighter): Kf
2.51
Except in the case of the C-5A, a heavy
freighter with fuselage-mounted undercarriage. a systematic explanation of the variation in Kf cannot be given. Instead of
the rough estimate given by (0-10), the
more detailed computation method can be
followed, using Table 0-1 for collecting
the various contributions.
0-3.1. Removed material
Fig. 0-1 lists the openings to be considered for a typical passenger transport.
Allowance must be made for cutouts of appreciabie size, while for small openings
it is reasonable to assume that the weight
of skin removed is equal to the rein force-
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ment added.
The weight of resoved material is obtalned
by multiplying the specific gross shell
weight (WG/S G) by the 'wetted' area of each
opening. This procedure is performed for
all items listed in Table 0-1 under the
heading "gross skin modifications', as far
as they are applicable to the airplane under consideration. The bay required at the
wing-fuselage connection will be treated
in a different way by equation 0-21 or
0-22.
0-3.2. Doors, hatches,
sures

window~

and enclo-

The weight of these items is taken into
account by addition of
a. the actual weight of the doors, etc.,
including any operating mechanism
('fillings"), and
b. the surround structure weight, i.e.
door landings, frames, etc.
The data presented in Table 0-2 are not
applicable to the (large) freighthold
doors of freighter airplanes. They hav~
been obtained by comparing the results of
various references and those of detailed
fuselage weight breakdowns.
If data relating to the number and dimensions of access doors are not available,
their net weight penalty (i.e. removed
material included) may be assumed at 1.5
to 2' of the gross shell weiqht.
Note that landing gear wheelbays are generally not pressurized and that the 'unpressurlzed' data IIBlSt be used for landing
gear doors. Nose landing gaar doors are
included in the veight penalty given in
Section 0-5.2 and may therefore be omltted
here. Kain landing gear doors are frequently regarded as a ving weight contribution.
For freighter airplanes the following net
weight penalty ti.e .. removed material and
surround structure are taken into account)
is sU9gested for (large) frelghthold dO\lrs:
Side doors - Weight = 4 ~ lb/sq.ft of
height x width, with 6p in lb/sq.in.
- Weight = 73.65 l6P kg/m 2 of
height x width, with 6p in kg/cm 2 .

SURROUNDS

FILLINGS*
WEIGHT CONTRIBlJTlON
UNPRESSURiZED

PRESSURlZED
PASSENGER AND CREW oooRS

2.40..[KP bh

2bh

,CARGO MOLD oooRS (BELLY)

2 .65

vf.1P bh

2bh

ESCAPE HA rCHES

-

,--

'"....
'"
, ...

lip' '''

7Ä'
wa

SLIDING

no

2

(3.25+ . 01IV )A
D ws
( .20 +. 007V D)A

(7A:. -20) IIp·25

HUIGED

-

z
<
u

-

2.5 Aws

WINDOWS AND PORTS

2.7 Aap/b;

2.5 bh

EQUIPHENT BAY/ACCESS
1>OOR5, LANDING GEAR ,000&S

4.5 bh

3.3 bh

nXED

-

'TRANSPORT A/c: 2 TO 3 lb/ft2
JET TRAINERS : 5 TO 7 lb/ft 2

SPEEDBRAKES

lO/Ç'

IS ,fïÇp

7.5.;ç;,

FRAME IIICLUDED IN FlLLING

2.,fÇ

ws

8.4v'Ç

.0046V D Aw.

0

UNPRESSURIZED

34/A::,

2bh

L75.,IIiP bh
. I SAws Ap

COCKPIT WINDOW G'LAZING

PRESSURIZED
15.r;;-, FRONT, AFT
ap
20/A , ABOVE WING
ap
241A , FRONT
REAR

FRA;~E

--

lNCLUDED IN FILLING

6.7JÇ

WEIGHT IN LB

Fil-LLINGS *

SURROUNDS

W.EIGHT CONTRIBUTlON
I'RESSURIZED
PASSENGER AND CREW ooGRS

v1\P

44.2

UNPRESSURIZED

UNPRESSURIZED '

PRESSURIZED
22.3 vAap -!'RONT, AFT

9.7,65 bh

bh

29.8

vA::;; - ABOVE

WING

14.9~

35. 7 ,~ - FRONT
CARGO HOLD ooORS (BELLY)

l

'ESCAPE HATCHES

,II

COCKPIT WINDOW GLAZlNG

,<r.

0

9.765 bh

32.2v6p bh

9.765 bh

4.31 AW5

I:1 41. 3

SLIDING

w

0-

,

48.8 Jllp bh

{:,P . 25,

I

z

fTXED
- WINDOWS AND PORTS
.
- -EQUIPMENT BAY lACCESS

A . S {:, .25
W5
p

-

I

23.9 AapVbr

12 .2 bh

22 bh

16.

SPEEDBRAKES

I

,

vA;;;
--

2. 9Sv'Ç

vç;;

-

FRAME INCLUDED IN FILLING

bh
9. 97

IQ

TO 15 KG/Hl
2
JET TRAINERS : 25 TO 35 KG/H
TRANSPORT A/C:

I
12.5

.0436 'VI) ,Aws
12 .2 A
ws

oooRS, LANDING GEAR ,000RS

-- - - - -

11.2

(.98+.0664V ) A
D
ws

.8_ 17 • 6 ) II ,.25
·ws
P

--

26.8v'Ç
FRAME INCLUDED
IN FILLING

(15.9+.104V ) Aws
D

(41.3 A

HINGED

'"u

,

,
/ bf liD

50.6~ -REAR

JA:;

WEIGHT IN KG

* ALL
Aws

ITEMS QUOTED INCLUD<; OPERATING MECHANISH

2
windshield wetted area, frame included (sq.ft or m ); Aap = "wetted" area of aperture or opening
2

(sq.ft or m ); b
mis lE AS); 6p
2
kg/cm )

= width

= maxi:mum

(ft or m), b

f

= fuselage

width (ft or m); V

D

= Design

Divinq speed (knots or

operational Ip ressure differential of relevant fuselage section (rb/sq._ inch o.r

"Table 1)-2 . Gross 'weight penalties of fillings and surrounds ,(References 0-1 through 0-7
,and varrLous detail weLgh't data)
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Fig. 0-1. Fuselage doors of
the Oouglas OC-8 and DC-9
aircraft (Ref. 0-6)

Rear loading doors, ramp and headroomdoor
included Weight = 3 /Kp lb/sq . ft of total wetted

TYPE A: Passenger floors with beams resting directlyon the fuselage frames, nor-

area, with àp in lb/sq.in.
Weight = 55,24 /Kp kg/ m2 of wetted area,
with àp in kg/cm 2 .
Nose loading door weight - 15 lb/sq.ft
(73.236 kg/ m2 ) of frontal area .

kfl
.85 when Wfl is in lb and Sfl in sq.
ft, or 4.62 when Wfl is in kg and Sfl in
2
m.
TYPE B: Passenger floors with beams attached to the fuselage sides and possibly
braced to the bottom by struts, norrnally
used in pressurized fuselages with underfloor cargo holds:

0- 4. Fl.oORING

Typical floor weights are:
for passenger transports - 1 to 2 lb / sq.ft
( 5 to 10 kg/ m2 )
for heavy freighters
- 4 to 5 lb / sq.ft
(20 to 25 kg/m 2 )
For a more detailed calculation it is necessary to allow for the floor support configuration and the floor loading .
0-4.1. Passenger cabin and freight ho ld
floors
The diagram in Ref. 0-1 is approximated as
follows:
(0-11)

Floors are categorized as follows:
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rnally used in flat-bottomed fuselages:

k fl = const x

lPfî

(0-12)

where the constant of proportionality is
equal to .125 when Wfl is in lb, Sfl in
sq.ft and P fl in lb/sq.ft, or .3074 when
2
2
Wfl is in kg, Sfl in m and P fl in kg/ m
The factor k
includes floor panels, latfl
eral and longitudinal stiffeners, support
struts and seat tracks.
TYPE C: Freight compartrnent floors designed
for the carriage of containerized freightkfl = 2.0 when Wfl is in lb and Sfl in sq.
ft, or 10.867 when Wf1 is in kg and Sfl in
2
m.
TYPE 0: Freight compartrnent floors designed
for the carriage of bulk freight - k
=
fl
2.70 when Wfl is in lb and Sfl in sq.ft,
or 14.67 wh en Wfl is in kg and Sfl in m2
TYPE E: Freight compartment floors for

heavy freighters, intended for all -vehicle
= 3.85 when W
is in lb
fl
fl
and Sfl in sq.ft, or 20.92 when W
is in
fl
2
kg and Sfl in m .

(0-15)

operation - k

i

where Sbh is
(diameter)2 in sq.ft or
2
2
m and lip is in lb/sq.in or kg/cm respectively.

0-4.2. Various other floors
0-5.2. Wheelbays for retractable undercarThe weight of floors i n (belly) cargo and

riages

baggage holds is related to the total cargo or baggage hold volume and the permissible floor loading as follows:
W
= constant x (volume)·7
fl

lPfï

If the bays are surrounded by a pressurized section, the sidewalls, frames and
roofs are pressure bulkheads;

(0-13)

(0-14) may

be used for weight estimation . Alternative
method (Ref. 0-5):

where the constant is .4 when the volume

Nose landing gear bay weight -

is in cU.ft and the floor loading in lb/
3
sq. ft, or 1. 0 when the volume is in m and
2
the floor loading in kg/m .

the MTOW plus 7 lb (3.18 kg). Nosewheel
bay doors are included in this figure and

Flight deck floors have a specific weight
of approximately 80% of a passenger cabin

counted previously as a "gross shell modi-

floor weight per unit of area.

For main landing gear wheelbays inside a

Equipment bay floors have to be considered

pressurized fuselage

should be subtracted if they have been
fication"

(Section 0-3.2).

only if a separate equipment bay is provided. Their weight is approximately 1.5%
of the gross shell weight for transport
3
aircraft and .5 lb/cu .ft (8 kg/m ) of fuselage volume

.282 % of

Weight = .015 IIp

.8

(seetion) , we have:

W

(llp in lb/sq.in)

W

2
(llp in kg/cm )

G

(0-16)
Weight = .125 IIp

.8

G

(Ref. 0-3) for other types.
For other aircraft types - generally with
non-pressurized fuselages - Ref. 0-3 gives:

0-5. PRESSURE BULKHEAOS ANO FRAMES
nose landing gear bay weight
.26 x 10

0-5.1. Pressure cabin bulkheads

-3

nult Wto

(0-17)

main landing gear bay weight

-3

(0-18)

Flat bulkheads in front or at the rear of
the pressurized section or cabin have a

10

weight of:

On several designs, for example high-wing
airplanes, the main landing gear is sus-

W

bh

= 20

+

n u lt Wto

pended from the fuselage and retracts into
(0-14 )

a separate fairi ng outside the fuselage
externallines. The weight per fairing is

where Sbh is the actual area of each bulk2
head in sq. ft (m ) and lip the design cabin
2
pressure differential in lb/sq.in (kg/cm ).

approximately:
Weight
.03

rv;:;

(wetted area) 1,.2 (lb)
(0-19)

Weight = .328 rv;:;(wetted area)1.2

(kg)

Oue to their more favorable loading conably lighter (Ref. 0-6). The following ap-

Landi ng gear doors are included. Thewettea
2
area is in ft
(m 2 ) and the nesign Oiving

proximations may be used:

speed in kts (m/s) respectively.

dit~on,

spherical bulkheads are consider-

Cockpit bulkheads typically have a specific
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weight of .75 lb/sq.ft (3.66 kg/m2 ).

2 to 3% of tbe bare engine weiqht.
An indirect, but by no means negligible

Special (mount.!.ng) frames are required at

effect is caused Dy the ioereased f.uselage

any abrupt change in cross-section where

bending moment on touchdown. A .calculation

loads have to be redistributed - ,e.g. near

method is not available to the author; the
following express,ion applying to rear f\j-

intake or exhaust openings - and for the
support of engine pods mounted to the

se1.age-mounted engines is therefore pre-

sides of t .h e rear fuselage section:

sented as a tentative suqgestion.

,W eigbt (lb) = 1.2 (area) 1.2 - area insq.ft
(0-20)
Weigbt (k.g) = 9.42 (area) 1.2 - area in mZ

D-~.

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

D-6.1. Ming/fuselage connection

1 2

Weight = eon.s tant x

e
ïÇ'

W
to

(0-23)

where the constaot of proportionallty is
-4 when le' and b are in
equal to 2 x 10
f
ft, or 6.56 x 10- 4 when le and b are in
f
m. Oefinitions of le and b are given in
f
Fig. 0-2.

Fer lew-wing transport aireraft with a
continuous torque box across the f 'uselage,
Ref. 0-5 sta·t es;
Meight

~

45 + .907 x IO-

3

n

ult

W,t o (lb)
(t)-21)

The expressi·on given 1 'n 'Rei. 0-1 generally
result.s in a rather i_er weight and is
probably based ·on .d ata {,or unpres·surized
fuselages~

Weight(lb)= .34SXIO- 3 Inuit W )1.185 to
W
in lb
to
~D-Z2)

Wei,ght(kg)= .4 .x W- 3 ,(·n

ult

Wto l l.185 -

Wto in kg

Fig. 0-2. Geometrical defioitions
O-~.

3. 'Other support stJ."uctures

For high-.,lng configurations with c·ontinuous torque box across the fuselage. the

The tailplane support .structure ,.,.,ighs

penalty is rouqhly two-bhirds of these

approximately 10\ of the ta'i lplane struc-

values_

ture .g roup weight, o.r .25% of the MTOK in

If the wing tors ion box is not continuous ,

the case of central fin tailplane confi-

the weiqht penalty may be three times

gura.t ions.

greater than that given by <D-22). 80.,ever, the wing weight is reduced accord-

For oose l ,aoding gears the support structure welqht is .iI..ncluded in the fiqure

ingly eRef. 0-1 ') _

qiven i .n .S ection :0-5. Z.
O-~.

2. Engine s'U,pport struct'u re"

Fo.r winq-mounted main landi09 94!ars, but
fusela.qe-.m ouoted sidestays, the fuselage

The direct welght penalty

i$

approximately

weight penalty lI.s typi,cal1y 5% o-f the ma;!.n
landing gear 'weight, ·or • !l~i of tbeM'l'Olf.
For fuselaqe-mouoted main landinq
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,gears~

Weight

=

3

x

10 -3 n

ult

W
to

(0-24)

The tank support strueture weighs approximately .2 lb per U.S. gal. (.024 kg/liter)
of tank volume for fuselage-mounted tanks.

0-7. ADDITIONAL WEIGHT ITEMS

Wing/fuselage fairings may be quite heavysometimes of the order of 5% of the wing
strueture weight. They are usually eonsidered as part of the wing group weight.

Fairings for a double-bubble fuselageweigh
about 1.5% of the gross shell weight.
For air intakes (buried engines) the duet
skin is regarded as part of the engine section weight. An allowanee may be required
for the modifieation of frames and holes in
the shell.
Passenger stairs weigh approximately 20 lb
per ft (30 kg/m) extended length.
For paint, sealing and redux a weight penalty of 1 to 2' of WG may be assumed, while
for produetion joints in the fuselage of a
transport aireraft the weight penalty is about 2 to 3' of WGo
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Appendix E. Prediction methods for lift and pitching
moment of aircraft in the en route configuration

SUMMARY

A concise collection of formulas, generalized data and methods is presented for estimating the lift and pitching moment coefficients at subcritical flight speeds in the
cruise configuration. All methods are readily applicable in the preliminary design
stage of conventional aircraft.
Some effects of wing-fuselage interference and the trim load on the tailplane are included and conditions are derived for choosing the wing and horizontal stabilizer angles of incidence relative to the fuselage.

• J
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C
due to twist
mac
- fuselage heiqht

NOMENCLATURE

A
a.c.

c
c

- aspect ratio; A - b 2 /S (no index:
ving aspect ratio)
- aerodynamic center
- number of blades per propeller
- span; width (no index: ving span)
- coefficients in Diederich's method
- 3-dimensional lift coefficient;
CL = L/qS
- lift-curve slope; CL = dCL/da f
a
- CL when the fuselage is horizontal (af = 0)
- 3-dimensional pitching moment coefficient; Cm 2 M/qsë
- Cm about an axis through the aerodynamic center
- chord
- mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) defined in Appendix A, Section
A-3.3
- mean geometric chord (SMC), defined in Appendix A, Section
A-3.l
- center of gravity
- 2-dimensional lift coefficient;
cl = lift/(unit span x qc)
- lift-curve slope of an airfoil
section
- "additional" lift coefficient

J

aLO
KI,K II - factors for calculating the
lift on the ving plu.s body
k
- ratio of BC l to 2w
a
k n ,kp - factor for the effect of nacel,les
and propellers od xac
ks

m

q
R
r

S
t

V

o

x

- "basic" lift coefficient
- design lift coefficient

f

- 2-dimensional pitching moment
coefficient; c = pitching moment!
m 2
(unit span x qc )
- cm about the airfoil aerodynamic center
- cm about the airfoil quarterchord point
- propeller diameter
- Jone's edge-velocity correction;
E = semiperimeter/span
- Anderson's correction factor for
CL ; Diederich's lift distria

G
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but ion function
- Anderson's factor for computing

- angle of wing/fuselage, tailplane(
fuselage or tailplane/winq settin9
- Anderson' s factor for COlllputin9

y

a

( a Lo ) f

B

- correct ion factor for CL
_x
- lift
- Anderson's lift functions
- length; moment arm
- pitching moment; Mach number
- geometric parameter defining the
vertical position of the hor~
zontal stabilizer
- dynamic pressure; q = ~pVo 2
- Rey~olds number ; R = V l/v
- geometric parameter defining the
horizonta.l stabilizer long i tudinal
position
- area (no index: gross wing area)
- airfoll thickness, defined in Appendix A, Section A-3.l
- flight speed
- coordinate measured from the MAC
leading edge, measured in the
direction of zero lift, positive
to the re ar
- spanwise coordinate, measured from
the airplane centerline, positive
to port
- angle of attack (no index: measured relative to the wing zerolift line)
- zero-lift angle of attack of the
ving relative to the fuselage
datum line
- zero-lift angle of an airfoil section, defined in Appendix A, Section A-2.2
- Prandtl's compressibility correction : B=~
- increment; for example: Óh •••

l1y

Tl

increment due to horizontal tail
- leading edge sharpness parameter
of a section , defined in Fig. A,.. Z
of Appendix A
- aerodynamic twist; angle of downwash
- non-dimensional spanwise station;
Tl

Al/4

= y/~

- sweep angle of quarter-chord line,
defined in Appendix A, Section
A-3.l
- corrected sweep angle; tan Ae =

À

v

-

-

tan Al / 4 /e
taper ratio (no index: wing taper
ratio, defined in Appendix A, Section A-3.l).
kinematic viscosity
air density
airfoil section trailing-edge
angle, defined in Appendix A, Section A-2.l, and Fig. A-3

E-l. APPLICABILITY OF THE METHODS
Apart from the simplifications occasionally made in the derivation of the methods
presented, some general restrictions on the
validity of the methods must be mentioned.
a Flight speeds are subcritical, i.e.
shock waves are absent and compressibility
effects are restricted to those that can be
anályzed with subsonic potential flow the-

(~y~ngleS

of attack are relatively small,
so that the flow is predominantly nonseparated.
c-: Wing aspect ratios exceed 4/cos Al/4 and
wing sweep angles are less than 35 0 , approximately.
Only power-off condi tions are considered.
e. The effects of aero-elasticity are ignored.
f. Ground effect is not considered; see
Appendix G, Section G-7.

(jl

INDICES
A-h

- aircraft mnus horizontal tail

a

- additional lift

ac

- aerodynamic center

b

h

-

LE

- leading edge

n

-

cg
ex
f

fn

net
n

p
r

TE
t
z

basic lift
center of gravity
exposed
fuselage
nose section of the fuselage
horizontal tailplane
nacelle (s)
net wing area
neutral point
propeller
root
trailing edge

- tip
- vertical displacement of wing

and types of flow can be analyzed with the
USAF Stability and Control DATCOM (Ref.E-3)
and the R.Ae.S. Data Sheets (Ref. E-S). In
the sections which follow it is assumed
that a copy of Abbott and Von Doenhoff's
textbook, "Theory of wing sections" (Ref.
E-14), is available to the reader.

E-2. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LIFT
The airplane lift is thought of as being
composed of wing lift, fuselage lift, horizontal tailplane lift, nacelle lift and
lift due to the powerplant installation.
In this Appendix only the "clean" configuration will be considered, i.e. flaps,
undercarriage, spoilers, etc . are assumed
retracted.
In the preliminary design stage the airplane lift is frequently approximated by
the lift on the isolated gross wing*).

The above conditions are generally met by
·conventional" subsonic aircraft in most

flight conditions. Other types ofaircraft

*) Definition in Appendix A, SectionA-3.1,
and Fig. A-S.
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It is therefore assumed that the fuselage
lift is .roughly equal to the lift

on the

concern to the designer in the pre-design
stage. It is usually found that 1a
0

0

wing center section in the absence of the

between 1

fuselage. Other contributionsare ignored.

The power-off airplane lift is

and 3

is

crit

(see Fig. E-l).

However, if the fuselage width is relatively large, wing/fuselage interference ef-

(E-2)

fects on lift should be taken into account.
Particularly in the case of a forward c.g.

where the first contribution is due to the

location the horizontal tail download may

wing, fuselage, nacelles and (windrnilling

be appreciable. Methods for predicting

or feathered) propeller(s), i.e. the air-

these effects are therefore included in

craft minus the horizontal tailplane. The

the present survey. The effect of nacelles

second term is a correction for the tail-

on lift is generally small and difficult to

plane lift.

predict and is frequently ignored, but the
shift of the aerodynamic center
due to
nacelles should be taken into account.
Power effects on lift and pitching moment
are of vital importance to the performance

E-3. LIFTING PROPERTIES OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS

and operation of propeller-driven V/STOL

Section properties may form a basis

aircraft, but the subject is considered to

estimating the wing characteristics with

for

be outside the scope of this appendix. It

areasonabie degree of accuracy. For sev-

is covered thoroughly in the DATCOM method

eral standard airfoil sections these

and in Refs. E-39 through E-43.

characteristics may be obtained from Refs.
E-12 through E-16 and many other NACA publications. An example is given in Fig. E-2.

For a given Mach number the lift is a linear function of the angle of attack (see
Fig. E-l):

For non-standard airfoils

the DATCOM pre-

sents a generalized method based
(E-l)

leading edge sharpness parameter

on

the

~y

de-

fined in Appendix A, Fig. A-2.
!la

E-3.1. The zero-lift angle

crÎt

The zero-lift angle may be computed

from

potential flow methods or empirical data:
four-digit NACA airfoils: a
camber)

(deg . )

five-digit NACA airfoils: a
(deg. )

io
~o

= -(% wing
= -4 c

a~o=

six -digit NACA airfoils:
(deg.)

-6.6

~i
c~i

"\,
E-3.2. Lift-curve slope
Fig. E-l.General shape of the lift curve
According to the DATCOM method, the liftThis expression is valid up to angles of

curve slope is given by:

attack approaching the critical angle of
attack. Except insofar as it may give him
some idea of certain stalling properties
(Réf.·E-7), the CL vs. a

curve

in

the

stalling reg ion is generally of little
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\05

LC C)i
t

ai

atheory

]

(C~a)
theory

(E-3)

data. Instead of pres enting a generalized
me thod, Fig. E-4 is proposed as a guide-

28

line to the designer who is interested in
N

the highest value of

c ~ -max

that can pos-

sibly be achieved for a given tic and chord
~O

Reynolds nUmber, provided the section

is

sui tably cambered and an optimum nose shape

/.'
....~U

is cho sen. An envelope of c t -max va lues tor
NACA sections is shown on which the follow-

~ .8

~.

".

.~

ing comments may be made:

8

~

For t / c < 10% the

c~ -max

envelope is

not

very sensitive to Reynolds effects.

']" .4

~.

~

For t/c < 12% leading edge stall predomi-

nates. The leading edge sharpness parameter

0

6 y, defined in Fig. A-2 of Appendix A, may
be used to predict c ~ -max using the DATCOM
- .4

-.I

~

J-.~

method.
~.

-.8

For t / c >12 % trailing edge stall is pre-

domina'nt and c t -max is sensitive to

I

:::: -.3

è

Reynolds number effects.

- /.2

d. High

"<

~ -.'-

~ git

- 1.6

~

c ~ -max

foils with
-.5

-JZ

c~ .
1.

-20

values are obtained with 5-

series airfoils. Laminar flow

not too far aft have

-~.

Fig. E-2.Experimental data on the NACA 64215 airfoil section (Ref. E-14)

air -

'" ." and the maximum thickness
c~-max

values some

.08-.12 lower.
e . The ultimate c ~ -max for airfoils of the
standard NACA series appears to be approx.
6
1.8 for the NACA 23012 airfoil at R=9xl0 .
Higher values are possible with special
airfoil designs, e.g. recent experiments

(c ~

)
=211+4. 7t/c
Cl theory

with a 17 % thick supercritical re ar loading

(1+ . • 00375 ~ TE)

section indicate that even values slightly
(rad

-1

)

$TE = section trailing-edge angle
defined in Fig. E-3.

(E-4)

above 2.0 are possible (Ref. E-18).

(degrees~

E-4. WING LIFT AND LIFT DISTRIBUTION

See also Fig. A-3 of Appendix A.
E-4.1. Lift-curve slope
For the ratio of experimental to theoretical

for boundary layer transition ne ar
Cl
the leading edge, see Fig. E-3. For thickc~

a. For straight wings (A1 / 4 =Oo) in incompressible flow, according to Ref. E-20:

ness/chord ratios between 10% and 20%,
c~

= 6.1 per radian is a representative
(E-5)

Ct

value. Ref. E-5 gives a method for transition at 50% chord.
where f is a correction factor for
E-3.3. Maximum lift

.2 <À< 1.0 f may be assumed equal to
The best approach is to use experimental

wing

taper, shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. E-14. For
.995.

Jone's edge velocity factor E is equal to
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--.---,-----,--r--..,--,

1.0 ,..--....

Note: Interpolate by plotting
----4_~~~~~~--4_--~~--_1

c2q
(C2 )

Fig . E-3 . Effect of
trailing-edge angle

vs 10gi0 R 2
.7,~~a~t~h~eO~r~y~~__-r____~__~____~____

t-__-1____~~~

o

.04

.08
I
TAN

. 12

ï

on section lift curve
slope

CPTE

(Ref. E-3)

2.0

3

~MBERED SECTIONS ~

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

THICKNESS / CHORD - %

1.8

Cf max
1.6

--.----------9
--

R_106

~__

1.4

.........

1.2

-------3

-6

.........

Fig . E-4. Em,elopes of ct-max
values obtainable with NACA standard airfo i ls

8

10

12

14

(composed from experimental data
16

18

20

THICKNESS / CHORD -
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22
%

in ReL E-14)

the ratio of the planform semiperimeter to

L

a

and Lb used by Anderson:

the span of the wing. For straight-tapered
wings a reasonably accurate approximation
is:

E

c~

2À
l+A(l+À)

c
c

Et
L
g

c~

a

a CL + - - E - ~ .

(E-lO)

(E-6)
(E-ll)

For a 2-dimensional lift-curve slope of
211/radian:

Ct c
_b_ _ _
E_
211

(E-I2)

(E-7)

+ ~

1+2À
A 1+ À

The effect of compressibility may be

in-

corporated by replacing A bij BA and CL
by BC
wa
L
wa

The definition of wing twist Et is explained in Appendix A, Section A-3.2.
Anderson presents tables for La and

~

for

straight-tapered wings with linear twist in
incompressible flow. The followingmore general semi-empirical method by Diederich

b. Swept wings, compressible flow (DATCOM

(Ref. E-2I) yields satisfactory results for
pre-design purposes. It is valid for

method) •

with arbitrary planform and lift

wings

dis tri-

bution, provided the quarter-chord line of
211

(rad

-1

) (E-S)

a wing half is approximately straight. This
method can thus be used for straight

and

swept wings in compressible, subcritical
flow.
where

tanA

and

a. Additional lift distribution.

a

rad

k

As compared to results from
face theory (Ref. E-3I),

o

results for Aa >30 ; CL

-1

c

)

4

r----y

L =C
+C 2 -11 \ , 1-11 + C3 f
a 1 Cg

lifting sur-

(E-S) yields good
is overestimated

wa
0
by ~4% for Aa=Oo and by ~2% for Aa=20 .

(E-I3)

For coefficients Cl' C 2 and C , see Fig.
3
E-5; for lift distribution function f, see
Fig. E-6. For straight wings f is elliptical and (E-I3) can be simplified to:

L =C c + (C +C ) 4 \ /1 -11 2 '
2 3 11
a 1 Cg

E-4.2 Spanwise lift distribution

(E-l4)

The lift may be divided into additionaland
basic lift:

This result is similar to the well-known
(E-9)

approximation by Schrenk (Ref. E-I9), provided C =C +C =.5.
I 2 3

In terms of the non-dimensional parameters
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2

4

8

6

10

12

14
Fig. E-S. Factors in

~

C1",C05".25

Diederich's method (Ref. E-21)

2 .4

b. Basic lift distribution.
The formula derived by Diederich in Ref.
E-21 may be modified to a form similar to
that used by Anderson:
(E-IS)

h

~

2 .0

'\
I"\.

f

t--..
1.6

1

\.
I'-...

.\.
'\.\.

1

where a

ol

= 0

EEt

L

a

dn

(E-16)
~

1.2
and the factor C (Fig. E-S) is identical
4
to the product of ko and k used in Ref.
l

E-21. The factor a
is equal to the local
ol
aerodynamic twist at the spanwise station
for which cR. = 0, assuming a wingtip twist

t,.-7
./

.8

7

/'" "/
/
'/
I\~

(deg.) /

.4

angle of one degree relative to the root.
distri-

bution (E=nEt) and elliptic L , a = 4/3n.
a
Ol
For straight-tapered unswept wings with
linear twist distribution, (E-16) can be
evaluated with La in (E-14) to yield:

P'>( ~

t--.'\:)< ' /

"

l.xx Il'>-.. "'-

'"
I)..."\.

I/ X
1/ / V\

60' / 1/ /
45'/ /
30'/ '/
0 ,/
-30j
-45

/

b

For the case of a linear twist~

~

b.."\.
~\
~,\

~

\
\

"-

1\

"-

\

",,

\

o

1\ \
\
\ \

-:4

\

\
\

\
~-

(E-17)

-.8

I

o

.2

'1.'
~
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.4

.6

.8

1.0

NON-OIMENSIONAL LATERAL ORDINATE

Definition in Section A-3.2 of Appendix

Fig. E-6.The lift distribution function f

A.

(Ref. E-21)

The factor a
is very simi~ar to
ol
Anderson's factor J for straight wings

(E-19)

with rounded tips (Ref. E-20, butsee also
Ref. E-14).
For straight wings with linear lofted
twist *) Fig. E-7 can be used. This diagram
is based on results of lifttng surface theory, reported in Ref. E-31, from which

o

can be obtained

o
from airfoil characteristics (Section E-3) .
Note that for washout € t is negative.

it

can also be concluded th at relative toFig.
E-7, a

For the root section ai

E-4.4. Maximum lift

for swept wings should be reduced
1

by approximately .0006 per degree of AS'

The basic procedure for estimating

For arbitrary twist distributions a

maximum lift of high aspect-ratio straight

be computed nurnerieally.

ol

must

the

wings is explained in, for exarnple,

Refs.

E-14 and E-32. Abbott and Von Doenhoff's
E-4.3.

surnrnary is quoted here:

Zero-lift angle

"The maximum lift coefficient of the wing
The lift coefficient in the linear range is

rnay be estimated from the assumption that
this coefficient is reached when the local

(E-18)

section lift coefficient at any position
along the span is equal to the local c i max for the corresponding section. This

The angle of attack ar is defined relative

value may be found conveniently by

to the root chord, while the zero-lift
angle of attack is:

process indicated in Fig. E-8. Spanwise

the

variations of the local ci-rnax and of the
additional c i
for CL=l and c i
distria
b
butions are plotted. The spanwise varia-

*)

Definition in Section A-3.2 of Appendix
A.

tion of c.-max minus c
is plotted
"
ib

and

Fig. E-7 . Zero-lift angle of attack per unit of twist for
straight wings (Ref. E-31)
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1.6

and the procedure described previously for

, .-

1

straight wings is applied to estimate CL -.

"'-~'10

1.2

\
C.. ,

I-

swept wings.

\

cL-max is derived from the section ct-max

\

.8

with Fig. E-9. The parameter 6y may be ob-

1\

tained from Fig. A-2 of Appendix A.

Cl -.-/J6

.6

(E-20) may be corrected

by multiplication by cos A / •
1 4
b. Untwisted, constant airfoil-section

~\

U6CI

1.0

max. Alternatively,

CI_.

1.4

Alternatively:
.4

CL

.2

o
-.20

= 0.9 Ct
max

C,.

max

cosA I / 4 for t/c>0.12
(E-H)

1-1.I

.2

.J

,4

.5

Tlc

.6

A

oT

.8

I.~

.9

2V

Fig. E-8.Example of lift distribution for
a straight wing (Ref. E-14)

Compressibility affects CL-max at Mach
numbers above .2 approximately. The DATCOM
method (Fig. 4.1.3.4-15) or Ref. E-29 can
be used to estimate the order of magnitude
of this effect.

the minimum value of the ratio of (Ct
max
Ct ) to Ct

at CL = 1 is then found.

b
a
This ratio is considered to be the maximum

lift coefficient CL -max of the wing."

M'=:::O.~

1.4

~

t>.)-~•

Cl",~

/" V . . . . . p

1.'

A simpler but less accurate approach

is:
1.0

.......-: ::::.. ~
I

--

(E-20)

2

.8

where ks=.88 for À=1 and .95,
mately, for tapered wings.

approxi-

1:!

~
2.0

=:::,...
-.;;;

t--

f:::::: ~

1

........

.1

-f!
:::::- r!:

<I~

This expression does not take the effects
of wing twist into account. The procedure
described loses validity as wing sweep is
increased, mainly due to the effects

.4

10

20

10

tO

10

10

ALE (d ••)

of

the spanwise pressure gradients, which
cause

crossflows in the boundary

layer.

In spite of this, Callaghan reports

in

Fig. E-9. Effect of sweep angle on maximum
lift (DATCOM method, Ref. E-3)

Ref. E-ll that the same approach works
quite weIl for moderate sweep angles. The
following procedures are suggested.

E-5. PITCHING MOMENT OF THE WING

a. Twisted swept wings, airfoil - section
variation along the span.

It follows from the definition

The basic and additional lift variations

aerodynamic center of the wing in Section

of

the

are computed by any suitable method, e.g.

A-3.3 of Appendix A that:

(E-13) and (E-15). The total lift coefficient for each section is compared
the corresponding value of Ct
·max
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with

cos A /
1 4

(E-22)

E-S.l. Aerodynamic center

b. For lin.ear twist distribution, straighè-tape red wings with rounded tips in incom -

Locat~on

of the aerodynamic center, rela-

tive to the MAC leading edge: see Fig.E-lO.
This diagram has been compiled from

pressible flow, Anderson has evolved (E-2S)
to:

the
(E-27)

results of lifting surface theory. The MAC
can be computed with the data of Appendix
A, Section A-3.3.

A diagram to compute G can be foun.d on. page
E-S.2. Pitching moment (c

mac

)

20 of Ref. E-14. This result applies te

w

small sweep angles only, since the effect
of wing sweep on the lift

distri.l~\ltion

is'

not considered.
(E-23)

=(Cm )
H. C
ac basic
c mac

c. For linear lofted straight-tapered wings
Kapteyn presents diagrams in Ref. E-31 ,
based on lifting-surface theory (Ref. E-30).

The first term is the contribution of the
spanwise airfoil-section camber

The result can be generalized as follows:

dis tri -

-S("ECm

bution:

ac

)

b/2
(Cm
)
ac basic

~ë o J

(E-24)

2
.0066+.02n-.03À +.00273(À-.09S) (SA)

(E-2B)

The value of c

can be obtained from pomac
tential flow theory or from experimental

E-6. WING/FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON

data on airfoils. It is primarily sensi-

LIFT

tive to the shape of the mean line. Fora
constant airfoil-section wing (Cm

tbasic
ac

=c

mac
The last term in (E-23) is the con tri bution of the basic lift distribution due

The major aerodynamic interference effects
between

t~e

wing and the non-camberedfuse-

lage are (Fig. E-ll):
a. In inviscid flow the resultant force on
a closed body is zero. In viscous flow and

to twist:

in the presence of the lifting wing, how -

b/2

J

_.L
së

(E-2S)

ever, the lift on the body nose, which
in the upwash field, is counteracted

o

is
only

partly by the download on the rear fuselage,
Assuming that all section aerodynamic centers are located on a straight quarter -

which is in the downwash behind

the

b. The flow component normal to the

wing.
fuse-

lage axis (crossflow) induces increased

chord line:

effective angles of attack of the wingsec(E-26)

tions, particularly near the wing/fuselage
junction.
c. There is a wing lift carry-over into the

The ratio cg/ë=sMC/MAC may be obtained from

than the lift th at would be produced by the

Fig. A-B of Appendix A.
a. For arbitrary twist distribution,

the

integral must be solved numerically, using
the basic lift distribution obtained
any suitable method, e.g. Diederich's.

body, although this lift component is less

from

wing section replacing the fuselage if the
lat ter were absent.
d. Vertical displacement of the wing relative to the fuselage centerline alters the
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....-I>

co

A - aspect ratio
f - mean aerodynamic chord
po.sition of a.c. from LE.
{1 .v'1-M 2 ;

"ac.

Fig. E-IO.Aerodynamie center of lifting surfaces at subsonie speeds (Ref. E-31).
with fuselage

iw

a

Fig. E-12.Geometrie defini tions of the wing/body/tall
V sin "'f

Fig. E-ll. Fuselage·;wing interferenee effeets on the spanwise lift distribution.

combination.

flow pattern, as explained by Hoerner (Ref.
E-38,

p. 8-17). This results in a lift re-

projection of the part of the wingoutside
the fuselage, assuming a mid-wing config-

duction for high-wing and a lift increment

uration with the same gross area (cf. Ap-

for low-wing configurations (àzC ).
L

pendix A, Section A-3.1). For fuselages
with swept-up tails, the flow pattern is

The lift components can be added together

considerably more complicated (cf. Sec tion

to obtain the total wing fuselage lift:

3.5.1) and the previous methods have very
limited value.
All interference effects treated thus far
are potential-flow effects and must there-

(E-29)

fore be considered as "minimum effects"
valld for small angles of attack. At high

The various angles are , defined in

Fig.

E-12. The wing/body incidence iw is treated

angles of attack separation near the wingl

in Section E-9, while the lift-curve slope

fuselage junction may re sult in a reduction
of ~L -max. These effects may be minimized

of the wing/body combination is:

by suitable filleting, adaptation
planfor~

(E-30)

of

the

shape (e.g. a locally extended

root chord), suitable twist and airfoil
section modification. From Fig. E-ll itcan
be concluded that fuselage effects may

be

small, provided the separation on the iso(E-31)

lated wing occurs on the outer wing first.
The presence of the fuselage may improve
the stalling characteristics by shifting

const.

(E-32)

the separation more to the inboard

wing.

No general rule for estimating the

body

effect on CL-max can be given. In preliminary design, therefore , the wing/fuselage
CL-max is frequently assumed equa l to that
For àzC L Hoerner states:

of the wing. The critical angle of

attack

is modified accordingly. This assumption
may be somewhat conservative in the case of

àzCLS/crb f = -.1: high wing
o
mid wing
+.1: low

a high-wing location and optimistic
mid-wing configurations.

wing

for

The net wing area is defined in
Appendix A, Section A-3.1. A method to es-

E-7. WING / FUSELAGE PITCHING MOMENT

timate KI and KIl can be found in Ref.E-37.
For fuselages with near-circular

cross-

section, with bf/b < .2, this method can be

The pitching moment equation for thewing!
fuselage combination is wri tten as follows:

approximated by:

Xcg-- (xac Lf

b
S
b 2
K = (1+2 15-..!)~t+ __
lI _ _
f_
I
.
b
S
2C
S
L
w

(E-33)

a

C)
(
m wf

=

(C
) TeL
mac wf
wf

(E-35)
c

E-7.1. Aerodynamic center

and
(E-34 )

The a.c. location of the wing/body

com-

bination is sensitive to the pressure
The net wing area S net

is defined as the

distribution and not to the integratedlift
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Fig. E-13. Wing/body/tail
geometry

force and it is therefore difficult topredict accurately. Only two corrections to
the wing a.c. location will be considered
here:
Óf1 x ac + ó f2 xac
c

(E-36)

c

E-7.2

The correct ion óf1x ac represents the forward shift due to the fuselage sections
forward and aft of the wing. The nose in
particular contributes to this shift. Based
on experimental data in Ref. E-6:
(E-37)

For geometric definitions see Fig. E-13.
The correct ion ó x
accounts for the lift
f2 ac
loss in the region where the wing/fuselage
lift carry-over is concentrated and is
derived from the DATCOM method:
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(E-38)
Pitching moment

(E-39)

The fuselage contribution ÓfC m
can he obac
tained from Munk's theory (Ref. E-33). For
fuselages with near-circular cross-sectionm

(E-40)

where CL

is CL for Of=O (cf. Section E-9. 3)
o

and CL is per radian. If the cross~ection
is not a near-circular, ÓfC m
should be
ac
multiplied by the ratio of the actualcross-

fuselage nose and j et a i rplanes withpodded
engines mounted to the sides of t he rear
fuselage.

section area to(~/4)bfhf .
E-9 . LIFT OF THE COMPLETE AIRCRAFT
E-8. NACELLE AND PROPELLER CONTRIBUTIONS
Some aerodynamic effects of engine nacelle
installation are discussed qualitatively in
Section 6.5. Accurate prediction Of these
effects is generally not possible in the
preliminary design stage. It is therefore
suggested that only the effects in the aerodynamic center location be estimated for
each nacelle separately and then added:
x
ó

n

:c

c

=:L k n

x

C

~-h

=C

mac

+C

L

-x

~

(E-43)

c

b 2 1

n

n

(CL in rad-i) (E-4l)

where k n '" - 4 . 0 for nacelles mounted in
front of the LE of the wing
k n '" -2.5 for jet engine pods mounted
to the sides of the rear
fuselage.
The geometry is defined in Fig . E-13. The
di stance ln is positive wh en the nacelle is
in front of, negative when behind 1/4 MAC.
Propeller effects can be very considerable
in the power-on configuration; power-off
effects on lift are small. However, lift on
a windmilling propeller at incidence causes
a shift in the a.c. For windmilling tractor
propellers the data given by Perkins and
Hage (Ref. E-i) are approximated by:

:L

E-9.1 .

Tailplane lift

a

së (CL )
awf

Ó xac =_ .05
p c

In this paragraph the location of the aerodynamic center and moment about the a.c. of
the complete aircraft minus horizontaltai~
as obtained from the previous sections,
The
will be referred to as xac an~ C
mac
moment coefficient is:

B D 2 1

P P

p

së (CL )
awf
(E-42)

where Bp is the nûmber of blades per propeller . Other definitions: see Fig. E-13.
The effects of nacelles and propellers on
xac are appreciable in the case of wingmounted engines with horizontally opposed
cylinders, relatively high-powered airplanes
with a single tractor propeller in the

The horizontal tailplane lift to trim is
obtained from the conditions of longitudinal equilibrium and lift = weight:
(E-44)

E-9 . 2.

Total trinuned airplane lift

Bycombining (E-2), (E-29) and (E-H), neglecting nacelles .and lift due to the propuls ion system, we find:
(E-45)

E-9.3 .

Wing/body incidence

The wing incidence (rel~tive to the fuselage reference line) , required to obtain a
specified CL with the fuselage reference
o
axls*)horizontal (af=O), is obtained from
(E-29), (E-30) and (E-45):

i

w

=

(E-46)

~ Strictly speaking, the fuselage
floor
line should be used as the reference for
defining af=O.
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where
x
(E-47)

The values of CL

and x

o

cg

frequently

spond to me an values of CL and

co~re-

n
c

x

CL
h
d Eh Shlh qh
:C+~(l_
q
c
L
Sc
a

aa)---

(E-50)

Contrary to the pre viou s section, CL

in

a
airplane

weight*) at the design cruising altitude,

this formula refers to the untrimmed (stick
fixed) condition:

but there mayalso be other factors to con(E-51)

sider (cf. Se ction 7 . 7.2).
E-9.4.

Trimmed lift curve
and xac refers to the airplane less hori-

The data generated may now be used to obtain the lift curve of the trimmed airplane
in the linear range, with the angle attack
defined relative to the fuselage datum line:
(E-l)

zontal tail.
In the absence of better information, qh/q
may be assumed equal to .85 for a fuselagemounted stabilizer and .95 for a finmounted stabilizer, except in the case of
a T-tail (with qh/q '" 1) .
The lift-curve slope of the tailplane can

where

be computed with the method presented for
wings in Sections E-3 and E-4, with
(E-48)

the

following typical corrections (where applicable) :
- a reduction of 8% for an unsealed full-

and

span

~ap

between the elevator and the

stabilizer,
(E-49)

- a reduction of 5% if the elevator

is

beveled over i ts full root chord to accomprovided iw is chosen in accordance with
(E-46) and (E-47).
The tailpl a ne effect on CL-max can be found
from the CL-a curve, assumi n g that the
critica 1 angle of attack is not affected by
the presence of the horizontal tailplane.

modate rudder deflection.
These data refer to conventional, fuselagemounted fins (class A in Fig. 2-23);
for
other configurations Ref. E-48 may be consulted. In the case of twin fins mounted as
endplates to the stabilizer, the aerodynamic aspect ratio of the horizontal tailplane
is approximately 1.5 times the geometric

E-10. AIRPLANE PITCHING MOMENT AND NEUTRAL
POINT (STICK FIXEO)

aspect ratio.
The downwash gradient in unpowered flight
is approximately:

E-10.1 . The stick-fixed neutra 1 point
According to Section 9.2.1 of Chapter 9:

(E-52)

1. 75
1lA p , r) .25

(1+lml)

The geometric parameters rand mare

de-

*) e.g. a payload equal to 50-60% of the

fined in Fig. E-13. Pylon-mounted jet en-

maximum payload and half the trip fuel

gine nacelles at the sides of the rear fuse-

burnt.

lage reduce the factor (l-dEh/da) by
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ap-

proximately 10%. Due to the propeller-fin
effect at zero thrust (l-dEh/da) is de-

CL

being the lift coefficient when the
o
fuselaqe is at zero angle of attack (Sec-

creased by approximately .012 Bp (approxi-

tion E-9.3).

mation of data in Ref. E-l).
E-10.3.Pitching moment curve
E-10.2.Horizontal stabilizer incidence
For zero elevator deflection and angles of
For zero elevator and trim tab deflection.
the tailplane lift for a symmetrical sec-

attack in the linear range:
(E-56)

tion is:

(E-S3)
where
dC
where a and i

are measured relative to the
h
wing zero-lift line (Fig. E-12). For a
fixed stabilizer the condition may be

im-

m
dCL = -

x

n

- x cg
c

(E-S7)

and

posed that the airplane is trimmed at
CL=C

L

(E-SB)

with the elevator neutral in order

o

to minimize the tailplane drag.
provided that:

A surnrnary of the various contributions to

Eh=O for CL=O.
Eh is a linear function of a • and

Cm is given in Fig. E-14.

CL =C L •

w

0

the required incidence relative to the
fuselage datum line is:
x -x
~
+C
C
m
L
dEh/da
0
ac
c
(i ) =
+---C
h
C
Lo
Sh1h
qh
f
Lw
CL
a
q
h
a së

(E-S4)

and that relative to the wing zero-lift
line is :
Fig. E-14.Pitching moment curve
(E-SS)

linear angle of attack range

for

in

the
zero

elevator deflection.
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Appendix F. Prediction of the airplane polar at
subcritical speeds in the en route configuration

SUMMARY

A concise collection of forrnulas, generalized data and methods is presented for estimating the airplane drag at subcritical speeds in the en route configuration. All methods
are .applicable in the preliminary design stage of conventional aircraft.
Drag associated with the trailing vortices and profile drag are computed for the isolated, smooth airplane parts. Some corrections are given to account for the interaction
of the flow fields of parts placed in close proximity. Finally, a number of data and
methods are given to account for the effects of surface imperfections, powerplant installation, protuberances and other extras.

NOMENCLATURE

- diameter of cylindrical forebody of boat tail

A

- aspect ratio (no index: wing as-

E

- Jones' edge velocity factor (cf.

pect ratio); constant in drag equatiQn; planform area

e

- Oswald·s factor for the induced

Appe:'ldix E)

- cross-sectional area of astream-

drag coe1ficient

line body

- boat tail fineness ratio

B

- factor of CL in drag equation

b

- span; width

C

Cc
c

ë

f

- drag area; Oiederich's sweep

- coefficient of proportionality.
- convers ion constant

h

- height

k

- equivalent sand grain slze

- chord

L

- boat tail length

- Mean Aerodynamic Chord

I

-

function (cf. Appendix E)

C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 - coefficients in Oiederich's method (cf. Appendix E)

- Mach number of fan and gas gen-

- coefficients determining the

erator flows respectively

vortex-induced drag due to twist
total circumferential length of
'wing/fuselage intersection
- two- and three-dimensional drag

ma.mc.mj - mass flow per unit time of engine air, cooling air and engine exhaust flow respectively
NPR

coefficient

lp",

- zero-lift drag coefficient

- number of engines

- two- and three-dimensional profile drag coefficient

- brake power
- ambient pressure (static)

- vortex-induced drag coefficient

- dynamic head (q",=~p",v",2=~YP",M~2)
- Reynolds number

- reference drag coefficient at
CL = CL

ref
- skin friction drag coefficient

r

- radius of curvature

S

- area;

of smooth flat plate

'0'0

subscript: gross wlng

area
- net wing area (cf. Appendix A,

- geometric mean chord

Section A- 3. 1 • )

- two- and three-dimensional lift
coefficient

- thrust
- ambient temperature (static)

- CL at Ct f = 0
- lift-curve slope of section and

- propeller thrust coefficient
- t ,hickness; canopy nose or tail

aircraft respectively
- design lift coefficient of section and wing respectively

s

u,v,w

- aerodynamic pitching momen't a-

~ction

length

Anderson's factors in vortexinduced drag coefficient of wi'O'g

- CL for minimum (reference) CD

v

- volume; velocity of flow

bout the aerodynamic center of

- flight speed

aircraft less tail

- exhaust and inlet velocity re-

- drag; diameter; factor of C
L
term in drag equation

2

spectively
- weight flow per second oi engine air and jet flow respec-

- diameter of c 'a pture area of engine air
factors in fuselage drag equati on
drag due to cross flow component
of
4M8

- Nozzle Pressure Ratio; i.e.
(total pressure at nozzle exit)

- Co based on frontal area

o

leng th
flight Mach number

V~

tively
x

longitudinal coordinate
- di stance of transition region
downstream from the nose or
leading

~dge

y

- spanwise coordinate, measured from

Subscripts

a

centerline
- angle of attack

A - afterbody section

~ing

af - angle of attack relative to fuselage
centerline
af - af for minimum fuselage drag coefficient
ai - induced angle of attack
a - Prandtl-Glauert compressibility factor (B=vi-M 2'); fuselage tail upsweep
angle; length of cowl forebody/total
cowl length; boat tail angle
y - ratio of specific heats (for air:
y=1.4)
Ó - increment; e.g. óiC
O = increment in
Co due to interference
ó - increment of plane wing vortex-ir.duced drag coefficient due to additional lift
E
- angle of twist; downwash angle
non-dimensional spanwise coordinate
n
(n=2y/b)
np - propeller efficiency
S - relative atmospheric temperature T~/
(T~ at sea level, standard conditions)
Sj - deflection angle of jet flow relative
to free stream
A - sweepback angle of quarter-chord line
(unless otherwise stated); no index:
wing sweepback angle
Aa - cor~ected sweepback angle (tan Aa=
(tan A)/a)
À
- taper ratio; slenderness ratio
v - coefficient of kinema tic viscosity
p~ - density of ambient air
cr - relative density =p~ /(p~ at sea level,
standard conditions)
Ij)

-

shape factor in profile drag coefficient equation

a - engine airflow
ac - aerodynamic center, aircraft less
b
C
c
cg
cp
e
F
f

-

9

-

h
i

-

LE I

-

N
n
P
p
py
r
s

-

horizontal tailplane
base; brake
mid-section of body
cross flow; cooling; coefficient
center of gravity
center of pressure
excrescence(s); engine; exhaust
forebody section
fuselage; fan
gas generator; gross
highlight; horizontal tailplane
interference; inlet; design condition
jet flow
leading edge
lift
nose section
nacelle
pressure
profile; propeller, plug
pylon
root
slipstream

ss - slats and steps
st - strut
t

- tip

uc v w weta \ , -

undercarriage
vortex; vertical tailplane
wing
wetted by airflow
boat tail
quarter-chord line
mid-chord line

aS - denates effects of cross flow and
fuselage upsweep

F-1. ORAG COMPONENTS
(F-l)
Airplane drag can be subdivided in a number of ways. The terminology used in several schemes is discussed in Section 11.2
of Chapter 11. The usual breakdown for the
purpose of performance analysis is as follows.:

Section 5.3 . 1. gives an explanation of
these terms and an initial estimation methad for coo and the Oswald factor e. At the
stage where the ' layout and principal geometrie properties have already been de-
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fined, a more detailed analysis becomes
appropriate. The information required for
th is is qiven in this Appendix.
Draq can be broken down into the followinq
components (see Table F-l):
a. Vortex-induced draq: pressure draq associated with the kinetic enerqy required
to qenerate trailinq vortices and downwash. Provided all main airplane parts are
considered as isolated bodies, most components of vortex-induced draq can be cal culated fairly accurately, usinq classical
potential flow methods.
b. Profile draq: draq due to the boundary
layer and reqions of separated flowB around the main airplane partB placed in
isolation. For well-streamlined, smooth
aircraft components, the skin friction
draq dominates at 'small anqles of attack,
while pressure draq is only a fraction of
the tot~l draq. Profile draq can be estimated reasonably accurately for the most
common airplane shapes.
c. Interference effects: corrections to
allow for the interaction of the flow field
around the airplane parts. Although for a
well-deslqned airplane the interference
draq is not more than 5-10\ of the total
zero-lift draq, and may even be neqative,
prediction methCJds are very unreliable for
most components.
d. Draq due to protuberances , surface ,imperfections and other extras: calculation
must be done partlyon the basis of known
desiqn qeometry (cockpit draq, intake
scoop draq, etc.) and partlyon a statistical basis (draq of rivets, joints, qaps,
leaks, etc.).
The vortex-induced draq of a plane winq
(i.e. the winq is not twisted) is zero for
CL = 0, but profile drag, interference
draq and several vortex draq components
are minimum at some positive reference
(datum) value for CL' e.q. in cruisinq
fliqht. Hence, the condition for minimum
Co will be found for 0 < CL < CL
and
(F-l) therefore approximates thecractual
polar curve only in a limited reqion of CL
(cf. Fiq. 5-4).
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The draq polar at subcritical speeds can
be oblained by computation of all items
mentioned in Tables F-l. The draq components are presented in the followinq form:
(F-2)
To avoid confusion as to the reference area to which these components are related,
most data will be presented in the form of
a draq area f = (CDS)'j* . Components can be
related to the qross winq area aS ,follows.

(F-3)

All drag areas can be added and the total
drag coefficient is:
(F-4)
Oraq components are very of ten expressed
as "counts";,l count is 6C D = .0001, based
on the winq area . Addition of all components in Table F-l** results in the final
expression:
(F-5)

Alternatively, the draq polar may be expressed as follows:

(F-6)
where
CL

ref

=-B/2D; C
-A-D C 2
°refLref

e=O

A po,lar of the shape qiven by (F-l) can be
obtained by plottinq calculated va lues of
CD vs. c 2 and makinq a straiqht line apL
proximation in the CL reqion between the
high-speed cruise and approximately 70\ of
*An exception is made for wing draq components, related to the qross winq area S.
**To avoid mis takes it is useful to fill
out Table F-l in counts, by mu~tiplylnq
all components by 10 4 The values of A, B
and D are then divided by 10 4 •
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A. VORTEX ORAG

(r

B

Av)

(r

D

8,,)

A

(r Dv)

DRAG DUE TO WING TWIST
WING TIP CORRECTION

"1»

( r Bp)

(r ~

)

(

)

(

)

CANOPIES AND CABIN W.INDOWS

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

PROTRUDING COCKPIT ENCLOSURES

- MINIMUM DRAG

FLIGHT DECK WINDOWS

INCREMENTAL ORAG

_~.

FAIRINGS AND BLISTERS

- BOATTAIL ANC BASE DRAG

WHEEL-WELL FAIRINGS
BLISTERS

EFF~CTS

- UPSWEEP ANC INCIDENCE

EXTERNAL FUEt TANKS

TAILBOOMS
NACELLES - EXTERNAL (FAN) COWLING

BASIC PROFILE DRAG

- GAS GENERATOR

INSTALLATION ANC INTERFERENCE CORRECTIONS

- PLUG

STRUTS AND WIRES

- PYLONS

ENGINE INSTALLATION

HORIZONTAL TAILPLANE

(

)

(

)

(

)

EXTERNAL DRAG

- OIL COOLER(S) / RADIATOR(S)

DRAG DUE TO 6 e ANC ah

VERTICAL TAILPLANE

INTERNAL DRAG

C. INTERFERENCE CORRECTIONS
WING/ FUSELAGE
-

- ENGINE AIR INTAKE(S)/SPILLAGE
- ENGINE AIR OUTLET(S)/REVERSERS

- !fINlHUM DRAG
-

( r Ai)

( r Bi)

(r Di)

(

(

(

)

)

)

- ENGINE COOLING
- DIL COOLER( S ) / RADIATOR(S)

- VORTEX- INDUCED DRAG
JET INTERFERENt:E

-

- LIFT EFFECT ON FUSELAGE DRAG

NACELLE / AIRFRAME

(

)

(

)

(

)

EXCRESCENCES, SURFACE IHPERFECTIONS, OTHER EXTRAS

(

)

SURF,l.CE IMPERPECTIONS

- VORTEX DRAG

HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM

- PROFILE DRAG

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

TAILPLANE/TAILPLANE

VORTEX GENERATORS.

TAILPLANE / AIRFRAME

AIRFRAME SYSTEMS INSTALLATION

FENCES • STRAKES

HISCELLANEOUS, UNACCOUNTABLE ALLOWANCE

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL
NOTE: Co - r A + r B . CL + r 0 . CL

-

SLIPSTREAM EFFECTS - PROFILE DRAG

VORTEX DRAG

- VISCOU S INTERFERENCE DRAG

2

Table F-l. Breakdown of the drag for the purpose of drag estimation

..,.

(

PARTLY RETRACTED LANDING GEARS
(r

FUS ELAGE - BASI C DRAG

~

( E De)

NOSE UNDERCARRIAGE

HORI ZONTAL TAILPLANE DRAG (TRIM)

-

D

(r Be)

TAILWHEEL/TAILSKID

B. PROFILE DRAG (SMOOTH CONDITION)

__..-

B

( E Ae)

HAIN UNDERCARRIAGE

--

DRAG DUE TO FUSELAGE LIFT

.

D. PROTUBERANCES, SURFACE IMPERFECTIONS, ETC .
FIXED UNDERCARRIAGE

DRAG OF PLANE WING

WI NG

I

( E A)

(r B)

( r D)

F-2.1. Untwisted plane wings
The most important restrictions to most of
the methods presented are the same as those
stated in Appendix E for the lift prediction. In terms of wing geometry:
tic > 9%

Assuming for the moment* that all lift of
the airplane is generated by an untwisted
plane wing, the vortex drag coefficient,
based on S, can be defined as:
C 2

4/ cos '\

A

>

A,

< 35

(1

0

These approximate limits generally define
wings with attached flow at small angles of
attack and full leading edge suction, pro-

+

(F-9)

Equations F-7 and F-9 can be combined:
1

vided they have adequate camber and washout and the angle of attack is in the normal operating regime. Flight speeds are
limited to subcritical Mach numbers. An
estimation of the drag-critical Mach !lumber
can be found in Section 7.5.2.
The data presented in this Appendix are
sufficiently complete to make a drag anal-

L
1TA

cS )

1 + cS

1IA

0

/

[/
0

c~c

c

9

a. dn
1.

r

c~c
--dn
Cg

(F-IO)

ysis for the most common aircraft shapes.

with cS = 0 for an elliptical lift distribution.
The solution of (F-S) and (F-IO) requires

However, the designer should be on the a-

a knowledge of the lift distribution along

lert for special drag components to be anticipated in his particular design. The
well-known book by Hoerner (Ref. F-16) and
other publications listed in the references can be consulted in such cases, and
if a more detailed analysis is desirable.

the span, which may be obtained for potential flow using any classical lifting line
or lifting surface theory. Although in many
institutes these are available in the form
of standard computer programs, it may be
desirable to use a simpler approach in the
preliminary design stage. Several possibil-

F-2. PRIMARY COMPONENTS OF VORTEX-INDUCED
DRAG
The lift-dependent drag due to trailing
vortices is associated with the kinetic
energy lost in the system of trailing vortices behind the aircraft. For the wing it

ities will be given from which a choice can
be made:
METHOD A. Garner has demonstrated (Ref.
F-39) that there is a correlation between
cS and the spanwise center of pressure ncp:
cS =

46.264

(n cp _ ..!.)2
311

(F-H)

is given by the equation
where
(F-7)
(F-12)
where
d (C~C) dn'
dijT
Cg n-:ïi'"

(F-6)

These equations are valid only for symmetrical lift distributions.
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For a known lift distribution this integral is simpler to evolve than (F-S) and
(F-IO). For example, the expression for the
*Corrections will be dealt with in Section F-4.

additional lift distribution given by
Diederich (Section 4.2. of Appendix E) can
be used:

gram (Refs. F-40 and F-41) are presented
in Fig. F-l, for .2 <

1

o

METHOD C. Results of an NLR cowputer pro-

60

1

/

/

f

•

À

< .5 and Aa up to

Similar results mayalso be obtained

with ReL F-36.

n dn

o

0

(F-13)

F-2.2. Drag due to twist
Although Diederich's approximation for the
lift distribution is not very accurate, it

The shape of the lift distribution of

has the advantage that arbitrary wingplan-

twisted wings is no longer similar for dif-

forms can be dealt wi th. For the case of a

ferent values of CL. For zero lift the in-

straight-tapered wing, we have

duced drag of a plane wing equals zero, but
the basic lift distribution of a twisted

1

o

I

c n dn
Cg

1 + 2À
3(1 + À)

(F -14 )

wing

a vortex-induced drag at zero

~auses

lift. For straight wings with linear twist
(low speeds) Anderson (Ref. F-29) repre-

while the last integral in (F -1 3) can be

sents the drag coefficient due to twist,

approximated by:

related to the gross wing area, as follows:

f

1
n dn

f

4
3n + .001 Aa

(Aa deg.)

(F-15)

o
Diagrams for determining v and w can be

Hence, for straight-tapered wings:

found in Ref. F-48, Figs. 11 and 12. For
a near-elliptical additional lift dis tribution a first approximation is:
where Cl' C 2 and C 3 are factors given in
Fig. E-5 of Appendix E and Aa is in de-

3• 7

x

10

-5

Et

2

(Et deg.)

(F-20)

grees. The author's experience is that
(F-ll) gives accurate results for corrected
aspect ratios

(aA) up to 10 when compared

For straight and swept wings with linear
lofted twist (subcritical flow) Ref. F -41
states:

with lifting surface theory.

(F-21)

METHOD B. Anderson has generalized the results of Prandtl's lifting line theory for
straight- tapered wings wi th rounded tips in

The vortex drag factors are computed from
theor~'

incompressible flow (Ref. F-29). A summary

lifting surface

is given in Fig. 10 of Ref. F-48 in the

Figs . F-2 and F-3.

form of a diagram for u,
_

u

and depicted in

Same comments can be made on the results of the
methods summarized above:

1

= 1+6

(F-17)

1 . For a representati ve straight wing (A = 8,

=
Lifting surface theory (e.g. Refs. F-40 and

.4 ) the induced drag due to a linear washout of

degrees at the tip is roughly twice as high when

F-41) gives very similar results. The re-

compared wi th a linear lofted

sults in Ref . F-41 can be represented by:

twist angle.

6=

!. 0015+.016

wi th the same

2. An "optimum twist angle" can he defined tor

(), - .4) 2) (aA- 4.5)

which

(F-18)
for 6 <e A<30

* wing

. 3<1. <1.0

n(

CD

reaches an extreme value. In terms of
v

*linear and linear lofted twist are defined in
Appendix A, Section A-3.2.
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Fig. F-l. The vortex-induced drag factor ö (Ref. F-41)
Anderson's factors:

Since w is positive, the induced drag is reduced

when the twist is chosen according to (F-22) as
(F- 22)

compared with the plane, untwisted wing. This subject is treated more thoroughly in Ref. F-38 for
swept wings . It should be noted, however , that for

corresponding to :

sweptback wings more aerodynamic tw i st than this

2

= -

1
2 v
-c
-w
4 L

( F-23)

optimum is usually required in order to lessen the
tendency towards tip stalling.
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1.6

.4 , 10- 5

1.2

1.0

.8
c orre spond s to Et in degrees

C
li

'"v.""

Fig. F-2. The factor Co
due to twist (Ref. F-41t

for the computation of vortex-induceddrag

Fig. F-3 . The factor Cl for the computation of vortexinduced drag due to twi~t (Ref. F-41j

F-2. 3 . Win g tip correction on vortex-in-

a f is, in radians:

duce d dr a g
(F-25)
In s o me po t e ntial flow methods the wing tip
vor te x is ds sumed to be concentrated at the
e xtre me ti p o f the wing. Anderson takes a

-1

circu la r ti p shape, others assume square

for C
in rad .
La
For bodies with rectangular cross-sections

wing t ips. As shown by Hoerner (Ref. F-18,

the vortex drag due to lift is at least

page 7-5)

t h e tip vortex location may vary

noticeably with the tip shape. This obser-

twice as high as the result of (F-24). The
effect of rounding off the corners is not

vati o n is co nfirmed by Schaufele and

known quantitatively, but is expected to

Ebe1ing i n SAE Paper No. 670846 where they
give an example o f a minor change in the

be appreciable.

tip shape of a transport aircraft, result-

F-2 . 5. Nacelle con tri but ion

ing in an appreciable gain in takeoff
weight in the case of a second segment

The effect of nacelles on vortex drag is

clirnb gradient limitation. As no analytical
tools are availabl e on this subject, no at-

appreciable if they are located in the flow
field of the wing. It does not make sen se

tempt is made t o present a calculation procedur e here.

ciated with the lift on an isolated na-

F-2. 4. Vortex drag induced by fuselage lift

wing are dominating.

A closed b o dy in inviscid flow does not
generate lift when placed at an angle to
the flow. In viscous flow, however, the si-

F-2.6. Horizontal tailplane contribution

to estimate the vortex-induced drag assocelle, as interference effects with the

tuation is different due to the development
of a boundary layer and subsequent break-

For an isolated horizontal tailplane, the
vortex-induced drag can be obtained in a
similar manner as for the wing. To reduce

down of the potential flow at the rear end

this drag, the tailplane mayalso be

of the body. Lift and vOrtex-induced drag

twisted. Ignoring this effect and assuming

of bodies are much more sensitive to vis-

a deviation from the elliptical drag we

cous effects than those of a wing. This

have:

section deals only with the vortex-induced
drag Wh1Ch is the direct result of lift; a
1.02

(F-26)

second component is discussed in Section
F-3. 4.
Calculation of lift and drag on isolated

where the tailplane lift is derived in

fuselages may be carried out with the meth-

Appendix E as:

ods given in Refs. F-57 and F-60. However,
due to the interference effects caused by

C
+ CL (Xcg-xac)/ë
mac

(E-44)

the airflow around the wing, the result
will not be accurate and the following simple expression, based on various experimen-

When dual fins are mounted as endplates on

tal data, is therefore considered to be an

the horizontal stabilizer, the effective

acceptable alternative for bodies of revo-

aspect ratio is approximately 50% higher
than the geometric (see Fig. 2-26). A gap

lution:

between the stabilizer and the elevator
(F-24)

may reduce the effective aspect ratio by
15 to 20%.

where V is the volume of the fuselage and
f
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I t is noted that (F-26) gives on1y part of the trim

drag; profile drag due to elevator deflectlon (Section F- 3.6.) and inter ference wi th the wing (Sec-

tion F-4.4.) alter the result appreciably.
Data required to compute C

tn

are given in Appendix

E. Alternatively, a simple approximation can be
obtained by assuming the center of gravity to coineide wi th the aerodynamie center of the aircraft
less tail. Hence,

F- 3. PROFILE DRAG OF SMOOTH, ISOLATED MAJOR
COMPONENTS
Skin friction and pressure drag due to the
boundary layer and limited regions of separation are referred to as profile drag.
The wing, fuselage, nacelles and empennage
are considered to be smooth streamline bodies; corrections are made to allow for the
interaction of the flow fields, protuberanees and surface roughness, etc. There are
two exceptions to this:
a. Roughness is only taken into account
insofar it affects boundary layer transition.
b. The wetted area does not include those
parts of the wing and fuselage, etc. that
are not actually exposed to the flow (cf.
Section E-4. 1 . ) .
F-3.1. The flat plate analogy
Provided the pressure distribution in potential flow over the airplane part considered is known, the boundary layer rnay
be analyzed, at least theoretically. The
pressure distribution must then be corrected for the effect of the boundary layer
and a second iteration may be started. In
practice, this leads to considerable difficulties, but the reader who is in a position to avail himself of such methods may
use them to advantage.
In most pre-design applications, the airplane shape is not yet fully defined and
for this reason the "flat plate analogy"

is frequently used. This method assurnes
that the actual shape of the major parts
can be compared to smooth streamline bodies, and excrescences and surface irregularities are ignored by fairing over the
body to achieve smooth contours. Provided
that the component is weIl strearnlined, a
close relation is found between the body
profile drag and that of a flat plate. As
the skin friction drag of a flat plate
(Fig. F-4)* can be computed very accurately, this provides a goed basis for estimating the profile drag of the component considered.
The practical application of this flat
plate analogy is as follows:
1. The wetted area of an airfoil section,
wing or body is computed (Appendix B). Corrections are applied to account for the interconnection of the parts, e.g. the wingl
body junction (cf. Section F-4.1.).
2. The skin friction coefficient CF is determined for a smooth flat plate (Fig. F-4)
with the same wetted area and projected
length, the transition being located at the
same position downstream from the leading
edge or nose. The Reynolds nurnber is based
on the (chord) length.
3. A shape correction factor ~ is determined to account for the following factors:
a. The boundary layer around a body or airfoil section develops in a different way
from the flat plate flow. Boundary layer
velocity profiles and local skin friction
coefficients are therefore different.
b. Oue to the thickness of the body, the
average veloc~ty just outside the boundary
layer is higher than the free stream velocity. Local values of the dynamic head and
the skin friction per unit area are therefore increased.
c. Unlike a flat plate, a body has a frontal area and undergoes a noticeable pressure drag, particularly at high thicknessl
chord or diameter/length ratios. This pressure drag is generally of the order of 5 to
*The curves shown in this figure are valid
for incompressible flow. At subsonic speeds
the effect of compressibility is small.
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Fig. F-4. SI!'.b oth flat plate skin friction coefficient (incornpressible)
10% of the skin friction'drag.
4. The drag area of the body is finally
cornputed as:
1
1

(F-27)

1

The validity of the flat plate analogy is subject
te a number of restrictions:
a. A1rfail sections should have a thicknessjchord

ratio of not more than approximately 25\ and body
diameter/length ratios should not be more than .25

to .35.
.~.,t>'<.,.,?'"
b. The parts should haVe~Oth stirface contours,

tree trom kinks or steps. Conical or cylindrical
body sections are acceptable, provided the transi-

tions to the adjacent sections are graduale

c. Lift, or angle of incidence, is zero or smalle

Experimenta1 data (e.g . in Ref. F-44) are usua1ly
consul ted wherever these ccndi tions are not fulfilled and appropriate corrections are applied tor

lifting airfoils.
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Fig. F-S. Profile drag of an airfoil section in two-dirnensional flow

F-3.2. Wing sections

circumference and twice the projected chord

\'P O~&

length. It is found that moderate section

Fig. F-5 depicts a typical experimentally

camber has only a very slight effect on the

determined drag polar of a wing section.
The profile drag coefficient, related to

profile drag at c
' If only the thickness/
ii
chord ratio is known, the following approx-

the chord, is split for the purpose of drag

imation may be used:

estimation as follows:
<l>w=2 .7 t/c+l00 (t/c)4

for tic, .21 (F-30)

(F-28)
b. Boundary layer transition is frequently
assumed to occur at the leading edge, but
For most sections the condition for minimum
profile drag is the design liftcoefficient

for straight high aspect ratio wings the
result is conservative, particularly at

7

ci.' while 6 i cd is the drag increment for
lirt coefficient~ different from c
For
ii '
most sections c
is approximately equal to
ii
1/10 of the camber as a percentage of the

er hand, wind tunnel measurernents with free

chord.

avoidable surface irregularities of practi-

Reynolds numbers less than 10 . On the othtransition yield erroneous results due to
scale effects and to the effects of the uncal wing constructions. In particular, the

a. The minimum profile drag coefficient is:
cd

=2C F (l+<I>w)

(F-29)

Pmin

low-drag "bucket" on laminar flow sections
will seldom be realized in practice, except
on carefully polished high performancesailplanes. Wind tunnel experirnents are there-

The factor 2 is necessary because cd
based on the chord length and CF on

is

~he

wetted area, both sides being exposed to
the flow. The thickness correction factor
<l>w' given in Fig. F-6, not only accounts

fore usually carried out with roughness
strips at the position where the transition
is likely to occur on the aircraft in flight
For Reynolds nurnbers up to 10 7 a transition reg ion 15 to 20%* of the chord from

for the aerodynamic effect of thickness,
but also for the difference between the

*Mean value for the upper and lower surface.
I: "Conventional" airfoils (NACA 4- and 5- digit

series) :

<l>w

=

I )1.38 .
( \~
<1>20

11: Cusped trailing edge, max. thickness at 40'

chord (NACA 6-digit series),

<l>w

=

tic)!. 10
( Ta
<1>20

111: NACA 6A- and similar series with straight

trailing edge:

l'w =

tic

Ta <1>20

NOTE: these curves have been derived by approximatlng the various curves in R.Ae.S. Data Sheets
"Wings" 02.04.02 and 02.04.03.

Fig. F-6. Shape factor for some airfoils
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the leading e dge will be representative of

lO

good a v erag e straight wing constructions.
Near the wing / fuselage and wing/ nacelle
.8

junctions and in the propeller slipscream,
however, transition to turbulent flow is

~

to be expec ted at about 5 to 10% of the

("lCdp',ef
.6

chord . This is also generally the case wi th
sweptback wings, where spanwise pressure

approximation

gradi e nts cause cross flows at the leading

.4

edge, provoking early transition. At
Reynolds numbers abo v e 3 x 10 7 the trans ition can be assumed to occur at 5% of the
chord for all secti o n shapes.
.2

c. The lift correction to the profile drag

.4

lO

can be related to the lift increment relative to

c ~. :
~

(F-31)

Fig. F-7 . Generalized profile drag increment wi th lift

where(~ ~ Cd)
is representative of the
Pref
(extrapolated) profile drag increment at

(F-331

the stalling angle of attack (cf. Fig . F-5).
The following e xpressions have beenderived
from experimental data on NACA 4 and 5 dig-

Th i s expression mayalso be used for laminar flow sections, where the region of low

it sections :

drag is not obt.ained for practical constructions. If low drag can be achieved,
experimental data with free transitionmust
be used instead of the

generalize~

method

presented above; cf. Refs. F-44 through
-

. 0046 (1 + 2.75 tic)

F-46 and F-48. '
(F-32)

.01

F-3.3. Wings

c~

.-')
~

max
The drag coefficient is obtained from sec-

.0046 (1 + 2.75 tic)

ti on characteristics. On the basis of strip

The Reynolds nurnber in this expres sion

theory, i.e. assuming that there is no

should be based on a condition at high lift,

spanwise interaction of the sections, we

for example at 70% to 80% of

c ~ -max,

as the

have:

flight speed is lower than the condition
for which the minimum profile drag is com-

(F-341

puted. The ratio ~~ cd I (~ ~ Cd)
is
P
Pref
plotted in Fig. F-7 as a mean line; most
conventional sections are within + 10% from

where cd

this line. The figure suggests that for

each CL ~nd b is the fuselage width at the
f
wing root. In this way Co is obtained as a

Ct - Ct
up to 85% of Ct
- Ct the foli
max
i
lowing straight line approximation is acceptable:
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is determined by the local Ct for

p
CL'
Provided the geometry of the wing is de.

funct~on 0

f

fined and the sectional shape is known for
a number of spanwise stations, the profile

a much simpler procedure will usually be

drag coefficient can be obtained from

a. For a representative station midway be-

(F-29), corrected for the sweepback angle:
Cd

;

2 CF (l + <Pw cos

2

A~)

acceptable:
tween the wing /fuse lage junction and the
wing tip, the local section proper ties are

(F-35)

Pmin

estimated:

R, ë t i

with (F-35) and

, Ct

~t

max

(ë d

,cd

Pmin

The shape factor <Pw' based on the streamwise section, is given by Fig. F-6 or

)
with (F-32) .
Pref
b. The three-dimensional profile drag co-

(F-30) .

efficient is derived from these data:

Any variation in operational conditions results in variations of CL and the Reynolds
number. As it is not customary to calculate
a drag polar for each operaticnal value of
R, the minimum profile drag is determined

(F-36)

for an ave rage cruise condition. However,

the profile drag increment for CL > C~i
should be estimated for a representative

where CLi is assumed equal to Ct
and C
Lmax
i
can be estimated with Section E-4.2. of

value of R at the lower end of the opera-

Appendix E. The net wing area, defined in

tional flight envelope (flaps up), for ex-

Appendix A, Section A-3.l., is obtained

ample, at a Reynolds number equal to half

from the gross wing area by subtracting the

the value in cruising flight.

projected area of the wing section covered

The integral in (F-34) may be eva luated as follows:

by the fuselage.
Equation F-36 can readily be rewritten as

b. COmpute the spanwise lift distribution using any

an equation expressing CD in terms of a
p
constant, a term proportional to CL and a
term proportional to C 2 . Typical minimum
L
profile drag coefficients range between

suitable method available, for example, Oiederich's

.006 and .010.

a. Assume a combination of R per unit length and
CL' corresponding ta the flight cond ition te be

considered.

method (Section E-4.2. of Appendix E).

c . Compute the loeal value of R, related te the

F-3.4. Fuselages and tail booms

chord , at a number of spanwise stations and calcu late the minimum profile drag coefficient with

The aerodynamic ideal of a smooth stream-

(F-35) .

lined shape, as defined in Section F-3.l.,

d. Estimate ci -max from experimental data, or Sec -

is not approximated with certain low-speed

tion E-3.3. of Appendix E, tor each spanwise sta-

aircraft, such as agricultural aircraft,
light private aircraft and small trans-

tion.
e. Compute 69., cd

for each station using experimen-

(F-3~)

tal data or

and (F-33).

ports of simple construction. In those
cases the designer must rely on experimen-

f. For each station plot cd .c vprsus y, drawaline

tal and statistical data of similar shapes,

through the calculated poinfs and integrate numeri-

as presented in Ref F-20, for example

cally according to (F-34).
g. Repeat the process for several values of CL' to
obtain c

;

f (CL) .

Op
For straight wings thit procedure, based on strip
theory, yields goed results, but for sweptback wings
the method is open to criticism in view of the effects of crossflows in the boundary layer.

An impression of the drag coefficient of
streamlined fuselages can be gained from
Fig. F-8. As these data are valid for rather outdated fuselages, measured at low
Reynolds number, a more detailed calculation is usually made, using the flat plate
analogy. The outer contour is considered

Instead of the method explained previously,

to be a streamlined shape, assuming that
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~f

."I-+--l-+--+-t-+-I-+--t-+--+---te::r-f.12I-+--l-+--+-t-+-I-+--t-+--+--:J.L+ -1--I
.1I1-+--t-+--+-+-+-I-+--I-;;:-,;-:-7/":...'+-I-+--t
B. lr,~"'"
.10 I-+--l-+--+-+-+-I-+-+--.,.,1'--+-+-+-1--1

-0----

f

e ff

or

whichever is less (F-39)

+ 2

"8.29

.M~+--r-+-f--r-+--r-+,7,~îI-t---t--r-+-~
De.],....

where

..;r;::
1T

(F-40)

C

and the fuselage nose and tail section
lengths

.011-+--l-+---+-+-+-I-+--t-+--+-+--+--lf--l
0~0--:~~~-7--7'-'~~7~~'~~'--:~10--:~1l--:1~2--:,~,~"7-~,,
flMMa ratio-

o~:::'II:' -

lonan.

Fig. F-8. Effect of fineness ratio on fuse-

~N

~A

and

are defined in Fig. F-IO.

Fig. F-9 shows the shape factor

~f

vs. the

value of the slenderness ratio,
according to several prediction methods.
Experiments are a150 sho wn, although several points refer to fus e lages with swept-up
reciproc~l

lage and nacelle frontal drag coefficient

tail sections, having approximately 5%more

(ReL F-4)

drag than the axisyrnrnetric fuselage .
The following relation is suggested for fuselages without a blunt nose and with an

all excrescences such as wheel well fair-

optimum pointed tail section:

ings, canopy enclosures and airscoops,
etc. have been removed or faired over.

For streamlined fuselages with pointed tail

~

= ___
2_._2__ + ~

f

À

eff

1.5

À

eff

(F-41)

3

sec ti ons wi th a lengthidiameter ratio of at

.5

least 2 and without a jet efflux, we may
write:
(F-37)

.4
a. Streamlined fuselages without blunt nose

~f

o

or tail sections, no jet efflux.
The basic fuselage drag is the profile drag

.3

of an uncarnbered, smooth streamline body at
zero angle of attack:
(F-38)

.2

BADtAGtN
EtCK
HOERNER

The wetted area is the gross wetted area,

_

•• -

SHEETS

.1

o

reduced by those are as of the fuselage that
F-4 . 1.). The value of CF is read off from

near the nose. The shape factor

~f

.1

.2

is main-

ly a function of the effective fuselage
slenderness ratio:
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EXPERtMENTS

REF. F-24,26

are not exposed to the flow (cf. Section
Fig. F-4 for R based on the fuselage length.
Transition is assumed to occur at or very

R.~.S.DATA

Fig. F-9. Fuselage shape factor

~------ FOREBODY

AFTERBODY

data (Ref. F-58):

(F-44)

TAIL

Alternatively, this coefficient may be
assumed equal to .13.
3. A pressure drag increment is added to
the basic fuselage drag coefficient to ac-

Fig. F-I0. Nomenclature for determining the

count for actual fuselage afterbody length

drag of "1selages wi th short afterbody or a

and shape:

jet efflux

ÓC

D

-,;;---;",A,-C)
( Db ref

b. Fuselages with blunt and/or short af terbodies, no jet efflux.

11

"4

D
2 (F _ 4 5 )
f eff

Small areas normal to the flow at the re ar

The afterbody pressure drag increment is

end of the fuselage may be present, e.g. in

given in Fig. F-l1 as a fraction of the

the case of an APU installation or a blunt

reference base drag.

tail fairing. Provided the base area is
less than approximately 10% of the fuselag.

1.0

cross-sectional area and there is no jet
efflux, it is sufficiently accurate to increase the basic fuselage drag area by an
amount which can be written as:
Ó

CDS = .13 x base projected area

(F-42)

No method is available to give an accurate
prediction of the drag due to a large base
area and/or a short afterbody, such as is
used on some freighter aircraft (Figs.
3-3b, 3-4 and 3-21d). The following procedure will at least yield a qualitatively
correct result for short afterbodies and
boat tails, with or without jet efflux.
1. Calculate the basic fuselage drag coefficient with the method given in Section a
above, assuming the afterbody lengthIdiam-

NOTE: 2.

A

and of are defined in Fig. F-10

eter ratio equal to 2, hence:
Fig. F-ll. Pressure drag increment vs.
fineness ratio of short afterbodies without
jet efflux (Refs.: F-18, F-65 and F-98)
or

whichever is less

(F-43)
c. Fuselages with propulsive jets.
The basic fuselage drag is subdivided into
contributions of the forebody and the af-

2. Calculate the Oase drag that would occur
in the absence of an afterbody, i.e. with
the fuselage truncated immediately behind
the cylindrical section. Using Hoerner's

ter body boat tail drag:
(F-46)
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FLOW CONOmONS

• M.. S.85

.

• ISOLATEO, NON-PLUG NOZZlE
• SMOOTHlY CONTOURfO IaAT fAll
(a.g. CIRCllAR ARC)

.04

.04

.03

.03

.02

COb ·02

.01

.01

Co,(l

.2

.8

.2

1.0

.4

.6

.8

1.0

cVdm
.04

.03
Co,(l.02
.01

.2

.4

.6

cVdm

.8

.2

1.0

.4

.6

"lid..

NOTE: The author ::>uggests to analyze alternative beat tail shapes (e.g. parabolie) by taking an equivalent

FR such that the baat tall angle d (Fig_ F-10) is equal te B for the comparabie circular arc.

Fig . •'-12. Orag correlation for circular arc boat tails (Ref. F-98)
The effective slenderness ratio for the
forebody is defined as follows:

obtained from the engine type specification.
Fig. F-12 does not apply to boat tails with

2 ~N+~C
-0--f

a base area; the reader is referred to Ref.

eff

or

Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR) which should be

F-86 for this case.
Iwhichever is less
d. Correction for angle of attack and upsweep effects.

A generally accepted method is not availabIe, Dut areasonabie approximation can be
The forebody drag area (CDS)

is calculated

with (F-38), using the foreb~dy wetted area
as the reference and taking the shape correction factor equal to half the value for

made on the basis of the cross flow concept
(Ref. F-62). For an isolated fuselage in uniform flow the drag on a fuselage element
due to the cross flow (Fig. F-13) is:

normal fuselages:
(F-48)
(F-4g}
The boat tail drag coefficient CoS is read
off from Fig. F-12 for the appropriate
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The effective drag coefficient cd

is that

c
of an infinitely long cylinder, with cross

a f'

8

v'iÇTiÇ;-l

(F-S2)

AI/AII-l

In order to fit the curves given by (F-SO)
or (F-Sl) into the usual concept of a parabolic polar, they may be approximated by
(F-S3)
Fig. F-13. Oerivation of fuselage cross
flow drag
section equa l

to the local fuselage cross

where the constants Dl and O are 0btained
2
by plotting lI
(C S)f versus (a -ai)2, and
f
a8 o
replacing the result by a straight line.

section, perpendicular to an airflow. This

In order to express liaS (COS)f in terms of

coeffici ent must be determineà for a

CL' it is noted that:

Reynolds number, based on Vsin( a f- S ), and
corrected for the finite length of the fu-

(F-2S)

selage. It can be obtained from Ref. F-18
or F-57. For fuselages with a circular
~ 1.0 and for a rectanc
gular cross section with rounded corners

cross section Cd
cd

See Section E-9.4. of Appendix E.

.25

1.5 to 2.0.

Integration of (F-49) yields:
~f

f

.20
I Sin

3

bdx
coss

o,~~~i~R- 8

(af- S) lCd x
c

o

Al / Au . 1.85
(F-50)

This int e gral can be computed numerically
as . a function of a f. For the simplified
case of an axisymmetrical forebody (Section
I: S= O) and a constant upsweep angle of the
afterbody (Section 11) and assuming Cd =1.0 :
c
3
I sin (af- B) I
3
lIa8 (coS) = AI I sin a f I +AIJ
cos 8

10

15

(F-51)
Fig. F-14. Estimated fuselage profile drag
where AI and All are the planform areas of
sections land 11 (Fig. F-13). By way of

increment due to angle of attack and rear
fuselage upsweep

example, the result is plotted in Fig.
F-14. In spi te of the crude assumptions

F-3.S. Engine nacelles

made, the result appears to be realistic
when compared with thc experimental data

Although in preliminary design nacelle drag

repo rted in Ref. F-62. For a f or S in ex-

is frequently assumed to be independent of

cess of 50 the extra drag is a significant

CL' interference effects with the wing, for

fracti on of the basic fuselage drag coeffi-

example, can be quite appreciable (cf. Sec-

·cient. Th e minimum of the curves can be

tion F-4.3.).

shown to occ ur at:
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a. Propeller aircraft .
The calculation procedure is analogous to
that for the fuselage basic drag, explained
in Section F-3.4. The nacelle (spinner included) is considered to be a smooth
streamline body, generally with low slenderness ratio and fully turbulent boundary
layer (Fig. F-1s). The drag area per na-

b. Jet engine nacelles .
Fig. F-16 shows a typical nacelle arrangement for a high bypass engine installatio~
A separate fan cowl 15 generally not present for straight turbojets and low bypass
ratio engines.
The general terrninology relat1ng to the
"subdivision of a powered jet engine nacelle drag can be found in the literature,
e.g. Ref. F-76. Engine thrust is assumed
to be defined as "standard gross" and
"standard net thrust", as in the ESOU Data
Sheet 69006 . Internal friction losses of
the inlet diffuser are not considered;
these are accounted for in the (installed)
engine thrust deterrnination.
The total drag per nacelle less interference is subdivided into drag contributions
of the fan and gas generator cowlings, the
plug in the primary flow and the pylon.
Reference will be made to the geometrie
definitions of Fig. B-s of Appendix B.
The (fan) cowling drag area is written as
the sum of a friction drag and an af terbody pressure drag component:

(F-55)
Fig. F-1s. Def1n1t1on of the effect1ve
slenderness ratio of nacelles for propeller eng1nes
celle is:
CoS = CF (1 +

À

2.2

n eff

1.5

+~)S
À

neff

3

nwet

(F-s4)

In order to define À
, a rationalcnoice
neff
of the nacelle length must be made. If the
centerline of the nacelle is approximately
l1ned up with the chord, as 1n Fig. F-1sc,
the presence of the wing will lead to a
reduction in pressure drag. The effective
nacelle slenderness ratio should be increased accordingly. Instead of, or in add1tion to, using the method of (F-s4), a
rough figure can be obtained from Fig. F-6.
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where a denotes the cowling forebodylength
divided by the cowling length.
Th"e flat plate skin friction coefficient
CF (Fig. F-4) is determined for R based on
the length of the cowl or nacelle and fully turbulent flow. The (fan) cowling wetted
area can be calculated with Section B-4 of
FAN (OWL

f ~r

FAN (oW\.. 10 ... 1 TAIL

INLET

_-:::;::::i::;=:::;:"'-

FAN "OZllE EXIT
AnEnCDY
AfTEftBODY IOA1 TA'"
PRlMAltY MOZILf

Fig . F-16 . Typical high bypass engine nacelle

Appendix B.
In (F-55) the terms in the brackets repre-

frequently quoted by the manufacturer in
the engine brochure as it is usually con-

sent the skin friction drag of the fore-

sidered to constitute an effective thrust

body, corrected by means of

~n

for excess

velocities associated with the cowl cur-

1055.

vature and angle of attack and the skin
friction drag of the afterbody (boat tail) .
According to Ref. F-95 the following cor-

In the absence of this information

the following expression can be used:
Mf)11/6(_1_+_._11_6__M_oo~2)2/3

C S=C ( -

D

F Moo

1+.116 M 2

+

f

relation applies to the NACA-1 Series of
inlets:

(F-59)

(F-56)
The first term is the scrubbing drag, associated with the high velocity jet to
where Do is the diameter of the capture

which the gas generator cowling is exposed

area, i.e. the internal stream tube of the

(Ref. F-93). The skin friction drag coef-

engine flow at large distance in front of
the engine. It can be shown that:

ficient for fully turbulent flow is related to free stream conditions and the
length of the gas generator cowling plus

(F-57)

the fan nozzle length. The Mach number of
the fully expanded fan flow M can be obf
tained from the engine manufacturer' s bro-

The last term of (F-55) is the boat tail
pressure drag area. The pressure drag co-

chure or (H-21) in Appendix H. The gas

efficient (CD)
can be obtained from Fig.
Sp
F-12 by subtracting the skin friction drag

puted with Section B-4 of Appendix B. The

from the total boat tail drag, as indicated, or from Ref. F-86.

generator cowling wetted area can be cornpart of the pylon which is immersed in the
fan exhaust flow must be included in this

The fan cowl drag is sensitive to the geo-

wetted area.
The second term of (F-59) is the gas gen-

metries of the cowling and the fan nozzle,

erator boat tail pressure drag area. Gen-

and to the engine thrust setting. If (F-56)

eralized data for calculating fD )
are
S
not available, but Fig. F-17 is thoEght to

cannot be used because the cowl design is
not yet completely defined, a typical fig-

be fairly representative.

ure may be assumed for a well-designed medium to high bypass ratio turbofan cowling, in cruising flight:
(F-58)

Scrubbing drag of the plug is usually considered as a 1055 in engine gross thrust.
If no data are quoted in the engine brochure its order of magnitude can be estimated as follows:

The expressions given for the engine cowl drag are
valid only if the intake lip is weIl designed and

operates at approximately the datum. engine mass
flow. In tha t case there is no appreciable 10ss in
lip suction and the pre-entry drag is fully bal-

anced by the suction farces on the front cowl. No

M ) 11 / 6(_1_+_._11_6__M_oo~2)2 / 3
C S=C S
(F-60)
(3
D
F Pwet Moo
1+.116 M 2
9
The plug wetted area is given in Section
B-4 of Appendix B, the fully expanded hot

validity of this assumption must be verified in

flow Mach number Mg being derived from the
engine type specification or (H-20) of Ap-

later aerodynamic development.

pendix H. The plug drag amounts to roughly

additive drag is present in this condition. The

5% of the total engine pod drag in cruisThe gas generator cowling drag component is

ing flight.
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..

ilar to the wing profile drag:

(F-63)
.25

where CF can be read off from Fig. F-4.
M• • .1

The reference length for Rand tic is the

H • O.sns INCH

mean geometric tailplane chord, and it is

D." 100 INCHES
h/D." .15

.20

usual to assume transition at the leading
edge. To account for interference with the

.15

'Alf NOZZLE
SY.BOL PRESSURE RATIO

o

J .•
2.'
2.2

6

o

o

covered by the fuselage or vertical tail-

I.SJ

C

plane (cf. Section F-4.4 . ).

" BOAT UIL DRAG

(r'i l .) ••
,,- -t..,p· .. ·2
D~

.05

airplane, Sh rnay be assurned as the gross
horizontal tailplane area, including parts

.0

Orag increment due to incidence and elevator deflection is difficult to compute accurately. From the very scanty data available it was concluded that this term is
mainly dependent upon C~ irrespective of
the tailplane angle of attack and the elevator deflection. This drag contribution
can therefore be related to the vortex-in-

-.05 L--.....J---L--....I...---:----!:,0:---:12

Fig. F-17. Boat tail pressure drag coefficient vs. radius of curvature (Ref. F-89)

duced drag of the tailplane by introducing
an effective Oswald factor of the order of
2
.75 cos Ah for the horizontal tailplane.
Hence:

(F-64)

Pylon drag is similar to wing profile drag
and is determined from:
COS=C F j1+2.75 (t/c)py cos

2

A
py

Is

PYwet
(F-61)

Some comments on the calculation of C
are
Lh
given in Section F-2 . 6 .
Vertical tailplane drag is given by:

The relative thickness of the pylon is defined in streamwise direction and the
sweepback angle applies to the quarter-

(C OS)V=2 CF j1+2.75 (t/c)v

COS

2

Al"JSv
(F-63)

chord line of the pylon.

wh ere CF is read off from Fig. F-4. The
mean geometrie chord of the vertical tail-

F-3.6. Tailplane profile drag

plane is the reference length for Rand
For the horizontal tailplane the profile
drag can be subdivided into basic profile

tic. It is usual to assume transition at
the leading edge. The gross vertical tail-

drag and profile drag due to lift associ-

plane area is used to account for inter-

ated with incidence and elevator deflec-

ference (cf. Section F-4.4.). Orag due to

tion:

sideload on the vertical tailplane is not
(F-62)

present in symmetrical flight. The case of
engine failure will be treated in Appendix
G, Section G-8.3.

The basic or minimum profile drag is sim-
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F-4. SUBCRITICAL INTERFERENCE EFFECTS AND
CORRECTIONS

junction. Hence, the body nase will experience lift increment and the afterbody a

reduction in lift. In addition, the fuseFor a well designed conf igura tion the ef-

lage cross 'flow component at angle of at-

fects of interference will be limited to a

tack leads to increased effective angles

bare minimum. This can be obtained by sui t-

of attack near the wing/body junction. Com-

able filleting,

bination of both effects will generally re-

fairings and wing/fuselage

blending, etc. If insufficient care is
taken in the aerodynamic design, however ,

sult in an increment of the lift coefficient for a given angle of attack and of

interference effects will be considerab le,

the vortex-induced drag for a given lift.

especially at high angles cf attack and

On the other hand, for a given lift of the

high-subsonic speeds.

complete configuration, the fuselage lift

Most interference effects cannot be calcu-

reduces the wing lift and consequently vor-

lated accurately in preliminary design,

tex-induced drag. It seems fair to assume

and the approximations presented here must

that for a well designed configuration

be considered ac "minimum effects ".

these effects are of the same order of magnitude. The only interference correction

F-4.1. Wetted area corrections

suggested here is the effect of the wing

Viscous interference drag is sometimes ap-

selage angle of attack.

lift carry-over by the fuselage at zero fuproximated by first calculating the drag

The results obtained by Lennertz (Ref. F-

of the isolated gross wing and fuselage,
etc. , and then simply adding these compo-

by Marx (Ref. F-101) for an elliptical lift

nents. It is thus assumed that interfer-

distribution can be brought into reasona-

ence may be accounted for simply by ignor-

ble agreement by the following expression

IOD) for constant lift along the span and

ing the fact that the intersections of air-

for mid-wing configurations with circular

frame components are not actually exposed

fuselage cross-sections:

to the flow, which implies that all wetted
areas mentioned in the previous section are
gro~s

(F-65)

areas. For examp le: the wing wetted

area includes the center section and is
therefore equal to twice the gross area.

where Df = fuselage diameter / wing span.

The only justification for 5uch a proce-

For Df up to .15 this result compares rea-

dure is its simplicity, which may be ac-

sonably well with the rnethod based on ex-

ceptable for small contributions such as

perirnental data given by Hoerner (Ref. F-

tailplane/fuselage interference, but for
larger contributions , like wing/fuselage

sent corrections for the effect of low-wing

interference, an alternative method is de-

or high-wing positions.

16, page 8-18) . No attempt is made topre-

sirable. For other components - e.g. nacelle/airframe interference - the isolated

b. Viscous interference

drag will simply be factored.

Near the intersections of the wing and fu-

A comprehensive survey of the physical as-

selage contours there is a thickening of

pects of interference and many experimental
data are given by Hoerner (Ref. F-16).

the boundary layers and an increase in the
local flow velocity; both effects increase
the profile drag. At small angles of attack

F-4.2. Wing/fuselage interference

the result is approximately:
(F-66)

a. Vortex-induced drag
The lifting wing induces an upwash in front
and a downwash aft of the wing/fuselage

where C , is the total circumferential
Cl.

50'>

length for both wing halves of the wing/

cross flow component the labor involved

fuselage intersection line at which the

may not be justified. It is suggested that

boundary layers interact. For a mid-wing

this form of interference should be taken

configuration C
is approximately 4~
ci
times the root chord. Equation F-66 is

into account by reducing the angle

based on an interpretation of various re-

while D2 in (F-53) remains unchanged. Realizing that th ere is no induced upwash or

sults in Ref. F-18.
Oue to lift effects, the pressure gradients

(F-52) by an amount equal to

downwash for CL

=

af in
a cosA/A,

0, we can derive:

and section farces increase at the upper

side of the wing and decrease at the lower

(F-69)

side. This may lead to premature separation near the wing/fuselage junction, especially with low-wing configurations, but

where

this tendency may be suppressed by suita-

gle.

a

is the re ar fuselage upsweep an-

ble filleting. However, the profile drag
increment of the fuselage section above

F-4.3. Nacelle/airframe interference

the wing due to increased veloeities can-

not be avoided, while on high-wing confi-

a. Propeller aircraft.

gurations the fuselage drag is reduced at

The interference effects due to nacelle

high lift. A simple correct ion based on a

installation are comparable to the wing/

theoretical analysis of typical configura-

fuselage interference effects, but they

tions is suggested here:

are more difficult to calculate. A thor-

"'i (CoS)p

+ .88

CFCLcrO f

-

.81

low wing

-

(F-67)

ough but outdated investigation can be
found in Ref. F-71. The drag appears to
be a function of the relative fore- and

high wing

aft-position, the height and angle of inwhere CF is the local skin friction coef-

clination of the nacelle centerline rela-

ficient of the fuselage near the wing/body

tive to the wing chord, the shape of the

interconnection. No correction is required

re ar end and the amount of filleting.

for mid-wing configurations.

The most important contribution at lowan-

Finally, the cross floweffects on fuse-

gles of attack is the vortex-j.nduced drag

lage drag (cf. Section F-3.4.) are altered

caused by the local change in wing lift

as a consequence of the circulation, in-

due to the nacelle. Typical figures

ducing a change in the effective angle of

Ref. F-18, page 8-18) are;

attack along the fuselage. Equation F-50
may therefore be modified into:

dx
b coss

(from

low wing: "'i CoS = .004 x
nacelle frontal area

per

high wing: "'i CDS = .008 x

nacelle

(F-70)

nacelle frontal area

(F-68)
Negligible drag is experienced if the naNote that in front of the wing the downwash angle

€

is negative (i.e. upwash)

celle centerline coincides with the local
chord.

while at the wing/fuselage intersection

Drag due to interference from the boundary

there is no cross flow component due to

layers of the nacelle and the wing can be

the straightening effect of the wing.

taken into account by ignoring the wetted

Equation F-60 may be solved if detailed

area correction required according to Sec-

data are available for calculating the

tion F-4.1. and by adding the profile draq

flow field around the wing, but in view

of the wing area that is not actually ex-

of the very approximate character of the

posed to the flow (Ref. F-18, page 8-18).
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At high angles of attack the interference

ference drag penalty for straight or low

drag may increase considerably when vor-

bypass jet engines is of the order of 50%

tices are formed at the nacelle/wing junc-

of the profile drag of the isolated na-

tions, ' especially when the nacelle is high

celle plus pylon. No data for high bypass

on the wing. No method of analysis is a-

engine pods are available to the author.

vailable for this effect.
F-4.4. Tailplane/airframe interference
b. Jet aircraft.
a. Wing/tailplane interference, vortex-in-

Jet engine pods and the jet efflux interact with the flow around the airframe in a

duced drag.

nurnber of complex ways that are still the

The tailplane lift acts normal to the local

subject of investigation (c i . Section

airflow. Due to the downwash behind the

6 . 5 . 2.). For wing-mounted nacelles the de-

wing a positive tail load (up-loa?) has

termining factors are the nacelle fore-

drag component. On the other ha~d, this
tail load partly offsets the wing lift for
a given total lift and hence the vortex-

and aft position, the distance between the
nacelle centerline and the wing chord and

~

jet efflux effects . It is generally found

induced drag of the wing is reduced. It

that an interference drag penalty of ap-

can readily be shown that these effects

proximately 20% of the nacelle-plus-pylon

result in the following contribution, ig-

drag must be accepted for low bypass en-

noring a second order term:

gines with long ducts . High bypass engines
(F-71)

with short fan ducts exhibit a favorable
interfe rence drag (Refs. F-I09 and F-24)

where C
is iefined by (E-44), see SecLh
tion F-2.6. An estirnate of d E/dCL Cfrn be

which is of the order of 5 to 10 counts in
cruise conditions. For fuselage-mounted
nacelles the shape of the pylon and the

made with the data in Section E-I0.l. of

fuselage contour are important. The inter-

Appendix E. It is noted that (F-71) may

b
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8 1/ 2 1.494

1.60
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9 1/4 1. 734
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25 x t 1-4 e xtra_low_pressure tire

24 1/2

11 1/4 1.914
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30-5 disk wheel with 30-5 tire

29 3/4
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30-5 disk wheel with 32-6 tire
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Fig. F-16. Drag of wheels
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wi th tires, wi th and wi th-
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out streamlined fairings

Data reler te a 8 . 50 - 10 wheel. R - 1. 6 x 10
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F-lll )
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well represent a negative term, i.e. a

F-5. PROTUBERANCES, SURFACE IMPERFECTIONS

drag reduction.

AND OTHER EXTRA'S

b. Viscous interference (tailplane/tail-

A large collection of detailed information

plane and tailplane/airframe).

such as that given in Hoerner's book (Ref.

As the effect of filleting is usually not

F-18) is required to analyze a particular
design in detail, but in project design

known and this drag is a small term anyhow
- a few percent of the tailplane profile

all required details are usually not yet

drag - it is justifiable to assume that no

known. What follows is therefore partly a

extra drag nee? be accounted for, provided

statistical indication of the most rele-

the gross area of the tailplanes is used

vant drag penalties that can be foreseen,

in Section F-3.6. instead of their net

provided close attent ion will be paid to

wetted area.

detail design.

.*

CD

REllARKS

CONFIGURATION

na atre.mline members. no fairings
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wheel tvpe 8.5-ID

line
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27-inch streamUne wheels
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wheel
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fairing

type C

wheels
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.27
.25
.25
.31

8.5-10

vheel fairing type A

.23

f--wheels

no fairing

--.:;:::::
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I

l

.35

circular strut. no fairiogs
streaml ine

corners not f.ired (a)

.26
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(b)

.17
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(cl

.17

fairiog

"i th sidestay

(d)

.38

8.5-10 wheela

r,

te
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.53

W'ith fairing c

.34

round strut with fork

(a)

.64

faired strut with fork

~ ~
•

.......

- - -->

TAILWHEEL

is re-

scribed frontal area
of two tires (2bO) ,

(b)

.42

tor nose- and tail-

.15

gears to that of a

trouser fairing

.29

(dj

single tire (bO)

**wi th other types

no fairing

.58

with rear fairing

.49

the drag can be up

with forward fairing

. 41

to 1S\ above the va-

completely taind

. 27

lues given

Fig. F-l9. Fixed undercarriage drag (Refs. F-18, F-lll and F-1l2)
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COn

ferred to the circum-

faired strut. "hed bind (c)

NOSE GEAR

i~:

*for main undercarriages

d.) ,
::

.51
.34

wheel fairiog type C

~v
o

na

fairing

8.5-10 wheela

2~

.36

na

~l

~,~c
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~

members with wheel fairing type C (fig. F-I7)

8.5-10

f-------

f:i

.43

junctions A, Band C faired

fairing

streamline member

!'.l

.47

stream- j unctions A and B, faired

\~

;!i

.56

junctions not faired

with

1.28

F-S.l. Fixed undercarriages

.5r--------.----r-r-----------~

.4

Fig. F-18a presents the drag coefficients
of several types of isolated wheels. As
shown by Fig. F-18b, drag can be appreciably reduced by various types of strea~
lined fairings.
The drag coefficient of complete main undercarriages is usually related to the
circumferential area of two wheels. Fig.
F-19 indicates that the effect of fairings
and streamlining is noticeable. Data are
also given for nose gears and tail wheels,
both with and without streamline caps.
Tail skids have a drag area between .043
and .12 sq.ft (.004 and .011 m2 ) typically.
All data on main undercarriages in Fig.
F-19 refer to wing- or fuselage-mounted
gears. The drag of nacelle-mounteà canti~
lever fixed undercarriages is approximately comparable to the data of the fifth
configuration. The drag of a partly retracted landing gear can be found in Ref.

Coft

.2'tW!...--\-=----f--+-l ~:;:~~::
(besic)

.03~------~----~~~~~~~~

1

2

345678910

t/h

F-lli.

Fig. F-20. Effect of nose and tail length
on the drag of windshields (derived from
Ref. F-1l5)

F-S.2. Canopies and windshields

A similar conclusion is found in Ref. F-66 forhel-

a. Protruding cockpit enclosures.
Systematic drag measurements on a variety
of shapes have been reported in Ref. F-115.
Some results are summarized in Figs. F-20
and F-2l.

6. The drag coefficient may amount to approximately
.47 for the aerodynamically unfavorable shapes that

icopter canopies.

are used on scme agricultural alrcraft.

The data of Ref. F-115 have been used to
derive the following expression:

The f0110w1n9 observations are made.
1. A minimum value of COn

=

f. . ~

.04 can be achieved for

a well-streamlined windshield without cylindrical
mid-section, and approximately .045 with cylindri-

~E~
~~

CD,.
.4

lbooicl

cal tQid-section, provided optimum nose and tail

sections are used.

1

nase and tall sections, drag increases sharply.
3. For a short conical nQse section (t::::: h) and a

long taU section, drag can be appreciably decreased by properly rounding the windshield/hood
junction.
4. Rounding the hood-tail section junction for a
short tail (t::: 2h) is not very effective .
5. In order to obtain a low windshield drag i t appears imperative to have a radius at the wind-

shield/hood junction of at least 20\ and a tail
length of at least 3., times the windshield height .

M._'.' -rt

3

2. Below a lengthldiameter ratio of 2., to 3 for the
2

.1

o

o

\

-......

~

".2

CD
.4

.8

---

t2

1.8

2.0

r/h

Fig. F-2l. Effect of radius at windshield/
hood and hood/tail junctions on windshield
drag (derived from Ref. F-115)
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frontal area. For more details see Ref.

I

(C

D1I

)

I

F-18.

. + "' ss C
xcanopy frontal area
D1I
(F-72)

bas1c

where a f is in radians, defined by (F-25),
and ~f is given by (F-41). The drag penalty for steps and slots "' ss C

0 1l

is typic~l

ly of the order of .01 to .02, though de-

F-5.4. External fuel tanks
The basic profile drag of the isolated tank
can be calculated in the same way as the
fuselage drag. According to Fig. 3-2, a
slenderness ratio of 4 to 5 results in min-

tail design will affect this figure consid-

imum drag for a given volume. The corre-

erably.

sponding drag coefficient is .025, based
on (volume) 2/ 3 .

b. Cockpit windshields for transport air-

Interference effects with the airframe are

craft

usually accounted for by multiplying the

Provided the windshield is well faired in-

basic profile drag by an installation fac-

to the fuselage nose and sharp corners are

tor. Typical factors are:
1.20 - meunted symmetrically te the wing
tip

avoided, the drag coefficient can be lim-

ited to .02, based on the frontal area of
the window panels, or 2 to 3% of the fuse-

1.30 - mounted fairly close to the wing,

lage drag. For a small unpressurized aircraft with large, flat window panels this

e.g. on a pylon

coefficient may be as large as .08; more

lage.
Wing tip tanks will also affect the induced

details can be found in Ref. F-115.

1. 50

mounted flush to the wing or fuse-

drag of the wing. This can be taken into
F-5.3. Wheel-well fairings* and blisters
Two methads are suggested to calculate the

account by assuming a percentage increment
of the effective wing aspect ratio which is
equal to half the percentage increment in

drag of wheel-well fairings .

span caused by the addition of the tanks

Method A: use the data on cockpit canopies

(Ref. F-18, page 7-7).

in Fig. F-20.
Methad B: reduce each fairing to a body of

F-5.5. Streamlined struts

revolution with equivalent diameter based
on a circle with area equal to the maximum

According to Ref. F-16 (page 6-5) the pro-

cross-sectional area of the fairing. Com-

file drag coefficient based on the chord

pute Co in a similar way as for fuselages.

length is:

Assume the interference drag increment due
.015 (1 + tic) + (t/c)2

to installation to be of the same order as
the factor

~f

(F-73)

relative to 1. As discussed

in Ref. F-24 unfavorable interference with
the wing and re ar fuselage flow may show

This equation is valid for subcritical
Reynolds numbers i.e. R up to 7 x 10 4 for

Smal1 fairings or blisters are occasionally

tIc = .4 and 3 x 10 4 for tIc = .3. At high
Reynolds numbers the methad used for wing
sections (Section F-3.2.) can be employed.

up, but this effect can largely be avoided
by careful shaping.
used to reduce the drag of protruding parts

The usual tIc ratio is approximately .30.

of undercarriages. Their drag coefficient

Ignoring interference, the strut drag area

amounts to approximately .045, based on the

is:

*Examples: Transall C-160, Lockheed C-130,
C-141 and C-5A, Nord 262, Bréguet 941, Short
Belfast and also the design in Fig. 1-4.
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°st
qm = c

dst

x chord x total length

(F-74)

The interference drag with the aircraft can

be limited to a typical penalty of 10% of
the profile drag by proper filleting.

in the inlet and the cylinder baffles; the
exhaust opening is normally designed to
accommodate the desired airflow in cruising

F-5.6. Powerplant installation drag

flight. These characteristics should be
decided in cooperation with the engine man-

The forces exerted on the airframe, both
externally and internally, by the airflow

ufacturer.
Cooling drag can be considered as an equi-

passing through a jet engine, are included
in the definitions of thrust and nacelle
drag and do not appear under this heading.

valent loss in shaft power:

Other engine installation drag components

This term can be dealt with as a separate

may generally be classified as follows.

contribution in performance calculations

(F-74)

a. External drag: the sum of all streamwise

for each engine working condition and

forces associated with the external flow a-

flight speed. If, on the other hand, it is

round the instalied powerplant, e.g. the

desirabie to include a first estimate in

cooling system intake scoops.

the drag polar for cruising flight, it may

b. Internal drag: the forces exerted by the
internal flow on the surface which bo·, mds

be assumed that:

it, e.g. the drag due to pressure l os ses in

(F-75)

the oil cooling systems.
c. Slipstream effects for propeller aircraft: the increase in profile drag of
aircraft parts in the slipstream and the
increment of vortex-induced drag due to the

-7

C =4.9 X I0
; COS in sq.ft, Pb in hp,
c
T~ in R and V~ in ft/s

-10

2

wing-mounted engines (cf. Section F-4.3.b.).

Cc =5.9 X I0
;COS in m , Pb in kgm/s,
T~ in K and V~ in m/s
The increase in wing lift due to slipstream
entails an increase in vortex-induced drag,

In the case of propeller engines the ef-

which is Ie ss than the vortex-induced drag

fects of slipstream interference are di-

increment of the wing for the same lift

change in lift distribution.
d . Jet interference, of importance with

rectly related to the engine operating con-

increment . From Ref. F-16 the following

dition. As the drag polar is usually de-

expression can be derived for the apparent

fined in the power-off or low power condi-

increase in the wing aspect ratio to which

tion, this contribution can be considered

this effect is equivalent:

as an effective reduction in propeller ef(F-76)

ficiency (cf. Section 6.3.2.).
where

a. Reciprocating engines.
For air cooled engines the sources of installation drag are engine cooling drag,

thrust per propeller
V 2 0 2
p

~

(F-77)

P

air intake and exhaust external drag, oil
cooler internal and external drag and en-

and Ss is the total projected area of the

gine air intake momentum drag.

wing part immersed in the propeller slipstreams.

Cooling drag is given by:
(F-73)

For steady cruising flight (F-76) can be
modified to represent an effective incre-

For a given engine type the cooling air
mass flow mc is determined by the ambient
temperature, the engine rating and the cylinder head temperature. The exit velocity

ment in engine power:

C 2
L

TrA

(for T=O) (F-76)

is mainly determined by the pressure loss
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The effect of the slips t ream on profile
drag is accounted for in the form of a reduction in effective propeller efficiency
(cf. Section 6.3.2.) .
Other installation drag increments are not
amenable to analysis before the inlet, exhaust and oil cooling systems have been
designed in detail. In preliminary design
it may be assumed that COS = .02 sq.ft
(.0019 m2 ) per 100 takeoff bhp.
b. Turboprop engines .
The external drag of the engine air inlets
is included in the nacelle drag - see Section F-3.5. - unless protruding intake
scoops are used; in this case assume

CoS = .10 x the scoop frontal area at datum airflow. The oil cooler drag area is
approximately .20 x the cooler inletscoop
frontal area, or .0065 sq.ft (.0006 m2 ) per
100 takeoff eshp. This figure includes internal drag.
Occasionally, protruding exhaust pipes are
used, with their axis at a large angle to
the flow. A drag coefficient of .5 may be
assumed on the basis of their projected
frontal area.
Engine air intake momentum drag is accounted for in the calculation of the net thrust
of the engine gas flow:
(F-79)
where 8 j is the mean deflection angle of
the exhaust gases relative to the airflow.
Note that even without deflection

(a j

- 0) T

net
need not be positive, and furthermore that for

8 j > cos

-1 IÎIj

T

Voo

(F-BO)

9

there can be no positive net thrust component .. In
both cases there is, in effect, a momentum drag ..

o

In the extreme case of Sj - 90 :

C n5 •

Cj

where C
j
or
C
j

x~
cr Vt»
:

(F-Bl)

24; COS in sq . ft, Wj in Ib/s, Voo in ft/s
. in kg/s, Voo in m/ s
1.6; CoS in m2 , W
j

'!hls contribution is. of the order of 15' of the
.total airplane zero lift drag, which is qenerally
unacceptable ..
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Slipstream effects are similar to those
occurring with reciprocating engines.
c. Turbojet engines.
For a daisy-type ejector nozzle/noise suppressor, assurne COS = .025 x nozzle area.
The drag of a thrust reverser on turbofan
engines amounts to between 3 and 5% of the
nacelle drag, although this figure depends
on the type of installation.
Cooling drag is caused by the ventilation/
cooling .of the space between the hot engine sections and the surrounding structure; it amounts to about 5% of the nacelle
drag.
The drag of air inlets for buried engines
may be included in the fuselage or wing
drag in the case of a fully integrated inlet, by properly accounting for the increase in wetted area. Scoop type inlets
(cf. Fig. 2-21c) must be treated separately. Their drag is not only dependent upon
the shape of the scoop, but also on the
inlet velocity ratio vi/Voo. The external
drag coefficient is as low as COn = .06-.07
for vi/Voo = 1, but for a typical cruising
value of vi / Voo = .6 to .8, a figure of
.25
Co = .10 may be obtained. Assurne COn
fo~ boundary layer diverters.
F-5.7. Excrescences, surface imperfections
and other extras
A representative breakdown of this drag
contribution for a subsonic jet transport
is depicted in Fig. F-22. For this aircraft
the profile drag penalties are summarized
as follows:
wing
6\ of the wing profile
drag
fuselage + empennage
7% of the fuselage drag
engine installation
:15\ of the nacelle drag
systems
: 3\ of the zero-lift drag
For project development a detailed assessment can be made of all contributions,
using the data given in Ref. F-18, for example. A target can then be set to provide
a guideline for detail design, aerodynamic

way, using Fig. F-23, provided the equivalent grain size is known. There is a con-

siderable variation in this quantity (cf.
Înltrumenl_lion
4.1. 10· ·

Ref. F-129) .

APU

....,
lySlem

control surfaces.

Surface imperfections such as steps, gaps
and discontinuities are unavoidable with

....

retracted flaps and slats, ailerons, eledoublers
joints

....

si_I .nd
spoiler

vators, rudder and spoilers. Exposed flap
.ir

condllioning

EMPENNAGE

FUSELAGE

NACElLES

hinges, linkages and tracks are usually
present. Some examples are presented in

doorl
I.sleners
WING

b. Retracted high-lift systems and flight

SYST EMS

Fig. F-24. For slotted flaps the drag penalty may easily amount to 10-12 counts if

Fig. F-22. Typical breakdown of excrescence
drag at cruise (Ref. F-25)

erly. The penalty may be reduced to 2-3

development and manufacturing tolerances.

wing or tailplane with flaps or controls.

In this survey a statistical approach will

For light aircraft the con trol surfaces

no attempt is made to cover the gap propcounts, based on the projected area of the

be presented instead.

entail an appreciable gap drag of the order 0 ~~25% of the tailplane profile drag.

a. Surface imperfections must be accepted
in the manufacturing process: doublers,

Lead ~ g-edge devices such as slats or

skin joints, steps, gaps, fasteners, rivets,

boundary layer transition - to be accounted
for in the profile drag estimation - but

screws, holes, doors, scratches, indenta-

plaid leading-edge flaps not only provoke

tions, waviness. If the size of these

also cause . pressure drag at the various

roughnesses is less than a critical size,

discontinuities and steps. The drag area

the wing or body can be regarded as aero-

is roughly .007 sq.ft per ft of total slat

dynamically smooth and there is no drag

span in front view (.002

m~ per m).

penalty . For a roughness immersed in a
turbulent boundary layer, this condition
is derived from Ref. F-128:
39.5
R· 94

c . Airframe installations contribute to
the drag. These

includ~

air

conditioni~g

system inlets and outlets and momentum
(F-82)

drag, antennas, lights, fuselage skin
waves and leaks due to pressurization,

where k is the equivalent sand grain size
of the roughness, 1 the body or chord

fuel system (dumping provisions), APU installation, instrumentation, anti-icing

length, and R is based on 1.

devices (rubber boots) and windscreen wip-

For transport aircraft the surf ace imper-

ers. This drag is of the order of 6 to 8%

fections appear to be equivalent to a sand
grain size of .001 inch (25 microns) for .

of the fuselage drag.

ave rage surfaces and about half this value

d. Vortex generators, wing fences, fuselage

for very carefully treated and smooth sur-

strakes: the drag is obviously very much

faces. Using this figure, the profile drag

dependent upon the installation.* The or-

increment for all individual major items
can be computed from Fig. F-23. Light air-

*Strictly speaking, their drag will be

craft have a roughness drag of the order

negative, relative to the condition where

of 10-15 counts or more.

these devices are not present, for flight

Painted surfaces can be-treated in similar

conditions where they irnprove the flow.
(
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D+AD

o

20

40

60

80

6

100

120 x10

R
o

= profile

60

characteristic length, wing chord or body length

R.,

k
R

drag of an aerodynamically smooth surf ace

drag increment due te surface rouqhness

equi valent sand grain size
=

Reynolds number

More complete information for higher Reynolds number , taking into account compressibility effects, can be

found in ESDU Data Sheet Item No. 73016, dtd. July 1973

Fig. F-23. Wing or body drag due to surface roughness (Ref. F-128)
der of magnitude is typically a few counts
(e.g. Ref. F-134).
1.7

1.5

e. Miscellaneous sources of lift-dependent
drag.
For a number of components and drag items
such as

8.5 -10

4 .5

engine nacelle drag and vari-

ous interference effects, only the drag in
cruising conditions has been considered. In

2 .6

2.0 - 3.6

addition, the major sources of profile drag
increment with lift have been given for a
smooth surface, whereas it is recognized
that the profile drag of a rough body will
increase more rapidly with incidence. Pub-

1.8

~

2.0

3e

lished methods for estimating this con tri-

Co referred to projected area of wing or tailplane

but ion are not available and the author

wi th flaps or controls

therefore suggests that 20% of the profile
drag increment should be assurned for
or approximately:
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Fig. F-24. Drag due to gaps caused by retracted flaps and control surfaces (Ref.F-8)

.0015

(F-83)

2
cos /\

tion is open to criticism. The bestmethod
is to derive the required value from the
difference between the actual and estimated

It is, of course, obvious that this assump-

drag polars of existing aircraft.
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Appendix G. Prediction of lift and drag in the low-speed
configuration

aUMMARY
A collection of generalized data and methods for estimating the lift curve and drag polar in the configuration for low-speed flight is presented. Passive* trailing-edge and
leading-edge high-lift devices are considered. Glauert's linear theory for thin airfoils
with deflected flaps forms the basis for most prediction methods; correction factors are
given for taking nonlinearity and flow separation into account.
Prediction methods are also added for estirnating the drag due to extension of a retractable undercarriage, the effects of ground proximity on lift and drag, and the increase
in drag associated with the failure of an outboard engine.

*no action is taken to augment the external flow by means of blowing or suction.
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NOMENCLATURE

Kas,Ka

- factors for determining drag due
to asymmetric flight condition

Symbols with a ' (prime) refer to quantities defined based on the extended chord
or to the lift-curve slope with flaps deflected.
- aspect ratio (no index: wing asA
pect ratio)

Kb
Kc
Kff

- flap-span factor on lift
- flap-chord factor on lift
- flap/fuselage lift interference
factor
- correct ion factor for profile
drag due to flap
- flap-chord factor for split flap
- profile drag factor due to flap
- factor characterizing profile
drag increment with lift
- factor allowing for nonlinearity
in lift curve
- flap angle correction factor for
split flap
- moment arm of horizontal and
vertical tailplane, respectively
(see Figs. E-13 and 9-21)
- length of undercarriage
- Mach number
- engine air mass flow (windmilling engine)
2
- dynamic head (q = ' PV )
- Reynolds number based on chord
- area (no index: gross wing area)
- thrust
- net thrust loss of inoperative
engine plus windmilling and propeller drag
- absolute profile thickness
- flight velocity
- average velocity of engine nozzle flow
- undercarriage
- induced drag factors
- Maximum Takeoff Weight
- longitudinal coordinate (origin:
MAC leading edge)
- sideforce on vertical tailplane
- lateral coordinate
- yawing moment arm of inoperative
engine
- leading edge sharpness parameter
- vortex-induced drag factor ior
fuselage lift carry-over effect
- distance from flap hinge to chord

c

-

ë

-

a.c .

-

CDo
Cdp'C

CD

v

Dp

-

-

area of a nozzle
aerodynamic center
number of blades per propeller
span; width
chord
mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)
mean geometric chord (cg=S/b)
two- and three-dimensional drag
coefficient, respectively
zero-lift drag coefficient
two- and three-dimensional profile drag coeff1c1ent, respectively
vortex-induced drag coeff1cient

CDtr1m
c l ,C L

- trim drag coefficient
- two- and three-dimensional lift
coeff1c1ent, respectively
Cl 'C Lo - 11ft coefficient at zero wing
o
angle of attack
two- and three-dimensional liftcurve slopes, for constant 5 f
- ac l /a 5 for constant a
f
- 11ft coefficient out of ground
effect
- two- and three-dimensional pitching moment coefficient, respectively
- side force coeffic1ent of vert1cal tailplane (CYv=yv/ qvSv)
- engine inlet diameter
- propeller diameter
- Oswald factor (no index: wing
Oswald factor)
F (5 )
- function for determining the profile drag increment due to split
flaps
- function defining lift effect on
undercarriage drag
- height of aerodynamic center ah
bove ground plane
- effective height of MAC above
ground plane
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u.c.

v,w

f> y

z

- angle of attack
- induced angle due to trailing
vortices

- theoretical flap lift factor
("ó=cR./cR.,,)

B

À

p

cr

- span factor for ~;ound effect
- deflection angle of flap or slat,
normal to hinge line
- increment or decrement (exarnple:
Of = increment due to flap)
- downwash angle
- flap lift effectiveness
- angle characterizing relative
flap or slat chord
- sweep angle of quarter-chord line
(no index: wing sweep angle)
- sweep angle of mid-chord line
(no index: wing sweep angle)
- sweep angle of horizontal and
vertical tailplane quarter-chord
lines, respectively
- tapet ratio (no index: wing
taper ratio)
- factor determining the wing
pitching moment
- density of arnbient air
- ground effect function; sidewash angle

ewrn

F

f

ff

ft
h
i

LE

mg
N
n

ng
o
p

prop
r

ref
rt
s

TE

uc
v

w
wf,ws

-

engine windrnilling
forward flap section
flap
flap/fuselage interference

-

front tire(s)
horizontal tailplane
inboard end of flap
leading edge
main gear
nozzle
nacelle
nose gear
outboard end of fla~
profile
propeller
rudder
reference configuration
rear tires (bogie u.c.)
leading-edge high-lift device
(slat)
trailing edge
undercarriage
vertical tailplane; vortexinduced
wing
part of the wing with flaps or
slats
undisturbed flow; out of ground
effect
quarter-chord (line)
mid-chord (line)
.20 at
split flap with cf/c

-

Subscripts
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G-l. INTRODUCTION

ta will enable the designer to make a good
estimate of the lift curve and the drag

The low-speed performance of aircraft, especially for transport aircraft, has received considerable added emphasis during

polar for configurations with leading- and
trailing-edge high-lift devices deflected.
Split flaps, plain flaps, and single
slotted, double slotted, triple slotted and
Fowler flaps are the most commonly used
trailing-edge devices to be dealt with, and

recent years. It is therefore essential in

the preliminary design stage to be able to
predict the aerodynamic characteristics
(lift and drag, trimmed condition) which
can be used with a certain amount of confidence to compute low-speed performance
and handling qualities and to provide a
realistic goal for further aerodynamic development.
The present compilation of methods and da-

in addition some data are a150 given on
plain leading-edge flaps, slats and Krueger
flaps. A method for estimating the pitching moment change due to flap deflection is
presented for the purpose of calculating
the tailplane load required to trim the
aircraft.
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The two-dimensional (sectional) lift increment at small angle of attack due to
t~ailing-edge flap deflection will be calculated on the basis of Glauert's theory
for thin airfoils with plain flaps, deflected over small angles. Efficiency factors representing the rati,o of experimental to theoretical lift increment aregiven
for the various types of flaps to be considered. Ths prediction method for the maximum section lift coefficient is based on
McRae's approach (Ref. G-23), which proved
useful for all common types of flaps except split flaps. The conversion from twodimensional to three-dimensional lift coefficients is based on classical methods,
supplemented by approximate corrections
for the presence of the fuselage.
The prediction method presented for the
profile drag increment due to flap deflection again uses the lift increment according to Glauert's theory, assuming that,
owing to viscous effects, a certain percentage of the lift increment will act
perpendicular to the flap chord. Corrections for vortex-induced drag and trim drag
are based on classical theory.
Reliable methods for determining the effect of leading-edge devices on lift and
drag are not available in the open literature. A first-order approximation is
therefore presented which is based on the
observation that for airfoil and wings
with slats deflected the stalling angle of
attack is the most characteristic parameter.
A separate paragraph is devoted to the effects of undercarriage extension, ground
proximity, and engine failure on lift and
drag. Although these items are of vital
importance to the prediction of transport
aircraft performance, in particular takeoff (climb) and landing (climb) performance, little useful information is available in the literature and the methods
proposed must be considered only as firstorder approximations.
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G-2. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE FLAP DEFLECTION ON AIRFOIL SECTION LIFT
G-2.1. General aspects
The traditional approach to the calculation of wing lift is based on the assumption th at the lift generated by a twodimensional wing (airfoil section) can be
considered as a starting point. A suitable
convers ion to the three-dimensional wing
is made by means of semi-emP,irical ~rec- .
tions for part span, fuselage effects, etc.
This procedure is acceptabie when spanwise
flows and interference effe cts are or of
minor importance or completely absent. It
is therefore frequently used in the preliminary design stage of aircraft categories that are in present use in civil aviation, in the realization th at during the
configuration development an adequate aerodynamic development program will be initiated in order to optimize the wing and
flap system.
Theoretical methods of calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of flapped sections have recently come to a stage of development where lift and pitching moment
can be predicted with reasonable accuracy.
A survey of the state of the art is given
in Ref. G-31. Particularly for the most
effective flap systems (multiple element
flaps, slats), the flow is very sensitivA
to the details of the configuration: the
flap and slat shape, their relative position, shroud shape, etc. This would require
an optimization program which is a complex
subject in itself. Instead of this, we will
present generalized semi-empirical methods
based on thin airfoil theory and experimental data. Where possible, an indication
will be given of the sensitivity of flap
performance to design details (average
"good" design, best design, poor design).
The basic effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on the lift· curve of an airfoil

(G-2)

The basis for several estimation methods
is formed by Glauert's linearized theory
for thin airfoils with flaps (Ref. G-57).
Aresult obtained from this theory for the
lift due to flap deflection is as follows:
(G-3)

where
Fig. G-l. Effect of trailing-edge flap deflection on section lift

(G-4)

Fig. G-2 gives a plot of a
section is depicted in Fig. G-l. It will
be assumed that for conventional wing
shapes the lift curves are linear for moderate angles of attack. It can beobserved
th at even if the lift curve of the basic
section is fairly nonlinear due to tT~il
ing edge stall, the flapped section exhibits a more linear behaviour when the flow
near the trailing edge is cleaned up by
the flap.
The determination of the lift curve will
be subdivided into prediction of the increment in lift at zero angle of attack
(6 C i ), the (increment in) maximum lift
f O
coefficient and the li·ft-curve slope at
small angles of attack, Cia'
G-2.2. Lift increment at zero angle of attack
For small flap deflections the rate of
change of lift with flap deflection at constant angle of attack is frequently usedas
a measure of flap effectiveness:

as a function
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o
Another convention used is the rate of
change of zero-lift angle of attack with
flap deflection:

ó

o

cic'
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Fig. G-2. Theoretical flap lift factor
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of the relative flap chord. The theoretical ó f c 1 is thus:
o

(G-5)
It is found that the theoretical lift effectiveness cannot be realized in practice.
For small flap deflections approximately
70 to 85% of the theoretica 1 value is possible, depending upon the type of flap
system, while for large flap angles, e.g.
those used in the landing configuration,
the lift effectiveness may go down to approximately 50 percent of the theoretical
value given by (G-5). The following reasons may be quoted:
1. For large flap deflections linear theory is in error when compared with the exact theory 9iven by Ref. G-66, for example.
For a flap chord ratio of 35 percent (a 6 =
.707) and a flap angle of 60 0 , the linearized theory gives ó fc 10 = 4.44, whereas
the exact theory predicts ó fc10 = 4 . 0.
2. The viscosity of the flow is responsibIe for separation at large flap angles.
For plain flaps separation starts tooccur
at 10 to 15 degrees of flap deflection;
for slotted flaps this value may vary from
20 to 35 degrees, depending upon the design details .
The departure from the theoretica 1 value
will be taken into account by means of a
flap effectiveness factor n6 :
(G-6)

The numerical value of Cta for the basic
airfoil may be obtained from experimental
data availaole to the designer, or from
the generalized method in Section E-3.2.
Diagrams for estimating n are presented
6
in Figs. G-3 through G-6, on which the
following comments can be made.
SPLIT FLAPS (Fig. G-3)
The effectiveness factor does not exceed
70 percent, even at small deflections, due
530

to the wake formed between the airfoil and
the flap. The decay of n 6 with flap angle
is fairly gradual. The airfoil thickness/
chord ratio is a parameter of secondary
importance.
PLAIN FLAPS (Fig. G-4)
Flap effectiveness is sensitive to the condition of the boundary layer at the knuckle
and therefore the flap chord ratio has been
used as a correlation parameter. The effect
of sealing the gap appears to be considerable and although for con trol surfaces an
unsealed gap may be acceptabie, this should
be avoided with plain flaps used for
increasing the lift.
SINGLE SLOTTED FLAPS (fig. G-5)
For efficiently designed slotted flaps the
lift increment due to flap deflection is
not affected by the boundary layer of the
basic airfoil, since a new boundary layer
forms over the flap surface. The lift effectiveness, however, is very sensitive to
the flap and slot geometry. Most of the
early systematic measurements by NACA were
made on flaps with optimum slot shape for
each deflection, although for reasons of
structural simplicity a single slotted
flap is frequently supported by means of
a fixed hinge. In this lat ter case performance is sensitive to the hinge location. Generally speaking, the lower the
hinge, the bet ter the lift effectiveness
will be, provided a good shroud and gap
shape are present.
Slotted flaps require a rearward flap motion in order to ensure a good slot. The
airfoil chord is thus extended effectively
and this in itself contributes to the lift.
This can be taken into account by referring
the section lift to the extended chord, as
defined in Fig. G-7, and then converting
the result to the original chord as follows:
C• = (c. ' + Af C ' ) C'
"
"
u
10
C
o

(G-7)

where C10' and ÓfC t o' are based on the extended chord c'. Assuming that for the
basic section Ct is not altered af ter
chord extension ~C10' = C1 ) , we have:
0

Fig. G-3. Lift-effectiveness factor for split flaps (derived from experimental data in
Ref. G-34 and the USAF Datcom, Table 6.1.1.1.-24)

Fig. G-4. Lift effectiveness factor for plain flaps (derived from experimental data in
the USAF Datcom, Table 6.1.1.1.-A and Ref. G-64)
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tal data in Refs. G-3 •
G-I9. G-29. G-39. G-44
and G-4S)

(G-9)

(G-S)
where ó

~ fC t o'

where
that

U

ó

is defined by (G-6). noting

is also based on the extended chord

(cf/c ' ). Replacing the basic section lift
gradient by 2n rad-I. we have:
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is in radians and u ' can be obf
ó
tained from (G-3) and (G-4) or from Fig.

G-2.
For a given flap geometry and type of support. the amount of chord extenslon can be

fectiveness is found to be superior to
th at for single slotted flaps.
DOUBLE SLOTTED TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
The single slotted flap loses its lift effectiveness when the deflection angle exceeds about 40 degrees. The double slotted
flap may be considered as a single slotted
flap with a turning vane in the slot to
recover the flow turning effectiveness.
Consequently, the important parameters for
the 2-s10t flap are more complicated than

I: Fixed hinge - a: Zh/ Cf
b: zh/cf

=
=

.2
.4

11: Typical optimum flap position
a: single s lotted
b: double slotted, fixed vane
111 : Double slotted, variabie geometry, with flap

extension
IV: Fowler

- a: single slotted, double
slotted wi th fixed vane
b: double and triple slotted,

with flap extension

Fig. G-7. The extended chord - its definition and some typical values for practical
configurations

for the I-slot flap and 50 is the prediction of its lift effectiveness. Two main
categories will be distinguished here .
a. The flap with fixed vane. The prediction method for à fc ~ o is similar to that
tor the single slotted flap, except that
the factor n 6 is plotted in Fig. G-6.
Typical curves are given for a goed, average design with fixed hinge, together with
a poor design and an indication of what
can be expected when the flap support mechanism is such th at an optimum gap is realized for each deflection. The maximum useful deflection is about 50 to 55 degrees.
b. The double slotted flap with variable
geometry. The forward flap is deflected to
a maximum angle of 30 degrees, typically,
and the aft section up to 30 or 40 degrees
relative to the forward flap. There may
also be a backward movement of the auxiliary flap. The total lift increment of this
configuration may be calculated as follows:
(G-ll)

calculated; in the absence of information
of this type Fig. G-7 may be used. In the
case of a fixed hinge position the chord
extension is given by:
c'
c

(G-IO)

FOWLER FLAPS (Fig. G-5)
Aerodynamically, the Fowler flap acts in a
similar manner to a single slotted flap
and the same basic method can be used for
both. The effect of chord extension is
much larger (Fig. G-7) , however, although
this is partly offset by a reduction in
cf/c' and a lower value of Q6'. For flap
angles up to 30 - 35 degrees the flap ef-

where ~lCio is the increment in cio due
to the combined flap at a deflection equal
to that of the forward flap section, assuming that the flap chords of the aft and
forward flap coincide and no second slot
is present. This contribution can be calculated with the method given above for
single slotted flaps (Fig. G-5).
~2c~0

is the increment in cio due to deflection of the auxiliary flap relative to
the forward section. Again the method for
single slotted flaps is used, except that
a reduced lift effectiveness factor n6
must be substituted in (G-9), given in
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Fig. G- 6 , because the presence of the forward flap reduces the effectiveness of the
auxiliary flap.

G-2.3. Maximum lift coefficient

The factor C!6' in (G-9) must be related to

imum lift and the prediction of àfcimax
(Fig. G-1) due to high-lift devices at the
trailing edge is generally based on an empirical approach. Tw~ conditions for the
stalling will have to be distinguished*.

the ratio of the flap chord to the extended chord, which is defined in Fig. G-7 and
obtained as follows:
a. The auxiliary flap is rotated from its
deflected position about point A, until

Viscous effects dominate the flow at max-

the two flap chords coincide.
b. Both flap sections are then rotated from
the deflected position of the forward flap
about point Buntil they coincide with the
wing chord.
c. The distance from the leading edge of
the airfoil to the trailing edge thus obtained is the extended airfoil chord c'.
Using the typical figures given in Fig.
G-7, the extended chord is calculated as
follows:

a. For airfoil sections with sharp noses
the stall is determined by the flow conditions ne ar the nose. In this case an approximate level of maximum lift can be obtained from thin airfoil theory. According
to this theory the increment in loading at
the leading edge of an airfoil due to flap
deflection is equal to half the total increment due to flap deflection, for small
flap chord ratios. For airfoils whose maximum lift is con trol led by leading edge

c'

stall, the maximum lift increment due to
flap deflection can be shown (Ref. G-16)
to be equal to:

c

(G-12)

It should be noted that larger values of
than those given in Fig. G-7 are
feasible, although at the expense of more
structural complications and weight.
TRIPLE SLOTTED TRAILING EDGE FLAPS

(G-13)

àc/cf

Insufficient data have been published on
triple slotted flaps to form the basis of
a generalized prediction method. The data
given in Ref. G-29 have been transformed
into a single point for n 6 in Fig. G-6. An
equivalent flap deflection angle 6 ' was
f
defined to characterize the cornbined effect of the complex flap system, while the
factor C!6' was determined on the basis of
the equivalent flap chord ratio cf'/c' to
derive C!6' from (G-3) and (G-4). In spi te
of this simplified approach the point is
in fair agreement with the statement in
Ref. G-29 that 81 percent of the potential
flow value can be obtained at a total flap
angle of 60 degrees. The suggested curve
for n6 is therefore assumed at 81 percent
of the potential flow value (exact theory
of Ref. G-66) up to 50 degrees of flap
angle.
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ef is defined by (G-4). The theoretical ratio of àfcimax/àfcio varies between
.4 and .5 for practical flap chord ratios.
Cornbination of (G-13) with (G-3) and (G-5)

wnere

yields a simple expression for the theoretical àfcimax of sectidhs with sharp
leading edges. Assuming CiC! = 2~, we find:
(G-14)

b. When the basic section displays a separation associated with the pressure gradient at the rear part of the airfoil, this
trailing edge stall will be delayed by the
local suction produced by deflection of an
effective trailing-edge flap. In this case
the gain in maximum lift will be of the
same magnitude as the lift increment at
small angles of attack or may even be
*A more complete explanation of this subject is given in Ref. G-23.

I"y constant r
Fig. G-8. Effect of leading
edge sharpness and flap deflection o n maximum lift
slightly higher.
of flap angles.
Conclusions that can be drawn from the above are

The above observations form the basis of

illustrated in Fig_ G-B. In Fig. Sa the sharpness

the following simple, unified prediction

of the airfail nase is characterized by the lead-

method for the maximum lift of flapped

ing-edge sharpness parameter l1y (see Appendix A,

airfoils.

Fig. A-2), which has proved to be a useful correlation parameter for predicting the maximum lift

a. Plain and slotted (Fowler) trailing-

associated with s tall at the leading edge . For 6y

edge flaps.

up to 1. 2 -

The lowest value of the following items
determines the maximum lift coefficient:

1. 5 percent chord , the maximum lift

associated with leading edge stall (long bubble)

is roughly constant . For larger 6y va lues Ci

max
increase s approximately proportionally with 6y
(short bubble) up to a point "here trailing edge

stall begins t o dominate. Thus for relatively thin

airfoils, deflection of a trailing-edge flap re-

(G-lSa)
for l1y/c (in %)

sults in a maximum lift increment which is pre-

~

1.5, or:
(G-1Sb)

dicted theoretically by (G-1 3), while thicker airfoils wi th a trailing edge stalion the basic airfoil have a maximum lift increme nt of the order of

where Rc is the Reynolds number based on

50 to 100 percent of the lift increment at small

the original chord length, and the maximum

angles of attack*.

lift coefficient based on this chord is

Consider now an airfoil wi th a trailing edqe stall

given by:

"hen the flap is retracted (Fig. G-Bb). Small flap

(G-16)

deflections c l ean up the flow near the trailing
edge, resulting in a maximum lift increment which
is of the same order of magnitude as the lift in-

Equation G-lS has been derived from exper-

crement at small angles of attack. At a certain

imental data in the literature quoted in

flap angle the laad induced at the airfail nose

the references. The method gives accept-

will increase up to a· point at which leading edqe

able results not only for plain and single

stall will occur first, as dictated by the cri ter-

slotted flaps, but also for multiple-ele-

ion in Fig. G-Ba. The slope of the Ct
vs. I1 Ct
f o
max
curve will be approximate ly .5 : 1 for this region

ment flaps with or without Fowler motion •.
b. Spl1 t

*Ref. G-16 suggests an average of 11 c
2
f tmax

"3

I1 f C t

o

flaps.

Airfoil sections with split flaps cannot
be dealt with by the previous method, prob-
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Fig. G-9. Charts for estimating the increment in maximum lift due to split flaps. For
6y: see Fig. A-1 of Appendix A. (èerived from Ref. G-34)

ably because there is always a wake at the
trailing edge when the flap is deflected,
and leading edge and trailing edge stall
will occur simultaneously. For split flaps

kc and kó are correct ion factors for the
flap chord ratio and flap angle given in

the curve of Fig. G-8b has, typically, a

Figs. G-9b and G-9c, respectively. The

mean slope of .7S : 1 and is slightly
curved. A different preaiction rnethod has
therefore been devised, consisting of the
following steps:
1. Calculate 6 f c 1 vs. Ó f with the rnethod
given in Section 8-2.2. for split flaps
(Fig. G-3).

values for 6f c10 to be used here have been
calculated in step 1.

2. Calculate 6fCt for a flap chord ratio
o
0
cf/c = .20 and a flap angle ó f = 60 . This
is denoted by (6fc1 ) •
Q .2,6Q
3. Determine c1
for cf/c
60 0

,

as

follows~ax

+.SjC t /(6 f C10 ):2;60!
where
G-9a.

(c

'I 1 max

)

ref

=

.2 and ó f

(G-17)

is obtained from Fig.

4. Correct for flap chord ratio and flap
angle as follows:
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(G-1B)

G-2.4. Lift-curve slope
The lift gradient is affected by flap deflection in a nurnber of ways:
1. The chord extension increases c1 0 ' This
can be allowed for by the multiplication
factor c;:'/c.
2. The potential flow effect of flap deflection on the lift-curve slope given by
the exact theory in Ref. G-66 indicates
that 6 C1 is reduced with increasing o.
f
Hence c1 ' (based on the extended chord)
o
decreases not only with the flap deflection angle, but also with the angle of attack, and the result is a nonlinearity in
the lift curve which is particularly pronounced for large flap angles.
3. The effect of viscosity on the lift ef-

fectiveness of a flap increases with the
angle of attack, thus reducing 6 c
f i
increasing CL .

~ith

flaps, the horizontal tailplane and corrections for the presence of the fuselage,
powerplant installation, etc. The contri-

Fig. G-10 shows th at for small flap angles

bution of leading-edge devices will be
dealt with separately in Section G-5. The
lift curve may thus be expressed in the
form of a lift increment relative to the

en route configuration:
(G-20)
The direct contribution of the trailingedge flap .6 C is dealt with in Section
f L
G-3.1., the various corrections L 6C are
L
discussed briefly in Section G-3.2., and
the tailplane contribution 6 C is finally
h L
Fig. G-10. Variation of section lift-curve

given in Section G-3 . 3.

slope with fl a p angle
G-3.1. Wing lift
the effect of the chord extension dominates,
but that this effect is cancel led at large

In much the same way as was do ne for air-

flap angles by the other effects. The re-

foil sections, the wing lift curve will be

duction in lift-curve slope is more pro-

computed from the following characteris-

nounced at angles o f attack approaching the

tics:

stall.

the lift increment at zero angle

No method for calculating the lift-curve

of attack;

slope is available in the literature. The

the increment in maximum lift co-

relationship presented here,

efficient;

ci
c

i

,

the lift-curve slope with flaps

(flaps down)

CL

(flaps up)

deflected.

=~ (1- cf sin 2 6 )
c
c'
f

Aresuit similar to Fig. G-1 is found, ex-

a
(for a

=

0 to 5

0

)

(G-19)

cept th at c i

is replaced by CL.

The reader's attention is drawn to the
approximates the results of the exact the-

fact that the maximum lift defined in this

ory fairly accurately and is in qualita-

appendix refers to the top of the lift

tive agreement with experimental data. In

curve. As explained in Section 5.4.4., this

individual cases the reduction of Cia with

figure cannot be used directly to de ter-

6

mine the stalling speed (see also Ref.

may be considerably more than that in-

f
dicated by (G-19), particularly when the

G-32) .

shape of the slot is not optimized, and
when the stalling condition occurs atsmall
angles of attack.

0

a. Increment in lift for a = 0 .
Lifting surface theory can be employed to
determine 6 CL for moderate flap deflecf o
tions. The method of Ref. G-64 re lies on

G-3. LIFT OF AIRCRAFT WITH DEFLECTED TRAIL-

a knowledge of the section flap effective-

ING-EDGE FLAPS

ness and is surnrnarized as follows:

The p=ediction of aircraft lift is basedon

(G-21)

a build-up of various contributing components: t he aircraft in the clean configurati o n (see Appendix E), trailing-edge

6fc i O is the section lift increment for
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(G-22)

and (aö )c is the two-dimensional flap efi
fectiveness parameter:
/l fc i
(a

Fig. G-ll. Variation of flap chord factor
with aspect ratio (Ref. G-64)
a = 0 due to flap deflection for a representative section, e.g. halfway along the

semi-flap span. Experimental resul ts should

)
ö ci

c

ia

ö~

=

nö a ö

(G-23)

The ratio [( a ö ) C / (aö ) c Jcan be obtained
L
1
from Fig. G-ll as a function of (a ö ) c and
i
the wing aspect ratio.
Kb is a flap span effectiveness factor,
defi'ned as follows:
/l fC L
K

b

=

(partial span)

0

/l fC L (full span)
o

(G-24)

preferably be used, but when these are not

The curve of Kb versus flap span and taper

available, the method of Section G-2 . 2. or
any other suitable method may be used (e.g.
Ref. G-19 or Ref. G-65). CLa a nd c ia are
the lift-curve slopes of the basic wing
(see Section E-4.1.) and the basic airfoil
(see Section E-3.2.), respectively, while
(aö )C is the three-dimensional flap efL
fectiveness parameter:

ratio, as derived from empirical data, is
plotted in Fig. G-12. For flaps other than
inboard the value of Kb is obtained by
superposition of the flaps, as shown schematically in Fig. G-13 for the case of a
flap interrupted by the fuselage.
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Fig. G-12. Variation of span
factor Kb with flap span for

.6

.8

lO

inboard flaps (Ref. G-64)

follows:
(G-25)
Swf/S is the ratio of the wing area affected by the trailing-edge flaps to the
total wing area. For straight-tapered
wings we have:

The nomenclature is defined in Figs. G-13

Fig. G-13. Flap span factor för flaps oth-

and G-14. For moderately tapered wings the
numerical value of Swf/S is approximately
equal to the factor Kb defined previously.
The factor .92 in (G-25) takes into account the 10ss of lift near the flap tips,
as illustrated by Fig. G- 14, where the
shaded area represents the increment in
maximum lift in the hypothetical case that
al l sections of the flapped part of the

er than inboard flaps and definition of

wing stall simultaneously.

°oL-----------~------~
_
b/b

Swf
ing procedure is proposed:
1. Estimate the .6 Ct due to deflection of the
1 c

aileron tor a representative loc al section.

2. Compute ,\ C ' assuming that "'1 cR,o acts fullLo
span of the combined inboard flaps and the de-

c. Lift-curve slope.
The lift-curve slope is corrected for the
effects referred to in Section G-2.4. above, as follows:

CL

3. Estimate the "'2cR,o due to inboard flap deflec-

I

tien for a representati ve inboard section.

board flap span with (G-21).
5. Add "'ICLo and "'2CLo to obtain "'fCLo .

(flaps down)

(l

flected ailerons.

4. Compute "'2CLo due to "'2CR,o - "'1 cR,o over the in-

,

CL

(flaps up)

"'fCL
~

1 +

"'fcR,

(l

cc'

(1 - -cf sin 2 6 )
c'
f

I)

0 x
0
(G-27)

where "'fCLol"'fCR,o is the ratio of the
three-dimensional to two-dimensional lift
increments at (l ~ 0, given by (G-21).

b. Maximum lift increment.
The maximum lift increment of a representative section is used for predicting
"'fCLmax. Section data should preferably be
derived from experimental data; if these
are not available, the method explained in
Section G-2.3. may be used.
The two-dimensional data for efficient
slotted flap configurations* are converted
into a three-dimensional lift increment as
*For plain flaps the effect of sweepback
is much more pronounced, e.g. proportional
3
to cos A (Ref. G-22).

Fig. G-14. Lift distribution of a wingfuselage combination with deflected flaps.
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G-3.2. Vari o us contributions

pre vent th e e ngine e xh a uzt impinging o n
the flaps. Provide d lh e c utou t i s not too

The c o rr e ctions on the lift curve

(L 6C L )

wide, it is fair to as s ume that the loss

to b e dis c u s s e d will simply be expressed

in lift relative to th e uninterrupted flap

in th e f o rm of 6 C values, as the absence
L
of reliable methods precludes systematic

is about 50 percent of the relative loss

treatme nt of these effects on llPLo' Il,CL
max
and CLa ' cannot be presented in view. We

in effective flapped wing area:

-

6S
wf
.5 -S- 6 c~

(G-31)

shall therefore assume that the complete
lift curve will be shifted up or down by
the stated value of 6 C .
L

6S
is the total area of the wing affectwf
ed by the flap cutouts .

a . Wing/ fuselage interference .

c. Other correction s to the lift of the

Some interference effects between the

aircraft less tail.

flows around the wing and the fuselage
ha v e been discussed in Section E-6 of Ap-

Several other factors may affect the wing
maximum lift, for example:

pendix E. Similar, but more complicat ed,

- the flow around ohstructions such as

flow phenomena will be observed on wing /

flap tracks and supports,

flap / fuselage cornbinations. Analytical

- unfavorable interference effects due to

treatment of this effect being ruled out,

e ngine nacelles or engine intake scoops,

the designer must rely on rules of thurnb

- losses incurre d by devices needed to

in the preliminary design stage.

provide acceptable handling and control

The most conservative approach is to completely ignore the lift carry-over by the

- the effect of aeroelastic de format ion on

fuselage. Though this may be justified for
large flap deflections, when there is a
large gap between the fuselage and the

at the stall, and
the lift, particularly on large aircraft
(ReL G-32).

flaps, the carry-over effect cannot be ig-

Each of these may affect CL

by as much
max
as .1 to .2, but prediction of their mag-

nored altogether in all cases. Potential

nitude is generally impossible in the pre-

flow theory indicates that the lift carry-

liminary design stage.

over by the fuselage is betw e en one-half
and two-thirds of the lift generated by

G-3.3. Contribution of the horizontal

the wing center sectio n in the absence of

tailplane

the fuselage, assuming the flaps to be extended to the centerline . The experiments

The horizontal tail load required to trim

reported by Hoerner (Ref. G-IO, page 8-18)

out the nose-down pi tc hing moment due to

indicate that in the case of wings with-

flap deflection reduces the lift. This

out flaps only one-third remains in prac-

contribution can be derived from semi-

tice. We rnay therefore conclude that

empirical data on pitching moment variations due to flap deflection. A relatively
simple approach is thought to be acceptable for the purpose of determining the

where the choice of the lift interference

trim load.

factor Kff will be at the discretion of
the designer, with 0 and 2/3 as the lower

a . Section pitching moment.

and upper limits and 1/3 as a good aver-

When experimental data are not available,

age.

the generalized expression quoted in Ref.
G-5 may form a useful starting point:

b. Flap cutouts.
Flap cut o uts are sometimes required to
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Fig. G-l5. The pitching moment
function IJl

can be ignored and the following practical
equation is proposed:
(G-35)

(G-32)

where IJl can be obtained from Fig. G-l5.
The extended chord c'

(cf. Fig. G-7) al-

lows for the effect of the backward move-

b. Wing pitching moment.

ment of the flap while it is being ex-

References G-5 and G-60 convert the two-

tended.

dimensional effect into a three-dirnen-

The first contribution in (G-32) is due

sional pitching moment change approxirnate-

to the increased section camber. The fac-

ly in the following manner:

tor

~l

is defined as follows:

Of cm'
IJl = - Of cR, ,

(G-33)

where Ofc m\ can be obtained from (G-35) by
According to Glauert's linear theory for

substituting:

small flap deflections, we have
(G-37)
(G-34)
The correction factor \l2 (Fig. G-l6) takes
where

ef

is defined by (G-4). Fig. G-l5

into account the part-span effect on a

shows th at the theoretical value of IJl

straight wing, while IJ

generally underpredicts the pitchingmoment
coefficient. It has been found that for
slotted flaps, wi th or without Fowler move-

is a function de3
termining the effect of wing sweep (Fig.

G-l7) .

ment, most data are on a single line, pro-

c. Pitching moment, aircraft less tail.

vided the second term in (G-32), repre-

Most measurements of flapped wing sections

senting the theoretical rearward shift of

have been related to the .25-chord point

the airfoil aerodynamic center, is halved .

or to the a.c. of the basic wing section.

In the case of split and plain flaps the

For th is reason we take the aerodynamic

flap angle is observed to exert a pro-

pitching 'moment about the mean quarter

nounced influence on IJl' The last term of

chord point as:

(G-32), being generally of a low order,
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Fig. G-16. Correction factor for
part-span effect on pitching moment (derived from Ref. G-5)

(G-38)

of Appendix E, replacing C by C
+ àfC ' The
Lo
Lo
Lo
second contribution may be approximated by ignoring

The pitching moment coefficient with flaps

.07

retracted can be obtained from (E-35) of
Appendix E:

.06

.05
where the aerodynarnic center refers to the

.04

aircraft less tail with flaps retracted
(See Appendix E, Section E-7). The term
àfC m% in (G-38) can be calculated as a

.03

function of CL using (G-36) and (G-37).
The term L àcm~ is a formal statement for various

.02

ether effe cts :
1. The effect of lift carry-over by the fuselage,

.01

relative to the theoretical scheme in which the
flaps extend to the plane of symmetry.
2. The effect of flap deflection on fuselage fore-

body and afterbody contributions to the pitching

.2

.4

.6

FLAP SPAN/WING

.8

1.0

SPAN

moment.
3. Other effects, e.g. contributions of flap cut-

Fig. G-17. The function ~3 for determining

outs, nacelle interference, etc.

the pitchingmoment increment of flaps on

The first effect may be estimated by using (E-40)

sweptback wings.
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(Ref. G-5).

altogether the lift carry-over by the fuselage.
In view of absence of data a verification for this

approach c annot be given. It should be noted that

the first two effects mentioned are of opposite
sign.

d. Tailplane lift.
The tail load change required to trim the
aircraft af ter flap deflection is, ignoring
lIhC

LlIC m

in (G- 38), approximately:

=lIC

Sh= jll C (Cg - xi) +lI C
S
f L e f mi

\

L

Lh

I

ë

R. h

Fig. G-18. Drag pol ars with trailing-edge
(G-40)

where lIfC L and lIfC
can be computed by
mi
means of the methods presented previously .

flaps retracted and extended
maximum lift values.
G-4.1. Profile drag

G-4. PREDICTION OF THE LOW-SPEED DRAG PO-

a. Drag of airfoil sections.

LAR

Fig. G-19a shows

~n

example of drag polars

.16

,

The drag of the aircraft with flaps down
(undercarriage retracted) can be obtained

I

Cd,
I

.12

from the drag polar in the clean configurat ion as follows:

.óQ
.OB

.0'

I

o~
'

where lIfC D , lIfC D ' and lIt . CD are the
p
v
r1m
increments in profile, vortex-induced, and
trim drag coefficients. In (G-41) the basic polar is written as a simple parabolic

-.'

that appendix are slightly altered when
the flaps are deflected and the operation-

1.2

2.0

1.6

lA

:-

~(
f--

2

~

~

BJ.-

.0

•

3ef

,..-->cf
1--0'

28

c~

6ef

cussed in Appendix F. Although, in principle, all drag contributions discussed in

I
.B

6

approximation, but other relationships may
be used as well. Its derivation is dis-

.

o Cl..

. .B

1.2

- --

f--- ~

::::- I--'

-

-;:;7
@

1.6

al conditions are changed, we shall discuss only the most pertinent corrections
required.

Fig. G-19. Section drag polars of NACA

As illustrated by Fig. G-18, the approach

23012 airfoil with a single slotted flap

adopted here is artificial in the sense

(Ref. G-33)

that, for the large values of CL to be adrag coefficient of the aircraft (flaps

for several deflection angles of an airfoil section with a single slotted flap.

up) is assumed to be extrapolated beyond

These polars have been converted in Fig.

chieved with deflected flaps, the basic
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G-19b by plo~ting c~ vs.{c t - ~to+~6fcio)}2
and by doing so we have obtained approximately linear relationships for flap angles

o

is:

I

?P to 40 . A further advantage of this presentation is that the slopes are independent of the flap angle. The drag polar may
thus be derived from that of the basic
u~ards

section by shifting it

(G-46)
The factor a ' is based on the ratio cf/c',
6
as explained in Section G-2.2. The factor

and to the

right. Assuming the drag polar of the bas-

kd is p10tted in Fig. G-20 for various flap

ic profile to be given by:
. 3.---.---,---.----r---,---;--~

(G-42)

we obtain the polar with deflected flap:
cd = cd +6 f c d +c d
ktjc t - (Ct
Po
Po
Po
0
p

+~

tyc tol

I

2

. 2~--~--1---1--:-:,-1.::-:,-y-1-::==!----l

(G-43)
Consequently, the drag increment due to
flap deflection is:

C

6 f d =6 f c d -Cd
k i 6f C i
p
Po
Po
0

IC i -

II

(c i +% 6 f c i
0
0
(G-44)

.11--I~~~~~~-t=::;t==+==:::::

where ófcd
is the increment in the minPo
imum profile drag coefficient. In (G-44)
this increment will be defined for:
ci = 1 +

~ (c i

o

+ 6 f Ci

6et

2ri'

)
0

a condition which is representative of

Note : the shaded area indicates a typical varia-

flight at approximately 70 percent of C
'
Lmax
It may be noted that most handbook methods

tion due to shroud and slot geometry differences
for single slotted flaps.

are based on Ref. G-5, where the profile
drag increment is defined for a constant
value of a = aio + 6

0

Fig. G-20. The factor kd for determining
the increment in profile drag caused by

•

For practical applications the various

flap deflection

terms in (G-44) may be obtained from experimental data. When these are not avail-

configurations. This figure shows that for

able, kt can be assumed equal to l.O. The

plain flaps the drag increment is of the

profile drag increment may be expressed as

order of 20 to 25 percent of the "theoret-

a fraction of the theoretical drag obtained,

ical" value; for single

assuming that ófc t acts normal to the flap
chord:

flaps these figures are 10 to 15 and 8 to
10 percent, respectively. The relatively
high value of kd for

6 c
f d

(G-45)

~~tted

flaps at smal I

deflection angles is caused by unfavorable
slot flow and is affected to a large ex-

Po

Taking ófc

and double slotted

in accordance with Glauert's

tent by the shape of the shroud.

t
linear thin airfoil theory and allowing

Split flaps do not lend themselves to this

for chord extension, a generalized result

approach. The following relationship has
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been derived from systematic measurements
in Ref. G-34:

c
. 55 ....!
c

I

cf/c
-~3"7M2
(tIc)

/2 / 9

methods in the literature (Refs. G-S, G-60
and G-6S):
(G-49)

F (6)

(G-47)

where F(ö) is given in Fig. G-21. Alterna-

2

'

The term w(6 c i ) represents the induced
f
drag increment due to flaps extending to
the wing centerline, for a wing with elliptic loading when the flaps are retracted. The variation of w with wing geometry
is shown in Fig. G-22b. The last term is
a correction for the nonellipticity of the
spanwise lift distribution of the basic
wing. The variation of v with wing geometry is shown in Fig. G-22a.
It will be noted that for certain taper ratios the
v and w factors are of opposite slçm and their con-

tributions counteract each ether

a

In tact, tor

nontapered winqs the elliptic loadinq may be approached when the flaps aré deflected and the induced draq increment may be small or even neqati ve.

Fig. G-21. Profile drag function k6 for
split flaps (derived from Ref. G-34)
tively, the generalized and more detailed
method in Ref. G-71 may be used.
b. wing profile drag increment.
The profile drag increment of the wing due
to flap deflection is obtained from:

The term Z(6 c )2 in (G-49) takes into acf i
count the effect of the flap cutout and
lift carry-over by the fuselage (c.f. Section G-3.2.). The simple drag increment given by Hoerner on page 8-18 of Ref.
G-IO is found to be in fair agreement with
other data (Refs. G-S and G-60) and can be
converted into:
b

(for

where 6fcd
is the two-dimensional drag
Po
increment, given by (G-46) or (G-47), and
K2- 3 is a correct ion factor allowing for
wing/fuselage interference, sweep effects,
suspension effects, etc. A figure of K _ =
2 3
1.15 is proposed, based on the case reported in Ref. G-24.
G-4.2. Vortex-induced drag
The change in vortex-induced drag iscaused
by a changp in the spanwise lift distribution (see Fig. G-14). The following expression is a synthesis of several existing

f
-ïf'
.2 ) (G-50)

where bf is defined in Fig. G-13 and the
i
choice of Kff was discussed in Section
G-3.2. An average value Kff = 1/3 appears
to be acceptable, provided the flap edge
is as close to the fuselage as possible.
G- 4. 3. Trim drag
On condition that the airplane vortex-induced drag is calculated by assuming that
all lift is provided by the aircraft less
tail, the trim drag can be taken into account as follows, ignoring a second-order
term:

(G-51)
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Fig. G-22. Factors of induced drag of a
wing with flaps (Ref. G-60)

a. Factor v

The first contribution to trim drag is the

(G-51)*. The only term remaining can be

basic vortex-induced drag due to tailplane

evolved with (G-40) into an approximate

lift, based on free-stream conditions. The

trim drag coefficient (based on S) rela-

second contribution is the component of

tive to the basic polar:

the tailplane lift in the direct ion of the
free-stream as a consequence of the local

(G-53)

downwash. The last term corrects the vortex-induced drag of the wing to account
for the tailplane lift.
The tailplane lift coefficient is defined

where 6 Cm\ is defined by (G-36) and C
f
mac
refers to the aircraft less tail with

by the condition that the aircraft will be

flaps up (Appendix E, Section E-7.2.). The

trimmed, while the downwash angle is given

Oswald factor eh is approximated by:

by:

.25
eh = 1 - - - 2 - cos Ah

(G-54)

(G-52)
and takes into account the profile dragincrement due to elevator deflection.** The
The estimation of the partial derivatives
in this equation is usually very difficult

*Note that for an elliptic lift dis tri-

in the preliminary design stage and for

but ion Eh at infinity behind the wing is

this reason we will neglect the net effect

equal to 2C / nA and the two contributions
L
cancel each other out.

of the second and third contribution in

**Cf. Appendix F, Section F-3.6.
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simplified calculation procedurepresented

flaps deflected is typically some 15 per-

here may in some cases lead to considera-

cent lower than the

bIe errors. A more detailed prediction is

unflapped airfoil.

c ~ rnax

incrernent of the

required as soon as more aCCurate data become available, particularly with respect
to the downwash at the tail.

Reliable generalized methods for predicting the effect of leading-edge devices are
not known to the author, with the exception of the (maximum) lift increment due

G-5. LEADING-EDGE HIGH-LIFT DEVICES

to plain leading-edge flaps

(Ref. G-19).

The following data, indicating an order of
Leading-edge flaps and slats* leveloff the

magnitude of the effect of leading-edge

high peak suction pressures near the air-

devices on lift and drag, are the author's
provisional conclusions from the very

foil nose, thereby delaying leading edge
separation to a higher angle of attack

scanty literature on the subject. In view

(Fig . G-23). Since leading-edge flaps do

of the many factors involved in the aerodynamic design of leading-edge devices

~ c rit

\

these data must only be considered indicative.
G-5.1. Sections with plain leading-edge
rlaps
The leading-edge droop causes a lift loss
at zero angle of attack which can be derived from Glauert's linear thin airfoil
theory:
(G-55)

-cr

Fig. G-23. The lift curv e with andwithout

where
es :

cos

-1

(

:l

c

1 - 2

(G-56)

slats
The increment in
not significantly alter the trailing edge

c ~ max

may be estimated on

the assumption that this increment is en-

flow about an unflapped section, they are

tirely due to the change in the ideal an-

most effective on thin airfoil sections.

gle of attack. The ideal angle of attack

Airfoils with a deflected, high-efficiency

is the angle at which the flow comes

trailing-edge flap will frequently exhibit

smoothly onto the airfoil, causing no sin-

a leading edge stall, even on relatively

gularity at the nose. Using the data from

thick sections. Leading-edge slats or flaps

Ref. G-19, we may approximate the result

suppress this stall, thereby increasing the

by:

stalling angle of attack and hence maximum
lift. However, a slat wake may cause undesirable interference with the flow around

1I0
crit
-6- s

re-'
.58

\ 2.

c

(G-57)

trailing-edge flaps and the increment in

Experimental data are in fair agreement

c~ max

with this e xpression for Os up to 20 to 25
degrees. Larger deflection angles cause

due to the slat with trailing-edge

*The terminology is explained in Section
7.6.3.

only a slight increase in 0crit up to 6 s
30 degrees, further deflection resulting in
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a decreasing a
'
crit
Leading-edge flap deflection has no effect
on c ia ' provided the angle of attack is
positive and the flap is deflected not
much more than 20 degrees. Pronouncednonlinearities in the lift curve will be observed for negative and small positive angles of attack when the flap is deflected
more than 25 degrees.
G-5.2. Sections with slats and Krueger
flaps
As in the case of the plain leading-edge
flap, extension of a slat results in a
slight decrement in lift at zero angle of
attack, caused by the nose droop. However,
the slat increases the effective chord
length and this causes a lift increment
when c i is based on the original chord.
Both effects are generally of the same order of magnitude and it is therefore reasonable to assume that 6scio = 0, while
the lift gradient is not affected to any
considerable degree by slat deflection.
The estimation of c
with a deflected
imax
slat is complicated by a number of factors:
1. For a given configuration and deflection of the trailing-edge flap system, the
slat will be more effective in terms of
6 s Ci
on an airfoil with a sharp nose
max
than on a well-rounded airfoil nose. For
an optimized slat configuration the stall
may be of the trailing-edge type whereas
without a slat it is of the leading-edge
type.
2. The slat position relative to the airfoil (slat deflection and gap between the
airfoil and the slat) has a very pronounced effect on the lift and profile
drag increment. An elucidating discussion
can be found in Ref. G-29.
3. The design of the trailing-edge flap
system and the slat should be matched in
order to obtain the highest performance.
4. Compressibility effects may set an upper limit to the performance of complex
high-lift systems. In fact, Callaghan suggests in Ref. G-31 that the prediction of
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maximum lift increment due to slats should
be based on the condition th at sonic flow
sets a limit to the pressure peaks.
Refs. G-27 and G-29 demons tra te that the
details of a slat design optimization
scheme are of paramount importance: for a
particular . configuration 6 s ci
duo to
max
the slat may vary between .5 and 1.2. We
therefore propose to differentiate between
simple (nonoptimized) high-lift systems
and fully optimized configurations.
a. Simple slat configurations: the maximum
lift increment is about 2.2 VCs/C'with
trailing-edge flaps retracted and 1.9
Vcft
with trailing-edge flaps out. The
5
0
corresponding slat deflection is about 25 .
b. Optimized configurations: i.e. the combination of the main airfoil plus trailingedge flap plus slat is designed in such a
way that at high c i all parts of this system are simultaneously in a condition of
separation. It is observed that these configurations achieve a critical angle of
attack of approximately 27-2c i degrees,
irrespective of the section shape and the
high-lift system. The following expres sion
may thus be used for the airfoil section
with slats deflected:
c

+6 c +.47 c
i o f 10
ia
1+.035 c i

(G-58)

a

-1

where cia is in rad
and ks is a factor
which takes into account the nonlinearity
of the lift curve at high lift. It is generally between .03 and .15, with ks = .07
as a good average. Factors c1 and c1 in
o
a
(G-58) are the lift at zero angle of attack and the lift-curve slope for the airfoil with or without flaps deflected, to
be obtained from experimental data or from
Sections G-2.2. and G-2.4. of this appendix.
The maximum lift capability of Krueger
flaps is very similar to that of slats. In
view of the pitching moment ' behavior at
large lift coefficients Krueger flaps are
gene rally used inboard only on swept wings,
while slats may be used both full span and

outboard.

.06
17% chord sial ; flap
defleclion 10 deg.

G-S.3. wing lift with leading-edge devices
For plain leading-edge flaps the increment
in the critical angle of attack given by
(G-S7) can be converted into a maximum
lift increment:

.04

.02

(G-S9)
where Sws is the projected wing area equipped with slats.
For full-span optimum slat configurations
it was found that (G-S8) can be used in a
slightly modified form:
CL
CL

=.93

o

+~fCL

0

+.47 CL cosA\
a

(G-60)

max
In this expres sion C
is defined at a=O
Lo
for the wing..
For part-span slats the C
increment is
Lmax
given by:
(G-61)
where ~sCtma is obtained by subtracting
the maximum fift coefficient for the basic
airfoil (slats in) from that with slats
out. The sweep effect in (G-61) is an approximation of the curve given in Ref.
G-31.
G-S.4. Orag due to leading-edge devices
Leading-edge devices have little influence
on the profile camber and when deflected
they cause negligible aerodynamic twist.
Their effect on the vortex-induced drag
may therefore be neglected.
An example of profile drag polars of an
airfoil with and without slat is depicted
in Fig. G-24, which shows that
a. the drag increment at 70 percent of
Ct
is approximately 70 counts:
max
b. when the polar with slat out is based

oL-__L-__
o

~

__J -__-L__- L_ _- L_ _

~

Fig. G-24. Drag pol ars of an airfoil with
single slotted flap, with and without flap
(Ref. G-S3)
on the extended chord, there is virtually
no drag increase between 70 and 90 percent
of cR. max ;
c. the profile drag increases sharply at
lower lift coefficients, probably due to
flow separation on the lower surf ace of
the slat.
The slat has a large influence on the air-

foil pressure distribution, resulting in
decreased flow velocities near the leading
edge of the basic airfoil and consequently
a profile drag reduction. On the other
hand, the slat itself not only increases
the wetted area, but it carries a relatively high load and the local friction ·
will be high, due to the high flow velocities. Slat gap and deflection angle are
major parameters contributing to these
flow phenomena.
The following provisional rule of thumb
may be suggested on the basis of Fig. G-24:

~sCO

p

=

~

,Co )
p basic

Sws Cs

-g-

c-

cosA\

(G-62)

where (Co )b
is the profile drag of
p asic
the airfoil with slats and tra1ling edge
flaps retracted. The reservation must be
made that (G-62) is valid only in the
range of lift values where the slat position is optimum.
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For plain leading-edge flaps the effect of

W

flap deflection on profile drag will be
very small, provided the deflection is

(CD)
. = constant
\ uc bas~c

.785

~

(G-66)

considered.

where the constant is equal to 4.05XI0- 3
when Wto is in lb and S in sq. ft, or 7 xI0 - 4
when Wto is in kg and S in m2 .

G-6. DRAG DUE TO EXTENSION OF A RETRACT-

Factor Fuc (a,ö ) depends on various factors.

ABLE UNDERCARRIAGE

a. The nose gear drag will not be affected by a or

matched to the range of lift values to be

f

The drag due to an extended undercarriage

to any appreciable extent, nor will it affect
f
the airframe drag.

is:

b. The main gear is placed below the winq and will

cS

!;

mg

CD

uc

+!;

ng

CD

(G-63)

uc

thus be sensitive to the local flow conditions.
c. For a given aircraft general arrangement and
geometry, the induced effects of wing and flap lift

where !;mg and !;ng denote the contributions
of the main and nose gear, respectively.

reduce the undercarrlage drag.

The undercarriage drag is determined

angle), the local position of the undercarriage

~ot

d. For given flight conditions (incidence and flap

only by its drag area, but also by the 10-

relative to the wing, the wing thickness and camber,

cal flow conditions. Consequently, the an-

and the spanwise lift distribution all affect the

gle of attack (or lift coefficient) and

undercarrlage drag.

the position of the high-lift devices have

e. The undercarriage will have an effect on wing

to be taken into account:
CD

uc

= Fuc(a,ö f ) (CD)

.
uc bas1c

lift and hence on the vortex-induced drag. In the

(G-64)

clean configuration the circulation will be slightly increased by the blocking effect of the airflow
due to the main gear. When the trailing-edge flaps

The following methods for estimating the

are deflected, the wake generated by the undercar-

basic undercarriage drag coefficient are

riage may hit the flaps and in that case the lift

proposed.

wi 11 be reduced.

METHOD 1:

f. Part of the undercarriage of

1. 5 2: Sft + .75 2: S
______~~~______~r~t (G-65)
S

pro~eller

aircraft

will be in the slipstream and experiences an effective drag increment, which will depend upon the
flight condition.

where in the case of non-bogie type gears

A theoretical analysis of the function

E Sft denotes the total frontal area of
all tires, and in the case of bogie-type

Fuc(a,ö ) cannot (and need not) be made in
f
the preliminary design stage. Instead, a

gears E Sft is the frontal area of the

reasonable approximation may be used:

front tires only. E Srt is the total frontal area of the rear tires in the case of
bogie-type ge ars and is equal to zero for
non-bogie type gears.
Equation G-65 represents the total basic
~uc

undercarriage drag coefficient and notjust

where

the tire drag coefficient.

legs, i.e. the di stance between the local

is the leng th of the main ge ar

METHOD 2:

wing chord and the wheel axis. Equation

When the tire size and the undercarriage

G-67 is based on Helmholtz' theorem, ap-

configuration are not (yet) known, a pure-

plied to the lift of the basic wing sec-

ly statistical expression can be used:

tion and the flap separately.
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It should be neted that retraction of the underc ar-

duced by the image vortex can be derived

riage during takeoff will initially cause the drag

from Helmholtz' law:

te increase some 20 to 30 percent, mainly due to

(G-68)

the extension of the wheelbay doors and the drag
of the

~hee lbay s.

where h is the height of the airfoil a.c .
above the ground plane. Provided
G- 7. GROUND EFFECTS

öV/V~«l,

the reduction in effective velocity must
be regained by increasing the angle of at-

The basic nature of the changes in the

tack in order to maintain c

flow field due to ground effect can be
analyzed with simple mathematical models,

c1

öa

1

constant:

2

(G-69)

using the Prandtl lifting-line concept .
Wieselsberger has derived some of the results given below (Ref. G-74) in a slight-

The effective increase in camber is pro-

ly modified form, which are still satis-

portional to

factory for present-day conventional wing

and inversely proportional to the a.c.

shapes, provided the distance to the

height . Assuming th at the average upwash

Ö V/V~

and the chord length,

ground is not too small and the lift co-

is equal to the upwash at the mid-chord

efficient is not too high . Wieselsberger's

point, we have for constant c :
1

results can be applied readily in preliminary design to wings with flaps retracted,

öa

-

ÖV c
.25 V~ 2h

but unfortunately the results are not very

(G-70)
64Tr (h/c)2

good for the condition with flaps deflect-

For finite wings the effects described a -

ed at high lift . Some modifications were

bove are less due to the finite length of

found to be necessary.

the bound vortex. The correctigp factgr B
proposed in Ref. G- 95 takes this into ac-

G-7.1. Ground effect on lift

count. Thus we find for the total effect
due to the bound vortex:

a . In two-dimensional analysis the image
(G-71)

vortex of the airfoil below the ground
plane induces a velocity distribution at
the airfoil in the opposite direction to
the free-stream velocity, th us reducing

For several heights of the trailing edge

the lift . In addition, the camber and in-

above the ground, ó1a is shown i n Fig.

cidence of the airfoil are effectively in-

G-25a , and

e

is given in Fig . G-26.

creased. For lew lift coefficients and
moderate wing height these opposing ef-

b . The induced upwash due to the images of

fects are approximately equal in magni-

the trailing vortices was first analyzed

tude, and the ground effect on lift can

by Wieselsberger. It is usually expressed

be calculated with sufficient accuracy by

as a reduction of the angle of attack re-

ignoring them. At low wing heights and

quired to achieve a given ' C :
L

high lift coefficients , however, particu-

(G-72)

larly with flaps deflected, the induced
horizontal velocity is dominant , causing

According to the classical lifting line

a decrease in airfoil lift from its free-

theory for high aspect ratio straight

stream value .

wings ,with elliptic lift distribut ion :

When the airfoil section is sufficiently
high above the ground, it can be replaced
by a single vortex and the velocity in-
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of trailing vortices

106
104

102
a. Airfoil section with flap; effect of trailing
edge height on the lift curve

1.0

with ground

effect

@

.98

th~ :

.96

.94

-ex.

0

.2

.4

b

:
1.0

.6 h/ b .8

b. Ground effect on the lift curve of a wing
C. Effect of wing height and lift coefficient on

Fig. G-25. Ground effect on airfoil lift

ground effect

and hence
(G-75)
(G-73)
A more generally valid expression for
swept wings of arbitrary aspect ratio is:

6 2a =

-0

CL

(C~

a

c~

)

(G-74)

a

The ground effect factor 0 can beobtained
from Fig. G-26.
The combined effects of 6 1 a en 6 a on the
2
lift-curve of a wing are shown in Fig. 25b.
c. The image vortices of the wing trailing
vortex system induce an upwash at the horizontal tailplane. For a given angle of
attack and tailplane setting the associated
lift increment is:
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The position of the tailplane relative to
the wing is of paramount importance. Methods for computing 6 Eh/Eh and d Eh/d CL
can be found in Refs. G-19 and G-95.
The induced tailplane lift must be trimmed
out by elevator deflection. Moreover,
ground effect causes a shift in the wing
center of pressure and this effect must
also be counteracted by elevator deflection. A secondary effect is the induced
downwash or upwash at the horizontal tail
due to the image vortices of the tailplane
itself .
The various effects of ground proximity on
tailplane lift are difficult to calculate
and due to their relatively small magni-

tude they are frequently neglected.

the previous section result in the following expression for the vortex-induced drag

d. The pressure distribution around an

in ground effect of the wing:

airfoil changes considerably when it is
(G-77)

placed near the ground, in particular when
1 -

effective trailing-edge flaps are deflected. · A change occurs in the spanwise load
distribution,

leading to an increased

where

(Co)

denotes the vortex-induced

V"

root-stalling tendency on swept wings.

drag in the absence of ground effect.

The induced adverse pressure gradient at
the leading edge may result in early sep-

There is also a reduction in the profile
drag caused by the reduced effective flow

aration, while blocking or even reversal

velocity . Assuming th at only the wing pro-

of the flow can occasionally be observed

file drag is affected, the following ex-

below the wing. As a rule a reduction in

pression can be derived for the totaldrag

CL

reduction due to ground effect:

will be observed. This effect must
max
not be ignored, particularly for STOL con-

figurations

(Ref. G-96), and an assessment

by means of wind tunnel experiments must
(G-78)

be made in the early stages of aerodynamic
development. The effect has an important
bearing on the minimum unstick speed V
MU
(see Appendix K, 5ection K-2).

where the vortex-induced and profile drag
coefficients of the wing (with or without
flaps extended) may be obtained from Sec-

The tatal effect on lift may be found by adding

tions G-4.1. and G-4.2 ., respectively. The
functions cr and Bare plotted in Fig. G-26.

the contributions discussed in a. and b. above.
Defining the lift coefficient at a given incidence

The effect of ground proximity on trim

out of ground

effect as C

drag can be calculated in principle, but

expression for

Cru given

Lw

' and substituting the

in Section E-4.1. of Ap-

the amount of work involved is probably

pendix E, we find the following approximatien for

not justified in view of the unavoidable

the lift in ground effect at the same angle of at-

inaccuracy of the ca lculation.

tack:

_C_L_= l+cr _

CL..

cr A COS\
2cosA~

r2
2
+yA + (2cos\)
_

G-8. ORAG DUE TO ENGINE FAILURE

___6
__ x

4TT h/c g

The drag increment in steady flight following engine failure is composed of en(G-76)

gine windmilling drag, propeller drag, and
drag due to the asymmetric flight condi-

This expression has been plotted in Fig. G-25c for

tion:

a straight aspect ratio 7 wing, as a function of

6C

wing height for several lift coefficients. The figure shows that for lift coefficients up to

tWQ

O

~

6C

O
ewm

+ 6C

Oprop

+ 6C

Oas

(G-79)

the

effect of the induced upwash and camber dominate,

G-8.1. Engine windmilling drag

while for higher values the effective lift is reduced due to the decrement in effective flow velocity .

The drag of a windmilling gas-turbine engine is composed of external drag due to
spillage of the inlet and internal drag

G-7.2. Ground effect on drag

associated with pressure losses in the

The aerodynamic phenomena referred to in

Very little is known about external drag;

flow through the windmilling engine.
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fect functions
(Ref. G-95)

0

and 8

Typical values for VN/V are:
straight turbojet and turboprop engines:
(G-SO)

.25
low bypass ratio engines, mixed flow:

where Di is the engine inlet diameter.

.42

The internal drag can be o btained fromthe

primary airflow of high bypass engines:

momenturn theorem:

.12
fan airflow of high bypass engines:

(G-Sl)

.92
where V is the mean flow velocity in the
N
nozzle exit and m the windmHling mass

For bypass engines with separate nozzles

flow. Equation G-S1 may be further expand-

tions of both flows to the internal drag

ed by assuming that the nozzle exit tem-

must be added.

for the hot and cold flow, the contribu-

perature is equal to the statie temperature plus SO percent of the temperature
ri se due to the stagnation effect. Taking

G-S.2. Propeller drag

the statie pressure of the exit flow e-

A detailed procedure for calculating pro-

qual to the ambient pressure, we obtain

peller windmilling drag can be found in

for the total drag area due to a wind-

Ref. G-100. For a feathered, stopped pro-

milling engine:

peller the following approximation can be
derived from Ref. G-9S:

a (e DS) prop
(G-S2)
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=

.00125 Bp Dp 2

(G-S3)

,
where Bp is the number of blades per pro(G-85)

peller and Op the propeller diameter.
G-8 . 3. Drag due to the asymmetrie flight
condition

and A
is the effeetive (aerodynamie)
Veff
aspect ratio of the vertieal tailplane

Engine failure eauses yawing and rolling

cr

(cf. Fig. 2-26).
moments when, as is usual, the inopera-

is the mean sidewash angle at the verv
tieal tailp1ane assoeiated with the asym-

tive engine is loeated outside the XOZ

metrie downwash behind the wing due to the

plane of the aircraft. These moments must

asymmetrie lift distribution.

be trimmed out by rudder and aileron l

öT is the net thrust loss of the failed

spoiler defleetion. The following drag

engine plus the engine windmilling and

eontributions result from this asymmetrie

propeller drag.

condition:
a. indueed drag due to the normal force

engine. Note th at in the case of rear-

on the vertieal tailplane,
b. profile drag inerement due to

Ye is the yawing moment arm of the failed
mounted engines this distanee ean be re-

rudde~

dueed to a eertain extent by suitable

and aileron (spoiler) defleetion,

ehoiee of the direction of the engine ex-

e. airframe drag due to sideslip,
d. vortex-indueed drag due to the change

haust flow (cf . Fig. 6-18).
The profile drag inerement due to rudder

in wing lift distribution, assoeiated

defleetion may be estimated by using the

with sideslip and the asymmetrie slip-

generalized data on plain flap effeetive-

stream behind propellers, and

ness and drag inerement presented in the

e. a change in the profile drag of the

relevant seetions of this Appendix and

parts of the airplane immersed in the

Appendix E. The result is approximated by:

propeller slipstream.
The pilot may ehoose the angle of bank or

ö(C

oS)=~
11

\

'SS(A
)-4/3(eosA )l/3x
r
v v eff ,
v

sideslip af ter engine failure, within eer(G-86)

C 2
Yv

tain limits.* The various drag eomponents
are depieted in Fig. 48 of Ref. G-31 as a
funetion of the sideslip angle. It is gen-

The drag area due to engine failure is

erally found that the total asymmetrie

found by adding (G-84) and (G-86) and sub-

drag af ter failure of a starboard engine

stituting (G-85). The result ean be writ-

is minimum for a small negative slip angle, i.e. the airplane sideslip~ in the
direction of the operative engine. How-

ten in the following form:

ever, there is very little drag inerement
in a flight without sideslip. In that eon-

Ö (C S)

o

as

=K

Jthrust per engine Ö(C S)
as)
q
+
0 wm+

Ö (C S)propI2+ Kcr thrust

o

p~r

engine

(G-87)

dition the most important drag eontribution is eaused by the vertieal tailplane.

where

The lift-indueed drag of the vertieal
tailplane for zero slip is given by:

C
Yv

2

Sv

-1I-A---

v

eff

(G-84)

l
A
( v eff

eosA v) -

1/3

1

(G-88)

where
(G-89)

*Cf. Seetion 9.6.1.

For jet aireraft it is reasonable to as-
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sume dav/deL = 0, hence Ka = O. For propeller aircraft the order of magnitude of

aircraft, the effect of a is equivalent
v
to an increase of 100 to 200 percent in the

dav/deL is such th at the associated asymmetric drag accounts for a very large contribution. The au thor does not have at his
disposal any data for estimating dav/deL'
although Ref. G-lOl presents a qualitative
assessment of the effect. It is found that
in some cases, particularly on high-wing

yawing moment, resulting in a very large
increase in asymmetrie drag. It is therefore recommended that the expression presented above be substantiated at the earliest possible moment by appropriate windtunnel experiments.
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Appendix H. Procedures for computing turbo-engine
performance for aircraft project design work

SUMMARY

This appendix contains a survey of anàlytical equations for computing the aerothermodynamic performance of gas turbine engines: straight turbojets, bypass engines (turbofans)
and turboprop engines. Both the gas generator and the overall engine performance are
dealt with, on the assumption that the engine operates under its design conditions. An
approximate expression is also presented for relating the cruise and climb thrust (at
altitude) for a turbojet engine to the takeoff thrust.
The method can be used to perform parametric design studies of gas turbine engines for
the purpose of investigating the optimum aircraft I engine combination . For this reason
the Turbine Entry Temperature, the Overall Pressure Ratio and the Bypass Ratio can be
dealt with as. explicit variables.
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NOMENCLATURE

-

total pressure ratio of compressor
or fan

-

fan inlet duct cross-sectional area

- efficiency

-

total exhaust nozzle area of fan

-

cornbustion efficiency

and gas generator flows

-

isentropic compressor efficiency

-

intake area of total engine flow

- isentropic fan intake duet effi-

-

skin friction coefficient for

- isentropic fan efficiency

smooth duct flow, turbulent b.l.

- gas generator intake stagnation

-

specific fuel consumption of turbo-

speed of sound at sea levelISA

prop engine
-

ciency

pressure ratio
Dmech - efficiency of mechanical transmission (gearbox)

specific fuel consumption of turbojet engine

-

specific heat of engine air at con-

stant pressure

Dp

gas generator power function

Dprop - propeller efficiency
Dt
- isentropic turbine efficiency

- heating value of fuel
- duct pressure loss factor
-

flight Mach nurnber

- Mach nurnber at engine inlet face
- design flight Mach nurnber for turmass flow per unit time (no index:

- propulsive efficiency

Dtf
D
th
D
tot
6

-

K

TO/TOO )
- temperature function of compression

boprop engine

- product of Df and Dt
-

process
- ratio of stagnation to static tem-

- brake horsepower
equivalent horsepower

-

convertible energy generated by

perature of arnbient air

cr

gasifier
-

-

jet velocity coefficient

-

nondimensional Turbine Entry Tem-

static pressure

perature

- arnbient pressure

- gross thrust parameter

- Po at sea level

- .corrected specific thrust

-

total (stagnation) pressure

- Reynolds nurnber
-

thrust;

-

arnbient temperature

- T

o

Subscripts

(statie) temperature

at sea level

B

- cornbustion charnber

c

- high-pressure compressor

net jet thrust of turboprop engine

d

-

total (stagnation) temperature

e

- nozzle exhaust

-

takeoff thrust (static, sea level)

F

-

fuel

-

flight speed

f

-

fan

9

- gas generator

- velocity of fully expanded exhaust
flow

fan intake duct

intake of gas generator

i

exhaust jet of turboprop engine

- weight flow per unit time of engine

-

ó

-

air

n

fuel weight flow per unit time

t

-

turbine

ratio of specific heats (for arnbi-

tf

-

cornbination of turbine and fan

ent air: y = 1.4)

to

-

relative arnbient pressure (ó
Po/Pool
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relative arnbient temperature (6

- bypass ratio

engine h.p. compressor rpm

-

thermal efficiency of gas generator

- overall engine efficiency

total engine mass flow)
-

isentropic efficiency of expansion
process in nozzle

nozzle

takeoff, sea level statie condi·tion

The station numbering system used is in
accordance with Fig. 4-16: 0 - ambient;

pressor entry; 3 -(h.p.) compressor exit;
4 - turbine entry; 5 - turbine exit

1 - nacelle leading edge; 2 -(l .p .)com-

H-l. SCOPE OF THE METHOD

several effects cancel each other outwhen

Most of the equations presented in this ap-

the overall engine performance is considered and for most conventional engine con-

pendix have been derived in Ref. H-l within

figurations the results are found to be

the framework of propulsion system analysis

reasonably accurate.

for aircraft with Laminar Flow Control

Several equations similar to those derived

(LFC). They are presented here in a slight-

in Ref. H-l can also be found in Refs. H-2

ly modified form to make them readily usa-

th~çugh

bIe for takeoff , climb and cruise condi-

analysis and the various assumptions and

H-4. The background to the cycle

tions for normal subsonic engines without

approximations from which the simple an-

special facilities for LFC. In addition,

alytical expressions have been derived are

the result of Ref. H-6 has been reproduced,

discussed in Refs. H-l, H-4 and H-6. The

yielding a simple method for computing the

present method is useful for application
in aircraft project design work, in which

jet engine thrust lapse with altitude.

errors of a few percent are acceptable. The
The classical procedure for analyzing en-

results of the present method are not, how-

gine performance is to carry out a cycle
analysis for the various thermodynamic

ever, accurate for low engine ratings, par-

processes in the engine

Many examples of

ticularly when the hot flow nozzle is not
choked. An alternative method for turbo-

this procedure can be found in the litera-

jets can be fcund in Ref. H-8.

ture, e .g . Ref. H-7. In Ref. H-l it is

Finally, it should be noted th at various

shown that engine performance can be writ-

definitions used in this appendix are dealt

ten in closed form if the following sim-

with in greater detail in Section 4.3.

plifications are considered acceptable:
a. The thrust is referred to fully expanded
H-2. THE GAS GENERATOR

conditions. Thus instead of the usual
standard net thrust definition, we use the

The following major engine parameters are

ideal thrust:
T

= mg

(vg-Vo ) +

mf

(vf-V o )

(H-l)

for fully expanded exhaust flows.

used in the analysis.
TURBINE ENTRY TEMPERATURE T

, a quantity
t4
which particularly affects the (specific)

b. The fuel mass flow is neglected relative

thrust, as discussed in Section 4.4.2. High

to the engine air mass flow:

values of specific thrust are obtainable
(H-2)

c. The ratio of specific heats is assumed

when turbine blade cooling is used, but the
effect of the cooling on engine performance
will not be taken into account here. In-

constant throughout all engine processes

stead, the data in Ref. H-5 suggest that a

(y = 1.4).

cor rection for cooling can be made by sub-

d. The fan and exhaust flows are unmixed.

stituting in the present equations an e-

e. Power extraction and/or bleed air take-

quivalent value of T

off for airframe services are ignored.
Although assumptions b. and c. will result

which is about 30K
t4
(54R) below the actual T
of the (cooled)
t4
blades.

in considerable errors in individual ther-

OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO Ec' an engine characteristic which is of vital importance to

modynamic processes , it is expe rienced that

the engine (specific) fuel consumption, as
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discussed in Section 4.4.1. For the usual
engine config~ration with a fan in front
of the gas generator, EC is equal to the
combined effect of the fan and the remaintng portion of the engine compressor.
The analysis is simplified by introducing
the following characterlstic functions:
the non-dimensional Turbine Entry Temperature:
(H-3)

and the temperature function of the compression process:

(H-4)

where
(H-S)
Gas generator performance may be expressed
in nondimensional form in terms of a GAS
GENERATOR FUNCTION,

G

(H-6)

and a THERMAL EFFICIENCY,

n
th

where a combustion chamber pressure loss
of 3.5 percent has been assumed. The gas
generator intake stagnation pressure ratio
is defined as follows:
(H-9)

The isentropic compressor efficiency nc is
the ratio of the total temperature rise in
an isentropic compression to the actual
temperature ri se in a (pol~tropic) èompression with the same pressure ratio.
The isentropic turbine efficiency nt is
the ratio of the actual total temperature
drop in the (polytropic) expansion process
to the temperature drop in an isentropic
expansion with the same pressure ratio.
Some guidelines with respect to the choice
of n i , nc and nt are given in Seetion H-7.
The thermal efficiency is computed as follows:
G -

2 M 2
0

(H-lO)

Instead of G, a velocity coefficient cr may
be used to characterize the gas generator
performance:

(H-ll)

(H-7)

where P
is the gas generator CONVERTIBLE
9is
ENERGY, defined as the portion of the gas
generator hot-gas energy that can be converted into useful propulsive power. The
convertible energy is equivalent to the
kinetic energy of the gases for the hypothetical case that they would expand to
ambient pressure in an isentropic process.
The rest of the energy is lost in the form
of heat added to the atmosphere.
The gas generator function G can be calculated as follows:

Unlike G, the velocity ratio is characterized by its large variation with flight
speed.

H-3. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF STRAIGHT JET
ENGINES
The PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY is defined as
follows:
T V
n

p

=

o

_ ~

P

gis
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.

mV
g

0

2

(H-12)

and can be computed from:
20
np =

(rn;:;-0)
1-0

(H-13)

2

where 0 is given by (H-ll) and the isen-

An "optimum" FAN PRESSURE RATIO may be
defined, resulting in maximum propulsive
efficiency and thrust and minimum CT for
a given gas generator. lts value can be
obtained from:

tropie nozzle efficiency is defined in a
manner similar to the turbine efficiency
nt'
The OVERALL EFFICIENCY is defined as follows:
(H-14)

ef

_ \
opt

_n..:::t.=.f_2.,.G.,......_,......_.2_n...:;i'-:-M..:o:....2\3. S
1 +

-

~ (1 +

n

tf

À)

(H-19)

This pressure ratio corresponds to the
"optimum" jet veloeities of the fully expanded hot and cold flows:
v

~=a

.re

and can be computed trom:
(H-lS)

(H-20) .

00

where aoois the speed of sound at sea levelISA (1116.9 ft/s
340.4 mis).
(H-21)

The SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION is related
to the overall efficiency by:
(H-16)
This quantity may be obtained from the
CORRECTEO SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION:
.711

<P -~-

K/nc

The following equations are valid on condit ion that the fan pressure ratio is optimized according to (H-19).
Propulsive efficiency, defined by (H-12):

(H-17)

/Snn G - Mo

(H-22)

for a combustion efficiency of 98 percent.
The SPECIFIC TH RUST is the engine thrust
divided by the intake mass flow per unit
time. The following applies to the CORRECTEO SPECIFIC THRUST:
(sec)

(H-18)

overall efficiency, defined by (H-14):

ntot =.4

<P :~-:/~JJnn(l+ntfÀ)

C2

(lH)l

+n:~À)(H-23)

corrected specific fuel consumption, for a
combustion efficiency of 98 percent:

H-4. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF TURBOFAN ENGINES
The BYPASS RATIO À , defined as the ratio of
the mass flows per unit time through the
fan and the gas generator, respectively,
is a fundamental parameter of turbofan engines, affecting engine layout, specific
thrust, specific fuel consumption, weight,
drag and noise. lts significanee is dealt
with thoroughly in Section 4.

(H-24)
and the corrected specific thrust:

JG+.2M
2 ~À)' -M \
\
0 ntf
0

(sec)

(H-2S)
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The ISENTROPIC FAN INLET DUCT EFFICIENCY

n d in these equations is the total temperature rise resulting from an isentropic
compression from ambient to fan total intake pressure, divided by the actual temperature rise in an adiabatic compression
to the same inlet pressure. Provided the
intake of the gas generator and the fan
have similar performance, the reldtionship
between nd and ni is as follows:

I

IP=

+ gross thrust
Ae Po

(H-29l

This parameter is frequently used in the
presentation of nondimensional engineperformanee. lts meaning can be demonstrated
by taking the sealevel statie condition for
a straight turbojet with choked nozzle. For
that condition the following relation can
be derived:

y-1
Y

IP to =(1+Ye)

statie exhaust nozzle pressure
ambient pressure
(H-30)

(H-26)

or:

where Ye % 1.33

2 3.5

n. =
1.

(1 .2 ndMo )
+

The general case of a turbofan engine
(statie, takeoff) yields:

1+.2M2
o

A convenient approximation is:
(H-31)
.7 M 2
l-n.=(I-n )
0 2
1.
d I + .2 Mo

(H-27)

H-5. THRUST LAPSE RATES, INTAKE AND EXHAUST
AREAS OF TURBOJET AND TURBOFAN ENGINES
The engine thrust can be derived from the
specific thrust, provided the engine mass
flow is known. To this end an estimation
must be made of the total nozzle area Ae'
which is assumed to be fixed.
A correlation of Tto/(Ae pool vs. the specifie thrust in statie takeoff conditions is
presented in Fig. H-1. The same figure can
also be used to find the fan intake area
Ai:

The corrected intake weight flow is
wlft2/Pt2' where T t2 and Pt are the total
2
intake temperature and pressure, respectively. Both the gross thrust parameter and
the nondimensional weight flow are related
to the corrected engine rpm (N/~).
The compressor speed is not a conv~nient
parameter for a generalized method as it
is greatly dependent upon the particular
compressor design, and should therefore be
eliminated. The following approximate relationship can be deduced from consideration of several nondimensional graphs obtained from engine performance brochures:
3 _ fïP
)l

V-:;;--IP

(H-32)

to

1 + .6 M/

(H-28)

.04 Mi ljIto

where Mi is the mean Mach number at the
fan face and ljIto the corrected specific
statie takeoff thrust at sea level. An average value Mi = .5 appears to be representative for sizing the fan inlet area.
THE GROSS THRUST PARAMETER
fined as:
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~

is now de-

The square-root relationship has no physical meaning, but it gives areasonabie
approximation (see Fig. H-2) and is convenient for solving the equations analytically. For normal operational conditions
in takeoff, climb and cruising flight, the
nondimensional mass flow is within :t 5% of
the value at takeoff and the approximation
given by (H-32) is acceptable.
Equation H-32 can be combined with:

2.5

1IH {~;~>
.

2.0

o

I 1

PO()

I

/
.. J
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I:.

r e.

___ _

I

o

~

20
TAKEOFF SPECIFIC THRUST- SEC

Fig. H-l. Intake and exhaust areas as determined by the takeoff specific thrust (civil jet engines, fixed nozzle)

approximation:

intake pressure
Tt2

=

tatal intake temperature

W

= engine

Wto

=

~

= gross

weight flow per unit time

W at SLS, ISA
thrust parameter

.9

. 8~

.8

____

~

.9

____

~

1.0

____

~

____

~

1.1

1.2

0 / 0 to

Fig. H- 2 . Nondimensional engine air weight
flow and gross thrust parameter for the
ROlls-Royce RB183 turbofan engine
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T
Wto
óT
. - ljito

(H-33)

to be constant, n = .98, n
tf
d
nn = .97, at sea level
T

to yield the THRUST LAPSE RATE T/T

. The
tO
solution of the resulting quadratic equa-

T

\

tion is approximated by:
IJ

~.

(1

+ . 75 À)

'" to -1

1J1.5 x

"'to

+

o

G

(.6 + • 1 3 À) Mo
G

1.5 \_1_+ 6
\ "'to

.454 (1 + À) , M

1 _

to

.75 and

2

(H-35)

This approximation is accurat,e up to a Mach
number of approximately .3. The gas generator function G .i s given by (H-:8). Typical

(H-34)

values are:
G =

where

Wis

.9,

the corrected specific thrust

for the condition for which T is required,

low-bypass engines and straight
jets

1.1,

G

high-bypass engines

Wto is the corrected specific thrust
in the takeoff (sealevel, statie).
and

The gross thrust parameter "'to is calculated with (H-31) and Fig. H-1. , Expres-

H-6. SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF TURBOPROP ENGINES

sions for the specific thrust are given
by (H-18) and (H-25)

for straight jet and

turbofan engines, respecti vely . The engine
parameters

À , . Tt

The EQUIVALENT POWER is the sum of brake
horse power and jet power:

4' EC and E~ are in prin(H-36)

ciple not constant under various working
conditions. The following assumptions can
be made.
Bypass Rati o À : assumed constant and e-

Power distribution between the propeller

qual to the value in the takeoff condi-

maximum overall efficiency) if:

shaft and exhaust gases is "optimum"

tion. For low engine ratings the bypass

~ rn Vc 2

ratio will increase considerably and the
method is no longer valid.

2

(H-37)

Turbine Entry Temperature T
enee in Tt

: the differt4
between takeoff and maximum

n t (nprop)

(for

cruise ratîng is of the order of 150 to

This condition corresponds to a jet velocity:

200 K (770 to 360 R) for low bypass ratios
and 50 tO 100 K (90 to 180 R) for high by-

(H-38)

n prop nt n mech

pass engines. The long-range cruise rating
can be optimized with respect to T
(see
t4
Section 4.4.2.), while for maximum climb

THE OVERALL ENGINE EFFICIENCY, excluding

conditions T

ly:

is between the values for

t4
takeoff and maximum cruise rating.

the propeller contribution, is approximate-

(H-39)

Overall Pressure Ratio Ec : in cruising
flight at altitude EC is generally about

The following relationships are valid if

5 to 10% above the value for takeoff .

the power distribution is optimized tor

For all conditions the fan pressure ratio
Ef is assumed optimum for minimum fuel

n prop = .85 and n n
= .95, at a flight
B mech
Mach number equal to

consumption.

(BRAKE) SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION:

A simple approximation can be derived for
the thrust during takeoff from series expansion of (H-25) and (H-32) , assuming 'P
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M; .

= tuel consumption per hour

C
P

brake horsepower

(H-40)

loss to that due to skin friction only, in
(1'1-40)

constant

a constant-area duct . For a good design
Kd

wnere the constant is equal to .1426 if Cp
is in lb/hp/h, or .0647 if Cp is in kg/hp/
h.

~

1.3. CF is the skin friction coeffi-

cient in a straight duct, approximated by:
C

_

F -

. 05

(;775

(H-44)

e

SPECIFIC SHAFT POWER:

where the Reynolds nurnber is based on the
ave rage conditions in the duct and the
mean duct diameter.
(H-41)

M = mean Mach nurnber in the intake duct:
d

SPECIFIC EQUIVALENT POWER:

t;

Md
= constant

Int

G -

(M~)2(.4-.193/nt)1

wlë

24.77
AdPoo -6-

(H-4S)

The air weight flow W is determined from
(H-42)

where the constant in (H - 41) and (H-42) is
equal to 173 i f P

the specific thrust and the thrust. For a
generalized study of engines for high-subsonic aircraft it is reasonable to assume

is in hp and Wir. lb/s,
br
or 382 if W is in kg/s.

Md = .5.

The Turbine Entry Temperature in cruising

The stagnation pressure ratio n

conditions is about 50 to 100 K (90 to 180

tained from (H- 27) .

i

is ob-

R) below the value for takeoff rating.
Other engine component efficiency factors
may be assumed as follows:
H-7. CYCLE EFFICIENÇIES AND PRESSURE LOSSES

.85 to .87

nf

.82 to .85
The gas generator intake and fan inlet duct
efficiencies n

and n

may be

calcu~ateQ

i
d
with the method in Ref. H-9. A simpier

Dc

.84 to . 86

Dt

.87 to .89

-

takeoff
cruising

approach will be permissible in most cases

.96 to .98
Dn
The lower values are applicab le to small

if the inlet duct is of regular shape,

engines , the higher ones to large civil

without sharp bends or divergences. In

aircraft engines. Engines can be designed

that case we may use the following equa-

in such a way that high fan efficiencies

tion, derived from Ref. H- 10:

are obtained in cruising flight and lower
values under takeoff conditions. This may

duct length
inlet diameter

(H-43)

be desirabie for high- bypass engines in
view of their unfavorable thrust lapse

Kd is the ratio of the total duct pressure

with al-titude and flight speed.
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Appendix J. Principal data of the US and leAO standard
atmospheres

SUMMARY
The Standard Atmosphere presented in this appendix is the US Standard Atmosphere 1962,
prepared under the sponsorship of the NASA, USAF and USWB (United States Weather Bureau).
This atmosphere is in agreement with the IeAO Standard Atmosphere over their common
altitude range. For quick reference standard data for sea level are given, together with
some of relative values at various practical flying altitudes.
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HETRlC UNITS

.

ENCLISH UNITS

Pres.ure
ratio
6

Temperature
ratio

8

18

3,000
4,500
6,000

1
. 83450
.69192
. 56973
.46564

1
.96616
.93233
.89849

1
.98294
.96557
. 94789

.86465

.92987

7,500
9,000
10, 500
11,000.
12,000

.37751
.30340
.24154
.22336
.19078

.83082
.79698
.76314
.75187
. 75187

.911 49

13 , 500
15 , 000
16.500
1e,OUO
19,500

.15059
.11887
.09383
.07407
.05847

. 75187
.75187
. 75187
.75187

.86710
. 86710
.86710
.86710

.75187

.86710

Altitude

0
1,500

.

Density
ratio

Kin.Viscosity
ratio

1
. 86373

.89274
.87358
.86710
. 86710

Altitude

IJl lIo

ft

Pres.ure
ratio
6

Temperature
ratio

1
.96562
.93124
. 89687

8

.fi

.742 14

1
1. 1271
1.2754

0
5,000
10,000

.63410
. 53853

1.4495
1. 6549

15,000
20.000

1
.83205
.68770
.56434
.45954

.45439
.38069
. 3165 1
.29708
.25374

1.8989
2.1905
2.5415
2.6743
3.1311

25,000
30, 000
35,000
36,089 •
40 , 000

.37 109
.29696
.23531
.22336
.18509

. 8281 1
.79373
.75935
. 75187
.75 187

.9 100 1

. 20029
.158 10
.12480
.0985 1
.07776

3.9666
5.0251
6.3660
8 . 0648

45,000
50,000
55 , 000
60,000
65.000

.14555
.11446
.0900 1
. 07078
. 05566

.75187
.75187

. 86710
.86710
. 86710
.86710
. 86710

10.2169

.86249

.75187
.75187

.15181

1
.98266
.9650 1
.94703
.92870
.89092
.87 141

.86710
.86710

• tropapauae

Table J-l. Atrnospheric properties for several geopotential altitudes

STANDARD SEA
LEVEL DATA

....00

~

Po

METRIC

METRIC

ENGLISH

'"
PRESSURE

SI UNITS

TECHNICAL UNITS ·

0
.0

10332.27 kgf Im

2 116 . 22 lbf/sq.ft

2

f

t
T

0
0

DENSITY

Po

VELOCITY OF

a

0

SOUND
KINEMATlC
VISCOSITY

V

0

ACCELERATION DUE
go

59 F

15 C

15 C

518.67 R

288 .1 5 K

288. 15 K

2 4
. 12492 kg s /m

1.2250 kg/m

1116.45 ft/s

340.294 mIs

340.294 mIs

661.48 knots

1225.06 km/h

.0023769 slugs/ft

1.5723xl0

-4

32.1741 ft/s

3

sq.ft/s

2

2

(1013.25 millibar)

(14 . 696 lb Isq . in)
TEMPERATURE

101325.0 Newtons/m

f

1.4607 x 10

-5

9.80665 m/s

2

m Is

2

3

2
1.4607 x 10- 5 m /s

9.80665 m/s

2

TO GRAVlTY

• Cont r a r y to the conven ti o n used in this book, the subscript f

r etained here in o rd er to avoid confusion with th e SI system.

Table J-2. Standard sea level data
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for "force " has been

.

Density
ratio

Kin. Viscosity
ratio
v ivo

1
. 86167
. 73848
.62924
.53281

1. 2806
1. 4586
1.6693

. 44812
.374 13

2.2214

.30987
. 29708
.24617

2.5852
2 . 6743
3.2273

.19358
.15223
.11971
.09414
. 07403

1
1.1293

1.9203

4 . 1040

5.2189
6 . 6367
8.4395
10.7321

Appendix K. The definition and calculation of the takeoff
field length required for civil transport aircraft

SUMMARY

A sumrnary and explanation are given of the various definitions associated with the takeoff of civil transport aircraft, taking into account the event of engine failure . The
schedule to be set up for determining the takeoff r eference speeds is discussed and a
suggested generalized procedure for analyzing the takeoff performance is presented . A
survey of the methods and data required to actually perform the calculations for zero
wind and a level runway concludes this appendix, which is intended to give adequate informat ion for evaluating the takeoff performance in the preliminary design stage .
The pri n ciples of takeoff field l ength determination apply to civil transport aircraft
(weight

~

12,500 lb = 5,670 kg) only, but the methods of analysis and data presented may

weil be used for other aircraft categories, e . g. light aircraft.
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NOMENCLATURE

- angle of climb

A

- aspect ratio; factor in the decel-

- braking efficiency

a

- acceleration or deceleration

- friction coefficient

BFL

- Balanced Field Length

- air densi ty

CD

-

eration

- angle of pitch

(aircraft) drag coefficient

- zero-lift drag coefficient
-

increment

Subscripts

(aircraft) lift coefficient

c.g. - center of gravity

A

-

D

- drag

b

- braking

e

- Oswald factor

F(h) - non-dimensional height function
F(y) - non-dimensional climb angle func9
h

tion
- acceleration due to gravity
- height

airborne phase

cg

-

cp

- center of pressure

center of gravity

eff

- effective

G

-

LOF
MC
MU

liftoff
- Minimum Control (Speed)
- Minimum Unstick (Speed)

ground roll

L

- lift

lb

- wheelbase

N

- all engines operating

N

- normal ground reaction force

N-1

-

n

-

ROT

- rotation

na

- ra te of change of load factor with a

S

-

load factor

Qmax - total maximum torque of the wheelbrakes
rt
S

- (deflected) tire radius
- wing area; distance

T,T

- thrust, mean thrust respectively

t

- time

one engine inoperative
stalling

STOP - stopping
T

- thrust line

to

- takeoff

uc
x

- undercarriage
- moment of engine failure

o

- standstill at beginning of runway

u.c. - undercarriage

1

- decision point; main u.c.

V

2

speed (relative to the ground and

W

a

weight
- angle of attack

35 ft height point (one engine inoperative); nose u.c.

the air)
3

35 ft height point (all engines
öperating)

K-1. REFERENCE DI STANCE DEFINITIONS

ing principal distances* determine the

Although the FAR and BCAR codes differ in
detail, both attempt to ensure a similar
level of safety in the takeoff with all

weight, altitude, temperature and airplane

engines operating, and in the event of an

a. The TAKEOFF RUN required is derived

engine failure accurring at any point. Consequently, the basic procedures for takeoff

from calculations by taking the distance
needed to accelerate to the moment of lift-

calculations are identical. Definitions as-

off, plus a proportion of the airborne dis-

takeoff field length required for a fixed
configuration (e.g. flap setting).

sociated with the takeoff are introduced by
reference to Fig. K-1. Although the example
applies to a twin-engine airplane, the require~ents

for three- and four-engine air-

planes differ only in detail. The follow-
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*The definitions given here are interpretations of the formal definitions and procedures in FAR 25.103 through 25.121 and
BCAR Section D Ch. D2-3.

ITAKEOFF WITH ENGINE FAllUREI

NOTES:

I ACCElEFIATE-STOpl

a. All- e ngine take off di s tance

dis tance t o 35

f t

x 1.15

b . Al l- e ngi ne takeo f f r un =
di s t a nce to point equidi s tance
be twpc n lifto ff and 35 ft,

},-_.....~ -".

f acto r ed by 1 . 15

Fig. K-1 . Takeoff procedures and requirements for a twin-engine civil transport aircraft
ta n ce to a height o f 35 ft (FAR: half,

distance needed to accelerate, rota te to

BCAR: a third) . In the all-engine case, a

flying attitude and climb to a height of

safety margin of 15% is added . The great e r

35 ft. In the all-engines case a safety

of these distances must not exceed the

margin of 15% is added, The greater of

takeoff ground run a v ailable - i.e. the

these distances must not exceed the length

length of the runway, hav ing a hard prepared surface compatible with the aircraft

o f the takeoff runway plus clearway* (if

weight and undercarriage design.

present). The latter is essentially free
of large protruding obstacles, but does

b. The EMERGENCY or ACCELERATE-STOP DIS-

example, water may form a clearway.

not necessarily have asolid surface. For
TANCE required is the distance to accelerate to the speed at which the critical e ngine fails (V ) , plus the distance to come
x
t o a standstill by means of braking, when
the pilot decides t o abort the takeoff.
This distance must not exceed the length
of the takeoff ground ru n plus the stopway
(if present). The l a tter has a surface ca-

d. The BALANCED FIELD LENGTH (BFL) is the
distance required in the situation where
t he emergency distance becomes identical
with the takeoff distance to 35 ft with
engine failure.

~~e

corresponding value

o f V is the CRlTICAL POWER FAILURE SPEED
x
(F ig, K-2). Engine failure prior to this

pable of supporting the aircraft with little damage and is suitable for braking.

*Fig . K-1 assumes the stopway to be included in the clearway, but th ere is no

c. 'l'he TAKEOFF DI STANCE required is the

unanimity about this.
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off distance and the takeoff flight path
(Fig. K-l). The takeoff di stance is the
more complicated case and will be dealt
with in greater detail. The takeoff flight
pa th begins at 35 ft above the airfield
and must be determined in order to ensure

POWER FAILURE SPEED

Fig. K-2. Balanced field length concept
and decision speed
speed must be followed by an aborted takeoff; the takeoff will be continued if engine failure occurs at the critical power

that, for a particular flight, obstacles
will be cleared by at least 35 ft in adverse conditions, with engine failure and
a combination of unfavorable deviations
from the GROSS (nominal, calculated)
FLIGHT PATH performance. These deviations
are determined on a statistical basis by
subtracting from the gross flight path a
margin of .8%, .9% or 1.0% for airplanes
with 2, 3 or 4 engines respectively. The
resulting trajectory is referred to as
THE NET FLIGHT PATH.

K-2. REFERENCE SPEEDS

failure speed or thereafter. Generally
speaking, the BFL is obtained at the worst
condition at which an engine can fail. In
the preliminary design stage the BFL is
usually determined without allowing for
the existence of a 'stopway or clearway.
e . The takeoff field length required is
the greatest of the emergency distance,
the takeoff distance to 35 ft with engine
failure and the all-engine takeoff distance to 35 ft, in the last case multiplied by 1.15.
Contrary to the all-engine case, the unfactored BFL is accepted by the airworthiness authorities as the reference engine
failure case, the reason being th at engine
failure at the critical power failure
speed is considered as an extremely unlikely combination of unfavorable conditions, to which no extra safety margin
need be added.
f. The TAKEOFF PATH from rest to at least
1,500 ft (450 m)* is divided into the take*More precisely: the altitude wh e re the
flaps are r etracted and the a i rspeed is
i ncreased to the operational climb speed.
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Certain minimum criteria are laid down for
the takeoff reference speeds* (Fig. K-3)
1.4

ENGINE

;{
Vs 1.3

:L---rî
'
'>
2 ENGINES

I

I

I
I

I

I

1.2 ~~~~~~~~~-----4---+V
.V I
I
I
lOF

.L_ES:..t----~-j 1.1VMU
__ ~~IV.
I - II
'._.-:::.....,.:::1
-.
V
"
~c

1.1

r;:=--:·-

1. 0

.9

.1

.2

I

I

I

I
.3

. . . .,V~u
I
I

T/W ·

4

Fig. K-3. Example of a takeoff reference
speed schedule for a twin-engine aircraft
to ensure adequate safety and handling,
particularly in the case of engine failure,
minor mis-handling on the part of the pilot and atmospheric turbulence.
*The nomenclature of several reference
airspeeds in this section is simplified;
for full details the reader should refer
to the airworthiness rules, particularly
as regards VS'

As already mentioned in Section 5.4.4.,
THE STALLING SPEED V

s

can be approximated

try-limited VMU ' using the CL-a curve with
ground effect included.

as follows:

Vs =

v~

i

timate in the preliminary design stage. An
attempt may be made to estimate the geome-

(1.13)1 CL

(K-l)

max
where CL-max is the "physical" maximum
lift coefficient, i.e. CL at the top of

THE TAKEOFF SAFETY SPEED V

is the air2
speed obtained at the 35 ft height point.

The broad requirement stipulates:

the CL vs. a curve, while the statistical

(K-2)

factor 1.13 takes account of the speed
loss in the FAA stall maneuver.
THE MINIMUM CONTROL SPEED (in the air) V
MC
is the lowest airspeed at which it has

where V2
must not be less than 1.2 VS '
min
except in the case of aircraft with four

proved to be possible · to recover control

power units where the application of power

of the airplane af ter engine failure with

results in a significant reduction of the

a bank angle of up to five deg. and take-

one-engine-inoperative power-on stalling

off thrust (power). The broad requirement

speed (in this case: V
= 1.15 V ).
S
2min
This requirement is intended to ensure an

is that VMC must not exceed 1.2 V with
s
MTOW. For a specified pressure altitude
and flap angle there is only one V ' reMC
gardless of the weight. Hence, the ratio

adequate safe climbout with the critical
engine inoperative. V may be increased
2
relative to the minimum va lues in order to

VMC/VS increases when the T/W ratio in-

improve the climb gradient with a failed

creases because of decreasing takeoff

engine ("overspeed") . It should be noted

weight.
In the project design phase an estimate of

that during the airborne phase dV/dt must
not be negative at any point.

VMC may be based on wind tunnel measurements or statistical evidence (cf. Section

THE ALL-ENGINES SCREEN SPEED V is the
3
airspeed attained at the 35 ft height

9.6.1. and Table 9-3).

point with all engines operating. Since

There is also a minimum control speed on
the ground below which the takeoff must
always be aborted when engine failure occurs. This characteristic speed is generally of minor importance for performance
estimates in the preliminary design stage,
provided the vertical tailplane size and
rudder capacity are adequate.
THE MINIMUM UNSTICK SPEED V
is the airMU
speed at and above which it can be demonstrated by means of flight tests that the
aircraft can safely leave the ground and

rotation of the airplane is initiated at
VR ' generally determined by the engineout case, V is greater than V by an a3
2
mount depending on the T/W ratio. For instance, V = V + 10 kts (V 2 + 5 mis) is
3
2
a typical value (not a requirement).
THE LIFTOFF SPEED (or touchoff speed) VLOF
is the air speed at which the aircraft
first becomes airborne. This speed is determined by the rotation speed V and the
R
pi loting technique during rotation. Apositive climb gradient potential (out of

itive gradient it may be a function of the

ground effect) must be present at VLOF.
THE ROTATION SPEED V is the reference
R
speed for the pilot at which he raises the

T/W ratio.

nosewheel. The broad requirement is:

continue the takeoff; V
is usually very
MU
close to VS. In view of the required pos-

Alternatively, V
may be determined by
MU
the geometry of the aircraft as the airspeed for which the fuselage tail scrapes

(K-3)

the ground prior to liftoff. In view of
the great influence of the ground proximity effects, V
is very difficult to esMU

In addition, V must be chosen such th at
R
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V2 is reached at 35 ft, taking into ac-

is typical for a twin-engine aircraft

count the speed increment between V and
R
V2 (ÓV). If the airplane is rotated at its

with wing-mounted engines.

maximum practicable rate of rotation, VLQF

airfields) VR ' vLdF and V2 may be increased up to the point where V equals
2
the speed for maximum climb gradient, in

must not be less than 1.10 V
in the allMU
engine operating condition, or 1.05 V
in
MU
the one-engine-out case.
At very low T/W ratios, V and V
may be
R
LOF
increased in order to obtain a positive
climb gradient potential at V
*' However,
LOF
when we have
ÓC
< Y
CL
(approximately)
2
D
uc
min
2

(K-4)

c. For very low T/W ratios (hot and high

order to meet the climb gradients required
d. At a particular T/W ratio VI becomes
equal to V , for T/W ratios below this
R
value, the one-engine-out takeoff is always critical and thus the field length is
not balanced.
e. In practical takeoff calculations the
engine-out case determines the reference

it can be shown that the second segment
climb requirement* is more critical. This
is the usual condition.
THE DECISION SPEED Vl' The procedure explained in Section K-l, leading to the

speeds, particularly VR which is equal for
both the all-engines and the one-engineout case. It is therefore appropriate to
analyze the engine failure case prior to
the all-engines takeoff.

BFL, results in a critical power failure
speed V ' The pilot will need time to recx
ognize the failure and to decide whether
to abort or continue the takeoff. During
this decision time (typically 1 second for

K-3. PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE TAKEOFF
FIELD LENGTH

a test pilot) the airplane accelerates to

In what follows it is assumed that the am-

a speed, called the decision speed Vl'

bient conditions (temperature, pressure

However, once the rotation is initiated,

altitude), aircraft weight and position of

the pilot must continue the takeoff when
an engine fails, hence: VI

~

must also be at or above V
MC

VR ' while VI
on the ground.

the high-lift de vi ces are specified. Aerodynamic data (lift curve, drag polar) are
assumed to be known, as well as the effects
of ground proximity on these characteris-

For the aircraft in Fig. K-3 the interre-

tics. Runway gradients and wind effects are

lation between the various characteristic

usually ignored in pre-design calculations.

speeds is depicted as a function of the
T/W ratio, both for the all-engine case

Steps 1 through 17 of the following proc-

and the one-engine-out case. The following

edure apply to the engine failure case,

observations apply fairly generally to

except when otherwise specified. Various

aircraft with adequate one-engine-out di-

methods of analysis are given in Section

rectional control properties:

K-4.

a. For moderate T/W, V2 is usually equal
to V2
' The margin relative to V
is
MC
min
generally not critical, provided the ver-

1. Calculate VS ' V2
and VMC and the
min
minimum allowable V2 .

tical tailplane design is adequate.

for V = V2

b. For high T/W ratios (low weight) V

is
2
determined by the required margin relative
to VMC ' and consequently V2 /V ' V /V and
3 S
S
the field length increase. This situation

2. Check the second segment climb gradient
by means of WAT curves (Secmin
tion 11.6.2.). If necessary: increase V
2
to the airspeed at which this requirement

is satisfied.
3. If even the climb gradient at the optimum speed for maximum climb gradient

*An explanation and summary of the climb
requirements can be found in Section 11.6.2.
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V
is too low, reduce the flap deflecYmax
tion angle, if possible, or the takeoff

weight.
4. Calculate the airborne distance (SA)N-l
and speed increment (Ö 2 V)N_l for several

for the cho;~n values of Vx and plot SN_l
vs. (Vx/V ) .
S
14. Determine the distance to come to a

va lues of V
' Ground effect, undercarLOF
riage retraction initiated 3 seconds af ter

standstill from Vx : SSTOP'
15. The accelerate-stop (emergency) dis-

liftoff, and extra drag due to engine
failure must be taken into account (see
Appendix G) .

tance,

5. Determine VLOF for which VLOF +(Ö 2V)N-l
= V2 and the corresponding air distance.
6. Check the first segment climb potential
(Section 11.6.2.) and increase VLOF and V2
if necessary. Alternatively, the flap angle may be reduced or the takeoff weight
decreased, and the procedure is then
started afresh.
7. Calculate the speed increment (ó 1V)N_l
and distance travelled (SR)N-l during rotation prior to liftoff and VR=VLOF-(ÓIV~_l
A normal ra te of rotation is assumed. Make
sure that VR has an adequate margin to
VMC ' Increase VR to 1.05 times VMC if necessary.
8. Analyze the rotation phase for the maximum practicabie rate of rotation, both
for the all-engines-operating and the engine failure case and make sure that VLOF

(K-6)

is computed for the chosen values of Vx
(Vx/V s ) 2* .
16. The intersection of SN_l and SAS defines the critical power failure speed and

and plotted vs.

the BFL (Fig. K-2).
17. Calculate VI and make sure that Vl~VR'
If this is not so, the condition of engine
failure one second prior to VR determines
the field length required with engine
failure.
18. Analyse the rotation phase in the allengine takeoff, assuming V equal to the
R
one-engine-out case. The distance travelled is (SR)N' and VLOF follows from the
speed increment (Ö 1V)N'
19. Analyze the airborne phase in the allengine takeoff. The distance travelled is
(SA)N and the speed increment (Ó 2V)N'
20. The factored takeoff distance is:

has an adequate margin relative to VMU '
If this is not so, increase VR .
9. Af ter the final choice of VR , the (normal) rotation phase and airborne distances

(K-7)

21. The takeoff field length required is
the greater of the BFL and SN"

may be analyzed, resulting in final va lues
of (SR)N-l' VLOF ' (SA)N-l and V2 ·
10. Choose several values for Vx ~ VMC on
the ground, e.g. V = 90%, 95% and 100% of
x

K-4. METHODS AND DATA FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
THE TAKEOFF

VR •

11. Determine the ground run from standstill to Vx (So_x) for all values of Vx
with all engines operating.
12. Determine the ground run from Vx to
VR (SX_R) for all values of Vx with one
engine inoperative. Arealistic assump-

The following methods are generally used
in the preliminary design stage, when the
data required are not sufficiently complete to warrant a detailed analysis.

tion should be made concerning the decay

K-4.1. The ground run from standstill to

of thrust with time af ter engine failure.

V
x

It is preferable to use the engine manufacturer's data, if available.
13. Determine the takeoff distance with
engine failure at Vx :
(K-5)

The distance required to accelerate the
aircraft from standstill to Vx is:
*SN_l and SAS vs. (V x / VS )2 are almost
linear relationships
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Y.a dV

(K-S)
o

o

Assuming the thrust vector and the runway
to be horizontal, it can'be shown that:
(K-9)
For an arbitrary relationship of engine
thrust with speed, the integral in (K-S)
may be solved numerically. Numerous methods
have been developed in the literature to
simplify this process (e.g. Refs. K-l
through K-13). A well-known approximation
is: T = constant = T. In that case substitution of (K-9) into (K-S) results in an
integral, which can be solved analytically:
V 2
S

x

o-x

,!; ln(_l_)
a
l-a

(1.13)C

Lmax

constant thrust during the takeoff run

Fig. K-4. Mean speed for estimating the
di stance required to accelerate from a
given initial speed to a given final speed
eration has a maximum when:

(v:)

- '41

2

~

2

IIAe

(K-ll)

Coefficients of rolling friction are fundamentally a function of tire pressure and
ground speed; good average values are:
hard runways (concrete, tarmac): ~
.02
hard turf, gravel
~
.04
short, dry grass
~
.05
long grass
.10
~
soft ground
.10
~
to .30
The mean thrust T is defined at a mean
velocity given by Fig. K-4. Wh en the numerical procedure is used instead, the thrust
lapse with speed is obtained from the engine manufacturer's brochure supplemented
by a propeller diagram in the case of propeller-powered aircraft (cf. Section 6.3.2.).
Alternatively, Fig. 4-35 may be used for
jet engines as a first approximation. The
angle of incidence is assumed invariable
during the ground roll for nosewheel aircraft and is specified by the three-point
ground attitude. Note that during the roll
CL and CD are affected by the ground effect.
For tailwheel aircraft an optimum attitude
is defined by the condition thaé the accel580

v
: speed at which the mean thrust should be
mean
calculated for distance estimation usinq

(K-10)
V

where a

NOTE

(K-12)

i

~ IIAe

The ground effect can be estimated from the
data given in Appendix G, Section G-7.
K-4.2. The ground run from Vx to VR
A precise analysis of the mot ion of the
aircraft af ter engine failure is complicated by several factors which affect the
variation of external forces with time
(see Fig. K-5).
a. Immediately af ter engine failure, the
thrust decays in a finite time (typically
4 seconds) to zero or idling thrust.
b. Engine failure causes windmilling drag
of the dead engine and extra drag due to
the asymmetric flight condition. Additional
drag is also created in the rotation and
flare maneuvers, and this is considerably
affected by the pi loting technique. The
download on the tailplane must be compensated for by extra wing lift, resulting in
increased induced drag . The ground effect
gradually decreases af ter liftoff; hence
the induced drag increases. Retraction of

It is noted that ~ and "all have different
values from the previous case, due ta the

thrust reduction and drag increment af ter

T

engine failure. The velocity for which

is to be determined can be obtaine d from
Fig. K-4.
K-4.3. The rotation phase

:----+--------4-------THRUST
...............l_---DRAG

Assuming the mean rate o f rotation about
the lateral axis equal to (d e/dt)R and the
mean acceleration along the runway conservatively equal to the value at liftoff, we
have:

TIME

Fig. K-5. Forces on the airplane during the

S

= 1

R

"2

(

VR + VLOF

) a LOF - a G
(de / dt) R

(K-14)

takeoff with engine failure

(K-15)
the undercarriage, initiated 3 seconds after liftoff, results in another drag variation.

In view of the short duration of the rota-

c. Ground friction drag is related to the

tion phase (2 to 4 seconds), this simple

lift and vanishes at liftoff. The calcu-

approximation will be acceptable in the

lated total force component in the direc-

pre-design stage. Typical values for

tion of the flight path has an irregular
shape, but the variation may not be ob-

(de/dt)R are quoted in Section 10.3.1. Th e
liftoff angle of attack is found from the

served in practice due to the dynamic char-

CL-a curve in proximity to the ground.

acter of the motion.
d. Another complication is that, especially
on large aircraft, the motion of the lowest

K-4.4. The airborne phase

point, and not just the center of gravity,

A detailed study of a particular cakeoff

must be observed. During the rotation phase

problem will usuplly involve a numerical

prior to liftoff, and immediately af ter , a

calculation of the step-by-step type, as-

check should be made to see whether the

suming a control law for the lift coeffi -

fuselage tail has adequate clearance to the

cient, the angle of attack or pitch, or

ground. When the screen is passed, the to-

the elevator deflection. The problem with

tal height gain of the c.g. during the air-

these methods is to define an adequate

borne phase may be considerably more than
35 ft for large aircraft.

contral law, which usually has to be based
on previous experience with similar types

of aircraft.
Equation (K-8) applies to the acceleration

Many attempts have been made to develop

phase from V to V ' provided the integrax
R
tion is carried out from V to V . The
x
R
following analytical expression can be used

such as taking CL = constant or assuming

instead of a numerical procedure:

analytical methods for simple cont rol laws,
the flare-up to be a circular arc with
n = L/W = constant. We shall quote two representative examples here:

(K-13)

a. The AGARD Flight Test Handbook method
(Ref . K-9), where the equations of motion
are linearized and solved analytically for
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CL = CL-LOF + àC L = constant and (T-O) =
constant. The flare become s a sector of a

dCL/da
(K-18)

-C--

LLOF

fhugoid for this particular case. The methcd gives the height, speed and distance

In these equations (d 8/dt)A is in rad/sec

travelled vs. time af ter liftoff. However,

and. dCL/da is in rad . F(h) is a no n -dimensional height function, reproduced in

the guidelines for choosing àC are not
L
very practical for civil aircraft. The au-

-1

Fig. K-6. The mean value of (T-O) may be

thor's experience is that the airborne
distance is reasonably weIl predicted for
àCL/CL_LOF = 0 to .05 for the N-l takeoff,
and for à CL/C _
= .10 to .15 when all
L LOF
engines are operating .
b . The method developed by perry (Ref. K12) uses a constant rate of pitch af ter

liftoff:

(d8/dt)A' The equations of motion

are linearized by assuming V = constant
and (T-D) = constant. The advantage of this
method is that the control law is representative for practical civil aircraft
piloting techniques, while - contrary to
CL - the pitch angle can be directly observed. As the speed increment af ter liftoff is ignored in solving the equation of
motion normal to the flight path, the shape
of the flare-up may not be realistic for
high T/W ratios .
The method devised by perry may be summarized as follows:
1. The airborne distance is compos e d of a

flare-up, during which the flight pa t h angle y is increased [ rom z ero* to Y2 at V

2
(or Y3 at V3 ) and a phase with constant
climb angle Y2 or Y 3 ·
2. The height gain af ter liftoff is given

.6

.8

1.0

1.5

2.0

gS/vtoF
Fig. K-6. The functions F(h) and F( y ) used
in Perry's method for the analysis of the

by:

airborne path (Oerived from Ref. K-12)

2
h =

4

V LOF

g

T 0

W-

F( e ) F(h)

(K-16 )
taken as being halfway the airborne dis-

where

tance. A provisional assumption may be made
for (d8/dt)A' for instance lO/ sec (d e/dt

F(e)

(K-l?)

and

=

.018) for the case with engine failure, or
o
2 / sec (d 8 /dt = .035) for the all-engine
case.

3. The climb angle during the transition is
gi v en by:
*The actual climb angle of the c.g. at
liftoff is of the order of a half to one

dh
T-O
Y = dS = W- F( 8 ) F( y )

(K-19)

degree, due to the extension of the undercarriage and rotation.
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where F ( y ) is a non-dimen si o nal flight path

angle function depicted in Fig. K-6.
4. The end of the transition is defined by
F(y)

Y2
F(8)

(K-20)

T-D
-W

In the all-engine case Y3 is used instead
of Y2. Using Fig. K-6 both the height and
distance travelled at the end of the flareup are found from this condition. If this
height is less than h
; 35 ft (10.7 m),
to
an additional phase must be added with
climb angle Y 2 or Y 3. If the takeoff height
is reached before the end of the trans ition, F(h) is found by substitution of h to
into (K-16) and the airborne distance is
obtained from Fig. K-6.
5. A check on (d8/dt)A can be made by assuming that during the flare-up the pitch
angle increases linearly from ~ LOF to the
pitch angle at V2 in stationary flight:
(d8)
dt A

VLOF

[~V2 - ~ LOF +

~>

t

g
A

~

~
ALL ENGINES
J'.l,o--OPERATING

I
wl

1\

"z;!;wl

I \ ",' \
,; ""

_ -

I:=t~=-=-

~

~~ENGINE

OUT

TAKEOFF

l>t

Fig. K-7. Time history of the air speed
during the takeoff
wheelbrakes, throttle closure, lift dumpers
and airbrakes.
Integration of the velocity yields the emergency brake di stance
dV
aTg

Y 2]

(K-23)

(K-2l)

For the all-engine case V3 and Y3 are used
instead of V2 and Y2 .
6. The speed increment af ter liftoff is obtained from the eneryy equation:
6 2V ; ~
V
LOF

z
o

...>iJ

(T-D
W - !!s)

(K-22)

where hand S are the height and distance
travelled af ter liftoff at the end of the
flare-up, or at the 35 ft (10.7 m) height
point, whichever is less. It should be
noted that Y and Y can only be calculated
2
3
when V2 and V are known. The calculation
3
is therefore iterative.

where 6t is approximately 3 to 4 seconds.
In Fig. K-l Vx 6t is referred to as the
inert ia distance.
In principle, the equation of motion during
braking is similar to (K-9) for the acceleration phase. However, consideration must
be given to the fact that the retarding
ground force mainly acts at the main undercarriage, as the nosewheel is usually not
provided with brakes.
The deceleration during the steady braked
roll can be derived from the conditions of
equilibrium (Fig. K-8):

K-4.5. The stopping distance
The velocity af ter engine failure is depicted in Fig. K~7 as a function of time.
Initially an appreciable overshoot is observed due to the still considerable thrust
of the inoperative engine immediately after failure. Time delays are necessary to
allow for failure recognition and decision
(1 second) and subsequent operation of the

Fig. K-8. Forces on the aircraft during
the braked roll
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horizontal forces:
dV + D _
T + 1l1Nl + 1l 2N2
g dt

(K-24)

0

40 -Mis

20

1.0

!!

60

A.8

forces normal to the runway:
L - W + NI + N2 = 0

(K-25)

and the moment about point A:
W !lb- (XuêXcgl! -

L

!lb- (Xuc-xcpl

I

PAESSURE -PSI (KG IcM'1

.4

1-

I

50(3.51
100(71
200(141

.2

W(_dV)h +Dh -Th-NI =0
g
dt
cg
cp
T
1 b

(K-27)

In the absence of nosewheel braking we
take 11 1 = Il and 11 2 = 0, resulting in the
following expression for the deceleration:
A C -A Il C
2
a_-dV( dt_
2 DG 3
L G /. V )
g
-Alll + (1.13) CL
\V
S
max

g-

(K-28)
where
lb-(Xuc-X cg )
A1=
Ib+1l h cg

lb+1l h CE
A2 =
lb+1l h cg

lb - (X uc -X )
CE
Ib+1l h cg

lb +Il h T
A4=
lb+1l h cg

A =
3

:::

If brakes are also present on the nosewheel, having the same braking effectiveness as those on the ma l n u.c., Al through
A4 are equal to 1. Some data for calculating the stopping distance are given below.
a. The friction coefficient Il.
1. The tyre-to-runway friction during
braking is a function of the slip ratio,
i.e. th~ relative velocity of the tire rel-

ICV SURFACE

o~~~~~~~~5
o

20

40

60

60

GROUND SPEED

100

a . Typical braking coefficients of friction

Fig. K-9. Some data on braking performance
50 percent of Il max (hence Il ~ .35) in view
of his inability to maintain the optimum
slip ratio. For this reason, anti-skid devices based on mechanicalor electronic
pressure control systerns have been developed. Their effectiveness may .be expressed
in the form of an efficiency factor:
_Il_
Il max

1.0

l1b

PRACTICAL LIMIT

.9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.8
.7

condition and contamination, tire pressure
and the type of t read design. Typical
curves for Il max vs. ground speed are presented in Fig. K- 9a for s e veral runway conditions.
2. The a verage pilot can achieve only 30 to

.6

.5 '--........-"'--'--........--1...---'1....--'---1...---''---1
0
.2
.4
.6
.8
1.0
~max
b . Typical anti-skid sys tem e ffici e ncy

*A precise definition and background in-
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(K-29)

Fig. K-9b presents typical values for nb ,

ative to the ground*. The maximum friction
occurs at an optimum slip ratio and is dependent mainly up on the runway surf ace

formation can be f o und i n Ref. K-31

120

- KTS

Fig. K-9 (continued)

"".'tI_=

although in practice wide variations will
be found. The simpie, first-generation

particularly on wet runways.

anti-skid systems based on the on -off

b. Engine thrust during braking.

principle achieve low values of nb ' of

The operational program for manipulating

the order of .5 to .6 at low ~max (wet

the thrust must be chosen in accordance

runways). Adaptive brake pressure control

with the airworthiness rules. The FAR 25

systems boost this performance considera -

requirements do not allow thrust reversal,

bly, and the most recent systems have a

and idle forward thrust is assumed in this

value of up to n b = .9, almost independent
of the runway condition.

verse thrust under certain conditions, but

3. Brake effectiveness is reduced by var-

the failed engine will cause asymmetry and

case. British rules allow the use of re-

ious dynamic effects such as normal load

in the pre-design stage it is wise to be

variation, undercarriage vibration and

conservative and neglect the reverse

suspension effects. These may reduce n
b
by up to 20% (Ref. K-31).

thrust in performance estimation .

4. The total torque obtainable from all

c. Aerodynamic properties.

brakes (Qmax) forms a limiting factor at

The deflection and effectiveness of the

~

high -li ft devices, the effect of ground

low ground speeds on dry runways, when

is very high. To ensure passenger comfort

proximity, the design and operation of

during normal braking the maximum torque

lift dumpers (ground spoilers) and reverse

is usually so designed that decelerations

thrust - particularly for propeller air-

will not exceed .5 to .6 g during a maxi-

craft - are all factors affecting the lift

mum braking effort. On light aircraft and

and drag coefficients. In the absence of

small passenger transports a typical val~

ue for Qmax results in a wheel braking
~force of .35 W at zero ground speed.

aerodynamic data on spoilers, their effect
may be assumed to be equivalent to an increment in the mean deceleration of .08

5. A very large amount of heat is devel-

to .10 g.

oped during braking and the brakes and

A simpie solution of (K-23) can be obtained by

= ~eff

tires may become very hot. A limit is set

taking

to the maximum heat sink capacity, which

is as follows:

~

constant and T = 0, The result

may have different values for värious opv

erating conditions (e.g. normal braking or

x

.!.
a

emergency braking).

ln(_l_) + V

I-a

x

6t

(K-31)

The effective friction coefficient may be
obtaineu by taking the least of the follow-

where a

(K- 32)

ing:
~ = . 85 n b ~ max

and

An even simpler solutien is found when the decel-

(K - 30)

eration during braking is assumed constant:
V

SSTOP = 2a

:O

s

p

(K-33)

+ Vx fit

where rt is the radius of the deflected
tire, which is a function of the tire load.

The highest values obtainable for a

In view of these characteristics, it may

cally,

be generally observed that at low ground
speed

~

increases with speed - NI decreases

and rt increases, but less rapidly - while

STOp

are typi -

.55g - dry runway, maximum effert, ignoring passenger tolerance,
.35g - wet runway, modern braking with ant.i-skid,

at high ground speeds the available fric-

lift dumpers, reverse thrust ,

tion is critical and decreases with speed,

.1 5g - wet runway, simple braking; or flooded run-
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way, reverse thrust,

whlle l1t is approximately 3" seconds.
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Index

Accelerate-stop distanee, 167, 168, 575, 579
Accelerated climb, 375, 379
Accommoda tion, 63, 68
Acoustic
fatigue, 51

Airfoil (continued)

(nose) geometry, 231, 250, 257, 436, 437, 471,
548
section, 143, 218, 228, 229, 237, 241, 243, 249,

327, 339, 436, 450, 499, 543
selection, 237

lining, 179
treatment, 130

shape, 191, 236, 327

Acrobatie (category), 20, 271
Activity Factor, 192, 202, 203, 204
Adaptive brake pressure contral, 585

Additional lift (distribution), 473, 493
Advance ratio, 191, 194
Aerodynamic center, 57, 208, 232, 317, 437, 441,

476, 477, 479, 480, 481, 542
Aeroelastlc effect, 218, 251, 306, 316, 469, 540

Aft-fan, 116
Afterbody drag, 66, 503
Agricultural aircraft, 25, 197

Aileron, 234, 236, 257

Airframe
services and equipment, 9, 16, 268, 269, 286,

297, 300
installations, drag due to, 417
structure, 268, 269, 277, 278
Airfreight, 80, 81, 82, 84
Airworthiness regulations/requirements, 6, 19, 81,

160, 169, 227, 268, 275, 373, 378
Aisle, 38, 67, 71, 76
Alighting gear group, 282
All-engines screen speed, 577

All flying tail, 327
All-Up Weight, 174, 219, 223, 225, 226, 271, 293

contral, 232
contral power, 231

Anderson's method, 238, 473, 474, 493

deflection, 332
design, 257, 332
high-speed, 257
reversal, 218, 257
Air(borne) distance, 167, 170, 575, 579, 582

phase, 581
Air
maneuver time, 385
mass flow, 563, 565, 568
Navigation Regulations, 22

spring, 360
supply, 213
Taxi Operator, 22
Traffic Control, 159
Airbrake, 258, 377
Airconditioning, 62, 67, 69, 93, 194
group weight, 292
system, 110, 126, 213, 343
Aircraft
category, 20
design and developmen t, 3

growth, 186, 226
Prepared tor Service, Items, 269

Weight, 270
project design,
Aircushion, 343
Airduet, 449
Airfield performance, 14, 172, 173, 217, 219, 233,

380, 381

Angle of attack, 191, 192, 205, 208, 228, 229, 231,
232, 242, 247, 350, 440, 443, 450, 477, 547
Angle of attack
critical, 228, 229, 231, 355, 450, 459, 547, 549
for maximum lift, 228, 229, 231, 252, 256

for zero lift, 239, 437, 443, 470, 475, 529
Anhedral (angle of), 258, 259, 439
Anti-balance tab, 315, 327
Anti-icing, 194, 262, 293
group weight, 292
Anti-shock body, 241
Anti-skid system, 584, 585

Anti-spin fillet, 339
Approach
climb, 379
configuration, 155, 379
glide, 234, 381, 179
speed, IS, 170, 381
Aquaplaning, 359, 360
Area of vision, 89
Area rule, 6, 67
A-series airfoil section, 239
Aspect ratio, 53, 56, 57, 143, 148, 155, 160, 171,

180, 208, 217, 218, 222, 225, 229, 232, 233,
234, 235, 236, 240, 251, 326, 332, 339, 439,
555
Asymmetry, thrust/power, 44, 184, 333, 555, 556
ATA-method, 383, 384
Atmospheric properties, 223, 571, 572

Airflow capacity, 289

Autopilot, 259, 283, 331

Airfoil, 206, 231, 251, 438
chord, 437, 530

Auxili.ary

flap, 532, 533, 534
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Auxiliary (continued)
inlet doors, 207
Power Unit, 62, 183, 213, 288, 289, 397
Avionics, 289, 397

Bypass
engine, 99, 112, 116, 133
ratio, 117, 120, 125, 129, 132, 133, 134, 171,
183, 207, 565, 566

Balanced Field Length, 167, 169, 176, 183, 575
Balancing
aerodynamic, 313, 314
tab, 307, 315, 327
Ballast, 354
Bank, angle of, 332, 350, 352
Base drag, 150, 491, 503
Baseline configuration, 18, 145
design, 7,8
development, 5, 6, 8, 18
Basic
Empty Weight, 267, 269, 270
lift (distribution), 473, 474, 493
Operational Weight, 270
W'eight, 270
Baulked landing, 379
BCAR, 19, 22, 23, 25
Beaver tail, 87, 93
Belly, 82
flattening, 37, 38, 67, 71, 73
freighthold, 79
Bernoulli's equation, 242, 246
Beta control, 137, 190, 191, 195, 198, 199
Birdproof windshield, 25
Bladder tank, 448
Blade angle control, see Beta control
Bleed air, 126, 190, 194, 289, 377, 563
Blister drag, 514
Block
speed, 12, 13, 375, 384
time, 158, 378, 385
Boattail drag, 504, 507, 508
Booster engine, 130
Boundary layer, 66, 88, 149, 208, 255, 368, 369,
490, 497, 498
con trol , 252
laminar, 229 , 239
separation, 153, 208, 231, 368, 369, 490
transition, 451, 499
turbulent, 145, 229, 231
velocity profile, 497
SOund vortex, 551, 552
Box beam wing structure, 260, 261, 395
Braced wing, 36, 233, 281, 453
Brake, 54, 210, 342, 358, 359, 538
enerqy, 359
Horse Power, 103
Mean Effective Pressure, 103
pressure control, 169, 585
Braking, 68, 343, 382
coefficient of friction, 579, 584, 585
thrust of propeller, 213
Brayton cycle, 113
Break even load factor, 382
Bréguet's range equation, 145, 157, 159
Bubble, 229, 230, 231, 535
Buffet, 158, 218, 225 , 228, 232, 243, 245, 249,
373
boundary, 225, 245, 246, 249
margin, 219, 246, 249
onset, 225
penetration, 225, 245
Bulkhead, 74, 87, 395, 396
pressure, weight of, 462
Bullet (weight), 281
Buried engine, 42, 46, 48, 57, 151, 206, 395, 516
Business aircraft, 76
Butterfly tail, 51

Cabin
arrangement, 15, 80, 390
attendant, 81, 92
design, 69
dimension, 71, 74, 76, 77
door, 76, 78, 87, 205
floor, 37, 68, 71, 73, 377
furnishing, 71, 75
layout, 74, 297, 300
noise, 68, 204
passenger, 67, 68, 71, 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 397
pressure (differentlal), 6 , 68 , 71, 78, 87, 374,
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459
ra te of climbjdescent, 375, 377
volume, 69
wall thickness, 68, 71
California Bearing Ratio, 344
Camber, 87, 248, 436, 437, 471, 541
rear fuselage, 87, 94 , 479, 504, 505
tailplane, 326, 327
wing, 222, 238, 239, 244, 250 , 252, 492, 549
Canard aircraft, 56, 58, 306
Cancellation speed, 210, 382
Canopy drag, 513
Cantilever
ratio, 235, 23~, 251, 281
wing, 233, 236, 280, 453
Capacity payload, 12, 17, 266, 272
Carbureted enqine, 106
Cargo, 67, i8 , 82, 84, 298, 299
aircraft, 67, 81
compartmentjhold, 69, 72, 73, 78, 79, 205, 299,
300, 397
loading, 67, 78, 298, 382
weight/density, 79
' Category II operation, 22
Ceiling, 87, 378
absolute, 378
service, 162, 185, 378
Center of gravi ty
determination, 275, 296
limit, 294, 296, 298, 299, 311, 312, 313, 320,
326, 330
location, 59, 68, 79, 184, 209, 213, 227, 232,
258, 268, 272, 275, 294, 296 , 297, 299, 300,
306 , 309 , 320, 326, 351, 356, 468 , 581
travel (shift, variation), 44, 45, 79, 207, 297,
299 , 300, 302 , 313, 326, 327
Center of pressure, 231 , 236, 437, 492
Certification, 4, 21, 52, 213, 227, 245, 271
Chord (length) , 206 , 237 , 436,437,439,475,499,
537, 544, 548
extension, 256, 530, 532, 533, 534, 541
Circumference, 446
Clearway, 575
Climb, 67, 191, 237, 375, 378
angle of, 378, 379, 582
gradient, 154, 155, 160, 164, 169 , 176, 251, 252,
380, 381, 577, 578
rate of, 160, 375, 378, 379
requirements, 160, 162, 163, 233, 251, 252, 378,
379, 380, 381, 578, 579
Cockpit , 62, 64, 67, 71, 84, 87, 88, 205, 300, 513
bulkhead weight, 462
controls weight, 283
.window, 89
Combined passenger/freight transport, 68, 297
Comfort, 63, 68, 69, 73

Commuter aircraft, ;0, 73, 75
Compound engine, 105, 110
Compressibility, 237, 241, 242, 316, 373
drag, due to, 152, 249
effects, 99, 152, 192, 226, 241, 247, 251, 306,
~16~ 370, 372, 374, 469, 476
Compression (ratio), 102, 108,243, 244, 564, 566
Compressor, 114, 129, 194, 207, 564
axial, 122, 137
centrifugal, 104, 122, 137
en try (face), 46, 563
exit, 134, 563
pressure ratio, 114, 11'7, 122, 125, 133, 135
Conceptual design phase, 4, 5, 6, 241, 265
Configuration
aircraft, 4, 5, 16, 28, 30, 68, 71, 2 17
development, 4, 5, 25, 390, 528
selection method, 144, 145, 275
Constant speed propeller, 134, 191, 195, 196, 197,
198
Container, 79, 82, 84, 85, 87, 291
Control
capacity, 324, 325
feel, 307
force, 311 , 313, 314, 3 15, 316, 327
law, 381 , 581, 582
manual, 307, 310, 3 13 , 326
surfaces , 228, 517
system , 205, 228, 229, 236, 305 , 307, 313, 315 ,
327, 330
wheel, 89, 258
Control Configured Vehicle, 307, 324
:ontrollable
pitch propeller, 195
stabilizer, 324, 327
Convertible energy, 114, 125, 564
Cooling
air, 81, 205
drag, S IS, 516
Cost, 82, 375, 382, 383, 385
Direct Operating, 15, 82, 158, 178, 180, 185,
219, 382 , 383, 384 , 387, 399
- economical cruise, 158, 387
engine, 100, 120, 135, 185, 187, 387
fuel, 82, 158, 384
Indirect Operating, 178, 382, 383
Maintenance, 342, 382, 383, 384, 385
Operating, 12, IS, 63, 69, 265
Count, 148, 490
Cowling drag, 506, 507
Crescent wing, 249
Crest, 243 , 244
Crew, 81, 82, 87, 93, 205
Critical
engine, 331, 333
Mach number, 153, 236, 237, 239, 241, 242, 247,
372
Power Failure Speed, 575, 579
Crassflow (drag), 476, 501, 504 , 505,510
Crass-sectian, 34, 63, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 74, 75,
78, 79, 87, 94, 397, 446, 479
Crosswind landing, 338, 343 , 349, 352
Cruise, 66, 106, 120, 121, 191, 219, 224, 234 , 237
altitude, 158, 201, 219, 222, 223, 224, 125, 245,
246 , 482
configuration, 148
distance, 378
fuel (consumption) , 153, 158, 174, 219, 377
performance, 153, 219 , 224 , 246, 373 , 375 , 377
power (rating), 104, 158, 234
procedure, 157, 377
speed, 66, 67 , 158, 197, 219, 234, 241 , 245 , 374 ,
378 , 387
Cycle, 119, 120, 186, 563, 568

Cylinder, 107, 110, SIS

Damping, 234, 311, 318, 321, 322, 343, 396
critical, 318
cyclic, 318
(moment) in pitch, 319, 321
ratio, 319
of spinning motion, 339
Decision speed, 168, 184, .576, 578
Deep stall, 45, 53, 208, 227
De-icing, 194, 272, 293
Delivery Empty Weight, 270
Density of load, 69, 79, 82, 83, 84, 275
Descent, 68, 377
Design
Cruising Mach number, 76, 373, 374
Cruising Speed, 13, UI, 176, 373, 374, 453
Ioi-.. ing Mach number, 232, 237, 245{ .-32 7, 374
Diving Speed, 25, 78, 281, 374
initial baseline, 5, 7, 18, 367, 390, 394
point (performance), 120, 122
process, 16, 19
project, 399
Takeoff Weight, 271
Weight (Minimum), 271, 272, 453
Detail design, 4, S, 266
Diederich's method, 473, 474, 493, 501
Dihedral (angle of), 39, 258, 259, 327, 338, 355,
439
Direct
drive engine, 106
Lift Control, 258
Directional (statie) stability, 331, 335
Disposable laad, 271'
Domestic flight operations, 75, 81, 376
Door, 74, 87, 291, 395, 460
freight, 64, 67, 79, 84, 86, 87, 299
passenger (cabin), 76, 78
(rear) loading, 63, 299
service, 78
weight, 87, 460, 461, 462
Dorsal fin, 332, 339
Double
bubble fuselage, 67, 68 , 79, 448
hinged rudder, 335
slotted flap, 253, 254 , 255, 527, 532, 533, 541,
544
Downwash, 40, 53, 208, 209, 232 , 317, 477, 482,
490, 509, 511, 546, 547
Drag, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 87, 95, 206, 234, 237,
370, 399
area, 148, 241 , 490, 498
breakdown, 148, 368
coefficient, 63, 64 , 222, 270, 278, 368, 377,
490, 500, 502
component, 489
creep , 153, 372
- critical Mach number, 153, 158, 208, 242, 246,
492
- divergence Mach number, 242 , 243, 244, 246,
248, 249, 251
minimum, 62, 63, 71, 73, 160, 222, 223, 370
polar, 148, 153, 370, 371,372, 377, 490, 499,
527, 544
rise, 153, 243, 244, 245, 372
Dutch roll, 258, 331, 338
Dynamic pressure, 62 , 128, 224, 317, 497

Economie
performance, 27 1, 373 , 399
Regulations, 22
Economy, 68, 74, 241, 399
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Economy (continued)
class, 73
criteria, 382
operating, 68, 382
Effective Perceived Noise Decibel, 180
Efficiency, engine (component), 117, 120, 568
Electrical system, 67, 213
weight, 289
Electronic system, 67, 267, 289
Elevator, 38, 294, 324, 327
control, 227, 228, 308
deflection, 310, 313, 315, 327, 371
Elliptical wing lift, 368, 492, 493, 509, 545
Emergency

braking, 380, 585
distance, 575, 579
equipment, 291

exit, 38, 67, 73, 76, 77, 78, 93, 273, 395
power supply, 213
Empennage, 50, 63, 66, 173, 217, 306
Empty
Tank Weight, 270
weiqht, 45, 57, 68, 147, 184, 226, 251, 267, 270 ,

275, 276
Energy absorption, 357, 360
Engine
accessories, 194, 285, 286
configuration, 123, 155

failure, 40, 167, 168, 169, 184, 185, 191, 209,
210, 227, 228, 331, 332, 378, 379, 380, 528,
576, 578

failure, drag due to, 155, 335, 372, 553, 555,
556, 579

growth, 186, 204
location, 23, 39, 41, 42, 45, 183, 206, 228,
299, 397
performance, 133, 155, 190, 194, 564, 565, 567
rating, 127, 158, 190, 223, 224, 227, 228, 377,

379, 563, 567

selection, 158, 162, 167, 178, 183, 186, 187
weight, 99, 100, 103, 109, 110, 120, 123, 124,
129, 130, 137, 147, 158, 186, 210, 285, 565

Engines, number of, 155, 182, 183, 184, 190
En route
configuration, 148, 1~3, 185, 537
i1eight, 271
Equivalent

Shaft Horse Power, 112, 118, 567, 568
Single i1heel Lead, 344, 345
Estimated Nonnal Payload, 270
Excrescences, drag due to, 391, 516
Exhaust, 47, 48, 49, 126, 133, 206, 516, 540
area, 566

gases, 51, 132, 205, 206, 209, 563
nozzle, 116, 117, 221, 504, 563, 565, 566

velocity, 101, 125, 130, 132, 135, 169, 170,
205 , 206, 565, 567

Exposed wing area, 149, 439
Extended overwater operation, 185, 186, 291
External fuel tank, 152, 274, 448, 514
Fail-safe design, 15, 260, 390
Fairing, 38, 241, 249, 464, 513
Fan, 114, 116, 125, 133, 563, 565
adjustable rotor blade, 133
cowling, 449, 506
diameter, 126, 127, 131, 184
efficiency, 568
pressure ratio, 120, 125, 134, 565, 567
tip speed, 133
variable pitch, 130
FAR, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 166
Fatique, 63, 268
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Feathering propeller, 165, 198, 410
Feederliner, 20, 75, 123
Fillet, 38, 94, 479, 510
Fin, see Vertical tailplane
Firewall, 213, 284
First class, 73, 75, 80, 81
Fixed equipment and services, 269
Flap (see also High-lift device), 183, 206, 234,
251, 252, 396, 532, 534, 535, 537, 538, 539
deflection (angle), 154, 253, 351, 379, 380,
533, 578
design speed, 326, 452, 454
effectiveness, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 536, 537
fixed hinge, 255, 530, 533
motion , 255, 256, 530, 535, 541
operation mechanism, 284, 396
setting, 227, 228, 379, 380
tracks and supports, 255, 256, 517, 532, 540
Flaperon, 257, 538
Flare maneuver, 169; 170, 234, 325, 343, 381, 581,
582, 583
Flat
plate analogy, 149, 497
rating, 134, 381
Fleet Empty Weight, 268
Flight
control system, 9, 87, 205, 252, 257, 289, 294,
330, 395, 397
deck accoumodations weight, 291
deck design, 85, 87, 92, 205, 397
envelope, 99, 373
profile analysis, 375, 376
Rules, 22 , 289 , 323, 375
Floor, 68, 73, 79, 80, 82, 84, 377, 397
loading, 73, 87, 273, 297
level, 37, 84
weight, 461, 462
Flutter, 48, 218, 280, 374, 452, 453
Flying
qualities, 9, 38, 45, 186, 218, 227, 273
wing, 56, 57
Form drag, 368, 369
Four stroke engine, 101, 112
Fowler flap, 253, 255, 256, 527, 532, 533, 535,
541, 544
Frame, 67, 78, 395, 459, 462
Freighter, 63, 64, 65, 68, 71, 81, 82, 83, 298
Freight hold, 63, 65, 67, 73, 79, 83, 84, 87, 95,
397
Friction (coefficient), 359, 579, 580, 581, 584
Frontal area, 63, 71, 78, 110, 122, 131, 137, 151,
446, 447
Fuel, 63, 108, 269, 270, 273, 297, 301, 375
consumption, 63, 87, 99, 106, 118, 119, 121, 125,
126, 135, 136, 155, 186, 190, 217, 219, 377,
563, 565, 567
injection, 108, 111
reserve, 22, 80, 157, 159, 173, 270, 375, 376,
378
specific heat, 118, 119, 293, 563
system, 195, 198, 214, 275, 285, 395
tank, 145, 159, 219, 225, 251, 262, 269, 270,
395, 448, 449
unusable, 269, 273, 292
uSable , capacity, 270, 271, 273, 449
weight, 82, 145, 158, 293
Furnishing and equipment, 82, 291
Fuselage
afterbody (tail) , 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 86, 87,
93, 503
configuration, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 149
dimension, 37, 63, 67, 69, 71, 73, 76, 79, 87
drag, 63, 66, 150, 159, 501, 502, 503, 504, 510
lift, 469, 540

Fuselage (continued)
- mounted engines, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,

205, 206, 207, 208
nose, 67, 79, 84, 87, 93

slenderness (fineness), 63, 64, 65, 66, 458, 502,
504
strakes, drag of, 517
structure, 62, 63, 68, 96, 397

(structure) weight, 64, 87, 282, 458, 459, 460,
463
volume, 63, 64, 65, 446

Inertia

airplane, 306, 320, 322, 323
distanee/time, 169, 170, 583
In-Flight Weight, 271
Initial baseline design, 5, 7, 18, 367, 390, 394
Inlet/intake, 47, 48, 207, 516, 540
area/diameter, 119, 158, 186, 566
duet (efficiency), 46, 113,206,506,566,568
drag due to, 515, 516
pressure (loss), 46, 103, 106, 133, 194, 206,

377, 564, 568
velocity, 206, 516, 568

weight flow, 566
Galley, 79, 80, 291, 292
Gap, 255, 314, 315, 482, 517, 530
Gas generator, 113, 114, 118, 125, 563, 565
cowling, 285, 449, 506
function, 114, 128, 564, 567
plug, 131, 449, 506
Gas producer/gasifiei, see Gas generator

Geared fan, 123, 127, 130, 178
Gearing, reduction, 107, 108, 117, 123, 127, 134,

178, 191, 199
General arrangement, 29, 37, 62, 79, 132, 179, 217,

In-line engine, 111

Instruments group weight, 289
Integrated design lift coefficient , 203
Interference

effects, 58, 232, 240, 337, 369, 370, 470, 477,
490, 497, 509, 515, 540
drag, i31, 208, 209, 369, 370, 510, 511
viscous, 509, 512
Interior design, 37, 67, 68, 71
Internal layout, 64, 67, 71, 397

International flight (operation), 75, 81, 376

222, 296, 390, 393
Glauert's thin airfoil theory, 528, 529, 541, 544,

547
Gross Weight, 271, 297
Ground effect, 38, 469, 528, 551, 552, 553, 580,
585

Jet engine, 99, 112, 116, 119, 121, 132

Ground run, 204, 342, 579, 580

Krueqer flap, 256, 527, 528
weight, 454

Group weight (statement), 268, 275

Laminar

Gust

airfoil section, 66, 239, 438, 471, 499
Flow Control, 44, 563
Landing
confiquration, 155, 234, 379
gear (see also Undercarriage), 38, 67, 184, 204,
205, 363, 394
impact load, 272, 283, 343, 395

allevation factor, 225, 227, 375, 453
load (factor), 227, 251, 373, 374, 375, 453
speed, 225, 227, 373, 374
High density class, 73, 74, 75, 275
High-lift device, 143, 165, 217, 218, 219, 231,
234, 252, 380, 399, 452, 454
drag due to, 373, 517, 543, 544, 545, 546, 549
leading-edge, 231, 250, 251, 252, 255, 256, 527,
547
trailing-edge, 231, 235, 236, 251, 252, 253, 454,
527, 528, 537, 548
weight, 281, 452, 454
High speed, 155, 183, 218, 219, 224, 241, 244, 245,
248, 249, 374
High-wing aircraft, 30, 34, 36, 38, 71, 205, 479,
510
Hinge moment, 304, 310, 313, 314, 315, 330, 371
Horizontally opposed cylinder engine, 110
Horizontal stabilizer, 51, 52, 53, 281, 282, 324,
325, 326, 483
Horizontal tailplane, 208, 209, 219, 228, 231, 250,
258, 294, 326, 397, 537, 540
arrangement, 48, 63, 326
design, 305, 324, 325, 326, 327, 330, 339
drag, 151, 496, 508

lift, 310, 324, 328, 469, 470, 481, 482, 483
load, 228, 239, 253, 297, 370, 395, 470, 580
staU, 326
variable incidence, 281, 326, 327
Horn balance, 315

Hydraulic system, 289, 343
Incidence, angle of, 191, 206, 259, 355, 440
Incompressible flow, see Subcritical flow
Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (Power), 102
Induced drag (see also Vortex-induced drag), 39,

148, 233, 235, 240, 368, 369, 370, 373, 492,
493, 545, 555

performance, 22, 38,

170, 171, 176, 225, 379,

381
Weight (Maximum), 225, 271, 272, 273, 275, 381
Large aircraft, 20, 23, 185
Lateral stability, 218, 259, 331, 335, 338
Lavatory, 68, 73, 79, 291

Layout design, 64, 143, 148, 390, 397
Leading edge, 229, 249, 250, 301, 436, 439, 471,
500
droop, 250, 547, 548
shape, 231, 250, 437, 470, 471, 534, 535
stall, 229, 230, 231, 235, 249, 252, 256, 471 ,
534, 536, 547, 548
suction, 368, 492
Lift
carry-over, 477, 479, 480, 540, 542, 545
coefficient, 156, 223, 237, 240, 242, 245, 247,
368
coeffieient, design, 203, 222, 239, 245, 246,
247, 438, 499
curve, 231, 253, 371, 453, 470, 471, 527, 528,

529, 537, 540
- curve slope, 225, 229, 231, 242, 251, 453,

470, 479, 536, 537, 539
drag due to, 369, 370
distribution (spanwise), 51, 236, 240, 471, 473,
492, 539, 545
divergence, 242, 243, 245, 316
/drag ratio, 43, 56, 154, 219, 222, 223, 224,
234, 373
dumper, 169, 238, 585
engine, 130

increment due to flap, 529, 530, 533, 537
maximum, see Maximum lift

trimmed, 481, 482
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Lifting
line theory, 368, 492, 551
surface theory, 368, 473, 492, 493, 537
Liftoff, 167, 343, 349, 351, 577, 581
Light aircraft, 20, 23, 87, 275, 281, 298
Load, 63, 64 , 87, 259, 260 , 271 , 349, 395
and Balance diagram , 296, 298 , 301
Classification Number, 15 , 344
factor , 12, 47, 84 , 161, 170 , 227, 272, 277, 312 ,
374 , 382 , 453
on structure, 23, 394, 395
Useful, 65, 154, 226 , 271, 293 , 378
Loading, 63, 64 , 84, 86, 87, 206, 297, 394
flexibility, 45, 58, 79, 296 , 297
procedure, 297, 298
restriction, 58, 272 , 296 , 297, 298, 300, 302
Lofting , wing, 237, 249 , 448
Long-haul , 76, 79, 126 , 183, 274
Long-range
aircraft , 28, 75, 119, 123, 126, 127, 173, 219
cruise , 157, 158, 222, 234 , 274, 378, 387
Longeron weight , 459
Longitudinal
contral, 323
stability, 43 , 50 , 53, 205, 218 , 251, 256 , 308,

310 , 313 , 317 , 3 19 , 321 , 323, 328, 371
Low-wing aircraft , 30 , 37, 38, 206, 479, 510

Luggage, 68, 69, 71, 79 , 81

Mach number effect, see Compressibility effect
Mach trimmer , 218, 243 , 316
Main gear, 34, 36, 38 , 54, 217, 283
Maintenance, 15, 82, 120 , 213, 342, 382 , 385
Maneuver

load , 235, 245, 374 , 453
margin , 297, 312, 320

point , 311, 312, 313
stabili ty , 311
Maneuverability, 234, 319
Manifold pressure , 103
Manufacturer's Empty Weiqht , 370
Market analysis and research , 4, 6 , 9 , 10 , 83
Mass boom wing structure , 259
Maximum lift, 38 , 45, 232 , 235, 236, 251, 471, 475
coefficient , 14, 57, 59, 155, 217, 218 , 229, 234,
235, 237, 238 , 239, 240, 251 , 253, 279, 324,
374, 475, 476, 479, 492, 534 , 547
Maximum
Weiqht, 271 , 272
Zero Fuel Weight, 79, 82, 270 , 272, 275 , 453
Mean
Aerodynamic Chord, 296, 301 , 309 , 440 , 441
Geometrie Chord, 233, 439
Hne, 239, 436
quarter - chord point, 441
Medium-haul, 76 , 82, 183
Mid-wing aircraft, 30, 36 , 479 , 510
Mi nimum
Control Speed , 332 , 335, 38 1, 577
Drag, 158
Speed, 165, 227 , 374
Stall Speed , 165, 170
Unstick Speed, 553 , 577
Weight, 271, 272
.
Mission (performance), 143, 144 , 172
Monospar wing structure, 259, 260
Multispar wing Structure , 260, 261
Munk I s airship theory, 480

NACA airfoil section , 235, 238 , 239 , 240 , 242 , 243 ,
438, 499
Nacelle, 65, 79 , 131, 205 , 206 , 232 , 233, 397, 449 ,
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Nacelle (continuedl
506 , 540 , 563
drag, 131, 137, 151, 184, 496 , SOS, 506
(group) weight, 283
Naturally aspirated engine, 103, 106, 108, 165
NAV/COM equipment, 289 , 397
Neutral point , 51 , 297, 308 , 309, 310 , 312, 316 ,
317 , 482
Noise, 15 , 16, 68, 120 , 126, 132, 133, 173, 178,
179, 190, 200, 213 , 396, 399 , 565
approach , 179
engine component , 51 , 101 , 131, 132, 192 , 565
prope lle r , lOl, 190, 195 , 199, 202
reduction , 117, 13 2 , 179, 180 , 285 , 399, 516
regulations , 11, 20 , 144 , 273
Normal Rated power, 104, 109
Nose
droop, 250 , 257, 327 , 547, 548
gear (nosewheel) , 54, 55, 93, 169, 205, 343 , 353,
358 , 395
Nozz l e , see Exhaust nozzle

Off- design condition , 120, 241 , 243, 244 , 246
Oil coo l er, 205 , 515, 516
Oper at ing Weight , 271 , 273
Operationa l
Empty Weight, 79 , 82 , 145, 270 , 296
Items, 269 , 293, 297
limitations, 21, 23 , 165, 174, 232, 373, 374
ru l es, 19, 22 , 30 , 160 , 273
Weight (limitations), 271 , 273
Optimization , 17, 63 , 100 , 125, 158 , 171 , 178 , 180,
387 , 563
Oswald ' s span efficiency factor, 148 , 165, 370 ,
486 , 508 , 546
Otto-type engine, 101
Out- of-trim condition, 326
Overall
engine efficiency, 118, 565 , 567
Pressure Ratio , 118, 120, 121 , 133, 136, 17 1 ,
186, 563 , 567
Overha ng ing balance , 307, 3 14
Overspeed , 160, 169, 380, 577
Overturning , 353
Oxygen system, 81 , 159, 291

Pallet, 84, 291
Pantry, 69, 73 , 79, 80, 291
Parametric design study, 5, 7, 144, 171 , 390, 399
Parasite drag, 2, 255, 370
Passenger, 68 , 69 , 77, 78 , 79 , 80 , 81 , 84, 207
transport (aircraft), 75, 76, 84 , 87 , 297
service, 73, 79 , 293
weight, 76, 79, 293
Payload, 62 , 65 , 67, 68, 69, 83, 84 , 145, 174, 206,
266 , 270, 272 , 301
Maximum (Structural) Weight limited, 79, 270,
272, 273
- range performance, 217 , 270, 271, 272, 294,
37 5, 378, 382
Volumetrie Capacity, 79, 84, '470 , 272 , 273 , 275
we ight, 293
Peaky airfoil, 244 , 246
Performance, 38 , 45, 144, 153, 179, 217 , 268 , 273,
373 , 374
group , 22, 25
low-speed, 165, 219 , 224, 227
requirement, 110, 143, 155, 217 , 219
perry ' s method, 582
Phugoid, 57 , 317 , 323 , 582
Piston
engine , 2, 39, 99 , 101, 134 , 205

Piston (continued)
displ acement, 106, 107

Pitch , angle of, 256 , 349 , 350, 351
Pitching moment , 53, 57, 63 , 229 , 231 , 237 , 239,

242 , 250 , 308, 324, 371 , 476 , 477 , 480, 482 ,
483, 540 , 541, 542
behavior at stall, 227, 232 , 244 , 249 , 540 , 548

Prop e l ler (continued)
thru st determina tion, 194 , 195
t hr u st line tilt- down, 205 , 206, 316

(tip) speed, 101 , 107, 123 , 126 , 137 , 192 , 195,
199 , 200
vibration, 190 , 204

camber effect o n, 477

weight, 100 , 130 , 199 , 286
Propulsion group weight , 268 , 269 , 285 , 286

fl a p e f fect on, 540, 5 41, 54 2

Propulsive

fuselage effect on, 47 9, 4 80 , 5 4 2
nacelle effec t on, 481
powerplant effect on , 51, 481
wing twist effect on, 477

Pitch- up , 52, 249, 250, 251, 256
Plain flap

leading-edge , 256, 527 , 547, 549, 550
trailing- edge, 253, 254, 255 , 527 , 530 , 53 1, 535 ,
541, 544
Plain contro l surface, 3 14
Pneumatic system, 290 , 332
Pod- mounted engine , 42, 43, 44, 45, 46 , 1 51 , 206 ,

207, 209
Point design, 7
Post- stall behavior , 52, 227
Potential flow , 241 , 479 , 490, 492, 534, 536
Power
Coeffi cient , 192 , 195
extraction (offtake) , 126 , 190, 194 , 375 , 563
lapse rat i o , 120 , 127, 155, 165

loading , 14, 155, 156, 225 , 381
rating , 103 , 162 , 227, 379
specif i c, 106, 110, 118, 119 , 135 , 136 , 568
takeo f f , 103 , 109 , 110 , 155 , 162
Powerplant
effec t on drag , 120 , 124 , 13 1, 137 , 15 1 , 165 ,

506 , 515 , 516 , 565
effect on lift , 316, 371, 469, 515 , 537
Preliminary design, 4 , 5 , 9, 18, 25, 66 , 68
Pressur e
coeff i cient, 242
distribution , 229, 231 , 241, 242, 244 , 245, 246,

248 , 368 , 369 , 371 , 438 , 479, 549 , 553
dr ag , 64 , 368 , 490 , 497

device, 113, 11 4, 11 6 , 11 7 , 11 8 , 130
efficiency , 99, 1 14, 1 16 , 118 , 1 25, 13 5 , 56 4 ,

565
Protuberances , drag due to , 490, 512

Pylon , 206 , 250
drag , 13 1, 506, 508

QUarter - chord l i n e, 232, 436 , 439 , 473
Q-V diag r am , 374

Ram drag , 118

Ramp Weight, 271, 272, 356
Range , 62 , 63 , 80 , 82 , 157, 160 , 274 , 377, 384
design (max. payload), 13 , 130, 274
per f ormance , 157 , 158 , 160 , 225, 234 , 375, 3 77
Reac tio n f ac t o r at tou chdown , 360
Rea r l oading (airfoil), 244 , 248
Re f erence

drag , 370
eye point , 89
Regenerative engine, 137

Regu l ar Weight, 273
Removable equipment and services, 269
Retu rn on Investment , 382
Revenue , 266 , 382
Reverse
f l ow principle , 139

thrust, 17 1, 382
Reynolds number , 64 , 149 , 152 , 186 , 192, 228 , 231 ,
250, 253, 371 , 471 , 497, 499 , 535
Ride quality, 174 , 227
Rolamat system , 84 , 86

Pressurization , 2 , 65, 67 , 68 , 374
Price , aircraft , 385 , 386 , 387
Productivity , 2 , 12, 81 , 83, 266, 382, 387

Roll
angle of, 227 , 349 , 351

Profile drag , 194 , 219 , 222, 235, 237 , 242 , 545

Rolling moment , 50 , 184 , 231 , 257, 258 , 332

control surface deflection effect on , 497 , 546 ,

555
li ft effect on , 500
minimum, 239, 242, 499 , 544

Pro f i t, 69 , 382 , 387
Project eva l uation , 9 , 28, 143 , 155 , 172, 399
proj ected area , 44 7

Propell er , 99 , 117 , 202
adjustable , 195
blade angle, 191, 195, 210
blade camber , 202, 203
blade planform, 191, 196, 202
coef f icient , 19 1
contro l system , 191, 197 , 213 , 335

design , 183 , 186, 197, 201 , 202
diameter, 107 , 191 , 195, 197 , 199, 200 , 201
d i sk loading , 168 , 200
drag, 137 , 553 , 554
efficiency , 135 , 136, 165 , 19 1, 194, 199 , 516
fixed - pitch , 168, 190, 195, 196 , 197
geometr y , 183 , 192, 199
insta llation/location , 41 , 80 , 95 , 186 , 190 , 191 ,

199 , 204 , 205, 206, 277
number of blades , 191, 202, 203 , 204
performance diagrams , 191 , 194 , 195 , 199.
rever sing , 197, 198, 213
s lipstream, see Slipstream effect

control, 257, 258
ROOf - top (pressure distribution) , 243 , 244
Rotary Combustion engine, 111 , 112
Rotation

ang l e ( l imit ), 67 , 354 , 355
phase , 343, 579 , 58 1
ra t e of , 350, 578 , 579 , 581 , 582
Speed , 325 , 576 , 577
Roughness , 497, 499 , 517
Route structure , 13 , 387

Rubberizing of engine, 186 , 190
Rudder
control effectiveness, 53
d e fl ection , 51 , 332, 335
vari cam , 335
Runway
bearing capacity, 343, 349 , 359
c l assification , 343

flexible pavement, 344 , 347
gravel , 342, 345
Loading Index, 344
l oading restrietion , 273
rigid pavement, 344, 345
performance (wet , dry) , 15, 25 , 210 , 338, 356 ,

359 , 381
unprepared, 344 , 349
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Safe-life design, IS, 396
Safety, 2, 12, 23, 25, 67, 165, 184, 185, 396
Sailplane, 56, 65, 195
Sand grain size, equivalent, 517

Schrenk's method, 473
Scrubbing drag, 131, 507
Sealed internal balance, 314
Seat

crew, 81, 87, 92, 291
dimension, 67, 71, 73, 75, 76
laad, 76
number abreast, 67, 69, 71, 74

pitch, 67, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80
passenger, 75, 76, 269, 291

weight, 76
Seating arrangement, 62, 63, 68, 71, 77, 78, 272,

275, 297
Sensitivity study, 172
Separation of airflow, 228, 229, 231, 245, 249,
369, 371, 549
Service

life, IS, 120, 128
passenger, 68, 69, 73
Servicing, aircraft, 68, 78, 80, 382, 383
Servo tab, 314, 315

Shell weight, 282, 458, 459
Shimmy, 356

Stability, SI, 294, 297, 308, 351, 371
Augmentation System, 307, 323
Stall, 51, 52, 227, 231, 232, 250
characteristics, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 233,
239, 240, 249, 251, 528
progression, 228, 231, 232, 236, 237, 240, 553
proofing, 228
test, 166, 227, 228, 241, 374
warning and protection, 227, 228, 229

Stalling speed, 78, 111, 121, 122, 126, 185, 218,
227, 228, 233, 234, 374, 379, 537
Standard
error of prediction, 277, 281, 455

Fuel Capacity, 273
Item (Variations), 269, 270, 292
Mean Ct.ord, 296, 301, 439
Statie margin, 309
Steering, landing gear, 343, 349, 353
Stick
control, 87

displacement, 311
force, 307, 310, 311, 312, 315, 327
gearing, 311
pusher, 53, 218, 229
shaker, 53, 228
Stiffness, 57, 64, 66, 268, 390

Stopway, 575

Shock

Streamline body, 63, 64, 65, 369, 446, 490, 497,

absorber , 349, 352, 356, 357, 360, 361
wave, 153, 208, 242, 243, 244, 245, 247, 369,
371, 469
Short
period, longitudinal oscillation, 317, 318, 319,
320, 321
Takeoff and Landing, 179, 210
Short-haul, 13, 69, 76, 79, 127, 158, 159, 183,
218, 273
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Stress level, 63, 226, 261, 268, 276, 459
Stressed skin, 260, 395
Stretching, 4, 37, 64
Stringer, gross weight, 459

Short-range aircraft, 82, 123, 225

requirement, 228, 232, 272
Structure, 79, 80, 83, 226, 373

Sideslip, 331, 332, 555
Sidewash, 51, 333, 555
Single slotted flap, 253, 254, 255, 527, 530, 532,
Skin
friction drag (coefficient), 64, 149, 368, 490,
497, 498, 507, 568
structure (weight), 63, 259, 260, 261, 458
Slat, leading-edge, 256, 326, 527, 547, 548, 549
Slipstream, 40, 205, 232, 241
effect on drag, 515, 516, 555
effect on neutra 1 point, 317
effect on propeller thrust, 194, 201
Slot, 255, 256, 257, 327, 530, 537
Slotted flap, 255, 530, 535, 539, 541
Small aircraft, 20, 22, 23, 185
Sound insulatlon, 69, 147, 213, 291

Span, 219, 233, 235, 251, 280, 281, 438, 439, 473
loading, 155, 218, 222, 223, 252, 368, 369
Spar, 47, 251, 258, 259, 260, 261
Special FAR Part 23, 23
Specification, design, 6, 10, 29, 69, 145, 217,
367, 398, 399
Specific
aircraft density, 277
Excess Power, 160
heats, ratio of, 563

Speed stabili ty, 13 7, 138
Speedbrake, 258, 281, 452, 454, 455
Speed/Power Coefficient, 194, 197
Spin, 53, 338, 339
Spi ral stability, 331, 338
Split flap, 253, 254, 255, 527, 530, 531, 535, 541,
Spoiler, 255, 257, 258, 382, 585
weight, 281, 452, 454
Spring tab, 307, 314, 315
Squa.t'e-cube law, 186, 226, 281
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•

Structural

design, 9, 39, 64, 217, 219, 224, 225, 390, 394,
395, 397
design speed, 367, 373
fuselage, 62, 95, 282
multipath, 396
primary, 23, 218, 262, 390, 395, 396, 452
wei9ht, 184, 225, 226, 227, 233, 235, 236, 265,
277, 394, 451
wing, 218,259, 275, 395
Strut, 36, 281, 453, 514
Subcritical, 236, 241, 242, 243, 316, 469, 473, 490
Suction, 229, 256, 547
Supercharger, 103, 104, 108, 110, 165
Supercritical airfoil (section), 67, 242, 243, 244,

246, 471
Supersonic flow, 242, 243, 244

SUperstall, 44
SUpervelocity, 239, 243, 245, 246
Support structure, 395, 396
weight, 275, 463, 464
Surface

control system, 283, 307
imperfections (drag), 371, 490, 512, 516
SWeep, 153, 219, 232, 241, 246, 247, 251, 438, 439,
469
angle of, 37, 69., 225, 248, 250, 251, 327, 339,
395, 439
simple theory, 246, 251
Swept-up rear fuselage, 479
System
controls weight, 283, 284
design, 62, 82, 194, 397
Tail
angle, 37, 437
boom, 50, 62, 65, 66, 328, 329
- first air era ft , see Canard aircraft

Tail (continued)
surface design, 50, 51, 62, 63, 64, 308
group weight, 281
Tailless aircraft, 56, 58, 306
Tailwheel undercarriage, 54, 343, 355, 513
Takeoff, 167, 180, 183, 191, 237, 381, 574, 575,
576, 579
distance, 14, 15,38, 167, 184,349, 380, 381,
575, 577
field length, 14, 15, 167, 183, 574, 579
flight path, 576, 582, 583
height, 168, 224, 380
speed, 154, 168, 184, 185, 380, 577
weight, 69, 145, 147, 155, 224, 226, 271, 380
Weight,Maximum, 82, 154, 271, 272, 274, 275, 293
Taper (ratio), 219, 233, 236, 240, 251 , 326, 339,
439, 440, 471
Tare Weight, 270
Taxying, 204, 209, 349
Weight, 271
Thermal efficiency, 108, 114, 136, 564
Thermodynamic cycle, 112, 125, 132
Thickness
distribution, 238, 239, 248, 436
ratio (of section), 47, 149, 153, 219, 229, 231,
232,235,236,237,239,241,246,247,248,
249, 395, 437, 438, 439, 477, 530
Three-shaft engine, 178
Thrust
ambient temperature effect on, 134
coefficient, 192, 515
ideal, 563
idling, 580, 585
gross (standard), 116, "t28, 135, 506
lapse (rate), 120, 127, 155, 161, 224, 563, 566,
567, 579, 580
line, 206, 316
loading, 14, 155, 156, 161, 162, 168, 171, 174,
180, 183 , 224, 578
installation loss, 47, 155, 206, 210
net (standard), 116, 117, 187, 506 , 563
specific, 118, 119, 120, 121, 124, 126, 186, 563,
565, 566, 567, 568
reversal (system), 126, 183, 210, 295, 338, 516,
585
takeoff (statie), 128, 129, 130, 155, 565, 566,
567
/weight ratio, see Thrust loading
Time Between OVerhauls, 101, 107, 190
Tip tank drag, 152
Tire
American size, 356, 357
anti-shimmy, 356
British size, 356, 358
characteristics, 342, 343, 356
clearance, 205, 361
dimension, 359, 361
inflation pressure, 343, 344, 345, 356, 357, 359,
360, 580
load, 343, 356, 357, 358
size. 356
trcad pattern, 356
Toilet facilities, 69, 79, 80, 205
Torsion, 236, 237, 280, 396
Total
Activity Factor, 202, 203, 204
Pressure Ratio, see OVerall Pressure Ratio
Tourist class, 73, 74, 75, 80, 81
Touchdown, 56, 126, 343, 349, 381, 382
Tractor engi.ne, 39, 152, 156, 205
Tradeoff study, 13, 172
Traffic, 3, 11, 75, 270, 382
Trailing edge, 436, 438, 439, 499
angle, 471

Trailing edge (continued)
beveled' 315
stall, 229, 230, 231, 235, 249, 471, 529, 534,
536, 548
Trailing vortex, 192, 368, 490, 492, 551, 552, 553
Trainer, 65, 76, 206
Transition distance, 583
Transport (-category) aircraft, 22, 23
Trim
drag, 237, 239, 244, 297, 370, 496, 528, 543,
545, 546
tab, 315, 327
Triple slotted flap, 253, 254, 255, 527, 532, 534
T-tail, 45, 50, 53
Tuck under, 243, 316
Turbine, 104, 114, 117, 125, 207, 396
blade cooling, 124, 563
efficiency, 564
Entry (Inlet) Temperature, 114, 120, 123, 124,
133, 134, 135, 136, 171, 186, 199, 385, 563,
564, 567
free, 137
Turbocharger, 103, 104, 105, 110
Turbofan engine, 2, 99, 116, 121, 565
Turboprop engine, 39, 99, 112 , 117, 119, 137, 198,
205, 206
weight, 130
Turboshaft engine, 112
Turning f light, 161, 245
Twist, 192, 218, 222, 228, 239, 240, 248, 251, 440,
493, 549
aerodynamic, 440, 474
geometrie, 440
linear, 440, 473, 474, 477, 493
linear lofted, 248, 440, 473, 475, 477
Two stroke engine, 111, 112

Undercarriage
bogie, 345, 367
design, 56, 71, 207, 249, 268, 342, 343, 397
drag, 152, 165, 359, 492, 493, 528, 550
fixed, 362, 512, 513
Jockey, 363
geometry, 37, 184, 251, 296, 348, 353, 355, 360,
361, 395
layout, 227, 343, 345
retraction , SS, 62, 67, 68, 236, 249, 297, 360,
362 ", JG6, 579, 580
tandem, SS, 343
track, 255, 352, 353, 3!>4
trlcycle, 54, 343, 351
weight, 282, 283
Unit Construction Index, 344
Upwash, 256, 477, 509, 551, 553
Utilization, aircraft, 3, 12, 63, 84, 267, 384, 385

Vane, fixed, 255, 454, S32, 533
Vee engine, 111
Vertical tailplane, 207, 209, 331, 332
area, 39, 184, 331, 332
drag, 373, 508
geometry, 331, 332, 335, 337, 338, 339
stall, 327, 332
twin, 50, 335, 338, 482
Viscous flow effect, 192, 477, 496, 530, 534,
Visibility from the cockpit, 89, 91, 92, 205, 256
V-n diagram, 367, 373, 374
Volume, 222, 225, 226, 238, 277,. 368, 446, 447
Vortex generator, 250, 517
Vortex-induced drag (coefficient), 38, 222, 233,
237, 368, 370, 490, 492, 493, 496, "5 08, 509,
510, 511, 528, 543
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Vortex-induced drag (continued)
effect of flap deflection on, 545
effec t of fuselage lift on, 496
effect of interference on, 509, 511
effect of tailplane lift on, 546
effect of wing lift on, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496,
555
Vortilons, 250
V/STOL aircraft, 203
V-tall, 51, 53

Wake, 47, 53, 208, 231, 232, 530, 536
drag, 368, 369
Wankel engine, 112
Wardrobe, 73, 79, 80
Wash-in, 440
Wash-out, 57, 240, 248, 250, 440, 475, 492
Water injection system, 134
weight of, 269, 292
Wave drag, 66, 67, 368, 369, 371
Weight
Altitude Temperature diagram, 273, 380, 381
breakdown, 25, 145, 266, 268, 269, 399
control, 9, 144, 275, 276, 395
dlstribution, 159, 217, 296
Empty Equipped, 270
growth, 63, 186, 265, 266
limitation, 268, 271, 274
prediction method, 144, 145, 268, 277
Wetted area, 42, Dl, 149, 151, 222, 368, 446, 447,
448, 497, 509, 549
engine nacelle, 449
fuselage, 63, 64, 66, 80, 87, 446, 447
gas generator, 449
tailplane, 447, 448
wing, 439, 447, 448
Wheel
contact area, 346, 347, 359
door, 363, 460
load, 344, 356
location, 349, 353, 354, 356, 361
multiple, 344, 345, 348
- well fairing drag, 514
Wheelbay, 395, 462, 551
Whitcomb's area rule, 67, 208
Wide-body aircraft, 67, 73, 75, 79, 80
Windmilling engine, 470, 533, 553, 554, 580
Window, 67, 76, 78, 87, 460
seating procedure, 298, 301
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Windshield drag, 513, 514
Wing
apex, 438, 439
area, 143, 219, 222, 225, 226, 232, 233, 252,
256, 439, 479, 501
bending, 209, 218, 235, 236, 259, 260, 276, 280,
395, 396, 452, 453
center-section, 67, 206, 395, 470
design, 68, 69, 158, 217, 218, 227, 232, 241,
246
fences, 250, 517
loading, 2, 14, IS, 69, 155, 156, 168, 171, 174,
176, 180, 183, 217, 218, 219, 222, 223, 224,
225, 226, 227, 228, 233, 234, 245, 252
- mounted engines, 156, 233, 332, 336, 453
planform, 218, 228, 232, 233, 237, 240, 248, 249,
251, 438, 473
position (setting), 30, 37, 258, 259, 294, 300,
477, 479, 481
root, 36, 43, 68, 231, 235, 236, 240, 395, 438,
439, 449
section, see Airfoil section
shape, 218, 225, 227, 229, 232, 233, 236, 237,
240, 441, 442
size, 173,218, 219, 227
straight, 232, 233, 471
straight-tapered, 232, 233, 439, 441, 442, 443,
473, 493
sweptback, 6, 209, 229, 232, 247, 249, 473, 548
untapered, 232, 233
structure weight, 45, 184, 226, 227, 235, 276,
280, 452, 454
tip, 231, 236, 237, 247, 250, 259, 395, 438, 439
(tank) volume, 174, 222, 225, 238, 448

Yaw
angle of, 227
damper, 218, 258, 259, 332, 338
Yawing
moment, 51, 184, 209, 331, 332, 333, 337, 555
oscillation, 258, 332

Zero
Fuel Weight (Maximum), 79, 82, 270, 271
- lift drag, 56, 63, 87, 148: 149, 161, 369, 370,
490, 526
- lift line, 324, 436, 437, 443, 483
Payload Weight (Maximum), · 271,273

/

